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Art. I.—ARTHUR EDWARDS—EDITOR.

When^ ou the evening of March 20, 1001, Arthnr Ed-

wards ceased at once to work and to live there was lamentation

in uiir Israel, for he who had fallen was a prince indeed.

VuY three decades he had marched in the van, and his clear,

-rirring voice of command had been sent ringing down the

v'.'Iumns. For three decades of supreme opportunity he had

not failed to magnify his office nor to lend the weight of his

iutlueuce to every good cause. For three decades in Church

and State the molding and vitalizing power of his pen, and

tlic gentler but none the less potent example of his character

and life, were felt and acknowledged. Counted by the cal-

iiidar, his was not a long life, but when measured by achieve-

nicnt it was both long and full. His career was coincident

with most interesting and important periods in the history of

dii^ country which he valiantly served in its hour of greatest

t-^-ril, and of the Church which he loved ^^dth a profound and

• •I'Tcasing aifection. He fully appreciated the significance

--k1 the sacredness of the task set before him as editor of the

'^f'rlhvxstern Christian Advocate, and with deep humility,

-•ntiagging zeal, quiet courage, increasing devotion, and an

i'l'itling confidence in and complete dependence upon God for

V. !.-(loin and guidance he gave himself up wholly to its per-

^''Hnance. And as the years of his editorial ministry fol-

i'.wcd each other he had the unspeakable satisfaction of seo-

'f!?r the fruits of his labors manifest themselves throughout
'•'f- length and breadth of the vast field which he so assidu-

•"'-ly tilled.
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He Avas born at iSTorwalk, 0., on Xovember 23, 183-1,

bis motber being of English lineage, and his father, a

native of this country, of Scotch-Welsh. His grandfather

served during the Iicvolutionarj War and in the War of

1812. In 1841 his father, John Edwards, having died,

Arthur Edwards, then a child of seven years, was taken to

Trenton, Mich., and placed under the care of his uncle, for

Avhom the boy vras named and by whom ho was adopted, and

who greatly desired that his nephew should be as well edu-

cated as his opportunities allowed. This uncle was inter-

ested in shipping on the great lakes, and it was doubtless

through his early association with him that Arthur Edwards

yielded to the enthralling fascination of the sea which held

him captive to the end of his days. In pursuit of an educa-

tion young Edwards entered the seminary at Albion, Mich.,

and after a year matriculated at Ohio Wesleyan University.

Here he came into close and vital contact with such men as

Edward Thomson, president of the institution, and Fred-

erick ^Merrick, Lorenzo D. McCabe, William G. Williams,

and William L. Harris, mighty men in the faculty, the first

at the time filling the chair of biblical literature and moral

philosophy, the second that of mathematics and mechanical

philosophy, the third that of the Greek and Latin language?,

and the fourth that of chemistry and natural history.

While a student in Ohio Wesleyan Arthur Edwards was

converted, and on his graduation in 1858 he joined the ranks

of the Methodist itinerants, and, entering Detroit Conference,

was stationed as second preacher at St. Clair and Xewport,

Mich., modest to^ATis on the St. Clair Kiver, a narrow bat

important stream along which all the traffic between the up-

per and lower lakes passes. Surely during his brief resi-

dence at this place the taste for the sea and for things nau-

tical, which had been implanted under his uncle's tutelagi^;

must have been greatly stimulated. Ilis appointment in

1859 was ^'Walnut Street and City Mission," Detroit, a

charge which has developed into the present Simpson Church ;

and in 18G0 he was assigned to Saginaw. When the civil
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viir broke out in 18G1 he was one of-the first to offer himself

t,, his country, and \Yent to the front as chaph\in of the First

Mii"liig«n Infantry. His military record was an unusually

honorable one, although it covered a period of only two years.

IIo faithfully followed his regiment, which participated in

M'arly twoscore engagements, among them the battles of

.Mochanicsville, Gainesville, the second Bull Run, Fredericks-

tiiri:, and Gettysburg. When he resigned his chaplaincy it

•.uis with the intention of accepting promotion as colonel of a

rnvalry regiment, but he returned to the pastorate instead,

i-:ul was appointed to Trenton and Wyandotte, in the former

ol which places he had lived in the home of his uncle. In

tiiis charge he served until 1S61-, when he was invited to be-

(v>me assistant editor of the Northwestern Christian Advo-

fUc. He was the editor of the Daily Christian Advocate

during the General Conference of 1868. He continued

i;is connection with Detroit Conference until his death; for

t'Ai'lve years he was its secretary, and seven times his brethren

Kut him to General Conference, twice at the head of his

iK-lcgation. In 1876 he was a member of the committee

'Wen to prepare a new hymnal, and in 1881 he was a dele-

irate to the first Ecumenical Conference in London and read

:* paper of high merit on "The Statistics of Methodism

INjiresented in the Conference."

In 1864, when Arthur Edwards began his editorial career

A5 assistant editor of the Northwestern Christiaii Advocate,

the chief official papers of the Methodist Episcopal Churcli

^^To manned as follows: The Christian Advocate and Jour-

•'^ Daniel Curry, in succession to Edward Thomson, who
^•^d been elected to the episcopacy; Western Christian Advo-
<"•-<•, John '^L Eeid, whose immediate predecessor, Calvin

Kiijfrslcy, likewise had been made a bishop; Central Chris-

''<in Advocate, Benjamin F. Crary; Northern Christian Ad-

^^rntc, Dallas D. Lore; while his superior on the North-

*'^s(<^rn -^vas Thomas '^[. Eddy. There were important

•-aniros in the editorial personnel of these papers after the

^^^••ncral Conference of 18 68, Stephen M. Merrill becoming
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editor of the ^Yesiern Christian Advocate, and John M. lieid

following Dr. Eddv on the Northwestern. In 1S72, when
Dr. Edwards succeeded to the chief editorial position on the

Northwestern, he had for confreres on the several papers

Daniel Currj on The Christian Advocate, Francis S. Iloyt

on the ^yestern Christian Advocate, Benjamin St. James
Fry on the Central Christian Advocate, William Ilnnte? on

the Pittsburg Christian Advocate, and Dallas D. Lore on the

Northern Christian Advocate. During the twenty-nine years

of his editorship of the Northwestern he witnessed many
changes among the editors of the other chief papers. He had

outstripped all his colleagiies in length of service; some had

died in the harness,, and the others were subject to the muta-

tions A\TOught out by the General Conference. In that

period—1872 to 1000—the Methodist Review had four edi-

tors
—

"Whedon, Curry, Mendenhall, and Kelley; The Chris-

tian Advocate three—Curry, Fowler, Buckley ; Western

Christian Advocate four—Hoyt, Bayliss, ]\Ioore, Gilbert;

Central Cliristian Advocate three—Fry, Young, Spencer:

Northern Christ ia)i Advocate four—Lore, Warren, Sawyer,

Titus; and the Pittsburg Cliristian Advocate three—Hunter,

Wheeler, Smith.

When the manifold vicissitudes of General Conference

elections are t-aken into consideration it is quite remark-

able that he should have l)een chosen repeatedly, and always

by a large vote, to succeed himself. His hold on the Church

as far as his reelection to office is concerned may be inferred

from the fact that in 1S7G the General Conference reelected

him by acclamation, an honor but rarely conferred by that

body; while at successive General Conferences his vote was

so large as to be substantially unanimous. So strongly were

men allied to him, and so appreciative were they of his real

worth, that at the last General Conference when it was sug-

gested that a change in the editorship of the Noj-th western

might be desirable because of the incumbent's physical in-

firjnities one delegate showed his hostility to the idea by de-

claring, '"T vote for Edwards, dead or alive." With the
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oxc<ption of William Nast, who served as editor of Der

\''hri'^tliche Apologete fifty-three years, the editorial career

v,f Arthur Edwards, covering a period of thirty-seven years

\,i consecntive service, twenty-nine years as editor in chief,

and eight as assistant editor, is the most remarkable in the

historv of American Methodism. The nearest approaching

record is that of Daniel I). Whedon, who was editor of the

}fethodist JReview for twenty-eight years.

In analyzing his character and in seeking the reasons for

his extraordinary career one is confronted by the fact that

])r. Edwards was in many respects an imnsual man. He

\s^as possessed of a mental equipment which would compel

success in any editorial field, so rich and varied was its char-

acter, and so' readily available was it for his purposes. And

tliis equipment was always being increased and rendered

more efficient and serviceable. Paist was foreign to him.

Everything that came within the range of his intellectual

vision was immediately appraised with reference to its value

to his paper, and if it was found useful it was sure to be used

most advantageously. His mind was always well filled, but

not with rubbish. Erom innumerable sources the streams of

knowledge poured their treasures into the reservoirs of his

mind, but these riches were never seized upon in any selfish

i^pirit, or allowed to remain stagnant in the mind. They

were quickly distributed unto the necessities of his vast con-

gregation, and thus what had come to him was sent forth for

tlio intellectual quickening and enrichment of many others.

His paper, therefore, was always virile, and never dull. Ii

v.as not a mere retailer of more or less reliable current news

pleaned from the daily press, and served up with a few pieces

<f editorial connective tissue. He had better use for his

fditorial columns. There were many vital problems in the

vast realm of human concerns to consider, and they were

indissolubly related to the Church, therefore he gave the

1-^t that was in him to the discussion of them. And while

it is true that nothing relating to human affairs was without

interest to him, vet he found his greatest delight in contrib-
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uting to his paper the materials which should vield the largest

returns in the development of the heart, the mind, and tlio

soul. He never lost sight of the fact that his paper had a

religions mission, and tliat he was as mncli a messenger of

God as any preacher who proclaimed the good news of the

Gos|}el from his pnlpit from Sunday to Sunday. Therefore

its successive issues always contained something to instruct

and edify tlie saints and to awaken the sinners and bring

them to repentance. Speaking thus.- every week for over a

third of a century to an invisible audience of many thou-

sands, he was enabled to achieve a work which, if its results

could be tabulated, would be found to be extraordinary.

Dr. Edwards was a man of remarkable fertility as v>'ell as

versatility. Generally speaking, most men can do one or two

things well. He could do many things unusually well. He
had, of course, one consuming vocation—the editing of his

paper, which was his passion. But he had a score of avoca-

tions, and such were the temper of his mind and the habit

of his life that these were all placed under tribute to his

vocation. His avocations drew him into many fields of

human interest and contributed not a little to the rich fur-

nishing of his mind. He could build and sail a boat; he was

a capable amateur photographer, and an accomplished art

critic whether in sculpture, painting, or natural scenery; he

could handle a gun and revolver with the proficiency of a

cavalr^Tuan ; he was thoroughly informed on the teclmical

side of naval affairs, and could converse as accurately and

amply on the details of naval architecture, armament, navi-

gation, and kindred themes as a naval ofiicer; for mathe-

matics and the mechanical sciences he confessed an irresisti-

ble fascination ; the birds of the air, the fish of the sea, and

the beasts of the field and forest found a keen admirer and

loyal friend in him; while not a cartographer in the tech-

nical and limited sense, yet he was a devoted student of the

science of map-making and was possessed of a vast amount of

exact and valuable information related to it ; though he never

assumed to discuss the science of medicine in a professional
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\utv vet there was no development in that field that did not

rt^rive his eager attention, and as a consequence he could

tiiscuss a case with an astonishing exactness of physiological

;anl tlierapeutical detail that revealed not only a natural in-

rliiKition toward that particular field of study and action,

but showed also that he had indulged his aptitude to some

j.urposc.

But Dr. Edwards evidently did not enter these attractive

Lyways for personal delectation merely, or to satisfy curios-

ity, or solely as a diversion from his regular work as editor,

luither he sought tlienr-for the substantial benefit they might

yield for his appointed work. To him a rut was an abomina-

tion, to be shunned as the plague. lie was in constant re-

kllion against the possibility of a man's becoming so wedded

10 one line of thought, or one source of information, or one

jKiint of view and course of action that he sedulously set

himself against every tendency in the direction of intel-

1-ctual isolation that he might discover in himself. There-

fore he read extensively, his range of reading comprising a

vast variety of subjects besides theology, histxDry, and politics

;

and to a person unacquainted with his remarkable powers of

a.ssimilation and adaptation some of these subjects, could he

have knoAvn them, must have seemed only remotely related to

the great work which absorbed his thought and life. He

know what was going on in all the chief fields of human

activity and achievement. The latest work in theology or

art, in politics or poetry, in medicine or travel would not

Hx-nrc his attention any sooner than the latest great novel

<'r history or government report. All were interesting to

liim, because all yielded material for his paper, and all of

'licm were read. But he obtained inspiration from sources

••tlior than the printed page. The broad field was an open

^"X-k to him, the babbling brook was refreshing to his spirit,

'!ic mysterious sea stirred the depths of his soul, the expand-

ing heavens broadened his outlook. He was also an eager

Joarncr from personal observation and experience. It was

»Kft enough to read the reports of an industrial disturbance
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in the daily papers ; he must visit the scene of the riot and

converse with the strikers and employers, and learn for him-

self what the cause and remedies might be. He was not sat-

isfied to accept the news reports of a fearful blizzard, he musi

make a personal investigation and consider the meteorolog-

ical and other authorities before speaking of the occurrence iu

his i:)aper. When war was raging in the East between China

and Japan the 'absurd announcements of the daily press did

not trick him into publishing false statements concerning tbe

nations involved, for he had so completely furnished himsell

with accurate data that he was entirely independent and couhl

speak with the authority of correct knowledge. He was

unsparing of energy, of means, and of time in his efforts to

secure the information necessary to an accurate presentation

of current events, whether in the secular or religious world,

and \jo enable him to discuss editorially the important, seri-

ous, and often complicated problems in Church, in State, and

in human affairs generally.

Some may have thought that because his name and fame

did not reach out as far beyond the borders of Methodism as

in the cases of other men, he was a narrow man, and greatly

circumscribed in his ability. But this is clearly an error.

Xo one who knew the quality of his heart and mind can think

of him as having been a narrow man. He had too clear and

comprehensive a conception of God, too deep a sense of the

obligations of human In-otherhood, too wide a sweep of intel-

lect, too intensely sympathetic a heart to be a narrow man.

All the tendencies of his nature rebelled at the idea of nar-

rowness, and all the imi)ulses of his life made for and em-

phasized the cardinal principles in accordance with whicli

the life of the ^Master M'as organized and projected. He had.

however, certain well-defined and tenaciously held convic-

tions as to his personal duty to his appointed task. Ho con-

sidered that in electing him successively to the editorship

of the Xorthircsteni Christkn Advocate the Church bad

reposed in him a sacred trust, and throughout his long career

in the office his fidelitv to that trust was attested to the satis-
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f.io(ion of the Church. He was elected to be an editor, and an

rdiior he would be. He might have expanded his reputation,

havo done much good, and have brought himself into greater

j'ruininonce and possibly higher position if he had given

,.joi-e attention to preaching, and he might have increased his

tKoro of worldly goods had he yielded to the enticements of

the 1(-K.'ture platform. But he was determined to abstain

j'runi such pu'blic ministrations in order to devote himself

:;iorc completely to the specific task to which he had been

, Icctod by the Church. He did not minify either the pulpit

„r tlie rostrum by assuming this position ; nor did he pretend

K, lav down a rule for anybody else to follow. In this public

^.•i-vi'ce he simply saw an agency which might diminish his

j-Tsonal efficiency as an editor, and as his chief ambition

v.-as to discharge his duties as editor to the very best of his

aLility he recognized the necessity in his case of conserving

all his energies for this sole end.

'ihe period of Dr. Edwards's incumbency of the Xorth-

v'sleni was an exceedingly interesting and important one

f.r Mothodism. It was a period of remarkable development

ftiid expansion. This is shovm. in the rough by the statement

'.hat in 1872 there were 10,242 traveling preachers, as

;:-ainst 17,.583 in 1900; 11,964 local preachers, as against

l\,-2hO', and 1,458,411 church members as against 2,871,-

•'I'.t. In 1872 there were 76 Annual Conferences, while in

1000 there were 124 Annual Conferences and 22 Missions

and [Mission Conferences. The development in what is more

iToiK-rly the patronizing territory of the paper he so ably

-ilted was most marked. In 1872 the Conferences in

Mif'liigan, Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Nebraska, Minnesotii,

sn^l tlie Dakotas had a membership of about 275,000; while

^:i 1000 it had reached about 530,000. The opportunity

atlorded him in molding the religious, social, intellectual,

2iul civil life of the multitudes of people who were settling

''? the Xorthwest was wisely and successfully employed, and

'f< a large measure the vigor, healthfulness, hopefulness, and

•}.<• loyal quality found to-day in the ^Methodism of this par-
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ticnlar section of the Church is due to the vitalizing and cul-

turing influence of the Novthvjestern Christian Advocate

and its potent, clear-visioned, and true-hearted editor. Liv-

ing at the capital and nerve center of that vast western em-

pire, which he saw reduced to ashes and then arise in greater

strength eager for larger conquests, he was filled with its

spirit, dreamed its dreains, and ent<?red heartily into its far-

reaching hopes and purposes. But, while capitalists were

keen to reap the benefits of material development and conse-

quent prosperity, he was none the less zealous to broaden and

deepen the foundations of morality and practical righteous-

ness, aiid to establish beyond the possibilities of disturbance

the metes and bounds of the Redeemer's kingdom. He there-

fore cooperated heartilj- with every plan that had a purpose

to quicken the intellectual and religious life of the people,

or that sought to develop a higher type of citizenship, or to

ameliorate the condition of the oppressed, or to benefit in

any proper way the Church, the nation, and the people.

The founding of an institution of learning, or the broadening

of its scope so as to more fully meet the needs of the times,

was a delight to his soul; the establishment of a church in a

new community, where its beneficent influences would result

in an inevitable improvement in the life of the people, was

a work in which he heartily concurred; the opening of a

mission in the great cities for reaching their vast populations

with the Gospel, or extending the helping hand of brother-

hood to the discouraged, the unfortunate, and the sinful won
his deepest sympathy ; while any movement to stimulate and

deepen the patriotic impulses and affections of the people

found in him a most cordial supporter.

In the discissions that raged about the many and varied

que-stions which have come up for consideration before

the Church during the last third of a century Dr. Ed-

wards took a couspicuous and decisive part. On the floor

of the General or Annual Conference he may not havo

Ix'en among the foremost debaters, but in the larger and

calmer arena of the press he proved himself a worthy
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f'.tiiian. In the wjlution of many of the problems of our

Ciiurcli life and politv during his editorship his declara-

lioiij! were frequently among the determining factors. He
wa.i" fearless, fraiik, and fair in debate ; always thorougli-

Iv jirepared and competent to discover the Aveak spots in

Iii> opponent's armor. In all his contentions he never had

jiiiy personal end to serve, but he was constajitly solicitous

that truth, justice, right, and that which conserved the high-

est good t-o the Church, the State, or the individual should

prt-vail. To the consideration of questions that have engaged

tlic attention of the Church he brought a well-developed

liiiud, a vast fund of accurate information, a ready familiar-

ity with the history and polity of the Church, a quick desire

that the Church should come into possession of such agencies

fu> might conduce to her increased efficiency, and a facility

and felicity of statement which furnished illumination and

jiroduced conviction. Whether he was always, or even gener-

ally, right in the positions he assumed on the various current

questions before the Church is a matter of individual judg-

mt-nt, each person interpreting him in the light of his per-

ronal opinion on the issues. There cannot be any doubt,

however, but that the Church was satisfied with the candor,

sagacity, vigor, and disinterestedness of his editorial treat-

nient, and manifested its approval in his successive reelection

to his editorship.

There was something wonderfully attractive about Dr.

Kdwards. His prominent position in the Church, as well as

his acknowledged intellectual gifts, led men to seek his ac-

quaintance, and once they came within his mystic sphere of

influence they were captives, held as with hooks of steel by

'nc ingratiating and exquisite charm of his personality. His

sincerity was apparent to all, and he was always ready to

IK-rfonn those gentler individual ministries that sometimes

i^oom insignificant in themselves, but in the end compose

"'-i"ands that cannot be broken. He was a noble knight, abso
lutoly free, as those near to him knew full well, from tho?e

riii-orable littlenesses that dwarf and shrivel the soul. '•'The
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truest mark of being lx)rii with great qualities," said La

Kocliefoucauld, "is being born without envy." Dr. Edwards

was immune to the poison of envy. He rejoiced in the suc-

cess of good men and causes. His life, as far as his relations

with tlie outride world were concerned, wa^ an attempt to put

into the concrete the sublime principles of the Sermon on the

Mount and Paul's matchless deliverance on Christian charity.

Therefore, men believed in him, loved him, and were ready

to suffer for him should need for such proof of devotion arise.

This reciprocal regard which men throughout the Cliurch

had for him Avas a fact of which he was fully cognizant, and

became a source of unalloyed joy to his soul.

A prominent layman who had kuoA\Ti Arthur Edwards

many years, speaking of his character and life, said: '"He was

first and always a gentleman ; kindly, courteous, and genial.

He gained, as he deserved, good will and friendship. I am
glad he died editor of the Xorlhwesfeni. Although appre-

hensive he might not live to complete his quadrennium, I

considered it a duty and a privilege to vote at the late

General Conference for liis continuance to the end in the

work to which he had consecrated the greater part of his

active life." A Southern editor, himself a mighty man of

valor, with whom Dr. Edwards had had many a tilt over

political and social questions arising from the civil war, and

especially over questions concerning the relations of the

South to the colored race, writes of his old antagonist but

revered friend: ''In distant days we jousted hotly because

our visors were down. His winged words flew direct, aimed

swift as darts the hornet, but with the impact of grooved

guns. His lance left no venom to fester. His portrait, all

tlie while, had place of honor by the desk where we forged

the shafts shot to Chicago.*' And another Southern editor,

with whom also he had threshed out many a controversial

point, but for whom he had the most tender regard, said of

him: ''My admiration for him has grown into settled affec-

tion. He was not only one of the greatest religious editors in

tlie world, but also one of the manliest and most attractive
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i,{ 111(11. Wo have not always been able to see eve to eye. On

,-.i!iie points be thougbt me incorrigible, and on some others

1 felt sure that he was wholly ^-rong. But nothing ever dis-

tiirlK'd the steadfastness of our mutual regard. I have said

I hat he onght to be called Open Sonl and Groat Heart, For

nil .^lianis, hypocrisieSj and make-believes he had a sovereign

t«inti.iiipt. Genuineness and sincerity were the charact-eris-

tic notes of his nature. To have known such a man in the

intimacy of formal friendsliip is a sacred privilege; to re-

iiK'inber him will ]x> a holy joy."

These spontaneous and worthy utterances illustrate the

liigli esteem in which lie was universally held by those

who knew him well and were acquainted with the motives

that controlled his life and determined his conduct; and

this attitude of heart and mind was fully justified. Strong,

.sincere, sympathetic, courteous, courageous, patient, hopeful,

virile, resourceful, he was a man who stood foursquare : a

lii'in believer in the fundamentals of tlie Christian religion,

an undaunted defender of that faith, a devoted lover of truth,

a reliable and inspiring leader, a sane optimist, a wise inter-

jdx'ter of the signs of the times, a reformer but not a fanatic,

a tr\ie friend of oppressefl humanity, an ardent and clear-

visioned patriot, a man of unsullied lips and uncorrupted

lioiirt—God honored him, and throughout his long, eventful,

:iud fruitfid career he honored God and blessed his fellow-

laon. His name is graven in the history of American Metlio-

<lism beyond the possibility of obliteration, and the gracious

f'^ults of his arduous and abundant labors shall abide

forever.

<5-^^. UjmA^'^'^'^
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Ai^r. II._TIIE DEBT OF THE CHRISTIAN WORLD
TO RUSKIX.

Ei-si:iN sp«kc and wrote ou thei„es of art, political econ.
«n,v, and morals. Ho is placed in contenapo^ CtrTasthe gaeat art student, l.is.orian, and critic, rankin. forcnost
P-Laps, of tins naodern era. It is not, however, of the pr"

s-'

ent purpose to speak of iam in this character. Ve also pa^

uec the nobleness of h.s teaching, ,o which we have almost
solel.v now to refer, from the nobleness of his life, witho^^doing violence to both, '

""""""^

.at^t-""
°'''"

"f '" ''""' '' "''"" '« ^ ""'W'^' of greatersati^lae lon to depart, to a degree, from the monograph cumtv of purpose set for this study, and linger on the pardleb tween the teaching and the life and character of the manvho came from the l>isom of a family warm w-ith 13ible tnitb

w a tl

,
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aiiJ tone than that of preacliing of truest ring. He was to

j:>:uiy a bold and gifted seer and prophet. So when the

transatlantic cables brought tidings of his passing away, on

.laniiarv 20, this word sprang into mind as the sum of his

iii-iiest personal worth and meaning to the world. Writers

have since employed the same expression, so imposingly does

ihe prophet form force itself forward and hold itself in view.

To one who should glance over the Kuskin literature by

title only this figure of him would not, indeed, stand out to

view. Singular as it may, perhaps, appear, the strong, fear-

lr<3 teaclicr and monitor is not the least prefigured by any

licading under which he spoke or •svrotc. He was preacher,

if preacher we are to call him, without any of the obvious

accompaniments or environments of such a functionary;

Avithout expectation on part of any of his deliverances iu

that role; "^"ith no authority but that of conscience and con-

scious power, with no credentials but eternal truth. Yet, if

that personality called the man of art wrote or stood forward

to enlighten and entertain people whose ears were open for

?ueh an event, there stood also with him the twin personality

nurtured, versed, and cultured in things that pertain to the

jTofoundest concerns of human life and destiny. And on

1*11 possible occasions and all themes, whether in professional

k-cture, in public address, or in his more voluminous works,

the great soul, the deeply fired spirit, mounted above the

masterly mind and poured out a warmth and light of lasting,

'Uplifting truth. Xay, it is possible that bis teaching and

preaching took such effect as historically they did because

''C pleaded for righteousness under no assumption of title,

'n no official name or position, and addressed men as one

•iriven by a consuming love of truth and goodness. He was
independent of titles because superior to them. He is known
t'' the world, the great and small, as simply John Euskin.

A few brief characteristic expressions, here recalled, will

''"fvo to mark him as the origin of some distinct and effective

5'ifluences in the Christian world, which we have set out to

*'ace. Kequested at one time by certain people to lecture and
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advise thciii about the building of a business exchan<Te with

You hear of me among others as a respectable architectural man-
milliner; and you send for me that I may tell you the leading

fashion. Now, pardon me for telling you frankly, you cannot have
good architecture merely by asking people's advice on occasion.

All good architecture is the expression of national life and char-

acter. You ask me what style is best to build in; and how can I

answer but by another question: Do you mean to build as Christians

or as Infidels? And still more, do you mean to build as honest Chris-

tians or as honest Infidels, as thoroughly and confessedly either one

or the other? You don't like to be asked such rude questions. I

cannot help it; they are of much more importauc? than this ex-

change business; and if they can be at once answered, the exchange
business settles itself in a moment. . . . The only absolutely and un-

approachably heroic element in the soldier's work seems to be that

he is paid little for it; while you traffickers and exchangers and
others occupied in a presumably benevolent business like to be paid

much for it. I can never make out how it is that a knight-errant

does not expect to be paid for his trouble, but a pedlar-errant always

does; that people are willing to take hard knocks for nothing, but

never to sell ribands cheap; that they are ready to go on fervent

crusades to recover the tomb of a bui'ied God, never on any travels

to fulfill the orders of a living God; that they will go anywhere
barefoot to preach their faith, but must be well bribed to practice

it, and are perfectly ready to give the Gospel gratis, but never the

loaves and fishes.

Again, in tlic same spirit, he is prophesying against the

domination of self, which by its indifference and neglect of

men leaves them to struggle with poor chances, the odds being

against them. He says :

I know that all this wrong and misery are brought about by a

warped sense of duty, each of you striving to do his best without

noticing that this best is essentially and centrally the best for him-

self, not for others. And all this has come of the spreading of that

thrice accursed, thrice Impious doctrine of the modern economist
that "To do the best for yourself is finally to do the best for others."

Friends, our great Master said not so; and most absolutely we shall

find this world is not made so. Indeed, to do the best for others is

finally to do the best for ourselves.

But note again what a realistic concrete Gospel the Gos|H'1

of the Xew Testament assumes when delivered through the
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KM nth of such a prophet. He was lecturing to workhigmen

.', Camberwcll, and said:

Vou rannot serve two masters; you must serve one or other. If

%our work is first with you, and your fee second, work is your

:;.iisi<>r, and the lord of work, who is God. But if your fee is first

suh you, and your work second, fee is your master and the lord of

;.H., who is the devil; and not only the devil but the lowest of

J-.,. vl Is—" the least erected fiend that fell." So there you have it in

l.rler terms. Vv'ork first, you are God's servants. Fee first, you are

\tc fiend's. And it makes a difference now and ever, believe me,

V. riother you serve Him who has on his vesture and thigh written

•King of kings," and whose service is perfect freedom; or him, on

<\horie vesture and thigh the name is written, "Slave of slaves," and

fvhose service is perfect slavery.

ilcrc is part of another thought on work:

Kverybody in this room has been taught to pray daily, "Thy

'>-:;ngciom come." Now if we hear a man swear in the streets we

think it very wrong, and say he takes God's name in vain. But

li.cre's a twenty times worse way of taking his name in vain than

:i;at. It is to ask God for xchat we don't uant. He doesn't like that

»ort of prayer. If you don't want a thing don't ask for it; such

fc.'-klng is the v.-orst mockery of your King you can mock him with;

'.h'.- soldier's striking him on the head with the reed was nothing to

•liat. If you don't wish for his kingdom, don't pray for it. But if

yon do, you must do more than pray for it, you must work for it.

And to work for it you must know what it is; we have all prayed for

it many a day without thinking.

Words used by this unique and original thinker and mor-

alist liave at times so distinctly a Bushiiiesque sound and

{•'-sition that we are to allow for this in considering the merit

sTid breadth of a principle for which a word may stand. So

in tiio following dictum he employs the term "taste" with

v.'tstly more than aesthetic meaning, as will be perceived:

Taste is not only a part and an index of morality, it is the o'ly
*i5oraHty. The first and last and closest trial question to any living

''feature is, "What do you like?" Tell me what you like and I'll

fll you what you are. What we like determines what we are, and is

'-« sign of what we are; and to teach taste is inevitably to form
'^aracter. "Nay," perhaps you answer, "we need rather to ask what
:^-^Pk' do than what they like. If they do right, it is no matter that
••-'^y like what is wrong; and if they do wrong, it is no matter that
''*'>' like what is right. Doing is the great thing." Indeed, for a
'•'<5rl time, and In a provisional sense, this is true. For if, reso-

35
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lutely, people do what is right, in time they come to like doing it.

But they are only in a right moral state when they have come to

lilie doing it; and as long as they don't like it, they are still in a

vicious slate.

Consider the noted and deeply discriminating passage on

"the service of God," marvelous at once for its extreme sim-

plicity, its directness, and its awakening effectiveness:

You' are told to sing psalms when you are merry, and to pray

when you need anything, and by the perversion of the evil spirit wo
get to think that praying and psalm singing are service. If a child

finds itself in want of anything he runs in and asks his father for

it; does he call that doing his father a service? If he beg;} for a toy

or a piece of cake does he call that serving his father? That with

God is prayer, and he likes to hear it. He likes you to as.i him for

cake when you want it; but he doesn't call that serving him. Beg-

ging is not serving. God likes mere beggars as little as you do.

He likes honest servants, not beggars. So when a child loves his

father very much and is very happy he may sing little songs about

him, but he doesn't call that serving his father; neither is singing

songs about God serving God. And yet we are impudent enough to

call our beggings and chantings "divine service." We say "E)ivine

service will be performed" (that's our word—the form of it gone

through) "at eleven o'clock." Alas! unless we perform divine serv-

ice in every willing act of our life we never perform it at all.

The statement Avcnt deep and wide when it was made, an<l

has been oscillating in our preaching ever since.

The following will bring to mind one of the deepest and

most eloquent lessons taught by Christ, though discoursed

to a single person. We refer to the conversation with the

woman of Samaria, in wliich Jesus revealed the txue nature

of worship as offered under a just conception of God's na-

ture, and accordingly spiritual, therefore essentially inde-

pendent of localities and houses:

I notice that among all the new buildings that cover your once

wild hills, churches and schools are mixed in due, that is to say, in

large proportion with your mills and mansions; and I notice also

that the churches and schools are almost always Gothic, and the

mansions and m.ills are never Gothic. Will you allow me to ask pre-

cisely the meaning of this? Am I to understand that you are think-

ing of changing your architecture back to Gothic, and that you tre.it

your churches experimentally because it does not matter what mis-

takes you make in a church? Or am I to understand that you con-
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!*!>lfr Gothic a preeminently sacred and beautiful mode of building,

*l)k-h you think, like the fine frankincense, should be mixed for the

t.'ibornaclc only, and reserved for your religious services? For if

this be the feeling, though it may seem at first as if it were graceful

and reverent, you will find that, at the root of the matter, it signifies

rolthcr more nor less than that you have separated your religion

tiom your life. . . . We call our churches temples. Now you know,

vr ought to know, they are not temples. They have never had, never

i:m have, anything whatever to do with temples. They are syna-

KOKues—gataering places—v/here you gather yourselves together as

:\n assembly. . . . Now you feel as I say this to you as if I were

trying to take away the honor of your churches. Not so; I am trying

to prove to you the honor of your houses and your hills; I am trying

to show you, not that the Church is not sacred, but that the whole

Harth is. I would have you feel what careless, what constant,

what infectious sin there Is in all modes of thought, whereby

in calling your churches only holy, you call your hearths

and homes profane; and have separated yourselves from the heathen

by casting all your household gods to the ground, instead of recog-

nizing in place of their many and feeble Lares, the presence of your

One and Mighty Lord and Lar.

Toward a like point, tliougli varving from this in force,

warmth, and effect, because uttered in a spirit more distant,

U the lofty observation of Carlyle of the human preference

lor houses for man's "worship over the great exjianse of na-

ture and the heavens, ''that star-fretted Dome where Arcturns

.'iiid Orion glance forever:" ''Therefore do Ave, pitiful Little-

nesses as we are, turn rather to wonder and to worship in the

little toy box of a temple, built by our like."

Tlicsc several extracts are cut out, as it were for citation,

not as scriptures of mere beauty, but as notes of a voice

l^-aring messages of meaning and purpose. They serve par-

''illy to intimate the spirit in which he discoursed his themes,

'Jie dc-ep strain into which he was wont to fall, and the tone

'*' Avhich he ever and instinctively sought to set his teaching.

^ow, what of the effect—the historic effect—of such senti-

nir-nts, such deliverances, vigorous oft and fearless like the

'lasts of a prophet, but in form frequently eloquent and

'"ni>sic? We doubtless tliink we have been hearing things

•'i-ry like them most of our intelligent life. And if wo seek to

iaid in ^vhat soul and through what mouth these and like
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strains were waked^ an act of justice to his character and

gre^itness as an instrnnicnt, it mav be, of Providence, leads n.-^

to assign no mean share to the subject of this study. His own

influence has reached us, as all great influences, once set

a-going—great and intellectual influences—overtake and in-

form intelligences far and wide, away from their source and

firs*; inspiration ; as the teaching and preaching of the great

and good reach us not only by direct communication and fel-

lowship with their spirits, but chiefly by transmission from

tongiie to tongTtC, from mind to mind. Their messages, their

epistles to the world which their books and other writings

may be called, are received by those whose immediate and

particular concern it may be to receive them, and are thence

diffused through and infused into the bo<:ly of our teaching.

Do we mean to ascril^e such an influence to Ruskin ? AVe do

mean it as the result of thirty years of observation ; and such

observation is not w-ithout support from the testimony and

judgment of those in scholarly position to estimate his gTeat-

ness and give account of his influence. It may be made

specific and particular under the general assertion that the

teaching and what is called the preaching of Euskin have had

profound efi'ect on the practical thought of the religious

world. Without attempting now to define its nature and

limits in times before he spoke on matters of Christian duty,

not delaying to point out the universal sway of doctrinal

and apologetic preaching and literature, we are confident

that historic insight, long observation, and experience as

well, agree that Euskin gave gi-eat vitality, if not form,

to much that has got to be more or less familiar if not

commonplace religious teaching. Take his reprobation of

the mercenary spirit which has always stood in the way of

benevolent and philanthropic Christianity, wherein he de-

scrilx?s even Christian people as so ready to enforce their

faith but slow to push their charities and live their faith.

Xote also Ills indictment of the economic doctrines that,

making self the center and self-interest the dominant con-

cern, maintained the obeisance to riches, and crushed tht'
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;,,r if not the neck, of Christian s-vrnpathy and humanity.

Mark how he not only deprexiat>es but denounces praying for

UiO kingdom of God if there is no willingness also to work

i,.r it. See to what bold loftiness of standard lie raises the

,i-.nv of doing right only in the love of it. Hark ! witli what

!.r"j)hctic energy he rouses the professed servants of God,

.thorwise resting in serene complaisance with tlieir sanctuary

•vrforiiiaiices, to recognize the truth that divine service, if

virho by man at all, is imposed on all the acts of his life.

And finally, so far as we have recalled his vision of duty,

jf-ar with what sublime appeal and in what lofty reverence

for tlie Supreme Presence in all the earth, he declares, as

in a lone of authority, that our religion is parted from our

life if we live as though God were set up only in our churches

.iJiJ not in our homes, and as though the house of God only

«vre sacred, and not also the whole earth he has made.

Whatever of practical force and vitality has entered public

n-h'^dous teaching in the time of these and like ideas, is due

).;rgcly to the bold and glowing insight and the eloquent ajid

n--«i.-tless influence of Euskin. As it has been said of him

>>^ the apostle of art that ''no one has done more to free art

fr-.m conventionalism and superficiality, and to reveal its

•;>irit and depth," so is it also true of him that he spent him-

'' If, in the ardor of his soul, to break up the conventionalism

an.l inertia in moral and religious sentiment and practice.

Grateful Christian people will fitly associate his with the

T'-'imos and spirits of all those who, by their words and works,

' -y Ijuve quickened in man a newer and finer sense of duty,

' J" lifted them to broader and more thrilling thoughts of God
^•'••i uf human life. They will hold in honored and revered

-''Juory those of our gifted human kind, who have trans-

'•ittt-d to us the treasures of their wisdom and the inspira-

'••n of their noble passions, which shall also light up the

<:-i!y of gratitude to Him of whom their inspirations speak.

This is among the lessons evolved from such a study as this

^i-'ratoful appreciation of all that is ethically grand and up-

•-iting in the earnest and fervid teachings of such as Euskin,
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who could alike charm us with the literary beauty aud }>urity

of his speech. Euskin's own lessons to us will guide us,

by a sort of transidealization, to add to our grateful estimate

of the Bible itself the significance aud worth of all great

and good books and works of art.

iSi'ow if we can conceive them grouped in one great library

for the present contemplation, works of the kind thst are in-

structive and informing, purifying, ennobling, sustaining,

upon great ethical and Christian themes of the many and

indefinite variations and dimensions, they represent tlie over-

flow of the Gospel into the AvorkVs literature and make up

our Christian literature. They are the expansion aud com-

plement of the book we call "the book of books," and may be

viewed as its vast function in civilization. Since the record

of God's will, the repository of his truth is in meaning so

overflowing that, given the mind, the spirit, the conscious

needs and the problems of man, it must expand into larger

field and occui\v much of the philosophy, the science, the

poetry, the art of the world. So develops the larger

Scripture, the great ]\roclern Bible, composed of the original

trunk of revelation and the literary growth upon the trunk.

Tlas the Providence, by whose unseen hand the "sacred

writings" have been saved and brought through long time

and profound changes, had no immediate part and desigii in

this overflow and enlargement of his truth? On the con-

trary, there is nothing radical, nor, perhaps, even novel, in

the view that, with much of it, the hand of God has been in

productive touch. Even outside sacred history, that is to say.

some of the human agencies that have been employed in sig-

naling and flashing the truth to the world and to coming

times, have, as assumed by a class of writers, without dispute

from others, caught their fire and fervor direct from the

Source not human. By some means there have been brought

within range of their view visions that purely human thought

alone ^nth its deepest insight, and human passion in its finest

frenzy could not light up. Dr. Joseph Parker voices this

conviction in his work Ecce Dcus, where he says:
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Every foremost thought of God among men. every struggle of the
«oiiI In the direction in v/hich God is supposed to have gone, has
btcn an effect of the divine operation upon the mind. Intellectual
history presents a succession of births, quite, in their degree and
according to their nature, as inexplicable as any occurrence that
rould transpire in the merely material sphere. "The Holv Ghost
has come upon and the power of the Highest has overshadowed" all
those who have wrought upon the springs of civilization and en-
riched the resources of human life; poem and picture, book and
aatue, that have touched the world's soul, and given it anv hint
that there was a portion of the universe beyond the narrow "visual
line, or a deeper life in itself than could be sustained by bread
alone, have been, notwithstanding the apparent irreverence of the
expression, miraculous conceptions, fruits of the Spirit's strife with
the human mind. The Spirit had to move upon intellectual chaos
and now all orderliness, or beauty, or music is attributable to his
rower. The grim specter of traditional orthodoxy may shudder
at the notion, yet rather than pronounce the genius of civilization
atheistic, it may be more reverent to describe it as a conception and
production of the divine energy, operating through human instru-
mentalities. The excess of difficulty is on the side of atheism, not of
inspiration.

lliese views, pronoiuiced in unfaltering tone, seem to be
well justified by a sober appeal to the history of human prog-
ress. Yet, perhaps, some may be ready with raised finger
of admonition, bidding one to pause and hesitato at the step
of individualizing under the category of inspired agencies,
and of saying that this or that influence was mixed with or

.
M-arraed with divine breath, this or that work was wrought
snider a superhuman touch, this or that life or mind, good^or
.?i-eat, was elated by some special approach and presence of
<Jie good Spirit. i^Totwithstanding, since it is not really be-
.yotid the present progress for Christian faith to felicitate
»t^elf, compose itself, with this reassuring tJiought of the
<?oiitact of the divine willi the human mind, it should be con-
i^Jdered within the limits of human vision to distinguish by
"10 glowing tokens, the shining seats, the vocal walks,^aud the
'Tticulate works wherein the Spirit has kept company with'
'"on for a season or for life. So that his dynamic influence

j"'\y
be kno^^'n as radiating not only from "p"oem and picture,

''^'ok and statue," but from other varied creations, inventions.
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discoveries ; aye, from the activities of "all who have wrought

upon the springs of civilization" who may have lifted up the

thoughts and purified the ideals of men. It may not be possi-

ble to formulate? the criteria by which this distinction of a

soul or acliievement is to be made out^ and the high-reaching

relations of some lofty nature fixed. But the deepest spir-

itual instincts of mankind will report truly. They will

tell by the ruling purpose of a man and his E-ignific^nt

relations to the interests of his fellow-men. They vibrate

to his favor and honor if the like is true of him that

has been said of Euskin : ''Great powers of soul were com-

bined with great powers of intellect. Lofty ideals filled

his mind and dominated his life. Dowered ^^-ith prince-

ly gifts and wealth, he dedicated himself to the well-

being of his fellow-men, and sought to exalt humanity to

higher reaches of life and purpose." So, truly, if he but

approaches the image described in such transfiguring fea-

tures, to which we cannot refrain from adding the elegant and

glowing touch of Dr. Hillis : "An apostle of beauty and truth,

Euskin Avas primarily an apostle of righteousness. Unlike

Burns and Byron, Shelley and Goethe, no passion ever poi-

soned his purposes, no vice ever disturl>ed the working of his

genius. Loving nature, his earliest, latest, and deepest en-

thusiasm was for man."

Testimony and tribute sounded in such free and fluent

notes and running in a key so deep and strong, resound to the

ethereal affinities of this rare son of man. And though no

historic name affords luminous proof of man's filiation with

the higher Powers, around wlilch there have not gathered,

fairly and amply, the orient signs of their thrilling fellow-

ship, no shade of doubt may fall on the title of the name now

in our thought, that l)eams with a light so chaste and un-

wavering, and tliat needed not life's last eclipse to disclose

to the world its flaming corona.

^ W /C^-t^x-^^i.-t-^
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akt. III.—rationale of the erench revolu-
tion.

In his most able liistory of the Protestant Reformation

Professor George P. Fisher points out as the fonr most prom-

iiicnt events of modern history: "The invasion of the bar-

harians, which blended the German and Roman elements of

civilization, and subjected the new nations to the influence of

Clu-istianity; the Crusades, which broke up the stagnation of

European society, and by inflicting a blow upon the feudal

system opened a path for the centralization of the nations

and governments of Europe; the Reformation, in which re-

ligion Avas purified and the human mind emancipated from

sacerdotal authority; and the French Revolution, a tremen-

dous struggle for political equality."" Of tlio capital im-

portance of the French ]\evolution as an historical epoch

there can be no shadow of disagreement ; our interpretation

of that great social convulsion, however, must depend much

ui)on the philosophy of history toward which consciously or

unwittingly we incline. Is history to be viewed a^ a series of

biographies of heroes, standing out like beacon lights on a

bleak and colorless shore? Is the function of the historian,

as Froude would have it, *'to discover and make known

great men" ? That history is mere biography is a fallacy

that is fully exposed by the study of the French Revo-

hition, which failed to produce a real hero or even a single

man of the first magnitude of greatness from Miral>eau

to Xapoleon. History very justly recogiiizes great men,

hut finds much besides of no less concern. If history

docs not depend upon the caprice of demigods on the one

hand, neither is it the expression on the other of a soul-

l<--ss fatalism. Thomas Ruckle made a desperate effort

in his erudite work on civilization to reduce history to a

iiational science; he sought the almost complete elimination

"f the action of individualities and the establishment of an

Fislier, The Reformation, p. 1.
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irresistible, relentless tide of totality Avliich simply is, aiid

must be what it is, as a result of unconscious evolution. The

mathematical exactitude of the science of history, it is safe

to say, has never yet been demonstrated.

History is the truth about man ; or, as Mr. Atkinson has

so well said, '"the story of the evolution of the sooial organi-

zation, and a true science of History is that which gives a

right estimate of the mutual action of the various forces that

liave brought about that Evolution.-'" History has no room

for the purely trivial and the merely commonplace, but con-

cerns itself v/ith the '•important, vital, enduring facts and

ideas." An orderly knoM-ledge of the related facts of devel-

oping humanity is the real quest of the serious historian.

That history is in itself one of the most attractive studies,

one of the noblest concepts that can fill our thought, no one

need be told. The words of Cicero are still full of beauty and

strength ; history is ''the witness of past ages, the light of

truth, the life of memory, the guide of life, and the messenger

of ajitiquity."

It would be dilticult—perhaps impossible—to select a

modern state whose annals are more instructive, or the study

of whose movements, whether of gradual change or revo-

lutionary process, better enforces tlie fundamental principles

of history, than France. liomanized Gaul early lK?came an

important part of the imperial domains of Charlemagne.

France was not yet born as a people or as a goverjmient, but

the famous Strassburg Oaths of S-i2 furnish an interesting

proof of the beginnings of a French language and a semicon-

sciousness of national life, while the partition of Verdun

the following year laid foundations geogi-aphical and polit-

ical upon which after many vicissitudes later dynasties were

to erect the most perfect type of centralized monarchy the

M-orld has yet seen. In the me<antime it was on French soil

that there arose the most perfect embodiment of that politico-

social system known as Feudalism, whose contribution to

universal history is even yet too little understood, and many

* Jfhfonj and the Stmhj of ni-:(or>j, p. 74.
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,.{ wlio.^e institutions endured to the very dawn of the great

K'rvolution. For the first hundred years after Hugh Capet

».ivalty with great difficulty held its own against the seigneur

\;t-«.als. Royal tenure was successfully defended against

r. jnihlicanization, and that was all. The departure of a large

ininil>er of French crusading princes for the Holy Land, and

•!><> lieavy confiscations of the hardy Xorman invaders proved

«;K-h of immense advantage to the cro^vn. AVhile royalty and

UMidal aristocracy were battling for supremacy a great new

lorcc, the hourgeoisic, or people, was slowly emerging into

.'iotuality. The people collectively formed a potential demo-

rratic society, and in their growing dislike of aristocracy

the balance of their narrow political influence was wielded

for royalty; that is, centralization and ultimate absc»lutism

ill government. Louis XI astutely made the crov.Ti the

l>oarer of democracy's power against the aristocracy.'" The

<vntrifugal forces were Ix^atcn back, the feudal princes

v.orc compelled to recognize the undoubted suzerainty

»if the crown; centralization had fairly won the day.

It M'as the strongly centralized monarchy that saved

I'^rance from the disunity of Germany during that long

:-nd trying period culminating in the blood-and-iron policy

"f Prince Bismarck. The real French democracy was ''pars-

ing through the school of preparation necessary to develop

•lie capacity for the democratic organization of the state.''f

The consciousness of the state was not yet aroused. Iviche-

licu rendered it possible for Louis XIV to assert with

inuoh plausibility, if not literal truth, that he was the state;

"Jid the final creed of French absolutism Avas formulated by

Louis XV in a decree of 1766, wherein that most dissolute

»'iJig lays claim to power scarcely less than divine. The
!-<»vereign authority exists in my person; I am the supreme

'-•iistodian—such is the declaration.

Tn the study of the French Revolution no more serious

<rror can be committed than to suppose it was a sudden and

'"'•Miplcte break with the past ; that it tore np as by a mighty

* Comp. Burgess, Political Science, etc., i, 127. 1 1bid.
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rclono the very roots of the nation so firmly imbedded in
Media-valism and the Old Eegime, and in a moment made all
things new. Mr. Grant does well to point out in his recent
book that modera France is not the creation of the Kevolu-
tion alone, "but also of the line of great rulers that stretches
far back, and amoi^g others of Louis XI, of Henry of
Xavarre, of Pachelicu and of Louis XIV and Colbert."*
There can bo no comprehension of the Revolution without
an appreciative study of the Z^Ionarchv and the-Qh^ Reo-ime •

and to miderst^nnd French absolutism one must begin hil
studies at least as far back as the time when Louis XI, with
deep insight into men and things, broke the miHtarv power
01 the aristocracy and dextrously drew into his own hands the
emerging power of the houvgeoisie. To see in the monarchv
of the seventeenth and eiglitecnth centuries only wicked ex-
travagance, hopeless court corruption, and a hierarchy of
falsehood and folly is to fail to perceive the unquestionable
good of monarchy as a step beyond dominant feudalism
and to recognize absolutism of government a^ a preparation
for the ultimate expression of national democracy. Mon-
archy "had saved France from internal disorder and foreign
dominion, and had enlarged her frontiers. It had secured
her unity of language, customs, and administration, and had
allowed a high form of civilization to spread through the
country. It had fostered and stimulated the sense of nation-
ality."t In the end, it is true, the old monarchy failed, as
It deserved to fail, ignominiously ; but in all t!he shifting
scenes of later French history its influenoe has survived!
The deeper waters of the great onflo^^^ng current of French
life have not been so violently perturbed by the eddyin-
cou'ps d'eiat and even Xhci white cap revolutions, as wo^ are
prone to believe. Let us not for a moment imagine that
either the imity of history was broken or the persistency of
national life and tradition was invalidated bv the French
Revolution. Shailer Mathews is right in assorting that it
was no sudden outbreak of passion, still less *an explosion

* The French Monarchy, 1483-1789, ii, 273. f Hid
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<L'I i^unpowclcr ;' " but ratJicr was it the culmination of a long

fix-ial process."

Tlie Kevolution was the resultant of many conspiring

forces and influences, a mighty catastrophe whose very mag-

iiitutle is an indication of the great length of time and

v;uivtv of agencies required to produce it. And as De Tocque-

villf> observes: '*Tt was least of all a fortuitous event. It

is true that it took the world by surprise ; and yet it was only

the completion of travail most prolonged, the sudden and

violfiit termination of a work on which ten generations had

Uvn laboring."! Tliat the Eevohition was unanticipated by

-nch keen observers as Erederick the Great, Arthur Young,

Ivhnund Burke, and Thomas Jefferson is at first thought

passing strange. Although Jefferson saw France "loadeil

witli misery by kings, nobles, and priests, and by them alone,"

ill the very dawn of Kevolution, he recorded his belief that

tl.o nation ''within two or three years would be in the enjoy-

ment of a tolerably free constitution, and that without it

having cost them a drop of blood.":{: But great events are not

hastily to be ascribed to trivial or merely immediate anteced-

«iits simply because they come unheralded by the blare of

fnnnpets. At least that most degenerate of kings, Louis XV,
iind his most notorious and unscrupulous paramour per-

<•' ived that the government of France had by the middle of

the eighteenth century become thoroughly ineflicient; but un-

lortunately they were too abandoned to base and wicked self-

jrratification to care to avert the deluge they prophesied and

iiH but precipitated. In theory all France was the king s

l-rivate estate ; he was the head of the administration, the

»='''urce of power, the social pattern of the privileged classes.

' fdiappily for the monarcliy the administration became hope-

"^>ly complicated Avhile more and more unsystematically

•'"nducted; and nothing was in reality more incongruous

•'•an the vast })retensions to poM'er and prerogative viewed

'H the light of the actual helplessness and puerility of the

• The. French lievolution, p. 00. t Quoted in Fisher, op. rit., p. 1.

X Comp. llazen, J. H. U. Studies, extra vol. xvi, 2^a'>''iin-
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XVtJi and XVIth Louis. Xor can we gTant either of them
full excuse; if Louis XV was base and degenerate, Louis
XVI became a Irifler, caring more for a day's hunt or chase
than for tlie gravest matters of state. Prominent among con-
spiring forces, then, working for revolution, was royalty and
the court life following ideals that were persistently mis-
chievous, rigid]}—even blindly—adhering to pretensions too
vast for even great and wise kings successfully to maintain.

Below royalty, in unnumbered instances its mere satellites.

were the first two of the three estates of the French nation.

Of these the Clergy, or first estate, contributed a full quota
of causes for religious and social upheaval. The privileged
clergy, that is, tlie bishops, archbishops, abbots, and other
high Churchmen, must as a body be pronounced insincere,

corrupt, and essentially useless. Their repression of new
thought, their struggle against the Jansenists and persecu-
tion of the Protestants, their worldly professionalism and
habitual simony, their oppression of the peasantry and the
curacy, their too frequent imitation of royalty and the a1>

sentec seigneurs in extravagance, luxury, and debauchery—
these causes and such as these ended, as they must everywhere
and always end, in widespread unbelief (or mere charlatan-
ism) and a bitterly antiecclesiastical if not positively anti-

Christian spirit, which expressed itself with such telling

effect in the philosophic literature of the age. "If the Revo^
lution seems godless," argues a writer, "the cause is to be
found chiefly in the godless Church of the Old Eegime."^-
The Xobility formed the second estate, whose most natural
line of cleavage was into the absentee lords and the reside]it

seigneurs. Including buildings and great works the priv-

ileged classes, together constituting one ninetieth of the popu-
lation, possessed above one half of all the property of France
and paid approximately one tenth of their just quota of
t^xes. Insight will make clear that whether among nobility
or clergy it is not pure aristocracy but absenteeism witli its

attendant evils that workeil destruction to every best interest

* Mathews, op. cit., p. 50.
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.>! society. The original meaning of aristooracj is rule by

tho best, and we may be sure that privileged classes of any

people enjoyed their privileges bce^iuse they or their ances-

tors deserved them sometime. For in the development of

human society things do not as a rule happen by chance.

IJut the fatal mistake of these classes was a blind persistence

in the belief that they could retain their places of power and

inRueuce long after they had ceased to render adequate con-

fiideration for their gTeat privileges and immunities. It

must even be charged against them that for generations be-

fore the assembling of the States-General the absentee mem-

bers of the privileged classes, as a Wly, instead of protecting

and sustaining the weak and helpless, mercilessly preyed

upon them; instead of ministering to the spiritual necessities

of the people, systematically extorted tithes and taxes from

tlic people for tho selfish indulgence of their o^^^l extravagant

whims. To follow the king's gorgeous pageantry from place

to place, to ape royalty in trappings and banquet and retinue,

and to imitate the "well-beloved" Louis in the ruinous but

rutliless chase over the wide captainry—in short, to be satel-

lites of the crown—such was the absurd ambition of a pam-

!>ercd and resplendent, though now effete and bankrupt

nobility. Such was unfortunately tlie height of silliness not

only, but if persisted in the sure precursor of impending

flestruction. The Third Estate w^as }x?ginning to raise its

voice most audibly. What was tlie Third Estate? In reality,

cvGrything. What had it been up to that time? Xothing.

^Vhat did it ask for now ? To be something! The bourgeois

'•y his industry and thrift was fast becoming the creditor of

'ho nation and of tlie privileged ; and in despite of the game
hisvs tliat seem to have been made rather for beasts than men
'he peasant brought out his gun at last

!

It would be a serious error to look upon the tiers eiat as a

h-iinogcneous body. By the eighteenth century it had begim
to divide into classes, most important of which were the

|K:-asants, the artisans, and the bourgeoisie. The laboring

pour later came to be kno^ni collectively as the proleiariat.
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Of actual serfs there were in France at the opening of Revo-

lution approximately one million five hundred thousand, a

greater number tluui either of the first two estates could

boast. The peasants and proletarians were, speaking broadlv,

not only poor, they Avere wretchedly miserable. From the

upper limit of the bourgeoisie, however, the nobility was con-

stantly being recruited by the reception of wealthy com-

moners; and the proletarian came to regard the property-

holding bourgeois as an hereditary enemy. Taxation may be

set down as the principal but by no means sole cause of in-

dustrial depression and downright misery in France; yet

when we have done depicting the terrors and the oppression

of the taille and all its accessories, of the burdensome corvee,

of the absurd and justly hated gabelle, of the octrois, the lod,

the ventes, and all the rest, we have by no means given an

adequate exposition of the causes of the unprecedented Revo
lution. Taxes were even heavier in certain parts of Euro|)C

than in France, and the serfs of Geniiany, Italy, and Spain

"tt'ere even more abject and wretched than the French peas-

ants. Deeper but obscurer forces were at work surely and

Avitli accelerating rapidity undermining the "old triple body

of AATong" of the Ancient Regime and creating an apparently

all-pervasive sjnrit of revolution. The French people were

silently and self-unconsciously, but none the less irresistibly,

advancing. This advance, irresistible though it was, needed

not necessarily to be the precursor of a violent social up-

heaval or political catastrophe ; that milder type of revolution

whose best illustration is perhaps the bloodless, "glorious

Revolution" of IGSS, wherein wise and timely concession

folloAA-s discussion and added light, might have been achieved

in France, if indeed a genuine spirit of sweet reasonableness

could not have altogether averted revolution.

Rut for a long time the spirit of revolution had been

forming itself like a gathering storm cloud in the breasts of

the outraged and increasingly sensitive French people; and

in the absence of interclass comity and efRcacious administra-

tive reforms to dissipate this storm cloud it must finally burst
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with the fury of a tornado, precipitating not revolt merely

i.!!t revolution of grim aspect. Contributory t^ this spirit

«.f revolution was a growing political discontent from the

time of the Eegency, -vvhicli was augmented not so much by

t!iO actual sufferings of the people, genuine as were these,

;!.-: by a pitying contemplation of themselves as sufferers,

I he keenest sense of injustice and inequality is only aroused

wlien the victim comes to enjoy just enough freedom and to

possess just enough intelligence' to give him a subjective reali-

zation of his own wretched condition when compared with

the more privileged. And the enthusiasm engendered by

^^l(•h a sense of pity becomes at length a tremendous force*

i!kin t/O patriotism when national honor is assailed, and to

nlig'ious passion under pressure of hea\y persecution. The

j.olitical discontent was aggravated and intensified by such

Munders as the appointment of Cluny, that prince of squan-

•l.-rors, to the head of national finance, just when France had

< iijMyed a taste of what the honest administration of Turgot

fould do for the unprivileged. Tlie spirit of revolution was

ai;0 fed by the religious intolerance and h^-pocrisy of the

a*ntury. As if Louis XIV's revocation of the Edict of

Xantes were not warning enough of the evils that would

follow such a course, Fleury put forth persistent endeavors

to completely crush the Jansenists, who had long been under

I'apal condemnation. But the spirit of revolution remained

unformed and the discontent of the people undefined until

5lie revolutionary philosophy of the age had rationalized the

surest and disseminated broadly the popular ideals that had

b'vn wanting. Volumes of destructively cntical doctrines

^vero reduced almost in a moment of time to maxims of the

'Toet and mere catchwords like "equality," "fraternity,"

;<ii(l '"return to nature;" and however distorted and miscon-

''•ived by the multitudes, the works of Voltaire, Rousseau,

•'Jid the Encyclopaedists speedily created genuine, if only at

'^J^-^t subjective revolution. The philosophical crusade was .

':dK-red in by [Montesquieu, who found the standard of jus-

» Comp. Kidd, Social Evolution, p. 184.

3G
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tice in human reason; Voltaire, witli his almost universal

talent and transcendent Lrillianej, may well be called the

Erasmus of the Eevolution; while the Contrai Social of J. J.

Rousseau became the veritable ''Bible of the Revolution,"'

and its theory of ultradcmocracy in State and Church gained

such ascendancy over the prepared popular mind &s to in-

spire a "fanaticism equal and closely akin to religious pas-

sion."* Indeed, such was the influence of the dogma of the

return to the state of nature that the epithet ''Rousseau's

Revolution'' has by some been applied to the whole movement.

AVhile no great revolution of modern times may rightly

be called simple as to cause and movement, at least three

types of revolution are distingiiishable: the religious revolu-

tion, the most notable example of which is \\athout doubt

the Protestant Reformation ; the political revolution, as typi-

fied in the great struggle ending in the Cromwellian Com-

monwealth ; and the social revolution, which has to do move

specificallv with the life of the people. The French Revolu-

tion was among other things a most bitter attack on existing

religious institutions, but not primarily a religious revolu-

tion''; it was a terrific protest against the abuse of absolutism.

but not at first consciously opposed to the monarchic prin-

ciple; it swept away forever the class solidarity of old Frenclr

society and inaugurated the individualistic regime, which

opened the path for a school of modern socialists, but it was

not merely economic or industrial. As history is the syr.-

thesis of the several aspects or phases of history into a total,

integrated concept, so the Trench Revolution is the resultant

of many forces—religious, political, economic, financial, ad-

ministrative—which together vitally affected the whole life

of the people, and hence must be pronotmced in tlie widest

and truest sense a social revolution. Hence also it was cx-

oeedinglv complex and intricate, and any attempt to explain

its real significance from a single idea or keword must mani-

festly be disappointing and fall far short of the whole truth.

If the commonest activities of our little lives are the outward

» Giant, op. ctf.,ii,2G.8.
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expression of complex motives and plural c^inses, who can

riHluce the acts of France's twenty-five millions, multitudes

of them frenzied and unconscious of their o^\•n tending,

clamoring for a leader jet finding none who could compre-

hend them, to simple, consecutive expressions of a social self-

ccnsciousness ? It is true that philosophy furnished an ideal

fur regeneration and reconstruction in the popular watch-

words of the Revolution ; but at the very moment when mil-

lions were shouting for ''liberty, equality, fraterniw," the

actual goals sought were as different and the paths leading

tlicreto as divergent as the concepts of liberty, equality, and

frntcmity in the minds of the various conditions and classes

of men. Reduced to its lowest terms the Revolution is yet a

series of complex phenomena ; to teach that it is simple and

jiiain is unwise and beside the truth. It is not accurate to

aflirm that from the beginning the entire course run by the

Ivr-volution was necessary and inevita.ble. In truth radically

diilerent turns might with perfect naturalness have been

made at numerous pivotal points in the devious way. What
if Xecker had decided in advance the manner of voting in

Uie States-General whether by estate or by poll and thus

have obviated the initial clash of orders and the pregnant

'*ath of the Tennis Court ? "Wliat if Marie 'Antoinette Had
f-i-\)i her meddlesome fingers away from the appointment
find dismissal of royal ministers? Wliat if Mirabeau had
not died amid the early scenes of the great drama? What
>f Louis, after the gorgeous and spectacular fete on the first

anniversary of the fall of the Bastille, had frankly and cner-

Cftically put himself at the head of the new national move-
ment when the nation's loyalty to him was both sincere and

^•ntliusiastic? These and a score of other equally pointed

n'lestions are pertinent queries for the self-styled philosopher
'-viio with ponderous verbiage and massive rhetoric perceives,
'"- Y^od facia! the end from the beginning and the stern

•' C'lcal necessity of every intervening movement and coup
' f^l'it. Away with such fatalism! The Revolution might
^ve Ixx'u absolutely overthrown for generations if the mon-
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archs of Europe had promptly made good the declaration of

Pihiitz identifving the cause of Louis XVI and monarchv

in ^vhicli so many see only a dreadful carnival of brute pas-

sion and blootlthirstiness, might have been %Yholly avoided

had not a few hot-headed young men of the Gironde predpi-

t-ated a foreign war which brought France face to face wiih

as desperate an alternative as nation ever confronted. Yomig

Bona])arte might have gone with multitudes of miserable sus-

pects to the giiillotine, and so with them have been irrev-

ocably consignetl to oblivion. Or an imperial man might

have stood forth before the days of Thermidor with brain

and heart big enough to assert unquestioning mastery over

men, and safely led out his people from an Egyptian bond-

age. *'Gods !" exclaimed Gouvcrneur Morris ; ''what a the-

ater this is for a ilrst-ratc character I"

But to conclude. This greatest of all historic dramas went

on with kaleidoscopic variety, a cataclysmic struggle between

parties of revolution and other parties of counter-revolution,

forgetting moderation but not escaping the stem law of

action and reaction, losing sight now and again of original

purpose and plans, yet coming at last to the gi-eat goal for

which' ten generations had Ixien unconsciously striving.

Stupendous as was the cost the result was worth it all.

Eegicide and Terror, Thermidor and Brumaire, Austerlitz

and Waterloo—these were transient and superficial;* but

feudalism was at an end ; absolutism had become an anach-

ronism ; exclusive privilege was swept from French soil

;

the foundations of a now European society were laid; these

abide. It mattered not that old and imforgetting Bourbons

were restored in France or that Prince ^Metteniich tempora-

rily ruled Europe with sternest repression ; the French Bevrv-

lution had accomplished its end, and that end—if one worn

can express it—was a working ideal of Equaliiy.

We have thus pointed out the commanding importance ot

the French Bevolution as an historical epoch and suggested

Comp. Judson, Eurojye in the Nineteenth Century, p. 64.
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lliat our interpretation of it must depend upon our pbiloso-

j.'iv of history. It was not an absolute break with the past,

l.\it ratlier a volcanic eruption of forces that had been gather-

ing' for centuries. Any appreciation of its full significauoo

iiivulvcs a careful study of the emergence of absolute mon-

archy from the feudal system as found in French territory.

Wo have hinted at the legitimate contributions of tlie central-

ized monarchy toward French national imity and ultimate

(ioniocracy, and taken the view that a long line of rulers from

Louis the Saint, or at least Louis XT, have made significant

if indirect contributions to the France of our day. The Old

Kcgime was at length weighed in the balance and found

wanting. Eevolution, although unanticipated by discerning

men, came at last as the resultant of many forces. Thus

r<.yalty persistently adhered to immoderate pretensions

wliile practicing corruption and permitting grossest dbuses;

the privileged clergy had as a body survived usefulness

riiid l)ecome instruments of oppression and extortion; the

nobility, failing utterly to render value received for priv-

ilege and immunity, fed the revolutionary spirit that was

riling. This spirit of revolution became more and more wide-

ly pervasive with the increasing bankruptcy of France and the

o!nerging intelligence of the hourgeoisie, with growing polit-

ical discontent and a pitying self-contemplation of the op-

l-ressed, and was at length rationalized and crystallized by the

iJreat flood of revolutionary philosophy. The French

1 devolution was a highly complex phenomenon and was
• j'-^^entially a social movement, deeply affecting the total life of

tiic people. ^Yhile the devious course and frightful occur-

fcriccs were not marked out in advance by any fatalism or

'aw of necessity. Revolution itself had become imperative,

^!id in the end it has proven a great blessing to our common
'luinanity. But let us ever pray for deliveranco from a

f' jK-tition of dreadful excesses and irrewsome horrors.
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Art. IV.—MAURICE HEWLETT.

Maurice Hewlett is not one of those -writers who are

^•paragraphed, photographed, and forgotten ;" he has already

won a firm foothold. He has be<?n before the reading public

but seven years—in fact, his prominence dates only from the

issue of The Forest Lovers in 1898—yet he counts his read-

ers beyond the hundred thousojid mark. It is true tliat no

one of his novels has sold in the three hundred thou-

sands ; Mr. Hewlett is too much himself, too flatly unconven-

tional, to become thoroughly popular. Your truly Philistine

author scribbles with one eye cocked at the dollars which his

book will bring—as Carlyle gTuffly put it, "^\-riting extem-

pore novels to buy farms with." Mr. Hewlett does not do

this. He has sot his stajidard high. He is a striking and wel-

come figure among living romancers. At the present time he

is at tlie height of his powers, just turned of forty years,

most of which have been uneventful. As he has himself said,

a novelist's adventures happen chiefly in his brain. After

graduating at nineteen from Oxford, where he seems to have

done rather desultory work, "pursuing diligently every false

god," he declares, he set himself to study "black letter" law.

In 1890 he was adinitted to the bar; having married two

years earlier. Finding himself declining in health he soon

gave up his practice and went to Italy. Returning to Eng-

land, he obtained an appointment in the Land Record Office.

Having thus a permanent means of livelihood he set apart

his spare hours for writing. His days are passed mainly in

a quiet world, which accords well with his tastes since he docs

not desire publicity. Unassuming and reserved, he is yet

keenly appreciative of social pleasantry. If one were to stroll

into the National Club at Whitehall Gardens about the noon

hour he would probably find him lunching there in a gi'oup

of congenial associates, himself marked out by a dark coun-

tenance, at once virile and thoughtful, of a slight Italian

cast. As the jests ilew around one would see his eye fir-t
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-iliirht but if after the lunch was finished one were to ask

j.iiu for his autograph he would probably meet with refusal.

]'or Maurice Hewlett is not at the beck of the public. He

]. refers to make himself known through his books. Here

1.0 talks as frankly as could be wished and with an abundance

Nvhich recalls the pi'imal May-spirit of Chaucer and the free-

tlom of the Elizabethans. Full measure of this does one per-

<-.-ivc in his first publication, Eartliworh out of Tuscany, but

little enough in his e^irly verses. There is more poetry in his

l„.,^e work than in the Masque of Dead Florentines, or the

iittle browTi volume of Songs and 3fcdHation.s which Con-

Ktahle had the courage to publish a year after the ''Earth-

v.v.rk" had appeared. The spirit of these stan2as is plainly

cla^^ic rather than romantic and academic rather than na-

v.w. They possess little individuality, little of the clear ring

..f his genius. Themes and treatment show^ isolation from

t!ie insistent problems of life. Sufficiently immaculate in

(lie mechanics of poetry they are deficient in power.

But, poems aside, he struck his unmistakable chord at the

1- iduning and has maintained its dominance steadily. Earth-

v:ork out of Tuscany, published in 1S95, gave a new taste to

the English epicure of books. Many persons indeed failed

t" midcrstand it, dubbed it quaint and fanciful. Eanciful it

iiniluubtedly was, but it was the fancy, one is tempted to say,

^f a confident young eagle first trying his wings. It was

^.•lturated with tlie spirit of art. That little company of a few

laiudred who read the first edition, for the book was by no

in-aiis immediately popular, recalled their Pater and their

r.u>kin. This incisive criticism, dug out, as its title implied,

from the Italian soil, possessed a freshness and, in a good

^'•iise, an earthiness appropriate to its origin. Keligion he

called it, wdien he explained himself in the preface t^ a second

• -lition ; making the best thing he cr»uld out of the best things

he felt. But the characteristic note reappearing throughout

» 1 the love of Italy. One thinks of the kindred affection of

Ih-owniing; ]\Ir. Hewlett's love is likewise that of a poet.

^';irticularly d.>?s he hold Elorcnce in his heart: "So grew
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Florcnc<^, and Shakespeare, and Greek myth, the three nm.-t

lovely flowers of Xatiire's seeding I know of." Admirably

he interprets this city of art and life. The reader who due?

not know his Italy misses much of the magic; the he?t

touches are said to be the most intimate. Here and there the

anthor perhaps slips the leash of a too eager fancy—there are

whimsical leaps of thought not a few—but his enthusiasm is

his excuse; the sunny warmth of Tuscany has stolen into his

pulses and something of this the reader also feels on turning

the last pages. Out of the whole, moreover, rises a geiiiu^

which is unmistakable. One of the most authoritative of our

living critics, Frederic Harrison, affirms that "the publicn-

tion of the Earthwork out of Tuscany was an event in Eng-

lish Literature." The volume did not, nevertheless, serve to

reveal its author to a large public; and since he printed noth-

ing further for three years—save the almost unnoticed poeni>

—his light remained hid under a bushel. He was deliberate

in feeling a way toward his true ground, the medieval

romance. His next attempt,* Pan and ilie Young SheplierJ,

a i^rose pastoral, attracted only an appreciative few who sav.'

in it a spirit of everlasting youth, a frank faith in supersti-

tion which bade defiance to nineteenth century reason. A
faint aroma, indeed, of Theocritus is perceptible in it. The

fragrance and mystery of the forest hang about many of

the scenes. Xature is awake throughout:

Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive,

But to be young was very heaven.

These ai-e the chords to which Xeanias, the young shepherd,

is responsive, quite apart in his eager temjK'r from a prosaic

atmosphere of country life. He dreamed of the great cities

beyond his fields ; finally, climbing to the summit of a friend-

ly mountain, he saw the world stretched out

:

Cornlands and forest, the river winding among meado-w-flats, and

right off, like a hem of the sky, the moving sea, with snatches of

foam, and large ships reaching forward, outbound. And then I

thought no more, but my heart leapt to meet the wind, and I ran.

AlthotiKli writton cailior, this was delayed iu publication until after the api>':'af-

ance of The Forr.-it Lovers.
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..d 1 ran. I felt my legs under me. I felt the wind buffet me. hit me

oa the cheek; the sun shone, the bees swept past me singing; and I

100 saug, shouted, "World, world, I am coming!"

1 hiow of nothing quite like this in recent literature, nothing

c^' buoyant and elemental, so satisfying to the pulses.

Fqually vivid, too, is the sensation awakened by the scenes

iu\vhich Xeanias meets the Wood Spirits, the Seven Daugh-

ters of the Earth, witliin the forest. The lyrics witl: Avhich

thoy decorate the prose of the drama are often genuine out-

flow of poetry. I find nothing so good in the Songs and

Mcdilations as these catches, ^vhich impart much of the

charm of Shelley

:

I started a huddled doc where ghe slept blinking her ears :

Ho 1 She leapt in a fright,

Shaking, and fled ; the stamp of her trepitant feet

Shockt the velvetj' night,

And the rim of her eye flared white !

Light as a hare I gave chase through bramble and glade,

Through shallow and bight,

Where the warm sand lips on the frith ;
sobbing she feL-

but her blood was bright

And Earth greedy this night 1

I couchfed in reeds and heard the sough of the wind,

The wash of the tide

Rising and falling, rising and falling ever.

As the salt flow brimmM wide

The reeds shivered and sighed ;

And the great Night lay abroad like an ocean of dark

Still, till the heron cried

Out at his fishing alone ; then I piped to myself.

But the melody faltered and died

When the moon silvered the tide.

Here is nature as well as art, and a joy not fostered by

Ix^ikishness.

From the pastoral to pure romance was the triumphant

'•tcp in Mr. Hewlett's evolution. He woke ono morning, like

r-yron, to find himself famous: not in the same way, how-

ever, or for the same qualities. Little enough of proud dis-

app.untment, theatrical pose, and cankered sentiment is evi-

do.u in The Forest Lovers. Everything is healthful and

t-ay. One feels no langiior in following such a guide to the

farthest verge. There is no time or place, only the blue sky,
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fresh air, men and women, but this is enough. The elemental

simplicity of it is indeed perhaps its chief charm. One meets

no problems ; no mysterious temperaments which reipiire the

microscope through four hundred pages. Blood boils, and

the passions strain at their leash, but the plot comes out as i:

should : there is no ingenious pessimism of a Thomas Hardy.

Full of shifting color and rapid movement is the whole, with

never a dry page. It smiles with the forest witchery of an

*'As You Like It." It softens also frequently to a deep ten-

derness and patlios. It is a brave story. !Mr. Hewlett's mas-

ters are plainly Spenser and Malory, there is a trifling paral-

lelism, nothing more, to William Morris, but the tale bears

no marks of a copy. Wild and romantic is the plot, as the

^^Morte d'Arthur" gave warrant. Certainly there is some-

tliing a little crude in the handling ; a thought too much of

blood and thunder; the strain of tense situations is tCKD fre-

quent Evidently the author is still learning his craft, is not

yet supreme over it. He has heaped together more material

than he can well use. Xo such idle profuscness marks hi?

later works; the noble parsimony of Bicliard Yea-and-Xaii

mounts a much greater height of art. In The Forest Lovers

too many and too important things are made to hang on

colossal improbabilities; in the "Richard" they depend

chiefly, as they should, on the characters of the ]>ersons in-

volved. Plot gTanted, however, the story is much as one

could wish it. We are enjoined to forgive the framework if

the characters arc real and distinct. This they unquestion-

ably are. Both hero and heroine are refreshingly sane;

studies in mental and moral pathology are not the main ol>-

ject of the work. Prosper le Gai is a healtliy young ninn

with a high heart and a head carried high. His creed is sim-

ple, likewise his motives, but of emotion he has abundance.

He is one of quick and, if need be, of terrible action. He

laughs at death in battle and commands men as easily nf

sheep. His sword is often out, but ahvays in a good cau?e.

He is generous—almost too generous—to an enemy. There

is prophecy of Pichard in all this. Isoult, too, makes a tbor-
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h oonquc^t of the reader. ]N[inor characters and episodes

%, are in rlenty. The picture of the t^vo young girls^

;.
ivi.c-e> and Hellifont, who dwell with the gxeat herd of

r , in Thornvhold Brush, shows a beautifully romantic

"s <:-,n Never a mawkish tone appears in the sentiment.

v'', -',r <md tenderness, love and battle, blend in harmony.

ll,'ro arc no conventional heroes and heroines, puppets of a

v« list's wires. The ''shapes that haunt thought's ^vllder-

i" -o<" have t^iken definite forms. Of a mistaken realism

.;;i,>toL^ranhs of thieves' slums," meaningless fidelity and

v'<.r^<' "than meaningless details the public has swallowed

;,.u«d, during the past twenty years; as Mr. Hewlett himself

U. lid, ''the peeling and gutting of fact should be done m

•V, Htchen." One book of true idealism is worth a shell

fnll of these productions. Xo picture of human life avails

rnl.-s the significant stands out; significance has constantly

l,vu a feature of Maurice Hewlett's books. Least palpable

r. ,ho reader who runs, probably, is it in his Liitte Novels of

Ii,h,, astonishingly frank studies of medi.ic>val Italian life

that seem at first sight to carry little with them. 1 et plainly

<..oueh, after all, appears the ideal raised from the vnlgar.

The divine efiect of worship of the Virgin on simple folk has

.*.-Mom been better portrayed than in that exquisite word-

frvsco madonna of the Peach Tree." Vivid in the memory

.Vuh the descriptions of her appearances: to the three shep-

\.-u\ bovs; to Can Grande, Tyrant of Verona; to the shiver-

ing; crowd in the cathedral; and especially, perhaps, to the

villuinons group in the tavern of the Golden Fish:

.^,ai^st a mild radiance, softer than any lamp could
ff'^'^^'l

i^M Ehrouded woman's figure. They saw the round of her cloaked

».a.l. thev saw the white stream of her under-robe run
^^°^^l'^^

»i her bosom in a broadening path to her feet. They saw the pure

rr.y moon of her face, guessed by the dark rings where ^er^y^^

ehouUl be. watched with quicker awe the slow movement of her

*:rnB. lifted their own to what she held up. and to the running under-

<-^rrent of the two sobbing drabs muttered in one voice their re-

rr,<-mbered adoration. , , ^„vo
Th. tall shepherd rose by the help of the table, swayed and spoke.

No cue knew his voice again, hollow as it was like the sea-grumble.
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"O Holiest, O Rose, O Stem of Sharon, O Tree of Carmel!" said he.

"What wouldest thou with us sinners?"

This is of a piece -svitli Browning's idealism in *'The llin:;

and the Book." Like "The Bing and the Book," too, these

stories are steeped in mediieval Italian atmosphere. There is

exquisite fidelity in the setting. In connection "vsath this

reproduction of liistoric^l atmosphere protest has been of-

fered, some of it a trifle hysterical, against Mr. Hewlett's

unqualified plainness of speaking. ZsTowhere, certainly, is

it plainer than i)i these descriptions of Italian life. Yet at

many points the attentive reader notes that Mr, Hewlett

observes tcnderest care not to overstep the bounds of tnio

modesty,

From any of the earlier works of our author to The Life

and Death of Richard Yea-and-Nay is a long step. It stands

apart in its majesty. Much loving c-are is evident in its

shaping. It was written four times, in each case "without

reference to tlio preceding e/jpy. It is a true historical

romance. Its pictures of war have the epic ring of arm.-.

It has also a "crashing speed" of movement and a noble ob-

jeetiveness which are likewise marks of the epic character.

The author seldom comments on his personages, never at any

lengtli. They speak for themselves; show- their own chann

and worth. !Xo dictionary of motives is needed to explaiii

them. There is a barbaric power in the whole story, a glori-

fication of trust ''in the strength of a single man,"* which

harks back to the primal Gennanic hero in "Beo-\vulf."

And one sees no lavishness in the shedding of gore. The

occasion is always worthy of the sacrifice. There are no

obvious "cfiFects," little straining of human nature. Deed?

and characters bear a vital relation. This web of human
lives cont.ain.^ many and party-colored threads each of which

shows distinct throughout its course, sliort or long. Jehnnc.

"that stately maid who might uphold a cornice," is one of tl^'

few really lovely women of latter-day fiction. As lias \yocv.

aptly said, she is to be placed among that gi'oup in literature

* " Strengo getrunode anes mannes."
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..l,t ^vercn tro^vc in lovyng al hir Ivves." That love is

Jrvlc-c, "service and giving," has never been better emphasized

"iun in lier. There is nothing colorless about her character

;

'w is full of strength and resources, humble, yet unconquer-

able iu spirit. And through the ^vicked turnings of the ao-

l*iun 6hc moves radiant in a simplicity and imconscious inno-

,,,,u^ that none disregard. Out of the supporting charaiJters

l;^.s plainly the figure of Richard. The author has master-

inllv dra^-^ him. In his death he is as great as in his life:

i,..rc only does he resign himself to any power beyond his

.'.\ni. No such lordly character as his, none so admirably

.i.opictcd, is to be found outside the greatest masters of prose

•iotion. :A[anv single scenes in this book remain burned upon

il.f. memory : the death of old King Henry, the picture of the

iudl of the Lord of the Assassins, the plotting beside t-he

Tower of Flies. Painful pictures they are, however, nexirly

.11. Indeed, the whole is a high-wroiight tragedy. With it

r.^ts for the present its author's highest achievement Since

it appeared, in the autumn of 1900, he has published a vol-

inae of short stories under the seemingly bold title of Is^eic

ranlerlury Tales. Brief as the stories are they reveal un-

mistakably the old power, the same grasp of character, and

in none of his works is his delightful humor better revealed.

That jovous story, ^'Eugenio and Galeotto," bubbles over

with it.' The dominant note is the sly chuckle of one who

.-stands off to watch the frailities of human nature. Ludicrous

Mtnations abound. It is all an out-of-doors humor, too. The

irony, of which there is a good deal, is always pleasant. It

r'-cails the genial Chaucer; in fact it is largely in the play of

huiuor that these tales are followers of his. Mr. Hewlett

never quite reaches the irresistible magic of Chaucer, but

lie has something of the same quiet manner of producing

'•iTccts. He is eminently the observer, quizzical and shrewd.

Six>ntaneous, too, is his humor. It must out, however in-

•^•Ilg^uous the occasion. He delights in mingling it vdi\\ the

pathetic and even the ideal, but seldom is any disagreeable

' ?T('ct tluis conveyed to the reader. Moreover, there is never
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any bitterness in Mr. He^vlett's jesting. It is not the iu.>k1

of a man out of sympathy with the world. It is this suuiiv

humor which makes the somber tragedy of the ''llichard*

endurable. It is a mark of all his stories and akin to tlmt

irresistible Immanity which is so evident throughout lus

work: that joy in life. His genius is robust with infections

gayety. "Tlie apostle of joy'' some one has called him; nii-l

such apostles are always needed so long as men read book.-.

He takes us out under the glad sunlight and the lucid air.

We feel the abundance of all qualities welling up 'Svith

beaded bubbles winking at the brim." One is tempted to siiv

that it is Browning ^vTiting novels, so strong and conll(lt.'iit

is the burst of optimism through all obstacles. Mr. Hewlett

published liis credo in his first volume, and has clung to it

ever since : ''I suppose I must be a very bad Christian, f»r J

remain sturdily an optimist, still convinced that it is g<X"l

for us to be here while the sun is up." This fullness of \\U

naturally manifests itself in a power of depicting emoiior;.

Here the greatest strokes are the simplest: Richard t-oudiiiu;

the dead face of grim old King Henry; his raising a great

shield before his eyes when he tops the summit of the hill

which overlooks Jerusalen. Such is the means by wliieh

vShakespeare indicated his gTcatest heights of feeling; in

Ophelia's "I was the more deceived," or, Lear's "Pray yon.

undo this button." Mr. Hewlett generally chooses the ni'Ta:

crises of life for depiction. He emphasizes tlie value of tl'*'

quintessential moments, which throw into high relief the si;:-

nificauce of living-. Daring there undoubtedly is in tliis, I'T

only a master may venture on such gi-ouud, yet he has uuv.'-

few failures. Passion finds a true, nowise theatrical int< r-

preter in Maurice Hewlett. Straining of nature seldom a;>-

pears; when rightly depicted nature is terrible enough in it-

truth. Yet of dramatic power—true dramatic power— t
]<•:<'

is abundance. Xo single manifestation of his geniu?^, r^''^"

haps, is so striking, ^^^la^tery, too, of dramatic contru-^t i"

frequently shown. Dramatic action is never lacking; it
"'

not devoured bv the studv of character. He is dramatic w:t..-
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,,:.){ Ix'ing theatrical. With all his brilliancy, his imagina-

•.j.jti, ?*Ir. Hewlett is not of the stage, stiigy. He seldom over-

r'., M the modestj of true art. His work is couscientious.

< >ae ciuiiiot say of it, as Matthew^ Arnold said of Kinglake's,

• ilow trenchant it is; but how perfectly unscrupulous!"

r«nihnit critics—so many Jeffreys born too late—have ex-

• rt-r^sed regret that he continually holds to mediaBval themes.

Ilni so long as the mirror is held up to nature time and place

Kuiv l>e chosen legitimately almost at w^ll. All that one has

.n ric:ht to demand is the best exhibition and criticism of hu-

i;j;i!i life.

Much of Mr. Hewlett's criticism of life possesses that high

"riniisnos5 demanded of permanent literature. Moreover,

his view of life, of moral ide<ils, is eminently sane; free from

iniolcranco and didacticism. He has a hatred, as every

1.' althy man has, of cant. He does not perplex or prose his

*.iti> with a running commentai-y of any sort. Pertinent and

k'.-n, however, are his occasional aphorisms. ^'TJntil you

i^.u'e made a beloved of your saint or a saint of your beloved

— it matters not greatly which—you will get little comfort

'i'li of your prayers." He has no religious novels, but all

i.i* novels are religious. The glorification of love is self-

'vidcnt. Some one has said of The Forest Lovers that every-

'•'•iy in it loves somebody else, and none of his characters

bve '"artistic temperaments." Most of his qualities, indeed,

•-ro refreshing after a dose of those novelists who, in bis own
i.appy phrase, regard art as "a kind of emotional pill." His
' :^*'ct, in short, is thoroughly healthful. In form, moreover,

"^ in matter, he sliows unquestionable eminence. Full of

^'I'T and magic of phrase, chiseled finish, are his bits of

•'-iture description; almost always brief, omitting detail,

"•king only by significant touches to convey the effect de-

'ri'd. They are suffused with subtle suggestion of emotion,

:•' t never reflecting merely the emotion of the observer. Xa-
'''i"'^ is not perverted, but interpreted. Magical in its atmos-

I'-vro is the description of the starry night when !Madoima
'

= the Peach Tree steals upon tlie three shepherd boys; or of
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the valley, high on Lebanon, where the Old Man of iMiisse ha*

his palace

:

Dazzling snow-curtains, black hanging-woods frame it in: looking

up on all sides you see the soaring pikes; and deep under a cofTer-

lid of blue it lies, greener than an emerald, a valley of easy sleep.

A more extended illnstration, not, however, from lii?

novels, is the picture of Florence in Earfhivorh out of Tus-

cany. It shovv-s a deftness of phrase, an imaginative richness,

which one had hitherto been led to look for only in Rnskin.

You are never away from the velvet flanks of the Tuscan hills.

Every street-end smiles an enchanting vista upon you. Houses frown-

ing, machicolated and somber, or gay and golden-white with cool

green jalousies and spreading eaves, stretch before you through

mellow air to a distance where they melt into hills, and hills into

sky; into sky so clear and rarely blue, so virgin pale at the horizon,

that the hills sleep brown upon it under the sun, and the cyprecses,

nodding a-row, seem funeral weeds beside that radiant purity. Some

such adorable stretch of tilth and pasture, sky and cloud, hangs like

a god's crown beyond the city and her towers. In the long autuinn

twilight Fiesole and the hills lie soft and purple below a pale green

sky. There is a pause at this time when the air seems washed for

sleep—every shrub, every feature of the landscape is cut clean as

with a blade. The light dies, the air deepens to wet violet, and the

glimpses of the hill-town gleam like snow. At such times Sam-

miniato looms ghostly upon you and fades slowly out. The flush in

the East faints and fails and the evening star shines like a gem.

It is hot and still in the broad Piazza Santa Maria; they are lighting

the lamps; the swarm grows of the eager, shabby, spendthrift cro\vd

of young Italians, so light-hearted and fluent, and so prodigal of this

old Italy of theirs—and ours.

Nothing so good as this, I think, has been done by any

contemporary. Everything in it is colored and shaped witli

artistic care. Fnll of a subtle, haunting charm it is, and a

Grecian repose.

Something of abuse of this mastery must doubtless bo

admitted, ^^lany euphuisms, declares Frederic Harrison,

arc evident; but they arc euphuisms, he adds, not of pretii-

ncss but of power. ''A too visible aim at the precious," ?;\v-

another. It is certainly a much-mooted style. The epitb'-t

striking is perhaps naturally the first which one applies t<>

it. But this usually implies much that is scarcely true ol
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Maurice Hewlett's style, artifice, desire for effect, delight in

?lu.' i^tartling: in things which, as Lowell says, "go off with a

;...p like a champagne cork." Little can one find, whether in

llichard Yea-and-Nay or elsewhere, of these gratuitous dis-

j.lavs. There is always subservience of means to ends. Mr.

IKwlett seldom says a thing because it is brilliant, as

Macaulay did; but because it is true. As the artist he is to

\<- reckoned with, always, in this matter of style. His is

jvhiinly a loving touch of words and phrases. "The one word

\>'V the one idea" is continually his search; and he seldom

iu!H.ses this felicity. A finality of finish marks his page. It

JH gi-acxi'd, too, with the subtler beauties of prose workman-

Ai\\\—alliteration, assonance, occasionally excellent cadence.

'Through tears now the sun beamed broad over the gentle

.'•ty where she lay lapped in her mossy hills."' If the test

of style be largely a gift of phrase, of happy turns of ex-

protsiou, Mr. Hewlett endures this. Dozens of quotable

-uatches rise to one's lips, things that are said in a purely

Mitisfying manner. "The devil of Anjou sat eating King

Iif iiry's eyes and you saw him at his meal." This genius

f'T felicitous phrasing is one of the distinguishing qualities

< f :^^atthew Arnold's style. Many of his happiest saying's

arc now the commonplaces of the critic's vocabulary. In

pncral Mr. Hev.dett's force of expression is admirable. At

'•Iif: same time his style is one of adornment; there are

"^'olden-hearted" phrases and sentences that open, like a

'aicr lily, as Lowell says of Chaucer. But only occasionally

*i'> they call undue attention to themselves, which is the main

iiiurk of preciosity. There is little real lavislmess in Mr.

ll«'wlott's style. It is much nearer the temperate than the

'••"<^].ical.

1 1 is idle to deny, however, that enthusiasm carries his love

''1 the unconventional too far. One finds not a little to

"iOitrrel with, one thing in particular which Frederic Har-

-''i^on, being an Englishman, does not mention. This is the

'liiincntly disagreeable Cockney "ish:" "you must move

• ri.-kjs/t this day;" or, "'the king sat on where he was for a
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good/.s/i part of the night." But there are other perversities

and wliimsicalities also; Carlylese assertions of right to use

English as he pleases. Expressive, it is true, many of tlic^e

epithets and phrases are; and one must forgive much to a

master of expression. Sucli are not to he hemmed b}^ ii-oii

laws. He is but a small critic \vho ^^'ill allow no license here.

But Mr. Hewlett has unquestionably abused his privilege

somewhat. There are many archaisms, such as "do oti,"

"her pair," "hoist" (as a past participle), "outgate," "to

her-ward," te> remain "on life." Not at all objectionable,

however, are his nev,' coinages; they are always felicitous:

''& shatter of hoofs in the courtyard;" "woman indeed;

rounded Melot;" "her hands folded peaccwise below her

bosom." Eesourcefulness is prominent in our author's style.

But in several cases the plain word or phrase would do iis

well as his far-brought one—to which the critic affixes a kind

of high tariff. Much of the quibbling over Mr. Hewlett's

strangeness comes, however, from a mistaken desire to sec

him as tame and ineffectual as the ordinary popular novelist;

and criticism worthy the name has nothing to do with thi.s

quibbling. Of liis abruptness and condensation, likewise,

genuine criticism has little to say. It is usually your la/y

reader who cavils at ellipses. Mr. Hewlett's stories are full

of thought and emotion in little. Maurice Hewlett is n^t

one of "your long and much talkers" whom Charles Lamb
hated. At times, it is true, he produces a tension which looks

toward the artificial; he tries to make art do what it quite

refuses to do. He therefore sometimes jolts his reader : yo'.i

have the sensation of riding in a railway car when the roa 1-

bed is not too smooth. Generally, however, the effect i^

rather one of power, of impressiveness; it holds the attention.

It is undoubtedly a style full of nerves. It sometimes seoir.>

to be in a tremendous hurry, but it always has a destinati«>!).

It has been Avell said that there are scarcely enough breath iv.~

places in his narrative, yet this is better than having t-"*

many yawming places. In short it will have been noted th:i*

our author alwavs sins with the few; he is nothing if ^"'
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iinusiiaJ. lu his methods of narration he shows this quality.

lUunt and frank lie is to the last degree. He does not scruple

{o lay bare his purposes: ''Olimpia out of love might make

nu'H miserable; in it, what might she not do ? I am about to

till you." Fearlessness marks liis story-t>elling throughout

;

ft <'klcssness, almost never. These are two distinct things in

JUL Miss Marie Corelli is a flaming poster-advertisement

».f the latter. One must not forget of Maurice Hewlett that

)i*^ is constantly the artist. It will never do to say offhand,

'•This is bad," of anything in his work. It is chiefly the

things of which the author himself is almost of necessity un-

r.iiKscious which are his defects. For example, he unques-

lii.nably makes his personages too often speak the Hewlett

tungue; dramatic distinction of character he does not always

ohcerve. Speeches not a few of Jehane's in the ''Richard"

illustrate this. So also this description of Isoult, spoken

ostensibly by the Abbott, but really by Maurice Hewlett Its

ij.eisivencss and point are no qualities of the worthy prelate:

"Thus you shall know her, Galors," he said. "A slim girl, somewhat
'.iU'ler the common size of the country, and overburdened with a
furtaln of black hair; and a sullen, brooding girl who says little,

am] that nakedly and askance; and in a pale face two gray eyes a-

burning!"

Is'decd, there is always a good deal of Maurice Hewlett in

his own stories—an intrusion, pleasant or unpleasant, of self-

<''''n^;ciousness. Undoubtedly the greatest art is not thus

'*!f-conscious. And it must 1x3 gi-anted that one finds in

Mr. Hewlett's work several points which thrust themselves

•"•rward vni\\ peculiar insistence and are taken flagrante

'•I'lido. Mannerism manifests itself in turns of sentence

''^'lid ]>hrase, in methods of depiction and of narrative prog-

'""^•', pleasant mannerism, however, to many. Indeed, apart

^'^':ii the principle that any majmerism is faulty, the ques-

^'"u reduces itself to this: Is the manner pleasing? Decid-

'•^ly so, one is teinpted to maintain, in Mr. Hewlett's case.

'' is generally the mannerism with a smirk which disgusts;

'*'"' of this no trace shows in his work. His mannerism is
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rather that of frank masterfulness. I confess to a covert

hatred of a romancer who tells his tale with a "by your leave,

lady." Better an assumption of authority such as this in the

opening of The Forest Lovers:

I hope you will not ask me what it all means, or what the mora,!

of it is. I rank myself with the historian in this business of talc-

telling, and consider that my sole affair is to hunt the argument

dispassionately. . . . Heaven help you, gentlemen, but I know what
Is best for you! Leave everything to me.

Many of these qualities of our author's style, moreover,

may be collected under the title of personality. Unmistak-

ably the style is here the man. The temperament exhibited

is eminently interesting. He is high-strunsr, emotionally

vehement, yet he paints many beautiful pictures of peace

—

especially that of the forest or the starlit night. A suppressed

power is always present in his stories. They look you in the

face
;
you feel that you are being addressed directly. By this

means the utmost spontaneity and vigor are attained; a stark

reality stands out. The author realizes his story intensely.

Despite such indications, however, it is difficult definitely

to assign ^Ntaurice Hewlett's rank. After we have made the

possible exceptions of Eudyard Kipling and George Meredith

he rises far above the group of contemporary novelists, Tlie

flexibility of his genius presents a salutary coiitrast to tlieir?.

He has betrayed no signs of writing himself out. He has no

purpose save \o represent hmnan life. This he has done with

rare fidelity and insight. He is perhaps the one living writer

of fiction whose work bids fair to become permanent. It :-"

indeed safe to say that Maurice Hewlett will attain a worthy

place among those unforgotteu novelists wdio have made genu-

ine contributions to the study of human nature and hunu-ii

life.

j:^-^^^^}^.^
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akt. v.-tiie next step in tiie temperance
movement.

"Tjie danger resident in the huge national liquor hills

rvaehes hejond misery and moral degradation. Civilization

irsoif is menaced by the growing economic waste." Such are
tho startling words of Dr. E. E. L. Gould, lecturer on social

«i-oi)omics and statistics in Johns Hopkins University and a
• rwial commissioner of the United States Department of
Labor, who investigated the effects of the use of liquor in
Kurope and this country. And European statesmen are be-
'•-:!!ing conscious that the political, military, commercial, and
i!:clustrial power of their countries is imperiled by the liquor
trafiic. Hence there are manifest indications of a renewal of
th(" war against intemperance and the liquor traffic, and that
'm"s war will be waged on a broader and mightier scale than

'^

'vr kfore. New weapons will be used, as in modern wars
l-tw(M}n nations, and while they may be as unnoticed by
!-=iiv as the smokeless powder or lydite manufactured by the
:-ac*ful chemist, they will prove as fatal in the war against
'H- liquor traffic as do these chemical productions in battle
=*'twee.n warring troops.

^

The most important, though as yet scarcely observed, new
\--^ of the temperance movement is the economic. This is

•^l^t
to be distinguished from the moral phase of the question,

J'?

which it is really a part, but a part that has heretofore
;'|^n Ignored. The economic phase is, however, so manv-

^j-'-d and appeals to so many selfish interests that it attracts
•-•a^^ses of men who regard the moral aspects of temperance
;"-' indifference, if not indml with contempt and disgust.
^^^^"ce was declared fifty years ago to be the most sober
.'^ation ,n Europe. To-day she is the most drunken, and this

'^\ irenchmen declare, may mean, almost certainly will
-^an, defeat in war with Germany, defeat in commerce, do-

t'

"''1 ? '"^"^^^•^- I^ ^'s "o w^onder that her statesmen and
'-'-'Jghtful men of all classes have l)ecome alarmed, aiid that
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a leading ncAv^paper like Le Figaro, speaking of the intem-

perance of the Frencli people, should declare

:

There is no choice giveu us in France; whether we like* it or no

we must go ahead and fight this matter or we shall disappear as a

nation. These are not mere inventions nor mere forms of speech.

Ask Dr. le Gendre and Dr. Debove, and inquire of any doctors, anJ

they will say it is simply a matter of a few generations more.

Br. Brunon declares:

The alcoholism of the working classes threatens to put an end,

and that shortly, to existing society. . . . Those who are indifferent

may shrug their shoulders to-day. The question of alcohol will very

soon take the first place of all questions affecting the state.

In this aggTcssive movement against the liquor traffic in

Prance scientific men are in the lead. The head of the move-

ment is an eminent physician, Dr. Grain, president of the

national anti-alcoholic leag-ue, and aggi-essively associate*!

Avith him are forty-two young doctors.

But France is not the only nation whose thoughtful people

arc alarmed at the perils threatening them from the liquor

traffic. English statesmen are dismayed at the gi-owth of th.'/

liquor power, which is heginning to dominate the legislature

of the British Empire as it dominates legislatures in xVmcr-

ica. Lord Bosehery, while premier, in a public speech said:

I am not a fanatic in temperance reform. I am, I hope, a sensible

and level-minded politician on that and all other subjects, but I

cannot but be struck by the pathetic urgency with v/hich the appeals

for dealing with this question come from every part of England.

Scotland, Ireland, and Wales; and though I am not a fanatic on th^

question I view the uncontrolled condition of our liquor traffic as a

serious danger. ... It is becoming too great a power In the statr.

I go so far as to say this: that if the state does not soon control

the liquor traffic the liquor traffic will control the state.

In another speech Lord Kosebery refers to the organized tral^

fie as "a political ring which threatens to throttle and contr •.

the commonwealth itself." Xot only the political system '''

England is endangered. Its industrial system as well i? i'|

peril. The time was, not long ago, when England stolid •'

the head in the markets of the world, with no apparent pro'-
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ui'ility or possibility that she would he displaced. But other

n.itinns have made such progi-ess in efilciencj of labor in

fi.-vnt vears that British labor, in the words of Benjamin

Ki'lil, ''does not enjoy the some incontestably high relative

l^.silion that it formerly did." Commenting upon this fact

,M«-.<srs. RoA\Titree and Sherwell, in their valuable book en-

tirjrd The Temperance Problem atid Social Reform, say:

Al jiresent our most highly equipped and therefore most formidable
(•cnipotitors are our kinsmen across the Atlantic. America is com-
r,;»Tcially formidable not merely because of her gigantic enterprise

Ar.il almost illimitable resources but because, as recent investigations

have shown, her workers are better nourished and possess a rela-

tivily higher efHciency.

'Jlic better nourishment and higher efficiency are attributed

i y Messrs. lLO\\Titree and vSherwell to the fact that the Ameri-
r.iii working-man spends less for liquor and therefore has

K.-rc to spend for nourishing food. And tJiis difference in

'*" expenditure of his wages affects his income as well, since

';.(' excessive use of liquor increases the number of un-
i liiployed, many of whom are willing t-o work for simply
v.'iat will keep them supplied witli liquor and the smallest

I'-^^sible amount of food, and thus bv com|>etition they depress
J"*- price of labor. Besides its eff'ect upon wages Dr. Gould
'-^ilin attention to the fact that "the family budget of the
'-^ ;i;:.>oarner is not so flexible that liberal expenditures for

'^rii'-k may be made with impunity. So delicately adjusted
'* tlie balance that the status of a new generation is largely
•'' t^rmined by the quantity of liquor the fathers consume."

The French consume more than tJiree times and the Eng-
|i-ii nearly twice the amount of pure alcohol per capita that
'^ consumed in the United States. Intemperance has been
• "c-ouraged in France by the absence of sentiment against the
-"•f? of alcoholic beverages and from the moderate use of light
*nK's the peoph have gone to the stronger liquors, such as

^""dy, and large numbers have finally become slaves of
fel'Mnth(^—among the worst, if not the worst, of tJie many
''J'Tiuus preparations of alcohol. It is authoritatively stated
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that in the departments of the ]^orthwcst ^'the daily con-

sumption of alcohol absorbs half the average salary of the

working population." How besotted many have become is

sho^\^l by the statement of Dr. Brunon concerning !!Srormandy,

where every person drinks, brandy being used in soup and

even put into nursing bottles and given to babies in tho

cradle. Dr. Brunon says : "You should see the people com-

ing away from the drinking shops on a Monday evening.

Father, mother, children, friends, holding each other up and

reeling along together." In the parts of the country where

such drunkenness prevails the French w-orkingman, who used

to be intelligent and capable, has declined so rapidly that lie

is in danger of soon losing his industrial power entirely. It

is this danger that clauses Le Figaro to ntter the alarmin-

cry^ that unless France fights alcoholism she will ''disappear

as a nation."

It is estimated that of the 40,000,000 population of tlic

United Kingdom 23,000,000 are consumers of alcohol.

Xecessarily the vast majority of these are of the workiui;

class, who constitute seventy-five per cent of the population.

Of the $770,000,000 spent on drink in the United Kingdom

in 1898 it is estimated that more than $500,000,000 were

spent by the working classes. This enormous sum repre-

sented an annual expenditure for drink of about $80 for each

of the 6,000,000 working people's families ; more than one

sixth of the entire average family income. Xo working-

man's family can afford such an outlay for what ma}^ at be-i

be considered a luxury although in nearly every case it i^

a physically injurious habit. It can only be made at

the cost 'of' such necessities as sustain the body—wholesome

food, warm clothing, comfortable shelter ; or develop the min'.

and character—papers, magazines, books, music, and the like.

The sacrifice of these necessities lowers the standard of lif''

and consequently the standard of wages, thus vitally afiL-ct-

ing the financial welfare of the individual workingman. I^

also aifects the employer, who has to compete in the market-

of the world with those employing workmen whose standard
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5 life may be higher and their efficiency correspondingly

/rr;uer. Falling behind their competitors, because of the

;:..Jiiciency or diminishing working power of employees, em-

;.;..vi'rs will endeavor to make up the loss by reducing wages

until this method reaches a point beyond which they cannot

•^s. EfHciency is then victor, and this is one of the hopeful

»:;',n-^ of the times. Employers realize that to maintain their

.-'^niiuorcial position they must employ sober men.

Tiie United States is a more sober nation than France or

K'iL'Innd. Two facts have powerfully contributed to this

rv-uU: the preponderance of our rural population until

.'•rout years, and the number of religious denominations

which have been for the most part ardent advocates of the

{;;iiso of temperance and of individual total abstinence. In

rraiice, with the exception of the few Protestant ministers,

:C\\ (celesiastics use alcoholic liquors. In England nearly all

ministers use wine at least. Many have a financial interest

ill the traffic, one of the large brewery companies having

:iniong its shareholders one hundred and seventy-eight and

iiiotlicr one hundred and thirty-three ''reverends," including

M^Iiops, deans, archdeacons, and canons. Whether or not

;l.o followers of John Wesley are numl^ered among these we
*'•) not know; but many of the ministers of the Wesleyan

'.'inirch have violated the spirit if not the letter of Mr. Wes-
\<-\\ rule against ''drunkenness, buying or selling spirituous

• iqiiors, or drinking them, unless in cases of extreme neces-

'^ty.''' How different the condition of England might be

•'-(lay if his followers had been as rigid in enforcing this

^'d(' as was 'Wx. Wesley himself is sho^\^l by the fact that,

'•^liilc in England the drinking of spirituous liquors in-

friasod from two million gallons in 1710 to twenty million

i-'^llons in 1742, the year o^fr. Wesley's rule was adopted,

'•'•Jring the next eight years the consimiption of liquors had

'•^n greatly reduced, and from 1750 to 1780 the average

'•':nnal amount used was only three million gallons. This

<'liango was not wholly attributable to lAx. Wesley, but it

"'•iirred during the years of his greatest activity and doubt-
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less was a result of the restraints placed upon themselves l»y

his followers, most of whom came from the drinking class;

for, thougli restrictive laws were passed by Parliament, con-

temporary history speaks of them as a dead letter. During

recent years there has been a quickening of temperance senti-

ment among the Wesleyans, and now many minister?

—

perhaps more than half—and many members are total

abstainers. American ]^^ethodistSJ however, are not in a

position to Pharisaically criticise their English brethren.

We started well, but we, too, backslid. Wlicn the Methodist

Episcopal Church was organized at Baltimore, in 17S4, ]Mr.

"Wesley's rule against buying, selling, and drinking spirit-

uous liquors was adopted as the law of the Church. Five

years later the words ''unless in cases of extreme necessity"

were removed, making the prohibition of drinking absolute.

The next year (1790), however, the words ''buying and sell-

ing" were omitted and the words '^unless in cases of neces-

sity" restored. This was the beginning of a retrograde

movement the demoralizing character of which is shown by

the protracted effort—until 1S16—to secure the adoption of

a rule deelaring that no stationed or local preacher should

retail spirituous liquors without forfeiting his ministerial

character. Three times the question of restoring Mr. Wes-

ley's original rule was submitted to the constitutional vote

of the Annual Conferences and the General Conference ;
but

the proposition was not finally adopted until 1848. The

agitation had been useful, however, and Methodism was a

powerful factor in creating temperance sentiment, as it is

to-day.

But liigh as our position is relatively it is really a danger-

ous one, and v.-e are threatened with the political and indus-

trial perils which stare France and England in the face. Of

these the most serious is the political power of the liquor

traffic, displayed by the decision of the attorney-general of

the United States nullifying the law of Congress prohibiting

the sale of intoxicating liquor in any anny post exchange,

or canteen. This decision is a crime acrainst the Engli>h
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]:,n{;uagc, and shows that it is impossible to find words in

which to frame a law that cannot be defeated by the judicial

iit'i)artraent of the government if it so desires. It also shows

that the liquor traffic occupies two seats at the President's

coimcil board—that of the secretary of war and that of the

attorney-general. The President v\'ould have been sustained

hv the people had he exercised the power which inheres in

his position as commander-in-chief of the army and issued

an order banishing liquor from the post exchange, and by

.-0 doing would not only have given effect to the law

enacted by Congress but would have removed, at least

during his term, the liquor traffic from seats at his coun-

cil board. While the head of the English army, realiz-

iiig the evil effects of liquor upon soldiers, has been ex-

|>crimenting with a view to the abolition of its use the

})Ower of two of the greatest departments of the United

States government has been employed to continue and in-

crease it. Whatever may have been the motives of the heads

of these departments, the action of one of them, the attorney-

general, has been the most serious blow to respect for law

that has ever been given by a government official, and the

two officials will be held responsible at the bar of history for

the moral degradation of thousands of xVmerica's young men,

and for political and social conditions that will cost the na-

tion thousands of lives and millions of dollars. We are in

greater danger from the political power of the liquor traffic

than is any European nation. Xo interest of the people or the

nation is too sacred to be sacrificed on the altar of its greed,

and that few men in political life dare brave its f^o^vn. is

not surprising. They Avill not act differently until condi-

tions so change that the advocates of temperance become more

powerful politically than are the supporters of the liquor

traffic.

This will take place, perhaps, sooner than many can be-

lieve possible, and, most probably, through economic condi-

tions. The labor problem is the important problem of the

^'V^. It is pressing for a solution that cannot be reached
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until the liquor problem is solved. Professor J. J. iMcCook

spoke truly when he said, in an article in Tlie Forum:

I am not a total abstainer, either theoretically or practically, and

I have always voted in favor of license. It is needless to say that

I do not belong to the Prohibition Party. But anybody who can see

must know that, considered merely as a question of social economy,

of dollars and cents, of tax bills and public convenience generally,

the drink question is the question of the day. The tariff wrangle is

a mere baby to it. If intelligent, steady-going people could be in-

duced to spend upon the drink question a fraction of the time and

money they employ upon the other, we might hope for some real

improvement.

Business men and working-men will come to realize that the

liquor problem vitallv concerns them, and that, while all the

different questions involved in the labor problem would not

be solved by the purchase of useful articles of manu-

facture with the $1,000,000,000 now annually expended for

drink in this country, many of them would l)e and the others

would bo m<u-e easily settled. But how can they be induced

to see the necessity for this l In the same way that the Xorth

was prepared for the civil war : l>y the education of a genera-

tion or two of children. This is one of the means by which

it is hoped to stay the ravages of alcohol in France. The

minister of public instruction, ]\I. Poincare, appointed a

commission to inquire into the best methods of introducing

such teaching in the schools, v.'hich commission recommended

that antialcoholic instruction be grafted upon the already

existing branches taught in the schools: upon morals, physi-

ology, hygiene, chemistry, and the elements of political

economy. The minister also sent a special letter to all liis

subordinates urging them to use their influence on the side of

temi:)erance. Teachers were also urged to impress upon chil-

dren the necessity of abstaining from spirits. Xot many
realize how quickly generations follow each other upon the

stage of action. The public influence of few persons is felt

for more than a decade. The most continuous influence is

that exerted by tliose whose profession or calling keeps them

for a lifetime in constant touch with tlie young. These are
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teaclicrs in Siniday schools and public schools. They Jo not

<uv the emotions of their pupils as do impassioned orators

tluring a political campaign. Xo teacher \vould think of

f:\vinp;ing his arms, shaking his head, clinching his fists, or

.^louting in a loud voice while teaching a class in spelling or

mathematics, yet the persistent, quiet daily instruction of

nacliers exerts a greater influence in the long run than does

tlio impassioned oratory of the occasional stump speaker.

The same effect is often Avitnessed in the more forcible im-

jtression made by a public speaker who appeals to the reason

and judgment of his audience rather than attempts to arouse

tlieir passions. The criticism of his seventh of I^Iarch speech

which Daniel Webster most keenly felt was Whittier's poem

entitled "Ichabod.'*' Of its composition Whittier An'ote:

My admiration of the splendid personality and intellectual power

of the great senator was never stronger than when I laid down his

speech and in one of the saddest moments of my life penned my pro-

test. I saw, as I wrote, with painful clearness its sure result: the

slave power arrogant and defiant strengthened and encouraged to

carry out its scheme for the extension of its baleful system or the dis-

solution of the Union, the guaranties of personal liberty in the free

Slates broken down and the whole country made the hunting ground

oi slave-catchers. In the horror of such a vision, so soon fearfully

fulfilled, if one spoke at all he could only speak in tones of stern and

sorrowful rebuke.

History has shown the blunder Webster made in the posi-

tion lie then took. Yet it is one of the revenges of history

tiiat the closing words of another speech by Webster—the

reply to Haync—did more to prepare the Xorth for the war

t1:an did the utterances of any other man. While the minis-

tors of various churches, and writers and orators like Garri-

i^-n, Wendell Phillips, and Whitticr, kept up the agitation in

favor of the abolition of slavery, by the constant repetition

''i Webster's words, ^T.iberty and Union, now and forever

"110 and inseparable," the boys in the public schools were

U-iiig prepared to enlist in the fight for the preservation of

'bo Union. When the war came thousands enlisted to pre-

^•5-ve the Union who would have refused to fight for the
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abolitiou of slaveiy. So in connection with the temperance

movement children in the public schools should Ix; taught in

an entertaining \vay the economic and physiological and

hygienic effects of alcohol. This is now in part being done

in many schools, thanks to the Woman's Christian Temper-

ance Unioji, though in few, if any, is the economic phase

taught. Indeed that is scarcely anywhere kno\\^i or recog-

nized except by specialists. All these phases of the temper-

ance question should bo presented also in all yourg people's

organizations, and by the Loyal Temperance Leagues of the

Woman's Christian Temperance L^nion. Some may object

to the presentation of the social and economic phases in re-

ligious gatherings. It is natural that there should be persons

to offer such objections, for the Church has ignored, if it has

perceived, the social teachings of the Bible, in which are to

be found the principles which underlie our economic as well

as our spiritual life. In the instruction of children, whether

in public or Sunday schools, such material should l>e used

as is based on scientific truth or is presented in a judicial

tone. Xothing will help a bad cause more than the per-

sistent utterance of falsehoods or error concerning it.

Perhaps the most important lesson to be impressed upon

boys and girls is the fact that their business and industrial

future may depend upon whether or not they use or have

ever used alcoholic liquors. Business men are becoming more

and more careful of the habits of their clerks and other em-

ployees. Many arc required to give bonds issued by bond

coinpanies, and these companies all ask, concerning each ap-

plicant, "Is he of sober and correct habits?" All classes of

persons, from cash girls to railroad presidents and other offi-

cials, even when they are millionaires, are required to give

these bonds, and in order to secure them the applicant must

be of sober habits; and if it be an important position, requir-

ing self-control, he must be a total abstainer. On the Ameri-

can railroads not one of the eight hundred thousand eni-

ploye<?s is allowed to use liquor while on duty, and some road^

will discharge one who uses liquoi- at any time. Even manu-
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facturcrs are giving attention to the drinking habits of em-

j.Ioyees. One firm, employing twenty-five thousand men,

will not permit the use of liquor during working hours ; many

fjictories will not employ men who use intoxicating liquors,

and others make it a rule to drop drinking employees first

when they have occasion to reduce their force. In the sys-

tematic instruction of children in tempcranco Methodism

.-^lioiild lead, and it is to be regretted that the last General

Conference did not devise some plan by which instruction

might bp imparted on a scale commensurate with our vast

machinery—our pulpits, Sunday schools, and Epworth
Leagues—and with the need of the times. If we should so

lead other Churches would follow, and before a score of years

)iad passed we should be ready for the final struggle with this

monster. The young people of this generation will be the

rulers of the next, and if they are w-isely instructed they will

demand the abolition of the saloon in order to preserve the

economic as well as the political and moral welfare of the

country. The politicians will comply wdth the demand, for

the boys of this generation will then have become merchants,

manufacturers, professional men, labor leaders, and work-

ingmen, and the power of their votes will compel action.

^/j--sLxn.cLr ^Cy ^>/v^
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Art. VL—WHAT, THEN, IS CHRISTIANITY?

In what sense are we still Christians? ^VG cannot adhere

to onr religion by inheritance, uor secure it by succession.

Custom, Avhich serves as a sort of guide in morality, fails to

support what is so organic and internal as religion. For the

new century, renewed beliefs become a demand; when the

critical spirit of tlie day is once felt Christianiry itself be-

comes a distinct problem. What is Christianity ? The ideas

of development and differentiation among the phenomena of

religion, by virtue of which the principle of progress and the

method of comparative study arc made current, make the

above question momentous. Ethnic religions in general

manifest salient tendencies ; universal religions give rise to

concrete concepts ; in the light of such ideas, w-hat does

Christianity seem to be ? Surely it can be nothing common-

place; its mild maxims and gentle judgments arouse, in the

mind of man, vigorous affirmations and vehement negations.

Nowhere else in the liistory of human thinking is there set

up such a sharp ^'either—or;" ''He that is not for me is

against me," says Christ, and we feel that his saying is true.

Thus it comes about that the affirmation of Christianity be-

comes imperative. The philosophy of religion is possessed

of a method which may avail in identifying the nature of

Cliristianity, if not in developing its doctrines. At once

there is made a distinction from theology. As in certain

other jjhilosophical sciences, a twofold method of treatment

may here be applied. Eeligion may be differentiated from

theolog}', in somewhat the same way that the philosophy

of rights is different from the science of law; as, in

aesthetics, the theory of beauty is not identical vs-ith the phi-

losophy of art. In present thought, various iX'pulur wTiters

have indirectly felt this distinction, and as a result have

opposed religion to theology. This is not jjrofound ; it were

iK'ttcr to devote philosophical effort to showing how the dual

forms of philosophy of religion may be represented. Pt-^^'
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l:aps it may be expressed by saying, Jlere is religion, there is

rtvelation. At any rate, there is possible another and more

;;i.>ueral treatment of the Christian religion than that ^vhich

is to be found in current theology. By means of the other

iiR'thod we are able to present a great interrogation : what is

ihe Christian religion? Within the limits of distinctly

Cliristian thought, particular doctrines have lxx?n distin-

guished and various relations set up. But what are the

jiinits of the subject itself? When it is asked whether we
moderns are Christians; when it is urged that the religion

of Christ should prevail, it must be asked, what, then, is

Christianity ?

I.

1. The characteristic quality of the Christian religion is

lK.'tt seen when the light of history is cast upon the problem

;

where this religion has struggled to express itself, its inner

iiioaning is most thoroughly appreciated. Already in the

mediaeval period there had not been wanting attempts to

ieulatc and analyze the strikingly Christian element in the

faith. Witness the much-disputed Eternal Gospel of the

tiiirteenth century! In this work was for the first time

brought out a philosophic view of Christianity, and its

author anticipated that notion of progress in religion which
V!!3 later to appear in Lessing and Schelling. At the same
time this independent view of Christianity appears to have

hroached the modern question, ''xVre we still Christians?''

A> moderns, we to-day are sometimes tempted to feel that

^ iiristianity is medieval, and that the progress of cidture

J'lid civilization is urging us on to something unknown be-

yond. But the passage from the mediaeval to the modern
^'-orld represents no such culmination. Christianity persists,

triumphing over the ruins of systems and empires. Man is

'^dl Christian. During the troubled period of the Ilenais-

f-aiicc what was more significant than the words of Petrarch,
"I am sometimes a Platonist, sometimes a Peripatetic, some-

i linos neither one nor the other, but at all times I am a

*"linstian" ?

38
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2. A study of iiKxlern speculation, or what is sometimes

called rationalism, should make manifest the fact that, even

Avith scientific investigator, freethinker, and philosopher

essential Christianity still persists. Witness the testimony

of a Descartes, of Deism, of a Kant! Secular and scientiiie

thinking prevails in the Cartesian system; yet the latter is

not without its religious sig-nificance. A skeptico-rationalist

system turns out to be an apologetic. Eight years in tlie

Jesuit College of La Fleche were sufficient to set a peculiar

impression upon this young mind. In a. similar fashion

Descartes was inflnenced by the Jansenists of Port Royal.

The larger and more independent training of this early

thinker of modern times was carried on by the aid of the

patristic thought of Augustine and the scholasticism of

Anselm. Under such auspices, is it strange that this apostle

of modern science and modern speculation should betray the

essential principles of Christian thinking? Cartesianism

is thus Christian. Some fervor may l:>e lacking, but the

Christian idea is there. In a new and unwonted form the

inner nature of the Christian religion is presented. So far

as Descartes's first principles are concerned, the starting

point and method are Augustinean, while the essential result

is akin to Anselm's ontology. Furthermore, the Cartesian

method of treatment is more characteristically Christian

than that peculiar mixture of Platonic and patristic thought

which dominated in Augustine; is more consistent, in its dis-

cussion of Christian theism, than was the scholastic Aris-

totelianism of the ''second Augustine," In becoming motlern,

Descartes becomes more and more Christian. Xow this is

probably because he based his ontology upon the principle cf

spirit, an idea alike Christian and modern. Spiritual life

was Descartes's fundamental principle; in discussing the

former he excels even Augustine. Moved by religious im-

pulses, Augustine attempted a proof of the soul's existence

and its independence of the world. The soul, with its obvi-

ously spiritual nature and with its manifest destiny, cannot

find satisfaction in the natural world. Such was the method
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of procc-c-ding from the religious consciousness. Kow, witH

;i somewhat different spirit, Descartes reached the same con-

chision. A clear analysis of the soul's life and an equally

di^^tinct conception of the world's essence led Descartes

^llarply to distinguish between the two, and whereas the dual-

i.-in of res cogitans and res extensa fails to do justice alike to

).hilosophy of religion and metaphysics, yet it clearly ex-

}. rinses that definite distinction of the New Te-stamenL in the

light of which spirit and matter c^miot be united, nor any-

t!:ing in the world given in exchange for the soul. It was

ju.-t this distinction which separated Christianity from the

iintique world, and modern thought from medinevalism

;

when such a distinction became organic to modern thought

lliore set in a return to Christianity. In a similar manner

Descartes follows Anselm in the latter's attempted proof of a

miiversal soul's existence. Setting up the idea of being in

[.'(•neral, Anselm's ontology proceeded at once to the principle

of existence ; we have the idea of a most perfect being and

i^iich being must possess the attribute of existence-, otherwise

the former would not be perfect. Hence this most perfect

Ix-ing cxist.s. Xow the Cartesian ontology is less scholastic

and more Christian ; it is but a continuation of the personal

}>riuciple worked out in the psychology. But Descartes does

iK»t aim to evince the reality of the ens reallsimum, as such;

lie rather seeks to show the validity of the idea in man. To
tho personal, self-conscious soul the idea of God becomes as

living and real as the feeling of personal existence; God, as

ii» idea, becomes a demand of the soul in its speculative

activity; and in spite of the coolness of such logic the essen-

tial spirit and method of Christian thought does not fail to

iippoar. Without directly taking up the religious problem

IX'Scartes placed the stamp of Christianity upon modern

fpc-culation.

3. But the enlightenment did not share tho mediaivalism of

^Vscartes, nor did it hesitate to take hold of the religious

principle itself, and that with an earnestness which became

^vfrzealous in its warfare. Traditionalism and authorized
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religion were set at naught, and in their stead appeared

rationalism, and naturalism. Where the system of natural

religion served to emancipate religious thought in general,

Deism, as a practical, political movement, aimed at separa-

ting Christianity from an established Church. When Deism

sought both free thought and toleration it found it necessary

to construct such a vieM^ of Christianity as should be in keep-

ing with these principles. This it did by interpreting the

New Testament according to rationalistic methods and by

regarding theolog;)' from the standpoint of intellectualism.

In the case of such systematic thinkers as Hobbes and Locke,

wdth such popular deists as Tindal and Toland, such a tend-

ency may easily be discerned. Here arose such ideas as,

"tlie reasonableness of Christianity;" "the true Gospel of

Jesus Christ;" '"'Christianity not mysterious;" '"Christianity

as old as the creation." With the vehement denial of estab-

lished religion, there arose a forcible, though blind, affirma-

tion of what Deism esteemed pure and original Christianity

to be. As a simple form of worship, a copy of the religion

of nature, was Christianity regarded. According to Ilobbes,

Christianity consistetl in regarding Jesus as the Messiah;

thus arose one of Deism's leading principles: the mere Mes-

siahship of Jesus. Locke entertained similar ideas; he

sought to limit the scope of Christian tradition to the four

gospels ; as a result, he succeeded in making a breach between

the teaching of Christ and the theology of the apostles. Thus

was the essentially double form of Christianity brought out.

Toland sought to naturalize Christianity by regarding its his-

tory as "not mysterious." By regarding Christianity "as old

as tlie creation," Tindal shows how inimical was the enlight-

enment to history. Toleration and rationalism were thus the

guiding stone of Deism's view of Christianity ; as a result of

such a metliod, essential religion was emancipated. With

all the vigor of deistic logic and law the kernel of

Christianity remained unharmed, and when the state said

the subject must ever l>e a believer in the Christian religion,

Deism fiercely rejoined, "What, then, is Christianity
"^

'
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\)(>\<m had its own answer. Emancipating Christianity

iroiu ecclesiasticism, Deism had set np principles which

could not long endure. Valuable as had been the philosophy

of toleration, suggestive as rationalism had appeared, the es-

sence of Christianity could not be expressed by the ideas of

rights and reason. Toward the close of the enlightenment,

these limitations were perceived ; an obscure and a corre-

fpoudingly brilliant thinker checked the develop-nent of

rational Christianity. Henry Dodwell, Jr., and Lessing felt

tlie spirit of Deism, but were wise enough to transc^'nd its

shallow method. In his little pamphlet, Christianity Not

Founded on Argument (1741), Dodwell set all rationalistic

interpretation at naught. Perceiving the inner nav.ure of

religion, and appreciating the peculiar character of Chris-

tianity, Dodwell showed how independent is religion of even

free speculation itself. A distinctly religious, or inner,

standard was demanded and an independent method set up.

J">.r historical religion Lessing performed an equally valu-

able service; his Education of the Human Race was a con-

.-•ifitent apology for revelation. History, as a method of ex-

pressing the development of spiritual life, was vindicated,

nnd Christianity, as a particular form of the religious life

and having its peculiar doctrines, was justified. Universal

histxjry became spiritual, and Christianity divine. As cor-

recting an earnest effort which had led men astray, these tiny

tomes were of marvelous historical value.

4. As the result of Deism and of Deism's downfall, the

conditions of Christianity were in the days of Immanuel

Kant somewhat different from the atmosphere of Cartesian-

i^m. But here is a remarkable fact : Kant in his Philosophy

''/ Christianity creates a spirit which, as in the more natural

^a?e of Descartes, was distinctly mediaeval! Here arises a

question : was Kant scholastic ? Xo ; he certainly was mod-

<^^rn. Was Kant of the enlightenment ? !^o ; his thought was

more advanced. Wliat, then, is the attitude of Konigsberg's

•'ge ? Like Descartes, he was media3val enough to adhere to

^-sential Christianity; he was sufficiently modern to treat his
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problem philosophically. Kant's treatise on Christianity was

entitled Die RcUgioti inncrhalh der Grcnzen dcr hlossen

Veimunft; but the limits set are tbose of the practical reason

;

the treatment is not speculative, but ethical. . Yet Kant does

not fail to make at least one fundamental distinction between

religion and the ethical. Ethics proceeds from the good will

(der gute ^y^^lc) ; religion starts out from radical evil in

human nature {das radii-ale Bose). Thus Kant's tre-atmcnt

presses the realism to pessimism. Where human reason, in

the speculative and practical critiques, is regarded as im-

posing laws upon both the natural cosmos and the moral

world-order, man is here represented as standing in need of

redemption ! Thus does the modem pride of life and intel-

lect take on a mediaeval gloom. Christianity asserts itself;

the religious life bespeaks its inner need. Human nature

is the battle groimd of the evil and the good ; by virtue of the

latter's victory over evil the kingdom of Gotl is founded.

Kant even goes so far as to clothe this ideal kingdom in the

garments of ecclesiasticism, regarding the Church as the

earthly representative of this realm of redeemed spirits.

Thus, where the notions of depravity and redemption cen-

tralize in the speculative form of Christianity, the latter's

essential nature does not fail to appeal". Reaffirming Chris-

tianity in general, Kant has had the fate of emphasizing, for

current theology, the particular idea of the kingdom of God

as peculiar to this form of religion. ]\todcrn philosophic

thought has thus borne a peculiar fruit. The rationalism

of Descartes culminates in the idea of the soul's relation to

God; the criticism of Kant, which turned modern thought

upside down, settles the individual in the kingdom of God.

Xow, these ideas, modern as they are, do not fail to be Chris-

tian, and it was for the inde])endent treatment of the problem

of Christianity that the enlightenment contended. Thus the

present manifests a remarkable condition of things; promi-

nent among its questions stands out this one: what is Chris-

tianity ? The opening year of the new century finds a Tolstoi

saying, Christianity is that which should be affirmed; finds
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a Nietzsche proclaiming it is that ^\hich should be denied

with an everlasting nay ! But what is this idea which moil-

ern thought has made of our occidental religion 1 Christian-

it ;• is indeed a problem.

II.

Jkfore there can be any thoroughgoing discussion of essen-

tial Christianity, it must be observed that, formally viewed,

the latter is peculiar to itself. Such was tbe indirect confes-

sion of Deism as well &s, of Deism's opponents. How shall

\vc to-day expre^ss the unique character of the Clu-istian r&-

ligiou? Historically viewed, Christianity occupies a com-

manding position in the world. Christianity has conquered

history and has adapted it to its own ends ; its theory of the

v;orld and life are startling. Therein nothing natural or

coumionplace may be found. Let Christianity be denied, but

let it not be said that Christianity is humdrum. AH is new;

nothing is usual ; history repudiates itself. As De Quinc^y

faid, a half century ago, ''Christian ethics are absolut<,'ly un-

translatable in a pagan language." To express Christianity,

its apostles demand gift of tongues! Whei-e the antique

world sought and found comfort in unbelief, Christianity be-

lieved that blessedness was to be found in faith alone. Chrls-

tinTiity denied the world and afSrmed the soul; with this new

view and with this new relation a new life arose; that life

^vas Christian. The ancient view became a vice; of the

antique bad Christianity made a good. These were the aus-

pices under which this religion arose; by adhering to it its

followers felt that they w^ere obtaining eternal life. This life

^vas a spiritual one. By means of the principle of spirit^

Christianity became what it was destined to be. It was just

<his idea which Descartes and Kant pursued in projecting

tlioir prospective systems; in tJie case of the one there was

•'••I up an opposition of spirit and mattor and a certain in-

clination for pure thought; in that of the other there was a

i'harp distinction between freedom and law, and an appro-

priate fondness for imperative duty. Even Deism, in the

midst of its blind negations and with its demand for a pure
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Christianity, was affected by the force of the spiritual prin-

ciple. In the world and in the soul, wdth Christian thought

and Christian life, the notion of spirit predominates. Be-
cause it was not spiritual, the world was denied validity and
value; because it was spiritual, the soul outvalue-d the uni-

verse. Faith became the one method of life because it repre-

sented the spiritual substance of things hoped for. Infused
with spirit, life was transformed; thus it presented new as-

pirations and new duties ; indeed, duty and the desire for the

spiritual were hereby created. Universal became the idea

and influence of the spirit. Xc^atively, the idea had chal-

lenged ancient speculation ; now, in a more positive manner,
it became the leading thought of Christianity. ]\ran l)ecame

a living spirit; there existed a spiritual realm in which he
lived and moved and had his being; even the idea of God,
transcendent as the latter was esteemed to be, was defined in

terms of spiritual truth.

Characteristic Christianity has ever had its definite do<;'-

trines; those branch out from the general idea of spirit.

Whether or not we may say that Christianity is the only
theistic religion, it is the only one which realizes the idea of

God. Valid as may have been the ancient notion of God, it

never became the sentiment of worship. Worshipfid as the

oriental deities may have been in the heart of man, they
could never rei)resent the object of unifying thought. God
is spirit! Here worship and speculation unite, for God is

apprehended in spirit and in truth. Such a doctrine may
thus be styled theology. Unity, universality, and ideality

unite in this overarching principle. But Christianity, as

represented by the teaching of its Founder, does not stop with
this general notion. The spirit is a person, a Father. lie

has a spiritual realm, the kingdom of heaven. Thus Christ:

teaching seems to centralize in the idea of God, his king-dom
and his fatherhood ; we have a Father in heaven and he has a

kingdom on earth.

1. The kingdom of God is an idea as spiritual and
Christian as the notion of God himself. Within this realm.

>,
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within tlie very precinct of religion, God is revealed and man

iv riiilized. Thus the kingdom represents divine design and

ianuan destiny. At the same time this idea represents the

j.Kid relation of God to man. Xot as a covenant-making

•iv'iiv, who has his pe<3uliar people, nor yet as a national Jah-

vt ]), but as a Father of spirits is God represented. Such

a relation is made possible by the idea of the kingdom. In

i!r' same, no violencx3 is done to the absoluteness of God nor

to the freedom of man as an ethical subject. The kingdom

i> the goal of life, Avhen that life is regarded from the spirit-

ual standpoint ; blessedness is attained by those who, poor in

-jiirit ajid pursuing righteousness even unto persecution,

< iitor the kingdom of heaven. At the same time this king-

u'-'in stands for the end of creation and the ultimate aim of

(.jod. Aiming to make manifest the very mind of God, and

anxious to content the spiritual aspirations of the soul, Christ

had no better thought than that Avhich he expressed by the

heavenly kingdom. He turned away from the world, deny-

ing its value; and this was because he trusted in a spiritual

realm which was not of this world. The believer in Chris-

tiajiity was exhorted to lose this earthly life and to find it

<lsc\vhere; where could that life be attained if not in the

kiijgdom of God ? For Christ and his teaching the kingdom

^\a:^ c(pial to, was more than, the ancient idea of tJie cosmos

cr tlic modern idea of nature.

2. In discussing the other idea which goes to make up

'ho essence of Christianity some caution must be exercised,

'i he idea must be limited and must be subordinated to the

i.'- Jural idea of God and related to the companion idea of the

'kingdom. Fatherhood must not stand for a sentiment but

'•'.ihcr for an idea. Popular thought in striving to identify

tho i^rinciples of Christianity has made this idea vapid and

hi vertebrate. Certainly the fatherhood of God is a teaching

<"•' Christianity; to understand it, however, we must subsume

it to the idea of God as spirit, just as we must parallel it to the

'•otion of the kingdom. Hereby the idea of fatherhood be-

<-'">niPs spiritualized and rendered universal ; on the other hand,
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the idea of fatherhood contributes the principles of personal-

ity, and hereby God and his kingdom, as ideas, are made
more tenable philosophically and more valuable for the re-

ligious consciousness. Because it is the Father's, the king-

dom is come nigh us; we worship the Spirit because it is nut

abstract, but personal and fatherly. Outlining his doctrine,

Christ ever kept in the shadow of this great idea; but he

did not denominate it a religion; he simply called it life.

This he idealized by making it divine. Because it is thus

life, Christianity is not a theory; in history tlie spirit, alive

in God and awakening in humanity, makes its presence felr,

and hereby is Christianity realized.

With its principle of spiritual life Christianity is clearly

historical ; by virtue of such a method it solves its own prob-

lem, but at the same time it gives rise to a searching question

:

How may religion, spiritual, universal, and eternal as it

must be, become a part of history, which deals witli the con-

tingent, the temporal, the definite ? When we aim to regard

historical Christianity suh specie rcligioiiis v>'e feel that, to

be a religion, it must likewise be surveyed suh specie cvtcr-

niiaiis. Herein arises a problem; herein is concealed a con-

flici. Present-day thought seems more favorably disposed

toward tlie historical view than was the enlightenment

which looked upon true Christianity as being as old a^s the

creation. But current evolutionary science, as well as his-

torical philosophy, is not within its antipathies. "Wliere, for

its part, the enlightenment was inimical to historical prog-

ress, because it seemed to suggest incompleteness, our thought,

infused witJi the general idea of development, can find no

room for the definite and positive. What, then, becomes of a

Christianity \\'hich is, above all things, a thoroughly historical

form of religion ? In answering this penetrating question we

cannot remain content with an ancient formalism, which

viewed all things as at rest, or with modem d^Tiamism, which

sets all things in motion. Such views discount all spiritual

values and do violence to even history itself. Thus the prob-

lem becomes twofold: we must validate and evaluate history;
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uitli its principles, religion must be described. When we

^.!k to conserve tlie abiding character of Christianity we do

,,.,t make void the works of history; nay, we establish his-

i..rvl Christianity has created history. To work out its

1. ading ideas—the divine Father, the heavenly kingdom—

1,.,1 to make these vital and vivid, Christianity originated the

historical method. Of this latt^^r, pagan speculation and

„.irutal worship were wholly unaware. But Christianity,

i,y a direct appeal tx) universal history, relates the heavenly

I'atlier to those subjects which make up his kingdom. In its

<julc-avor to do justice to the nature and character of the

. t.mal God, Christianity had recourse to that which, in

5.'ip;m and oriental thought, had k^^n neglected and despised.

S]!iritual life, which cannot reside in the world, abides in

Li^tory. Hereby historical Christianity has been justified

nnd religion realized. Double is the victory which has been

\v.;n. Ueligion in general, with its ideas of the spiritual and

tl^c rbsolute, becomes united with a Christianity which has

^:rown out of temporal conditions. The Eternal appears

arrayed in the garments of the passing years. In the tran-

-•aident principle of spirit, both abstract speculation and con-

tingent experience are excelled, and thereby has Christianity

Uvi. made what it is: the religion of universal spiritual life.

A. liic-ving an historical method, Christianity has not failed

t.. deal magisterially with actual historical conditions. It

lu: sot up a dualism in the course of universal history, and

has exalted a single period above all historical progress. To

• xi>t as the religion of spirit it l>ccame necessar>' for original

<'iiristianity to diiTerentiate itself from the past. Such a

I reach was as rough as it was inevitable. Past and pre.^ent

\-'re at variance ; then and now were forever divided, for a

f-ntastrophe had taken place. "All who had come before were

iKir-vc-s and robbers. But such a chasm was only the work of

s new beginning ; the negation of the past was only for the

feiTinnation of the present; Christ is best represented as the

'^<^ond Adam, who, awakening in the kingdom of heaven,

^--omes as God, knowing good and evil. But Christian life
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and Cliristian tliouglit confess this; everywhere the impres-

siou of newness and originality was made, and it was this

which caused the tragedy of Christianity.

Christianity docs not pause with the dualism of historical

occurrence, but culminates in a single period. In this sense

it may be said that this religion breaks away from what fol-

lowed it in the same way as it broke with the past. Thus

Christianity represents not merely a cataclysm, but a cul-

mination. Such a view is necessary to spiritual religion,

and at tJie same time is worthy of history. We see that we

are not dealing with a purely prosaic becoming, but with a

movement which is characteristic and rich in events. Chris-

tianity is thus classic in the history of religion; subsequent

ages must take their point of departure from tliis one sub-

lime event. If chronology and evolution are not satisfied

thereby, the religious consciousness, which is free in its move-

ments and is more anxious to find spiritual value than it is to

work out any abstract scheme of natural development, re-

mains content. And religion pursues such a peculiar metliod

of concentration because thereby it encounters a personality

which gives evidence of spiritual reality and communicates

religious influence. Concentration is thus for the sake, not

of a period, but a person.

III.

The spiritual becomes personal. In tlie general analysis

of Christianity, as well as in the latter's peculiar relation to

history, such a direct view could not be established. Chris-

tianity refers to its Christ, and so intimate is the principle

of spirit in tiie religious consciousness that the appeal to the

})crson of Jesus causes only gratification. It is thus that this

form of religion becomes twofold: Chi'istian thought centers

in the idea of God's kingdom and fatherhood; Christian life

clings to Christ, his person and work. Thus he who will

philosophize about Christianity must prepare himself for it?

twofold tendency. There is a belief of Christ, which he ex-

ercised and bade his disciples share with him, and there is a
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Uliof on Christ, wliicli arose from the infinite attractiveness

. t liis personality. The one is the Christianity of the evan-

,'t]i^ts; the other belongs to the epistles. Christ anticipated,

tiiul even created, this double moment, when he counseled,

••Vc believe in God, believe also in me." As a result of his

It aching and his career there arose a written life of Jesus,

;iiid a life which was hid in Christ. By his teaching,

i\-h'gion in general was ailected ; through his person there

was made possible a doctrine of theology. Christian,

thought is directed toward God, his fatherhood and kingdom.

< 'liristian life is inclined toward the person and work of

< hrist. The thought of Christendom has never overcome this

lireach. Herein has arisen, in modern times, many a contro-

versy. Within the Church, the apostolic belief on Christ has

]»rixlominated ; within the Church, much has l>een said about

the principles of Christ's own belief and teachings. Secular

thought has exhorted, "^'Back to the Gospel." Sacerdotal faith

lias viewed these writings from the indirect standpoint of

apostolic teaching. This distinction has become a dispute.

Lcssing turned away from the '"Christian religion" to the

''religion of Christ." Deism set up the latter, to which its

"itiirxlox opponents, as Butler, opposed the former. But the

" orks which such a conflict made then, and makes now, are

•"'Tily skin-deep. When the principles of Christian thought,

ns this was aroused by Jesus, are composed with the features

f'f the life with him, there results a harmony and an unlooked-

f'T completeness. Christ's heart was in his teaching so that

ho and his doctrine are one. Analyze his ideas; compare

'•vith them the impressions which he made, and therein may
hn found the essence of Christianity. The dualism of gospel

and epistle, the apposition of evangelist to apostle is a view

v.hich the philosophy of Christianity cannot abide. A com-

plete view of this peculiar form of religion must adjust these

;

^he natural unfolding of Christianity shows how this may be

•^'>nc. Christ as a teacher, originated spiritual principles;

IhI loving in this double form of divine truth, Christ worked

-I'd suffered. Christ's own belief m.ade him what he was,
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caused him to carry out his plan in history. His belief in
his Father made his personality characteristic; his belief in
his Father's will led him to establish the kingdom. He and
the Father, whom ho kdieved and revealed, were one. Is^ow^

when apostolic Christianity developed its belief in Christ it

v/as a faith in a person who had, in history, led a spiritual

life guided by the idea of the Father's kingdom. Such belief,

while it was not the same as Christ's o^^m faith as proclaimed
by him, was not empty, but characteristic of Christianity
as it then was—the Father's kingdom. Thus there is an in-

herent connection between the belief communicated by Christ
and the faith inspired by him. Apostolic Christianity must
proceed from the evangel.

Epistolary Christianity believes in Christ's person and
work, but does not see that these represent ideas and im-
pulses which are to be found and understood in the evan-
gelists' account of Christ's life and work. Christ, let it never
be forgotten, believed in God's fatherhood and kingdom;
Christ's apostles believed in his person and work. Xow here
is a natural connection. The person of Christ, not merely as

a belief in the minds of his followers, but as a fact in the*^life

of Christ himself, resulted from Christ's belief in God as his

Father. When the apostles, advancing beyond the belief in

Jesus as the :Messiah, reverently regarded him as the Son
of God, they expressed an idea which was, and is, meaning-
less, unless it be united with that of the fatherhood of God.
Obedient unto God, he would not drink of the blood of

the grape till he drank it anew, with his disciples, in the

kingdom of his Father. Trusting in God's kingdom, Christ

be-eame obedient unto the death of a cross. Why was the

crucifixion inflicted ? ''My kingdom is not of this world."
The accusation, written in a threefold tongue, was, "The
King of the Jews." When apostolic Christianity theorizes

about the value of Christ's death it refers to a tragic

event which resulted from the promulgation of tlie king-

dom-doctrine. Like the personal life of Christ the death
^vas characteristic, being in harmony with his teaching.
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Xo Ik-Hcvc in Christ, Lis pcrsou and bis work, is to be-

i;. VI' in Go<.l, bis kingdom and bis fatbcrbood.

(.'hl•i^tianity represents a nnity; it sets up an ideal

i.\\\ a goal ; tbis is wbat it sbonld do. Tbus far in its bis-

\, rv Qhristiajiitj bas ministered unto life, individual and

j. vial ; it bas given man a form of worsbip and bas bestowed

i:jHin society a Cburcb. Tbis is, indeed, a part of its mission,

\\\ is it all? Wby sbould not tbe Cbristian religion give

lirt!i to a living pbilosopby ? It bas been a metbod of tbink-

tTi^r and bas tbus contributed tbe most salient elements of

;i!.!iiy an occidental s^'stem of tbougbt. At the same time

Christianity has expressed, though indirectly, certain defi-

r itp speculative principles, spirit being perhaps the most

sjohisive of them. But spirit in general may be somewhat

I'lnhor defined as signifying in its nature, inwardness; in

it? character, value, Christianity has distingiiished from the

i.aturnl, the supernatural; from the bad, the good. Tbe soul

Iss ken emancipated and related to a new realm and having

2 liow and true form of life. Though indistinctly, the king-

'!•!?! of spirit has been made as systematic as tlie ancient

'-'niios or modem nature. Such achievements as these de-

*« rve logical treatment. The concepts of Christianity may be

<* ncrcte and organic, but they do not suffer thereby ; they de-

xv.iLW^ serious consideration, and tbe future of Christianity

*^ a life seems to depend upon the possibilities of Christian-

j*^ as a method of tliougbt and a form of culture.
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Art. YII.-JOIIX AVESLEY'S INVALID YEAR.

In August, 1753, when John Wesley ^^•as a little over fifiy

years of age, he was smitten do^\-n by several recurring at-

tacks of illness, which finally became so severe and dangerous

as to threaten his life. At first he attempted to ignore hi<

physical condition and carry on his nsnal labors in spite ui

his sickness, but he found himself at last forced to take tlu.'

advice of his skillful London physician and seek rest, fre<h

air, and careful nourishment out in the country. All h\i

symptoms indicated ''a galloping consumption," and Charlc.

Wesley, Whitefield, and all who were near to the sick m.ni

were oppressed with overweening anxiety, and with a dread

that he was doomed to die. Indeed, this sort of a pre-

monition took hold of :\rr. Wesley himself, for on the 20th

of Xovember, upon arrival at the house of a friend in tho

country with whom he was to stay for some weeks, he wrot.;'

tlie following epitaph, in order, as he says in his Journal "lo

prevent vile panegyric:"

Here lieth the Body
of

JOHN ^YESLEY,
A brand plucked out of the burning;

"VN'ho died of a Consumption in the Fifty-first Year

of his Age,

not leaving, after his Debts are paid.

Ten Founds behind him ;

Praying,

God be merciful to me, an unprofitable Servant

!

He ordered that this, if any, inscription should be placed upon his

tombstone.

The Methodist Societies in London, and indeed' throughout

England, appointed daily hours of prayer for the sick man.

but even the most sturdy believers were smitten with alarm

in view of his weakened and prostrate condition. A? f"^

Mr. Wesley himself, there are no signs that he expected t.>

recover strength again. Just after the opening of the ucn^

year, 1754, he wrote: "^^ly day is far spent, and (even m :^
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ii.'itural way) the shadows of the evening come on apace.'*

With this feeling he opened what we may call his invalid

v(. ;ir. Let us see what use he made of it.

J I is first undertaking was characteristic. Ho had been for

vcars thinking of writing a brief, plain series of comments

v\i the Xew Testament, but he had l>een hindered by the

pressure of other labors, and by a sense of his imiitness for

Mich a task—a morbid -and mistaken opinion, we may now
<!cclare. When he found himself with broken health, shiver-

ing with chills, scorched with fever, racked with a dreadful

oiugh, and prostrated with weakness, he immediately planned

to utilize his physical inactivity by making it tlie occasion for

writing his long deferred Notes on the New Testament! His

jilan involved the utilization of the latest emendations of the

(irec'k text, a correction of the accepted English translation,

iii)d the preparation of a brief exposition such as would help

'plain, unlettered men" to understand the Gospel. In doing

this work he translated from the Latin many of the terse

and pithy notes found in the Gnomon Novi Testamenti of

J>r. John Albert Bengel, that great critic and scholar who
liiid but recently gone to his reward, and he also availed him-

solf of the vast mass of textual criticism which Bengel had

accumulated in his critical apparatus for the study of the

Creek Testament. Help was also found in Doddridge's

Family Expositor, and assistance was rendered for a few

Vftks by Charles Wesley.

In executing this task he wrought with a system, a dili-

iT' ncc, and a courage w^hich show of what material he was
iiiiide. He rose at his usual early hour, and after a consider-

iil'lc time spent in devotion he began writing at five in the

Jiiorning; he gave himself an hour for each meal, and rode on

'^''Tseback from noon until one o'clock, and chatted and rested

'roiu six to seven in the evening. With these exceptions

^H-ry moment of the day imtil nine o'clock at night w^as

'^il^eii up with his great task. Here were twelve hours and a

! all of close, uninterrupted, and prayerful toil, of a critical

^'id exacting sort which must, he knew, stand the test of the
39
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keenest scrutiny in scholastic as well as popular circles when

it should be complete. He began the work on Sunday, Jan-

uary 6, ITo-t, and ten weeks later, he had finished the

"rough draft" of the ^oies on the Gospels; on that date he

began transcribing the copy and getting it ready for the press.

When he undertook the task he said, ''This is a work whicli

I should scarce ever have attempted had I not been so ill as

not to be able to travel or preach, and yet so well as to be able

to read and write." But, in spite of his frail and broken

health, he was not idle in other respects. On his second

Sunday an exhortation at Bristol, a short distance from the

Ilot-Wclls where he Avas staying; family prayers each even-

ing at nine, attended by a little congregation, to wdiom he

gave "a short exhortation, so preparing for a larger con-

gregation ;" visits to the bedside of the sick and dying in the

neighborhood ; and at last a sermon, the first he was able to

preach for four months, on ^farch 20, and then later in the

spring a moderate ae^sumption of travel and preaching again

—this was the story of the early portion of his invalid year.

During the summer his Journal entries allude to his lack of

voice and of strength and to successive attacks of illness

which interfered with his accustomed activity, but he kept

up his reading habits and his hold upon the work until, in

August, his physician ordered him back to the Hot-Wells

again without delay. After tarrying here a fortnight, and con-

tinuing his studies on the Xew Testament, he set out again on

his journeys, in one trip preaching eight times in as many

days. Later in the fall he returned to London, greatly enfer-

bled, and here he was forced to stay for the rest of the year, a-

his voice had failed again and again when he attempted to

preach, and his strength was at times utterly exhausted. Still

he kept at his ]<[otcs on the New Testament, which were

in the hands of the printer, in part at least, before the end

of 1754 and which were published in the following year.

It would seem that they are almost wholly the fruit of hi-

toil during this year 1754. Xor is this the only product of h'-"

industry durinc: that year. He carried through the pre--'
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a volume containing that part of his Journal which stretches

from Xovember, 1746, to July, 1749; a pamphlet poem

in answer to tho doctrine of the Final Perseverance of

the Saints as proclaimed by Eev. Dr. Gill ; and eight volumes

of liis Christian Library, containing carefully chosen extracts

from nearly a score of the great Puritan and Anglican the-

dlcgians such as Leighton, Barrow, Charnock, and Baxter,

'llic editorial toil involved in these tasks, and especially what

.Mr. Wesley calls in later years, in alluding to the Notes on

the New Testament, ''the immense lajbor of writing twice

(tvor a quarto book containing seven or eight hundred pages,''

jKrformed and endured amid painful and exhausting at-

tacks of disease by a man who conceived himself doomed to

s-j>eedy death—who can adequately estimate or fairly appre-

ciate all this?

The Notes on the New Testament, Wesley's magnum opus

for the year in question, is not by an}' means a work to be

C'jiisidered behind the times even in this day of critical

Icaniing and of new' textual and biblical discoveries. In

!^"ine respects Mr. ^Vesley anticipated, a hundred and twenty-

live years in advance, the work of the revisers as embodied

in their edition of the Xew Testament in IS 81. For example,

lie arranged the Scripture in paragraphs, "according to tho

matter it contains, making a larger or smaller pause, just

as the sense requires. And even this"—he goes on to say

—

"is such a help in many places as one who has not tried it

can scarcely conceive." It has taken the Bible-reading public

.'iVtut a century and a half to catch up to John Wesley in this

rfirard, and discern what many readers of the Kevised Ver-

-i<>n have now learned, and what has been freshly emphasized

'^nO illustrated in the Modern Readers Bible, that the

typographical arrangement of the scriptural story is often an

•^xposition in itself. Then his introductions to each book

fife fine specimens of analytic power, and in many cases they

'nay Ix? used to-day, just as they stand, with a little change

»n tlje assigned dates made necessary by new light wdiicli

5=2:» ilashed on the story since his day. Further, the correc-
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tions made in the English transhation in many cases coincide

Avitli the emendations made by our own modern revisers.

The word lei, for instance, is replaced by hindered in Rom.
i, 13 ; in the parable of the nnjust judge, Luke xviii, 1-8, Wes-
ley's rendering of the words, "Yet, because tliis widow giveth

me trouble, I will do her justice, lest by her continual coming
she weary me out," seems to us an improvement of the re-

visers' reading, ''Yet, because this widow troubleth me, I yd\\

avenge her, lest by her continual coming she wear me out/'

He also ajiticipates the American revisers' rendition, ''Our

Father, luho art in lieaven," instead of the long-perpetuated

but intolerable which. Space will not allow further citations,

except, perhaps, the following comparison of Mr. Wesley's

rendering of the prologue to St. Luke's Gospel with that of

the Revised Version

:

Revised Version.

Forasmuch as many have taken in

hand to dra-iv up a narrative concern-

ing those matters which have been ful-

filled among up, even as they delivered

them unto us, which from the begin-

ning were eyewitnesses and ministers

of the word, it seemed good to me also,

having traced the course of all tilings

accurately from the first, to write unto
thee in order, most excellent Theophi-
lus ; that thou mightest know the cer-

tainty concerning the things wherein
thou wast instructed.

John Wesley.

Forasmuch as many have undertaken
to compose a narrative of the facts

which have been fully confirmed among
us, even as they who were eyewitnesses

and^ ministers of the word from the

beginning, delivered them to us: It

seemed good to me also, having ac-

curately traced all things from their

first rise, to write unto thee in or-

der, most excellent Theophilus, that

thou raayest know the certainty of

those things W"herein thou hast been in-

structed.

The facts pertaining to this invalid year of Mr. Wesley,

as I have indicated them, impress their own moral, and forci-

bly suggest the energy, the working capacity, the powers of

endurance, the faith, the devotion, and the scholarship of the

founder of Methodism.

jlu4ju'^co-urfn^Ui, 'HoUyiiJJ
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aht. VIII.—the need of a missionary training
INSTITUTE.

In the financial administration of missions two great

problems are ever before us—how raise the money, and

litiw spend it. It is in fact idle to tlicorize upon which

of these questions is the more difficult to answer. But

the second can scarcely receive too much attention ; and its

.'••(ilution will go far to lift the burden of the first. Convince

the practical men of tlie Cliurch that mission money is wisely

administered, and they will give in abundant measure.

The largest item of expense in all missions is the support

of the missionaries tliemselves. We hear a good deal about

expensive buildings, but one missionary in China with a

large family costs annually in salary and incidentals nearly

or quite as much as the residence in which he lives. Build-

ing material and native labor are cheap in heathen lands, but

foreigners are expensive. So with the so-called ''current ex-

pense?," as native evangelists, scli(X)ls, chapels. In prc'-

}«)rtion to the cost of the foreigii missionaries, all tliese

items combined cut a comparatively small figure in the dis-

tribution of an annual appropriation of the missionary so-

ciety to a mission in Asia. Clearly, then, economy in tlie

administration of mission funds must begin with this, the

largest item. It follows that the most important of all ques-

tions for every missionary society is, ''Whom shall I send,

Jiiiil who v^^ll go for us ?" There are hundreds who answer,

"llc-re am I, send me," who if sent, would prove deficient in

f^'ifts, grace, or usefulness. If they have grace they lack in

f':tts; and sometimes they possess gifts without grace. In

tithcr case they will be sadly wanting in usefulness. Every

successful business man imderstands this. He knows that a

f-uitable manager for his factory is cheap at whatever it is

iic-ecssary to pay to secure and retain him. He knows equally

*''"cll that an incompetent agent is expensive at any price. It

has l>een said tliat a business man in America, if he wished
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to open a brancli establishment in Asia,, would earefully

sclect from his tried employees the best man available to in-

trust with this important task. Too much money is involved

to send out any stranger, no matter how well he is recom-

mended. Such a business man says, "I consider two things

essential : first, that I know my man ; second, that he knows

something of the work he is to do.''

Is it possible for the missionary societies to exercise to a

gi'eater extent the practical methods of business men, in this

matter of such supreme moment to them? Certainly, how

select and how train our missionaries are two questions than

^^-hich no greater can confront the missionary managers for

solution. The fact that they are difficult to answer is nothing

against them. That is true of all problems worth solving.

Xor is the raising of these questions at this time a reflection

upon the past management of the societies. Xew conditions

develop new weaknesses. In the early days few men would

offer to go to India or China v\-ho were not of the heroic

mold. Carey, Duff, Judson, Thoburn, and a host of others

needed no artificial sifting. They were prepared and called

of God. The difficulties were enough to appall weak and in-

competent men. The training, too, in the early days could

be done upon the field, because the work was in its infancy.

There was no large native Church to administer. Xo im-

portant institutions were built up, to be taken in hand by

new arrivals. Experience came with the growth of the work.

But all that is now changed. To-day there is no such furnace

to refine the c-andidates. It is easy to come and go. All

sorts of people are willing, and think they are called. Xcw
arrivals are forccnl into positions of responsibility at the

earliest possible moment l>ecanse of the breakdown! or fur-

lough of older men. The line of battle is extending faster

than it can be held by seasoned veterans alone. Eaw troops

must be hurried to the front.

It has been projxtsed by thoughtful students of this proV

lem that an elaborate system of training upon the various

fields should be adopted; that institutions for the purpose,
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muler tlic best veteran missionaries, be established at con-

wnioiit centers, where all newly arrived missionaries would

vpcnd two or three years in study of the language aud customs

<,y{ the people, before being put in charge of work. As no

uiie society could aiford to maintain such an enterprise in

oach of its fields, it is proposed to have these institutions

interdenominational, and all Protestant societies working

ill each particular field imite in its support and use. There

is very much to be said in favor of such a plan. Undoubted-

ly it would greatly increase the efficiency of the missionaries

if faithfully carried out. But is it practicable ? For example,

woidd the various missionary societies working in South

nr Central China unite in such an undertaking? How many
years would likely elapse before an agreement as to details

coidd bo reached I The two branches of Episcopal Z\Ietlio-

• lism have been discussing for ten yeai^ the very desirable,

.•nifl it would seem easy, task of establishing a Union !Metho-

'h'st Publishing House in Shanghai. Apparently they are as

fiir off from the consummation as ever. Is it likely that a

L't'iieration will suffice to bring into harmony in such an

institution as a training school the conflicting ideas and in-

terests of American and English Methodist and Protestant

Pjuscopalians, Presbyterians, Congregationalists, and Bap-

n.-ts ? Unless a plan is practic^able the discussion of its utility

Js needless. Moreover, sucli a plan does nothing to correct

5 lie initial blunder of sending out the ^^Tong persons.

What, then, can be done ? or, to bring the question home,

^vlu1t can the !Missionary Society of the Methodist Episco-

pal Church do, to incre^ise the efficiency and reduce the ex-

r<nse of its agents? I answer. Let it establish its own irain-

'•''1? school for all its foreign missioiiaries. Of course, such
•'- t^chool of necessity would be in America, and it should be
in the vicinity of Xew York, Every man and woman should

••^[x-nd at least a year in the school before being appointed

•""'road. It need not be a gTeat expense to the society.

• ^ruients sliould pay their o^^^l cost of living, or, in cases of

»:wx'ssity, might be aided by a loan, to be taken off their
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salary gradually after their appointment. There would

be no hardship in this. Young missionaries are well pro-

vided for in the scale of salaries. It is later, when they

liave children in school in America, that their allowance is.

stretched to its utmost capacity to cover their exj)enses.

I. Instructors. The principal should be one of the best

and wisest of missionaries. An experience on the field is

absolutely essential. There are many returned missionaries,.

and men on furlough, who could deliver courses of lectures

upon their fields that would be up-to-date and profitable.

Other than Methodist missionaries are available for this

•work. The missionary seerotary and assistant secretaries

would do well to spend a good deal of time in getting ac^

quainted with eae.li candidate i^ersonally. They could do

this better in tlie class room than in any other way. Could

their time be better emi^loyed ? Men skilled in soul-winning,

engaged in practical mission work in the great metropolis,

could render invaluable aid in sharpening the sickles of these

world-harvesters.

II. Instruction. It is true that not much could be done in

language preparation. Xothing, until the prosjx^ctive field

is decided ; and then only in the way of grammar and read-

ing. But Hindustani and Chinese Mandarin might be

taught with profit. A beginning coidd be made that would

at least make life more tolerable for the new missionary the

first year after liis arrival. And time would be saved, at

less cost to the society. But there are other things the new

missionary needs to learn besides the language. He should

know about the religious ideas of the people among whom
he is to go. There are numerous and authoritative text-books

upon this subject for all fields that it would be very profit-

able for every missionary to study under a wise and ex-

perienced teacher before he comes on the field. lie will have

little time for it when he gets to work. The customs of the

people can also be studied. It is true that there is no substi-

tute for the eye, in this difiicult and strange line of investi-

gation. The East is a new world, and must l)e seen to be
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.Mprccintcd. But a preparation for the new scenes will cause

them to l>e less of a shock tx> the novitiate. The amusing and

K'.iuiiliating blunders in discourtesy could bo avoided bv

(urcful instruction upon these matters before arrival among

\U-~c }X'ople. Again, nearly every missionary has to keep

uc-oo\ints more or less elaborate. He handles money for the

MK^iotv. Few have had any instruction, and less have had

ex}>cricnce, in this before they are compelled to begin it in

tlic work. Thus a course in practical bookkeeping should

I-:- a part of the equipment of every missionary.

Jiiit of all the men in connection with such an institution

t!ic pliysician is second to none in importance. Premature

IrcakdoAnis are the most fruitful source of leakage to mis-

hionary treasuries. While no degi'ec of human prescience

<v>uld anticipate all of them, yet it is certain that their

i:mnl>er might be greatly reduced. Without offering any

••riticisra upon existing practice, can anyone aajuainted ^\'ith

ilio facts doubt that a better way is possible if the society

(-tablish a training school upon the lines above sketched f

The attending physician should not be a famous metropolitiin

]'ractitioner, with more work upon his hands all the time

than lie can do justice to. Such benevolent men will give

their services for the good of the cause, but their minds

uro elsewhere, and they cannot be held responsible for mis-

takes. Life insurance companies are not so conducted. Our

I'liysieian should be paid for his work. He should be in al-

iiK^t daily attendance upon the school. He should make the

physical condition and peculiarities of each student a con-

stant study. He should be a student of the several fields,

tuidorstanding the climatic conditions thoroughly, and their

'•^t-ct upon various constitutions. If possible, he should have

had an experience as a medical missionary. In that case

i"-' might be one of the staff of regailar teachers of the sch(X>l,

L'iving instruction upon some of the above-mentioned lines.

It would be time well sj>ent for him to give the students a

thorough course of lectures annually upon how to take care

•-•f their health in mission fields. If he had time outside of
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his duties in the institution for a limited practice of his pro-

fession, very well; hut the Missionary Society should have

the first claim upon his time and energies, and his heart

should be in this work. Then responsibility for sending out

semi-invalids could be located. They would not be sent.

It goes without saying that in the case of married men
their wives should take the coui-se with them. Their health

is fully as important, as a matter of economy, as that of

their husbands. More missionaries return home after a brief

and unsatisfactory career in the mission field on accouut

of the ill health of their wives than of their own. But it

amounts to exactly the same thing, when the bilh are paid.

Husband and wife go and come together. This is no new

thing- under the sun. The Woman's Foreign ]\[i5sionai-y So-

ciety of our Chiu'ch has such a school at Herkimer, X. Y.

—

the Folts Mission Institute. And for practical purposes the

Deaconess Home and Training School conducted by [Mrs.

Lucy Eider !Mcyer at Chicago has long served the same pur-

pose for that admirably managed society. In England

several societies have their o^^^l schools for training and

testing their candidates. The Missionary^ Society of the

Methodist Episcopal Church cannot afford to lag in the rear

in this important reform. How could a portion of the

Twentieth Century Thank Offering be better used I If a

\dse and liberal steward of the Lord would give a suitable

building for this purpose it is possible that the Missionary

Board would at once establish the institute. Kightly con-

ducted, such a training school would save to the societv

annually much more than its current expenses, as well as

greatly increase the efficiency and improve the average quality

of the men and women it sends to do this most difficult work.
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Akt. IX.—god IX HIS OWN WORLD.

WiiKX a man makes a machine he and it are independent

<-.f each otiier. The maker is a man without, the machine,

;intl the macliine is as coinplcte and does its work as well in

\\\o hands of another as in those of the man who made it.

Neither is essential to the other. Such is the relation which

Hiany imagine exists between God and the world which he

liiis created. But there is a close and vital relation between

(!'k] and his creation. Since he has made his world our

hdine it is of great importance to us that we should know

Low he regards this home of ours, and also how he regards us,

'.vlio, as a part of his creation, are so closely related to the

world. Living as we do, here in this great world, we should

like to feel that we are not alone. AYe should like to know

ihat we are not orphans or castaways, but that God is here

with us and that we are even closer to him than we are to the

world in which we live. We should like to feel also that God
regards us with even greater interest than he does the world

which he has made.

The thought that God is absent from the world is revolting

to the human heart. And yet such a thought is quite preva-

hnt. It may be held as an article of belief, or it may be im-

l>lied in the practical denial of many of the most vital truths

<'f Christianity, but in either case it amounts to this: that

Ood has abandoned all care for the world. The idea is that

ju.-t as the machine does not depend upon the man who made
Ji, so the world no longer depends upon God. He created it,

aud gave to it forces which act according to fixed laws, and

• lic-n set it going—and now it runs without him. He has ab-

K'lited himself and no longer directs the world's progress or

'^fircs for his creatures. The world is self-sufficient, and God
IS not even an interested witness of its movements. This is

ffrtainly cold comfort for the human heart; for, if this bo

^^>'f, then we cannot speak to him in prayer. He has made
'lie world sufficient for all our wants, and leaves men to seek
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in it their satisfaction. We have no revelation of God or
inspiration from him, for nature gives to us all that we
need to know of the divine will. We are to study his laws
and his Avisdom in his world and there learn our duty an<l

our destiny. There is no personal providence, for we are
left to the cold mercies of heartless nature, which, though
impartial, takes no thought for the peculiar wants of the
individual. There can be no salvation except that which we
achieve in cooperation with nature, no knowledge of Go^i

except what nature gives us, and no hope of life after death
ejicept the inextinguishable longings of the soul for immor-
tality. Against such barren comfort the heart of every man
protests when it is allowed to speak. It is also untrue in

both a biblical and philosophical sense. God is in his world.

He is not far from every one of us. For in him we live and
move and have our being. He upholdeth all things by the

word of his power, and in him all things hold together. Such
is the teaching of the word of God upon his relation to his

world, and the idea is profoundly philosophical.

But we hear much of the ''laws of nature" and the "force?

of nature." It would seem from what is said of them and
of M-hat they do that they must be about equal to God and
make a very good substitute for him. There is a popular

misconception of what these laws and forces are, and a right

understanding of them will give us a better knowledge of

God's relation both to his world and t-o us. Laws never do

anything. They are not self-acting. They are only mode?
of action. They tell us the way in which forces act and tlie

regularity of their procedure. Civil laws do nothing. Ir

is the civil ofBccr who acts. He causes the law to be kept.

In the performance of his duty as an officer of the State he

acts according to law and requires others to do likewise, Tlie

same is true of the laws of nature. They do nothing of them-

selves. They are merely expressions of the established regu-

larity of working forces. But what are natural forces ? L:ire

they self-existing and self-acting? By a little thinking we
shall see that natural forces are merelv a name for something
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, !v\ There can be no such thing as force without personal-

it v. There is nothing that is self-acting but spirit, either

!iiiitn or infinite. Wherever there is force there is spirit or

j- rsciiality either divine or human. The natural forces, so

f,ilK-(.l, such as gravitation, electricity, light, heat, and chem-

ical afiinity, are not things in themselves. They are the

iu'tivities of an infinite person. The force that guides the

J
-hi nets in tbeir courses, the force that holds us to the earth

:-iid holds the earth together, the force that keeps even the

minutest particle of matter together and gives it a continual

«\i-tencc, the force that drives the locomotive, the forco that

<;irrios the message so mysteriously over the wire and under

the seas, the force that flashes so instantaneously from other

{.lanets to ours across millions upon millions of miles, the

f^.roe that breaks the shell and sprouts the seed and forms the

I'lant and the tree, the force that bears up the clouds, every

f'Tcc of the world and the universe, except that of man and

vthcT finite beings that may be, is the activity of the infinite

<iod. He is in his world and the world is so perfectly his

Oi;it he ever constitutes it what it is by his continual activity.

If lie ceased to act, even for an instant, all things but himself

v.cnhl cease to be. Creation is continuous. In him all things

r->n?ist or hold together. He upholdeth all things by the

vord of his power. He gives stability and regularity to the

-orld by doing all things by laws which he imposes upon

l^'.niself. What the theologian calls the divine immutability

!•* identical with ^^•^lat the scientist calls the continuity of

^'Stnral law.

^'ut is there no variation in God's way of doing things ?

.
J* his wav of governinc: his world so fixed and inflexible that

•!" never departs from an established order ? The answer
'*• this all depends upon what is meant by an established

"'hT. It is not unreasonable to think that God governs the

'•'"rhl in the interest of moral beings, that is to say, in the

^''-t'TCft of men, and that his purpose is a moral purpose.

His sovereignty in nature is not in the interest of nature.

'''•^ activities there, whatever form they may take, are for
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the training of moral beings. The imivcrse is an infinite
confusion of facts, and it is man's work to discover the prin-
ciples that make some facts alike and others unlike. Thus
he traces out the laws or the regularity of God's way of doiu"-
things. If this were a topsy-turvy world we could never be
sure of anything, and our lives ajid even our mental and
moral powers would be ove^thro^^^l. For practical purposes
of life we need just what Ave have, that is, a fixed order in
nature. If a certain vegetable were food today and poison
to-morrow, if one day were twenty-four hours long and an-
other ten and another thirty, if to-day a given body weighed
twice what it did yesterday, if at one time fire were cold and
at another hot, if we never knew whether a body would fall

to the ground or ascend into the air, if to-day the tempera-
ture were one hundred degrees and to-morrow forty degrees
below zero, how could we live and be sane beings ? God there-
fore acts uniformly in the world for our good. His ways of
doing things are laws of life for us. As we are moral beings
his purpose even in nature is a moral purpose. But we are
so closely bound to the world by physical necessities that
there is need of variation in his regular order to impress us
with the fact of his presence and of his direct interest in us.

He therefore does things at times out of the usual way. We
call them miracles, but to God there is no such thing a>

miracle. All the time he is acting on the high moral plane
of training a world of beings to know him and adore him for
the good that such training will be to them. When ho wishes
to declare the authority of a messenger as a prophet or an
apostle he does through them or in the presence of witnesses
does something himself out of the ordinary course which we

^

see in the world. We call it a miracle. A miracle is there-

*

fore only a nauic whicli we give to an act of God whicli he

does out of his usual Avay, but which is in perfect keepin.ir

with his changeless moral purpose. Tor exan^ple, if ^\e

should suddenly see all the water in Lake Erie rise in ou'^

vast volume out of its basin to the clouds, we should call it

the greatest miracle the world has ever witnessed. But niorf
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than tliat nnieh ^v{lte^ is raised by the Land of God to the

clouds every day by his usual method of evaporation and yet

wo do not call it a miracle, because that is the way he does it

cvntinually. It may seem a violation of natural law, but it

is not a violation of his moral purpose. The ordinary course

of nature as well as the extraordinary method of miracle are

Ivith and equally the working out of the divine purpose.

That which is changeless is tlie purpose, but the method of

accomplishing it varies just so far as the end in view ro-

fjuires. If he invariably worked by what would appear to

us as rigid, inflexible law it would be fatal to his purpose.

]f he multiplied miracles so that they would bo common,

daily occurrences it would be even more fatal, for then noth-

ing would be miraculous. AYe should have a harimi-scarum

^vorld which would utterly wreck our confidence, in God aud

in all natural order as well as his moral purpos^e.

But God is above the world as well as in it, and, having

made man capable of something better than a merely animal,

earthly life, he opens windows through the hard wall of na-

ture for the in-shinings of the spiritual world. I have men-

lior.cd miracles as one form of special divine manifestation

for the training of moral beings for the spiritual world. We
have found that miracles, instead of being infractions of

natural law, are the in-shinings of the spiritual world; and

that in all that God does, whether in Avhat we call the natural

or in what we call the spiritual wOrld, he works, not accord-

ing to fixed law, but according to fixed purpose, the purpose

^":-ing a moral one in the interest of moral being. The pur-

pose changes not, but the way in which he works may and

ch.>cs vary.

The end which God has in view for his moral creatures

f^f^onis to require change, not in his final purpose, but in his

vvay of working it out. In the history of the world there

have been ages of deep darkness and other ages of gi'eatcr

^i^iht. There have been nations that varied in degrees of en-

lightenment. There have been races in which the intellectual

life predominated and others in which tlie religious life was
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most characteristic. Gross forms of religion and degi-ading

types of superstition have caused \'aried degrees of immo-

rality. Families and individuals have also been capable ol

different degrees of spiritual light. Xow, the progress of tlie

world and of every individual in the world seems to require

that there should bo a ''true Light that lighteth every man
that Cometh into the world," and that there should be those

who should ''bear witness of tlie Light that all men might

believe." Therefore '*God, who at sundry times and in divers

manners spake in time past unto the fathers by the prophets,

hath in these last days spoken imto us by his Son." A
revelation in various ways was therefore in perfe<:t keeping

with God's purpose. That is a cramped soul and a narrow

view which holds that a revelation is impossible, inconsistent,

and imnecessary. We must believe in the stability of the

world and live wilh confidence in nature's laws. But these

laM's are only methods of something that is higher than they,

namely, the supreme purpose of God. Laws imply a law-

maker and a lawgiver, which is equivalent to the saying tliat

there is a divine mind that works with ends in view. But

it is unnecessary and unreasonable to think that the divine

exhausts himself in giving and carrying out natural laws.

His purpose is what he is executing in his world, and in per-

fect keeping with it he may and does give us in-shinings in

various forms of providence, revelation, miracle, inspiration,

prophecy, grace, and ministrations of his Spirit. God has a

goal for the world, and we must think a goal for every man.

Ho is not, therefore, a disinterest^xl witness of the world's

awful strife and of man's struggle for existence. He is here

with a plan for the life of every man and with a helping hand

for the realization of that divine plan.

This is a sacred world, an infinite Bethel, One plac^. is

as sacred as another if in that place we only remember that

God is there. The common habit of thinking is that this i-

a gross, material world which, if not contaminating, is at

least void of all sanctity, and that God is manifest only ii>

sacred places, upon holy occasions, and to consecrated per-
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:^,n>. This habit of thought takes from the world its mean-

intr and its mission to lis, and roLs us of its gloi-ies and its

^riifiuus inlliienco. But God is in tho world whether we

know it or not. By his power we live. It is his power tliat

drives all machinery, that propels all means of ti'avel and

«-omniunication, that makes the air a conductor of sound and

v.,111,', that makes the infinite ocean of ether a medium of light

from celestial bodies, that gives form and color in their

infinite variety of combination in the world of beauty. iMore

!.i:irvclous still, it is he who establishes all the laws of human

iiiuiight and directs the world's order so that in it tlie liuman

mind finds its o\^ti laws of thought Q\erj\\\\exe ^^'ritten by

the infinite mind. When the mind gi-asps the truth that is

written in the book of nature it finds no contradictions.

There, as according to the mind's mode of thought, a straight

hue is the shortest distance between two points, tho whole of

a thinff is greater tlian a part of it, two and two are always

four, tliing-s equal to the same thing are equal to each other.

Still more wonderful is the presence of moral forces in the

vN.;>r]d that ever work for righteousness. As God is the in-

iliiite cause of the Avorld, so he is the source of all truth and

^'oodness in the world, and he both aids and responds to the

call of every soul for him. In any and every sense God is

to us unavoidable. As constituting the material world; as

forming the lines and laws of human thought; as the power

in the world that works for righteousness; as the grace that

rc.-^ponds to the heart's call for light and help; as the Soul of

nature, God is in this, his own world. It is his house, our

liomc and Bethel. This makes the world and our life in it

s=acred. Every place and every moment is hallowed by tho

l-rosence of the divine. God is in this world though we know-

it not.
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Art. X.-THE RELIGION OF A SCIIOLAR-POET- A
STUDY OF LOWELL'S "THE CATHEDRAL."

As the solution of a mathematical problem is involved
and latent in the terms of the problem itself, so religion-
whatever its formal definition—is, in ultimate analysis, a
solution of life problems, and, therefore, involved and
essentially latent in the static elements of all ethical ques-
tions; it is not remote and suprahuman, but integral in
humanity and part of the universal psychic equipment. Each
man apprehends, more or less vaguely, this fmid^-mental fact
in the history both of the race and of the individual unit of
it, though certain phases of religion, so called, are repudiated
as eccentric, or pedantically supercilious. There mav be, in-

deed, abnormal developments of this quality of the spirit,
as there are abnormal developments of other qualities, but
there exists in the religious realm a specific norm, and a true,
complete self-knowledge, a true realization of the ends of life
itself, demands the apprehension of it. IIq^x are classed ac-
cording to their attitude toward this norm of religion, and
life is only worth while when it-s solution is foimd in a nor-
mal self-development—becoming supremely simple in its

aims^ and activities the more elaborate ]>ecomes its effort to
eliminate nonreligion from the cooperating conditions of indi-
vidual being. Our noblest literature—that which, btDth in
its spirit and form, is classic among all peoples—and most im-
portant for the culture of the spirit, is born of this attitude

;

and the greatest work of literary art yet to be produced will

portray with consummate skill the m-odus by which a hu-
man life finds the solutions of all problems of conduct and
character in the terms of a religion latent in the actual con-
ditions of the soul and of ideal society. If that greatest work
of literary art be a novel—a religious novel—it %nll n-.t

be great, in the noblest definitions of greatness as measured
by the masters of world-letters, but it\vill be more popular
than the most popular novels have ever been, because it will
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ileal <lircctlj with the most tragic issues that inhere in our

nlntions \vith the inmiajient God—that God with whom we

have t£» deal—because in him we live and move and are; and

lK.i'ause it "will confront the soul with the eternal fact of our

iiiinianence in God, as the condition of essential, dominating,.

Clrc<-klike delight in existence—joy in the environing beauty

<.f a cosmos which, because it inheres in order, is the index

t.» an omnipresent Spirit of beautiful, gracious holiness of

pX'dness.

It is said that, thus far, Balzac is the greatest of all novel-

l^^s; if this be so, it is because he has portrayed the inermost

life activities of soul and society in pursuit and possession

(.f money—that medinm of wealth distribution which being

^•ver^"\vhere is nowhere, is the unique sine qua nan of eco-

iioniic progress and social status—produced by the state and

vtt essential to the state's existence. When the novelist shall

l>"rti'ay the innermost life activities of sonl in pursuit of

(lod, tliat is to say, of holiness as an ethico-spiritiu'il achieve-

ment, Balzac's methods will be reproduced, but his novels

v.-ill rank second—and the writer of the true religious novel

( v/liich ^\'ill send its roots into the llebrcw-Clu'istian philos-

"i)liy of life) will be the greatest of all prophet-poets. Our

Hawthorne, in The Marhle Faun—an essay on the thesis that

:aoral evil annihilates itself and ultimates in good by its own
inevitable reactions—approximates the loftiest greatness;

and Hall Caine and Thomas Hardy, with greater literary

}'<nver, rank with him in ethical aim.

In the domain of poetry the scholar-poet, James Russell

bowell, with perfect grace has shown how the solutions of

lii"'.-'? problems inhere in the elements of life itself, and that

.''•liirion is elemental in the ethical life of man—inherent in

Mualities that spread like an atmosphere throughout the

^v-^ifld of the human spirit. Of course, he has not written a

kvurk which for dramatic effect may be compared with the

2!' -vols of Balzac, Ha^^-thorne, Caine, and Hardy, but his

I^^ni is not at all l^elow their novels in the perennial fresh-

''•^'^ of its virion or the permaiient fascination of its style.
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I refer to "The Cathedral," a i)oein in which, more than in

any other, he sets himself the fnnction of defining his re-

ligion. Since its publication in ISTO it has lost something of

it^ individuality, being bound uj) Avith his collected works,

but it stands apart, to all who have known it since it came out

in the little 12nio, as one of the poet's finest works—and one

of the fittest exponents of the century in which he lived. It

is, in the first place, an autobiography of one of Xew Eng-

land's noblest types of manhood—a Journal Intimc—not of

that exterior life which has record in dates of birth and

death, but of the interior, God-filled life which kno\A'S no

time, but only truth, or the search for truth—life being a

true soid-seoking for the Holy Grail. For Lowell the search

ended in possession of a religion, neither born of the Puritan

creed of the Xew England meetinghouse nor of the Catholic

dogina of the French cathedral^ but combining elements of

each by action of that synthetic attitude of mind which made
it jwssible for him to interpret the sermon of the one and the

mass of the other in the formula:' of a broader faith in a God-

order wliich knows neither Puritan nor Catholic.

But it is quite fair to say that his poem could not have

found inspiration in the barren atmosphere of a Xew Eng-

land meetinghouse: its fitting place of birth was in the grand

old minster on the banks of tlie Euro, %nth its augiist triple

port, and dedicated shapes of saints and kings, keeping silent

watch over the generations of men as they come and go—the

cathedral of Chai-tres. With definite purpose of self-culture,

or of setting at rest some questions as to faith, he went away

from Cambridge-on-the-Charlc* to the ancient French to\ni

and its minster—that Gothic pile in which the stern old

Xorthman had built his thought of life and death and doom.

But, though he had gone abroad to give his imagination some

new delight, he carried with him the skeptic spirit of the

Protestant Xew World—the free thought of Boston

—

and

beneath the high-embowered roof raised prompt questions

as to the reality of that ancient rite for the performance of

which the cathedral stood:
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Is old Religion but a specter now,
Haunting the solitude of darkened minds,

Mocked out of memory by the skeptic day?
. . . Did Faith build this wonder, or did Fear?
That makes a fetich, and misnames it Godf

It is the one question which springs during an era that niay

litly be termed an interval of inspiration. Religion per-

sists, bnt its '"signs" vanish, and the voice of the ''prophet" is

no longer heard. Then the skeptic, with his eternal question

conies—and all phenomena of faith are subjected to his

cliemic, psychic, or other test. Lov^cll was not a skeptic of

the Montaigne type, but, face to face witli the products of a

venerable creed, so mixed of truth and error that his Puri-

tan conscience revolted, it was inevitable that he should see

llie juggle of history and legend, priestcraft and tyranny, in

tlic Church and its rites. Yet, as he sat in the great old

church, a woman entered and, before a shrine, told her beads,

reciting automatic paternosters, and invocations to a woman
saint. The act was typical of Roman Catholicism in the char-

acteristic of its superstitious submission to the priest, yet the

])oet heart found bond of sympathy with the heart of the un-

suspicious devotee, though still his intellect debates the verity

of a creed that fears the rigid scrutiny of the scientific reason,

'i'o him, however, two truths emerged

:

Be he nowhere else,

God is in all that liberates and lifts,

In all that humbles, sweetens, and consoles.

Each age must worship its own thoughts of God.

Inspiration knows no interval, though its phases vary and its

organs change from age to age.

Man cannot be God's outlaw, if he would,

Nor so abscond him in the caves of sense

But Nature still shall search some crevice out

"With messages of splendor from that Source

Which, dive he, soar he, baffles still, and lures.

This life were brutish did we not sometimes

Have intimation clear of wider scope,

A mystery of Purpose, gleaming through

The secular confusions of the world,

Whose will we darkly accomplish, doing ours.
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The tides of divine revelation are ever current—it is only

to the gross and clouded eye of doubt that tliey seem to ebb.

There are no confusions in the historic sequences, but pur-

pose—a holy purpose of a holy God—and this is true, though

"vve know neither that purpose nor the part that we ourselves

are playing in its fulfillment, doing only our o-wn will, yet

also doing the will of God. Religion, in one of its finer as-

pects, is vision of this purpose—or interpretation of the

Divine, as it shows in nature or in history—a reading of the

God in language and life of the Jcosmos and the man—or a

sense of that larger life which touches the lesser life of man,

as the boundless atmosphere rests upon the little globe in it.s

measured orbit.

Xow, because the soul has these visions through the en-

vironing veil of mystery—because there are visitations of a

Higher Spirit—our poet asks in doubt if its life is to find

expression in the tedious ritual, the printed liturgy- of the

Church—and pleads against the crude materialism that

would raise a barrier between the human spirit and the soul

of Gwl, always seeking worshipers, not in the roofed and

walled-in temple, but in the open spaces beneath the sky, or

else in home or shop. Against the forms of worship Lowell

protests—because they are forms—because in the very na-

ture of things the high meanings once inherent in them have

faded off, and can never be reproduced by later and other

using. Repetition does not open them to the soul of him who

says them, however often : he must make a new word for him-

self—a new speech, his ovai. That was the key and secret

of Methodism—protest against ritual, and plea for origin-

ality of religious experience. That, also, was the key and

secret of transcendentiilism. Lowell was s^^npathetic with

Emerson and the Concord school when he craved freedom,

originality, self-sufiiciency in religion—though retaining

ancient names and obsolete formulas—and learned the the<>-

retic secret of the holy faith when he found that soul never

attains it,s truth of life until it comes soul to soul "sWth G<h1

in mystic fellowship of speech—or spirit. The infinite and
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jj„, fj^ltc—the relative and the absolute—the apparent and

jj^^,
^^r^\—those are two articles of the same law—and the

..iivine and the human are two articles of the same life—as in

,|,>iis of Xazareth. All life is leveled
—"every man's his

<,un Melchizedek ;" it is the spirit of democracy—and de-

iiiocrncy always has its battle with exclusiveness, witli

privilege, with authority. And so the last man holds the

.-.line privilege as the first man—right to fashion his creed

<.ut of sense and spirit, ready at his hand—a high privilege,

liiit. also, a duty which it is easy to shirk if a priest be at

iiaiid to perform vicarious service. Lowell knew, or sought

to know, the inward surety, as the loyal Quaker knows the

'inner light"—and in the frankness of his nature discerned

ia Jesus the ''character" of God—the incarnation of the

)ii.''ral sense—a !Man who, because he could not conspire with

the secular spirit of his day, must die—the victim of malig-

nity which blinded a corrupted priesthood to vision of eternal

tiutli. Crucifixion is incidental; self-devotion is eternal. If

the Cambridge poet, living in the gracious society of Elm-

wix.d, did not aspire to that type of life realized in Paul,

Francis of Assisi, Madame Guyon, Luther, or Wesley, he ful-

11 lied the noble purposes of a program which, in his day, in-

volved, more than any other, the spirit of universal justice

—the abolition movement—and, therefore, more than any

other, the holy spirit of a holy God. If he was an aristocrat

—for so he seemed—he was a true democrat, because de-

mocracy is the legitimate and necessary outcome of tlie theo-

'•r;itlc idea. lie was a theocrat, too, because he believed that

I lie human form was the true temple of God, and that the

true function of society is the protection of this form, its

P^iardianship for peace and purity. lie held the same ideal

«^at INIulford held, and John Wesley, and Luther, and Knox,

^Tid Paul—the realization of moral order in politics.

''Througti-'society to God" ought to be as normal a process

<'f thought as ^'Through nature to God;" and Lowell, opti-

!'u>^t as he was because he believed in the living God, believed

>''at, somewhere, somehow, the great moral purpose under-
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lying cosmic history was being fulfilled. This was his i)lii-

losophj of history, which, with the Hebrew prophet.^, he con-

sistently held under the crucial conditions created by the
crisis of 18G1. From his high level as a scholar, a poet, a
philanthropist, he surveyed the wide fields of history and in

all the evolutions of events saw the ethical drift—as for in-

stance, in the downfall of the so-called "Holy Roman Em-
pire," and in the overthrow of slavery in the United States

;

not, i>erhaps, as Isaiah or the Apocalyptist saw it, but not less

clearly, less convincingly and imi>osingly. God does not leave

himself without a witness in the victory of ethical forces in
the field of history, as, let us say, in the outcomes of the Drey-
fus case—a case which in the hands of an Old Testament
prophet would have blazed witli the fires of Jehovah's jus-

tice. There is a Force back of historic phenomena, operating
under all the conditions of self-conscious human freedom.
Cog-nizance of this Force constitutes prophetism—at Ica^t

in its ethical foundations: it is disclosure of a divine power
at Avork in the world dealing directly with human affairs;

the interior union of the seen with the unseen, of the tem-
poral ^Wth the eternal, of the human with the divine. And
because it is true that revelation is always current, and GcxI
immanent and immediate in nature and history, there is no
need of miracle—we rememl)er that fine passage ab<mt the
function of miracle in Brownings "A Death in the Desert"'
no conversion of water into wine, no raising of the dea<1

1

These may have happened, these signs and w^onders. but the
true seer of God has no need of other sign of God than the

ethic unfoldmcnt of history. As a mystic—all poets are
mystics—Lowell attempted no solution*^ of the problem in-

volved in the doctrine of the immanence of God—in the

interrelations of the human and the divine will. Withoiif
being able to demonstrate the tiiith of his philosophy, he Ix-

lieved, with the psychologist Royce, that every finite pur-

pose is a partial expression and attainment of the divine will.

and also that every finite fulfillment of purpose is a partial

fulfillment of the divine meaning. But a McKinley, dyin-
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by hand of assassin, may say what the assassin himself may
not say, ''It is God's way; the will of God be done!"

And so it was that as Tvowell sat in the old cathedral at

Chartres, scarcely seeing the building for the thoughts that

it bred, the significance of humanity lay more and more clear

to him

:

I gaze round on the windows, tride of France,

Each the bright gift of some mechanic guild

Who loved their citj- and thought gold well spent

To make her beautiful with piety ;

I pause, transfigured by some stripe of bloom.

And ruy mind throngs with shining auguries.

Circle on circle, bright as seraphim.

With golden trumpets silent, that await
The signal to blow good news to men.

"To hloxu good news to men'—that, for Lowell, was the

destined aim and end of all angelic, all ecclesiastic minis-

tries; and, on the other liand, the destined aim and end of

manhood is God

:

Shall not that Western Goth, ,'
. .

So fiercely practical, so keen of eye,

Find out, some day, that nothing pays but God,

Served, whether on the smoke-shut battlefield.

In work obscure done honestly, or vote

For truth unpopular, or faith maintained

To ruinous convictions, or good deeds

Wrought for good's sake, mindless of heaven or helH

In the coaction of man with God in those moral activities

"\vhich, as their objective, contemplate the redemiDtion of hu-

man society is the basis of incarnation, the basis of all true

prayer, the foundation of tlie true Church, against which the

gates of hell can never prevail. But as the poet passed from

the solemn silences of the cathedral, turning for one last look

iipon the minster's massive front, "Silent and gray as forest-

leaguered cliff," he saw the nests of sparrows, sheltered in

the holy walls, and then the larger shadow of the sparrow

nawk, and the questions that had seemed rested within the

minster walls arose again in presence of the facts of nature;

for here was strength opposed to weakness, here w\as in-

equality hostile to the tlieory of democracy, with its dream of

t'ljuality, liberty, and fraternity, constituent of the adminis-
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tration of God himself. The sparrow lives, and does not fall

without the Father's knowledge; but the sparrow hawk also

lives, and the actual administration seems an antinomy in

Avhich the contradictions are solvable in the belief that God
himself is love and that, though good and evil are mutually

exclusive and permanently antagonistic, they are counter-

balanced in an economy which makes even evil contribute to

the dominance of good in the ultimate purposes of existence.

So, things are not as they seem, and the cataclysms whicli.

bring death minister to life. Beyond all these is God.

Power, more near luy life than life itself,

I']veu as the roots, shut iu the darksome earth.

Share in the tree top's joyance. . . .

By sympathy of nature, so do I

Have evidence of thee so far above.

Yet in and of me !

Rather thou the root

Invisibly sustaining, liid in light.

Not in darkness, or in darkness made by us.

If sometimes I must hear good men debate

Of other witness of thyself than thou,

My soul shall not be taken in their snare,

To change her inward surety for their doubt

. . . Muffled from sight in formal robes of proof;

While she can only feel herself through thee,

1 fear not thy withdrawal.

This is the true testifying of the Spirit of God ; this is

the essential religion, true, holy, and catholic, in which life

comes to its noblest peace and its most gracious power. When
it shall be apprehended all life shall become a sign of GoJ,

and the ways of the common duty shall flash like wonders;

and the miracles of the Book shall seem not greater proofs

of God than the providences of mercy, and the exhibitions

of justice, and the benedictions of peace.

9^.
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS.

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS.

A PLEADER for the physical man, the rights of flesh and blood,

fays: "Our instincts and impulses were not given us by Heaven

in' order that we might disobey them." To this Dr. ^Y. L.

W'aikinson replies:

No, indeed ; they were given us that we might rule them and sanctify

them by the higher law ; and it is only by godliness, righteousness, and

renunciation that we realize the glorious possibilities of our incarnation.

There is a remarkable passage in one of Godwin's letters to his daughter,

la which the cynical old man confesses from a stronger standpoint the

efficacy of self-denial: "It is a refinement in voluptuousness to submit

to voluntary privations. I always thought St. Paul's rule, that we

Bhoukl die daily, an exquisite epicurean maxim. The practice of it

would give to life a double relish." The pagan could discern the virtue

of self-denial ; it gave life a more exquisite relish. If you wish keenly,

vividly to realize the body, interrupt, limit, deny, sanctify its gratifica-

tions. Moral loftiness, and mastery of spirit over flesh, give the last

piquancy to the world of sensation. If you would know the utmost

pleasures of appetite, put the puritan into the sybarite. Without godli-

n.-ss. abstinence, and high thinking the pleasures of sense are gross and

brutalizing, and they perish in the using.

We cannot resist the impression that the undue stringency of

the old Calvinism has given place in these days to an undue

lixity even more dangerous; a laxity which makes itself felt m
diminished regard for law, excessive sensitiveness as to the m-

fiiction even of necessary pain, mawkish sentimentality concern-

inj; criminals, and an obstinate incredulity with respect to the

throatenings of the Scripture. Sermons on future retribution

fire certainly far less frequent than of old, but are they less neces-

vary? That there should be modifications in the phrasing of

'hat solemn doctrine need not be objected to, but that it should

'•rop almost wholly out of our pulpits we cannot think healthful

either to tlie comnumity or to the church. A weak and nerve-
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less proclamation of the truth, which hardly dares to hint, wjim
Scripture makes so plain, that terrible suffering awaits the final Iv

impenitent, and which holds out to the sinner "an eternal hope,"
will not meet the needs of sorely tempted humanity. We aiiroo

with R W. Faber, where he says, "I see a real good,^ solid, wirdo-
some work to be done in real good, solid, wholesome souls by fre-

quent meditation on hell; and I cannot bring myself to sacrillct-

it to the sickly insincerities and dishonest ignorancies out of
which so large a proportion of temptations against the faith
arise

SUXRISE AT SEA.

From raidocean Dante Gabriel Rossetti vrrote to his mother.
"Yesterday 1 saw the sun rise over the sea—the most wonderful
of earthly sights." Did you ever witness a sunrise at sea on a

calm morning?

You look out of your porthole before dawn and see the faintest

possible hint of daylight yonder. You go on deck. The east gives

a pale promise of the morning, just the first soft glimmer from
"the gates ajar" of that heavenly chamber whence the sun will,

by and by, come rejoicing. A low, doubtful, slowly growin.i'

light spreads, encroaching on the shadows in the east. The sky

beds itself on the dark gray sea with a deep foundation of in-

tense, dark, rich orange, and builds upward with gradations of

yellow and green and colors no one could name. Infinite change^>

gently succeed, miracles of transformation, glory passing int-^

glory. The stars fade slowly, blinking at the increasing light,

like old religious dying before the Gospel. So smooth is tlie

water, it is certain when the sun rises above the horizon he will

stand with his feet on a sea of burnished glass. The clouds have

bent a triumphal arch over the place of his coming, and on'>

broad cloud makes a crimson canopy to the pavilion which awa!i>

the king. Graceful, airy clouds hover like spirits that expect a

spectacle; shortly they put on glorious robes, and their faces ar-'

bright, as if, like :\foses, in some lofty place they had seen C^l

face to face. The meanest tattered cloud that lies waiting, li^'"

a beggar, at the gates of the morning, for the coining of ili-'

king from his inaccessible chambers of splendor, is dressed, whi^-"'
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.; Nvaits, in glory beside which the apparel of princes is sordid

1-a vile. For more than an hour, a long, long hour, you watch

:*'",• elaborate, imfolding pageant of preparation go on in the east.

\Vnh* a quivering hush of culminating wonder, you await the

r.^.iiJ upri?e of the sun. Will he ever come ? You almost doubt.

\V la.<l, when the ecstasy of expectation has grown intense, a

• hm narrow flash of brilliant, dazzling fire shoots level along the

mu. swift as lightning. Swiftly it rises and broadens till, in one

nMmcnt, the dusk immensity above is kindled by it; another

,:;HiMent', and the far-off gloomy west sees it; in another, the

V iinlo heaven feels it ; and yet one moment more, and the wide

( :r^Io of the sea is molten silver.

It is done, all done. The thing, so long preparing and ap-

j.r<^aching, bursts into completion. The day is full blown in a

moment.' The few heavy piles of clouds on the horizon look

hko castles in conflagration and consume away ; the sun's burning

jrazo scorches from the rafters of the sky the light cobwebs of

!nist and fleece; and now the sun has the clean temple of the

L'^avcns all to himself, paved with silver, domed with azure,

j'illared with light.

THE OUTLOOK FOR TEMPERANCE.

That the cause of Temperance is further advanced and in a

v.V'Td encouraging state in the United States than in any other

«.'f the great countries of the world may be seen from the follow-

ir.fr statistics published by no less careful and unbiased a body

sJian the Board of Trade of Great Britain:

Per Capita Consubiptiox of Alcoholic Liql'ors in Gallons.

"Wine. Beer. Spirits. Total.

>'!!K'(I Kingdom 9.39 31.70 1.12 42.21

Vrance 25.40 6.20 , 2.02 33.62

'.'ffiiany '. .*. .V.V.V. 1.45 27.50 1.94 30.89

I -ult/'d Slates
.'."

.33 13.30 LOG 14.69

A prominent x\merican apostle of Temperance, recently re-

•'arncd from a round-the-world tour of investigation, makes re-

I<'rt of liis observations in confirmation of these statistics. From

»hfse and many other tokens it is obvious that the outlook for

••':'' diminution of indulgence in alcoholic beverages is brighter

^'•rc than elsewhere, and better now than ever before. The best
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methods of fighting the drink demon may not yet have been
agreed upon, hut prolonged and varied experimentation is add-
ing to our practical wisdom; and we are gradually workini^
toward agreement and the ultimate unification of the forces of
Temperance in one great concerted movement. Probably not by
one huge sudden overwhelming wave will the liquor traflic bo
swept away, but by the steady rising of the tide of sentiment,
and the perfecting of strategic methods by experience, and the
irrefutable scientific exposure of its awful ravages, its merited
doom will sweep o^-c^ and submerge it forever out of sight.

It is in this country that a campaign of education against in-
temperance has been carried on for a hundred years : and everv
part and phase of that long campaign has imparted some momen-
tum to the forward movement. Despite all fault found with tlio

churches, the Christian Church and its men and women have
led and sustained, with the unfailing "perseverance of tlio

saints," this great humane crusade of rescue and reform. The
Church, through its best men and women, has brought about
that practically national system of school instruction which aim^
to teach all children scientifically the injurious effects of alco-
holic drinks. The obtaining of Local Option laws from State
Legislatures for rural regions, and also (which is more dit^cull)
for cities, is a practicable measure of improvement. The ex-
tension of Prohibition to an increasing number of States, with
means for making it more effective, is a future certainty. Tlie

Anti-Saloon League is a sagacious and formidable antagonist of

the liquor power. The custom, rapidly spreading among railroad

and other corporations and among individual employers, of re-

quiring total abstinence on the part of all employees is an efhcicnt

form of compulsory education to workingmen and their children.

The increasing diffusion through the press, as well as by text-

books, of hygienic and sanitary information is making the

general public acquainted with the conditions of health, and
with the fact that alcoholic drinks are related to disease and not

to health. The emphasis upon athletics in the schools induces a

study of the regimen which makes for bodily strength, and tlv

physical trainer is a Temperance advocate and lecturer. TW
ambition of women in society to attain a perfect physical con-

dition for the sake of personal attractiveness and the matchle.-s

charm and sweet beauty of pure healthiness contributes to di-
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courage the drinking habits of fasliionable social circles. In

the largest and most elegant hotels wines are less frequently seen

ill ihe dining rooms; various mineral and carbonated waters be-

ing extensively substituted. A multitude of elements- are subtly

working to dissolve the foundations on which distilleries and

l,re\veries have built the fabric of their malign, disgraceful, and

dccursed prosperity. The intensifying currents of intelligence,

morality, and religion, by a mighty electrolysis running every-

w luTC, are eating away the pipes which distribute liquid damna-

tinii through the land.

.V significant token, not to be left out of Hope's clieerful

r< ckoning, is the present attitude of the Roman Catholic Church

toward intemperance, which calls forth the following recent

( onnnent

:

Tow Protestants realize how severelj' tliis Church condemns druiiken-

Ti.ss, or how strongly the ban which it puts uix>n the business of saloon-

Urping has operatod to bring it into its present disrepute. A plenary

ojuucil of the bishops in this country, held as long ago as ISGG, exhorted

imstors to zealous work against intemperance, declared worthy of praise

'vlinse who pledge themselves to total abstinence, and enjoined them to

'frequently warn their flocks to shun driuk-houses," and to "repel

ff'^m the sacraments liquor-dealers who encourage the abuses of drink,

< -I"-tially on Sunday." A later council returned to the subject, and left

on record injunctions Avhich continue the law of the Church, that

t'.Ttholics engaged in the sale of intoxicating liquors should "consider

?-' riously how many and how great are the dangers and the occasions

of sin with which their business, although not in itself illicit, is sur-

rounded ;" that they should, "if possible, choose some more honorable

^' ny of making a living ;" and that if they cannot quit it they should

"ttrive with all their might to remove the occasions of sin from them-

•'•Ives and from others," that they should refuse to sell drink to minors

"r those likely to go to excess, and that they should "keep their saloons

!!'jwd on the Lord's Day." It is an interesting fact that this attitude
•

' tlip Church has very largely driven Catholics out of the business of

'^loou-keeping.

Ill view of the vast and powerful influence of the Papal Church
iJi circles and levels of life where drunkenness has prevailed and
'•wrought immeasurable degradation and woe, its resolute action

•uid ])eremptory demands in favor of Temperance help to

^''i^'bten the future of these United States.
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BISHOP MERRILL O^ THE HIGHER CRITICISM.*

^yHAT should be the attitude of the Church toward "higher

criticism"? This question crowds itself upon our attention

•whether we wish it or not. It is here, and will not down, li

meets us at every turn and confronts us in our most prud-.'iii

efforts to conserve the truth. It seems necessary that ev-jry

teacher of religion have some fairly well-defined theory or pos-

ture to hold, and that he hold it with modesty and firmness

during the period that is evidently formative, wherein sharp

contentions of thought seem unavoidable, even while much of it

is crude and immature.

It may be that not one can define satisfactorily to himself the

exact position the Church, as a whole, should take, as in tlie

carrying out of the fundamental principle of the right of per-

sonal judgment there must be found limitations to the right of

one class to dictate to another; and yet, where harmony of senti-

ment is important, there will doubtless be a possibility of finding

common ground, well remo^cd from extremes, where all who

earnestly desire the truth can safely work together for a com-

mon end without sacrificing principle or forcing conscience.

Strange, indeed, if this is not the case. If it be not possible, we

have indeed fal len upon unhappy times.

There are some things in this connection which neither the

Church nor her influential teachers can afford to do. TIic

question cannot be ignored with any safety. "We cannot go on

afiirming as facts anything which learning discards as untrue, or

which will not stand the test of sound criticism, whether tiie

criticism be lower or higher. ' ^Yhat we teach must have a sub-

stantial basis. Intelligence demands this. Theories will yield to

facts, as they ought, and dogmas must turn to the light and tako

shape from the last manifestations of actual knowledge. There

is no such thing as hiding the truth, or holding it forever fro:!i

the people. It is by the manifestation of the truth that the truo

apostle commends himself to every man's conscience in the sight

of God. There is no possibility of honoring the Bible by shut-

ting out any ray of light that can be thrown upon its pages.

On the other hand, the Church cannot afford to accept as la> t

Because of the subject, source, and character of this article we exchide editori:il

matter in order to reprint it from the Xorthivestern C/irisfinn Advocate, to which it

was contributed.
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•Ji;it which is onl}' hypothesis, theory, or conjecture. We are

tiftiMi asked to do this, and the demand is iirgcd -with such vehe-

inem.-e and persistence that one needs vigilance and self-poise to

resist the plausible pleadings of scholarly voices enlisted in this

i-.'!ialf. Just at this point not a few have been sM-ept from their

.-t cad fastness. Sad havoc is wrought in this way in schools and

<ollcges. There is great fascination in novel speculations for

.-luJeuts of scholarly ambitions, when such speculations appear

Nvith historical or scientific settings, clothed in the garb of mod-

<rD learning, and appeal to the pride of intellect which detests

U'.'udage to tradition. To my mind one of the regrettable things,

which is deplorable in its results, is the readiness with which our

teachers accept hypotheses as facts and present them to their

].upils with the weight of their own personal opinions in their

favor, when all the claims of duty and of the higher wisdom

w ould be met by presenting them as hypotheses yet to be studied.

I'liminate what is thus treated, and the residuum of conclusions

now taught in the schools, antagonistic to the older faith, would

I'O neither numerous nor formidable. In other w^ords, deduct

from the sum total of the teachings of "higher criticism" all

ihat is yet chiefly conjectural, and the remainder—that which is

undoubted fact—will not imperil any doctrine essential to the

<')iristian faith. Up to the present the foundations stand sure.

Those among us who denounce all that is known as the ''higher

criticism" as destructive, infidel, and of the evil one, are too in-

< ojisiderate and rash to be permanently influential, ^ye want to

J^now all that can be know^n about the origin, date, and authorship

«.'f the books of the Bible; and we covet the light on these mat-
ters and hail it as the right of the Church and a benediction,

from whatever source it may come, our chief concern being to

^••'ww tliat it is light and not darkness. As light drives away
t^arkncss, so an increase of intelligence may dissipate some an-

cient opinions, but it certainly will not destroy any faith that is

t-ivine nor rob the Church of any revelation that God has made
to men. It is not the real work of the higher critics that we
'•'plore. In an important field they have wrought vigorously

;'.nd well. Let them be commended for all that they have accom-
l^'ir^hed in their legitimate sphere. Like the archaeologist or the

•ititiquarian of any sort, their search is for facts and their busi-

'K'.-s is with facts. Speculations about facts or interpretations of

41
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their discoveries are less legitimate to their calling, less in accord

vith their special training, and more apt to betray them into

lines of reasoning detrimental to their usefulness and hurtful to

the interests which ought to be their inspiration and their joy.

Some things are necessary on the part of the Church in order

to gather the best results of the achievements of the higher

critics. Their rightful place and -work must be recognized and
conceded. The real essentials of the faith must be defined and
understood. What might be spared from traditional notions re-

specting the Bible without injury to its divine authority, ought

to have careful study and discriminating judgment. It is a mis-

take of grave import to confound the incidentals of a revelation

with the revelation itself. It is equally unfortunate to regard

the manner or inode of inspiration as essential to inspiration.

What God does is not dependent on His way of doing it. He
spake to the fathers in ''divers manners.'^ Hence the inodifica-

tion of a theory of inspiration does not necessarily destroy the

inspiration. If men once thought that God used inspired men
as men use the pen with which they write, dictating words and

syllables, at once employing and overriding human agency, and

then subsequently discovered that He inspired the man and not

the pen, and used his mind and heart as well as his hand, their

idea of inspiration will undergo some change; but the fact of

inspiration is not affected nor its importance diminished. In-

stead of loss there is real gain in the nearer approach to the

correct apprehension of the fact.

In many instances the bearer of a message is utterly unim-

portant, while the message is of the highest value. The fact that

we do not know the name of the writer of a book does not inter-

fere with the importance of a book, if its contents be understood.

Whether ]\[oses wrote the books bearing his name with his own

hand, or employed a trained scribe to assist, or whether he used

genealogical registers or other documents available, is not essen-

tial to his authorship of the Pentateuch, nor to our faith in him

as the divinely appointed leader and lawgiver of Israel. Xo om^-

supposes that his own hand penned every line, as certainly he did

not write tlie account of his own death and burial.

Nor is a later revision by a later hand out of harmony with lb'"

scope and purpose of tlie books of the law. If words aivj fouP-d

in them, or idioms or shades of thought of later date than Mo^e^,
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.-liowinf' that a revision by Ezra, or by some other inspired or

proviflontial person, took phice when adaptation to the language

or other conditions of the times ^vas necessary, this fact does not

disprove their original authorship nor their authority as the

rv'volation of God's Avill for the nation. So what if some other

ti\an Job wrote the book of Job, or if others than David wrote

Hiino of the psalms, or if some other prophet than Isaiah wrote

].art of the book of Isaiah? All these points are open for study,

and that without involving the essential character of the Bible,

or the faith of the Church, or the doctrine of inspiration, or any

other doctrine dependent on the Bible as the word of God.

As ]Methodists we believe in "all the canonical books" of the

Scriptures. We believe in each book according to its purpose,

i-niitcnts, and value. This does not oblige us to believe each as

iin})ortant as the others, nor that any one has a character beyond

\u own sphere, purpose, or pretension. Ecclesiastes has not the

i^aine purpose as Isaiah, nor would its absence leave so large a

i^pace nor involve so great a loss from the volume of Eevelation

a-i would the book from which Jesus read in the synagogue.

While each book has its place, its scope, its value, and its binding

furce, and is to be esteemed for itself, the less conspicuous and

iiiiportant books are not dishonored or disparaged while receiv-

in;^ less reverence than those of broader significance and higher

iMijiort. All this we can concede with perfect consistency, and do

ifliove it without the slightest concession to infidelity, or to any

»!.i.-s or grade of destructive criticism. AVe hold it not through

^trc•ss of pressure from without, but as in accord with the best

i:nd truest conceptions of that marvelous compilation which

i;iakc3 up the book we honor as the l)Ook of God.

Criticism has long been honored in the Church. Scholarship

< inniands resjicct. The older commentators were higher critics.

Tlicy sought to know the dates, authors, historical settings, the

i^Jiet reading, and all that could be known about the books of the

^^ii'le. Adam Clarke labored assiduously in this field and made
]':< 'gross quite in advance of his times, so that modern discoveries

?'•• i'Ut little beyond where he marked the way, and modern critics

'^Mom surpass him till they enter the field of speculation. Had
^"' made a specialty of criticism and thrust his views in that

''id into prominence, leaving out his evangelical teaching, he

^'^'>\\\(\ liave stood well to the front as an advanced thinker as well
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as a scholar of first-class attainments. Yet was not his orthodoxy

impugned. His scholarsliip was not incompatible with faith in

the supernatural, nor with the highest type of evangelical loyaltv

to Christ. So with many others. Nationalism has no monopolv
of learning. The most learned critics are reverent in spirit and
true to the Gospel of grace. Such bring no peril to the Church.

They never proclaim their doubts. If doubts assail them, thev

wrestle with them till the solution comes, as come it will, and
then they preach their invigorated faith with the unction born

of their new struggles and new victory.

ily heart goes out in sympathetic appreciation toward all

workers in the legitimate sphere of criticism, believing much is

being done to clear away the accumulated rubbish of the ages and
to free the Holy Scriptures from accretions and misunderstand-

ing which clog evangelical faith and give the enemy occ/ision to

blaspheme. Heresy abounds, and will, till God's word stands

forth freed from bondage and able to break the fetters of igno-

rance and superstition. Let the light shine ! In this work pre-

tenders will appear. False prophets and false apostles are ever

of old. Destructive critics and champions of doubt are bold,

boastful, blatant, self-asserting, and proud. Like Satan, they

overdo till reaction comes. Honest, humble learning, with in-

telligent delving, will counteract the devices of unbelief and

bring to light the refined gold of the kingdom. Let no lover

of truth tremble for the ark of God.

The Church wants truth and invites research. Her attitude to-

ward higher criticism is that of a s3Tnpathetic and yet jealous

friend. She watches for the coming of new evidence of the truth

as one watches for the morning during a night of storm. She

honors earnest toilers in all lines of learning. Yet will she not

tolerate pretentiousness. She wants no deceptions nor will she

accept opinions for facts. Discrimination is her business. Mere

inferences from half-known premises do not enrich her store of

knowledge. While appreciating the good in the learning of to-

day, she cannot cast aside the solid learning of yesterday. Her

Bible is her jewel. It has passed through fires as hot as will cvlT

be kindled. The word of the Lord staudeth forever.
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THE ARENA.

CHRIST AND BROWNING.

TiiK title which in the March-April number of the Review placed

Jtrowning in opposition to Christ must have given pain to more than

one reader who worships the matchless Teacher, yet gathers much
Inspiration from the "poet's poet." The evident sorrow with which

ihe writer of that note seems compelled to give up a part at least of

hi.s literary idol in order to hold fast the sound doctrine of Christ

(•y contrast reminds one of the agony of Romanes when he sur-

rendered faith, with its comforts, in order to follow the cheerless

path in which he fancied that scientific truth forced him. Happily

for that conscientious devotee of truth, ere reaching the end of the

life journey he came back to the rest of faith, bringing his science

with him. Perhaps this pained student of Browning may as hap-

pily find at length that the viev.-s of his much-loved instructor on
the penalties of the finally impenitent are really in accord with
t!ie revealings of the great Teacher sent from God.

The question of restorationism is not, "Shall many be lost?" but,

"Shall any be lost?" He that believes that only one person shall be
finally and forever lost is spoiled for the company of the restora-

lionists. Christ answered not the curiosity which coveted to know
tiic proportions between the lost and the saved. And when he
opened the door of woe with a brief parable he showed torment, but
net companionship. The one who there speaks pleads for water, and
to be saved from company, even of those he once loved most. But
tiic Father's house has many mansions, and abundant society is

there. But the region of the lost may be a wilderness of extreme
loneliness. One may go far toward the largest hope for the future

tilPssedness of the greatest portion of mankind, and yet assert that
for one being at least it were better had that man never been born,

iiuch a belief makes one a great optimist, but such an exception
lavcs him from being a restorationist. Instead of opposing the
teaching of Christ, is he not in greater accord with It than was
I'iuite, whose mediaeval fancy peopled his Inferno with myriads of

U'lngs?

One passage found in the depths of "The Ring and the Book"
:-!>Pcar3 to me to settle the question of Browning's views on the sub-
J''ft. This is probably Browning's masterpiece, and it is indeed a
work of proportions titanic in every sense of the word. The passage
in view concerns Guido, one of the principal characters. He it is

^^ho has married a young, pure, and beautiful wife for money, then
tortures her, makes accusations against her as base as they are
^alse, and finally murders her. His is one of the most horribly ill-

*hapen characters ever imagined and portrayed for the immortal
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pages of literature. He is a fit companion for lago, and for him
who betrayed the Son of man with a kiss. The passage is an utter-

ance of the priest Caponsacchi. It is no fragment of traditional the-

ology, but the outburst of a certain "instinct of his own i' the
matter." In it he speaks of the kind of sentence which justice de-

mands for such a criminal. The whole passage is for several rea-

sons worthy of careful study. It shows that underneath the big-

hearted sympathy of this great author were granitic foundations of

regard for eternal justice. It also shows the preacher of to-day, who,
swinging pendulum-like away from the lurid and literal methods of

the fathers, has fallen into almost entire neglect of the dark issues

that follow the final judgment, that there are conceptions of the
doom of the wicked which are none the less awful for the lack of

red fire and the odor of brimstone.

Let us go away—leave Guide all alone

Back ou the world wliich knows him now I

I think he will be found (indulge so far!)

Not to die so much as to slide out of life,

Pushed by the general horror and common hate
Low. lower,— left o' the very ledge of things,

I seem to sec him catch convulsively

One by one at all honest forms of life,

At reason, order, decency, and use

—

To cramp him and get foothold by at least

;

And still they disengage them from his clutch.

'•What, you are he, then, had Pompilia once
And so forwent her? Take not up with us !"

And thus I see him slowly and surely edged
Off all the table-land Viheuce life upspriugs
Aspiring to be immortality,

As the snake, hatched on hilltop by mischance, .

Despite his wriggling, slips, slides, slidders down
niHside, lies low and prostrate on the smooth
Level of the outer place, lapsed in the vale

:

So I lose Guido in the loneliness.

Silence, and dusk, till at the doleful end.

At the horizontal line, creation's verge.

From what just is to absolute nothingness

—

Whom is it, straining onward still, he meets?
What other man deep further in the fate,

Who, turning at the prize of a footfall

To flatter hiiu and promise fellowship.

Discovers in the act a frightful face

—

Judas, made monstrous by much solitude

!

The two are at one now ! Lef them love their love

That bites and claws like hate, or hale their hate
That mops and mows and makes as it were love

!

There let them each tear each in devil's-fun.

Or fondle this the other while malice aches

—

Both teach, both learn dctestability I

Kiss him the kiss, Iscariot I Pay that back,
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That smatch o' the slaver blistering on your lip,

By the better trick, the insult he spared Christ

—

Lure him the lure o' the letters, Aretine

!

Lick him o'er slimy smooth with jelly-filth

O' the vei>:e and prose pollution in love's guise

!

The cockatrice is with the basilisk

!

There let them grapple, denizens o' the dark.

Foes or friends, but indissokibly bound,

In their one spot out of the ken of God

Or care of man, forever and for evermore

jlillsooro. O. S. 0. Royal.

A STUDY I^T HUMAN NATURE.

r»u)iT.ssoB Hyde, in his excellent article on the Earl of Shaftesbury,

'.'. a recent number of the i?ei'itnp,' has a very brief reference to the

;s.-l that the clergy- did not stand by him in his philanthropic efforts,

r •.;!.? does not express the whole truth. The case was so bad and so

itis'.ru.live that it seems to us to deserve emphasizing and illustra-

t:r.g by other citations. And Lord Shaftesbury's own positions on

^iriou.s matters were so curiously inconsistent as to demand a word

c' uu-ution. Human nature is a very interesting study. It is at

l--r.t a bunch of coutradictions, a bundle of queer freaks and mu-

'. ..jjly conflicting traits, a strange medley of wayward notions and

t: -tinate prejudices.

Ttie noble earl plaintively writes: "To whom should I have natu-

r.;i:y looked for the chief aid? Why, undoubtedly to the clergy. But

from them I have received no support, or next to none. As a body

'.hey have done, are doing, and will do nothing. And this througli-

<yl my whole career." "Here at Manchester the clergv", as usual,

«.r<- cowed by capital and power." "Sinners were with me, saints

isaiiist me." "Although I stand fast by the teaching of the Evan-

flirals. I do not hesitate to say that I have received from the hands

<f that party treatment which I have not received from any other.

^!) only enemies have been the Evangelicals." "I am oftentimes

: -liled by the strange contrasts I find—support from infidels or

t'oprofessors, opposition or coldness from religionists. They read

4^-U study the Bible, they pray for guidance, they ask and surely

ttuiu God's grace to judge aright. Then they resolve to weaken
•-> efforts." He speaks of the "utter intolerance of the Evangel-

V<-t he was himself an intimate friend and counselor of Haldane,

•-«' rhlof proprietor and leader writer of the Record newspaper that

i-^ Miallclously and intolerantly hounded Maurice, Robertson, and

'•''^•^m who stood for a measure of intellectual freedom. He was

»^ry bitter against the reformers in all other lines than his own,

<5"»laring that mischief and subversion were their main objects.

"Th.-y cannot have a just plea for their policy," he said. "Civil and
5f i^«!ous liberty are complete with us, the people have not a wrong
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unredressed, nor the radicals a right unattained." Yet this was
some years before the repeal of the infamous Conventicle Act which
forbade worship in a private house by more than twenty persons
and against which a majority of one was with the utmost difficulty
secured in the House of Lords. Lord Shaftesbury was a determined
advocate of the Established Church, with all Its inevitable and
notorious injustices. He voted, with the Peers, every time again^^t
the Deceased Wife's Sister Bill, which the Commons unanimously
passed year after year. He spoke against the Reform Bill of ISCT
enlarging the number of voters. He opposed, in 1871, with the ut-
most vehemence, the Secret Ballot Bill, denouncing it as "everything
that is dangerous in politics, mean in morals, and cowardly in the
discharge of duty." He was always a stanch Tory and a rigidChurch-
mau, holding that "the democratic principle is antichristian." He
was a stout opponent of the revision of the Authorized Version of the
Bible—"Ten thousand evils will ensue," he said. He fought fiercely
against neutrality in religious matters on the part of the India
government; considered that there must be religious teaching in the
public schools, and that not to have it "would be without exception
the grossest violation of the rights of religious liberty that ever was
perpetrated or even imagined in the worst times by the bigotry o:
any government, whether foreign or domestic." He was an intense
Premillenarian, and had the gloomiest apprehensions as to the re-
ligious and political future of his country. He was at no period a
total abstainer; he urged the continuance of the custom of drinking
in convivial banquets.

It is surely instructive to note, how the man who did such mar-
velous things for the oppressed in some directions should have stood
so stoutly for the oppressors in other matters. He is by no means
alone in this. Among the most heated opponents of his Factory Bills
which have done such untold good were Gladstone. Bright, Cobden.
Brougham, Buxton, Peel, and other reformers. It is well known
how keenly Mr. Lincoln felt the fact that a very large majority of
the most prominent men in the churches of Springfield, together
with twenty out of the twenty-three ministers, were against him in"

1S60. He stood for freedom, for the principles of the Bible, wa.^ on
the side, he was sure, of the God who hated injustice and slavery,
and yet nearly all the Bible people and the teachers of religion in

his vicinity voted for his opponent.
This has happened over and over again. Voltaire, to mention only

one other curious example, fought against oppression and cruelty.
fought in behalf of justice, tolerance, and humanity, with all the
keenness of his radiant genius. He flung himself into the cause nf

the poor and the persecuted and the wronged, and secured in many
instances a redress of their wrongs at great- expense of time and
money. He hastened the abolition of serfdom throughout France.
and relieved the poverty of many. He had love of justice, faith ii;

human nature, and hatred of cruelty and all fanaticism—qualiti-.s
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which have been almost -R-holly lacking in many who have stood

h!»;h In the Church, and in most of the Church of Voltaire's time

iiid land.

These facts and instances might be greatly extended; but we must

t,ol take space so to do, or to make upon them the lengthy com-

K-..^ut8 to which they might profitably give rise. What a mixture is

jijinan character! There is surely a soul of good in things evil, and

p, t-oul of evil in things good. Only the Omniscient can unravel the

tangle, or give righteous judgment. How rarely do we act from a

*.;ngl(' motive! How infrequent is genuine, thoroughgoing honesty

in the formation of opinions! How few are entirely disinteres-ed

In their conduct or their ideas! How few can escape the compelling

!!;l!iiencc of their associations! How careful should we be in our

(oiulomnations! How many things must be taken into account in

making up our estimate of others! James Mudge.

Webster, Mass.

OUGHT QUESTION 51 OF THE CATECHISM TO EEMAIN ?

I.v the supplemental Sunday school lesson for June 1 we find:

'
.'/l. Can we repent and believe of ourselves? No; the power to re-

!*nt and believe is given us of God. Eph. ii, 8; Rom. xi, 29."

First, the references are irrelevant. In Eph. ii, 8, it is the salva-

tion and not the faith that is God's gift, as is evident both from the

structure of the text and from the context. Rom. xi, 29, has no
r'ference to the personal salvation uf the individual, but to God's

covenant with Israel: "The gifts and calling of God are not re-

I<ntod of" (R. V.)—that is, irrevocable. The word in the original

!» i:ot that which is used in the commands to repentance. I am
unable to finl any passage in the Bible where repentance is spoken
of OR a gift, unless in Acts v, 31; xi, 18, and in these places it is

fvideutly conferring an opportunity, or a privilege, and not as be-

stowing power.
Also, the subject of natural or gracious ability to repent and be-

l^fve is too abstruse to introduce into an elementary Catechism.
' niler present conditions we have the ability, else it would not be
commanded. If the question and answer must stand the references
'^jould be stricken out, and a note should be added asserting our
-*^ll!iy and duty to use the gift conferred.

. S. E. Quimby.
Milton Mills, N. H.
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

SUGGESTIOXS FROM THE BIOGRAPHY OF AX EMINENTLY
SUCCESSFUL PASTOR.

Few pastors, in our generation at least, have exercised a wider

and more beneficent influence from the Christian pulpit than the

late Dr. John Hall did during his entire ministry. Tliis was duo

mainly to three causes. He had a church of commanding influence.

Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church has for half a century been one

of the most prominent pulpits of New York city. Some of the

strongest ministers in the denomination have been its pastors. In-

deed, the church has been strong in those elements which necessa-

rily make a church powerful. It has been strong spiritually. The
people have loved to hear the pure Gospel, and, so far as we are in-

formed, were impatient of any kind of preaching that was not

characterized by a profound evangelical spirit. A people of this

kind are in the nature of things a spiritual people, else they would

not desire in the pulpit spiritual truth and delight in it. It has been

strong also intellectually. Its people have been, many of them, persons

of the highest intelligence and of thorough education, capable of ap-

preciating the more advanced, as well as the simpler, forms of Chris-

tian thought. Further, it has been a church of great financial

ability, and a large contributor to the benevolences of the denomina-

tion as well as to the general benevolences called forth by the needs

of humanity. These elements combine to make it a church of great

power, and the pastor of such a church necessarily would wield a

large Influence. We must, therefore, give credit to the church of

which Dr. Hall was so long the pastor as contributing to his pulpit

and pastoral influence.

But an important element in his successful ministry was his own

personality. Dr. Hall was built for a Gospel minister. His bear-

ing and his personal appearance were impressive. He combined

dignity with simplicity, quietness and modesty with boldness, re-

serve with freedom of expression. To the casual observer he wouUl

seem to be a yielding character. Those who knew him best realized

that he was a man of great strength of conviction and of determina-

tion of character, which he showed in important crises in his lii^^-

There was that about him which commanded respect, and there

was no circle in which he moved that his power as a Gospel minis-

ter was not felt.

Another element of his influence was his preaching. His sermons

were so simple that some people supposed they lacked profundity,

but if an inferior man had attempted to imitate him he would hav.>

failed. He never preached to listless or dull congregations. For a

quarter of a century, in that large church, he hold great congre?^"-
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t iS* to his ministry. It would be difficult to describe his character

«» A preacher. His sermons were carefully prepared and were de-

i;trrcd without manuscript. He was especially strong in the evan-

fsl'.cal side of his ministry. His teaching contained the marrow and

fi'ii^^.sE of the Gospel. Many went to hear him for this very reason.

:t hn.s been said that people would leave their own churches for

• ir afternoon service in order to hear what they called a real re-

;;f:i«us sermon. The arrangement of his sermons was so simple

Mii to a casual observer they lacked analysis, but a closer inspec-

•;on would show them to have been prepared In logical order and

•re the expressions of a logical mind. These were some of the

t'ctnents that contributed to his wide influence for so long a period.

A study, therefore, of his ministry, which we gather from his

j.'.ofrraphy, written by his son, Rev. Dr. Thomas C. Hall, may be of

Tiiluo to young preachers and pastors.

The first suggestion is that Dr. Hall made preaching and pastoral

«crk his great business. He was a writer for the press also, and

i lecturer. But these were, in reality, an extension of his pulpit

".T'.rts. The same tone of seriousness and of moral earnestness per-

vaded all his public efforts. So much did he enjoy preaching that

!'. was his custom after he had conducted the morning and after-

r von services in his own pulpit to preach for some other church in

the evening. A fuller view of his high position as a preacher will

i;';.-car in a quotation from one who knew him well, and whose
vords were written soon after Dr. Hall's acceptance of the call to

)^f^; York, the Rev. Thomas Croskerry, of Londonderry, Ireland.

It will be remembered that Dr. Hall came to New York from Mary's

Aii.ey, Dublin:

"The pulpit was the throne of his power. He v.-as no talker of

<-:Bw!ing platitudes or explanatory futilities, with affected rhetoric

cr artificial turns of phrase, or mental inanity, whose sermons act

"r*oa part of a congregation like chloroform, while they drive an-

«:*vhfr portion into thinking of nothing, a third into wondering
*hf-n the preacher will be done, a fourth into ill-natured criticism,

«"i a fifth out of church altogether. He was something more than
a aif-re i)ounder of texts in a doctrinal mortar; something more than
* (Jry, didactic talker after modes beaten flat by the incessant

U.T.ffiering of centuries. In fact. Dr. Hall was one of the freshest

j'r.achers of the age. He preached, too, as he talked, with a fine

••'jtnerEational freedom and naturalness, and was so singularly lucid
*'"• J happy in expression that he was, to our mind, the Goldsmith
"•-•'! Franklin, in one, of the Irish pulpit. His sermons—some of
'-' ra. If rumor is to be credited, like Jonah's gourd, the offspring of
* klnclc night—are powerful from their heavenly unction, their be-

^vhing tenderness, their popular scope, and above all, their wide
'*"i?o of analogical illustration. He was, indeed, singularly skill-

•"'l In analogies, in the structure of those 'aerial pontoons' which
'•'•'''Ko across the literal and the figurative. It is, perhaps, the
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highest praise of Dr. Hall's sermons and speeches that they do notread .-ell, for n is a well-knowa fact that the newspaper speech

Tn tt-
''

v^
'' '"' '°^"''^'^' ""^ Ciceronian in its periods isanything but popular or pleasing to an audience "

cs^LT^'Z'
^'"S^^"^'^^' ^^^° ^"Sg^-^t^ l^i^ "modesty and his avoidance

wh,Vh .
'

K
' ""'' '" impression of his ability beyond thai^h ch he was able steadily to maintain in his pulpit ministrations

tl^T^'^T"'""''""
'"' ^'^ ^^" ^^'^'^ "P°^ ^ "^-•' field of mini.:tenal labor to endeavor to make a marked impression at the be-gmnmg. He, on the other hand, determined to adhere strictly tohis ordinary presentation of the truth according to his ability" U

to adopt, on his arnyal in New York, the method indicated in theQuotation herewith presented. This was written .0 a friend in Ir^land soon after his pastorate commenced in New York- "I hayl

IT^IT^""- "TT' '''°^°^' "^^' ' '^'^'^' °«^ P^^^^ the standard

all attempts at sensationalism, and told the people that our reliancemust be upon the steady, patient teaching of divine truth "

Some references in his biography to criticism and the speculative
discussions of the time indicate his attitude toward the new move-ments which were then beginning to affect the Church While re-

!?• 7V\^"/'"'^' ^' ^''' '°°*''^^ ^-^th t^^ f«^°^^ of expression in^vhich he had been reared and in which he had achieved such suc-
cess. He was in no sense hostile to investigation, but nothing had
occurred to disturb the serenity of his faith in the great truths ofthe Eible and in their ordinary modes of expression. "His theory
of inspiration remained an unshaken faith that, whatever errors
transcription might have introduced into the pages as we have them,
inerrancy in a very strict sense was to be attributed to the in-
spired words." "In the refinement of theological speculation he had
little interest. For him the theology that resolved the doubts of the
ordinary theologically untrained hearer was sufficient. He knew
nothing of German speculative theology, and was inclined to re-
gard It as useless if not dangerous. At the same time he felt that
a trained minister who had the opportunity should master It if
he could. Very early in the theological training of the present
writer he advised acquiring a knowledge of French and German,
and more than once he himself undertook the study of French Yet
he did not feel the necessity for his own thought of work along the
directions of modern speculation and scientific inquiry. He was
apt to distrust new phraseology, and felt even some measure of
iinpauence with those whom the older phrases no longer satisfied,
and who were compelled to recast the forms in which faith wa.^
expressed."

His biography further suggests reasons why the pulpit is not more
powerful. It will be seen from the quotation herewith given that
he attributed it in part to the preacher and in part to the people. U
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Is not common for us to attribute failure of a minister to the people,

and yet he clearly shows that there are conditions in the churches

«.hlch make it very difficult for a preacher to achieve success. By
placing Uie blame alike on the pulpit and on the pew, he presents a

phase of the case not often recognized:

"Presbyteries, indeed, can use greater care in admitting to the

place of preachers those who are destitute of the power to preach;

l!Ut as regards those of us who are licensed, our preaching must
tl.ipond on our congregation first, and secondly on ourselves. If

cur people weary and harass us with a multiplicity of small

matters they could better manage themselves; if they demand that

«c swell the pomp of every social gathering, sit through every com-
mittee, and be on hand generally for anything and everything, then
we shall be inferior preachers. The same unhappy end can be

r»>ached by forcing a portion of our strength away from our work,
fts, for example, to the acquiremf^nt of further means of living, or the

painful and anxious economy of what we have."

"Much depends on ourselves. If we live mainly among books and
little among men; if we defer the severe labor of composition till

the end of the week, and then think how to get respectably through
for the Sabbath, intending to do better next week; if we take no
pains to know the points at which we and the message we carry can
tome into contact with the minds of our hearers; then plainly our
preaching power will be small, even though the union were a
ibousand tiroes more glorious than it is. But our preaching power
is our real power, and there is not one among us that will not own
that we could have made much more of it. While, therefore, the
>rrei\t events of our time cannot in this respect improve us, it were
*urely a good time for our people and ourselves to seek that im-
'.rovement. A living church will always be a preaching church,
Tbe decay of the pulpit goes hand in hand with the decay of piety,

partly as cause, and partly as elJect We shall be strong when men
shall feel that where the church is Presbyterian the strong pre-
^-.urnption is that there will be in it thorourjhJy good preaching.'"
He incidentally calls attention also to the method of training in

*'hirh he had been reared when a student of theology. It is clear
t-:at the attempt was made to instill in the students the power of
«-i:tempore speech, in which Dr. Hall was such a master. He wrote
<"arffully but did not employ manuscript. His simplicity of Ian-
cuage and clearness of thought contributed largely to his success in
this direction:

"It was the rule of the classes for the student to receive texts,
^'id to preach from them before the professor and the class, and to
r<'ceive such criticism from the professor upon arrangement, matter,
^^''i manner as he felt to be proper. The sermons v.'ere commonly
f^emori^ed and given verbally as written. Reading was not the
^^'•rr of those, to the preacher, solemn occasions. We were not, of
'yurse, taught that memorizing the language was to be our enduring
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method, but that careful writing contributed to order, clearness,
correctness of description, and definiteness. All my experience since
my student-days confirms that impression.
"My ministry began, and continued for three years, in somewhat

peculiar conditions, the congregations consisting of the Protestant
gentry not Presbyterians, a few Presbyterians, and the majority
not only not used to Protestant services, but many of them not
used to the English language. It was necessary to prepare to speak
in such a way as to interest the educated and at the same time to be
intelligible to the rest of the hearers. It was not uncommon to
deliver a carefully prepared sermon in the forenoon, to go, frequently
on foot, seven or eight miles in the afternoon, and repeat it to a corre-
sponding congregation in the evening. The experience of the morn-
ing sometimes led to modifications in the evening. What seemed
to be obscure to the hearers in the morning was clarified as much
as possible in the delivery to the evening hearers."
His biography indicates that he was not a controversialist, and

yet he never hesitated to take his part in the discussion of the im-
portant questions that arose. Always a man of profound convictions,
he was willing to take the responsibility of adhering to them, in
public as well as in private. Some occasions in which he did this
are clearly stated in his biography. There are instances in his
career which show that he was possessed of great moral courage,
and could carry on a controversy when it was necessary, but always
with kindness and dignity. "Let it be said to his credit that he
always exhibited, in debate, a high-bred Christian courtesy, and that
he abstained from all those weapons of fierce and sarcastic re-
crimination which do so much to lower the moral status as well as
lessen the influence of the ministry."
His biography further Indicates that he recognized ministerial

vacations as of value, as indicated in the following passage con-
cerning the method of taking his vacations. In another part of
his biography, however, it is said that he never abstained from v.-ork
during his vacations.

"The summer vacations were variously spent. One of the simple
pleasures of my father's younger days was a walking trip in Wales.
With light luggage, and living on the simple fare of the kindly
Welsh people, he walked all over the northern and southern parts of
Wales, and retained to the end of his life a great admiration and
deep regard for the Welsh people. A little Erse which he hr.d

picked up in Connaught helped him to make his wants known where
only the Welsh tongue was known. He also visited with my mother
and a dear friend the principal continental cities, traveling in

France and Italy as well as Switzerland. The vacations were short,
but in successive trips he covered in this way a good deal of ground."
These are some of the suggestions that come to us in reading tli-^

excellent biography by his son, and they are suggestions of great
value to the young minister.
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AROHiEOLOGY Al>nD BIBLICAL RESEARCH.

PAPYKI.

EoTPT is, par excellence, the land of papyri. In spite of the great

rumber already discovered, every year continues to bring forth

from the sands and ruins in the Nile valley fresh and valuable ones.

It is really astonishing how many have been unearthed, and are now
deposited in the museums of the world. According to a recent au-

thority, Turin alone has no less than ten thousand papyri, of all de-

scriptions, values, and sizes. The University of Oxford has not far

from seven thousand, and Heidelberg many thousands, while Vienna,

London, Paris, Berlin, Cambridge, Cairo, Constantinople, Alexandria,

and other smaller cities possess a very large number. There are,

again, a great many papyri in private collections and in the posses-

sion of dealers and speculators. Some of these thousands are of

little or no literary value, mere fragments or scraps, and yet too

precious to be destroyed; for how often has a single line aided the

earnest seeker after truth!

The literary critics of classical literature have been greatly aided

In their investigations and work by the light afforded by the

papyri. Several fragments, more or less complete, of some Grecian

writer have been unearthed during the past two decades. Of this

we shall give illustrations farther on. But perhaps no class of

students have gained more from these recent discoveries in Egypt

than those interested in New Testament textual criticism. Whoever

will compare recent works on this subject, such as Professor

Gregory's Textkritik des Neucn Testaments, with older Handbooks

or Introductions cannot fail to notice the very large number of

manuscripts and fragments recently discovered in Egypt by scholars

like Petrie, Grenfell, and Hunt. May we not say that most of the

recent additions to the lists are those which were found in this

ancient land?

Indeed, it is no wonder that Egypt should contain so many ancient

classical and Christian documents of great worth. There is no

climate anywhere more favorable to the preservation of ancient

documents than that enjoyed in the Nile valley. The papyrus is as

"indestructible as the pyramids and obelisks." It will also be re-

membered that Egj^pt was at all times, owing to its central position,

a great commercial emporium, a meeting place of the nations. The

Intercourse between Syria and Palestine was always great, and per-

haps never greater than during the first centuries of our era. The
Christian religion took a firm hold in many places around Alexandria

and along the northern coast of Africa at a very early time. These

facts explain the existence of so many foreign art treasures in

Egypt. Though fresh papyri are being added every year to those al-
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ready discovered and deposited in our museums, the reader should
remember that a very large number of these have never yet been
scientifically examined or deciphered. We, therefore, have a perfect
right to expect startling discoveries when these shall have beeu
accurately read and classified. Indeed, every time a careful study
of any collection has been made some important item has been
added to our knowledge. Professor Nestle, speaking of textual
criticism, says: "A systematic search In the libraries of Europe
might add still more [manuscripts and fragments] to the lists; a
search in Asia and Egypt would certainly do so."

While many societies and individual workers from every part of

Europe and portions of America have been carrying on systematic
explorations in Eg>-pt, perhaps the most successful of all organiza-

tions in this field is the Egyptian Exploration FundJ. This society,

though British, is most liberally patronized by the friends of

archaeology in the United States. The Fund is evincing more and
more its appreciation of the support accorded it by Americans
interested in archteology. This explains the liberal donations

made by the Fund of valuable papyri, as well as other objects

found in Egypt, to several of our more prominent institutions of

learning. By this handsome donation no fewer than one hundred
and eighteen fragments of papyri, discovered for the most part at

Oxyrynchus, have become the property of American museums. Of

these valuable relics twenty-nine were given to the University of

Pennsylvania, nineteen to Harvard, sixteen each to Yale, Columbia,

and Johns Hopkins, thirteen to Princeton, five to Hamilton College,

and four to Vassar. The distribution was made upon the basis of

the amounts paid by these several institutions or their immediate
friends to the Egyptian Exploration Fund. It will be seen that the

University of Pennsylvania heads the list as to number as well as to

the comparative value of the papyri given. Indeed, the people of

Philadelphia have shown a most generous devotion to archaeology,

and this city will doubtless for a long time have the most valuable

collection of antiquities from the valleys of the Nile and the

Euphrates.

The papyri we are now discussing were found at Oxyrynchus,

now called Behnesa. That this ancient town was at one time a

great literary center is very evident, else how can we account for

the presence of so large a number of classical texts as have been

found there by the Cambridge professors?

It is really of great interest to know that, perhaps, the earliest

fragment of a manuscript of the New Testament yet discovered was

unearthed in this old Egyptian city, and is nov^' preserved In the

museum of the University of Pennsylvania, at Philadelphia. This

venerable papyri has written upon it a portion of the first chapter

of St. Matthew's gospel (i, 1-9. 12, 14-20), How provokingly dis-

appointing that only one page of this old book has been found, and

that in a very dilapidated condition. But may we not indulge
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the liope that more of the same manuscript may follow? It

ts dlfllcult to determine the exact age when this fragment
was written, but the character of the letters and the "book-

furm" of the manuscript have led some eminent students

o( paleography to assign it to the second century of our era,

or. to be more exact, to the time between 150 and 200 A. D., though
Professor Gregory, in his above-mentioned work, brings it down to

iho fourth centurj'. Dr. Winslow, writing concerning these papyri,

111 Jiiblia, is probably a little too enthusiastic, for he calls this frag-

ment not only the oldest piece of New Testament known to us, but
a!.>o the most "valuable of all the papyri yet discovered in Egypt."
Whatever its age, it is pleasant for Americans to know that this frag-

ment can be seen not in Berlin, Paris, or London, but in Philadelphia.
T!i.> next most important papyrus of this collection is that which con-
tains the first seven verses of the Epistle to the Romans. This, with
otlier valuable treasures, has been placed in the museum of Harvard
Iniversity. Its date is 316 A. D.

We shall now speak more in detail of these old papyri sent to the
various institutions in this country. Of the fragments given to the
museum at Philadelphia two deserve special mention: the fourth
book of Thucydides (caps, xxxvi-xli) and a very excellent manuscript
of the fifth book of the Iliad. The former, according to Grenfell and
Hunt, belongs to the first century of the Christian era, and the
latter to the second. It is thus one of the oldest fragments of
Homer's writings extant, possibly as old as the papyrus fragment,
'ontaining a large part of the eighteenth book of the Iliad, dis-

covered more than fifty years ago. These and other fragments
'jfought to light in Egypt are extremely valuable, when we remem-
l>(>r the great scarcity of early Greek manuscripts. "There is no
complete manuscript of Homer earlier than the thirteenth century.
All that is preserved of Sophocles is found in a single manuscript of
'•*'<- eighth or ninth century. The only complete manuscript of the
I'hado was copied in the Middle Ages."
The papyri sent to Yale have a portion of Plato's Republic, writ-

ifn in the third century, and a small fragment of the Iliad (book
»xii) which describes the tragic death of Hector. There is also
'i'nong these papyri a comedy by some unknown author, written,
however, in excellent style, and a fragment of a speech against Philip
of Macedon, or rather an answer to a letter sent by that monarch to
^'i'^ people of Athens. The following sentence is worth quoting: "Let
'!ie threats in his letter deceive barbarians; but the city of Athens is

*'ont to give commands, not to receive them." To judge from the
^'y^e of writing and general make-up of the fragment, the date can-
^f't be later than 50 A. D.

Columbia College received a fragment of Xenophon's IlcUenica
* \l )

,
and Johns Hopkins one of Thucydides. Both of those belong to

the Pfjcond century. The latter institution has also a papyrus written
^••out one hundred years later, which contains portions of Demos-

42
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thenes' celebrated oration on the Crown. To the University of Prince-

ton was given a fragment of Herodotus (1, 76), which bears every

evidence of having been v>-ritten as early as the second century. Of
the nine fragments donated to Vassar and Hamilton not one has
classic value, for they are all either business memoranda or official

government papers.

The papyri which we have very briefly noticed above, as the reader

will perceive, are of interest to biblical and classical students. Th<j

balance of the one hundred and eighteen fragments donated to our

museums are nonliterary and need not to be mentioned by title;

and yet, though they possess no literary value, they are neverthe-

less worthy of our attention, inasmuch as they throw considerable

light upon the civilization which prevailed in Egypt at the time when
they were executed. Some of them are purely commercial in their

character, others deal with matters of state and municioal govern-

ment, while others again take us into the sanctuary of the home,

lift up the veil of secrecy, and reveal to us in a very naive way the

social customs and the domestic life of the citizens of Oxyrynchus
and the neighboring towns. One writer sjieaks of the significance

of these leaves and fragments of leaves in the following eloquent

words: "They bear witness to the conditions of the past with an

accuracy, a warmth, and a fidelity such as can be predicted of no

author and only of a very few of the ancient inscriptions. The

tradition handed dov/n to us by the writers of antiquity is always.

even at its best, secondary; it is always more or less artificial and

sophisticated. The inscriptions are often cold and dead things like

the marble on which they are carved. The papyrus leaf is alive; one

sees autographs, individual peculiarities of penmanship—in a word,

men." (See Encyc. Bib., vol. iii.) Among these papyri are receipcsof

all kinds, such as those for poll taxes, for labor on public works. Then

we have the monthly meat bill and similar household accounts, and

the urgent request of a dependent sister to her brother for some

new clothes. We have the announcement of the birth of a son, notice

of a death, and a letter of consolation in the hour of bereavement.

There are, again, mortgages, deeds, transfer of property, as of

"houses and tracts of land, the revoking of a will. There is a pretty

invitation to a wedding feast, and a judicial accusation of a faithless

wife, and the institution of divorce proceedings. There are long

lists of cattle and animals of various kinds, property returns, the

sale of a donkey, order for arrest, and a habeas corpus. Human
nature being much the same in Egypt two thousand years ago as in

our land at present, we are not surprised at any of the above items.

nor indeed at an old-fashioned "dun" to a delinquent customer, or the

urging of prompt payment of interest at "eight per cent." Nor are

we in the least astonished to read of a case of embezzlement or

peculation by a dishonest municipal officer.
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rOREIGN OUTLOOS.

SOME LEADERS OK THOUnilT.

Johannes Kreyenbuhl. The problem of the origin of the fourth

t;osiicl is still the leader among New Testament students. That

i;osi)el is so important to the prevailing theology that it is defended

as the work of the apostle John with the greatest tenacity, and, on

{he other hand and for the same reason, it is vigorously asserted by
t!if opponents of that theology that John could not have written it.

When it is denied that the apostle wrote it the question at onoe

crises, Who did write it? This question has been exceedingly diffi-

cnlt to answer, and this fact has occasioned the anti-Johannites no
tmall amount of trouble. Kreyenbiihl thinks he has triumphantly
n'ttled the matter and he has selected Menander the Gnostic as the

author, thereby making the fourth gospel a gnostic document. See
/ias EvangeUum der Wahrhcit. Xeue Losiing der johanncischoi
i'rage (The Gospel of Truth. A New Solution of the Johannine
Question), Erster Band, Berlin, C. A. Schwetschke & Sohn, 1900.

Kreyenbiihl got his hint from a statement of Irena-us (Haer, book
lii. chap, xi, sec. 9), that Menander had written a work called "The
(Jospel of Truth," which was so unlike the four gospels known to

ihe Church that if it was the gospel of truth the others were gospels
of falsehood, and vice versa. Kreyenbiihl claims that Irenasus knew
i'erfectly well that some one belonging to the A'alentinian school
\vrote the fourth gospel, but that he nevertheless attributed it to
John, or, rather, claimed that there was another gospel actually
v.ritten by John, to make out the four which Irenaeus affirmed were
necessary. This gnostic gospel, now known as the Gospel accord-
ing to John the Apostle, was written by Menander, in the interest of
'' gnosticism whose purpose was to develop Paulinism in a mystical
(':rection. This purpose led to the introduction into the gospel of a
mass of particulars which have hitherto been wholly misunderstood,
l-'iU which, properly understood, stamp the fourth gospel as a gnostic
Apocrypha of Menander of Antioch. Kreyenbiihl supposes that with
^'•U few exceptions the elements which have been so precious in the
pospel of John were the product of Menander, who spoke throughout
^'? his own experiences and development, to which, it is claimed, the
•anpuage of the gospel is appropriate, while to the experiences of
Jo.'^-is they are wholly inappropriate. Of all the attempts to solve
U»e Johannine problem we regard this as one of the most unprocnis-
''>R. To begin with, it is based on the supposition that Irenaeus de-
'"l^'erately falsified, but that while opposing gnosticism he palmed off

'n the Church as apostolic a known forgery written in the interest

'^ Pnosticism. This would make Irenteus both a knave and a fool,

^'"•n It is a remarkably strange thing that though the early Church
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was so familiar with gnosticism and so afraid of it, no one saw
through the deception and opposed it The theory brealcs down of

its own weight.

Rudolf Exicken. The genial philosopher of Jena is restlessly

active in the consideration of the great questions which pertain not

only to the abstruse realm of philosophy, but also of practical life.

His latest published study is Der Wahrheitsge}i,aU der Religion (The
Truth of Religion), Leipzig, Veit & Co., 1901. Eucken thinks that

there is a tense antagonism betv/een the intellectual life of man at

present, especially in the departments of science and art, and Chris-

tianity as it is manifested in the Church of to-day. This antagonism

is not new, but has eristed for hundreds of years. No one who has a

clear vision of the facts, he thinks, can deny this, nor ought anyone
to hope that the antagonism will cease until there is a complete

transformation, or reformation, of the ecclesiastical form of religion.

On the other hand he recognizes that there is in our day a powerful

movement, which is ever growing more powerful, toward religion.

In the higher life of man religion is a necessity. Religion is not

only an integral part of that higher life, but this cannot be main-

tained without that. In view of this growing interest in religion

Christianity encounters a great danger of missing the adherence of

many because of the attitude of the Church which regards so mucli

that is outgrown as essential. It is a pressing necessity to show-

that there is a clear distinction between that which is merely tbr-

temporal form and that which constitutes the abiding content of

Christianity. It is possible, and even demanded, that we shall give

up the former in order to allow the latter its unhindered effect, and

so give the Christian religion the place in the higher life of man
which is its due. And Eucken does not pretend to deny that in

giving up what he calls the temporal form of Christianity much

will be lost that large numbers of Christians regard as essential.

Since there is no superior tribunal whose decision will carry with

it sufficient weight this difference of opinion will continue, and so

Eucken does not hesitate to say that the so-called progressives nia.v

be obliged by their consciences to separate themselves from the con-

servative Church. The history of separatist movements based upon

the alleged superior insight into the eternal truth in Christianity

does not warrant the supposition that those who oppose the Chunh
now would become adherents of the form of Christianity Eucken

proposes. When religion is robbed of all that is supernatural men

no longer care for it; and since the principal opposition to the

Church arises from its belief in the supernatural consistency de-

mands and will be satisfied by nothing less than the complete

elimination of the supernatural. This Eucken himself wouhl not

allow, and hence his expurgated Church would not satisfy. The

true reform will consist, not in adapting the Church to modern

thought, but in the careful sifting of the false from the true.
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RECFA'T THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

L'orlgine de I'episcopat. Etttde sur la fondation. de rcglise,

I'trnvro des apotres ct le develoiipenient de I'episcopat aux

a^oK premiers sil-clea (The Origin of the Episcopacy. A Study of

t.„. Founding of the Church, the Works of the Apostles, and the De-

^rloi.ment of the Episcopacy during the first two Centuries). By An-

(Irr Mlchiels. Louvain, J. van Linthout, 1900. One who wishes to en-

' :>>- R Fpecimen of Roman Catholic historical investigation and inter-

'f-r'.'tatlon, and at the same time learn how weak is the argument

for apostolic succession, will do well to read this book. It illus-

iratfs the looseness of thinking which alone can lead to Roman

t'fctholic conclusions; for time and again Michiels reads into the

v>--irco, whether scriptural or other, his ovrn preconceived opinions

without the slightest suspicion that he is so doing. For example, he

»r<-8 iu the sending of the twelve by our Lord the establishment of

an npostolic college with definite official authority. From such

I.a.'.sages es Matt, xvi, 16-19; xviii, 17, 18; xxviii, 18-20; Mark xvi, 15;

,'o!in XX, 20, 21; and xxi, 15-17, he draws many conclusions wholly

*iti warranted, such as, that the Church was at that time a visible

.nr.r! organized community, the primacy of Peter over the whole

rhiirch, and the like. It may surprise some to learn that Michiels

rh.-implons the complete identity of the c-Icko-ol with the TpsaiivrEpoi

\'.\ the first century. They are the leaders, pastors, and priests of the

Individual congregations, and with reference to their dignity are

'.i!lodTr^ta,3rrfpo/, while according to their function they are called

f.->o-oi. This, which is a commonplace with most Protestants,

h contrary to the interpretation of the Council of Trent. But

MUhlels saves himself, probably, from the condemnation of the

<'hurch, first, by appealing to the authority of Thomas Aquinas, and

"I*"clally by the declaration that although Trpca^S'vrepoi and e-I^ko-oi

«crc identical during the first century, that century was not there-

fore without its real bishops, the only thing lacking being the name.

li> assumes that the prophets and evangelists, in the absence of the

tI>o.«lk'S from any place, received the power of transmitting the office

£{iil llius securing the apostolic succession by the administration of

<-:*? appropriate ceremony. Timothy and Titus were among those

•t'N'ratcd to employ this apostolic office. But, alas for the theory!

»;n.o the record says that these two were to ordain wpeaTvrtpm in

'^-^ry Diace, but says nothing about the alleged real though un-

^srjKj episcopacy, which Michiels supposes they perpetuated or

''pau. And even Michiels is compelled to allow that the manner

'f 'ho succession cannot be clearly traced.

•NlederKefahren zu den Toten." Ein. Beitrag znr Wurdi-

»:««K des Apostolikuius ("He descended to the Dead." A Contri-

' '>'n to the Estimate of the AVorth of the Apostles' Creed). By
•'•Tl Clemen. Giessen, J. Ricker, 1900. It will be noticed that

<'itt7jcn says "to the dead," while for the most part we read "into
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hell," or "Hades." His reading may have some slight support in the

manuscripts, but it is determined still more by dogmatic considera-

tions. According to Clemen, Jesus did not descend into Hades to

combat and overcome the devil, as was thought by some after the

time of Origen, but to preach to the spirits that were in prison

(1 Pet. iii, 19, 20). Nevertheless this does not mean that he confined

himself, in his preaching, to those who were drowned in the

Koachian flood. They are mentioned because of their proverbial in-

terest, but the phraseology is designed really to cover and include

all those who had died prior to the descent of Christ into Hades.

Clemen is very certain that whenever this comparatively late con-

stituent of the Apostles' Creed may have been admitted to its pres-

ent position it was so admitted because of the teaching of 1 Pet. iii,

19. Jesus did not merely find his place among the dead, as do others,

but he purposely descended to their midst that he might preach to

them the same Gospel he had preached to those who were living

when he was upon the earth. And though the Peter passage does

not say so the real significance of it is that in the life after death

there is something which corresponds to our evangelistic activity

constantly going on. So Clemen thinks, and he supports his view

with the usual reasons, including the passage in Rom. x, 14. From

the standpoint, therefore, both of exegesis and dogmatics he regards

the doctrine of a continued probation in the next life a Christian

doctrine. It is, perhaps, a worthy effort, considered from the stand-

point of history, to strive to fix some meaning upon the strange and,

to most of us, "meaningless portion of the Creed which Clemen has

chosen for study. And one can but sympathize in some measure

with him in his interpretation, especially as it applies to those who

have never in this life heard the Gospel, or who, having heard it.

were so circumstanced that they could not receive its full impres-

sion. The main difiiculty is with the dogmatic presupposition that

only those who have freely accepted the Gospel of Christ can be

saved. If this be true, then our infant children who die are not

saved, but are still on probation, and, if there is the same freedom

of the will in the next life as in this, may refuse the call as so many

do here. This takes away much of the comforting power from a doc-

trine which has its chief support in the emotional nature of man-

kind.

RELir.IOUS AND KDUCATIOXAL.

Saxon Protestantism and Cremation. That burial and not cre-

mation is the custom of disposing of the bodies of the dead most in

accord with the letter of Christianity, and in some aspects with its

spirit also, none will deny. The Germans have had a serious time

with the relation the Church should sustain to the growing custom

of cremating the dead. The Saxons have at length determined that

the clergy shall take no part in the act of cremation nor give it an>
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cfHclal countenance, though they may hold services in the house of

i!:e departed, or in a mortuary chapel, under such circumstances as

will not seem to lend sanction to cremation itself. But in no case

.:. the minister to participate in any services preliminary to crema-

tion If the family of the departed themselves provided for the cre-

mation, or if the departed did it himself with a view to showing his

«itt;regard of Christian belief and custom. It is to be feared that the

Church will have to recede from this action unless it wishes to fix

c:ic more barrier between itself and certain classes of the people of

t.Mo Fatherland.

The Sultan's Gift to Gcrruan Scholars. Through the efforts of

Trofessor von Sodeu, of Berlin, the sultan has recently sent to Berlin

the literary contents of a small room within a mosque in Damascus,

liltherto sacredly guarded against outsiders. Several of the docu-

ments are quite valuable for purposes of research. There is a frag-

ment of psalm seventy-eight translated into Greek and Arabic, the

latter being written in Greek characters, so that it is possible from

it to lesirn the ancient pronunciation of the Arabic language. There

nrc some Saaiaritan fragments from the Pentateuch, valuable simply

t^-r-cause from Samaria; some fragments of the New Testament in

li.'-eek, out of the fourth and fifth, perhaps also out of the third cen-

tury; peculiar translations of parts of the Old and New Testaments

Into Palestinian Syriac, which is closely related to the language of

Jesus; pages containing old Syriac prayers, and other liturgical

l«leces, which give an idea of the old Syrian Christian worship. Also

there is a portion of the Pentateuch in Hebrew, the age of v.hich has

rot been determined; and a large fragment from a Greek father, of

which there is as yet no more definite knowledge. This is but a por-

tion of the gift; but it is sufiicient to show that it may prove very

valuable to Bible study.

The Financial Burden of Romanism in Spain. There is in

^;'aln, according to statistics recently published in the Frankfurter
y-i>tung, a total of 154,517 ecclesiastics, including cardinals, arch-

Mshops, bishops, priests, monks, and nuns, or 1 to every 117 of the

J^opulatlon. The total cost of the higher clergy is five and one
Jhlrd million francs, or about twice as much as the cost in France,

"^here the population is more than twice as large, that is, it is more
than four times as much per capita. The total amount of taxation
Jor ecclesiastical purposes is about 70,000,000 pesetas, while in

>'ranco it is about 30,000,000, showing that, comparing the popula-
tions, the ecclesiastical budget in Spain is about five times as great
ix'T capita as in France.
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SUMMARY or THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

Adoli' Harnack has made himself, of late, a conspicuous figure,

and his views a subject of much discussion. His recent writings

received attention in two articles in the Critical Review (London)
for May. Commenting on his lectures on "Monasticirm" and "The
Confessions of St. Augustine," Dr. Henry Hayman writes: "Pro-

fessor Harnack is an idealist before everything. His i ower of wing
is great, his flight bold and rapid, his contacts with terra firma com-
paratively rare. In order to sustain himself on air, he is obliged

to discard the impedimenta of the concrete, and, once rid of them,
the idea generates its ov,ti impetus; and the theori.'.ing idealist

is carried forward, like the poet's Camilla, over waving cornfields

or tossing surges without paying homage to gravitation." That is

a fair description of many other theological aeronauts who, like

Santos-Dumont in his air ship, go circling around the Eiffel Tower
of some tall theory which they have constructed, disdaining the

terra firma of facts. But gravitation takes note of such flyers, and

in due time brings them into sudden recognition of the solid

ground. Professor J. S. Banks, of Headingley College, Leeds,

notices Hermann Cremer's reply to Harnack's lectures entitled

What is Christianity? To that question the answer of Harnack is,

"Christianity has three articles, The Kingdom of God and its Com-
ing, The Fatherhood of God and the Infinite Worth of the Soul. The
Better Righteousness and the Commandment of Love." Nothing

else besides those three; and they are taken from the Synoptic

Gospels. Nothing from Paul or John, and nothing about Christ's

Deity or Atonement!! Harnack's teaching is that Christ is not the

personal object of faith ;)Christianity is merely the religion which

Jesus taught and practiced, not that which consists in the bless-

ings that follow from his Death and Resurrection. But to make
this consistent with the teaching of the Synoptic Gospels, and with

the position Jesus assumes in them, a drastic excision must be ap-

plied to the Synoptics; see Matt, xi, 28; x, 32, 33, 37. Harnack's

opinion is that [the initial mistake of the Church was in substitu-^

ting Christ and faith in Him as a person for faith in His teachings.

If so, the mistake was made by the very earliest Church, by the

men who had companied with Christ and been taught and trained

by Him; and the entire Church since has done the same. Are

Harnack's impressions more likely to be correct than Paul's or

John's, which he proposes to set aside? Some recent teachers

undertake to go behind the Synoptics. But they have no sources

of information which enable them to do this. It is pure con-

jecture, and such speculations would land us in universal historical

skepticism. Who would think of taking such liberties with Thucyd-

ides and Livy, correcting, transforming, rearranging, and cutting
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• hflr histories in pieces, according to his own whim, with no knowl-

rJgo to justify such havoc? Yet when orthodox theologians resist

Inch wanton trifling with long-accepted documentary history they

,re accused of arbitrary dogmatism. The reconstruction of re-

corded history in the interests of some novel theory incubated in

Vi^ speculative brain of a German innovator has reached the

point of ridiculousness. But, considering the sanctity and trans-

cendent importance of the subjects thus violated, the liberties taken

amount to sacrilege. These reconstructions minimize the New

Testament, reverse Christ's position and the apostles' teachings,

ami revolutionize not only the hymnology of the Church but the

tutlre faith of Christendom in relation to Christ. As the only

way to get rid of the doctrines of Incarnation and Redemption is

to get rid of the New Testament documents which teach them,

the rejecters of the heart and center of the Gospel proceed to dis-

credit and eliminate all that obstructs their rationalizing theories.

I'rnfessor Cremer sets a scientific and historical method against

(he speculative. Writing of "The Work of Jesus, or His Suffer-

ing and Death, Resurrection and Ascension," he puts the old doc-

trine into modern phrase and defends it on modern lines. Writing

of "The Miraculous Activity of Jesus," he shows that miracles are

Fimply means to spiritual ends. Incarnation, resurrection, re-

df-mption, and regeneration, are the supreme miracles. The miracles

are not solitary phenomena. A sinless Christ is as truly miracu-

lous as the Stilling of the Storm or the Feeding of the Thousands.

And, as Cremer says, we do not believe in Jesus because of the

miracles, but rather believe the miracles because of Jesus; we do

not believe in Jesus because of His Resurrection, but we believe

His Resurrection because we believe in Him and His Deity. The

Vritical Revipw characterizes as follows the Fernley Lecture for

im by Professor J. G. Tasker of Handsworth College: "We could

not name a better summary of the freshest thought on the Possi-

bility and Nature of Spiriiual Religion. Professor Tasker has

thoroughly mastered recent speculations on the subject, and from

theologians, philosophers, and poets he has gathered much valuable

material. This he sifts and criticises so deftly, and gives his own

opinions so lucidly, that even on this abstruse subject the simplest

n-^ay run and read. Professor Tasker's volume may worthily stand

f>.longside Mr. T. G. Selby's Theology of Modern Fiction or Mr.

Watklnson's Influence of Skepticism on Character in the same

teries."

In the weighty contents of the Presbyterian and Reformed J?e-

vicir for April (Philadelphia), part of which was noticed in our

iTovious issue, no article seems more cogent and timely than Pro-

f'-Ksor Edward H. Griffin's on "Belief as an Ethical Postulate." It

li'^itrhbors with The Will to Believe, by Professor William James. It
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sots forth the value of the ethical philosophy of Kant and the indi.
pensableness of the Kantian appeal to the moral personalitv but a^.oshows that this must not be pushed to the extreme of ignirin- tie
systematizing functions of the rational intelligence. The ide"- o-worth as authenticating reality, which underlies the whole argumenj
of Kant's Critique of the Practical Reason, echoes in this quotationfrom T. K. Abbott's translation: "The righteous man may say I
null that there be a God, that my existence in this world he aNo
an existence outside the chain of physical causes, and lastly thatmy duration be endless; I firmly abide by this faith, and I will not
let It be taken from me." This emphatic, almost defiant assertion
and challenge, which has Robert Browning's peremptory tone ex-
emplifies, says Professor Griffin, the doctrine of vahie-judgmeir^
It rests upon the assumption that the moral law has such supreme
value for man that it justifies any postulates needful for its real-
ization, ^'e transfer a page of this poised and proportioned article:

Kant's assertion of the ethical self was an inestimable ser^-ire Th»'
arrogance of reason easily forgets that, in the last resort, we come bark
to nonrational grounds of belief. Regress from conclusion to premises
cannot go on forever; there unist come a point where we simply «=av
This IS a final postulate, whieh cannot be substantiated bv incln-^iJa
under a more comprehensive truth." One must concede the position of
feigwart: "Tlie universal presuppositions which form the outline o^"
our Ideal of knowledge . . . are, a priori, not in the sense of ^df-
evident truths, but only in the sense of presuppositions, without whi-it
we should work with no hope of success and merely at random cud
w-hich therefore we must believe if we are in earnest in our endeavor
after knowledge. They are postulates, and akin to the ethical princi-
ples by which we are wont to determine and guide our free activities."
It IS obvious that the ultimate conditions and prerequisites of reasoning-
cannot be proved by rea.souing. The trustworthiness of our faculties
the rationality or knowubleness of the universe-profound and compre-
hensive assumptions like these are moral postulates. What Mr John
Fiske, ^speaking after the manner of Kant, says of belief in immor-
tality,^ I accept it as a final act of faith in the reasonableness of God's
work, mdicates, as most persons will agree, the ground on which, a^
a matter of fact, belief in immortality rests. It is perhaps an exaggera-
tion to say that freedom cannot be established by any process of reasoning.
or by any appeal to experience, yet none will denv that the Kantian
position has this measure of justification, that the evidence most capable
of producing conviction is that derived from the moral consciousness.
ihe greatest truths lie in a region inaccessible to logic, below the p!:v.-

of the observational and reasoning powers. This is the case wit!i
the ultimate truths of science. \Yhy is assent of the rational an!
moral nature to primary religious truths any more open to ques-
tion than the "inductive hazard" to which we are comiwlled in
our endeavor to reach the truth of nature? "The scientific agnostie."
says I rofessor Fraser. "is ready to take the inductive leap into the dark
through faith in a natural order believed to be immanent in his sen<.>
surroundings: this leap is essentially an act of faith, and not the n-.!:
of a purely logical process of reasoning emptied of all trust. Is he n"'.
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«'vo r»'<i"irecl, under pressure of moral or spiritual necessities which

•v'l.nin latent in some men, to regard as also reasonable that still deeper

ifttor-'reiniion of the universe which makes it at last the supernatural

^i«!.ift-station of supreme moral purpose'.'" An immediate affirmation

vl tlif soul, a direct unanalyzabie conviction—to this we come back at

li»\ in every Geld of knowledge.

"If e'er when faith had fall'n asleep

I heard a voice, 'Believe no more,'

And heard an ever-breaking shore

That tumbled in the Godless deep,

"A warmth within the breast would melt

The freezing reason's colder part,

And like a man in wrath the heart

Stood up and answered, 7 have felt.''"

Tjie Atlantic Monthly for June sustains its historic level of di-

v<r.-ilied excellence. "The Humanities," by Irving Babbitt, and "A

Dialogue in Hades" between Omar Khayyam and "Walt Whitman,

l/y Jean Mcllwraith, are in company with a dozen other notable

^^y.-says. From W. R. Thayer's appreciative criticism of Dinsmore's

Thi' Teachings of Dante, reviewed in our Book Notices months ago,

v,f extract the following:

'['he broad interpretation which Mr. Dinsmore gives of Dante's view

ff sin and redemption is unusually fresh because he approaches the

Ihriiic Comedif as a Calvinist. The depth of his criticism can best be

>!<')wn in two or three brief quotations: "Our modern orthodox" (that

i«, Presbyterian) "view," he says, "beginning with faith, emphasizes

fJK' redemptive grace of God, and insists that man is saved, not by what
I- does for himself, but by what God does for him and with him. . . .

^<^• measure progress by our deepening consciousness that our lives are

!^i<! with Christ in God,' and out of this sense of intimate relationship

now all Christian joy and peace and hope. Coming to Dante from the

ntiiio>i)hore of the modern pulpit, we are surprised at the utter absence

"f this feeling of the union of the soul with God during the process of

'-iivntion. . . . Another characteristic continually manifests itself. One
'-'Wiiiot fail to note how conspicuously Christ is absent from this mighty
•uatiia of salvation. His work of atonement is assumed, his deity is

fully recognized, but he himself is rather a celestial glory in the back-

Jf'ouiKl than a pervasive presence on the scene of action. In Dante
'•re is not the faintest intimation of the thought so prominent in these

'-'.vs. that Christ is Christianity. His is distinctively a gospel of a
•".^Meni, ours of a person. . . . He differs from nearly all preeminent
rri-nchcrs of righteousness in his starting point. He begins with man,
'•••'.v with God." . . .

At the outset, a casual reader might be misled by Mr. Dinsmore's
•'•uiy admiring references to Jonathan Edwards into expecting criticism
'* only parochial range; and, indeed, it is a mistake to call Edwards
"ur Turitan Dante." Edwards is now remembered chiefly for having

Kii-^tnken a demon for God, and for describing the everlasting torments
'•• h''ll with such terrific vividness that he has filled far more insane
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asylums on earth than seats of the blest in .heaven. It is time that

posterity, which has repudiated his abominable teachings, should let his

name sink into oblivion. Herod has been execrated for causing thc-

slaughter of a few hundred innocent babes ; but Edwards devoted his

talents to convince the world that an omnipotent monster has gone on
creating myriads of millions of human creatures, of whom hardly one in

every thousand is "saved," and he calls this monster, who had not
Herod's excuse, '"God," that is. Good. Let us have done with Edwards,
and cease to imagine that he is in any sense a Dante.

A notice of Hilairc Bclloc's Robespierre characterizes it as a piece

of imaginative biography produced by the modern subjective method.
The singular young Frenchman, Robespierre, dying tragically at

thirty-six, left himself one of the symbolic figures of history, and his

per-sonality has been eternalized by Carlyle's lurid epithets which
describe him moving in the smoke and flame of the Revolution, "sea-

green," "Jesuitic," and "incorruptible." Belloc says that when the

wild storm of human fury was over, men, looking back, saw that

Robespierre, though conspicuous, had lacked the quality of great

captains; "he was seen to have neither instructive human foresight

nor the sa/1 human lauahter. and there was no exile in his eyes.'''

(The?e things, which Robespierre lacked, Abraham Lincoln had.)

A frank and cool analysis of this "sea-green political Jesuit," con-

cludes with this humane note of relenting and compunction:

"I fear to have done him a wrong. Such men may be greater than

their phrases or their vain acts display them. I know that he passed

through a furnace of which our paltry time can reimagine nothing,

and 1 know that throughout this trial he affirmed—with monotonous
inefFicipucy, but still aflirmed—the fundamental truths which our dei^a-

denc-e has neglected or despised, and is even in some dens beginning to

deny. He saw God Personal, the soul immortal, man of a kind with

man, and he was in the company of those who began to free the world.

God have mercy on his soul and on each of ours who hope for better

things."

An essay by A. J. George shows us the soul of Aubrey De Yere, of

whom Sir Henry Taylor said: "His life has been a soliloquy, and

he has talked so long to himself in solitudes and -wildernesses of

thought that he often seems as if he understood no other audience.

Still his poems must make themselves felt across whatever gulf

or chasm." De Vere, speaking of the dangerous though absurd

paganism of some modern literature, wrote:

It belongs to that corrupted civilization which uses against Chris-

tianity those intellectual and imaginative gifts, as well as that social ami

scientific progress, which have been the gift of Christianity. Human
nature, even in periods usually branded as barbaric, has qualities that

reveal sympathy with the divine: it has ardent affections, simple refine-

ment, singleness of ain). a noble self-sacrifice, and the unblunted sensi-

bilities of love and reverence, without which the highest revealed truths

cease to have a meaning. The heroic in its loftiest inanifestalions
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trt-trhcs forth its har.ds to the spiritual ; its very deficiencies are a confes-

- •!! that it must needs be supplemented by a something higher than itself.

IV Vore expressed his idea of the function of great poetry in a letter

t :•.'.!?:

I'ootrv which unites the manly and thoughtful, and both with the

fr.i'vful. serves as a very special antidote to that which tends but to

»t!:!tify the intellect and make the imagination effeminate while it rather

hnrd.'ijs the heart than makes it tender. To direct the attention of

r-ii'lers, especially of young readers, both in America and England to

ih,- claims of high iioetry is a noble work. In both countries there is a

sr.-at battle going on between the two classes of literature the influence

of which for good or for evil is already immense, and every day is be-

...liiiiig greater and greater. There is no calculating the power for good

li.nr belongs to those books whicii develop the spiritual as well as the

fli^'ious and the reasonable in our being, or the mischief done by what

.:,.its the taste which feeds on garbage, whether in the form of the

i-'T.sual or of the merely conventional.

!n De Vere's poem, "Csedmon the Cowherd," primitive instincts

.Mid the mild pastoral atmosphere are presented with the charm of

>!;)dness, repose, and emotional beauty. When the humble cow-

herd, declining to sing when the harp was passed to him at the

feast, was taunted with being dull and slow like his oxen, he strode

:,v.-ay, meek yet displeased, to his cowhouse in the mead to find

tliere more comfort and suavity than in rough jeering human com-

r;iny. Hearing his step approaching, the friendly kine

Turned round their horned fronts ; and angry thoughts

Went from him as a vapor. Straw he brought,

And strewed their beds ; and thej-, contented well,

Laid down ere long their great bulks, breathing deep

Amid the glimmering moonlight. He with head

Propped on a favorite heifer's snowy flank,

Rested, his deerskin o'er him drawn. Hard days

Bring slumber soon. His latest thought was this

:

"Though witless things we are, my kine and I,

Yet God it was who made us."

J>t. Patrick is made to say to Ireland:

Happy isle, bo true '. Lamp of the North I

My race, my realm, my great inheritance.

To lesser nations leave inferior crowns ;

Speak ye the thing that is ; be just, be kind ;

Live ye God's Truth, and in its strength be free \

V.'hon Becket, facing martyrdom, waits in patience for whatever

C.oa has in store, John of Salisbury praises him thus:

He thought of God; he loved Him; in himself

Saw nothing great or wi.^e—simply a servant.
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BOOK NOTICES.

RELIGIOX, THEOLOGY, AND EILLICAL LITERATURE.

The Blind Spot. By W. L. Watkin'sox, D.D. Crown 8vo, pi>. 278. New York
aud Cliicago : Fitiniug H. Kevell Company. Price, cloth, SI.

A volume of eighteen sermons, the first giving its title to the book,

by one of the most gifted and brilliant of present-day preachers.

Deep, tender evangelic zeal and courageous intellectual honesty

blend in him. The fine workmanship of a master in Israel shows

in his sermons. The sheen of beauty is upon his lustrous style,

the gleam of genius is in the working of his brain, and the glow

of Gospel fervor warms the whole. Those who heard Dr. ^Vatkinson

in this country in ISOG, when he brought the official greetings of the

British Wesleyans to the Methodist Episcopal Church, need not be

urged to come to the feast which is spread in this volume. Over-

brimming with literary riches, which he uses with exquisite taste

for the illustration of truth and the illumination of life; familiar

with nature's laboratory, whence he draws numerous charming

hints and emblems; handling his keen aud polished mental imple-

ments with consummate skill and grace, he is a master of

spiritual appeal, spiritual stimulation, and spiritualizing effects.

Every one of those sermons may be studied as in some sense a model.

The one from the text, "They are white already to harvest," is a

fair sample. The ripeness of all the world for the highest blessing

is the lesson. Its urgency is that we go at once to our reaping in

every field with brave hearts, strong hands, and keen sickles. We
do not have to create a religious sense in men; ;t is there already.

they are able to comprehend the Gospel and to appropriate its

grace. In all men are unsatisfied longings that need God. Why do

we doubt and defer? Humanity is prepared by its capacities and its

needs. Our Lord's rebuke is true as to the Young. We think the

children must wait and be let alone. We distrust early religious

blossomings as premature. V\''e say that they are too young to

understand. The field is green; harvest time is far in the future.

But we may underestimate the religious capacity of children.

Without understanding theology they may be truly religious. With-

out knowing entomology they can admire a butterfly; without botany

they can love daisies; though ignorant of optics, their hearts leap

up when they behold a rainbow in the sky. "White Already" is the

condition of the Masses. Take those who are ign'orant. They muft

be educated, we say, before they can appreciate high spiritual

truths. But how was it when Wyclif appealed to the serfs of

Leicestershire; when Luther preached to the peasantry of Germany:

when Wesley exhorted the colliers of Kingswood and the miners
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cf Cornwall? Without knowing arithmetic illiterate men and
women can feel the worth of the soul; v/ithout understanding the
rause of lightning they can cower under the wrath of 'God which
thunders over the children of disobedience; without knowing
grammar they can recognize the voice and understand the language
of tlie Lord; without aesthetic culture they can admire the beauty
of holiness. The rudest have sometimes rich spiritual sensibilities,

waiting to be touched and thrilled. Take those who are worldly,
rubmcrged in the secular, apparently destitute of religious solici-

tude or susceptibility. Yet the spirit of God is at work under the
thick clay of these carnal souls, as the springtide is working under
ilic verdureless fields of March. Compunctions, misgivings, appre-
hf^nsions, self-disgusts, world-satieties, make their inmost life a
ui.-.satisfaction and a secret distress. Their state is one of ripeness
for the reapers who haiivest souls for the garners of Heaven. Take
.•^uch as are vicious. Far enough they seem from the kingdom of
(!ofl! But Christ readily found a responsive chord in publicans and
harlots. The guiltiest are prepared to feel the force of truths
which reprove and convict. When their sins are scarlet they are
white for the harvest. Souls in extremity, on the very verge of
hfU, are ready to welcome the Rescuer. Wheii John Wesley found
at Xeweastle-on-Tyne the most shocking wickedness he had ever
seen he wrote in his Journal.. "Surely this place is ripe for the
Master." A certain desperate character once spent the day drink-
ing and fighting; at night he lay drunk in a hovel; a thunder-
storm woke the dirty, bloody, muddled man. To his miserable,
j^uilty soul, the thunder seemed the awful voice of God; he prayed;
liC vowed to leave his sins and live a better life; for forty years he
lived it. That filthy, bleeding wretch was ripe to be gathered in,

find Heaven used the lightning for a sickle. The Lord of the Harvest
I'ids us go to multitudes like this poor drunkard. He says such
ht-lds are ripe. Jerry McAuley found them so, and has gone home
v.'ith his sheaves. Take the skeptical. They seem out of reach.
^\'hat do they need? Argument? Not so much as v/e think. Under
f''!s skepticism is an aching heart, a religious nature which doubts
'iis doubts, a conscience which outargues him. He has to live, he has
t''> die; infidelity is pitiably, contemptibly impotent and bankrupt
'"T both. Adam Smith wrote as if he believed there was a Scotch-
Ji'-in inside every man. Inside every skeptic is a man, with all the
^-oral and spiritual needs of human nature; a soul homeless and
'•'i<-'ndless until he seeks the Father's House. Take the savages.
^'< hat is the use of sending lofty spiritual truths to ferocious canni-
^Is? "Civilize the degraded heathen first, and then teach them the

^o.epel." "Commerce is the best missionary." No! Let John G.
•^uton tell the miraculous story of the New Hebrides. Read the his-
>ory of cannibal Fiji made Christian by the supernatural wizardry
'•" ibe Gospel's touch, transforming and refining brutish men. The
•'Ids of heathen barbarism are "white already." Thrust in the mis-
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sionary sickle, O Church of the world-wide Evangel! The Samari-

tans, whom the Jews thought unripe for the Truth, are typical of

the great pagan nations of to-day. They had their temples, scrip-

tures, rites, festivals, as India and China have; their religion was a

strange jumble of truth and error, spirituality and necromancy, as

is the religion of the Chinese, Japanese, and Hindus. Yet to the

eye of Jesus the Samaritans were a field white for reaping. So are

the teeming millions of Africa, India, Korea, China, and all heathen-

dom. In South Africa a gray-haired, shriveled old black woman said

in a class meeting, "My soul is a thing which I cannot fathom, but

my heart is bleeding for God." The New Testament represents the

Church as a reaper, not a sower; Christ is the sower. His spirit

plants living germs of conviction in human hearts; and the Church

is to follow, reaping w^here it has not sown; wherever it goes, the

Spirit is there before it, preparing the hearts of men, and ripening

the grain for harvest. O Church of Jesus, go to the youngest child,

the most illiterate peasant, the most abandoned criminal, the foul-

est slums, the most benighted heathen, and expect to find readiness

and ripeness. God is waiting and wondering, while the harvest

spoils and goes to waste through our unbelief, procrastination, and

sluggishness. Dr. "NVatkinson's preaching abounds in fresh and ex-

quisite illustrations, and also in literary quotation and allusion:

"What a faith we often discover in the possibilities of our nature,

what an appetite for glory! Some years ago a poor woman died and

was carried to her grave from a very lowly home, but her children

issued a funeral card and put on it this startling passage: 'And

a great sign was seen in heaven; a woman arrayed with the sun,

and the moon under her feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve

stars.' The exegete would, of course, ridicule this personal appli-

cation of the passage, and declare that its magnificent symbols stand

for some large cosmical truth; but at bottom the mourners were

right, as was the mother of Zebedee's children when she covetod

dazzling destinies for her sons. The children had a mighty faith

in the possibilities of their mother—they felt that she was great

enough to have the sun for her robe, the moon for her footstool,

with Orion, Venus, Sirius, Arcturus, and Aldebaran for the stars

of her forehead. The most magnificent things of the Apocalypso

do not surprise us; we have an instinct for greatness. 'It doth not

yet appear what we shall be.' " "During his last days Yerlaino,

the brilliant French poet, occupied himself with daubing the squalid

furniture of his squalid rooms with gold paint. The poor fellow?

reason was gone, and it pleased his disordered fancy to reckon th«'

worthless furniture of his miserable lodging as the golden garniture

of palaces. So the worldly mind, drugged with the opium of vanity

and passion, looks upon base, vulgar, ugly, and ruinous things a--^

altogether beautiful and precious. But Verlaine's yellow furniture

would not sell for gold; and the day comes when those who havi'

lived godless lives will awake to the vanity of those paltry ai^'-
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rniicJy things for which they gave and suffered so much." "Once

that brilliant but vain and silly girl, Marie Bashkirtseff, wrote in

l.or diary, 'It is the New Year. At the theater, precisely at mid-

uii^ht, watch in hand, I wished my wish in a single intoxicating

v.ord. Fame!'" "The saint wallvs by faith, not by sight. Look at

Siephen. He is surrounded by an infuriated multitude. One would

s.iv that he saw only a persecuting mob But hearken, 'He, being

:iill of the Holy Ghost, looked up steadfastly into heaven, and saw

iho glory of God and Jesu^ standing at the right hand of God.' To
\ho carnal eye John at -'Patmos had for environment a gloomy

island, a lonely sea, a few unfriendly soldiers; but John really knew
liule of all this, for a celestial universe unfolded above him, and

J-.i.s island was filled with strange music, peopled with angelic

^Lapes, and blossoming with unwithering roses. To the carnal eye

.John Bunyan dv/elt within the narrow walls of Bedford jail with

only coarse and painful things to contemplate and suffer; but he

.hvf'lt in the Palace Beautiful, climbed the hill Beulah, heard golden

trumpets, saw the city of gems and crystal lighted with the glory

cf God. To the carnal eye Charles \Vesley at Devizes was the center

of a tumultuous and threatening rabble; but listen to the hymn he

taUfe', and you understand what was the environment of his soul:

Lo I to faith's onlightened sight

All the mountain flames with light

;

Hell is nigh, but God is nigher.

Circling us with hosts of Cre.

The uplifted soul lives in the heavenlies, hears angels sing, walks
amid flowers, breathes an ampler air, tastes the power of the world
to come." Somebody contended that Jesus was effeminate, and
Vv'endell Phillips answered: "Look at the men who have learned of

Him most closely—at Paul, and Luther, and Wesley. Were they

ffferainate? Yet these disciples were but faint reflections of their

-'iaster. The Character from which came the force which has
l-'^on battling ever since with wrong and falsehood was nothing less

tlian masculine. Sentiment is the toughest thing in the world

—

nothing else is iron." Preaching on Sanctification, Dr. Watkinson
'<iys: "Despite Kenan, the glorious day comes when men will do

hitter penance for having given their brother an angry look; when
tJipy will condemn their soul to the treadmill for having put the

^Ir strawberry on the top; when they will rather don the cast-off

!"''-g3 of the leper than wear purple stained with a workman's blood
'^r a sempstress's tear; when the ledger, the ink pot, the plow, the

'ooni, all vessels and tools of industry, all instruments of science

•'hall be as the vessels of the altar." "J. A. Symonds said, 'One such
<li!;<overy in the field of morals as Newton's law of gravitation

"^ould advance us ages forward.' But no such discovery remains to
^''- made. When Paul exulted, 'The love of Christ constraincth us,'

43
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he had made the grand discovery of which Symonds was blindly

dreaming. The love of God in Christ is in morals what the law of

gravitation is in nature."

Encyclorxxdia Bihlica. A Critical Dictionary of the Literary, rolitical, aud Ke-

ligious History, the Archa-ology, Geography, aud Natural History o£ the Bible.

Edited by the'nev. T. K. Chkvne, M.A., D.D., Oriel Professor of the luterpre-

tation of Holy Scripture at Oxford aud formerly Fellow of Balliul College, Caiiou

of Kochester, and J. Sutheki.axd Black, M.A., LL.D., formerly Assistant

Editor of the Encyclopa-dla Britannica. Volume III, L to P, beginning viih

column 26.S9 and concluding with column 398S (two columns on each page). Xew

York: The Macniillan Company. Price, §5. To be completed iu four volumes.

We have already reviewed the first two volumes of this new

Bible dictionary at considerable length (Methodist Review, March-

April, 1902, pp. 31S-323), and have there abundantly set forth our

view of the work as a whole. There is therefore less need that

we discuss the present volume at length, though sortie general

observations and special notes upon separate articles may be of value.

The chief editor's hand still continues to dominate everything in

the third volume as it had done in the first two, and his rapid pro-

gress in more and more advanced criticism is perhaps even more

evidenced. Instances of this astonishing progressiveness abound

on every side. When Cheyne published his Bamptou lectures on

the Psalter in 18S9 there were some who supposed that Cheyne could

never go beyond the point reached therein, either in literary or

textual criticism, but they little understood the ingenuity and the

passion for novelty which possesses some great scholars. In every

respect the latter part of this article on the book of Psalms goes

far beyond the Bampton lectures. In the emendation, the subjective

radical emendation, of the text Cheyne has so far outstripped all

competitors that even Duhm seems conservative. Let us give a

brief specimen of the result of his emendations, placing by the side

of his translation of the same passage from the Revised Version

(Psa. Ixxii)

:

CuETNE. Revised Version.

5 He shall crush the folk of Cusham, 5 They shall fear thee while the £un

And destroy the race of Jcrahmeel •, endureth,

And so long as the moon, through-

out all generations.

C He shall bring down Maacath aud 6 He shall come down like rain upon

Amalck, the mown grass :

Those of Rehoboth and of Zarephath. As showers that water the earth.

9 Before him those of Cush shall bend 9 They that dwell in the wilderue.^s

the knee, shall bow before him ;

The Arabians shall Uck the dust

;

And his enemies shall lick the dust.

10 The Ishmaelites shall bring gifts, 10 The kings of Tarshish and of the

Those of Sheba shall offer gold. isles shall bring presents :

The kings of Sheba and Scba shii'.'

offer gifts.

The reader may be puzzled to understand how it should be possibl'-

to change so completely the appearance of a well-known passage, and
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jiteds perhaps to be reminded that all things are possible to a maa
who will deliberately rewrite the Hebrew text. Such extremes of

(.yiijcctural emendation have never before been practiced by a

Hebrew scholar, and we have no fear that they will ever meet with

general acceptance among authorities upon the subject. The word

Jt-ruhmeel in verse 5 above leads us to speak briefly of the in-

r.uences of an historical hypothesis upon Professor Cheyne's mind.

Jvrabmeel as the name of Caleb's brother occurs eight times in the

H'ceived Hebrew text, and the word Jerahmeelites twice. Neither

JiTiilimeel nor the clan named for him is represented in the histor-

hal memories or traditions of the Hebrew people as playing any

significant or important role. In some way, unknown to the present

writer, Cheyne conceived a very high opinion of the Jerahmeelites.

The article on Jerahmeel in volume ii of the E7icyclop(rdia is by

Stanley A. Cook, of Caius College, Cambridge, to which Cheyne has

added a long paragraph beginning v/ith these words: "If the sug-

Kf'stlons made in this and certain other articles with regard to

Kiispected corruptions of text in M T [Masoretic Text] and in G-

ISeptuagint] are accepted, the Jerahmeelites were a much more im-

portant tribe or perhaps collection of tribes, than we have imagined.

Under all sorts of disguises, it has been suspected, the name meets

v,8 again and again, both in narratives and in genealogies. . . . The
following is a list, probably incomplete, of 0. T. names which may
Lave been corrupted from Jerahmeel." Here follows a list of four-

teen names, such as Addar, Amalek, Carmel, Ram, Raham. The
correction of these into Jerahmeel in some instances involves a

positive rew^riting of the history, without one shadow of a proof to

i/apport the conjecture, such, for example, as the making of Joash

a Jerahmeelite. In the third volume the conjecture is carried still

farther, as, for example, in the article on Prophetic Literature (col.

3S07), where we are told that "The Jerahmeelite theory has also a

fp<^cial bearing ou Isa. xxiv-xxvii, on the additions to the book of

.^.Hcah, on Joel, on Obadiah, and on both parts of the composite book
(•f Zachariah; also on the story of Jonah, and on the book of Jere-

iiiiah." This must be characterized as absurd because utterly

unfounded. That way madness lies; it is the insanity of schol-

fsrshlp. The articles on the New Testament apparently grow
li'iore advanced with each succeeding volume of the Encyclo-

}"T(Ua, and one wonders how the claim to be Christian in any
^''•nse of that historic word can be made for the direction of the

"^'•'ork. Hermann Usener, the distinguished Bonn professor who has

^'>Titten the article on Nativity, brushes the age-long doctrine of the

Church aside in these words: "It is possible to regard the divine be-

P'tting as a carrying back, in point of time, of the view of the

l-'-I'tism-miracle which we find in Luke. There is something en-

i^rcly new, however, in addition—that he was conceived and born
of a virgin. Here we unquestionably enter the circle of pagan ideas.

^-''Qu the Church fathers were unable to shut their eyes to this. The
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idea is quite foreign to Judaism, whilst for Grceco-Roman antiquitj-
it continued in full activity till after the Augustan age. . . . The
efforts which have been made to disprove the unwelcome intrusion
of heathen mythology into the substance of the gospels have been
ineffectual." Among the contributors there appears a new name
Professor W. C. van Manen, of Leyden, who has written part of the
article on Paul, and also the articles on Old Christian Literature, on
the Epistles to Philemon and to the Philippians. As was to be'ex-
pected he denies the Pauline authorship both of Philemon and of
Philippians. This seems, however, a comparatively small matter
when we read the following from the article on Paul (col. 362.5):
"With respect to the canonical Pauline epistles, the later criticism
here under consideration has learned to recognize that they ar-
none of them by Paul; neither fourteen, nor thirteen, nor nine or
ten, nor seven or eight, nor yet even the four so long 'universally
regarded as unassailable.' They are all, without distinction,
pseudepigrapha (this, of course, not implying the least depreciaiiou
of their contents)." The gospels are gone, as volume ii assures us,
and now the epistles disappear in volume iii. What, one may sadly
ask, remains to be demolished in volume iv? It were well if the
whole of this encyclopedia were as bad as its worst; then it coul i

do little harm, for it would be cast out. But the volumes contain
some articles of merit. We have only space to mention a few title?.

with the author's name. First of all we name the long article on
Palestine, written by the late lamented Professor Albert Socin, of
Leipzig; H. H. \N. Pearsons, of Kew Gardens; A. E. Shipley,' of
Christ's College, Cambridge; and W. Max Miillcr, of Philadelphia.
The part written by Socin is worthy of his great reputation, and the
long paragraph by Professor Miiller is illuminating and valuable.
The article on Phcenicia, by Professor Edward Meyer, of Halle, is

long, able, and discriminating, and supplants everything else on
the subject in English. Then there are remarkable articles on
Moab by Professors G. A. Smith and T. K. Cheyne, and on Mesha
by Professor Driver. The general estimate expressed in our previous
notice of volumes i and ii is still held by us, and is confirmed and
intensified by this latest volume. The Encyclopirdia BibUca ii

revolutionary in theology and positively menacing in its attack?
upon the very citadel of the faith. In many of its articles it uses
learning recklessly or viciously, as if with a desire to undermine
and overthrow the Christian religion. This mania for destructio:i
will pass by, its methods will be discarded, its subjective criticism
and conjectural history will be discredited, its skepticism will go into

the limbo of abandoned fads. "If the permanency of Scripture itsel:

is a marvel, no less marvelous is the romance of biblical criticisi:;.

We call it romance because there has been no theory too wild t.i

be fastened on the Bible, no view too absurd to be connected witii

its chronicles. The rise and decline of romancing schools of criti-

cism has been constant. Each claimed to have discovered a secret:
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c.-nh prided itself on its scholarship; each claimed to be based on

tiu- latest discoveries; and lo! each passed away with all its

i.orfltiveness and supposed erudition, while the Bible remains uxi-

harmed." The following familiar verses are in place here:

Last eve I paused beside a blacksmith's door,

And hc-aid the anvil ring the vesper chime;

Then, looking in, I saw upon the floor

Old hatuiuers worn with beariug years of time.

"How many anvils have you had?" said I,

"To wear and batter all these hammers so?"

"Just one," said he ; then said with twinkling eye,

"The anvil wears the hammers out, you know."

Tht EvanoeUzation of the World in This Gcneraiion. By JoHX E. MOTT. V2mo,

in.. 2-40. New York : Student Yoluuieer Movement for Foreign Missions. Frice,

clotli, SI.

In all parts of Protestant Christendom there is to-day an unprec-

ff'.pnted development of missionary zeal and activity among young

riion and young women, and the most marked manifestation of this

ardent interest in the world-wide extension of Christ's kingdom is

in schools and colleges. The Student Volunteer Movement for For-

eign Missions took its rise at a conference of American and Cana-

dian students in 1SS6, and now has an organized form in all Protes-

tant countries. There are over fourteen hundred separate organi-

rallous, with a total membership of nearly sixty-five thousand

Kudents and professors. By this great movement thousands of

f-tudents have been united in the sublime purpose of enthroning

Christ as King among all nations and races of men, and the reality

of their consecration is proved by the fact that during the past ten

years over two thousand of them have gone out from North Amer-

i'-a and Europe, from the seminaries, colleges, and universities

vhich educated them and fostered their sublime purpose, to work

in non-Christian lands under the regular missionary societies of the

Churches. Many educational institutions are becoming strongholds

ar.d propagating centers for aggressive Christianity. The watch-

word of this inspired and inspiring movement among students is

tho title of the sober, reasonable, stimulating, and thrilling book

^'^fore us. This is the only watchword worthy of the Church or

J'^ceptable to the great Head of the Church, and that it has taken a

powerful hold on educated youth, the coming leaders of thought, is

tonvincingly shown in Mr. Mott's earnest and stirring pages. The

fact is that Pentecostal power has in the last fifteen years fallen

•ipon Christian schools, spreading from institution to institution

^nd from land to land, and filling the hearts of young men and

-omen with a longing to make all nations of men hear the message

*>? Pentecost, each in his own tongue, wherein he was born. All

ihf-se student movements have arisen during the present generation.
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The one thing lacking is the money to send out these student volun-

teers and sustain them in the foreign field. These consecrated young

people cannot furnish that. They lay their lives on the altar of mis-

sions; the Churches must lay their money alongside these living

sacrifices on the same altar, or the devotion of glowing young hearts

will be frustrated in its purpose and denied its opportunity. The
volunteers may then look reproachfully upon the Church which

taught them their duty, but which now ignores or repudiates its

duty, and they may say to its members in surprise and disappoint-

ment, "I would, but ye would not." That is what our Saviour has

long been saying to a delinquent, apathetic, and disobedient Church.

To proceed at once to evangelize the whole world is the divine com-

mandment to all Christians. Archbishop Whately long ago said,

"If our religion is not true we ought to change it; if it is true

we are bound to propagate it." We are sinners needing . orgiveness,

and not saints worthy of acceptance, unless we are responding to

the command of our Master, the Captain of Salvation, to preach His

Gospel at once in all the ends of the earth. The Church is being

educated to know its duty. The increasing diffusion of missionary

literature is carrying enlightenment and awakening. A mighty

quickening of spiritual life and power must come upon the Churches

before they will rise to their vast and practicable opportunity. The

missionary impulse, both for going and for giving, can be communi-

cated and stimulated in the various young people's societies which

have arisen within twenty years. In North America alone the Ep-

worth League, the Society of Christian Endeavor, the Baptist Young
People's Union, the Brotherhood of Andrew and Philip, the Young
People's Christian Union, the Westminster League, the Luther

League, and kindred associations have nearly one hundred thousand

local societies, and a total membership of fully five and a half mil-

lions—a great army, equal to the entire population of Canada or

Holland or Sweden. If the members of these societies form the

proper habits of giving, praying, and working for missions, there

will soon be a great increase in the funds at command for support-

ing and extending foreign missions. The Sunday school is an unde-

veloped missionary resource. In 1900 the number of children in

Protestant Sunday schools exceeded twenty-two millions. If they

were trained to give an average of two cents a week per member,

the result would be an amount greater than the total present con-

tribution of Christendom to missionary work. Some churches arf"

alive and full of pentecostal zeal. Rev. Hubert Brooke told in 1S99

of a church in England having three hundred communicants which

within a decade has had thirty-tv.-o of its members (more than one

in ten) volunteer for foreign missionary service, of whom twenty

have already gone to the field and others are being educated for it.

The lives of great missionaries, more romantic and thrilling sonic-

times than any novel, should be put into Sunday school librarie?.

No student should be counted worthy of admission to the ministry
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who has not acquired a -world-wide horizon, and caught the real mis-

elciiary spirit, which is simply the spirit of Christ. Every pastor

tfioiild look upon his church as a force to be wielded for the evan-

y'.-llzation of the v.'orld. Chairs of Missions should be established in

thi-ological seminaries, and filled only by men possessing both scien-

lirtc attainments and a deep and fiery passion for world-evangeliza-

tion. Mr. Mott's matter-of-fact book should be circulated among the

r.fnnbers of the churches in the hope that they may adopt as their

motto the watchword of the Student Volunteers, "The Evangeliza-

(icii of the World in This Generation." Many of the students testify

vhal that motto has done for them. A graduate of Oxford Univer-

I'lty. England, writes: "The Watchword has, I think, been the

f-trongest call to consecration that has ever come to me. It does

:ioi make upon us any demands which are not to be found in the

luvo and requirements of Jesus Christ. But it presents the ideal in

fuch definite and practical form as to recall us from supposing that

•Rc are what we might be or are doing what we ought to do. We
c.innot reflect upon it without being startled and shamed from our

apathy." A recent graduate of Harvard writes: "The Watchword,
"The Evangelization of the World in This Generation,' has helped

mo to understand my own duty and that of the Church. In many
v.ays it is like the divine command, 'Be ye perfect.' Once having

li'.arj its uncompromising imperative, one can never be satisfied

wiih a narrower view of the work set for earnest men to do. It

riuhers into a sentence the duty of all the ages, bids us remember
ih?' uttermost as well as the nearest parts of the earth, and gives

r';newed zeal in view of the urgent need and immense opportunity

U portrays." A Yale man writes: "This Watchword makes me feel

f-ivself a part of the great army of young missionaries who are

"•orking for a common end under a common Master. It lifts one out

of a lack of expectation, leads us to expect and attempt great things,

find helps us to lay hold on the reality of the plan and power of

C.<>d." An Edinburgh medical graduate writes: "The Watchword has

I>'U into my life an urgency which was not there before. It has sup-

I'!i"d a concrete aim which has been operative in thought and
fulion. It has sers'ed as a valuable point of appeal to others

—

arousing attention, stimulating investigation and discussion, and

•spelling to prayer, and Bible study, and self-denial." In the

*;'irit of the Student Volunteer movement, and at its call, some of

he very flower of our educated youth have gone forth to evangelize

5 bo world. So went Cortland Van Rensselaer Hodge, of Princeton

'"nlverslty, and Bonnie Sinclair, of Bryn Mawr College, to labor at

I'aoUng-fu, and to die as martyrs at the hands of Chinese Boxers.
^o wont, not long ago, from halls of Christian learning and a home
'^ culture in New York city, the oldest son and the oldest daughter
^'^ ciission work in China, leaving behind alluring possibilities and
iTo.^iiccts here and all the dear associations of their fair young lives,

-"unting everything as dross if they might v.-in the prize of the high
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calling of missionaries of Christ Jesus who loved them and gave
himself for them. The only way in which the Church can prove
itself worthy of such sons and daughters is by putting its money
on the altar and furnishing funds to send the multitude of others
like them who are ready and waiting.

Apostolic Optimum.. By J. JI. Jowett, JI.A. Crown Svo, pp. 2TT. Xew Yor'-

•

A. C. Armstroui; & Son. Price, clotli, $l..50.
""

The popularity of this volume of English sermons has run
through three editions. It grips and holds. The title-sermon, from
the text, "Rejoicing in Hope," finds the secret of Paul's incorrigible
optimism in three things—in his sense of the reality of redemption
his wealthy consciousness of present resources, and his impressive'
sense of the reality of the future glory. Touching the last of the'^e
this preacher thinks Baxter was sustained under pains, perse-
cutions, and imprisonment, by such contemplations as he com-
mended to others, thus: "Run familiarly through the streets of
the heavenly Jerusalem; visit the patriarchs and prophets, salute
the apostles, and admire the armies of martyrs; lead on the heart
from street to street, bring it into the palace of the great King-
lead it, as it were, from chamber to chamber. Say to it, 'Here musr
I lodge, here must I praise, here must I love and be' loved. Mv
tears will then be wiped away, my groans be turned to another tune
my cottage of clay be changed for this palace, my prison rags for
these splendid robes, for the former things will be passed awav '

-

A good example of the apt use of Scripture for a purpose is in'thr-
sermon preached at the inauguration of the Wesleyan Twentieth
Century Fund movement, from the text, "0 death, where is thv
sting? grave, where is thy victory? . . . Thanks be to God, who
giveth us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ! . . . Now
conceruing the collection." There is no incongruity, no jar in the
transition from the shout of triumph to the taking of the collection.
The use of spiritual joy is to fit us for duty and sacrifice. The
fifteenth chapter of First Corinthians is the wide region of sprines
and fountains; the sixteenth opens with "the collection" which is

the fertilizing stream which has been filled from the springs which
rise among the high hills of the glorious Gospel of the happv God.
The fountains of Christian benevolence lie in the cleft of the Rock
of Ages, in the recesses of redeeming Love. The Resurrection
stands to the collection as cause to effect. The cardinal weakness
of Robert Elsmere was that he erased chapter fifteenth and began
with chapter sixteenth. He denied the Resurrection and all the
heartening truths which go with it; and out of the drv emptiness
of negation he sought to educe a river of benevolent energy for the
relief and enrichment of mankind. His mill wheel was without
water power. He had gathered no head of water from the uplands
of^he supernatural truths of Christianity. Methodism's power has

- from the lofty realities of atonement and resurrection. Metho-come

\
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Ism's voluminous stream of religious activity was born in Alders-

piue Street one evening when a man with an open and craving

heart sat listening to the reading of Luther's preface to the Epistle

10 the Romans. Now, watch the stream flow and enlarge. Mark

a significant succession of dates. Wesley began his ministry in

ITL'O, labored sixty-five years, and died in 1791. In 1792 the

li.tptist Missionary Society was founded; in 1795 the London
Missionary Society; in 1799 the Church Missionary Society;

live years later the British Bible Society. After John Wesley

come John Howard, and Robert Raikes, and Thomas Clarkson, and

Granville Sharp, and William WiJberforce, and William Carey.

From the high hill-country of the Evangelical revival flowed this

vnst brimming river of beneficent and sacrificing energy. Begin

with the collection and you have no momentum to carry you through.

I'rcach on redemption and resurrection till the sense of victory

surges in the soul and the shout of thanksgiving rises to the lips,

ftnd tJieii take the collection. Leaving the other sermons, we notice

an address delivered before the Free Church Congress at Cardiff, in

March, 1901, on "The Secrets of Effective Preaching." Behind the

one word "preacher" the New Testament has half a dozen original

words, each with its own distinctive suggestion. According to

those words, the preacher is a Herald, a public crier, a man with

an imperial edict to be proclaimed; an Evangelist, with a message

which is almost a song, the speech of a wooer, sweet with tender-

rif>ss; a Logician, strenuously reasoning men to necessary con-

chisions and decisions; a Conversationalist, engaging in familiar

fireside or wayside speech with his fellow-men. Such are the colors

given to the office of a Preacher by the Greek original. The ideal

niiuister of the Gospel is a royal ambassador, a tender wooer, an
acute and cogent logician, and a sympathetic friend. So says

Mr. Jowett, and then proceeds to suggest and amplify upon some
elements necessary for eflicient preaching: 1. A realization of the

horrors of the bondage to sin from, which we seek to deliver men.

-. A spirit of sensitive sympathy. 3. The wooing note. (On this he

tays: "Every great preacher is a wooer. Thunder and lightning

way startle and terrify, but do not win. In the Old Testament we
might expect the wooing not to be absent. Amos is severe in speech,

siorn iu expostulation, multiplying denunciations; yet even Amos
fiometimes stops thundering and begins to woo. As for Hosea, he
<s a wooer from first to last. Isaiah, at the end of a chapter full

t*' denunciation, softens into 'Comfort ye, comfort ye my people.'

Not only in the Old Testament, but all through the Bible, is this

'•^nder wooing note." Mr. Jowett himself has resolved that his

I>!«>aching shall have more of the constraining power of love en-

ticing men by sweet persuasiveness. Jesus, Lover of my soul, I am
lover of men's souls!) 4. The New Testament emphasis must be
Jn our preaching. That emphasis is from the Cross of the Crucified

'-^Jd. The source of motive, the ground of certitude, the seat of
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authority, are theie, on Calvary where, above the red, wet, slippery
rocks. One cries, "It is finished!" David Brainerd, speaking of
his preaching among the Indians, said: "I never got away from
Jesus, and Him crucified; and I found that when my people were
gripped by this great evangelical doctrine of Christ I had no need
to give them instructions about morality. One followed as the in-

evitable fruit of the other. My Indians begin to put on the garments
of holiness, and their common life begins to be sanctified even in

trifles when they are possessed by the doctrine of Christ crucified."

PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE, AND GENERAL LITERATUEE.

Democracy and Social Ethics. By Jane Adoajis. 12nio, pi>. 281. New York:
The Maciiiillan Company. Price, cloth, sl...'5.

Jane Addams ranks with Florence Nightingale and Clara Barton
in personal force and in self-sacrificing devotion to the mitigation
of human misery, while in intellectual ability, culture, and equip-

ment she is superior to both of them. Edwin D. Mead recently said

at Lake Mohouk that "The rising generation ought to be taught
that a gun is not the highest symbol of patriotism; that men and
women like Jane Addams, jMayor Low, Dr. Hale, and others who
are fighting the evils of political corruption, social injustice, in-

temperance, and civic wrong are as truly heroic and worthy of

praise as those who do battle with gun and sword." Among the

"others who are fighting" and have fought such evils, and have
proved themselves brave, capable, incorruptible, and patient serv-

ants of human needs, should be named Theodore Roosevelt, Colonel
Waring, Jacob Riis, Leonard Wood, Judge Taft, and Booker T.

Washington. For more than twelve years Miss Addams has lived
in Hull House, in one of the poorest wards of Chicago, holding her
ej-es, brain, conscience, and heart close against the facts which
furnish the basis for the discussions of this book. She is no academic
doctrinaire. A university professor, being asked by a stranger what
his department was, answered, "It is my business to look as wise
as possible from the chair of Political ?::conomy." Jane Addams
makes no effort to "look wise;" concerning the things of which she
w-rites she simply knows, as a pilot knows the channels and the
rocks and the harbor lights. A German critic with his Bible open
at the twenty-fifth chapter of Matthew calls us to notice that the one
test which the most authoritative portrayal of the final Judgment
offers is the social test. In that divine and dramatic portrayal the

stern questions are, Did ye visit the poor, the criminal, and the

sick, and did ye feed the hungry and clothe the naked? Few
Christians can read the gospel by Matthew and face the Day of

Judgment with so much composure as Jane Addams may safely

feel. When she speaks on "Social Ethics," the wisest next to her is

he who listens, for she speaks as one having authority, the authority
of experience and first-hand knowledge, and not as the theorizing
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j>roaohers and professors. She knows and teaches us that "A
f.!nn(Jard of social ethics is not attained by traveling a sequestered

t.yway, but by mixing on the thronged and common road where all

must turn out for one another, and at least see the size of one an-

otlier's burdens." She has that correct social perspective and sanity

tif judgment that come only from contact with social experience,

which is the surest corrective of opinions concerning the social

Older and the only competent guide in efforts to improve that

order. The spirit of Christ is in the new curiosity concerning

human life and the desire to study social ills for the purpose of

ix-iuedying them. Certain it is that the stress of moral obligation

toward the poor, the disadvantaged, and the suffering pulls more
;.nd more upon the conscience of individuals and churches and
f-oftens the hearts of the well-to-do. The increasing recognition

atul acceptance of the claims of social obligation must result in

conduct conformed thereto, and consequent amelioration of Iiard

aiul unfair conditions. Miss Addams notes the increasing pres-

i^ure of the demand for consistency in this pungent remark: "The
i;ioraIist is rapidly bc^coming so sensitive that when his life does not

exemplify his ethical convictions he finds it difficult to preach." The
fart is illustrated that charity-workers among the poor often find

themselves surpassed in certain heroic virtues by those whom they

instruct and relieve—in the virtue of self-sacrifice, for example,

".\n Irish family in which the man has lost his place, and the

woman is struggling to eke out the scanty savings by day's work,
will tiike in a widow and her five children who have been turned

Into the street, without a moment's hesitation over the discom-

forts involved." A woman whose husband was in the city prison

found herself penniless when the birth of her child approached, and
went for refuge to a friend whom she supposed to be living in three

rooms. The friend's husband being long out of work, they had
been reduced to one room; yet the v,-oman was taken in, although her

friend's husband was thereby compelled to go out and sleep on a

bench in the park every night, which he did uncomplainingly, thank-
f'l! that it was summer and that it only rained one night. The
>oung mother had no special claim on her friend, beyond their

having worked together in the same factory when they were girls;

and her friend's husband she had never seen before the night when
'ier unlooked-for arrival drove him out of doors. Miss Addams
f-hows that early marriage and child labor are problems not in-

telligently understood by people who come from professional and
business circles. A professional man is scarcely equipped and
started in his profession before he is thirty; a business man, if on
'Jie road to success, is much nearer prosperity at thirty-five than at

t'«\enty-five; and it is therefore wise for these men not to marry in
tlif twenties. Not so with the workingman; in many trades he is

i^id upon the shelf at thirty-five, and in nearly all trades he receives
the largest wages in his life betv.-een twenty and thirty. The sense
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of prudence, the necessity for saving, can never come to a primi-
tive, emotional man with the force of a conviction; but the ne-
cessity of providing for his little children is a powerful incentive.
He naturally regards his children as his savings bank; he expects,
them to care for him when he gets old, and in some trades old age
comes very early. A Jewish tailor was sent to the poorhouse, para-
lyzed beyond recovery at the age of thirty-five. Had his little boy of
nine been a few years older the father might have been spared the
bitterness of public charity; he was, in fact, better able to support
a family when he was twenty than when he was thirty-five, for his
wages had grown less as the years went on. Another tailor, a
Socialist, supports a family consisting of himself, his wife, three
children, and his two parents on eight dollars a week. He insists

it would be criminal not to expend every penny of this amount for
food and shelter, and he expects his children to care for him later.

The economic pressure also accounts for putting children to work
overyoung. When a hard-working father is expostulated with for
taking his bright and promising daughter out of school and putting
her into a factory he replies, *'I have fed her for fourteen years,
now she can help me pay my mortgage." Concerning the spiritual
equipment and the right method for the effectual service of human
needs through charitable effort. Miss Addams writes: "The Hebrew-
prophet made three requirements from those who would join the
great onward-moving procession led by Jehovah. 'To love mercy'
and at the same time 'to do justly' is the difficult task; to fulfill

the first requirement alone is to fall into the error of indiscriminate
giving with all its disastrous results; to fulfill the second solely is

to obtain the stern policy of withholding, and it results in such
a dreary lack of sympathy and understanding that the establish-

ment of justice is impossible. The combination of the two can
never be attained save as we fulfill also the third requirement—'to

walk humbly with our God,' which may mean to walk for many
dreary miles beside the lowliest of His creatures, not even in that
peace of mind which the company of the humble is popularly sup-
posed to afford, but rather with the pangs and throes to which the
poor human understanding is subjected whenever it attempts to

comprehend the meaning of life and to solve its problems." This
wise book divides its general subject into "Charitable Effort,"
"Filial Relations," "Household Adjustment," "Industrial Ameliora-
tion," "Educational Methods," and "Political Reform," concerning
all of which it testifies things which its author sees and knows.

Music in the History nf the Ji'mtern Church. Ey Epwakd Dickinson, Professor
of the History of Music in the Conservatory "of Music, Obprlin College. Crown
8VO, pp. 426. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons. Price, cloth, $;2.50.

"Song has proved such a universal necessity in worship that it

may almost be said, No music no Church," says this valuable
volume, which shows how "music, in issuing from the bosom of the
Church, has been molded under the influence of varying ideals of
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t'rvotlon, liturgic usages, national temperaments, and types and

r;i<-thods of expression;" setting forth impressively the grandeur and

t^-auty of erclesiastical music and its vital relation to organic' ed

wor.^lilp. The first chapter, on "Primitive and Ancient Religious

N'.t'.sic," begins by quoting the v/ords with which Leon Gautier as-

cribes the primitive poetic utterance of mankind to a religious im-

j'llse; "Represent to yourselves the first man when he issues from

llio hand of God. Imagine the exceeding vividness of his impres-

Klons when the magnificence of the world is reflected in the mirror

of his soul. Intoxicated with admiration, gratitude, and love, he

raises his eyes to heaven, not satisfied with the spectacle of the

i.'irth; and then, discovering God in the heavens and attributing to

Mm all the magnificence of the harmonious creation, he opens his

mouth, the first stammerings of speech escape his lips, he speaks

—

Rh; no, he singsJ—and the first song of the lord of creation will be a

hymn to God, the Creator." The author says that scientific research

among the origins finds that the earliest attempts at song were occa-

pioned by motives which must be called religious. The chapters

dpal with "Ritual and Song in the Early Christian Church," "Liturgy

of the Catholic Church," "Ritual Chants," "Medieval Chorus Music,"

"Modern Musical Mass," "Rise of Lutheran Hymnody," "The Ger-

r.-,ati Cantata and Passion," "Culmination of German Protestant

>!usic," "Musical System of the Church of England," "Congregational

Song in England and America," "Problems of Church Music in

.\inorica." Writing of one great epoch of the Christian Church, Pro-

ff.ssor Dickinson says: "In the eighteenth century the psalmody of

the Presbyterians, Independents, and Separatists, which had also

I'oen adopted long before in the parochial services of the Established

Church, declined into the most contracted and unemotional routine

that can be found in the history of religious song. The practice of

'Hning out' the hymn destroyed every vestige of musical charm that

.'night otherwise have remained; the number of tunes in common use

Krow less and less, in some congregations being reduced to a bare

lialf dozen. The notion extensively prevailed that every person was

privileged to sing the melody in any key or tempo and with any

trroiosque embellishment that might be pleasing to himself. These

• antastic abuses especially prevailed in the New England congrega-

tions in the latter half of the seventeenth and the earlier half of the

eighteenth centuries, but they were only the ultimate consequences

of ideas and practices which prevailed in the mother country. The
•ariy Baptists forbade singing altogether. The Brownists tried for

^ lime to act upon the notion that singing in worship should be ex-

tempore, like prayer; the practical results of which can better be

''aagined than described. About the year 1700 it seemed as though
-If* fair genius of sacred song had abandoned the English and Amer-
i'^an nonliturgic communions in despair. Then like a sunburst, open-

'-^ a brighter era, came the Wesleyan movement with its hymns.
'^Vhatever effect the exuberant singing of the Methodist assemblies
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may have had upon cultivated ears, it is certain that the enthu-
siastic welcome accorded by the Wesleys to popular music gave im-
pulse to a purer and nobler style of congregational song, which has
never been lost. The sweet and fervent lyrics of Charles and John
Wesley struck a staggering blow at the prestige of the 'inspired-
psalmody. When the work of the Wesleys and Whitefield began,
hymns heartily sung by a whole congregation were unknov/n as an
element in public worship. AVatts's hymns were already written, but
had taken no hold upon cither dissenters or churchmen. The ex-
ample of the Methodists was a revelation of the power that lies in
popular song when inspired by conviction, and as was said of the
early Lutheran choral, so it might be said of the Methodist hvmns.
that they won more souls than even the preaching of the evangel-
ists. John Wesley, in his published directions concerning congrega-
tional singing, enjoined accuracy in notes and time, heartiness,
moderation, unanimity, and spirituality. He strove to bring the new
hymns and tunes within the means of the poor, and yet took pains
that the music should be of high quality, and that nothing vulgar cr
sensational should obtain currency. The truly beneficent achieve-
ment of the Wesleys in summoning the aid of the unconfined spirit
of poesy in the revival of spiritual life found a worthy reinforce-
ment in the hymns of Isaac Watts. . . . From the impulse thus
imparted came the movement v.-hich has enriched our modern hymn
books and sacred anthologies. Anybody who chooses may expand
and elevate his spiritual nature by possessing his mind of the jewels
of devotional insight and expression scattered through the writings
of such poets as the Wesleys, Cowper, Newton, Faber, Newman.
Lyte, Heber, Bonar, I\Iilman, Keble, Ellerton, Montgomery, Ray
Palmer, Coxe, Whittier, Holmes, the Gary sisters, and others hardly
inferior to these, who have rendered immortal service to the divine
cause by disclosing to the world the infinite beauty and consola-
tion of the Christian faith. No other nation, not even the German,
can show any parallel to the treasure imbedded in English and
American popular religious poetry." The most admirable account of

the development of modern hymnology is by Horder in his delightful
book, The Hymn Lover (London, Curwen, 1889). The Council o:

Carthage in the fourth century laid upon church singers "this in-

junction, which is good for us all: "See that what thou singcst with
thy lips thou bolievest in thy heart, and that what thou believest in

thy heart thou dost exemplify in thy life." A bibliography an^l

index complete Professor Dickinson's excellent, well-written, and
interesting volume.

Poems of the Past ami the Present. By Thomas Hakdy. Crown Svo, M'. =W-
Xew York : Harper & Brotlicrs. Price, cloth, ornamental, £1.G0.

"Poetry," says the London Spectator, "is not Mr. Hardy's pvcpcT
medium. He is not at home, he does not move easily in it. Dante
defined poetry as Tiction sot to music' Thomas Hardy is a mast, r
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(.f fiction, but not of music. His poetry is often harsh and rough,

t:ut-outh and uncanny." He voices the ^^''eiUc'llmeriz. He drapes

ilic world in Schopenhauer-black. He pays men cannot be merry
iiuy longer; that even youth is not now able to "revel in the gen-

eral situation," as all men used to do. He bids us face a grim, un-

moral and sinister universe. He tries to help Huxley strip off "the

K.irnicnt of make-believe by which pious hands have hidden the

uplier features of the world." His landscapes are dreary and for-

lorn; the beauties of nature have little charm for him; he remarks
that with the saddening of life men have turned more and more
from mere gardens and green meadows, and have sought wild,

rugged scenes, and he predicts that In days to come they may turn

(veu from the barren coasts of the sea and from bleak mountains

to seek stretches of absolute desolation, forbidding, featureless,

dead, as the only kind of scene in harmony with their mood. Of

v,liat profit are civilization and modern culture if this is what they

biiiig men to? The barbarian and the pagan have glimpses of a
world which is less forlorn. Our pampered favorites of fortune,

irritable and peevish, crying out on life and the world because not

upholstered at all points to suit their luxurious tastes, lack virilitj^

f.'inity, and moral decency. In Dover Beach vv^e hear Matthew
Arnold wailing at fate, as one has said, "from no stress of misfor-

tune, but quite a propos de bottes and on general principles." In

certain circles hysterical gentlemen who were not consulted in the

luilding of the universe rail bitterly at the general situation, and
rrow blasphemous enough to put in print their demand that God
6hall ask man's pardon for having made him as he is and for having
jiut him in such a world. "We feel toward such gentlemen as the

Juon of the club did toward Aurelian McGoggin when they threw
K'fa-cushions at him and told him to go to any particular place he
might happen to believe in. Frankly, v.-e do not like poets or prosers

v.ho serve us wormwood as a beverage, any more than we like a
cook who habitually breaks the gall-duct in poultry. We have no
thirst which can be slaked by a stream of melancholy language,

vvhether it flows rhythmically or roughly. We cannot thank men
v.ho teach that this world is blot or blank, and life but mire and
mold. Not all of Hardy's poetry has been of this sort, however, and
'':'i-"S of it in this volume than in Wessex Poems. Here there is

Jnore variety and some sense, as witness the poem at this moment
K'fore us, in which "The Respectable Burgher," after hearing and
'•ading of the doubts which Reverend Doctors cast upon the Bible
Jiarratives, comes to this decision:

All churchgoing will I forswear,

And sit on Sundays in my chair.

And read that moderate man Voltaire.

'•' "A Christmas Ghost-story" the puzzled phantom of a soldier
l^;'.!!ed in the British-Boer war moans thus on the South Africaa
liU'ht-breeze on Christmas Eve:
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I would knou'
By whom and when the All-Earth-gladdeniug Law
Of Peace, brought iu by that Man Crucified,

. Was ruled to be inept, and set aside?
And what of logic or of truth appears
In tacking "Anno Domini" to the years?
Near twenty hundred liveried thus have hied,

But tarries yet the Cause for which He died.

In the lines "On an Invitation to the United States" Hardy seems
to say that he has lost the heart for travel, that, "since Life has
bared its bones" to him, he is too spiritless to care to visit these new
regions which have the advantage, he says, «f b«ng "free from that
long drip of human tears which, peoples old in tragedy have left

upon the centuried years." In "A Commonplace Day," at the end of
"the dullest of dull-hued days," during the whole of which he has
not wrought, nor pondered, nor planned anything worthy, and hU
ftioughts have been colorless as the rain that slid down the vrindow
pane, he reflects that in this gloomy day

It may be, in some soul,
In some spot undiscernod on sea or land, some impulse rose,

Or some intent upstole
Of that enkindling ardency from whose maturcr glows

The world's amendment flows.

Perhaps the nearest approach to an utterance of faith is in the last
verse of the last poem, "To the Unknown God," which says in sub-
stance that when he sees the self-destructive tendency which evil
manifests, when he discerns, "in unwonted purlieus, far or nigh,
at whiles or short or long," a wrong dying as of self-slaughter, he
feels moved to raise his voice in song with a joy that borders
on praise, and lifts an almost trustful look toward the Power that
makes for Righteousness. Once in the verses "On a Fine Morning"
he consents to regard the day as "nothing other than part of a
benignant plan, proof that earth was made for man." In another
poem "The Bedridden Peasant" reasons that if God knew how men
suffer down here He surely would heal their ills and not let them
go on agonizing; and concludes that the reason why He does not
put an end to misery is that He does not know about it: which is

like John Stuart Mill's idea of a good God who lacks omnipotence.

HISTORY, BIOGRAPIIY, A^l) TOPOCRAPnV.
flcnroc U'hltefuM, M.J., FieM-rreach^r. Ry .James Patkrsox (U.r.nsTONF.

Crown 8vo, pp. Zi^O. New York : American Tract Society. Trice, clotli, ?1.2''.

Whitefield considered himself especially called to field-proachln?.
and said, "In this I am carried as on eagle's wings; God makes way
for me everywhere." The record for one month is, "He preached to
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i!-n thousand persons every day for twenty-eight days." His preach-

Ifii,' drew vast congregations even in thinly populated regions, as at

Ihiworth on the Yorkshire moors, at the Scotch village of Cam-

iruKiang, and in the backwoods of America; of the last he said, '"I am
hunting poor sinners in these ungospelized wilds." If he did not

Inaugurate large social or political reforms, neither did St. Paul

jirocure the franchise for the Roman Christians. Make new men
;ind they will make the new State. Personal conversions reform

^ocicty. To get a man a new home is good; a new heart is better,

and It is likely to make the new home. The evangelist prepares ma-

trrial for the Christian statesman to build with. At Oxford White-

!!''ld joined the Holy Club, of which John Wesley was leader, adopt-

i!,p its austere life and sharing the ridicule and persecution visited

uiion it. On the day of his ordination to the ministry by Bishop

iJ.-nson, he said, "I hope the good of souls will be my only principle

cf action;" his life fulfilled that hope. Yet was he often tempted

!:kc other men, and learned some lessons painfully. Out of college

.-li-.d into work among poor and illiterate people, he sorely missed his

Oxford associates, and "mourned for them like a dove." By prayer

and persistence he overcame his unholy aversion to the unlovely

rustics, and found their conversation honest, artless, fresh, instruct-

ive, and stimulating; so that he often learned as much from them
\n an afternoon as in a week's private study. Wesley, writing from

America to induce Whitefield to join him there, said, "Do you ask

:ae what reward you shall have? Food to eat and raiment to wear,

h house to lay your head in such as your Master had not, and a

crown of glory that fadeth not away." Before Howard began his

work in the jails the temporal and spiritual wants of prisoners

Jiioved the sympathies of Whitefield and the Wesleys. The first band
rf Methodists had a special fund for the convicts in Oxford jail.

The author of the Life and Adventures of Oliver Goldsynith imagines

t'iat the character called Dr. Primrose first suggested and inspired

T'Tison philanthropy; but it is more probable that Goldsmith got the

Id'a from the IMethodists who had been already at work in prisons

f^me thirty years. Of metaphorical interpreters of Scripture White-

'"•Id said, "It will be well if they do not interpret themselves out of

'iioir salvation." The sound and practical character of IMethodist

I'^'-aching from the beginning appears in W^hitefield's sermon on

Ji'-neneration: "The sum of the matter is this: Christianity includes

Miorality as grace includes reason—a universal morality founded

^P"n the love of God and faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. . . . The
<n!y Methodism I desire to know is a holy method of dying to our-

i^'-lvcs and of living to God." Mr. \Vesley had not much satisfaction

!•' looking back upon his ministry in Georgia, but Whitefield wrote
'' ?avannah: "The good that John Wesley has done in America,
>ii"'dor God, is inexpressible. His name is very precious among the
l*f"op!e, and he has laid such a foundation that I hope neither men
uor devils will ever be able to shake. Surely I must labor more
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heartily, since I come after such worthy predecessors." It was
Whiteneld's way to love strangers, and labor for them, as if he
had known them always; in that he was a typical Methodist
preacher. The overpowering emotions which shook and melted his
audiences were the answer to his own passionate feelings, and the
abandon of his quenchless love. Seldom could he go through a ser-
mon without weeping himself, and moving the people to tears. His
impassioned love struck the hearts of rough men, who, after being
long uncared for, at last saw a clergyman willing to undergo fatigue
and shame for their sakes. He faced crowds in which we-e hundreds
bent on committing violence or making sport, and, seeing them to be
men made in the image of God and redeemed by the Saviour, he
summoned them to high privileges, laid on them their solemn re-

sponsibilities, pleaded with them as with a mother's love and tears,
opened heaven and hell to their view, and called on them to forsake
sin and come to God for pardon and eternal life. And the roughs
were transformed into saints. Mr. Wesley once wrote in hi3 journal:
"I went with Mr. "Whitefield to Blackheath, where was a crowd of
twelve or fourteen thousand people. I preached on my favorite sub-
ject, 'Jesus Christ, who of God is made unto us wisdom, righteous-
ness, sanctilication, and redemption.' I was greatly moved with com-
passion for the rich tliat were there, to whom I made a particular
application. Some of them seemed to attend, while others drove
away in their coaches." The evangelical revival addressed and
reached both rich and poor. In Philadelphia Benjamin Franklin was
one of Whitefield's constant hearers. Usually calm and self-con-
trolled, he caught fire under the great preacher's glowing words.
One night, when the preaching was near Franklin's shop, the author
of Foor Richard's Almanac says: "Having curiosity to know how
far he could be heard, I retired down the street toward the river,
and beard distinctly till I came near Front Street. Imagining a
circle of which my distance was the radius, and allowing two square
feet to each auditor, I computed that he might be heard by more
than thirty thousand." When Whitefield preached at Birstall, Eng-
land, persons on Staiucliffe Hill, a mile and a half away, heard him
cry, "O earth, earth, hear the Word of the Lord!" Franklin was
amazed at the effects of Whitefield's preaching, and at the admira-
tion and respect felt for him even by hearers who heard themselves
described as half beasts and half devils. He was amazed also at the
change effected in the mood and manners of the population; instead
of indifference or ridicule toward religion, it seemed as if all the
world were growing religious, so that walking through the town any
evening one heard the sound of psalms and hymns from many houses
on every street. The disagreements between Wesley and Whitefipld
-R-ere partly due to temperament. Whitefield complained of Wesley's
silence and reserve. To Whitefield friendship and brothcrliness
meant to "walk with naked hearts together," and his patience was
taxed by the cooler temperament of his friend. Mr. Gledstone says
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,.,,( Wesley's silence was often a sign of his unwillingness to dis-

• •ito and his desire to preserve peace; but Whitefield's more ardent

am! Impulsive nature could not understand such extraordinary self-

jvvsscsaion. In their contention over their divergent views White-

r.rld wrote to Wesley: "I am sorry, honored Sir, to hear that you

own a sinless perfection in this life attainable. I cannot answer

jou better than a venerable old minister answered a Quaker: 'Bring

ixic a man that hath really attained to this, and I will pay his ex-

jw-nses no matter how far he comes.' . . . You run into many absurd-

:v,f>ij by not owning election, because you cannot own it without

l-llcvlug In reprobation. But what is there so horrid in reproba-

'.ion? I see no blasphemy in holding that doctrine, if rightly ex-

llivined. If God might have passed by all He may pass by som.e. . . .

that you v,ere truly convinced of sin and brought to the foot of

»'»v».Teign grace!" In another letter Whitefield talks to Wesley in this

f.tUierly fashion: "Take heed; beware of a false peace; strive to enter

!r» at the strait gate, and give all diligence to make your calling and
« >ction sure. [But how could Wesley make it surer, if it were al-

:<arly eternally decreed?] Remember you are but a babe in Christ,

!f BO much. Be humble, talk little, think and pray much. If you

nuist dispute, wait till you are master of the subject." In Boston a

fan^.ous divine, prejudiced against Whitefield, met him in the street

K-.o!i after the evangelist's arrival, and said, "I am sorry to see you
h'-ro." "So is the devil," answered Whitefield, and passed on. He
ir.-ached to the Harvard students in language which he himself

afterward publicly confessed to have been harsh and uncharitable.

Mr. Gledstone, our biographer, commenting on this, says: "White-

fc-!d fell into this mistake through being guided too much by

?:-arsay; and there are always plenty of alarmists who can find

nothing but heresy in tutors and professors, and nothing but world-

iiric.'^s in students." This biographer sums up the case in the quarrel
•"f the two great evangelical leaders thus: "Wesley was wrong (1) in

attacking Whitefield's views at the taunt of an anonymous enemy;
*"; .struck the first blow and without sufficient cause; (2) in publish-

itig his sermon because of a decision made by drawing a lot; (3) in

using Irritating language to his opponent. Whitefield was wrong (1)
'•'» yielding his mind to inflaming representations sent to him from
5-r,i;laud; (2) in making public private deeds and expressions of

'rlnion; (3) in preaching his peculiar views in the chapel of the

^'"''.sleys, where he knew they would be offensive." In time the
'Toarh was healed, so that John Wesley could write: "Whitefield and
'^y brother and I are one—a threefold cord which never can be
-•'okon." When Whitefield was preaching at Princeton, N. J., some
-'f Ills hearers went to sleep. He paused, brought his hand and foot
'I -evil with terrific force, and cried to the startled sleepers: "I have
*aked you up, have I? I am not here to preach to slocks and
atones. I have come to you in the name of the Lord of Hosts, and I

'iU be heard." One night when he and a friend slept at a village
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inn their room was next to one in which gamblers were carousing
and their foul language so distressed him that he felt compelled to
rebuke them. His friend vainly tried to dissuade him. He went
and spoke to them, but apparently without effect. When he re-
turned and lay down again his friend said, "Well, what did you gain
by it?" "A soft pillow," he answered, and soon fell asleep, a
weak-minded brother criticised Whitefield's scrupulous neatness of
dress, and received this answer: "I myself once thought that Chris-
tianity required me to go nasty. I neglected my appearance as much
as you could desire. But when God gave me the spirit of adoption
I then dressed decently; and I am convinced that the Lord would
have me act as I now do." This biography of Whitefield is not quite
just to Wesley in all points, and its literary style is not of the best;
yet is it an interesting and readable book.

The Beginnings of Poetry. By Fraxcis B. Goimere. 8vo, pp. 4S3. New York-
The Maciuillan Company. Price, clotb, $3.

Dr. Johnson said, "It is well to see great works in their seminal
state, and to trace their gradual growth and expansion." The par-
ticular subject of this volume is the rise of poetry as a social insti-
tution, and as an element in human life. Plato saw no room for
poets in his ideal state. The Koran books verse-making persons for
an unpleasant future. Sir Isaac Newton thought with Barrow that
poetry is a kind of ingenious nonsense. Renan prophesied that
poetry will be swallowed up by science. Some say that Goethe, if

he had been born a century later, would have thrown poetry to the
winds and devoted himself to science; and that Shakespeare, if
living now, would abjure poetic wings and settle to the collar with
psychical research folk and societies for child-study. But though
poetry very early formed the habit of looking back to better days,
yet in all ages kings have been its nursing fathers and queens its
nursing mothers, while the great common heart of humanity has
furnished its elemental emotions and risen to its call. Shelley re-
garded poetry as the art which "redeems from decay the visitations
of^ the divinity in man." As for the future, M. Guyau, a man of
scientific instincts and training, says temperately and fairlv that
"poetry vrill continue to be the natural language of all great and
lasting emotion." In this age of the scientific study of origin?
Professor Gummere's researches into the earliest actual appearances
of poetry as an element in the social life of mankind are a distinct
and interesting contribution to that catechism which the modern
man is making about all the beginnings and growths of his life,

constructing a comprehensive anthropology. Taine and Brunetit-re
both make a study of poetry as a product of sociological and ethno-
logical conditions; and the volume before us pursues the same sub-
ject. Poetry is a social fact. Herder cried out, "Read Homer as if

he were singing in the streets." The sources of poetry may 1"-

studied sometimes in survivals of primitive rites. Our author says:
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•

KX tocdtime in Brandenburg the women still go into the fields and

i:nl)ind their hair In sign of their wish, if not prayer, that the

: ^^j m(ty grow as long as their tresses. With such a ritual act goes

' !',<'arly always a song, a repeated shout, a cry to the powers of

growth: and this is poetry in the making, probably taking on the

•aords, 'Make this flax like our hair!' " Frederic Harrison character-

li»>s certain sublime passages in Job and Isaiah as poetry, and an-

other asks if the English Bible is not as noble poetry as can be

found. But our author says that the English Bible is not the

uui-sterpiece of all poetry but of all prose, the English tongue at its

i^rcatest and best; beating not only with the mighty pulse of its

divine source and meaning, but also with that immense vitality and

tnt-rgy of English religious life in days when to many Englishmen

'I'.fo and religion were identical. The Bible is sublime, but it is

r.ot poetry except where rhythm makes it so. That tremendous

naoh of emotion borne on the cadence of a style majestic and clear,

the voice of a solitary desolation crying to the desolation of all

mankind, the wail of an eternal and \inanswered question, "Where-

fore is light given to him that is in misery, and life unto the bitter

j,, Koul?"-^this is a poem in the original, and might also be in Eng-

lish, provided the rhythm of the lines had a recurrent regularity-;

« tlK-rwise it is prose. As great literature, the book of Job is on or

fthove the highest levels of Dante and Milton and Goethe, but it is

;.ol poetry. When Longinus puts Moses and Thucydides and Homer

en one level of sublimity he does not put them all into the category

of poetry. "A line that stirs the heart is poetry when it be-

longs in a rhythmic whole, and is prose when it does not."

I'ropG is language on foot, poetry is winged utterance; yet

rrose resembles poetry when its bosom heaves; its pulse beats

*^ith rhythmic regularity. Herder claims that poetry is a spring

tf water from the great common heart of community or na-

•io!i, no matter whether Moses, Homer, or Shakespeare deals the

^;n?caling blow which opens the living rock, or whether the waters

rish of their own force, poetry bursting as by miracle out of

a "Whole people into an "Iliad," a "Nibelungen Lay," a "Beowulf."

^•^ imge 143 is that fine comparison found in one of Victor Hugo's

*"^nnts (III Crcpusculc, where the poet, alone in an old tower,

ft»i'lre.sses the bell, which hangs there, its original pious inscription

i^>'u!ted by the sillinesses, blasphemies, and obscenities subsequently

'-rittpn over it; yet which, when it rings the call to prayer, corn-

els even the desecrated parts of its surface to share in the sacred

^.Lration and sonority. And the poet says that bell is an emblem
' t his own soul upon which the world has written base and irrever-

-"t Inscriptions; yet, like the bell, his soul breaks into harmonies,

*-.lrh even the defiled and desecrated portions of his nature are

fi-.rrrd to feel and share, whenever a touch of the Divine, a stroke

'- iho Holy Spirit, visits hiiia from above. Our author describes the

«^^^'Tif-i as "that apartment for a single gentleman in verse." Speak-
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ing of the early appearance of the ballad as a form of poetry and of
its natural freshness, he writes: "The ballad is no foul and spent
stream that has turned mill wheels, run through barnyards, and at
last found its way to a ditch; it is wild water and not far from its
source in the mountains. One proof lies in the drinking of it.

Ballads still hold thoir own as the nearest approach to primitive
poetry preserved among civilized nations; after all discussions, the
ballad remains in its old position at the gates of every national
literature." Speaking of lays and epics, Professor Earle says that
their natural characteristic is "a voluble and rambling loquacity,"
a phrase which describes a characteristic of some preachers, as
does also Ten Brink's description of the repetition and doubling in
German epic which often "spends a deal of movement without get-
ting from the spot." Of a recent sermon a hearer said, "The
preacher started from nowhere and arrived nowhere." Kipling's
Recessional is spoken of here as poetry of a high order; and it is

remarked that in his verse verbs have much to do. substantives
less, and adjectives almost nothing. It is said that the war song
of to-day has a hollow and unreal ring. "Even Tennyson's 'Light
Brigade' somehow gives the effect of armor which is laced with
bonnet strings." Brunetiere calls Rousseau "the most eloquent of
lackeys." Considering how little we really know about primitive
roan, a great deal has been made of him. The child and the savage
of to-day have been studied as the type of him; which method is\
snare and a delusion, wholly unscientific. By such methods Max
Miiller converted the primitive Aryan into a fellow of the most
fanciful habit of mind, rapt into ecstasies at sunset, and stars.
and vanishing dewdrops, or into a resolute Lear bent on know-
ing the cause of thunder. The interpretation of myths is an-
other industry in which imagination wears the garb and mien of
science. A professor in a German university, after giving all the
myths about a certain divinity, said: "Gentlemen, this goddess is

either a star or the early summer grass, I am not certain which. I

am studying the matter carefully and hope soon to reach a positive
conclusion." Such is the tone and air of solemn scientific or historic
certainty heard and seen in many audacious speculators who try to
palm off valiant guesses for sure knowledge. Our author says that
when Ibsen wishes to touch the quick of things he does wellto dis-

card verse and use the prose of common conversation, thus bringing
us to a sense of the pathos of bare and actual life—very actual and
very bare. Pathos all these prose triumphs show, and pathological
is the word for them. They belong to surgery, and are of the nature
of a clinic. Poetry, recoiling from bare and actual life, has a differ-
ent function. When one says that the poetry has gone out of one's
life, one means that something very like Ibsen has come in, that
one can no longer idealize and glorify life and can see in it only
its flatness, dullness, bareness, and sordidness. When the enter-
prising scholar is constructing "primitive man" by the creative
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fv)w<T of Imagination he can of course grant to him or withhold from

Mni whatever traits he chooses. Thtis Norden denies to "primitive

•j.:iii" the lyric propensity, the instinctive, spontaneous, uncalcula-

t::i« cry of the heart, and absurdly suggests that the prayer of early

r.jan was not a lyrical outburst, not an outpouring of pure emotion.

!.ul rather a business proposition, the seeking of a bargain with

jK'ity, so much for so much—a shrewd, calculating, selfish, rational-

!!-.;n. rather than a heart-born emotional appeal, a thanksgiving, or

a.-procation, or supplication. Professor Gummere has made much of

IsH subject, as this notice, we trust, indicates.

«,!/.<;/ Smith: His Life and M'ork. By Himself. With Introductions by G.

CAMi'iuri-L MoHGAN and Alkxande)! McLaken, D.D. New York, Chicago,

Toronto: Fleming il. Kevell Company. Svo, pp. 330. Price, §1.50.

Viewed in almost any aspect this is a charming, and we may also say

a valuable, book. "SVho does not feel an interest in the gypsies—those

f><irasiles upon modern civilization, a mysterious people sprung from

nolrO'ly knows who, going where they please, camping upon any-

body's land without leave or license, observing their own laws,

»;K'aking their ov,'n language, continuing their own customs, in the

f.icc of the world? One can learn more about the gj-psies in this

book than in any other that we have seen, not excepting even those

rlnssical stories of a generation ago by George Barrow. This auto-

Mographer tells us, for example, how he was once the guest of the

th(?a Prince of Wales, nov,- his majesty Edward VII, when without

:::vitation his father set up his tents on the grounds at Sandring-

hnm! Then, too, the story told is one almost hard to believe, of

'A boy born in a gypsy wagon, who never sat at a table or slept in

K bed or wore a starched shirt until nearly seventeen years old (he

<!l<i not add a necktie until a number of years after, as his photo-

f-raphs show) ; who began to preach before he could read his Bible

*iih any readiness, yet instantly stepped into prominence and power;

*h!lc a youth held together for four years in one city a congrega-

litiu of nearly four thousand people; and for fifteen years has

ns'ilntained a place as a successful evangelist in the largest churches

^jf Kngland and America. The book is brimful of incidents which
^iii make it a mine of illustration to preachers. It is charmingly

ondld—shall we say delightfully egotistical?—yet a vein of genuine

^umllity runs through its pages. We hope that all he says of the

^'••thodlst Episcopal Church is true; but either he kissed the

b-arney-stone before he visited our shores, or else he saw American

?'5'lhodism at its best, and through golden spectacles; for in these

'Ir-iOH of doleful talk about "the decline of Methodism" his praise

^'' our Church—its fePvency, its popular quality, its sociableness,

-^'•i Its remarkable prayer meeting attendance—is certainly delight-

ful to read.
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MISCELL.AJN'EOUS.

The Xaturalnrss of Christiaji Life. By Edward Evekett Keedv. iCmo, m>.
2(H. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. Price, $1.25.

It is the aim in this boolc—a series of chapters which seem likt»

successive discotirses—to show that the highest Christian life is the

normal life of right-minded man; that the standards of the New
Testament are simply the principles by which any noble soul must
live of its own accord; and that experience, reason, and Scripture

lead independently to the same goal of righteousness. Before each

chapter its line of thought is illustrated in an analogue or parable

about "Ben Adhan," a king's son who has lost his kingliness, would

find it again, and regains it by natural laws of upbuilding character.

Jiussia aiid t}ie liUfsirinf;. By Euw.^rd Xokle. 12mo, pp. 255. liiston and Nuw
York: Houghton, Mmiiu & Co. Price, $1.50.

We are living in an age of world-wide international relations; and

we suddenly find that owing to a change in the political axis of

the earth we are no longer on the rim, but in the center. We must
become acquainted with our neighbors; and one of our neighbors

is that "half-moon on the earth's surface," the Russian empire,

hitherto an almost unknown world. Here is a book which will

give to the nonprofessional reader all that he needs to know con-

cerning Russia and its people. The author lived years in that land.

and has read deeply in its literature, so that his knowledge is

at original sources. He tells us, in readable style, of the many
races that became one people; of the dukedom that developed

into a world-empire; of a civilization cultured at the top but bar-

baric at its base; of a government which from a loose federation

of self-governing states has become the most absolute autocracy on

the earth; of a mediaeval state-Church in the twentieth century,

and of strange sects upon its borders; of the curious condition of

politics which makes almost every thinking man a conspirator;

of a literature late but glorious in its efflorescence; and finally In--

gives a semiprophelic forecast of what may be looked for in tin-

Russia of the future. One useful section in this book is its complete

index, a feature always worthy of commendation.

I}eUr,;ons of TAhlc Lands. By D. S. :M.\RGOi-iorTn, ]SI.A., Landian Professor of

Arabic, Oxford. [Cliristian Study Manuals. Edited by the Tiev. P.. E. ^VEI.slI.

M.A.] IGuio, pp. 131. New York: A. C. Armstrong & Son. Price, CO cents.

Some such work as this has been needed by many Bible reader>.

who find constant allusions to forms of idol-worship practiced by tho

nations in contact with Israel. Without dwelling upon unnecessary

details, the author of this little volume has given all the prominent

facts and philosophy of the religions held by the Semitic races, the

Egyptians, and the Persians. Their points of contact with the He-

brew faith are noted; but their lines of divergence are far mo:«'

manifest; and the exalted character of the Hebrew faith stand.-? i"

strong contrast with the dreams of polytheism.
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Art I -was THE RELIGIOX IN ABRAHAM'S NATIVE
COUNTRY MONOTHEISTIC ?

sur-
So>[E scholars have very recently brought forward the

prising thesis that Abraham brought monotheism with him

from his native country. Two of these scholars followed

essentially the same method in their investigations; they

are E. llommel and Friedrich Delitzsch. The former ad-

vanced the thesis in his book, Die aUisraelitische Ueher-

liefening in inschriftUcher Behuchtung (1S97), p. 117,

and the latter in his pamphlet, Bahcl und Bihel

(1902), p. 44f. It is true, the two fix somewhat dif-

ferently the circle from which Abraham is said to have

come forth. Hommel considers the tribe from which arose

the Babylonian ruler Hammurabi as belonging to the south-

eastern Arabians, and in this he seems to me to be in the

right. Delitzsch, on the other hand, calls the tribe out of

which Hammurabi and Abraham are alleged to have arisen

Canaanitish. This assertion, as far as Hammurabi is con-

cerned, is very hazardous ; while in regard to Abraham it is

incorrect, for, to mention but one fact speaking against it,

we read with reference to the immigration of Abraham into

his new home these words: "And the Canaanite was then in

the land" (Gen. xii, 6). Here the Canaanite and Abraham

tire distingiiished most explicitly, and there is no ground for

the assumption that the historical consciousness of the He-

brews erred in this iX)int. But, while Delitzsch and Hommel

disagree on the secondary point mentioned, they do agree in

the )x.sition that there was a monofheisiic religion in the dis-

46
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trict to which both assign Ilamnmrabi and Abraham. How
did tlicy arrive at this conclusion ?

Jlommcl acknowledges, expressly, that the southeastern

Arabians, from whom, in his opinion, Hammurabi and

Abraham came forth, worshiped many gods {Ble aUisrael-

ilische UeherJicfemng, p. 80). He even remarks that among
these Saba^ans and ^limrans the god Athtar was worshiped

in temples in many different localities. By the side of him
the god Almaku-hu occupied the most prominent place.

Worship was rendered also to the sun. Besides these there

were a number of inferior deities. But many names among
these southeastern Arabians are compounded with the word
ilu (that is, il and the old Semitic nominative ending ^i),

"God;" for example, Jasma'-ilu. Hommel thinks that he

may translate this name "God hears," but the name must

have the sense of ''a god hears;" for among notorious poly-

theists, such as the Sal)ii'ans and Mina^ans were, existed the

possibility that a father might pray to any one of the gods to

bless the child concerned,

Delitzsch, moreover, proceeds from the assumption that

the word ilu, which sounds in the Hebrew el, and which

means "god," had originally the meaning "goal, aim." The

same suggestion was made at one time by Paul de Lagarde

in his book, Ueherskht vehcr die im Aramceisclien, Hebrce-

isclien, und Arahischcn nehliclie Bilduug der Nomina

(1889), pp. 159, 102, 170. He stated there that cl

designated primarily "attainment, acquisition, reach, or

goal." This assertion of De Lagarde, however, is utterly

untenable, for the assumption that one and the same word

came to be, on the one hand, the preposition "to," and on

the other the designation of "god," is in no wuse probable.

Convincing reasons, therefore, would have to be brought for-

ward before one could assent to this suggestion. Such

reasons are absent; yea, there are most weighty counter-

arguments; for, 1. The Assyrian language has no verb from

which could possibly be derived a noun ilu meaning "goal."

2. In tho Hebrew Old Testament there occurs five times a
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i.hrasc in which the word ~el is imdoubtedly equivalent to

"might," or "power," n.imelj, ]cs\i l^'cl jadi, or similar ex-

pressions (Gen. xxxi, 29; Deut. xxviii, 32; Mic. ii, 1; Prov.

iii, 27; Xeh. v, 5), which can mean only, "It exists (that is,

it is iwssible) for the might—or power—of my hand."

;>. Finally, the opinion that Uu or el had primarily the mean-

ing "ix)wer" is strengthened by the following observation:

Especially in the history of the patriarclis the word el is

joined with the adjective shaddaj, the meaning of which

word is probably "^wwerful." It is met for the first time in

the familiar passage, "I am the Almighty God {cl shaddaj)
;

walk before me, and be thou perfect" (Gen. xvii, 1).

His false assumption that "goal" was the primary sense of ilu

or el is put to furtlier use by Delitzsch in the following man-

ner. He says that "this goal naturally can be but one"

(p. 46). This inference is neither logically necessary nor is

it substantiated by historic facts. Cannot a man possess

more than one goal for his aspirations ? If, therefore, the

^\ord iln had meant originally "goal" it could have desig-

nated, in perfect accord with logic and grammar, also "a^

goal." In no case can the alleged meaning of the word ilu

l^rove anything in favor of the contention of Delitzsch.

^Moreover, it is refuted by historic facts. Delitzsch, it is

true, declares tliat the tribe to which Hammurabi belonged

possessed a monotheistic religion (p. 46), but he has not

taken into consideration the following facts : The father of

Hammurabi was called Sin-muballit ; that is, "Sin (the moon
pod) brings to life." So then, in the family of Hammurabi
the moon god was worshiped. The same family worshiped

also the sun god, Sliamsliu, for Hammurabi's son was called

Shamshu-iluna, that is, "the Sun is our god." Again, in an

inscription of Hanmiurabi, preserved in the British i^fu-

Pcum, he calls himself more than once the favorite of Sha-

inash and Marduk (KeilinsclinfUirhe Bihliofheh (vol. iii, 1,

P- nV). In other inscriptions, which may be read in the same

Volume, ]). 106fT., he makes supplication to several other gods,

'i these persons, who according to the foregoing evidence pos-
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sessed a polytheistic religion, used the word ilu, this word

must express the idea "a god.'' Consequently, the name

which Delitzsch rendered in Bahcl und Bibcl (p. 46) '"God

has given " must have the meaning ''a god has given." It

could happen that the father of a child would not dare to

select from the pantheon of his nation the celestial dispenser

of the V>lessing for which he desired to express gratitude in

the naming of the child. In such a case he who chose the

name of the child would seek to express the thought "a (any

one) god has given."

This opinion is supported further by the custom of the

Greeks and that of other nations. Did not the apostle Paul

find in xVthens an altar dedicated "to an unknown god" ^

Indeed, so we read in Acts xvii, 23 ; and this statement is

corroborated by several passages from Pausanias and from

other Greek authors. "Aloreover, the Poraans possessed the

formula, 'SS'i deo, si deaf,'" meaning literally, "If to a god,

if to a goddess." They meant to say, "If the respective sac-

rifice of thanksgiving or petition is to be offered to a god,

ma}^ it be consecrated to liim; and if it is to be offered to a

goddess, may it be regarded as /k^ts." And the idea of an

"unknown god" was by no means foreign to the Babylonians.

We read in the Babylonian Pcniicniial Psalms, edited and

translated by H. Zimmeru in 1885, for example, the follow-

ing lines

:

"That the heart-anger of my lord may be appeased,

A god whom I know not be pacified."

Tlie expressions "unknoAvn god" and "unknown goddess"

occur also on i)p. 01 ff. Thus the Babylonians, as well as the

Greeks and the Poman^, were at times conscious that they

did not know the god whom they had offended through dis-

obedience; they had, therefore, the idea of "an unknow^i

god." AVitli so much more reason mtist the name whicli

Delitzsch translated "God has given" express the thought "a

(some unknown) god has given." It follows that Delitzsch

also has failed to prove the assertion that the people from

wliom Abraliam came forth possessed a monotheistic religion.
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lie has not, therefore, proved his allegation that "that

ujH.ii wliich rests the significaiice of the Bible in the world's

hiitory, naraely, monotheism" (p. 44), was borrowed from

the Babylonians, He neither mentions nor disproves the

words found in the Old Testament : "Your fathers dwelt of

old time beyond the River (that is, the most important of

Anterior Asia, the Euphrates), even Terah, the father of

Abraham, and the father of Xahor; and i}iei} served other

(jods" (Josh, xxiv, 2).

What I have said here about the assertions of Friedrich

Delitzsch is a sample of what I have written in my booklet

Bibel nnd Babel, which has just appeared in Berlin (51 pp.

;

j)rice, 80 pfemiige= 20 cents). I demonstrate there as

untenable a whole series of theses brought forward by

Delitzsch in disparagement of the Old Testament.

A third author who has written very recently concerning

Beginnings of Hebrew Monoilicism is the well-known Amer-

ican scholar, W. F. Warren. He did so in an article which

appeared in the Methodist Beview (January, 1903, p. 24ff.).

(The author himself very kindly sent me his article, and he

will surely not be offended if I publish quietly a few re-

marks concerning it; for only through exchange of opinion

can truth be led to victory.) The method and aim of the

exposition of Warren are entirely different from the method

and aim of the other two writers, as may be seen at once

from the addition he has made to the above-cited words of his

theme, namely, "The Ineffable Xame." This is, as is well

known, the so-called Tetragrammaton, the name Jalive,

which the Jews in ]'X)stexilic times avoided more and more,

wj as not to profane it, and which is, for the same reason,

disjilaced in the Greek version of the Old Testament by "the

Lord." Warren attempts to prove that this name Jalive,

this symbol of Hebrew Monotheism, developed from a shorter

divine name met among the Babylonians. As a matter of

^Sft, the divine name la, lengthened by the old nominative

t'uding u and the mimmation ni, is found in cuneiform texts

;

this also is set forth explicitly in my above-mentioned book-
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let. Another question is ^vllether this divine name is iden-

tical with the name of the god Ea. As to this question two

opposing views are entertained: On the one side Hommel has

stated—this is not mentioned by Warren—in his book

Die alfisraeUfische Ucherlicferung (p. 113) : "There is

found in various Assyrian proper names also a masculine

deity Ai or la, which latter reading is also possible; and this

god is not identical with the Babylonian god Ea, whose name

is written with different signs." On the other hand, George

jVlargoliouth (Assyriologist in the British ^ruseum) has ad-

vanced the thesis, "Ea and Ya (Yah) form an imdoubted

equation" {Contemporary Bcvleic, October, 1898).

Two theses, therefore, must probably be distinguished in

the exposition of Warren.

One of these is that the divine name Jahve developed from

the shorter divine name la. This assertion can neither be

absolutely confirmed nor can it be absolutely denied. The

possibility of genetic connection between an earlier divine

name la and the name Jahve must be admitted ; in any case,

the non-Israelitish existence of this divine name la cannot be

disputed with any good reason. Its existence is further

established from the name of a Canaanitish locality, Bai-ty-a

or Bait-ya, which occurs, according to W. Max Miiller

{Aslen und Europa, pp. 1G2, 312), in Egyptian texts from

the time of Dhutmose (sixteenth century). The ^losaic

standard of Old Testament religion loses none of its sub-

limity if an older form of the name Jahve was transformed

and thus received new contents. It is therefore to be ac-

knowledged as possible that la became in the Mosaic stage of

revelation Jahve, and that in this manner was revealed the

idea "the Existing" (that is, the eternal, absolute, immuta-

ble, true) as the appropriate designation of God. This view

is confirmed rather than prohibited by Exod. iii, 13f. and vi,

2ff. ; it also coincides with Hos. xii, 10 (E, Y. verse 9),

according to which passage Jahve was the God of Israel

"from the land of EgA-pt."

The second point in Warren's exposition, namely, that the
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,f,.v-nicntioned divine name la is identical with the name of

,ho Babylonian god Ea, cannot be deduced from the Old

•i ,.ti.nent in the manner in which he thinks it can be done.

\\Mren appeals, in the first place, to the fact that in connec-

,Cn with the call of Moses the change of a rod into a seri>ent

i. .nontioned (Exod. iv, 2-5). He says (p. 27) that Moses

••.hould be accredited to his countrymen by signs that they

Jould recognize as appropriate to Ea." Kow, apart from

(ho fact that there is not a hint in the text pointing to this

...neoption, there are several considerations which make this

imeri.retation improbable. It was but natural that the rod

of Moses should be used in the performance of the miracle

for it was the only thing at hand; in fact, the Lord asked

Mo.e. ''V\^hat is that in thine hand?" Again, Moses at

io..t did not know that the serpent was to accredit him a

HTvant of Ea, for lie fled from the serpent. This part of the

account is overlooked by Warren. This defect is not reme-

died bv his claim to bo able to trace a whole series of pas-

sives in the Old Testament to the fact that the prototype of

Jahve, namely, Ea, was the "god of all waters" (p. 28).

I have no desire to take up all these passages. ^\e do not

need this interpretation to enable us to understand that

Jahve prepared for his people a path through the waves of

the Red Sea (Exod. xv, Iff.). Surely, as the God who with

almighty impulse set the world systems into motion, he could

by an extraordinary breath of his Spirit separate the waters

to that Israel might escape the pursuer.

I take the liberty to add only a few words concerning

1 Sam. vii, G. There we read, "They drew water and poured

(it) out before Jahve." Warren remarks on this: "The un-

Icvitical libation of water to Jahve recorded in 1 Sam. vn, 6

l.as for many generations been a hopeless puzzle to all com-

ir.ontators, Jewish as well as Christian." Is^ow it is true that

. llenrv P. Smith, in the International Critieal Commentary,

in lac., savs nothing but " A rite not elsewhere mentioned; it

i.nist be Symbolical of contrition." But, even if nothing

mure could be adduced from the Old Testament to throw
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light on this performance, we would not be permitted to see
in 1 Sam. vii, 6 a trace of Ea cult. From the Old Testa-
ment, however, we may add that which was already re-

marked by Thenius in Kurzgcfasstes Exegetisches Haridbuch
(1864), in loc: We read in Psa. xxii, 15 (E. V. verse 14),
"I am poured out like water," and in Lam. ii, 19, "Pour out
thine heart like water before the face of the Lord." From
these passages we may infer that the pouring out of water
was an act symbolizing the sliedding of tears and the disso-

lution of the body, both of whicli processes are natural
results of contrition. In addition, laosterraanu, in Strack-
Zoeckler, Kurzgcfasster Commeniar, m he, has pro^

posed still another interpretation. He says: "The pouring
out of water expresses, on the one hand, the resolution to

cleanse the laiid polluted by idolatry ; on the other, the peti-

tion that God may look upon the land as purified through
repentance." The first part of this interpretation, however,
has no direct support in the Old Testament, while the second
part comes back silently to the interpretation proposed by
Thenius and the older commentators. But I will not pursue
the subject any further. I believe I have demonstrated with

sufficient clearness that the path followed by Warren also

fails to lead to the conclusion that the monotheism of the

Old Testament was borrowed from the religion of the

Babylonians.

J^ n^^^-^^^t
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Aht. ii-a reply to doctor konig.

AvAiLixXG myself of the kind permission of the editor of

the Review to present some remarks on the opening article of

^^,, present issue, I ^vould, first of all, express my thanks to

Professor Konig for the friendly tone of all his references to

ihe parties whom he has felt moved to pass in review. For the

two Assyriologists by profession I need not speak, sinco their

,^>sitions can be successfully established or overthrown only

U .obolars expert in cuneiform lore. I only express a doubt

\Jhellier eitlier one of them would consider his position repre-

K..iued with fairness by the opening statement or implication

that according to his view "Abraham brought monotheism

^^ilh him from his native country." Certainly I myself no-

wliere stated or knowingly implied such a thesis. Quite as

little have I found it in Bahel und Bihel, or in the other

writings referred to, if by monotheism the critic means what

he later uses as a synonym, "the monotheism of the Old Testa-

snent."

As of the "two theses" to be distinguished in my article the

fir^t is in the end "confirmed rather than prohibited" by the

reviewer, it may be passed over in silence. The second is not

.vonbated by any arguments new or old, but simply found

"Not proven." With this Scotch verdict I should be the last

to disagree. In questions of this sort demonstration is rarely

<Muid. In my article I deliberately used the term "sugges-

ti..ns" instead of proofs, or even arguments. As suggestions

tli»y have weighed with many conservative scholars more than

^VM,s to have been anticipated.

As to the flight of :Mose3 before the serpent, this was not

when he appeared as a divinely commissioned messenger to

hin countrymen, but at a time when he was exhausting every

f xouse he could invent for not accepting the high commission

tendered. Terror was therefore doubly natural whatever his

oraception of the divinity with whom he was communicating.

Tnc passage 1 Sam. vii, 6, is of small import however inter-
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preted, but if the well-known proto-Semitic custom of pouring

out water in invoking the pardoning favor of Ea really lav

back of tlie action recorded it would surely be more natural

to explain the later Hebrew idiom in Psa. xxii, 14, and Lam.
ii, 19, by the prehistoric rite than the prehistoric rite by the

far later occurring idiom.

In this connection I might mention that my interpretation

of this libation is noticed with express approval by one of the

most erudite of the Hebraists connected with the British

Museum, and that in a recent communication addressed to

me he designates it as a "most important" point. He believes

that it throws a welcome light on an obscure passage in the

Babylonian Talmud, to which he refers me, and also ujxm

other Talmudic terms referred to by Levy in his Neuhehra-

ischcs Wdrierbuch, vol. iv, p. 160. The old interpretations,

including that favored by Professor Konig, are so difficult

and unsatisfying that in one large quarto commentary in my
library some pages are devoted to the presentation and criti-

cism of them with no acceptable result.

In view of Professor Ivonig's closing sentence I am led to

add that in concluding the twelve numbered "suggestions" of

my article I used these words : "It seems hardly too much to

paraphrase the language of Paul on Mars' Hill and say:

^Vhom therefore a branch of the too sui>erstitious Semites

ignorantly worshiped, him declared the divinely com-

missioned Moses unto them." These words were intended to

imply that, like the polytheistic Athenians, not only the prc-

Abrahamic East Semites, but also the pre-Mosaic Hebrews,

were "too superstitious," and that the worship of even Ea,

when compared with that taught by the divinely commis-

sioned Closes, was an "ignorant" worship, A reader of Pro-

fessor Konig's article would hardly get this impression of my
"conclusion."

AYith respect to the attitude of Hommel to the question

of the original equivalence of Ea and Ya, Professor Konig

"does not mention" the following, extracted from Hommers
Annotations to the dissertation of ^Mr. Pinches on The -Z«'-"-
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Lfious Ideas of the Babylonians, page 36 : "In every case this

ii!i<!t' ticity (I'rt) seems to me in its Semiticized form Ya'u to

U- ilie original of the Hebrew Yahu which Moses transformed

;,. yahcej so filling the old heathenish word for heaven (or

l.u) with new substance, and giving it a new theological mean-

ing' instead of the old mythological."

Finally, as further e>q)ert testimony I may add that in a

jirivate letter, addressed to me last February, one of the most

I iiiiucnt of the Assyriologists of Europe wrote as follows: "In

f:I! j)robability, U]>03 the adoption of ]\[erodach as the prin-

rij.al god of the Babjdonians, the votaries of Ea identified

tln'ir deity with Yau, the god ;>ar excellence, and Hebrew

('and Babylonian) monotheism may have originated in this,

the former to exist and be perpetuated as the national religion

*'f the Jews, the latter foredoomed to destruction because

unable to flourish in the midst of Babylonian polytheism. It

U iK^f^lless to say that I am exceedingly obliged to you for

what y(»u have wrirteu, as it in great measure supports my
own tlieory." This Inuguage is the more weighty, partly b^-

f :iu-;e it comes from a veteran seho];Tr who but a few year?

;ip> publicly dissented from the above cited view of Hommel,
Mid partly because of all masters of the cuneiform texts

biCiwn to me his studies of Ea and of his worship are the most

tliorough and the most recent
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Art. III.-THE THEOLOGY OF HORACE BUSHXELL.
:N"o one can understand the theology of Bushnell who has

not some appreciation of his personality. In a fragment
of autobiograplij which was found dimlj penciled on a stray
sheet of paper occur these words, indicating how he appeaieil
to himself:

My figure in this world has not been great; but I have had agreat experience. I have never been a great agitator, never pulled
a wire to get the will of men. never did a politic thing It v-^
not for this reason, hut because I was looked upon as a singularilv-not exactly sane, perhaps, in many things-that I was almon
never a president or vice president of any society, and almost never
on a committee. Take the report of my doings on the platform of
the world's business, and it is naught. I have filled no place at all
But still It has been a great thing even for me to live. In my sep-
arate and merely personal kind of life I have had a greater epic
transacted than was ever written, or could be. The little turns 'inmy life have turned great changes-what I am now as distingui«l-.i
from the merely mollusk and pulpy state of infancy-the drawing'
out of ray powers, the correcting of my errors, the winnowing c^fmy faults, the washing of my sins; that which has given me
principles, opinions, and, more than all. a faith, and as the fruit
of this, an abiding in the sense and free partaking of the life of
God.

One gets here the flavor of tlie man. He is modest, even
over-modest, in the estimate of his achievements, yet clearlv
conscious of the greatness of his experience because he at-

tributes it to a divine light and leading. He riglitly descri])e^

himself as a man of thought rather than of action. His
was a brooding mind, absorbingly interested in ideas and
in thinking out their relations and implications, yet he was
no recluse, no austere despiser of the commonplace, worka-
day world. He possessed a singular jwwer to relate the

greatest truths to the duties and struggles of this life. Wherd
should we look for a glorification of plain, homely duties
and of faithful, honest Christian people equal to that which
Bushnell has furnished in some of his sermons and addresses i

Reared in the country, among plain working people, and f..r

years himself a toiler in the mill and on the farm, he knew
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v.ril tho world of action; but he came to know a higher and

j.n.adcr rcahn, that of motive and principle, and in this reahn

iiC liiibitually lived in order that from it he might derive

lifhl and truth wherewith to interpret life and to inspire

u'-tion.

Ihushncll was born in 1802 in Litchfield County, Coim.,

:x-m\ he lived among the Litchfield hills until he entered

Vale College in 1823. Yet was he not quite a typical son

..f New England. His father had adopted Arminian opin-

ions and his mother had been reared in the Episcopal

(Inirch, and thus it hai)j)ened that early in his life he came

r.iiflcr other religious influences than those of the Calvinism

<f the period. How much this had to do with Bushnell's

r.iroer later we will leave him to say who can estimate the

Mibtle power of heredity and early environment. Bushnell

< arly heard his father repudiate the tough predestinationism

.ind the total depravity which were taught in the church,

niui it is probable that through his mother's views and ex-

HTicnce he may first have been led into the line of reflection

•>vliich resulted in the book on "Christian Nurture." Enter-

ing college, young Bushnell is a vigorous and Wrile, but

kt-^'iily sensitive, impressionable youth, his soul full of humor,

J'.'itlios, and deep feeling, but alert, enterprising, and coura-

^•ous; singularly fearless, eager, and independent. He will

have to make his own way, to blaze his own path through

'in:' tangled forests of human opinion, for he is by nature

.1 nonconformist. He must see with his own eyes; must

r<'aoh his own conclusions in his own way, and eventually

''•'«vt> his own way of telling them. Xothing in Bushnell is

".'>ro individual than his style. l!^o one ever could success-

f'llly imitate it.

In college, like many thoughtful students, he became quite

'^'^''ptical. It was, however, a healthy and necessary process

t'l rough which he was passing, testing and maturing his in-

''f-rlted convictions and fighting his way to some clear grounds
'•f l>elicf which he could call his own. All was well which
fi'ded so well. In the seminary he came under the subtle
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and commanding jKiwer of Dr. X. W. Tajlor, then at the

lieiglit of his fame and influence—the recognized champiun

of a new theology, the leader of a school, the idol of hi<

students and followers, and more than a match for any one

of his many opponents. Xo keener dialectician had appeared

in Xew England since the elder Edwards. Erom the doctor's

instruction, from its method and its conclusions alike, liush-

nell reacted.

And why? Cluefly because the discussions seemed to him

to be an acute practice in formal logic; to proceed without

any proper recognition of the nature and limits of religious

thought, to deal with logical abstractions and to issue in

daring but groundless speculations. This theologizing was

too purely abstruse and theoretic, too remote from reality,

to ]x»ssess more than a curious interest. He begau to think

that the theologians of the period were "mere logickers" and

*'one-word professors" who seize upon certain human figures

and analogies and develop all their suggestions and infer-

ences into doctrines by an "extempore clatter of logical

judgments." During this period he read and absorbci

Coleridge's Aids io Reflection, a book to which he testifictl

in his old age that he owed more than to any other save the

Bible. This l>ook was his guiding light to the position

which he states thus :

Too soon did the doctors of the Church forget that the heart, the

moral nature, was the beginning and the end; and that truth.

knowledge, and insight were comprehended in its expansion. This

was the true and first apostasy—when in council and synod thi-

divine humanities of tlie Gospel gave way to speculative systems.

and religion became a science of shadows under the name of

theology, or at best a bare skeleton of truth, without life or interest,

alike inaccessible and unintelligible to the majority of Christians.

For these, therefore, there remained only rites and ceremonies ana

spectacles, shows and semblances. Thus among the learned thP

substance of things hoped for passed off into notions; and for the

unlearned the surface of things became substance. The Christian

world was for centuries divided Into the many that did not think

at all and the few who did nothing but think—both alike unre-

flecting, the one from defect of the act, the other from the absence

of an object.
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So muck for preliminancs.

'Iho eliief characteristics of Dr. Buslmell as a theological

ti. inker appear to have been intensity, independence, and

...iMi>rehcnsiveness. His interest in theological subjects

tv;(s absorbing, his method unconventional, and his temper

, :,iiiolic. Bnshnell made no claim to be a theological scholar

,.r a systematic thinker, in the technical sense. He was at

Mii.r something less and something more than either. If he

<itrived less from others than men commonly do it was partly

tnoause he had less occasion to borrow from others. If he

v.as sometimes one-sided in his views of truth it was becauso

!,t' l)elieved that he saw^ a side of the truth which had been

fur^n^tten or obscured and which deserved special emphasis

Mr advocacy. It is common to class him among the intuitive

rather than among the speculative or logical theologians—to

<i. scribe him as a representative of the theology of the feel-

iii;j;s rather than of the theology of the intellect. This has

ii> measure of truth, but, after all, it was not so much be-

cause Bushnell was less logical than the theologians of his

lijp.e that he differed from them as because he started from

'h'itcrent presuppositions. He was not deficient in ability

to develop a subject logically within the relations which

were real for his mind. His peculiarity lay in the view

^vhich he took of the function of logic in theology and of the

.-{•here of its application. The method and results of Bush-

ii'-ll's theological reflection may be illustrated by a review

••f the contribution which he made to religious thought.

That contribution appears to be found, chiefly, in four

p>iiits:

1. His theory of churcli life.

^1. His theory of theological knowledge.

J^. His idea of the supernatural.

4. His ethical interpretation of atonement,

A few comments are offered on each of these in order.

Bnslinell grew up in a time when the revival was chiefly

'•'IXMided upon as the means of recruiting the church. The

\v,,rk;ng theorv of church life was that the church was to
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be built up ah extra by occasional protracted meetin<^s at-

tended by appeal and excitement. Bushnell indulged in

no wholesale objections to revivals, but he did not belic-vo

that revivalism should be the main dependence and hope of

the church for making progress in the world. Such a

method might be occasional and supplementary, attended

though it was by so many disadvantages ; but it could never

supply the lack of a normal and healthy church growtli.

From the very beginning of his ministry in Hartford Busli-

nell had been brooding anotlier view of the matter, and prob-

ably much earlier. At any rate, he published two years

after his settlement an essay on ''Kevivals of Keligion"

whose chief contention was that the child who is borii to

the heritage of Christian influence and instruction ouglit to

grow up a Christian and ought never to be or to imagine

himself to be anything else. This essay was the germ of

tlie volume on "Christian Xurture" published eleven years

later.

It was not strange that this book raised a storm. It

laid the ax at the root of current beliefs and practices. It

was a challenge to the individualism which dominated the

church life of Xew England and a plea for a social and

organic theory of the propagation of religion. It flatly

denied the doctrine of church growtli by adult conversion

only, repudiated the theory that in regeneration God works

only by direct supernatural means, deprecated the assump-

tion that people must grow up in sin and irreligion until

they reach adult life and that then only can they, by a

radical revolution, come into relation v^'ith Christ and lii>

saving mercy. Eushnell nuiintained that children should

gi'ow up into the Christian life as they grow up into ma-

turity of mental or moral life, receiving Christ and his

salvation increasingly according to the measure of their

understanding of it and developing capacity to appropriate

it. In short, the church should recognize and use the lH^v^

on which all organic societies are founded ; that religion wa'^

as truly native to mau and normal to his life as morality
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or thouglit, and that it was a shocking perversion to suppose

that God was absent from those natural relationships and

ijilliK'UCCs which mold and shape our life, religious as well

as iticntal. These relations to Christian socictv, especially

iliat of the family, he viewed as God's universal means of

L'race through which he chiefly ministers of his Spirit to

liuinan life. Here, indeed, was heresy; or, rather, a whole

|,rtK)d of heresies.

With the correctness or incorrectness of this theory of

the grace ministered through Christian nurture we are not

here concerned. What is the theological foundation on

whicli the theory rests ? One of the presuppositions is- that

the natural and the supernatural are not to be set up in

rivalry and contrast. This was the great underlying idea

of llie book Nature and ilie Supernalural. These together

constitute the one system of God. The hard and fast dual-

ism which made nature and the natural life of man a kind

t.f Dcutral sphere, or quite as likely a positively undivine

or evil territory from which God must be kept wholly apart,

I'n>hncll had already repudiated while yet u theological

Kudcnt. His theory of Christian nurture, according to

'.vhich tlie grace of God is chiefly mediated to men not

ihcrely sporadically, in sacred rites or isolated experiences,

lilt naturally, constantly, normally, through the providen-

tial channels of his grace ordained in man's creation

—

through the sacraments of heredity and parental influence

and training—was an application of his view of the relations

<^f nature and the supernatural as fundamentally one. It

Was based in a species of monism and in a consequent repu-

diation of the dualistic and semidcistic view of nature and

"f man which, reaching its highest development in the one-

i'h'd supernaturalism of the seventeenth century, was still

rife in BushneU's day—as, indeed, it still is in our own.

Another theological presupposition of his theory was the

native religiousness and receptivity to goodness which are

<^"-'nstitutive in human nature. With Tertullian, Bushnell

U'licred in the "human soul naturally Cliristian;" that

46
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is, that mau is by nature adapted to religion and that

his religious nature may and should unfold normally from

the first.

All this was quite preposterous on the current theory

of total depravity which, if somewhat mitigated, still held

sway. The catechism which was still taught in churches

and families asserted that all men are bom into the world

guilty of Adam's sin and heirs of such a moral corruption

that they are "utterly indisposed, disabled, and made oppo-

site unto all that is spiritually good, and wholly inclined to

all evil, and that continually." Edwards's description of

native depravity is more realistic than most, but only be-

cause it is more consistent with the theory and thorough-

going in its logic. Here are a few sentences taken from the

description, and it is to be remembered that they are but

samples of pages ujwn pages, and that the indictment is

that of all men—that is, of human nature as such

:

They [men] are totally corrupt, in every part, In all their facul-

ties, and all the principles of their nature, their understandings
and v/llls; and in all their dispositions end affections; their heads,
their hearts are totally depraved; all the members of their bodies
are only instruments of sin; and all their senses, seeing, hearing.
and tasting, etc., are only inlets and outlets of sin, channels of

corruption. There is nothing but sin; no good at all.

The practical outcome of the two types of doctrine may be

illustrated by two or three incidents: Cotton Mather, on one

occasion, took his little daughter Katie into his study and

reminded her that Iwth he and she must shortly die and
go to their judgment. "I then set before her," he says, "the

.sinful condition of her nature and charged her to pray that

God would give her a new heart." Kathaniel Mather made
this entry in his diary concerning his own sinful state when
a child: "When very young I went astray from God aiul

niy mind was altogether taken with vanities and follic-i,

Bueh as the remembrance of them doth greatly abase my
soul within me. Of the manifold sins which then I wa:^

guilty of, none so sticks upon me as that, being ver\' young,

I wa8 wJiUtUng on the Sabbath day; and for fear of being
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.CM I did it behind the door, A great reproach of God ! a

of that atheism I brought into the world with me!"
t

f j-icimcn

Suoh was the early Puritan view. This is what Bushnell

wrulo to one of his children

:

Vou have been religiously educated and are come to an age when

you must begin to be more responsible for yourself. Our prayer

for you every day is that God would impart his grace and draw

you on to a full choice of himself and perform the good work which

»e trust he has begun in you. I would recommend to you now

that you set before you, as a distinct object, the preparing yourself

to make a profession of the Saviour. Make this a dlBtinct object

f>f thought and prayer every day. And do not inquire so much

»hat you are, whether truly a Christian in heart or not, as how

roil may come into the full Christian spirit, to become unselfish,

tnd to have a distinct and abiding love to Christ.

The second topic is the theory of theological knowledge.

This }3ushncll unfolded in his essay on ''Language." He

dwelt upon the fact that all the terms which we apply to

«^})iritual subjects are physical in origin and therefore fig-

urative. He urged that such terms must not be regarded

as accurate and adequate expressions of the spiritual facts

vhich they symbolize; they are rather hints or suggestions

<':)ly. They picture forth in imaginative forms that which

in its inner nature is unimaginable. Our philosophical

and theological language is analogical. It implies a con-

stant comparison of the natural with the spiritual and

•"prints from an effort to render the spiritual in terms of

tiio natural. Such is the nature of language as applied to

'[•i ritual phenomena. It is a system of sensuous symbols

J'lid pictures which truly expresses the meaning of the spir-

i'lial for the imagination and the feeling, but becomes un-

tnu' ^vhen it is subjected to a purely logical treatment.

* Wliat they carry into our soul's feeling or perception, or

iivv-akcn in it by expression," says Bushnell, "is their only

truth, and that is a simple internal state of the soul itself;

^'diieh if we undertake to handle in any merely logical and

a priori method we are sure to abuse both ourselves and it."

His cliicf contention is that when you take a figurative word

«••" I'hrase and apply it to some divine truth or mystery, and
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then proceed to draw out the suggestions of tlie figure and
reason out its implications as if the figurative conception
were as accurate as a mathematical formula, you are simply
forgetting the nature of language and deceiving yourself.
Bushnell believed that the history of theology was full of
unconscious logical juggling with the forms and sugges-
tions of figurative words. He gives many examples: The
liuman concept of begetting applied to the inner mystery
of Deity; the discussion of the causes which produce the
acts of the will

; renderings of the doctrine of salvation in
military, commercial, and legal analogies. To one of these
subjects he refers in these Avords

:

Discussing the human will, for example, or the great question of
liberty, the writer will be overpowered by the terms and predi-
cates of language, which, being mostly derived from the physical
world, are charged to the same extent with a mechanical signifi-
cance. And then we shall have a sophism, great or small.
according to his capacity—a ponderous volume, it may be, of
formulas, filled up, rolled about, inverted, crossed, and twisted-a
grand, stupendous, convoluted sophism—all a mere outward prac-
tice, however, on words and propositions, in which, as they contain
a form of cause and effect in their own nature, it is easily madp
out that human liberty is the liberty of a scale-beam, turned by
the heavier weights. Meantime, the question is only a question
of consciousness, one in which the simple decision of consciousness
IS final—to which argument, whether good or bad, can really add
nothing, from which nothing take.

We observe here the view which he took of theological
definition and si>eculative argumentation. He believed that,

as practiced in his day, it was mainly a play of formal logic,

a very serious but deceptive manipulation of figures *-i

speech. The mischief of this theologizing was that it re-

garded its deductions, wdiich it had thus spun out, as i)art

and parcel of the Gospel, or, at least, as corollaries of it.

essential to be held and taught. Bushnell made his protest

m the interest of liberty. The current systems were wortii

as much to him as the reasoning of which tliev were ihf

}>roduct—and of this it must be said that he did not enttr-

taina very high opinion:
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A very great share of our theological questions, or disputes,

or!Rlu;ite in the incapacity of the parties to separate truths from

thoir forms, or to see how the same essential truth may clothe

{{•••olf under forms that are repugnant. There wants to be a large

jiKCstlon, 60 to speak, of form in the teacher of theology or mental

Vliilosophy, that he may always be aware how the mind and truth,

ubllped to clothe themselves under the laws of space and sensation,

sr« taking, continually, new shapes or dresses, coming forth poet-

iL-nlly, mystically, allegorically, dialectically, fluxing through defini-

tlona, symbols, changes of subject and object, yet remaining still

tti(> same; for if he is wanting in this, if he is a mere logician,

f.^stening on a word as the sole expression and exact equivalent of

a. truth, to go on spinning his deductions out of the form of the

vord (which yet have nothing to do with the idea), then he be-

comes an opinionist only, quarreling as for truth itself with all

v.ho chance to go out of his word; and since words are given not to

imprison souls but to express them, the variations continually

kidulged by others are sure to render him as miserable in his

auxicties as he is meager in his contents, and busy in his quarrels.

licrc he clearly discloses the grounds of his distrust in the

:;iethods and results of systematic theology. He thought it

t<«) remote from reality, too little aware of its own limita-

lioijs and of the defects of the instrument which it employed,

M\\ quite forgetful of several all-i7np:>rtant "previous ques-

tions" which required answers before it could properly begin

its work:

And so it comes to pass that, while there is but one truth, we
fiave many theologies—little finite universes all. soap-bubble worlds

rising by their own levity, whirled away by all cross-winds of

vliilosophy and providential history, bursting in tiny collisions,

or without collision, by the mere thinness of their films, and not

'•avlng moisture enough at the point where they vanish to show
*lK're they were.

The significance of BushneH's contention in this essay lies

•apparently in two points: (1) He showed how easily the theo-

^"J^ian is misled by mere figures of speech—how readily he

Jiiay deceive liimself and others by the use of terms and analo-

gies wliich, closely considered, are illustrative only. From
this consideration he forcibly argued that "all formulas of

'hx-trine should be held in a cei-tain spirit of accommodation.

Uiey cannot be pressed to the letter, for the very sufficient
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reason that the letter is never true. The}' can be regarded

only as proximate representations, and should therefore be

accepted not as laws over belief, or opinion, but more as

badges of consent and good understanding." (2) This

dissertation distinctly suggests, though it does not directly

discuss, the questions as to the nature, limits, and method

of theological knowledge. These questions received no con-

sideration at the hands of the old dogmatician. They made

assumptions with respect to these on whose correctness and

adequacy their whole process of systerniziug was dependent.

In the field of these assumptions or presuppositions lay the

chief problems of their alleged science. But the speculative

divine of Bushnell's days, and earlier, did not deign to tell

us how or why or on what grounds he knew what he af-

firmed. He did not raise the question to himself. It had

no existence for his mind. He assumed that a certain cur-

rent method of deducing by logical processes a speculative

system from the language of Scripture was sound and valid.

Problems concerning the constitutional limits of the human

faculties in the handling of such themes, concerning the

nature and availability for the proposed purposes of the

Scripture so used and concerning the applicability of figura-

tive language to spiritual themes—these problems received

little, if any, consideration. Bushnell challenged theology

to examine and justify its presuppositions.

Incidental reference has already been made to the third

general topic, the relations of nature and the supernatural.

Bushnell's treatise on this subject is the most systematic

and complete of all his works. It is directed against the

current naturalism—the conception of nature as a self-suffi-

cient sphere of mechanical forces and laws. It is an argu-

ment for the reality of a spiritual world which enspheres

and undergirds nature and whose higher meanings and uses

it is the function of nature to fulfill. Xature and spirit

are, indeed, distinct. They are two forms of being each <'t

which has its own laws and forces. !Nature is the sphere

of mechanical causation and sequence; spirit is the reului
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,.f freedom, res}X)nsibility, and moral values. But these

two worlds have one ultimate cause and ground. Together

they coiistitute the one system of God. Xature is not all,

nor the highest. The spiritual world is primary. Nature

rxistfl to serve its ends. The material world has its mean-

ing as an arena in which the great moral drama of humanity

is enacted. Whatever nature is, that is its meaning. Mech-

anism serves the ends of spirit. Xot materialism but spirit-

tialisui is the true philosophy of the world and of life.

Hiishnell says:

God has erected another and higher system [than nature], that

of spiritual being and government, for which nature exists; a

system not under the law of cause and effect, but ruled and mar-

ehaled under other kinds of laws and able continually to act upon,

or vary the action of the processes of nature. If, accordingly, we
ppcak of system, this spiritual realm or department is much more
properly called a system than the natural, because it is closer to

God, higher in its consequence, and contains in itself the ends or

final causes for which the other exists and to which the other is

tncde subservient.

What better could a Lotze say than this? Is not this the

chief contention of modern theistic philosophy? Is it not

the substance of that spiritualistic monism which holds

sway in the speculative thought of our time ?

Tliis general idea Bushnell applied in many directions.

He was fond of asserting that man is supernatural. In his

intelligence, freedom, and conscience he transcends the mere

Hfe of nature. In other respects he is, indeed, a child of

nature. He is implicated in both worlds, but he has his

real and true being as he fulfills his idea and destiny only

ill the spiritual order. It is there that he finds the mean-

ing and ends of his life. The physical in him is only a

^^iiul of natural base of operations—a kind of -nov oru) from

^''liich he may set in action moral and spiritual powers in

^vhose development he truly realizes himself.

In the light of these principles Bushnell discussed such

subjects as sin and salvation, miracle and the person of

^'iirist. Sin, he held, is no mere natural defect but a moral
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perversion—a false direction and state of the will. He did

not believe that sin was a fall upward, or that it was good

in the making, or that it was self-curative. He repudiated

all merely naturalistic explanations of sin and of its remedy.

Sin was to him a phenomenon of the spiritual order. It

had originated after man became man, by the action of vol-

untary powers which constitute man supernatural, and

hence was no mere brute inheritance or surviving surplus

• of sensuousness. Hence he did not look to any process of

man's natural development for tho cure of sin, but to tlie

operation of God. This saving work is accomplished through

Christ, whose unique personality, forbidding his possible

classification with men, Bushnell portrayed in the classic

tenth chapter of this work :

It were easier to untwist all the beams of light in the sky, feep-

aratiug and expunging one of the colors, than to get the character

of Jesus, v,'hich is the real gospel, out of the world. Look ye hithor,

meantime, all ye blinded and fallen of mankind, a better nature is

among you, a pure heart out of some pure world is come into your

prison and walks it with you. In him dawns a hope—purity has

not come into our world except to purify. Behold the Lamb of

God, that taketh away the sin of the world! Light breaks in,

peace settles on the air, lo! the prison walls are giving way—rise,

let us ^0.

Concerning our final topic, Bushnell's interpretation of

atonement, it is, of course, well known that his was an

ethical interpretation ; that he sought to state the savviig

significance of Christ in terms of spirit and personal rcln-

tionship. The theory was built upon the principle of tlif"

essential vicariousness of love—the mysterious power ot

sympathy to enter into the woes of its object and part all it^

burdens, taking half itself. Bushnell held, even insi-^tci

upon, the essence of historic orthodoxy on this subject: lluit

in the work of Christ is expressed and made effective not

only the benevolence or grace, but also the holiness or riirbt-

cousness, of God. Bushnell has been represented as hoMm::

only the former aspect of Christ's work—the disclosure ot

an infinite good nature which is adapted to attract men to
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rciKntance. But he also held, with Paul, to a manifesta-

tion of God's righteousness—which is the essence or

common factor in all so-called orthodox interpretations of

the subject

:

Many teachers have been rising up. in all past ages, and pro-

pounding it as the true theory of the Gospel that Christ came forth

to be a Redeemer, in the way of being an example. But no theory

of the kind has ever beeu able ... to get any show of general

acceptance. For the truth is that we consciously want something

better than a model to be copied; some vehicle of God to the soul,

that is able to copy God into it. Something is wanted that shall

go before and beget in us the disposition to copy an example.

In close connection with the foregoing he adds :

To magnify love, therefore, even the love of the cross, as being

itself the new creating power of God, would be a very great mis-

take, if the righteous rule of God is not somehow included. When

Jesus in his sacrifice takes our lot upon his feeling, and goes even

to the cross for us, we need also to conceive that he does this for

the right, and because the everlasting word of righteousness

commands him.

These Avords are from Part II of the Yicariom Sacrifice.

The entire third part of the book is devoted to the discussion

of the relation of the work of Christ to God's law and

government. The whole discussion labors to show, in a way

more satisfactory than the penal satisfaction and govern-

mental theories had done, how^ Christ in his saving work

vindicates and honors the righteousness of God. It abounds

in titles like these: "The Law Precept Duly Sanctified;"

'Tcgal Enforcements :N'ot Diminished;" "God's Eectoral

Honor Effectively Maintained."

Perhaps this is the most convenient summary which he

anywhere gives:

Christ has set the law precept in a position of great honor and

power, enduing it with such life and majesty, in men's convictions.

as it otherwise never could have had. (1) He proposes, we have

Keen, no remission of sins which does not include a full recovery

to the law. (2) All that he does and suffers In his sacrifice he as

truly does for the resanctification of the law as for our recovery.

(3) In his incarnation he incarnates the same and brings it nigh

to men's feelings and convictions by the personal footing he gains
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for it in humanity. (4) He honors it again by his obedience, which
iB in fact a revelation of God's own everlasting obedience, before
the eyes of mankind; the grandest fact of human knowledge.

It is almost needless to add that late in bis life he pub-
lished the supplementary volume, Forgiveness and Law, for
the purpose of expounding more fully and setting in cle'arer
light this objective or Godward aspect of the atonement. In
other volumes he has over and over again asserted his con-
viction that Christ's work was the supreme assertion of in-
violable holiness and of the ill desert of sin. He says in the
book God in Christ:

It is not Christianity, as I view it, to go forth and declare thatGod 18 60 good, so lenient, such a fatherly being, that he forgives
freely No! God is better than that-so good, so fatherly, that
he will not only remit sins, hut will so maintain, the sanctity of
his lau;s 03 to make us feel them. The let-go system, the over-
looking, accommodating, smoothing method of mere leniency is a
virtual surrender of all exactness, order, and law. The law is
made void; nothing stands firm. God is a willow, bending to the
breath of mortals. There is no throne left, no authority, nothing
to move the conscience—therefore, really no goodness.

Such quotations could be multiplied almost indefinitely.
He declares that forgiveness must be provided in such a way
that men "in the very article of forgiveness" shall be made
to feel "the intensest possible sense of the sanctity of the law,
and the inflexible righteousness of God." Hence Christ
must, in his sufferings and death, "consecrate and recon-
secrate the desecrated law of God and give it a more e.xact
and imminent authority than it had before."

If anything more is needful to show that Bushnell held in
all good faith the essence of historic orthodoxy on this sub-
ject, it might be the platform of union which he proposed
to Dr. Hawes—a platform which the latter was compelled
to admit was "sound and scriptural." It reads

:

The work of Christ viewed in its relations to the law of God.
Js that by which the forgiveness of sins is made compatible with
Us Integrity and authority; that Christ, to this end, Is made und«^r
the law—made sin kno^ring no sin himself, receiving the chastise-
ment of our peace, suffering and dying es a sacrifice for the sins
of the world-ln all which he is set forth as a propitiation to de-
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clare tbe righteousness of God in the remission of sins; whereby

the law broken is as effectyally sanctified and sustained in the view

of his subjects and his justice as fully displayed as they would be

by the Infliction of the penalty; so that, on the ground of the sac-

rifice made by Christ and received by faith, we are justified and

accepted before God.»

Such are some of tbe salient points in the theolog}' of

Jhishnell. Xo reckless innovator or adventurer was he;

never was a man more deeply, solenmly in earnest. His

was a heart aflame with God. Amid the realities of a spir-

itual and eternal order he perpetually lived. Great as his

influence has been, he has not yet reached the zenith of his

power. Posterity will accord him no second place among the

jiropbets of those latter days. The verdict of history will

]»ronoimce him the greatest religious genius American Chris-

tianity has hitherto produced.

Life and Letters, p. 336,

I
r7^. ijY(i.,^.>-xj^xA
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Art. IY.—the debt OF THE REPUBLIC TO THE
PREACHER.

This article purposes to be a brief summarization of serv-

ices rendered to the United States of America by the minis-

ters of Christ. The subject is scarcely broached ; and its dis-

cussion will, in any case, open a gate to a suggestive field.

In this country Church and State are absolutely distinct.

The State has its function^ the Cluu-ch its function. The

State is to protect the Church; the Church is to drain the

malarias from the social swamps so as to make the State s

continuance a possibility. The Church of Christ is much

more vital to the State than the State to the Church. The

United States has recently collected a nincty-one-thousand-

doUar indemnity from Turkey for outrages perpetrated

against American missionary interests. As relates to the

Church this is the legitimate office of government. When a

Church wants more than protection it is become a beggar.

In England, however, where Church and State are com-

mingled, the House of Lords being composed of hereditary

nobility and the higher ecclesiastics, credit to the clergy has

been a habit ; whereas with us in America the total separation

of Church and State has made the shallow politician and

secular writer suppose themselves the chief functionaries of

the republic, and lent them patronizing airs toward the

preacher of the Gospel. For this reason the discussion of

the clergy contribution to American civilization may lx> both

timely and necessary. The geographical limit of this in-

quiry is the United States ; the time is from the founding of

the colonics until now. The personnel shall be preachers,

irrespective of denomination, who have made contributions uf

any sort to the well-being of our native land.

Morality is the main condition of national longevity. Thi:^

we take to be so evident. to students of history as to need no

argument. Immorality sins against the State as against tho

individual. What makes for inmiorals makes for national
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iiuauuia and ultimate death. What makes for morals makes

for licakh ajid continued life and vigor. Morals do not, his-

tf.rienlly stated, propagate themselves. Except a religion be

Inliind a moral inculcation, that inculcation is oi>erativelj

insufficient, Socratic, Platonic, Stoic, Scnecan, or Aurelian

jiiornls have scarcely made a rii)ple on the heart of history or

jiiaiikind; but the morals of Confucius and Mohammed and

jJiuldha have been propagated because religions were behind

them. That the Church of God with its impedimenta of

Oiristian ethics and its propagandism of holy ardor would

make for the health of the State is therefore apparent. The

clcrgA' of a city are of more economic and police value than

all the police force or city employees. Every preacher walks

his beat indefatigably, policing a territory for the city's good

and the State's weal. Every child brought under the salutaiy

intluence of the Christian Church, in so far as the Christian

influence has had its honest, operative effect on the life, has

been a contribution to citizenship. Christianity makes good

citizens. A Clrristian costs the State nothing. The gambler,

Faloonist, harlot, criminal of any order are constant boarders

at the public tables. Every Sunday school and mission and

church makes against vice, as vic« makes against the public

plenty as well as against public health. Vice is to be likened

to the lean kine Pharaoh saw in his vision, which consumed

the fat kine. Xo statesman can estimate the police power

of the Church, and beyond that the power for constructive

citizenship the Christian inculcation affords. Because it is

abiding, invisible, and voiceless, like gravitation, the surface

economist fails to notice its prodigious force and efficiency.

Xow, the minister being such as he is, the leader in the

Church, the mouthpiece of its purpose and guardian of pub-

lic health, must be accredited a man's part in whatsoever

\vork of moral uplift and benefit a fair estimate may con-

cede to the Church. Xow, this suggestion is not included

in the argument but is placed as a sort of concrete basis on

Avhicli the argument rests ; and no one acquainted with the

incalculable repressive and stimulative power of Christian-
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ity can for a moment gainsay the validity and force of this

preliminary contention.

First, in the discussion, we must recall that the United

States was settled by religious colonies, and in a day when

the parson (meaning, as Lowell has told us, the chief per-

son) was a sort of citadel figure in a community. Huguenots

under Coligny settled the Carolinas; the Puritans, Massa-

chusetts ; the Baptists, Rhode Island ; the Quakers, Pennsyl-

vania ; the American Puritan immigrated to Connecticut

;

Gustavus Adolphus and Oxcnstiern founded ISTew Sweden

;

the Dutch Protestant founded ISTew Amsterdam; philan-

thropist Oglethorpe founded Georgia; Roman Catholic Lord

Baltimore founded Maryland. In Virginia, which was at

the first a settlement of decayed gentry and refuse from the

jails of England, the Church was an afterthought, and the

clergy comparatively inconsequential and lacking in popu-

larity, as witnesses the legal case in which Patrick Henry de-

feated them, in their just attempt to collect Avhat was but

their legitimate salary, wlien the community wished to pay

them in fiat money. Roger "Williams, preacher, founded

Rhode Island. William Penn, preacher, was the father of

the Friends Communion in America; Oglethorpe brought

with him from England John Wesley as evangelist to Amer-

ica; John Robinson at Delft had more to do with the launch-

ing of the Mayflower and the emigration of the Pilgrims and

the liberty their province fathered than any man, or

than all men. That is to say, John Robinson, preacher of the

Puritan Church, was more influential in shaping the sul^

sequent history of America than Carver, or Winthrop, or any

other Puritan governor. America will always be in his debt.

He, to use a figure, helped to freight the Mayflower and then

pushed it from the shore. His sermon on the embarkation

of the Pilgrim fathers is lit with a glow of statesmanship

and prophecy. Thus the clergyman was in the veins of

American life. He was not injected. He was and will

always remain a constituent of the blood. Diagnose his case,

and reasons for this efficaciousness will become apparent.
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The preacher is elevated in type and tone. Ralph Con-

nor's Black Bock and The iSky Pilot as well as The Man

from Glengan'i/ illustrate this. The Sky Pilot might serve

a A the biography of thousands of preachers whose names

(inly an obituary list makes note of. This sky pilot within

htKMoty elevates it, is larger, serener, than it is, and goes

heavenward with his mountain village in his two hands. The

"Kabbi" in Kate Carnegie is silhouette of a clean, strong,

manly, unselfish lover of the Christ as minister of Christ.

And these characters are fictions in name only. They are true

as truth. From them may be inferred the characteristics of

the minister as lie develops in society. He is a cultivated

gentleman. There are exceptions ; but this contention is that

ho is on a par with the community in which he is, and be-

yond it. Emerson in The American Scholar, speaking of

tlie clergy, says, "who are always, more universally than any

(ither class, the scholars of the day."

The preacher is intelligent and makes for intelligence

himself as interpreter in the community in which he is and

its loader. Men do not long listen to their inferiors. He is

nsnally a gentleman. He has a v.-ide fund of knowledge, and

is frequently a wide traveler. He is well read
;
quoting from

our friend Keats, of blessed memory, much has he

traveled in the realms of gold,

And many goodly states and kingdoms seen.

So it comes to pass that the preacher distills inspiration.

He brings knowledge from remoter points of the intellectual

horizon than any living man. J. G. Holland, in his letter to

P'tnjamin Franklin Jones (in the Titcomh Letters) on his

liubitual nonattendance at church, says in effect that though

liis association had for many years been with leaders in the

literary world, he had received intellectual life and stimu-

hition from no class of people in such a degree as from minis-

ters. A testimonial coming from such a man whose inter-

course was with the best literary intelligence of his time, and

his time recent, is weighty and worth pondering. The news-

paper disseminates all sorts of information, legitimate and
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illegitimate, with entire impartiality. Information the news-

paper gives, but frequently fails to give illumination. The

preacher goes to the best quarters and brings back the best

news from the regions visited. He hobnobs with the largest

and best life of the world, and is in sympathetic touch with

every holy and laudable appetency of the soul, and there-

fore gives expression to the finer thought and fancy and fact

of his era. He is a preacher of righteousness, but as well a

preacher of rightness, morality, intelligence, culture, c<jurt-

esy, womanliness, manliness, patriotism. His field is the

world of larger aspirations, purpose, control ; and he speaks

of this world as of it, so that his words are a manifest philan-

thropy. He stands for absolute morality. He is against the

sweating system, is in favor of social equality, and of all

public servants knows most of the extremes of society—inas-

much as every day his line of cleavage is through all the

social strata. In the morning he may pray with a dying

pauper; in the afternoon, preach to male prisoners, a little

later to female prisoners, and in the evening officiate at the

marriage of the millionaire's daughter. His knowledge of

society is thrust on him ; he is in the nature of his informa-

tion and vocation a imifier of scnsiety. Then he is under bonds

to goodness : ''Whatsoever things are pure'' appeal to him as

spring appeals to the poet. He is allied to all good things.

He is humanitarian, friend of birds and dray horse and

ill-used child, and homeless and forsaken woman, or outcast

man; he is labor's friend; friend of and pleader for intelli-

gence. He is opj)0?ed to coarseness and lewdness and intem-

perance, the foe to coarse and umnoral and inunoral litera-

ture and theaters and lewd s}>ectacles generally. His atti-

tude is determined and unwavering. He is the known foe of

intemperance and the liquor traffic root and branch. The

polestar will change its place among the stars sooner than the

preacher will change attitude against evil. That such cham-

pionship of society's right must tell for society's good goes

without argument.

Tie Clergyman os Father of a Family. God lias not
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phown a better place to be bora or nurtured tlian under a

luMtiso roof. The preacher is a contribution to the public

v.xiJtli in his children. ISTo man is better qualified to rear

ritizc-ns than he. Virtue, sobriety, godliness, prayer, Scrip-

mre reading, the incense of a grateful spirit, the air of

cuhure and refinement which pervades the home, the presence

ul a ])ure and gi-acious woman, the ncighborliness of books

—

these, and many concomitants of the same sort, all conspire

to give a preacher's child a supreme fighting chance in the

uorld. The Eoman Catholic celibate priest herein sins against

\\\v oonnnon good. A minister deserves to have a family, and

in failing here fails in public service. Luther was right not

'imply in Scripture theory, but in actual pj-actice; and if

frwin this happy home circle of the ex-priest and the ex-nun

liiid come no other voice than Luther's Christmas hynm,

written for his little children, that home had been forever

f'anctified. Preachers' children as a class make high grade

C'-ntributions to the social, intellectual, and moral world.

At this point it is discreet to recall how settled a friend the

jircacher is to culture, and with what uniformity the preach-

er's family is accorded a college training, though his circum-

stances are of the poorest. 'J'he preacher's son and daughter

are much in evidence in college catalogues. Whatever sacri-

fu-e may have been made at home, the child is apt to be in

tJie college; and so, a cultivated youth is what proceeds, as a

i"nle, from the parson's doors into American life. Among
tlio representative members of every business and social com-

nnmity will be the son and daughter of the preacher house-

li'ilil. As illustrative of this, notice that Peter Stuys'esant,

ii')l('st of the Dutch governors of ISTew Amst^^rdam, was a

{sreacher's son ; that Adoniram Tudson, greate^^t of American

Jiussionaries, save William Taylor, was a preacher's son;

that Jonathan Edwards was a preacher's son; that Timothy
liwight, who turned American youth away from French
«thoism, was a descendant of Jonathan Edwards; that the

''''Ci^nd Timothy Dwight, a renouaied college president, was a

I'reaf'lior's son; that Henry Clay, the great compromiser,
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\vas the same; that Fitz-Greene Ilalleck, the poet, was de^

sc^uded from Jolin Eliot, "Apostle to the Indians;" that

Samuel F. ]3. JMorse, inventor of telegraphy, and in conse-

quence one of the greatest benefactors of the race, was a

preacher's son; and that Senator Dollivcr is the son of a

Methodist clergyman. Presidents Arthur and Cleveland

were preachers' sons; Elizal>eth Stuart Phelps was a

preacher's daughter; the Field family—including Henry
M. Field, the editor, David Dudley and Stephen J, Field,

lawyers, and Cyrus W. Field, of Atlantic Cable fame—were

a preacher's sons. So were Holmes and Lowell, poets whose

najnes are perfume sweet; Louis Agassiz was a preacher's

son. Harriet Beecher Stowe and Henry Ward Beecher were

daughter and son of a preacher household. But why go far-

ther ? The Beecher household is proof positive of the amaz-

ing contribution the clergy make through their children to

the public benefit.

Preachers as Founders of Colleges. The Puritan among
whom the preacher was puissant gave America the public

school ; and preachers are friends of education as a whole, as

is evidenced by their paternal relation to American colleges.

They were among the chief founders, and are among their

chief supporters. Denominational colleges have everywhere

beeii pensioners on the preacher. Harvard, first colleg-e in

the Xew World, was founded by Eev. John Harvard, who
gave half his estate and all his library for such founding; it

was likewise indebted to Bishop Berkeley for a rare set of the

Greek and Latin classics. Yale was founded by teJi ministers

who "each contributed a gift of books," Bishop Berkeley being

also among its earliest of patrons. Bishops Coke and Asbury

founded the earliest of Methodist institutions, namely Coke:^-

bury College. Baker University, the first college founde<l

in the territory of Kansas, was organized by preachers and

named after Bishop Baker. Indeed the multitude of d*-

nominational colleges is the creation of preachers who l>e-

lieve to the poi)it of enthusiasm in Christian culture.

Doctor Leonard ^^'ood was founder of Andover Theoloolcal
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.^.-miliary ; Drs. Dempster, Barrows, and Bishop Baker were

l-.tiiiders of Garrett Biblical Institute; Rev. Thomas Kirk-

\m(\ founded Hamilton College; Eev. Joliii Livingston

founded ]vutgers College; the Woman's College at Balti-

ijiiire, which now takes rank with the leading woman's

n.Urges of America or the world, is virtually the creation of

l>r. Goucher; Dartmouth College was founded by Rev.

j;icazer Wheelock, pioneer of Christian education for In-

(iiitiis in Xew England.

J'rcachers as College Presidents. For many years, and

until very recently, college presidents have been largely se-

'•otod from the ranks of clergymen. This was under that

«•' Tic-option of a college president which held him to be an

(ilncator and a man who would be prodigiously forceful in

.^Imping the youthful life passing under his influence. He
^^as })reeminently a sliaper of mind, ambitious, ideals, and

rim meter. Just now the chief aim in securing a college

jire.sidcnt seems to be to lay hands on a money-getter. He
iun.-^t bo magical in getting endo\\Tnent. He has little or

ii"tliing to do with the student community over wdiicli ho

jiresides. He is, in other words, a college agent, spelled in a

more impressive fashion. This changed ideal of a college

president is an. experiment, and one that does not savor of

.-'••holarship or college ideals. Senator Ingalls once said to

tlic writer that of all men who had controlling influence on

Ills life. President Mark Hopkins was easily chief, which

iittcriuice may stand for multitudes of experiences. When
youth is young an ounce of influence is more ]x>tent than a

t-'U might be later, and when a man of moral and ment^il

snight is in the president's chair the good resulting to those

^'liosc lives he touches is past computation. In a word, for

•'i multitude of years, as trainers of youth and college presl-

'•<'iits, preachers have been almost monopolists. At the head
*'' tins list of beneficent forces in American civilization,

'iiough chronologically he does not come so early, I place Rev.

1 ranr-is Allison, because he was a pre-Revolution educator of

di'^tinction, under whose tuition were Charles Thomson,
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Secretary of the Continental Congress during the Revolu-

tionary period, and Prancis Hopkinson, one of the sig-ucrs

of the Declaration of Independence. Harvard had Incrca.se

Mather as one of its great presidents, and Edward Everett,

who was a preacher. Yale had Ezra Stiles, of precious mem-
,

orj; Timothy Dwight, of the Kcvohitionary period; Thoo
dore Woolsey, ISToah Porter, and again a Timothy Dwight.

Princeton glories in such presidents as Jonathan Edwards;

Dr. Withorspoon, patriot, memlwr of Congress, and signer

of the Declaration of Independence; and Dr. ]\IcCosh, meta-

physician and master of men. Williams had Mark Hopkins,

who himself is a catalogue of great moral, intellectual, and

spiritual force. Union College had Eliphalet Xott, who for

sixty-two years—the longest college presidency in the history

of America or the world—was at the head of the institution.

Brown University had Francis Wayland ; Dickinson College,

John Price Durbin ; Wesleyan (the oldest living college of

[Methodism) has had Wilbur Fisk, Stephen Olin, Dr. Bang?,

founder of the Metliodist Missionary Society, while from the

presidency of this college Dr. Foss passed into the episco-

pacy. Eev. Thomas x\llen was the first president of Alle-

gheny College. Henry Bascom, the brilliant Southern orator,

was president of Madison College. E. O. Haven was presi-

dent of Syracuse University; Dr. Cummings, of North-

western. Matthew Simpson, Thomas Bowman, Dr. John P-

D. John Avere presidents of Asbury, now DePauw. Xow, this

list, not exhaustive, is yet sufficient to show the elevatJ!!,::

effect on the republic of such a host of choice spirits dcalini:

with the plastic mind, and is clearly beyond com])utation.

The Preacher as a Literary Man. The preacher has ever

been a man of letters. Making sermons is as certainly cr( a-

tive as making poems. The preacher is capable of expres-'in;:

thought with clearness, force, ajid eloquence, so that for hiiM

to become an author is a natural sequence. The clergy ha-'^

produced some distinguished editors, such as, among our-

selves, Abel Stevens, John P. Durbin, Edward ThouL-^^^r..

Daniel Curry, Gillx?rt Haven, D. D. Whedou, and the ail-
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remembering J. M. Buckley. In other denominations have

boen such men as Irenseiis Prime, L^onan Abbott, Henry

Ward J3ecclier, Washington. Gladden, and the late gifted

William C. Gray. Among vi-riters of books, enroll these

jiaiiies as illustrative of the preacher's prevalence and potency

in the field of letters: Abiel Holmes, author of Annals of

America (published in 1S05), and pronounced by Lossing

to be "as a work of reference one of the most valuable publi-

cations ever issued from the press;" Rev. Timothy Flint,

author of Recollections of Ten Years' Residence and Travel

in the Mississippi Valley, a book which received much atten-

tion in its day, afterward became editor of the Knickerhocher

Magazine; Jared, Sparks, who edited The Diplomatic Corre-

spondence of the Revolution and wrote the Life of Washing-

ton and the Life of FranMin, and in 1830 established the

American Almanac, and edited the Library of American

Biography ; Rev. Jedediah ^]or=e (father of Morse, the in-

ventor of telegraphy) was the first American to issue a

geography; Jacob and John S. C. Abbott, celebrated as

writers for young people; John ^McClintock and James

Strong, who in editing the Cyclopcedia of Biblical, Ecclesi-

astical, and Theological Literature rendered a service to tlie

Christianity of the entire world; Jonathan Edwards, the

theologian and metaphysician; D. D. Whedon, editor and

metaphysician, whose book on the Freedom of the Will ren-

dered his name immortal ; Samuel Longfellow, himself a poet,

though less distinguished than his brother; Timothy Dwight,

kuoA\Ti to every lover of the hymns of the Chuj-ch as the author

of "I love thy kingdom. Lord ;" Thomas Starr King, who has

kept the sunuuer light abundant on the White Hills by his

book. Wanderings among them ; vSamuel F. Smith, author of

'*^Iy country, 'tis of thee;" President Hopkins, wTiter of

books on moral philosophy and religion ; President MeCosh,

voluminous author, whose book on the Divine Govemmeni

thoughtful Christians cannot afford to miss in tiieir reading;

Theodore Parker, aberrant, pugilistic, yet, as all must confess,

brilliant; William Ellery Channing, chaste in life and
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thought and expression, a poet of no mean repute ; Professor

David Swing, whose sermons were less sennons than

aesthetic essays; Dr. Abel Stevens, the historian of his de-

nomination ; Jones Very, a poet of twilights, some of who-^.

sonnets rank first in anj anthology of American sonnets;

Eay Palmer, hymnologist, who has impressed himself upon

the world of Gospel singers; Phillips Brooks, who held him-

self with solitary fidelity to his preaching craft, yet wrote

''0, little town of Bethlehem,'' and whose sermons have the

literary instinct ; ITenry van Dyke, late minister of the

Brick Church, author of Fisherman s Luck, which contains

some of the dantiest human touches which have of recent

years spilled tears upon the cheek, Avd the Other Wise Man,

which is doubtless destined to be a classic, like Bab and His

Friends or Fish in Jimmy, and whose dainty volume, The

Poetry of Tennyson, the poet himself thought was the noblest

interpretation of The Idyls of the King that had been made

during his life; Xewell Dwight Ilillis, whose books are antho-

logical rather than creative, but always helpful ; Edward

Everett Hale, whose brochure, .i Man Withoid a Country,

had in the days of our national peril a beautiful and effective

usefulness; Edward Eggleston, whose American novels help

set the pace for delineation of character indigenous to our

American life; Sheldon, author of In His Steps, a book

which has given a direction for righteousness to many minds

;

Henry Ward Beecher, whose sermons are substantial contri-

butions to literature, and are of marvelous range and ex-

pression, so that if Robertson of Brighton is to be plactnl

among the literary worthies of England, Henry Ward

Beecher must be listed with Hawthorne and ]^fotley and Cable

and Howells as exponents of the literary conception ot

America- Distinguished clergymen, and multitudes of thos<->

not distinguished, have spoken through a book to the thought

of the country. Shedd and Phel})3 and Hodge and Raymond

and Barnes, and legions more, have written standard books.

Preachers have made large contributions -to the literary

thought of their generation. !\re7ition has been made hen-
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only of some who have wrought distinctively in the field of

literature apart from theology, which was their native

province.

Vreadicrs as Inspirers. The preacher more than most

jiu'U has been fertile in suggestion to others in things to be ac-

coiii])lished, as Cotton Mather (of unhappy witchcraft fame)

Miggetited to Dr. Boylston the feasibility of introduction

to Boston, and so to America, of inoculation for smallpox.

This po\\-er of suggestion is to be considered as among the

finest powers of the soul. To make others think, or dream, or

aspire, or do, is genius. Dr. Peter Akers preached a sermon

to wliich Abraliam Lincoln listened, and which led that re-

mote and yet neighborly spirit to cherish the dream of an-

nihilating slavery ; and Dr. Gunsaulus only a few years ago

preached a sermon wliich inspired his parishioner, Philip D.

Annour, to build the Armour Institute of Cliicago. Such

instances are not infrequent, but might be multiplied if

space permitted. Bishop vSimpson pronounced the funeral

eulogy over Lincoln ; while Bishop Andrews performed the

like service over McKinley.

Preachers Who Have in a General Way Contributed to the

Nations Life. This list shall contain names sufficient to

afford a basis of suggestion for multitudes of the sort not

here mentioned, llev. Jesse Glover presented a font of type

10 Harvard in 1638, and induced Stephen Day to go to

America, where he issued the first book printed in America,

namely, the Psalms in Meter. William Brewster, the first

minister of the Puritans of Plymouth Eock, whose house in

Kiigland had been the "meetinghouse" of John Eobinson's

Separatists prior to their emigration to Holland, set sail

with the Mayflower company and was their minister for

many years. John Eliot, "Ai)ostlc to the Indians," edu-

cated at Cambridge, came t-o America in 1631, and being

moved with compassion toward the twenty tribes of Indians

known to the English settlement, began preaching in Xewton

in 1G4G, and translated the Xew Testament into the Indian

tongue in 1661. At the age of eighty, when too old to can-
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mutes. }3ishop Francis Asbury, Methodist pioneer bisliop,

a man of sublime devotion to his Master's busine^ of ujitir-

ing energy, of superior executive ability, of statesmanlike

forecast, helped to change barbarism into civilization, and,

in any fair estimate, of those factors which were chief

makers of the republic, must be given a leading phice.

Edward Everett entered the ministry in 1S13, but was chosen

the succeeding year to the Eliot Chair of Greek in Harvard,

was conductor of the North Americcui Beview, was a mem-
ber of Congress for ten years, was in ISo-i Governor of

Massachusetts, in 1840 Minister to England, in 1845 presi-

dent of Harvard, and in 1852 succeeded Daniel Webster as

Secretary of State.

The Preacher as Patriot. He is a friend and advocate of

temperance. Eoman Catholic clergymen and sometimes

Episcopal clergymen are not total abstainers, but the clergy

in general are in favor of and practice total abstinence. They

are as a rule prohibitionists (I do not mean third party pro-

hibitionists). They are against the canteen. Their op]X)si-

tion to the liquor wickedness is knowm and possesses soli-

darity. ISTow, in this thing, they are patriots, because who is

a friend to the country with tiie largest friendship must

oppose intemperance, which sins against economy, decency,

home, childhood, womanhood, manhood, municipal righteous-

ness, and the enforcement of law. Saloons are lawbreakers

and breeders of anarchy and housers of it. All 2)atriots, and

accordingly all preachers, must therefore be opposed to in-

temperance and the liquor traffic. To Methodists it is a

pleasant memory that from the inception of the Methodist

Episcopal Church it w^as a settled foe to slavery and iriteni-

perancc, and in the first General Conference, in 1TS4, com-

posed entirely of preachers, pronouncement was made against

the iniquity of slavery ; and Bishops Coke and Asbury were

the first Abolitionists in America, presenting to General

Washington for his signature a petition for freeing the slaves.

The attitude of the General Conference toward liquor was

aggressively hostile and has never varied a hair's breadth to
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this hour. As friend and eivilizer of the Indian the preacher

h.is l)eeu among the most satisfactory and useful factors.

I'rcacliers have been his instructors. Theirs has been the most

tnierous service, touched with no rust of gokh Tlie mission-

arv, from the days of Eliot, through Brainerd, to now, lias

U-en a eivilizer, and a quieter of tliose turbulent spirits

lu'vond anyone's ability to estimate. Prior to Christian

ministers' efforts with the Indians in America proper there

was Las Casas, the apostle of Christianity in Cuba, a

friend of the American aborigine, a priest of the early

Cuban days, who was the special pleader for the rights

of the Indians as against the enslavement by the cruel

Spanish ; and ministers as a class have been hostile to

such Chinese exclusion laws as are unjust. Henry George,

of Single Tax fame, promulgated a fine saying just before

Ills death : ^^I am for man ;" but the saying was not his

invention ; it was Christ's. Environments are to be reckoned

M'ith in shaping the history of the person of the minister, but

ns a rule he is against lynchings and violence. The hatchet

}tolicy finds scant courtesy at the hand of the more thought-

ful meml>er of this lioly craft. He stands for sanity, fair

dealing, manly opposition to wrong, and for the amendment

of codes to fit the moral needs. The preacher is in evidence

as a spokesman on all sorts of occasions. One preacher of

prominence in a city will as a rule render more service on

divei^ified occasioiis than all the lawyers and other pro-

fessional men in the city. Consider in the late McKinley

obsequies who, in the main, the orators were. However dis-

tinguished the other professions in any given community,

J^till the preacher is the customary speaker for the great oc-

casions, as Dr. Storrs at Brooklyn Bridge. And as a patriot

the preacher has been, and is, a power for good. Chaplain

(now Bishop) iNfcCalx? has spoken for the Union for forty

years with his unique power of speech in the familiar "Bright

Side of Life in Libby Prison." Bishop Fowler is a com-

pt'lling patriotic force, in his justly celebrated lectures on

''T.iiicoln" and "Grant." Bishop Sim])Son, in his lecture on
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''Our Country,'' set thousands on fire for tlie Union in tlie

days when the kindling of such flame made for the life of tlio

nation. Beecher and Bishop Simpson were the two uu-

hesitant voices for the Union in the dark days of secession.

The attitude of these two ministers is a standing rebuke to

that of Wendell Phillips, who in the darkest days of tlin

civil war, instead of standing fast by President Lineohi,

faulted him at every step, and bolted the ticket when he ^\as

nominated for his second term; and though he returned to

his allegiancy in time to vote right, his influence worked fur

hurt rather than for help. Simpson and Beecher were not

so, but with a prodigality of eft'ort seldom seen, flanied up

and do^vn the land, making for faith in country and the

triumph of the Union cause. Beecher s British eampaigii nuiy

frankly be considered the greatest oratorical battle and victory

ever achieved, not forgetting the Demosthenic Philippics.

Dr. Wcrter B. Davis, a Methodist preacher in Kamsas, presi-

dent of Baker University, first president of the first college

of arts in the Territory of Kansas, was chaplain of the

Wyandotte Convention, which framed the Free State Consti-

tution. He was a member of the first Legislature, a friend

of John Brown of Osawatomie, and of the strange and gifted

Jim Lane. During the war he was first chaplain and after-

ward cx>lonel of a company of Kansas volunteers, and becain*^

commandant of Port Leavenworth. Colonel Allen Buckuer

was a fighting parson and ^fethodist preaclier from Illinois.

He was first chaplain and afterward colonel of his regiment.

and led that amazing fight of Missionary Bidge, when the

charge began under nolwdy's order, but swept on wild Avith

victory. Bishop John H. Vincent^ as the originator of tlif

International Sunday School Lessons and of the Chauttiu-

qua movement, takes rank among the educators of the w>rM.

Dr. E. H. Chapin was a power for good in Xew York

city for thirty years, and an antagonist of slavery when an-

tagonism counted, and a voice for the Union, when voiced

were as valuable as gold. Pere Marquette wai; a discnver.r

whose name and services are amono; the happy memories <».
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l!io Xcw World, aud his spirit liaimts the great lakes as the

^ll;Hlo\vs hamit the woods. Pather Beissonies, who rccentlj

died ill ludiaiiapolis, was a Koman Catholic priest sent from

France while Indiana was under foreign Catholic swaj, and

l)t^longcd to the see of Vincennes. This priest for the past

linlf ccntnrj went to aiid fro a minister of God, till his name
\v;i^ like "ointment poured forth" and a multitude, irre-

KjH'ctive of denomination, rose up to call him blessed.

JMiillips Brooks Avas such a dynamic force for national and

iiitrrnational righteousness that he was like the blowing of a

.-hong wind from off the sea—men felt him and were glad.

'I'lie late Dr. Storrs of Brooklyn was, in a day of great men,

jiroat. He was scholarly, ehxjuent, aiid prodigious as a force

for right doing in Brooklyn, as was no layman in the city's

life.

This article must close. Enough has been said to make
evident the accuracy of the title "The Debt of the Eepublic

to the Preacher."

tr^d, (^-«^^,
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Aet. v.-the culture of jesus's family.

Jesus was a gcntlemau. His tastes were refined, bis man-

ners were quiet, his speech was chaste, his sympathies were

catholic. By birth and by breeding the Son of man was

allied to the best traditions of the race. Though the line

of his lineage was cosmopolitan, relating him by blood to

every stratum of human society, yet he was doubtless the

purest product of the seed of the woman, and in both the

Saviour and his family there are distinct marks of high

culture.

Culture is not learniug, it is not rank, it is not a matter

of mercliandise, it comcth not by the will of man, and least

of all is culture an accident. Culture is nurture. It is a

matter of training, of growth, of increment, of education.

Culture is the flower of character, it is the legitimate and

sure product of v/ell-selccted seed well sown, well grown,

well ripened, and well reaped. Culture is refinement, in

the full sense of the word ; it is the product of intelligent re-

straint, or, to recur to the natural world where culture has

unquestioned sway, it is the direct result of painstaking toil

and forethought, not always for the moment joyous, but

the rather grievous, since "Every branch that beareth fruit,

he purgeth it, that it may bring forth ]nore fruit." Though

a commonplace of observation it is not so commonly recalled

that cultured minds have rarely risen from the scats of

inherited achievement or privilege or power, but more often

from the ranks of service and struggle and strenuous en-

deavor. The sayings of the wise rich man are verily true,

that the sons of i>overty have a surer outlook than the sons

of wealth, and that to be brought up by one's mother, as his

nurse, teacher, companion, and friend, is more to be desired

than by the help of an army of serving women, governesses,

tutors, and special instructors and masters. Breeding, en-

vironment, and education are potent factors in the process of

culture. The family, the home atmosphere, the first lessons,
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nn<.l al)ove all, the religious impressions of the soul's early

^.^lrs, mean much for or against real culture.

'I'lic childhood and youth of Jesus were those of a normal,

inahliful, \vell-b'-">rn, and well-brought-up Jewish lad, the first

uf at least seven well-favored children. It seems clear that

Ills parents wished him not only to be born but to be reared

in tlie ancestral town of Bethlehem. We are told that when

ihf ]\ragi paid their visit to Bethleliem ''thay entered into the

liouse," and it is probable that the circumcision and naming

.nt tlie eighth day and the presentation and purification in the

temple at the fortieth had already taken place, for immedi-

fltoly after the departure of -the wise men the holy family

tied in haste to Eg;\'pt. After Herod's death it appeals to

have been tlieir intention to return to Bethlehem, and only

fiftor sj>ecial guidance from on high do they finally decide to

sfttlc again in Xazareth. But how superior was Nazareth

to Bethlehem in all those local accidents which distinguish

the intensely provincial Judean from the stirring Gentile

—

ahnost Greek—community of lower Zebulun and Naphtali.

Thore, only a narrow, proud, tribal or at best national spirit

prevailed. Here, Syrian, Phoenician, Koman, Grecian,'

Kgy])tian, and Babylonian elements mingled freely in the

tojiic air which fed the broader minded yet just as pure

l>looded colonials of the Galilee of the nations. History

tfaeljcs no lesson more clearly than that the seat of pure

patriotism is not always the same as that of a people's rulers.

Xnzareth was situated in the center of a circle of cities two

liuiidred of which contained above ten thousand inhabitants

ai'ir-ce and each of which was within the compass of a day's

v.-alk. From the very nature of the case, scores of these cities

Wore never destined to attract world-wide or even national

iH'tioe; but from the days of Deborah and Barak to those of

thr- later Zealots this region has been the notorious hotbed

•^f daring and independent spirits, and it was destined to

l^ecome the protector and preserver of Hebrew letters and

traditions for centuries after the glory had forever departed

fr.>iii the dismantled temple and capital city.
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Looking back upon Nazareth now, it appears as though

no happier selection coiikl have been made ^^•ith a view to

tlie local environment of our Saviour's developing years.

From the hill on which his city was built he could look down

upon the crossing of the caravan routes connecting Damascus

with Alexandria and the Decapoloi with the coast. During

the formative and plastic period of his youth Jesus sat at

the center of the world and his shire formed the nexus of

three continents. All the kingdoms of the world and the

glory of -them were made to pass before him. The sailors

of the great sea, the merchantmen of foreigu lands, the

prudent seekers and the prodigal spenders of goodly pearls,

the princely retinue, in marriage or mourning or holiday

attire, the Roman centurion with his Italian cohort, the Gre-

cian philosoplier with his peripatetic discipleship, knights,

noblemen, eunuchs, pilgrims, slaves, beggars, legionaries,

peasants, craftsmen, countrymen, and outcasts, filed back

and forth in endless procession at his feet while he studifjd

out the problem of their destiny and his own. But his ov.-n

life-plan and destiny, so far as he was Son of man, was more

largely shaped by the inmates and influence of his home.

Both Joseph and Mary were of royal blood, being of tho

house and lineage of David. Joseph, though of more mature

years, was not so aged as art and tradition have made him,

nor had he known the family relation prior to his betrotlial

to Mary. The Scripture declaration that Joseph was .i

righteous man, that he was deeply concerned about Marv's

condition and that he was not willing to make her a publi'-

example, together with the fact of his imquestioning ami

implicit obedience to the heavenly visions vouchsafed hiui:

his unrecorded yet nevertheless real and truly chivalric com-

panionship and services on the fateful journey to Betlih^-

hera, while there, and again during the Egyptian exile, !c^

well as his mutual concern with the mother on the occasion

of the boy's temporary absence from them at the celebration

marking his adolescence—all these things proclaim the char

acter of Joseph one peculiarly worthy of the confidence cf
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Iloaveii and the respect and reverence of men. In his mother

J < siis had the close and uninterrupted comradeship, through-

out bis entire life, of a woman whom all generations now

charflcterize as blessed. In her first blush of womanhood she

gave him birth. As the Child of divine conception, in whom

("tntered not only her own fondest hopes but the age-long

tx{x;ctations of her family, tribe, nation, and race, she

nursed, adored, taught, trained, and shaped his character

with a devotion as deep as it was enthusiastic, with a wisdom

as broad as it was intensive, and with a dignity and grace

as charming and queenly as it was self-effacing. But few

readers of literature are as yet ready to declare that Luke

was the real author of the unique cycle of poetic songs and

j-ayings which he puts into the mouths of his chief characters

in the first two chapters of his gosjtel. The better under-

standing of woman's position and the true appreciation of

lier in the ancient Hebrew cult and tlie versimilitude of all

the references to Mary, not alone in Luke but throughout the

otlier gospels, make it more probable that she was the first to

fnjoy and treasure up in her heart such expressions, as she is,

beyond doubt, the natural and immediate center of them all,

wliile possessing ample gifts of authorship in her own right,

l^esides the unaffected simplicity and withal the profound

insight of Mary, as shown by her reception of Gabriel and his

matchless annunciation, there is an immistakable and uni-

form trace of high-bred courage and womanly daring, not to

Hay independence, in her that cannot without violence be

credited to the inventive genius of the evangelists. The three

or four days' journey of her maidenhood to the hill country

of Judea immediately after the angel's visit, the high spirit

and resolution involved in the journey with her husband to

the enrollment in Bethlehem a few months later, a journey

equally long but of infinitely gi-eatcr pains and exhaustion,

"lid the last glimpse given of her in the gospels as she stands

l>y her Son on the Hill of Crosses, while the long-awaited

sword pierces also through her o^-n soul—all these clearly

l>ortray the high quality of that soul. The influence of such

48
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a mother on such a son is, of course, beyond the measure of

words, but the denial of its existence and potency is just as

obviously impossible. Eebekali, Ilaimah, Monica, the

mother of the Wesleys, and the mother of Kuskin are as truly

sisters of Mary, the mother of our Lord, as was Salome, the

mother of the gifted sons of thunder.

No biography of the Saviour is gi^'en by any or all of the

evangelists, and though John tells us that in case a written

record had been made of the ''many other things w'lich Jesus

did" during the period of his public ministry, and in par-

ticular during that succeeding his resurrection, he supposes

"that even the world itself would not contain the looks that

should be written," yet doubtless the real reason why so little

is set down to the first three decades of his life is found in

the fact that during those decades his normal experiences

and occupations were those of a normal son of man. The

outcome and climax of this long and quiet period of prepara-

tion are reflected in two very notable and fully recorded

events. It was after the ministry of the Baptist had been pro-

gressing for some time, and its center had been removed from

the lower to the upper region of the Jordan valley, that the

call to baptism reaches Jesus in Nazareth, scarcely a day's

walk distant, and its effect is to crystallize his character into

action and he joins the throngs that respond to the prophet.

The single phrase which fell from the Pilaster's lip on thi^

occasion sums up and reflects most happily the whole outcome

of his life's development and soul history up to this }X)int and

strikes the keynote of his after ministry. "Sufler it now,"

he says to the Baptist, "for thus it becometh us to fulfill all

righteousness." The words "it becometh us" are not else-

where found in the gospels nor once in the Greek Old Tc^ta-

ment. The voicing of Heaven's sanction, which immediately

follows, only seems to precipitate embarrassment upon the

sensitive soul of the well-beloved Son, and he withdraws at

once into solitude "during forty days, being tempted of the

devil." The significance of the six weeks' struggle which

ensued, and its full story, which could only have come in
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!,.U'r (lavs from the lips of Jesus himself, is too obvious to

I., oil cmi'luisis and too sacred to Lc liglitlj discussed. The

,.!M' unmistakable and oft repeated sign that the normal proc-

, -- of personal education was not for an instant during those

\. ciiry weeks tampered with or suspended is seen in his

ni.'tliod of meeting each several assault by the use of a para-

L-iajili of Scripture chosen and applied with consummate

:!ii<l telling effect. This, together with the fact so naively

niiMitioned that it v/as only "after the devil had departed from

iiiia'' that "angels came and ministered unto him," clearly

:-li(iws the truth of the Scripture where it says, "Though he

wire a Son, yet learned he obedience by the things which

h.- suffered."

'

'J'he close kinship of Jesus to several of his apostles as well

;i< to John the Baptist is not without its suggestion as indi-

ciiting tlie social status of his family. ]\Iary's relation to

IMi.-^aheth allied her by marriage at least, if not by blood, to

the priestly tribe of Levi, while Joseph's brother Alpheus,

"r C'leopas, as is held by some, was father of James the less,

"f Joseph, of Judas not Iscariot, and possibly of Levi

Matthew, and husband of the other Mary who stood on Gol-

f:"tlia. It was this Cleopas whose downcast mind Jesus went

"ut to Emraaus to enlighten, "beginning from Moses and

from all the prophets, interpreting in all the Scriptures the

things concerning himself," on the afternoon of the resurrec-

ti'>u day. Thus we see a large and versatile and, we pre-

Minio, well-to-do family the kinsfolk and loyal allies of the

M<'^siah. The family of Zebedee were clearly of good standing

'""1 in easy circumstances, as such things went among the

'bws of Jesus's day, and surely the intellectual capacity and

training of the mind that conceived and executed the writings

'-f John arc of the highest grade. That all of Christ's apos-

''•^•s, save perhaps one, were Galileans and that several of

ditni were known as fishermen, and that none of them be-

^"ngod to the sect or school of I'hnrisces or Sadducees, made
It peculiarly easy for the Jerusalem doctors to prejudice the

I'linds of their contemporaries and very largely those of care-
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less readers down to our own day. Biit it must bo remem-

bered that it was the eloquence and logical acumen and un-

answerable reasoning of these same '"'unlearned and ignorant

men" that their opix)ncnts found themselves unable to over-

come, either in their own council chambers or in the moio

democratic synagogues or before the judicial benches of tlu>

imperial law courts. Reckoning at its highest estimate the

influence of the power and presence of the Holy Spirit upon

them, the distinctly traceable human elements in their

apology and appeal rank the members and associates of the

apostolic circle as the intellectual peers of any age.

But nearer to him than his disciples or his cousin kindred

were the brothers of Jesus. Whatever interpretation is given

to the word "brethren" in the connection, it remains that

four men of distinct personality, two of wliom have left \i6

writings of great originality and interest, were reared in the

same home with the Saviour. In the first place, no bettt-r

proof for the normal development of Jesus's earlier years

could be asked than the fact that not until a considerable

period had elapsed after he had entered upon his Messianic

ministry did his brethren realize that he made any preten-

sion to such a ministry; but directly they realized the fact

they felt called upon by family pride and personal ambition

to urge Jesus to play the role to its utmost limit, and because

of the mildness of his response John tells us "neither did

his brethren believe on liim." So intelligent, however, were

these same men, and so thorough had been their boyhood

training in the spirit and letter of Hebrew literature, that

immediately upon the resurrection they joined the company

of the believers and actively entered upon the proclamation

and defense of the Xew Way. James the oldest, by his

peculiar gifts and graces, not to say his relationship to tli'""

Lord, rose within a few years to the succession and sat as

chief administrator above them that were called apostle^,

while the catholicity of his spirit and judgment, as seen from

the book of Acts as well as in his imique epistle, proclaims

him one of the chief pillars of the early Church. The letter
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which lie addressed to the twelve tribes of the Dispersion is

nuw generally looked npon as a wisdom book, conceived in

the spirit and constructed on the model of the best extant

examples of the wisdom literature of his people. It is

marked, from the literary standpoint, by a degree of origi-

nality and freedom in the use of Greek idiom whicli places

it high in the class of Hellenistic writings, and there are now

mid again touches which suggest the Greek classics. The

author of tliis epistle had, beyond question, a distinct appre-

ciation as well as a facile command of vigorous and graceful

Greek. Mayor concludes his observations on the style of

James thus:

On the whole, I should be inclined to rate the Greek of this epistle

88 approaching more nearly to the standard of classical purity than

that of any other book of the New Testament, with the exception

perhaps of the Epistle to the Hebrews.*

:Moffatt's expressions in the same connection are equally

strong, though he cannot receive the epistle as the work of

James the Just

:

No New Testament writer moves with such vigor and freshness

in Hellenistic Greek as the author of James. His book has asso-

nances and idioms that preclude any idea of translation and ally

him to the wisdom literature of Alexandria as well as to the Greek

classics.!

The youngest brotlier, as we believe, of Jesus was Judas,

the author of the epistle bearing that name. Here again we

have a writing of exceptional originality and power, while

tlie evidence it gives of the author's wide acquaintance with

the literature of his people, both sacred and apocryphal, is

truly remarkable. Its language and style, though similar to

those of the Septuagint, have a force and flavor quite its

own. Dr. Chase says of Jude

:

He has at his command a large stock of stately, sonorous, some-

times poetical words; . . . more than once he adopts and presses

Into the service of Christian thought a recognized Greek phrase. . . .

The vocabulary of the epistle proves that the author, though a

Jew. was a man of some culture and. as it would seem, not without

acquaintance with Greek writers..!:

• Commaitary on Javies, ccxvi. t The Historical Kew Testameid, p. 607.

t Hastlugs, Bible IHctimiary, article Epistle of Jude.
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Uiider the bead of "literary affinities" Dr. Chase discusses

Jude's familiarity with both the Greek and the Hebrew Old

Testament; his quotation from the book of Enoch of a sayin-;

not capable of coulirmatiou uutil the recent discoveries of

the Aklimun fragments; liis reference to a legend derived

from the assunij)tion of Moses, and his acquaintance with

and dependence upon the epistles of Paul both in language

and thought.

Xow the fact that two of the four brothers of Jesus were

men of literary instinct and originality such as their writings

declare, and that they were steeped in the tradition and lore

of their nation both in its Hebrew and Greek form, speaks

strongly for the character of the environment in which they

were bred and educated. To be sure there is a ceitain un-

trararaeled directness, not to say sternness, of style common

to them both, as well as a distinct lack of convention in their

manner of address peculiar perhaps to provincials ; but the

essentials of real culture are unmistakable and a clear-minded

and firm grasp of theme stamps them as men of seriousness

and power. Their sympathy with and evident appreciation

of the processes of nature more than with the artificiality oi

the manners of courtly society cannot be pressed as evidence

of a lack of real culture, but quite the contrary. That utter

absence of self-consciousness which marks the blood of princes

and that atmosphere of sincerity in which high souls move

as to the manner born are clearly theirs. A mere catalogue

of the references in these epistles to the phenomena of natural

history abundantly supports Dean Howson's statement con-

cerning James, that "there is more imagery drawn from mere

natural phenomena in this one short epistle than in all ol

St. Paul's epistles put together." Jude speaks within a para-

graph of a dozen lines of "wild waves of the sea foaming,"

"hidden rocks," "clouds without water, blown past by winds.'

''autumn trees without fruit, twice dead and uprooted,

"sliepherds williout fear filling themselves." James spe:ik>^

of "the surge of the sea wind-driven and tossed," "the flower

of tlie grass" and the 'Vauty of its face" ns "blighted," of
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one's "being lured out aud baited by his own lust," of ''the

Father of the stars, with whom can be no parallax and there-

fore no eclipse," of ''first fruits," of "bridling tlie tongue"

Kiid so "able to lead with a bridle the whole body as we direct

t>iir horses," of "steersmen at will, by a very small rudder,

directing very great ships tliough driven by rough winds," of

"a little lire kindling how large a forest/' of "every nature

«.f Ijcasts and of birds and of reptiles and even of sea-

creatures" being "tamed," of "the tongue untamable, a never-

rt'sting evil full of death-bearing poison," of the anomaly of

a fountain from the same outlet gushing forth "sweet water

and salt" or "the fig tree yielding olives or the vineyard figs,"

of "the morning mist appearing for a little and then vanish-

ing," of "the moth-eaten garments and the coins rusted

through," of "flesh-eating fire," of "the cries of the reapers,"

of "the battlefield fattened in the day of slaughter" and of

"the early and late rains."

Among such souls and such surroundings as these, then,

the Saviour's early life was cast. His father, his mother, his

brothers, his kinsfolk, and disciples we find to have been

jH:-ople with natures of artless purity, integrity, and grace.

Without affectation, their minds were filled with the letter

and spirit of the national literature and, accepting without

apology as we do the traditional view as to the authorship

of tiic jSTew Testament writings, at least ten of the documents

{proceeded from this selfsame circle. If in addition to these

^vc recognize the contributions of this circle to the writings

of Luke, both in his gospel and in the apostolic Acts, it will

'lot bo questioned that the culture factors of Xew Testament

literature are clearly traceable to the family and familiars of

"ur Lord. As to the question of the measure of culture which

l>cloDged to Jesus himself speculation is neither becoming

r>'»r can it be unto profit. That the Source and Center of the

bighest ctdture among men was himself highly cultured goes

^^'ithout saying. Ilis gentleness, which has made so many of

bis servants truly great, was native and inbred. The servants

bave not advanced bevond their Lord. Moreover, while
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accepting tlio Christ of the creed as "conceived bj the Holj

Ghost" and therefore "very God," it is in his character as

"born of the Virgin Mary" and therefore "becoming in the

likeness of men" that he is here considered. Thus beholding

him as Son of man we must recognize the necessity of growth

from infancy to maturity even if we were not plainly told

that "ho advanced in wisdom and in stature and in favor witli

God and man." What a happy category is this ; how simpl(^

and how all complete. And what a fine expression for the fact

of culture is the phrase "in favor with God and man." As

for seemly speech and attractive personality and broad intel-

ligence and quiet and restrained—though catholic and deej;)

—

sympathies and emotions, what son of man has risen to the

standard set by him of Xazareth ? Surely the soul tli;it

thought out the beatitudes, and voiced the "Our Father," and

measured men by the golden rule, and told the parable of the

prodigal, and proclaimed the "Come unto me," and looked

in longing love upon the kingdom-near young man of means,

and said, "Suffer the little children," and "Talitha cunii,"

and "'Woman, behold thy son," and "Our friend Lazarus is

fallen asleep," and "Let not your hearts be troubled," and

"Lovest thou me ?—feed my lambs," w^as the loftiest, tendcr-

est, strongest, and most sterling soul that has ap})eared among

the sons of men. And the mind that met the diabolus and

charmed the doctors and taught the twelve and argued tlip

weightier matters of the law and confounded the casuists and

abashed the scribes and silenced the Sadducees and welcomed

the Greeks was a mind the versatility of which, not to speak

of its intellectual grasp of essentials, has been the admiration

and despair of the men of brains from his day until our own.

But, as he was not born a man full grown in stature, no more

was he gifted, as we have seen, with limitless wisdom from

the cradle. Though we are told that his hearers were amazed

at his understanding and his answers when his anxious

parents found him calmly seated among the teachers of tin)

temple, in the first flush of youth, both hearing them and ask-

ing th.em questions, there is nothing abnormal or over prcc'^-
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cious in the picture so artlessly traced. As unfeigiiedly sub-

ject to his parents, and copartner witJi his father in the sup-

j<.rt of his home and the trade of a wood-worker, it w^as not

mitil ho had reached mature years, apparently, that either

his mother or his closest friends had unmistakable outward

evidence of the extraordinary process which had been slowly

liovc'loping within him the character and poise of a great

jiroj'liet. Like his brethren and cousins he drank deeply

tnoiinwhilc from the lore and traditions of his people, satura-

tinc his mind with the letter and inner meaning of the law,

I lie greater and lesser jDrophets and the sacred writings, both

cnnonical and extra canonical. His mother tongue was Ara-

iiuiic, while the sacred Scriptures were in Hebrew and Greek,

nnd he appears to have been familiar with them in both

tongues. He brought things both new^ and old out of their

storied treasures. He pointed out their timely and complete

fiiltillmcnt in his o^vn day. His gracious w^ords and calm

and calming spirit enthralled and satisfied the thoughtful,

\v}ii]e they confused and palsied the tongues and hands of

those who tried to entrap him in his words. And not alone

tif>on the hillsides and roadways of Gentile Galilee, nor yet

uithin the rustic market places of the peasant villages, but

again and again beneath the cloistered stoas and among the

^hady porches surrounding the public pools of the capital city

as well as within the outer courts and inner precincts of the

niniintain of the house did he speak with convincing authority

and unanswerable logic as none other man ever spake.

Tlie occidental mind does not easily appreciate the marked

•"tratification of oriental society, and even the democratic

ideas which were fundamental to the best Hebrew thought

i-re widely different from those which prevail in the

^Ve.stoni world. Though the arrogant Pharisees were deeply

h'arned in the intricacies and traditions of the national litera-

ture their narrow minds and illiberal souls reared an im-

passable barrier not only about the law but as well about them-

''^'•Ivos, separating them effectually, as a class, from either the

prr^esscs or possession of real culture. The exclusive and
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successful Sadducees, on the other hand, while broadly liberal

and even Epicurean in bodily license, were very limited along

the lines of intellectual refinement, neither setting nor main-

taining any standards in this sphere which the children of

wisdom have reason to justify. Probably no distinct section

of Hebrew society in the days of Jesus, outside of his own

immediate sympathizers and followers, contributed more to

prepare the public mind for the reception of his teaching

than the Essenes. Some indeed have gone so far as to main-

tain that the household of Xazareth belonged to this sect, and

that our Lord's silence respecting it arises from this fact.

The oft-quoted account which llcgesippus gives of J ames the

Lord's brother, and leader of the Jerusalem church, is con-

strued with some show of reason as indicating the possession

by that just man of the spirit if not the enthusiasm of an

Essene, while such practices among the early Christians as

the common meal and their desire to hold all things in com-

mon, as well as the early rise of monasticism among them,

are all explained in the same way

:

The cheerful confidence in God. the love of peace, the unselfish

life, the communism, the simplicity, the acceptance for order's sake

of the law of the land and its administrators, combined with con-

tempt for worldly dignities and disdain of personal aggrandizement,

the love of one another, the tenderness toward children, to the

weak, the sick, the aged, the distressed, . . . the love of purity and

Bolltude as enabling the powers of the spirit to recreate and display

themselves, the avoidance of oaths, the doctrine that great truths

are not welcome and therefore not beneficial to unprepared persons,

these are rare attributes, but common to the Essenes and the

Immediate followers of Jesus.*

Again

:

Jesus wa.s wont to argue, not only in a sublime and generous

manner of his own, but also in the subtle manner with which the

doctors of the law were conversant. He used the forms of his timf.

and perhaps would else have been unintelligible, but his own spl^'n-

did powers shine through. lie could not have remained in any

sect, and the Essenes, for all their spirituality and fraternity, w^re

a narrow and prejudiced sect, while he manifests the broad uu-

sectarian impress of heaven.

t

* Keningale Cook, The- Fathers of Jesus, vol. ii, p. 58. 1 1bid., p. 62.
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In tlicse words wc luive the best that can be said relative to

ihc similarity of Jesus's teaching to that of the Essenes, and

ihey are of value as showing that among at least one impor-

tant section of Jewish society the elements of true culture

\vi-re oi)euly recognized and cherished. But the literary test

is the ever acceptable and safe method of determining the

iniality of a man's culture. Does he show acquaintance with

the classics of his people ? Does he manifest a spirit of real

appreciation and reverent pleasure in their reading and dis-

cussion ? Has he assimilated them unto himself so that they

liave become a part of him and he in a sense a part of them ?

In other words, has he so entered into their message and

meaning that it is no longer sacrilegious for him to restate

and interpret their meaning and message in the terms of his

own observation and experience and with an emphasis spring-

ing from the viewpoint of his own personality. The soul of

whom these things are true is a cultured soul.

It is not needful, however, to claim as peculiar the

possession of culture by Jesus; sufficient is accomplished if

the thought is made clear that his family and familiars were

people possessing and possessed by that charm of gentleness

which springs from good breeding, that simplicity of manner

which rests upon a background of hoary tradition, and that

chaste yet buoyant hopefulness which springs from sources

as deep as the"^ heart of humanity. Jesus found kinship in

spirit as well as in flesh with the very best people in Palestine.

From the time when the Magi of the East offered him their

unstinted homage in Bethlehem to that last day of public

teaching, when he was sought out in the temple at Jerusalem

by the inquiring Greeks of the West, he attracted to himself

tiie cultured searchers after truth. Simeon the saint and

Anna the prophetess long awaited his coming in quiet con-

ildenee, and having once feasted their eyes \\\Ym his face they

departed in peace. :Nrathanael, the guileless yet critical Gali-

lean, having gazed long upon him one day from the covert of

the fig tree, announced his conviction that out of :N'azareth

had come indeed the Ptabbi-King of Israel, and forthwith
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this Israelite indeed becomes bis bumble learner. Isicode-

miis, a foremost and therefore iuquiring teacher of the Jeru-

salem Sanhedriu, liaving studied in public Jesus's methods

as a teacher and the signs which he did as credentials

thereto, seeks the Saviour out by night in his lodgings

and, after close inquisition, also proclaims him a Eabbi,

come from God. xind this same prudent and cultured

councilor api>ears again and yet again—now in the stormy

debate when none other stands with him and now on

the Hill of Crosses when even at midday again it is

night—true to his first profound conviction and pressing it

home upon his contemporaries, though evidently not devoid

of a nature which might itself be moved by fear of the Jews.

Likewise Joseph' of Arimatha:'a, another noble councilor and

man of honorable estate, comes forward to claim for the first

time open discipleship with him and to pay him costly

funeral honors at great personal risk after Jesus has suc-

cumbed to the dire ignominy of the crucifixion and has

apparently yielded up forever bis crushed and outraged spirit.

Such tribute is not paid by such souls to men of common

mold. Both he and his are invited guests at the formal and

prolonged festivities of the wedding in Cana at the opening

of his ministry, and again at an elaborate, sjonposium in

Bethany on the occasion of his last journey to Jerusalem.

His frequent presence at feasts and the oft record of his table

talk, as well as his common fame as "a wine bibber and

gluttonous," proclaim his endowment with social instincts,

while his unaffected love of nature, of children, and of

throngs of people, his unforced expressions of deep sympathy

for the unfortunate and bereaved, clearly stamp the character

of Jesus as that of a cultured gentleman.

c:£^^^^
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.^^T. VL—THE CHURCH AND HIGHER EDUCATION.

Chuistiaxity is tlie mother of higher education. All of

j!m» older universities of tlie world were founded chiefly for

nligious purposes. The State university is a modern institu-

sinii, and is doing a. great work. In some of its splendid

i».-!iievements we rejoice. Some think all higher education,

;i-. well as primary, should be given by the State; but the

)H<.pl{! who think so do not follow this proposition to its

I..;:ioal conclusions. The Church should maintain her schools

f ir higher education even in those States where the State

i'.nivcrsity is at its best, for the following reasons:

l-'irst, For the best iniprests of higher education. In each

State there should be more than one college or university,

• i.oej>t a university for jxjstgraduate work. A few of the

Litter, well equipped, can do all the work for the States. A
tiiiiversity has its atmosphere, its life current, its personality,

lU molding power; and it will set its seal upon every student

v-.h.j breathes its atmosphere and feels the touch of its molding

hand. ''Hath not the potter ]X)wer over the clay, of the same

iuiu]) to make one vessel unto honor and another imto dis-

li'-'nor?" There is a culture of Oxford, a culture of Yale, of

)>rr.wn, of Princeton, of AYcsleyan, and of Ann Arbor. They

s!l differ from each other, and yet all contribute to the best

intoTcsts of higher education. To have higher education in

:i;i_v State or States centralized in one great school, having

"nc teaching faculty, one governing body—to make curricu-

I'un and confer degrees—would form a kind of university

tnist that would be as intolerant and dominating in the realm

' ( iiitollectual development as any company, or guild, or trust

i''i industrialism or finance. Human nature is the same in all

'"••nntries and under all governments. Let a university, there-

^"fe. or a Church, or an industrial institution assume the

f'-rm of paternalism, and seek to control patronage, and sup-

l^ss competition and independent enterprise, and it will be

I ''Judicial and repressive to progress. The fierceness in
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reforms is very largely the result of the conservative, intoler-

aut, uncomprouiibing principles centralized in special riglu.s

and powers. Horace Greeley said, 'Political parties ought

to die every ten years, in order to give new ideas a chance.''

If we had but one university to the State, new ideas or educa-

tional reform would have a hard time to get a hearing. Even

with tlie number of universities wc have, the natural sciences,

which are now recognized as cardinal factors in higher edu-

cation, have had a hard struggle to get a place and be c<»-

ordinated in higher education. After a widespread revival

in the interests of Greek, ''it took Greek one hundred years

to get a place in Paris and Oxford as a regular constituent in

the academic curriculum ; and physics and chemistry are not

yet fully admitted, though Kobert Boyle published his iVor

Experiments Touching the Spring of the Air in 16G0, Lavoi-

sier analyzed water in 1783, Galvani discovered animal elec-

tricity in 1790, and John Dalton published his Nciu System

of Chcmieal FhUosophy in 1S08."

It is apparent to all that there is danger in certain parts of

our country of making a kind of guild out of the public school

system; requiring every teacher to pass through a certain

system, normal and college; putting the emphasis upon ^'>

much work done in certain places, in certain ways, and bear-

ing certain marks, rather than upon actual fitness and }>o\v( r

to do things, regardless of the place and manner of securinir

these equipments. The principles of rivalry, of competition.

of self-reliance, of independence are fundamental princijil''^

in human progress and human governments. A democracy

like ours has a diversity of opinions and characters. It nui^t

be so. Our progress, our stability, depend upon the conserva-

tion of these principles. Xo political party can command

all voters. It would be a menace to civil liberty if it were ^"•

Xo Church can shepherd all the sheep, no matter how zeal"'!-

and liberal it may be. Let the Eoman Church tell the w<irl'.

a story of zeal and marvelous effort to make a nation have on'"'

creed and one Church ; and yet the story is one of failure.^.

There is a certain liberalism in these davs, cropping '^•^''-
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(ncasioually in union meetings, united charities, etc., which

.if!>lures denoniinationalism, and prajs for the day to hasten

when sectarianism will disappear. Every broad-minded man

knows that dogmatism and sectarianism, so construed and

jjdhcred to as to keep God's people from cooperative work in

the .Master's vineyard, ought to disappear. But every man

who understands the principles of belief knows that denom-

i nationalism is in the blood. God put it there, and it will

rcMiain in some form as long as there is a diversity

of opinion in this world and a Bible to interpret. The

purity of religion and the integrity of the Holy Scriptures

<l('})cnd upon these principles. Bullets can be molded so

that it makes little difference which bullet you chance to

take, one will iit the place as well as the other. But men,

to build a democratic republic, to teach and exemplify the

principles of civil and religious liberty, till all nations are

sufely established in these principles, cannot be made by put-

ting them through one great system of ideas and modes of

work. Let those who think we should have one great univer-

sity to each State, or one great university over several States,

study the history of higher education in other countries. The

best educated people in the world are the German people,

l^russia is perhaps the center of higher education of all na-

tions; for scholarly investigation of the Scriptures, progress

in science and philosophy, and industrial schools, Prussia

stands easily first among the many. The secret of her prog-

rt'ss is found in her educational system. She has at least

?ix great universities, with many colleges, each independent

of the other, rivaling each other upon all the lines of scholarly

'h-bate and public recognition. They "provoke one another

to good works." And yet we have one State more than twice

'he size of Prussia. How different in France! Previous to

tlif first French Pevolution, Prance was the seat of numerous

independent universities. She stood first in higher education,

"nd held the place among nations that Germany now holds.

Tltese universities were abolished in the days of the French

f'<'n»mune, and were finally replaced under tlie first Napoleon
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by what was called a ''Great iSTational Uuiversity." Between

1870 and 1890 the French government spent about $130,-

000,000 on buildings and equipments for its university. lu

189 G the university v;as reorganized, going back to the system

held before the French Kevolution. The result is, there is no

variety and enthusiasm in college life. ^Vhilo there are col-

leges distributed over the republic, yet they are all subject to

one governing board, which sends forth professors, programs

of study, regulations, etc. The universities lack i^ersonality.

They are not independent institutions. They cannot sit in

judgment on each other, and rival each other, as they do in

Geraiany. The most eminent and learned men in France

called for the overthrow of this system. Professor Playfair

says, "The uuanim-ity is surprising with which eminent men
ascribe tlie intellectual paralysis of the nation to the central-

ization of administration and examination by the University

of France." M. Dumas writes, "If the causes of our marasmus

appear complex and manifold, they are all still reducible to

one principle—administrative centralization, which, applied

to the university, has enervated sujierior instruction." ^I.

Renan said: "The paltry faculties created by the first empire

in no way replace the great and beautiful system of rival

universities with their separate autonomies and systems,

which all Europe borrowed from France, and which all coun-

tries but France have preserved. We must create in the

provinces five or six universities, each independent of the

other."

Second, The Church university is a conservator of our

republic. The American nation was born from the mo.-t

religious and best trained people that ever gave birth to a

nation. All other nations came from rude barbarians or half-

civilized peoples, except the Hebrews and the Americans:

and these two were born of religious ideas and purposes. Is"t

only so, but it took a powerful and widespread revival ot

religion to make possible the national union and republican

government which we enjoy. I quote from President War-

ren, on American Infidelity: "Before 1740 the spirit of int«>l-
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fi-uiice, jealousy, and isolation prevailed among the colonies.

Tlicrc was neither ethnological, ix)litical, social, nor religious

unity among them. The international jealousies, civil, social,

and religious antagonisms of all Europe seemed concentrated

ui>on a narrow strip of land along the xVtlantic coast; shut in

bc-tweeu the territories of France on the north and west, and

Spanish Florida on the south, bisected near the middle by the

Dutch and Swedish populations in Xew York and Delaware,

overdotted with settlements of every European nationality.

No two under a common charter. Scarce two had a like

religion. Here was a Eomanist colony. Near by was a

Ilug-uenot settlement. Yonder was a Quaker; and next to

liis boundary was the formal Anglican. :N"oblemen and peas-

ants. Papists and Protestants, Eoundheads and Cavaliers.

There were but two things conmion to all, namely, Old ^\'orld

afiinities and jealousies of each other. ^Yllence could come

unity and order out of such imbittered, heterogeneous condi-

tions? Who could make these dry bones live? Toward the

middle of the eighteenth century came the fullness of God's

lime. First, a soul was needed to organize the rich, though

motley, elements into a living national body. That soul was

communicated as by a divine afflatus in the A^Tiiteiield re-

vivals. Its mighty heat broke down the partition walls, and

burned up the OldVorld prejudices, and let a tide of gracious

influences roll through the whole domain. The first time in

their history the British colonies were agitated by one thought

and moved by one impulse. Again and again, through all

these colonies, this most famous evangelist moved under

divine impulse, and revivals burned like prairie fires. Puri-

tan K'ew England forgot its go^\med priests. Dutch Xew

York and German Pennsylvania unlearned their degenerating

vernacular. The Quaker was delighted with the Gospel, so

simple and plain. The Covenanter and Hug-uenot wei-e one.

The spirit given, the outward discipline came from 1740 to

1TG2. The French and Indian wars drilled the young nation

in tlie use of arms. The fisheries aroimd Cape Cod prepared

tlie seamen that followed Paul Jones to victory. Old South

49 •
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Church in Boston was the nerve center of agitation and

patriotism; ministers leading the way in debate, and appeal-

ing to the word of God and the spirit of holy Christianity for

their apology and their defense. Before the Dechiration of

Independence was drafted. Dr. Dutch read the thirty-fiffji

psalm, which seems as if written for the occasion, and led the

assembly in prayer."

Moreover, this nation has been saved at least twice by its

religions faith and Christian leadership. Following the

Itevolution came the darkest days in the history of the rcpnl)-

lic. Tlie dissipation, prodigality, and vices of camp life had

been carried back to the home. The spirit of reckless specula-

tion was rife. The French allies that had come to our aid

brought with them the infidelity of Voltaire. The soil of

the American mind was peculiarly fitted for the reception of

false doctrine. Three men, infidels and iconoclasts, indorsed

and encouraged the infidelity of the day. Two were Englisli

born and bred, the other was an American ; all three doubtini:

Thomases—Thomas Jefferson, President and political leadc r.

one of America's brightest and greatest statesmen; Thoinn-

Cooper, educated and educator; Thomas Paine, social revolu-

tionist and patriot, whose Acje of Reason was widely read. Ii

looked in those days as if the young republic would fall t<>

pieces for tlie lack of patriotism and conscience. But tin-

revivals of 1801-3 swept the country from north to south,

burning up the teachings of French infidelity and the Age '>:

Reason, and gave the republic a new life, a new conscicncf.

and a national impulse. This republic, therefore, is a Chr:-^-

tian republic, founded on Christian principles, governs 1

largely by Xew Testament doctrines. The government print -^

on its money, ''In God We Trust." It appoints days of fast-

ing and prayer. It uses a system of Christian oaths for ii-

ofilcers. It has at different times granted subsidies to religi""-

Most of our legislatures exempt the family Bible from ex<'<'ii-

tion. They provide that each apprentice shall be sni'l'b'''

with one, and require that a Bible shall be in the hands .*.

every inmate of a jail, penitentiary, or reform school. 1
h«-
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halls of legislation are supplied with copies of the Bible.

The government api)oints Christian chaplains to public serv-

ice secures the observance of the Christian Sabbath, and

imiiishes blasphemy against God. x\gain, in the Ordinance

,.l 17S7 for the Xorthwest Territory of Ohio, the compact

ntered into between the thirteen original States and the

IH'.-.ple of the Territory, now composing more than five great

States, declares forever unalterable, unless by conmion con-

M-nt, that the object of the compact is "extending the funda-

lueiital principles of civil and religious liberty, which form

the basis whereon those republics, their laws and constitutions

arc erected; to fix and establish those principles as the basis

(>f all laws, constitutions, and governments, which forever

hereafter shall be formed in said Territory." The third arti-

cle, which appears in the constitutions of all these States of

the Northwest, and that appears also in nearly all the con-

stitutions of the States which have been formed since that

(late, is in these most significant w^ords: ''Religion, morality,

and knowledge being necessary to good government and the

happiness of nmnkind, schools and the means of education

shall forever be encouraged." This is the language of no sect

or political party, but of solemn, national, fundamental,

American law. The basis of our republic, therefore, is

declared to be Christian ethics. Wlioever does not perceive

this vital distinction docs not understand American history.

"Every schoolboy knows that when Catiline sought to destroy

the republic of Komc he sought first to corrupt the Roman

youth; and that when the National Assembly at the head of

the French Revolution would destroy religion and the gov-

ernment the first step was to drive the Bible from the public

sc-hools and to secularize education throughout. After the

French F.evolution had run its course a religious society sent

frnm London a committee to investigate the moral conditions

in Paris; and they searched for four days through the book-

stalls and news stands in that city without finding a Bible.

The French re]whlic is based upon philosophy; the American

republic, on Christian ethics. And yet the American repub-
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lie is the only government in the world that has entered xx^.x,

the perilous and untried experiment of leaving God out of
education; for even the French republic provides one day in
five when the children may receive religious instruction ai
public expense. ''We must, therefore, Insist on Christian
ethics, the fundamental teachings of the word, for right
character, or we are ruined."

Third, The Church university is a necessiiy in order to
give ike world fuU-orhed education. We follow the general
division of higher education indicated by President Nicholas
Butler. Every child coming into this world has an inherit-
ance by birthright of five great potential possessions:

1. Literature, ^yhich is the accumulation of knowledge and
fancy preserved in writing; that vast storehouse of essavs,
treatises, and histories which preserve the results of observa-
tion, thought, or fancy, and which are stored up like great
reservoirs in the libraries and universities in the land. Xo
education is complete that does not introduce the student ^3
liis possession of literature.

2. The student has a great inlieritance in nature, or natural
scien^ce. He comes in contact first with the world of wonders.
He is surrounded with riddles and contradictions. He is

really in a wonderland. ''The very riches that God has
bestowed upon the child in nature confuse him, awe him,
overcome him, unless the key to the physical world and its

phenomena is put in his hand. He should walk like tlie

Greek in nature, with M'ondcr, and awe, and worship; but,
unlike the Greek, he should go armed with all the rcsourcrs
of modern scientific methods and all the facts acquired by
modern research." Xo education is full-orbed that does u-'-t

lead the student into his inheritance of science.

3. The child comes into the world as a part of a family.
inheriting share and share alike with other members of th-^

home. He is owner by bii-thright of certain stock in a

great company. He is the heir of a larger life, gro\ving nnr
f^f his relationship to his fellow-men, an institutional lif'\

Avhifh affords protection and advantages in family, social.
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business, and political life. Halfway between the anarchy

t.f Jiousseau, growing out of a self-centered life, and the

c-ullcctivism and stagnation of China, growing out of the loss

of the individual in the national life, is the law of liberty,

jilluwing a field for every human activity to develop and

iiirich without pulling down its fellow-man, cooperating

toward a common end. Xo liiglier education can be complete

that does not include and give tlie student a right comprehen-

sion and certain preparation for institutional life.

4. The child has a great inheritance of art and a3Sthetics.

The air he breathes is filled with music. He is the child of

jKictry and of song. The beauty in nature is his, the pietur-

(•--(jue and the sublime.. Our forefathers sought to exclude

this great factor from their systems of education. They con-

fined themselves to the useful and industrial arts. But the

houl broke away from such unnatural restraints, and sang to

itself, in hours of joy or sadness, sweeter music than ever tlie

Sirens sang. It lifted the dome of the temples and carved

iheiii with beautiful images. It sought to put its higher and

iioljler aspirations on canvas and in stone. ISTo education is

Complete that does not give the student an introduction to his

inheritance of art and music and poetry and song.

5. And most important of all is religion, Christian evi-

<l('nces, Christian ethics. Xo education is full-orbed' that

l<'aves God out. The child has an inheritance and birthright

in the kingdom of God ; and the education that fails to lead

the student into the possession of this birthright is fatally

<h'foctive. President Gilman, of Johns Hopkins, says: ''T

bi'lieve that standing firm on the postulates, God, soul, and

innnortality, education will in years to come disentangle

many perplexities and lead the mind to purer and nobler con-

•f'lttions of righteousness and duty. I believe that the ethics

''f the Xew Testament will be accepted by the scientific, as

^^'cll as the religious faculties of men, by the former as law, by

'he latter as Gospel." President Xicholas Butler says: ''Be-

hglous teaching is rapidly passing f»ut of education entirely;

and the familiarity with the English Bible, as the greatest
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classic of our tongue, that every culti%'ated man owes it to him-

self to }X)ssess, is becoming a tiling of the past. And yet the

religions element may not be permitted to pass wholly out of

education, unless we are to cripple it and render it hopelessly

incomplete. The religious element of human culture is essen-

tial. It must be presented to every child whose education

aims at completeness." Joseph Cook says: ''Every gap in

higher education is an inlet to unsound conviction. A college

education ceases to be a liberal education when the Christian

evidences are left out. That curriculum is no more complete

than the human form is without shoulders and head. There

is a hierarchy of science, leading up naturally to the highest

themes of philosophy and ethics; and it is not too much tu

affirm that the colleges that are careless to the degree of

cutting off the teaching of God are headless ti'unks, they arc

torsos that never will have life to carry civilization througli

the future with safety."

Any character that is educated in one, tAvo, three, or four

of these divisions of human learning, without the fifth, lias

an imperfect education. To leave Christian ethics out of

education is to leave education without a fundamental ba>i^.

There can be no character without morals, and no moraU

without religion. The State can teach literature as well as

the Church, except history. Xo num can teach history in-

telligently who does not believe in God, for history is but the

record of God's providences. As Humboldt said, "History

is not intelligible without the idea of a higher governing

power." The vState can teach institutional life, or democ-

racies, as well as the Church. The State can teach art as well

as the Church. Eut the State cannot teach full-orbed science

as well as the Church, unless the State puts a Christian

teacher in the chair of science. Xo man can teach biology

intelligently who does not believe in God as the source of litf.

A stiulent can be led to God by a teacher of natural seience.

Eut the teacher who substitutes force for God, or rationalist i''

evolution for theistic evolution, is sure to confuse if he d.xM

not lead awav from a belief in God and obedience to the
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cachings of Christ. ''The twentieth ceiitiny is to witness a

Ji'^antic conflict of spirits, for man has nndertaken the gigan-

i^ii^elTort of interpreting the whole world and all things that

,,xv therein, in their origin, essence, and end, on what are called

'..urely and strictly scientific principles; that is, without God,

'imply and alone from the pure data of matter and force."

JliTC is our dilenmui. Beginning with the public school

.ysteni and going to the university supported by the State,

Nvc face the fact that the State is obliged to educate all chil-

,iren for her own protection against the dangers of illiteracy;

„,h1 the State must, so far as her schools are supported by

taxation, refuse to allow any distinctive sectarian religion

,.r formulas taught at pul>lic expense. And yet we face a

-rcatcr danger, namely, cViminal literacy, for morality witli-

uut religion has not saving power. :Mr. Huxley, the great

naturalist and rationalist, said: ''I hold that any system of

.-lucation which attempts to deal only with the intellectual

^i.lc of a child's nature, and leaves the rest untouched, will

prove a delusion and a snare, just as likely to produce a crop

(.f unusually astute scoundrels as anything else. In my^bc-

lief, unless a child be taught not only morality, but religion,

education will come to very little." The Bible has gone from

tlic public schools, and so long as conditions remain as they

are the Bible cannot be taught at public expense. A democ-

rnoy like ours must exclude what would seem to be a sectarian

l)ias, giving to one denomination the advantage over another,

or teaching a faith to cliildren or students at public expense,

contrary to the faith of the parents. But there may come a

day, and the signs of the times indicate that the day is com-

ing rapidly, when Romanists and Protestants, good citizens

^^ho are non-Churchmen, Hebrews and Gentiles alike, will

mulerstand each other better and have a greater regard for

'\ich other's opinions. They will see the absolute necessity

ff teaching certain great fundamental doctrines from the

word of God which underlie right character and the stability

»'f civil governments. AVlicn that day comes parts of the

Bible will be used as a text-book in public schools ;
chairs in
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State universities will be set apart to teach tae fundamental

principles of Christianity, if State universities are to con-

tinue in favor; and men will be chosen, not to teach the doc-

trines of a sect, but to be the expositors of the cardinal

. doctrines of the Bible. We will then do as Germanv is doin"-

There began an educational reform in Germany about

1776, by such men as Johann Bernhard Basedow, writer on

education, and founder of the Basedow institutions. With
him were such men as Saltzmann and Campe, and such

books as Eousseau's Emilc. These reform movements drove

the Bible from the schools in Germany, but after eighty

years of trial and a most searching debate Germany decided

that "A balanced educational science must rest on a posi-

tive Christian foundation." Pestalozzi said, "I consider

a thorough knowledge of the scriptural histories, and

especially of the life, suffering, and death of Jesus Christ,

and the study of the sublimest passages of the Bible with a

childlike believing spirit, the beginning and essence of what

is necessary for religious instruction; and then, above all

things, a fatherly care to make the child feel the worth of

prayer offered in faith." Germany, the most learned land on

the globe, divided between Catholic and Protestant, infidel

and believer, scouts the idea that the Bible is to be excluded

from the common schools and colleges. Four or five hours

of religious instruction per week are absolutely required in

every German school, and no man can qualify as a teacher

without passing an examination in the study of the ScriI^

tures. There is not another country in the world where

religious instruction is so systematically and thorouglily

given as in Germany, The principal function of the German

school is oflicially declared to be "the making of God-fearing,

patriotic, self-supporting citizens."

Fourth, The Church universiiy is a necessity to furnish

ihe best condiiions for student life. The atmosphere and the

teacher of a college mean so much, especially in the unrlor-

graduate work. The Church, therefore, must furnish tlio

Christian teacher. Tf the teacher is an infidel, a freethinker,
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a rationalist, or a believer iu the ^'Development Theory," he

will carry his unbelie.'' into the schoolroom, jSTo man can

divest himself of his opinions. He cannot, for prudence'

.-^ako, suppress his belief. Kuskin said, "A Erenchman can-

II..t paint a picture, because he cannot keep himself out of it."

So no man can leave his belief or misbelief out of his life and

leaching. The advocates of a purely secular education tell

us we should form guilds and build apartment houses aroimd

the secular institutions; that we should provide Young

Men's Christian xVssociations and other good agencies for

ereating an atmosphere that will be protective and stimu-

lating in the student body. But the chief difficulty cannot

I'C readied by outside influences. The danger is not so much

ill the student body as it is in the class room and the prevail-

i!!g sentiment of the teaching force. "We should, indeed, go

into the secular institutions with the Young Men's Christian

Arsociation, the Young Women's Christian Association, and

other religious agencies, and do all we can to prevent the

vniing Christian from losing his faith and loyalty, and to

bring students who are not Christians into the way of belief

and life. But it is impossible, by these or any other outside

agencies, to counteract the poison that a student may get in

tlie class room, or neutralize the moral miasma he breathes

in the very atmosphere created by teachers who hold the

atheistic "Develojmicnt" theory. With these teachers there

i-^ no place for separate creation, for providence or prayer, for

Hiiraclc or immortality. "Language, religion, morality, art,

•science, law, history, and all the rest which we have derived

from the word of God and Christian civilization are but the

products of change of matter, the results of circumstances,"

a'-cording to the "Development Theory." Mr. Darwin says,

''If animals were educated as men, they would be men."

''Fate or accident alone, whichever you please to call it, has

•If'tormined it otherwise." The Church cannot free itself

from the obligation of furnishing opportunities in higher

education, equal to the best, for her own sons and daughters,

lifth. The. Church universihj offers the best invesiments.
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Ilorace Greeiey said when dying: ^'Famo is a capricious

thing. To-day men praise yon ; to-morrow, cnrse you. Eiclies

take wings and fly away. There is but one thing immortal

—

character." Tliere are many who believe, as Mr. Stead says,

that the greatest result growing out of the Crimean War was

the attraction to Constantinople of Mr. Christopher Eobert,

a plain, good citizen from Xcw York, who founded lioWrt

College, which afterward made the men who framed the

constitution and led the Bulgarian i>eople to a democratic

sentiment and a national hope, after the treaty of Berlin had

given to these people the right of self-govei-nmeiit. The

millions of the Ottoman Empire depend more to-c!ay upon

this little college for light and leadership in the new century

than upon any other human organization or institution. Mr.

Kobcrt's money is lifting a nation. In some respects the most

important work of the Church is educational, and the de-

nomination without a college will disappear. A gift going

into a college goes into the character of young men and youup;

women, who, in turn, become examples and teachers in id!

vocations of life. The benefactor goes through the stored

energies in his gift, and may say to the beneficiary, as Jesu-i

said, "Lo, I am with you alwa}', even imto the end."
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Aet VIL—the development of GOETHE'S

ETHICAL AND RELIGIOUS VIEWS.

Not many years ago tlicre was piiLlisbed by a German

jKHtor a Avork of imcommon interest on Goethe's religions

.K-vt-lopmcnt. Tlie book* made a strong claim that Goethe

war^ religions in the best sense, approacliing the Christian

i-li-al, and confessing to Protestantism. Tlie anthor, Pastor

l-^iUseh, took issne witli the then prevalent view, that Ger-

many's greatest ix>et is an nnsafe guide for the immature and

uuf.u-med. His OAvn experience had prored the contrary.

When a young man, "erring in the mists of doubt," he had

Uvn 'lieiiK-d by Goethe to build up again a shattered world."

Ti.e pastor wished that the great poet should lead others, as

!,<- liad been led himself, out from the gloom of pessimism to

iho licht of faith and Christianity. The work of Filtsch was

jiut the firsti nor the only one of its kind, but one particu-

larlv forceful. It was extensively reviewed, and though the

^kr.j.tical shook their lieads, regarding Goethe as an odd

mediator ("'ein etwas seltsamer ^Iitte]smann"+) in religious

matters, no one could fail to be impressed by the accuracy,

the inspiration, and elevating tendency of the book. The

nibject of Goethe's religion has been before men's minds in

Germany for the past ten years, and the favorable reception

given such a book as the one mentioned is but another evi-

dence of a strong undercurrent of faith which is sweeping

over Gennany, a reaction against a long era of skepticism.

It has been traditional in the past to call Goethe a pan-

theist
5 Goethe scholars of the present day, however, know

that the subject of Goethe's philosophy cannot be disposed of

?o briefly. Aided by the opening of the Weimar archives m

• aoethes reU,iose Entu-icJcelung. Ein Beitrag zu seiner inneren Lebensgoscliichte

Von Dr. Eugen Filtsch, ev. Pfarrer In P.ukavest. Gotha, Perthes. 1*94.
(>;^"f^^«"«

»i-arboit,mg seiner 18T9 in ZUlers Jahrbuch /iir PUdagoglk erschemene Dokto.di.^

*Tcv.mpare, for example. Helnzelmann. W., Ooethes rcUgmse Entii-ickelung, 1893;

H:u-u.-ick. Goethe in der Epoche seiner VoUendmuj, 1887 ;
Zwelter Ab-?chnltt.

J JitUresberichtejar Keiiere Deutsche Litteraturgeschichte, 18W, Iv, 8a, 42.
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1887, the publication of the new Weimar edition of Goethe's

works, letters, and journals, and the flood of Goethe litera-

ture that followed in its wake and flows unceasingly on,

scholars of the present have become more confident of possess-

ing a complete view of the total range of Goethe's master

mind, and they have more resolutely advanced upon the dilli-

cult problem of establishing what was Goethe's criticism of

life, his philosophical thinking, his ethical and religious

views, in fact all that is embraced in the word "Weltanschau-

ung."

The first striking impression that one receives en viewing

Goethe's wide range of literary, epistolary, and conversational

"confessions" is that he never stood still. He was ever

changing, developing, growing; "ein Werdender" he loved to

call himself to the last year of his life. Reflecting upon these

clianges in himself Goetlie says in his Maxims in Prose y^

"To every age of man there corresponds a certain philosophy.

The child appears as a realist; for it is as much convinced

of the reality of its apples and pears as of its own existence.

The youth, assailed by inner passions, must fix his attention

upon himself, must anticipate himself ["sich vorfiihlen"],

he is changed to an idealist. In manhood, on the otlier hand,

he has every reason to become a skeptic. He does well to

doubt whether the means that he has chosen for his end hi-

the best before acting; after action he has cause to keep his

reasoning powers movable, so that he may not have to regret

a wrong decision afterwards. The old man, however, will

always confess to mysticism; he sees that so much seems tn

depend upon chance; the irrational succeeds, the rational

fails, fortune and misfortune appear unexpectedly on a)i

equality; so it is, so it was, and old age takes comfort in Hivn

who is, who was, and ever shall be." A similar passage occur-^

in his Convcrsaiions vifh Eclcermann, where Goethe com- .

pares the history of Indian philosophy to the develo])meut in

the individual of a life-philosophy, the stages being tlie rcal-

• SprOche in Prosa, Ethisclies vii, No. C29. The similar passage Is foutul In /VAvr-

maniis nesjm'iche mit Goethe, vol. ii, p. 71, under date of February 17, l?-*!*-
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i.-in or scusiiallsm of childhood, the idealism of youth, the

^k(^pticis^l of manhood, the mysticism of old age. Goethe

V.MS undoubtedly conscious of such changes in himself, and

wt' can roughly mark periods in his development. The ideal-

i.Mu of youth we may consider closed at about 1780, when his

rl'>sor acquaintance with the philosophy of Spinoza ushered

in tiic period of skepticism. The year of Schiller's death

wMuld make a convenient date for the beginning of the period

of mysticism, which would extend to Goethe's death in 1832.

Born in Frankfort-on-the-Main, in 1749, the poet' was

brought up under strong religious influences. His mother

aJul a circle of intimate friends early instructed him in the

llililc. To them, as in all Protestant families, the Bible was

not only an ethical teacher, the revelation of religious truth,

it was also an educational factor, taking the place of all arts,

histories, and sciences. The young learned to read therefrom,

tlio father inscribed on its first blank pages the events of

f;n II ily history, and every word of the text was reverently

regarded as literal, infallible truth.*

At the age of nineteen, returning home from the Univer-

Hty of Leipsic on account of a very serious illness, Goethe's

intimate acquaintance with Friiulein von Ivlettenberg marked

an epoch in his life. This lady was a member of the society

of ^loravians in Frankfort, and her religion of faith and feel-

ing, communion with the Spirit, and trust upon "meinen

tronnn, unsichtbaren Fiihrer," made a deep impression upon

ti.'o young convalescent. He later erected in her honor a last-

ing monument in the sixth book of Wilhchn Mcistei^s Lehr-

inhrr, "Die Bekenntnisse ciner schemer Seelc," which de-

.KTves very high rank as devotional literature. Subsequently

^"othe became acquainted with Herder and, through him,

^'••ith the works of Haman, the '''wizard of the Xorth." They

^dlod liim with admiration for the Old Testament as litera-

t'>no. With them and Lavater, the eloquent preacher, and

• Illustrations of how thoroiiphlj' the spirit atjd languasre of the Bible entered into

^'•x-ilu-'s thouRht and work may be seen in Victor Ilehu's essay, " Goethe nnd die

f^l'iar^he der Biliel." Goethe Jahrbuch, 1885. Reprinted iu Hehu, Gedaiifcen uber
'^->'rftf. Berlin, 18D5; Sd edition.
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author of the riiys'wgnomks, the young Goethe, opposed the

rationalism of the eighteenth century, and in such fragment:^

as '-Briefe des Pastors zu ... an den ncuen Pastor zu" he

preaches a religion of feeling, '*ein Gefiihlschristeutum." As

a pupil of Kousseau, however, Goethe applauded the Frcncli

philosopher's attacks on the doctrine of original sin and shan-l

his enthusiasm for nature, his opposition to dogma. Therehy

he clashed with his friend Lavater, who divided all mankind

into two classes. Christians and atheists, and numbered

Goethe not among the former. The period before his goin-

to AYeimar, in 1775, was Goethe's epoch of "Sturm und

Drang," which meant a revolt against existing traditions ii'

literature and art, against dominant, political, social, and

religious institutions. It was the high tide of individualism,

in which young aspirants, scarcely out of iheir teens, accused

the world of being out of joint; yet not being clear in their

o^vn minds as to what could be done to improve existing con-

ditions, they accomplished nothing toward reform, the revolu-

tion was one of words, not of deeds. The lack of clear vision

and definite aim was likewise evident in the young Goethe;

his idealism was beyond question, yet we may accept the calm

critical estimate of him made by Kestuer, the original of

Albert in ^Ycrillcrs Leiden: "Goethe is not yet settled as to

a philosophy of life. He strives earnestly after truth, yet

values more the conscious feeling of truth than the demon-

stration of it." .

The passions of "storm and stress" were subdued m \\ <'i-

mar by the responsibilities of office, the daily routine of pr'-

fessional duties, the intellectual awakening produced by tho

study of Spinoza. ^Yllether Goethe ever made a complete-

systematic studv of Spinoza is a very doubtful matter, yet in^

friends Herder and Tacobi, and above all Prau von Stein, ma.l^

the study attractive to him. He was impressed by two phn-'^;j

of the ethical teaching of Spinoza—its calming influence an^

the hoimdless unselfishness of pantheism. His former ^(m.^|

mental worship of nature, under the influence of rxon^-.Hi.

recognized a bond of brotherhood with all the forms ot Un '"^
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creation; that idea, a sentiment, now became a conviction, a

.-oientific theory of the close rehitionship of every variety of

i.uiniate creation. Goethe plans to devote bis whole life to the

i,iir?nit of nature study. His enthusiasm for the philosjophy

liiat lias been as a revelation to him is expressed in some of

hU letters: "Spinoza proves not the existence of God; exist-

once is God. And if others for that reason rebuke him Avith

tiie phrase 'atheum,' I should like to name and extol him as

'Tlicissimum' and 'Christianissimum.'
''

"

Goethe was by no means an amateur in science, as Emer-

.Mtiif cliose to call him, but a most persevering searcher after

scientific truth, a discoverer and thinker in advance of the

H'icntists of his time, H^elmholtz,:}; after acknowledging

(loethe's contributions to science, says that Goethe looked

ii{X)n nature as a poet who sees before him a great work of

:trt, mayhap a tragedy with its characters in action, out of

which he seeks to construct the central ideas and artistic

I'rineiples. And indeed Goethe thought no object grander

than, reading from the open book of nature, to establish the

unity, harmony, and simplicity of nature. Tie imdoubtedly

pave expression to the theory of movement and evolution in

5iatnre, but it is incorrect to speak of him as anticipating the

v.f)rk of Darwin. The position taken by Otto Harnack§ and

Stoinerll on this point seems secure: tliat Goethe must be con-

sidered independently, that he puts questions merely that

Goethe's theory of development, as far as he had any, might

ho called a theory of transmutations ("Transmutations-

thoorie"), not a theory of descent ("Descendf^nztheorie").

Continuing the examination of what was here called

Goethe's skeptical period, we find that in pursuance of his

i<]oal of self-culture he goes to Italy for two years. WHien he

returned to Weimar, in 1788, he grew homesick for the clas-

• I-<'tter to Jacobl, .June 9, \TS5.

^ "Goethe ; or, The Writer," Emerson's Representative Men.
5 Hfhiiholtz, Veher Ooethes Katunvissenschaftlichc Arbeiten. Holt & Co. (Ger-

»"f«n Scientific Monographs.)
5 H.aruack, Goethe in dcr EporJie seiner VoUendung, p. 102.

'<: fiorthes freltanschamuifj. Von Kndolf St«lner. Weimar, 1897. Compare, by the
*'»'"»» author, the introcluptious and notes to his edition of the scientific works of

*-'^\.he In Kiirschner's DexUsehe XutionuUitteratur.
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sical scenes he had left. The literary works he published re-

flected a high ideal, that of Greek art and literature, but thev

were not understood; his Iphigcnic and Tasso were not appre-

ciated. He chafed luider the restrictions which provincial

Weimar laid upon its residents. Estrangements from friends

followed, es})ecially after his making the lowborn Chrisliane

Yulpius liis Y.'ife against tlie wishes of polite soeietr and with-

out tlie sanction of the Church. His Roman Elegies gave

very great offense. There Lucretius appears as his ideal, and

in a letter to Count Stolberg he confessed that he was more or

less inclined toward the Epicurean pliilosophy of Lucretius

and restricted all his pretensions to the sphere of earthly life,

"Der grosse Heide'in "Weimar" was a phrase that expressed

Germany's disappointment in her great poet. He character-

ized himself as an unbending realist, "ein steifer Kealist."

But a change took place in Goethe in reference to a sterner

view of moral questions, a change which in great measure

was due to the study of Kant. Abhorring the speculations of

philosophy Goethe instinctively shrunk from mastering The

Critique of Pure Beason, but The Critique of Practical Ben-

son and The Critique of the Power of Judgment Goethe made

a part of his intellectual equipment. The study of Kant was

made attractive to him by an admirer of Kant's philosophy,

the poet Schiller, whose strenuous life presented an applica-

tion of stern moral law and stimulated Goethe to renewed

intellectual and literary effort. Goethe felt a certain patri-

otic pride in Kant, acknowledged his services to the world

and to himself, and when asked by Eckermann many years

after* who ought to be called the greatest of the German

philosophers he said : "Kant is the most distinguished, beyond

any doubt. He, too, is the one whose teaching has continued

to be operative and has most deeply penetrated Gei-man cul-

ture."

In his lettersf to Tacobi, about the end of tlie century,

Goethe speaks of himself as no longer the "rigid idealist.

* Kcfcermamis Gesprfi^he mit Goethe, vol. i, 242.

t Goethes Briefe. Weimar. Ausgabe No. 3412 (October 17, J79G) ; No. 4172 (January

2, 1800).
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An approach to theism and Christianity came through new

fuUural influences and this marks the last epoch, that of

Goethe's mysticism. Strong influences working in this direc-

tion were, first, the German romantic enthusiasm for the ^lid-

dle Ages, its religion and culture, its symbolism and mysti-

cism; secondly, the oriental influence which followed the

opening up of India and acquainted the world with the

treasures of Indian literature and philosophy. ''Zuletzt miis-

scn wir uns zu einem religios verniinftigen Islam bekennen,"

writes Goethe to [Marianne von Willemer (1820), who in-

t^j.ij'ed in Goethe an Indian sunmier of song, the coDection of

lyrics, ^Vestdsilklicr Divan. A third influence, equally

strong hut frequently overlooked, was the religious training

which the poet had received in his youth at home, in Frank-

fort, which reasserted itself with vigor in his old age. Otto

JIarnack, in his suggestive, fundamental study: "Goethe, in

(Icr Epoche seiner VoUendung," calls the period following

Schiller's death (1805), and more specifically the last twenty

years of the poet's life, the period of his completion. This

does not mean that Goethe's growth ceased at any time, for

his faculty of assimilating culture was never impaired, but

it means that in those last twenty years Goethe's views and

judgments were no longer subject to radical changes. If we

wish to study Goethe's WcUanscliauuug it is the latter period

which is most worthy of attention. This view is opposed by

some Goethe scholars, such as Steiner* and Meyer,f who see

the representative period of Goethe's intellectual life in that

which has been called here the skeptical. The followers of

Haeckel would see in Goethe's mysticism but another illustra-

tion of the weakening of a great mind which has passed

maturity and enters senility. An American Goethe scholar:|:

has very properly said, "It is not possible to select any one

period of Goethe's intellectual history, any one phase of his

•Steiner, Rudolf, Gotthes Weltanschauung, VY>-^^-^'

t li. M. Meyer, ^wpAorio/i, 1, pp. 622-5 (Review of Flltsch) ; compare, also, Goethe

PTfisgekr(Jiit4 Arbeit, 1S95.

t Calvin, Thomas, Review of Stelner's Weltanschauung, Americana Germanica,

VOL li, No. 1, 1898, p. 95.
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many-sided thinking, and say with confidence, This is the

real Goethe. What such a dictum usually means is, This is

the Goctlie that best suits me." It is largely a matter of

lx?rsonal bias, yet it is the bias of the present epoch, to treat

Goethe's mysticism very seriously; to study the last period

of Goethe's life for an estimate of his life-philosophy. It is

tlie aged master, "Altvater Goethe," who from many a sculjv

turcd throne and marble pedestal looks grandly down upon
the present generation and impels them to ask, What mes-

sage does the Olympian sage and philosopher wish to convey ?

During the so-called epoch of completion Goethe uudertwk
no new great works, he brought several great themes to a con-

clusion—the Foust in the Second Part, Wilhehn Meisier in

the Wanderjahrc; he told the story of his life in Dichiimq

iind Walirlielt, he poured out his wisdom and displayed his

genius in a profusion of aphorisms, maxims in prose and

verse, letters, and conversations. The sum of this literary

work furnishes abundant material for an estimate of Goetlie's

criticism of life, though it is very difBcult, if not impossible

within short compass, to give an adequate idea of the richness

and breadth of the poet's mind. The best method of attacking

tlie problem is the one commonly adopted—to quote largely

Goetlie's own words; to allow the poet to speak for himself.

A fitting motto for a discussion of Goethe's philosophy would

be his rime:

Mein Kind, ich hab' es klug gemacht,

Ich hab' Die iiber das Deaken nachgedacht.

He never subscribed to any system of philosophy, nor did he

establish one of his own. In common with most poets and

artists he never gave a systematic exposition of his Wellan-

schauiuig. lie has called himself an eclectic, and in one of his

maxims"" we find a definition of his meaning: "'An eclectic is

he who, of all that which goes on about him, appropriates

that to himself which is adapted to his o^^Tl nature; and in

this sense there is included all that belongs to culture and

progress, both in theory and practice." Goethe frequently

• Coethes Spriichc in rrosa, No. 448.
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vlunvs points of contact with the systems of Leibnitz, Spinoza,

iiiid Kant, even uses their terminologies, but this is doue to

avoid the necessity of inventing terms of his own when serv-

ict-alde words already exist. He docs not mean thereby

1.) subscribe to any system. His eclecticism is further shown

ill a passage,* frequently quoted, from a letter to Jacobi: ''Eor

my part, with the manifold directions of my mind, I cannot

K- satisfied with one single mode of thinking; as a poet and

artist I am a polytheist, as a naturalist I am a pantheist; and

the one as positively as the other. When I have need of a

(
jtorsonal) God for my personal self as a moral being then he

iilso exists for me. The heavenly and earthly things con-

.-titute so wide a realm that the faculties of all beings taken

together alone can grasp them.'' On questions of art and

literature Goethe is a Greek, a polytheist; when he meditates

uiKiu nature as a whole he is a pantheist, the pupil of

^:^l)inoza ; when he reflects upon man as a unit in the imiverse

wl- are reminded of the moriadthcory of Leibnitz; when he

••asts judgment upon practical ethical problems he appears

(he contemporary and admirer of Kant. Goethe never felt

any shame in eclecticism. "The most stupid of errors," he

says, "is that of young men with good heads who believe they

will sacrifice their originality when they declare for the tl1^th

which has already been recognized by others." "To be original

means for the individual to find what is right in his own con-

ditions." Goethe was skeptical as to the ability of the human

reason to comprehend the riddle of the universe. "Du

;rleichst dem Geist, den du begreifst, nicht mir," is the rebuke

of the Earth-spirit, the sy :!>ol of the creative and destructive

forces of nature, in the First Part of Faust, where man pre-

sumes to elevate himself to an equality with the spirit world.

(ux-the said to Eckormann :f "Man is born not to solve the

problems of the universe, but none the less to seek where the

problem begins and then to keep within the boundaries of

what he can comprehend." He praised Kant for defining the

• Weimar Aiisgabe, Abt. Iv, Band 23, No. GtTl, p. 2'J6.

t Eckcimanu, j, 156, October ij, 1825.
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limits beyond whicli human reason could not penetrate. He

had no faith in a philosophical system which solved all

mysteries. Therefore he stood in opposition to Hegel, whose

abilities he nevertheless admired. In his Second Part of

Faust he parodied the younger Hegelians in the character of

^'Baccalanreus/' the petulant, arrogant young graduate who

knows everything and is wiser than his teachers.

Though Goethe fled before speculation he resolutely faced

the practical problems of life. Already at an early period

he had written and acted according to the lines: '"Allen

Gewalten, Zum Trutz sich erhalten, dimmer sich beugen,

Kraftig sich zeigen, Kufet die Arraen der Gotter herbei.""^

''The first duty upon this earth," he says,f ''is to measure the

course which chance has laid out for us and confine our wishes

to this." Within these limits to develop one's individual

talents and powers to the utmost, by means of well-directed,

conscious activity to develop the life within us to a moral

being, an "entelcchy," is the right and duty of man. The

sustaining principle of life to Goethe was activity. The com-

mission of immoral actions, though to be condemned, seemed

to him not as great a crime as the omission of moral actions.

Therefore in a conversation Goethe finds fault with the nega-

tive fonn of tlie Ten Commandments. In the Second Part

of Faust the hero reaches the goal of happiness through rest-

less striving in the service of man. He does not expiate the

crime of seduction committed in the First Part nor does he

reach redemption through remorse; the author seems to em-

phasize this—that because of Faust's unabated striving alone

divine grace pardons and uplifts him and his soul is saved.

It must be remembered that a change tak&s place in the char-

acter of Faust in the two parts of the play. In the First Part

he is in pursuit of happiness through selfish means, the grati-

fication of his ovra passions and yearnings. In the Second

Part the individualist has become a collectivist ;:i:
he has

• The poem entitled " Behorzigun^'," Heuipcl edition, v. 3, \k 55- It ^'^^ first piil>-

lished in the year 1778.

t Au/sdtze znr Litteraixir, Hempel edition, v. 29, p. 722.

tFrancke, Social Forces in German Literature, p. 53(5f.
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wrcited from the sea a large strip of land which is to make

ij.'iiies for thousands of industrious colonists, and contem-

j. lilting this achievement lie enjoys that one supreme moment

».f happiness, that moment of peace—an eternity to him for

wljich he has been willing to sacrifice all existence. The same

altruistic ideal is foimd in Wilhclm Mcisters ^Yanderjahre,

uhere the motto reads

:

Und deiu Strehen, sei's in Liebe,

Und deiu Leben sei die That*

''Thy striving should be performed in the love and service of

thy fellow-man, and thy life should consist of activity." The

principle of activity entered into Goethe's philosophical con-

ception of the universe.- In a scenef of the First Part, Faust

translates the opening lines of the Gospel according to St.

Julin: "'El' dgx^J ^F ° -^^yof," not by, 'Tn the begimiing was

ihe Word," but, 'Tn the beginning was the deed." The uni-

verse appeared to Goethe as an activity and a medium upon

which it acts; both coextensive and eternal and governed by

a rational will. This eternal activity personified is God, the

Creator and All-preserver. t Intimately connected with this

principle of activity are Goethe's intimations of immortality.

The few passages following, taken from the poet's conversa-

tions and letters, will illustrate

:

The conviction of a continuation of our life arises, to my mind,

from the conception of activity; for if I am engaged in unceasing

activity until the close of my life then nature is under obligation

to assign to me another form of existence when the present one is

no longer able to yield a habitation to my mind. (Eckermann, li, 40.)

I do not doubt concerning a continuation of our existence; for

nature cannot do without the cntelechy. But we are not in the same

manner immortal, and in order to manifest oneself in the future as a

Kroat cntelechy one must first be one. (Eckermann, ii, 101.)

By no means should I wish to be denied the happiness of believ-

irig in a future life; indeed I might say that all those who have no

hope for one are dead in this life also; however, such incomprehen-

sible things are too remote to be objects of daily contemplation and

thought-killing speculation. (Eckermann, i, 85-86.)

• nrlttcs Biich, Erstes Kapitel. Weimar Aus^atte, U'erke, Bd. 25, 1, s. CG.

1 1'art I, lines V224-12.37. Weimar edition. This passage was written about 1800.

J y^iir Xaluru-issenschaft t/u Atlgevieineti. Heuip-.-l edition, v. 34, p. 101. (" Eine

lliitiRkelt imd elne Unterlage auf diesie wirkt.")
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•In a letter to Zelter (Marcli 19, 1827) Goethe expresses

the hope of a future life in which spheres of activity might

be furnished analogous to those in the present.

Concerning the essence of religion, Paulsen has said in his

Introduction to Philosophy," "Religion is not knowledge, his-

torical or philosophical, nor does it appear in the outward

acts performed in the ceremonies and rites of a cult, but it

exists in a peculiar disposition of the soul, 'in einem eigencu

Habitus des Gemiits.' " lAcligion is revealed in two habitual

conditions of feeling; in reverence and faith. Pure religious

faith inspired Goethe's immortal lines:

In uus'res Buscns Reine wobut ein Streben,

Sich einem Iluhcrn, Rcinern, Unbekanuten

Aus Dankbarkfit freiwillig liinzugeben,

Entriitselud sich den ewig Ungenannten;

Wir heissen's fromm sein. . . . t

Faith and optimism produced that nugget of gold:

Wiir nicht das Auge soimenhaft,

Die Sonne kuunt es nie erblicken.

Lag' uiehl in uns des Gottes eigne Kraft

Wie konnt uns Gottliches entzuokenVJ

We hear Goethe saying in conversation :§ '"However much man

is attracted by the earth's myriads of phenomena nevertheles^i

he raises his eyes with longing toward heaven, because rlecply

and clearly he feels that he is a citizen of that spiritual king-

dom in which we cannot deny or give up our faith." Again

:

"I believe in God ! To say that is beautiful and worthy of

praise; but to recogniize God, where and how he manifests

himself, that constitutes real blessedness upon earth." |1
Tt

was Goethe's purpose to observe the manifestations, not to

speculate on the nature of God. In speculations he recognized

danger

:

Wie einer ist, so ist sein Gott.

Darum ward Gott so oft znm Spott.lT

In the poem called "Bequest"** human conscience appears as

a manifestation of God :

•Paulsen, Kinleituno in die rhilnaophie, 7te. Auflage, 1901, p. 2C8.

t Klegie, Hemivl edition, v. 1, p. l^:i.

t Zalnne Xenien III. Ht^mpel. p. .V4. § Wltb Miiller, April 29. 1818.

n S/irilche in Proan, No. 5r,0. Uenipnl edition v. 19. p. 120.

% Zahme Xenien 1 V, llempt-1, v. 2, p. 3C8.
•* " VerniaclUnis," Henipt'l, v. 3, p. ]
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Sofort nun wende dich nach Inoen,

Das Centrum Gudest du da drinneu,

AYoran keiu Edlei- Zweifeln niag.

Wirst keine Kegel da veruiissen

;

Denn das selbstiindige Gewissen

1st Sonne deiuem Sittentag.

Manifestations Goethe recognized in all great creative work,

siu-h as bears tlie name of Mozart, Kaphael, Shakespeare. To

I'^ekermann he said (1828) :

All productivity of the highest type, every invention, every great

thought which bears fruit, is in no man's power. Such things man

must look upon as unexpected gifts from above, as the pure offspring

of God, which man must receive and worship with joyful gratitude.

... In such cases man is often to be viewed as an instrument of a

higher world order, as a vessel found worthy for the reception of a

diviue influence.

The spirit of reverence Goethe believed should early be im-

))rcssed upon the human mind. In the model educational

institution which appears in Wilhehn Meisters Wanderjahre"

we see the young taught three stages of reverence by means

of certain habitual symbolic actions. Those that look upward

are thereby accustomed to revere that which is above them;

iliat is, God. Others that are i-equired to look aroimd them

arc thereby instructed to reverence Xature and Man. A
third group is taught the glance beneath, symbolical of rever-

ence of that which is below us—the humble, lowly, suffering,

heavy-laden. After passing through these three stages of

reverence man is taught to realize that, being the highest

handiwork of nature, he owes reverence to himself, a feeling

which must be checked and tempered, however, by the three

other forms of reverence: humility before God, love of your

ffUow-man, compassion for the weak and down-trodden. The

reverence of self is an aid to Goethe's principle of action ; the

person who is thrilled with the sanctity of his own life will

W awakened to the necessity of self-culture, and of activity

also for altruistic ends. Xumcrous passages might be cited

to sliow Goethe's trust in a providential guidance of human
iiffairs. Concerning the novel, Wilhehn Mclslcr, he said that

"its meaning is nothing more than that man in spite of all his

» Wilhrlin Meisters Wandcrjahre, Weimar edition, v. 24, p. 240f.
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stupidity and confusion is led to a happy end by a higher

hand." In the fragment 'Tandora" occur the beautiful clos-

ing lines

:

Was zu wiinschen ist, ihr unten fiihlt es

;

Was zu gebea sei, die wissen's droben.

Gross bcginnct ihr Titanen ; aber leiten

Zu dem ewig Guten, ewig Schonen,
Ist der Gotter Werk ; die lasst gcwUhren.*

In regard to the influence of religion on activity Goethe said

:

"Men are productive only so long as they are religious ; other-

wise they become imitators and repcaters."f

Closely questioned at different times by Eckermann tho

poet gave answers as follows

:

The origin of morality in the world is through God himself, as of

all else that is good.

The person of Jesus Christ is the revelation of the highest princi-

ple of morality.

As soon as one has understood Christ's pure teaching and love,

so as it is, and made it a part of one's life, then one will feel large

and free in his humanity.

If 1 am asked whether it be in accordance with my nature to

offer unto Him devotional reverence, then I will say. Altogether! ^

Goethe's Christianity^ might be called Arian. For the concep-

tion of the Trinity he had neither sympathy nor understand-

ing.J The doctrine of original sin he did not accept. With

Rousseau he thought Nature had fashioned man without sin.

He believed in the purity of man's inner springs of action.

In the "Prologue in ITcaven" to Faust a Pelagian philosophy

appears in the speeches of "the Lord :" "!Man errs as long as

he strives;" and accepting the wager of Mephistophcles, he

says

:

A good man, through obscurest aspiration,

Has still an instinct of the one true way.

In later years Goethe expressed a somewhat sterner view of

man's natural instincts, he is willing to concede a degree of

natural depravity in human nature, something like innate

sin, but only conditionally

:

• Weimar edition, I. AbtheiUmp, v. 50, p. 344.

t Aphnrismev, p. 352, March 20, 1814. Comp.ire W. James. The WiU to BfUfvc,

p. xiii, Ptc. \ Compare Eckermann, Gcsprciche mit Goethe, iii. P- 30.

§B. Taylor's translation.
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If viewed from the standpoint of morality, certain aspects of

human nature compel us to ascribe to it a kind of radical evil, an

origiual sin, then other manifestations of human nature demand
thai we concede to it likewise an original virtue, an inborn goodness,

rc-ctitude, and especially an inclination toward reverence. This

fountain head, when it is fostered in man and springs out into

activity, into life and open view, we call "piety" ("Pietiit"), as the

anrients did.

"Piety," in the sense in which the ancients used it, is charity,

this is to Goethe the original virtue:

It is exhibited strongly in the love of parents for their children,

nli^o in filial affection: it sheds its beneficent influence over brothers,

relations, countrymen; it appears as gratitude tow^ard patrons and
benefactors, as kindness toward servants, animals, as love for one's

home, native city, and laud. Possessing all earth, it rises heaven-

v.ard; this virtue alone can hold egotism in check, and if by miracle

it could at once appear in all men it would cure the earth of all

her ilia.

Charity, therefore, includes all tlic virtues of love, faith, and

reverence. Xo one could be more deeply thrilled by the words

cf Paul : ^'Though I speak with the tongues of angels, and

have not charity, I am become as sounding brass, or a tink-

ling cymbal." Of a contemporary jwetf Goethe said, ''He

iv:>ssesses many brilliant qualities, but he lacks charity, and

therefore he will never exert influence as he should."

Goethe's view of evil in the world is Pelagian. In the

"Prologue in Heaven" we find "the Lord" addressing Mephis-

toj>heles in tolerant, almost kindly words. Evil has uses in

the world, it stimulates man to activity. Without this leaven

lie would become sluggish; the opposition of evil is necessary

<o rouse him to overcome its influence. Evil therefore is a

laborer in the service of good.

Such a tolerant view of evil would never liave found favor

in Germany during an earlier age. The Protestant reformers

niaguifled the power of evil upon earth; its great might was

fnilx)dicd in the devil incarnate. He was vigorous, destruc-

tive, ubiquitous—and any human being, however saintlike,

might at any moment be obliged to face him in a personal

• firccistonen und Atifsatze zur atisu'drtigfii JAferntitr, Hetnpel, V. 29, p. 721.

t The poet was Tlaten. Compare Eckerniann, i, p. 161.
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encounter. How the martial spirit of Luther militated

against the armored champion of hell! How stirring and

defiant are the sonorous tones of his great battle hymn, '*Eine

feste Burg ist unscr Gott" ! A strong note of ^varning is

sounded in the lines

:

Uer alt, bOse Feiud

Mit Ernst er's jetzt lueiut,

Gross Macht uud viel List,

Sein grausam Riistiiug ist,

Auf Erd' ist nicLt seius Gleichen.

Xutherans of the present day feel the strength of the positive

teaching of Luther and dread the weakness that comes from

an attitude of compromise. Goethe's position of tolerance

toward sin, his principle that the omission of good deeds is

a greater crime than the commission of sinful acts, these have

been ixtinted out as weaknesses in Goethe's ethical teaching.

The lack of positiveness on moral questions is offensive to

the practical moral teacher, the preacher. He sees more than

a negative force in the Ten Connnandments, he preaches tlic

sinfulness of sin. It seems poor justice to him to allow Faust,

without repentance for the crime of seduction in the First

Part, to receive forgiveness of sins and divine grace in the

Second Part merely l>ecause of his restless striving tow^ard

high ideals of accomplishment. He teaches "the wages of

sin is death." He would doom Faust to the fate which Mar-

lowe and the Volksbiicher mete out to him. Conceding the

justice of the moralist's position we can nevertheless fairlv

put tiie question whether Goethe was not a great moral teacher

in spite of the weakness that has been pointed out. Writers

on Christian ethics of an older generation would answer the

question in the negative without hesitation. Thus we find in the

work of Martensen* the following dogmatic sentences :
"Like

the philosophy ["Weltansehammg"] of the ancients, so also

that of Goethe is limited entirely to this earthly life, and

turns about two |>oles of personal happiness and resignation.

Blessedness and tlic kingdom of God, however, are things

• Martenscn. ChrlMiche Ethik, Deutsche Bearbeitung, p. 218.
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which lie outside the range of this philosopliy, just as the con-

i'i.j)tion of immortality and of a future life."

Any such sweeping criticism of Goethe's philosophy can no

longer be successfully maintained. It loses sight of the im-

]K.rtant fact that there was a development iu Goethe's ethical

and religious views, a change from skepticism to what Goethe

lulls mysticism. There is abundant evidence of the poet's

return to theism and Christianity during the last twenty years

of his life, nis belief in the immortality of the soul is proved

hiyond question. Goethe is a pagan in so far only as he con-

.-iders speculations as to the future life futile, and aims at a

realization of the best and liighest iu the present existence.

II is ideal of human life upon earth, however, is the Christian

ideal of self-denial and service to fellow-man. Such service

is dependent for its value and effectiveness upon strenuous

self-development in the individual. Self-culture is a neces-

.city, it is "'man's duty to grow," it will make him free like

the truth itself, it will increase his capacity for service.

(Joethe's teaching is by no means the pagan doctrine of the

pursuit of happiness while life lasts, a right claimed so elo-

(juently for every human being by the liberty-loving eight-

eenth century. On the subject of personal enjopnent Goethe

once said to Eckermann

:

I have always been accounted as one particularly favored by

fortune, and I shall not complain of the course of my life. But
in reality it has been nothing but toil and trouble, and I can •well

say, that in my seventy-five years of life (1824), I have not had four

weeks of real comfort ["Behagen"]. It was like constantly turning

over a stone, that had to be lifted ever anew.

These words contain the denial of a philosophy of personal

happiness. Enjoyment produces vulgarity, "Geniessen macht

pemein." To Goethe the wages of inactivity is death; his

moral teaching is embodied in the motto already quoted:

Und dein Streben, sei's in Liebe,

Uud dein Lebeu sei die That.

^roj^^-^
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Akt. VIIL—those laymen of PALESTINE.

In our consideration of Christ's sublime and sovereign

l)ersonality there are few things that strike us with such

startling effect as the matchless originality and magnificent

independence which distinguished him in thought, s^x-ech,

and action. An atmosphere of authority and of conscious

power surrounded him which neither Judea nor Palestine

can explain. Not tlie intellectual forces, the dominant spirit

of tlie period, nor all the historic actualities and conditiims

which then prevailed, can explain that colossal figure whieh

crossed the world's horizon nineteen hundred years ago. With
an unparalleled freedom from the slavery of long-established

custom, the powerful and venerable traditions of a remote

antiquity, and all the influential and fashionable convention-

alities wliich ruled with rigorous hand in the affairs of men,

the great Teacher goes on his way, opening a new path for

himself in that sin-beleaguered age—a path broad, firm, auda-

cious, and grandly beneficent. In the selection and impress-

ive authorization of the agents who were to be specially

intrusted with the proclamation of the greatest message GoJ

has ever given to the universe, and their induction ijito a

mission far surpassing in importance all missions in the

history of man, we find some features which stand out in

splendid isolation from all others. When the great forward

movement in the religious history of tlie world is to enter

upon its divine and universal mission we naturally look for

its introduction through the avenues and instrumentalities

of a system, distinguished by centuries of sacred associations,

the original plan and purpose of which were ordained by Gfd

himself. Surely lie who is to lay down the foundations <'f

the Christian dispensation and equip it with all necessary

forces for its far-reaching and transcendent work, will n')t

ignore that imposing structure at Jerusalem, with all it--^

array of high officials, but will link on the perfected schenu'S

of divine mercy to the established order of things which f'*r
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tiftccn hundred years had been a sublime preparation and

patient, conipreliensivc prediction of Christ's redeeming mis-

t^ion and work. It is, however, just here where surprises

await us, and wliere wx are compelled to witness the silent

but deliberate rejection of the whole ecclesiastical calendar

(.f the Jewish hierarchy, with all its assumptions, history,

dignity, brilliance, power, and fame. The Eedcemer's repu-

diation of the temple authorities, with their prized creden-

lials as religious teachers, and his selection of a few Palestine

ix)atnien, with their provincial simplicity and rudeness, as

his companions, disciples, friends, and apostles, strikes us

as a policy at once novel and revolutionary, and as the

signal of an independence so marvelous that it is difficult

to describe. If the adequate certificates for their office in

the apostolate had depended upon human authority or

(pialification, these lowly fishermen from Galilee would
have been unable to present any sufficient warrant. "The
scribes could boast credentials, such as they were, which
rested on a basis that was unimpeachably historic. They
were the lineal representatives of those who had been edu-
cated in the schools of the prophets, and counted with much
pride each link in the chain of their succession. Their train-

ing for the sacred office had been carried on in a thorouirh

and elaborate manner. The order was one which commanded
no little respect for its high antiquity, and also for the

authority wdiich, for various reasons, surrounded those eccle-

siastics of that first century. State officialism was on the side

•'f the scribes and their companions as they went forward in

the religious occupations of that distant day. The gorgeous
toin])le was a distinct power in the life of Palestine, and the

<^»vil authorities conferred on the reigning ecclesiastics just
«s nmch influence as it was able to bestow. They were
ff'ligious teachers with a deeply rooted power and a societv

'hat must always be reckoned with. Public honors were
hnaped upon them, and many nf the state functions would
have been strangely incomplete without their presence.
' nshion bowed to the authority of the scrilx-s, and set itself
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to maintain tlieir influence. To spuru a publican and fawn

upon a scribe was an elementary etiquette of these tiiur.-.

The counsel of this favored order was sought upon all critical

occasions and nothing remained to be said after they hud

once six)ken."

Judged by the temple oflicials and representatives, the

disciples of the new Teacher, just come from their nets aii-i

boats, were apparently little more than so many upstart

strolling around the country, backed by no line of influential

predecessors, without the prestige of ancient genealogy iiii'i

the technical accomplishments and famous associations which

invested the Jewish religious teachers with so mui'h

authority. Yet these comparatively rude Galilean boatmen,

without ecclesiastical pedigree or the slightest claim t"

priestly or prophetic prerogatives, are chosen by the Son of

God to l>e his companions and disciples, and at last are in-

trusted with the most important message that the heavenly

Father has ever given to the human race. The splendi'I

structure on !Mount Zion, with all its wealth of thrilling rccol

lection and venerable religious officialism, is deliberately

passed by when the forward movement in the history of the

ages is to be inaiigurated and started on its way. This litth-

society of laymen from the ranks of the common peo})le "i

Palestine is made the trustee of treasures destined for thf

vsalvation of the world. What a charming naturalness thrrr

is about that band of democratic disciples of the Lord an'!

Saviour of men ! When we push aside the transfiguring sp- '1

of centuries of devout appreciation which these unmitcrfl

men have commanded, it is truly refreshing to look ui''n

them as they move among the stern, hard actualities of tlfi:'

daily life. There they stand in the first blush of a great, ghn!

morning which has just begun to brighten their toil-stainc-l

existence.

From tlie first days of their attachment to the grc.it

Teacher we find them in distinct revolt against priest.

y

organization, craft, and assumption of every form. T he

Pharisee bred in clerical exclusiveucss and intolerance; th''
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great officers of the temple, with their bitter caste jealousy

and conteini)t of the conniion people, and the scribe, with his

tgotism and phenomenal pride of ritual and ancient tradi-

nun, were all cut off by a broad gulf of separation from the

lin-n who were called by the Redeemer to stand close to the

channels through which were beginning to flow the new and

Unelicent forces into the moral deserts of an alien world.

Wliat a disrobing and repudiation of the prince-bishops of

iho Jewish Church ! and how, apparently without a moment's

hesitation, the jwmp of prelacy and ecclesiastical magnifi-

rriice, with all its historic precedents, is ignored when this

rirst ''Society of Jesus" takes form and becomes the divinely

uuthorized messenger and expositor of redemption's match-

li'ss story to the multitudes of this sin-laden world ! What a

f.'ital blow at a mere religious cxternalism were those first

appointments of the Son of God ! Into the very forefront of

privilege and responsibility in his spiritual empire are placed

nion whose hands had been coarsened by labor, and whose

career had been far removed from the loud, intolerant, but

f:i-hiouable, religious officialdom of that eventful age.

In this study it is clear that the best things are capable of

the grossest })erversion ; so the prerogative of the Jews had

Wcome their direst curse, their religions privilege their most

deadly superstition ; their ritual splendor, through their nar-

row exclusiveness and abominable pride, their most harden-

ing unspiritualness, and the source of their rejection, humili-

ation and ruin. The anger and pitiless tyranny of the priestly

factions against the Christ and his few Galilean revolution-

i-ta are sufficiently in evidence as we scan the written word.

Xo more malignant enemies did this little company of ex-

e^'umnmicated laymen have to encounter than the religious

rulers of the time. These men called into the apostleship by

J''o Head of the Church were regarded by Pharisee and scribe

i'^J so many religious anarchists, seeking to overthrow and

df-stroy the old ecclesiastical regime of their ancestors. They
^'•ere treated as apostates from the faith of their fathers and

^^ social revolutionists, who by any and every means must be
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put down. Then follo\V3 the story of persecution, suffering,

and martyrdom. Yet the selection of these few peasants froui

an obscure province less in extent than the principality of

Wales, at leugth finds the grandest justification, and the time

arrives when the excommunicated laymen of Galilee stand

forth transfigured and crowned with an immortality that an

archangel might covet. They eventually become the repre-

sentatives to the world of the ascended Eedeemer : they pre-

sent the message of divine grace with marvelous power; they

l^en the records of tlie earthly career and work of the Son of

God ; and finally occupy a place of honor in the gi-eat temple

of human history from which no force of desolation or change

can ever remove -them. By the imposition of the pierced

hands of the risen Lord, these men of humble origin become

prophets, scribes, apostles, friends, and heroes, whose rude

speech had stirred the world like a voice from eternity.

Though dead, they R]>eak in languages spoken by nine tenths

of the population of the globe to-day, though nearly nineteen

centuries have rolled away since their story first found ex-

pression in human words. Their names are fragrant with

associations of the most important and blessed kind, and their

work goes forward in the best aspirations, activities, and life

of the age. The torch their hands lifted in that century of

deepest gloom throws its light into many lands. Splendid

sanctuaries throughout the Christian world perpetuate the

memories and names of those once imcalendared disciples,

and their influence is destined to travel all the circuits of the

globe. Talk of transformation! Here is one of the most

wonderful that time's eventful years can ever bring—the

changing these Palestine fishermen and artisans into a])0?tle.s

and teachers who were through their parchments to make

permanent in human history the redemptive work of the

Lord Jesus Christ, and in a very important manner fix the

faith of humanity forever. We think we are justified from

this discussion in concluding that many imix)rtant signals

are hung out in the religious history of the world, warning

us not to exaggerate or pervert the functions of any ofiice m
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tho Church of God as some have done, and by this perversion

have sought to foist upon men ecclesiastical and pernicious

is ct ions. "WTiat may be called the authorized lines of Church

oliicinls have never in any period monopolized the gracious

inspirations of the divine Spirit, as is abundantly evident in

Ixjtli the Old and Xew Testaments, and in some of the most

glorious movements in the spiritual progress of the world.

Further, it is also clear that a mere formal and unspi ritual

ri'ligious functionalism, no matter how high its past validity

niul credentials may have been, can never possess any proper

authority, though the office may be surrounded by much of

oarthly splendor ; its unfaithfulness to its sacred trust be-

comes its fatal disqualification, its humiliation, and its ruin.

The divine Lord, with a calm and majestic deliberation,

ignored the whole unspiritual priestly organization of his

nation when he founded and started on its way the great

^^(.'licme of mercy which was the consummation of all previous

dispensations, and chose as his immediate disciples a few

U>atmen and artisans from the country. And out of these

('l)scure Galilean followers there at last emerged brave

s{iiritual revolutionists who were to command the admiration

of all succeeding centuries. Ages of ever-widening influence

hhall yet perpetuate tlie names of these once almost anony-

mous apostles. The grand old seer of Patmos in his prophetic

vision of the city of God beheld, deeply carved in the twelve

foundations of that fair, everlasting fabric, "the names of

liie twelve apostles of the Lamb."

^Ct^^'J^ifa^/td^if^^T^ '

61
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Art. IX.—WESLEY AND OTHER METHODIST
FATHERS ON CHILDHOOD RELIGION.

The appeal to John Wesley on points of doctrine is often

met by the declaration that the Bible and not John Wesley

is our standard of belief. The implication in snch a line of

argument is that Jolm Wesley was not scriptural, but that

these critics of the theology he taught are scriptural. But,

since John Wesley and his modern ]\[ethodist rejectors both

claim to be scriptural in their theology, who shall decide be-

tween them ? Perhaps the only answer to that question is

that each nmst decfide for himself. Xo doubt the Bible is the

standard of Methodist doctrine, and in some respects it must

be admitted that the Bible as interpreted in any given age

is that standard. Nevertheless there are certain great princi-

ples which distinguish ^[ethodist from Calvinistic theology,

and these Jolm Wesley carried out logically. And, while

no one should be bound to follow John Wesley slavishly,

it ought to be the pleasure of all Methodists to champinii

his views when they are in harmony both with the tenor of

Scripture and the foundation principles of Methodism.

Such considerations as those just mentioned lend a peculiar

interest to Wesley's views on the religion of childhood ami

the conditions under which children become and remain mem-

bers of the kingdom of heaven and grow as such. To begin

with, yiv. Wesley was a firm believer in the possibility of a

deeply religious life in childhood of very tender years. He

cites many examples of child piety, including that of a chiUl

who died at the age of two years and six months. True,

these very young children, as also some of those from seven

years up to ten, appear to have been rather precocious, and

their type of piety indicates that they were in some otht-r

respects abnormal; but in those days the pietistic conce})ti""

of child religion was still quite prevalent, and even llv. Wes-

ley had not shaken it off. So that if he believed then in tlic

type of piety he describes in the instances mentioned he
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uoiiK! unquestionably believe uow in the sauer type recom-

jiicii'lcd in these days.

liow, then, did 'Mv. Wesley think of the origin of the

religious life in children? That he believed in child conver-

.ioii is most sure. He gives an instance of a child under eight

wlio knew the day when her sins ^vere forgiven, of a boy of

III IK' or ten who at a given time had found peace with God,

.itxl of many at Kingswood school between the ages of eight

and fourteen who "cried aloud for mercy" and who were in

l!ie ''utmost distress," but who were subsequently "set at

liU'rty;" and numerous other instances and remarks presup-

jw^e the conversion of children in comparatively tender years.

Hut while this is true it stijl rejuains a fact that he did not

r<'^;ird child conversion as a universal, or even general, neces-

^ity, as many portions of his writings show. lie was a firm

l-'Iiever in the effectiveness of the religious instruction of

rhildrcn, and while he did not hold that all children who are

faithfully trained in the nurture and admonition of the T^ord

are certain to exhibit the fruit of the labors of their parents

in this behalf, still he declared that the wickedness of the

<!iildren is generally owing to the fault or neglect, in this

ros|K'ct, of their parents {Sermons, \o\. ii, p. 301). It was

;d<o the opinion of 'Viv. Wesley that "the most probable

nutliod for making children pious" is to train them up in the

^v;ty wherein they should go (vol. il, p. 30S), and that in most

iM.'^es it is effectual (p. 308). That training, he declared,

should begin as soon as reason begins to da\^^l, which is at

'•••1st as early as a child begins to speak (p. 304). And ho

.'ttiirins that many parents who have instnicted their children

linis early, plainly, frequently, and perseveringly, have "pres-

t ntly seen the fruit of the seed they have sown, and have had

'he comfort of observing that their children grow in grace in

^1'' same proportion as they grow in years" (p. 305). These

utforances forbid the idea that Wesley believed that every

'iiild needs consciously to pass through the spiritual crisis

'•'died conversion except as a result of the carelessness of

j 'J rents.
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On the other hand, he did not deny the inherited tenden-

cies to evil in children. In his prayers for the use of childrtn

he teaches the child to say that he is "a child of wrath," ''born

in sin," and that he cannot see the kingdom of God except bv

being born again {^yorhs, vol vi, p. 423). And in his sermon

on the "Education of Children" lie says that if parents find

pride in their children and wish to strike at the root of it

without the loss of time they must teach them ''that they

are fallen spirits ; that they are fallen short of that glorious

image of God wherein they were first created ; that they ai-e

. . . more ignorant, more foolish, and more wicked than they

can possibly conceive—that in pride, passion, and revenge

they are now like the devil" {Sermons, vol. ii, p. 313). It is

true that these passages evidently refer to children of an age

far beyond that of infancy, when certain dark passions have

grown to considerable proportions. But other passages teac'n,

as, indeed, does the first of the above, that children are Ix-tn

in sin. In his Treatise on Baptism, written in 1756, which

is one of the few weak productions of John AYesley, lie

unequivocally declares that "this original stain cleaves to

every child of man; and that hereby they are children of

wrath, and liable to eternal damnation" (Worlcs, vol. vi,

p. 16). Nevertheless he does not mean by such languago

to teach that children nuist all pass through the crisis of con-

version in order to be saved. For in this same treatise lie

argues that the infant children of believers always were and

still are under the Gospel covenant, and entitled to all the

benefits and promises of it (p. 17). And because they arc

under this covenant they have a right to baptism, "which is

the entering seal thereof." Further, he says that children nn-

members of the kingdom of heaven, and denies that that

kingdom is composed of sucli only as are like tliese infaii*--

(p. IS). Still stronger is his language in a letter to Mr. .l"hn

Mason (1776), in which, referring to Fletclier's Clicd-^, 1"'

says that, wliilc it is an undoubted truth that by the offen-i-

of one judgment came upon all men, infant or adult, nut"

condenmation, it is equally true that bv the righteousne.-s <•!
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one the free gift came upon all, infant or adult, unto justifica-

tion, and that the Adaniic guilt of all infants is canceled by

I he righteousness of Christ as soon as they are sent into the

world {]Yorks, vol. vii, p. 97). Even if we were to assert

that Wesley's language as just cited, together -with his inter-

pretation of Matt, xix, 14, involves the doctrine of the regen-

eration of all infants there would be, on Wesley's principles,

ni> contradiction. For he was fully convinced that there was

sin in believers, that is, in regenerate adults. It would, ac-

cording to him, be no more true of a regenerate infant than of

a regenerate adult that there is no remaining corruption in

liim. Wesley felt that the training of children was the train-

ing of those who were children of God ; and that that training

was designed to prevent their becoming alienated from God,

and to work that sanctification which is needful for all God's

immature children. By nature infants are children of wrath,

but by the grace of the second Adam "a remedy for the disease

v.hich came upon all by the offense of the first" has been

f'-imd, though ''the benefit of this is to be received through the

means he hath appointed; through baptism in particular . . .

to which he hath tied us, though he may not have tied him-

self" (p. 16). By nature children of wrath, by grace children

of God, and the latter stronger than the former—this is the

doctrine of John Wesley concerning children.

When we turn from Wesley to Fletcher we find the latter

somewhat more explicit as well as somewhat more radical in

.-statement, though there is no reason to suspect that the two

nieu differed in their views. Both were loyal clerg^-meu of

die Church of England, and they appear to have interpreted

the doctrines of that Church in the same way. Besides,

I'^letcher's writings must, sooner or later, have been known to

Wesley in their minutest details, yet he recommended them

ill the most unqualified tei-ms (TforAvs vol. vi, p. 442; and

\'<'l. vii, p. 25). Mr. Eleteher speaks of "infant justifica-

tion," and in a note on that expression says that "those who

'*=tart at every expression they are not used to will ask if our

Church admits the justification of infants. I answer, Un-
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doiibtedlj ; since lier clergy, by her direction, say over myriails

of infants, 'We yield thee hearty thanks, most merciful

Father, that it has pleased thee to regenerate this infant.'
"

Here Mr. Fletcher argues not only for the justification of

infants in relation to the guilt of Adam's sin, but also for

the regeneration or new birth of infants. As the note proceed.-!

he undertakes to show that this regeneration is antecedent U>

baptism and that it is as true for the infant children of un-

believers as of believers. This position is rather stronger

than any taken by ]\[r. Wesley, though the latter doubth.-:-;

meant the same thing by his language as cited above (p. S).

To the same effect also is Dr. Adam Clarke's comment u\\

Matt, xix, 14, when he says ''a great part of God's kingdom

is composed of such, literally ; and those only who resemble

little children shall be received into it."

Even more unequivocal is the language of the great Richard

Watson. In speaking of the subjects of baptism he holds thai,

])rior to baptism there is a ''religious relation" between Chri.-i

and every child. He also, on the basis of Mark x, 14, argues

with his usual vigor in favor of the view that infants are sub-

jects of the kingdom of God. Commenting on the ambiguity

of the phrase ''kingdom of heaven" he says that if it menus

the glorified state of his Church it must be granted that none

can enter into heaven who are not redeemed by Christ, and

who do not stand in a vital relation to him as members of lii>

mystical body, or otherwise we should place human and falk-n

beings in that heavenly state who are unconnected with Cbri-t

as their Redeemer, and uncleansod by him as the sanctifier of

his redeemed. And this relation must exist on earth befoii'

it can exist in heaven. If infants, therefore, are thus re-

deemed and sanctified in their nature, and are before death

made "meet for the inheritance of the saints in light," ^-^

that in this world they are placed in the same relation t>

Christ as an adult believer, they are made members of Chri>t -^

Church, and are entitled to the visible sign of initiation int'>

some visible branch of it. He closes his discussion by assert-

ing that infants brought for baptism are like true adiih
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Inlievers, accepted candidates standing already in a vital rela-

tion to Christ; and that whichever meaning we attach to the

words ''the kingdom of heaven" all subjects of that kingdom,

ulietiicr infants or adults, stand in a sanctifying relation to

(')iribt (Theological InstituteSj vol. ii. pp. 036-638).

Such is the teaching of the Methodist fathers, and with

ilioni agree our forms for the baptism both of infants and

iiilnlts. They are harmonious in teaching that infant children

arc members of Christ's kingdom. So far as they express

tlicmselves on the subject they agree also that infant children

are in practically the same relation to Christ as adult bc-

li«'vcrs. And Wesley teaches that children properly trained

from their very earliest infancy are exceedingly likely to be

j'iuus; that is, this is the most probable method of making
fliildron pious. There is nothing new in this doctrine to

Methodists who have kept in touch with the pure springs of

Methodist teaching. That so many regard it as Jiew simply

reveals the sad lack of acquaintance with Methodist thought.

And the unfortunate part of it all is that generally those who
make the loudest professions of loyalty to primitive Metho-

ui.sm are the ones who condemn such doctrines as those por-

trayed in this article as novelties connected with a desire to

vacate the solemn saying of our Lord, "Ye must be born

apain." Yes, we must be lx)rn again, all of us. But if Metho-

'list teaching is correct infants are all born again, that is, are

hrought into saving relations with Jesus Christ. From this

i>U\tc they may fall, and, either for lack of religious training,

"r as a result of wrong training based on an erroneous view of

the child's relation to Christ, many do fall. WTiat is here

i
'leaded for is that the child should be taught the truth that

It is vitally related to Christ, and if later it makes any change
Itt that change from Christ to a life of sin be the individual's

o^\^l choice.

Before concluding this article it seems necessary to note

"iir alleged philosophical objection to the doctrine that infants

nre introduced into a vital relation to Christ. It is the claim
that this interferes with the free will of the child. Some have
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carried this demaiid for absolute freedom of choice to sucli

an extreme as to assert that children dying before reaching
the age of responsibility cannot be regarded as finally saved,

but that, having had no opportunity for a voluntary accept-

ance or rejection of Christ here, they must have it hereafter.

So far as this phase of the contention is concerned it must bo

admitted that, abstractly considered, God has not given all

a chance to choose to be lost. But it is inconceivable that

anyone who had the alternative—to be saved or to be lost

—

thrust upon him would choose the latter. And it is inconceiv-

able that anyone who had lived from infant years to the age

of responsibility in the benign presence of Jesus Christ would
then choose to forsake 'him for any pleasure of another kind

that he could conceive. So that actually no violence is done

to the child's choice. He is simply put into such relations

with Christ that he is more likely than others to choose Him.
The problem of free will is not along the line of those v,-ho die

in infancy, but of those who are permitted to live in an en-

vironment which develops all that is evil within them until

they reject even the God from whom they have received all

the good things they ever knew. To prevent their having such

an environment God has given to the infant parents whoso

solemn duty it is to see that the good, not the evil, develops as

the child grows in years and stature.

If there is no actual violation of the individuaTs right of

choice when one is taken from earth to heaven in infancy.

much less is there any such violation when an infant is placed

in saving relations with Christ. For he is at liberty in later

life to renounce this relationship if he will, just as, if from

infancy left out of such relationship, he is at liberty to choo?c

to be introduced into it. The goodness of God is such as to

give the child a right start. The fearful sin of parents and

of the Church in neglecting to teach and train children proi>-

erly is manifest in that it makes this right start, in all too

manv cases, useless.

^My^OyUu ^/ /Zi^^^-^J^lt^ '
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. EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS.

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS.

DR. BEHRENDS ON OLD TESTA^IENT CRITICISM.*

It is matter for profound thanksgiving that the Scriptures

lire invested with an authority wliich is independent of criticism

jiud which does not require the vindication of scholarship. Wc
<lo not need to wait until the critics have come to an agreement

before we open our Bibles and let them instruct and comfort us.

1 hope I made it clear two weeks ago that no believers in Jesus

Christ need hesitate to use the Old Testament upon which he

hot the seal of his unmistakable personal indorsement. I now

call attention to certain vicious assumptions which pervade the

nifthods and determine the results of the revolutionary criticism

cf the Old Testament.

Let me refer in passing to the frequent claim that the weight

(if modern scholarship is with the advanced critics. A good deal

depends upon what is meant by weight. The most learned men
<lo not always make the most noise. Newspaper and review

notoriety is not always the measure of worth. Some years ago

J! colored preacher in the South preached a sermon on "De Sun
1^0 Move." It electrified his audience. It secured for him a

national reputation. He could have filled the biggest hall in any
lity. But he did no damage to the Copernican theory. There
«ns no disturbance in the planetary system. He who startles is

idways sure of an eager hearing and of a wide audience; the

K'cond sober thought comes afterward. And the names which

are ofteuest seen and heard in present biblical criticism by no

means represent all the scholarship in Christendom. Among the

'Host famous theological faculties in Germany are those of Ber-

lin, Bonn, Breslau, Greifswald, Halle, Konigsberg, Leipzig, and

• \Vhon Dr. A. J. F. Behrcnds died, in May. 1900. he was under engagement to pre.
r^rc an article, specially adapted to this I^cvietr, on significant phases of biblical
•"fiucisni. It is biKbly probable that no better etiuipped or more thoroughly capable
' il>:io.Hl critic than Dr. Behrends could be found outside tlie theological seminaries.
M(,rf than one institution coveted him for a professorship. Death having deprived
"^ ol the promised article, we present this expression of his views as delivered to
lii* own congregation in Brookljni.
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Tubingen. In these universities there are seventy-three the-

ological professors, of which number thirty belong to the radical

school; forty-three belong to the moderate and conservative

ranks, every one of wliom is at home in the literature of his de-

partment and is supposed to be an independent and well-

equipped scholar. He could not hold his place were he not. The
benches would be empty and he would be starved out. You will

see by this simple statement that the lines of battle are closely

drawn. The so-called liberal wing has increased from ten to

thirty-four during the last twenty-five years, and the conserva-

tives have been reduced from fifty to forty-three; but in the eight

great universities which I have named the conservatives still have

an actual majority of thirteen; and such a majority at present

means a good deal, while it proves conclusively that sweeping

claims are not warranted by the fact^. Of thirty-four books

in my library on this siibject there are seventeen, just one half,

from the pens of American scholars and specialists, every one of

them conservative in tone, every one of them written within the

last fifteen years, with full and accurate knowledge of the moi-t

recent literature, and no one can read these books without dis-

covering that these men know what they are t-alking about. The

statement that scholarship is practically a iinit for the radical

criticism cannot be made good. It is not true of Europe; it is

not true of America. The most prominent advocates of radical

criticism among us are Harper, Briggs, Toy, Smith, and Haupl.

But these men are not superior in scholarship to Beechcr,

Osgood, Green, :Mead, Curtis, Denis, and Bissell. Radical criti-

cism is represented in Yale, Harvard, Cornell, Johns Hop-

kins, Union, Chicago, and Andover. But conservative criticism

holds its ground in Bangor, Yale, Hartford, Princeton, Drew,

^fadison, Auburn, Kochester, Eutgcrs, Allegheny, Crozer, Lau'*.

Louisville, Chicago, Evanston, Oberlin, Omaha, and Oakland.

Of our own Congregational seminaries, Andover is the only one

which can be classed as radical ; Bangor, Hartford, Oberlin, and

Oakland may be classed as conservative; while Yale and Chicago

occupy middle ground and ilie mediating critical school is prac-

tically conservative.

At this point it may be well to state what the crucial questions

under debate are. When it is said that the majority of critics

are agreed in the literary analysis of the Pentateuch and tb.it
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tiio orthodox view is maintained only by a few older scholars,

the statement is misleading. The orthodox view is assumed to

Ik? that ^Moses wrote every line in the Pentateuch, including the

iiccount of his death, and that for the matter contained in

Genesis he was indebted to supernatural revelations from God.

'I'lius defined there have been no orthodox biblical critics for a

good many years. And, in like manner, all scholars who have

conceded that Genesis discloses evidences of the use of older

documentary and traditional authorities in narratives, and

snatches of poetry, and genealogical tables, and who admit ditfer-

(>iit layers of legislation in the middle books of the Pentateuch,

not necessarily committed to writing by Moses; who, for ex-

ample, grant that Deuteronomy is a separate book, completed in

its present form after the -death of Moses, that the priest code

i,< from a different hand, and that Genesis is a fusion of older

documents—have been grouped together. But this is the very

group M'here the lines of battle are drawn between the radicals

and the conservatives. Orthodoxy has nothing whatever to do

with the problem. It is not a question of theology which is

under discussion. The ])hra^e orthodox criticism is pure non-

tense. One might as well talk' of orthodox astronomy or chem-

istry. The debate lies in the region of hard facts. The criticism

concerns the historical value of the documents which make up

our present Pentateuch. Questions of authorship, of dato, and

of structure have become preliminary and subordinate. These

very problems are approached with presumptions which cast dis-

credit upon the credibility of the documents, and under whose

application the record is reduced to a mass of fables, deliberately

invented and forged. At that point the only proper line of

cleavage can be drawn, and when it is drawn there the radical

critics are in a hopeless minority. Sober scholarship repudiates

their assumptions, metliods, and conclusions.

T.et me state, as ])riefly as I can, the claims for which tho

Tnodern radical criticism is contending. The seriousness of that

fontention appears only when it is viewed as a whole. iNfoses,

^e are told, did not write the Pentateuch. Some things may
have been recorded by him, but not very much. The Ten Com-

niandments, as they appear in E.xodus, are certainly not in the

form which he gave to them, and the whole story about the giv-

ing of the law from Sinai is said to be a poetic invention of much
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later date, to give impre?sivenes5 to the Decalogue. Xeither the

narratives nor the laws of the Pentateuch have in any large and

important part come from Moses. The Pentateuch is declared to

be, in its main intention, a law book, and its historical material

is treated as worthless. The legislation is declared to be the

core of the record, and the books were compiled solely with a

view to enforce that legislation. An analysis of these laws is

declared to prove that they could not have been enacted until

about 450 B.. C, at least a thousand years after Moses. They

constituted the priest code of the second temple, and were for

the most part unknown before, l^ut to invest them with :Mosaic

authority his name was freely used in the enactments, and tlie

wilderness history of the tabernacle was invented to supply a

popular historical coloring. The same thing had been done on a

smaller scale two hundred years before Ezra, under the reign of

King Josiah, when the Book of the Law was said to have been

found in the temple. That Book of the Law is assumed to have

been our present Deuteronomy, and when the historian tells us

that Hilkiah professed to have found Deuteronomy in the tem-

ple, we are told that we must interpret this as a very polite hint

that the priest had written it himself, in part or entire; in other

words, that he had been guilty of a pious literary forgery, ia

order that by the help of the authority of Moses he might wean

the people from their idolatry and concentrate the religious rev-

erence of the nation upon a single central sanctuary. Thu>,

Deuteronomy is the literary invention of the seventh century

B. C, and the Levitical legislation is the literary invention of

the fifth century B. C, while in both cases the history is supplied

by way of artificial framework. To this latter period also is re-

ferred all such narrative materials as disclose the style and point

of view characteristic of the priestly waiter; as, for example, the

first chapter of Genesis. Then there are supposed to be two other

documents, older than either of the preceding and independent

of each other, belonging to the eighth and ninth centuries B. C.

;

one current in northern Palestine, the other in southern Pales-

tine, known as the Elohist and the Jehovist. These four docu-

ments are said to have been reduced to their present shape by a

Redactor, or by several I^edactors, who arranged and altered

the materials to suit their purpose. Every document has been

tampered with in this way, and the critics do not hesitate +^to
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charge the Redactors with both literary awkwardness and dis-

lioiu'sty. This review is enough to startle anyone who has not

lost all faith in the ordinary honesty of the writers of the Bible.

]',ut I have not overdrawn the picture. In detail, and as a whole,

the history is discredited. Some leave a little truth in the nar-

nitive; others leave none at all. Even the reality of the Exodus

is denied, and as for the narratives in Genesis, their historical

reality is surrendered. The calm verdict of Professor Kobcrtson,

of Glasgow, whom the critics claim as one of their numbei-, will

commend itself to the cautious and reverent student, when he

sums up a long discussion on the Pentateuch in these words:

"it may be admitted that the component parts of the books be-

long to diiTcrent periods, the death of Moses, for example, being

recorded side by side with -words spoken and written by Moses.

It may be admitted that we have three stages of legislation, as

represented in the Book of the Covenant, the Levitical code, and

Deuteronomy; it may be admitted that these are variations in

the laws and an advance from a lower to a higher stage ; but all

this does not necessitate the assumption that these codes are

separated by intervals of centuries. All this, and much more,

may be admitted; but all would give to the biblical writers credit

for ordinary honesty and will hesitate before admitting that we

owe a great part of the Pentateuch to literary fiction. \Yhen it

is gravely asserted that prophets and the best spirits of the natio:^i

framed first one code and then another, with the deliberate in-

tention to represent the history of the past as something different

from what it actually was, when the so-called historical books

have to be expurgated before they can be used as evidence, one

may despair of arriving at the truth altogether, or at once set

about reconstructing the history without the aid of these books."

And Professor Hommcl, of Munich, whom the critics also claim,

has recently placed himself upon record in these words: "The
more I investigate Semitic antiquity, the more I am impressed

by the utter baselessness of the view of Wellhausen." You will

'lave noticed that the critics assume that the Pentateuch is pri-

marily a book of laws and that the history is subordinate to

legislation. Read, now, the Pentateuch for yourself, and you

\vill discover that the very reverse is true. From cover to cover

the five books of ]\Ioses deal with history and the laws are in-

•^ertcd only as part of the history. The historic thread is renewed
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in Joshua, carried on through Judges, and pursued through the

books of Samuel and Kings. One plain, practical purpose con-

trols the entire literature—to trace the fortunes of Israel from

the call of Abraham to the captivity, and the chapters in Genesis

preceding the call of Abraham furnish the historical preface to

his separation. Xarrative is the primary and pervading element.

In the New Testament the legal portions are regarded as having

been set aside and annulled, but the history is regarded and re-

ferred to as authentic. Be the author or authors of the Penta-

teuch who they may be, the critics blunder in assuming that they

concentrated their attention upon the legal enactments. These

are woven into the history at the points where they belong, and

then the history proceeds without reference to them. It was the

story u]>on which their' interest was centered, and this must de-

termine our critical handling of the history which they have

given us. It is an arbitrary, unwarranted, and criminal method

of procedure to discredit their honesty and veracity in the very

field where they have concentrated their abilities and resources.

Passing, now, this arbitrary and mischievous reversal of

critical perspective, let me ask your attention to certain other

equally unfounded assumptions, upon which the new critics build

their revolutionary conclusions. One of these assumptions, to

which great and decisive prominence has recently been given, is

that the so-called theory of evolution has been scientifically es-

tablished and should therefore be accepted as a canon of criti-

cisn\. It has been invested with the authority of the multiplica-

tion tal)le ; so that whatever does not square with it must be false,

so false that we need not trouble ourselves about it. The theory

is assumed to he the one supreme law in the realms of matter and

of mind. It shajws history, and gives birth to religion, just as it

molds the stars. All things begin at the lowest point conceiva-

ble, and thence, by gradual stages, they advance to an ever-

enlarging perfection. There are no hreaks in the process. There

arc no gaps in the march. There are no interventions, no mira-

cles, and hence all miraculous accounts are scientifically absurd.

Man has come up from the sea-slime, and has been constantly

rising. Sin is only the remnant in him of his animal ancestry.

A fall from primitive innocence there never has been, and tlie

first chapters of Genesis are purely fabulous—exquisite poetry,

but historicallv false. Evolution is the infallible touchstone by
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uhich the Bible and Cliristiauity must stand or fall. But the

principle is not logically carried out. For there are many who,

while they boldly cut out all miracles from the Old Testament,

dare not use the surgery upon the New. They claim that the

lii'di theology of Deuteronomy and of the Psalms proves these

books to be a late literary product; but they dare not assert this

of the gospels and the epistles of the Xew Testament. They

cjriim that the primitive Mosaic religion must have been very

crude, but they dare not say that about apostolic Christianity.

Tiiey claim that from Moses to Ezra there was an uninterrupted

advance; they dare not say that of the history between Paul and

Luther. They minimize the miracles of the Exodus, and of

Daniel in the den of lions, but they grant that Christ was born

of a virgin and that he rose from the dead. Let us have thorough

work. And thorough work demands that with the elimination

of the miraculous and supernatural in the Old Testament, the

same elements shall be cut out of the Xew. Moses and Christ,

the law and the Gospel, fall into the same grave. And the only

reason why this is not done in the case of Christ and the Gospel

is because the facts of Christianity are so stubborn that the

critics do not venture to beat their heads against them. They

])refer to be inconsistent, rather than stultify themselves. But

that very hesitancy shows the inherent weakness of the claim.

What, now, is evolution ? Darwin and Wallace did not agree

in their definition and in the scope of its application. Wallace

insisted that it did not apply to man. The word has never yet

been defined. Everybody uses the word, and presumably knows

its meaning; yet nobody seems to be able to give a definition

^vhich is clear and final. Xo magician's wand can play so many
fantastic tricks as can this word. It can be theistic and atheistic,

to suit the speakers taste. It can eliminate miracles and it can

make them feel at home. At one time it bows God out of the

universe and has no use for him ; at another time it makes him

inmianent, omnipresent, and omnipotent, enthroned and per-

sonally active in every atom. Penan needed no God to account

f'>r the origin of things. But his theory of evolution provided

f'^T ultimate appearance of a man who would master the secret

f'f deatli and life, and who would thus empty all the graveyards

•'f the past, bestowing im.mortality upon every one of its hapless

victims. So that evolution can give birth even to God. There is
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no God at the beginning, but there is one at the end. It is phiiu,

therefore, that evolution may be so defined as to provide for

supernatural intervention and guidance, and for the most as-

tounding miracles. But the trouble is tliat these stay only in the

definition. Practically they are excluded, and what remains may
be summed up in the following items

:

(1) The affirmation that the higher grades of being have pro-

ceeded from the lower by natural generation, and that all grades

of being have a common, natural ancestry. The fire mist has

given birth to crystals and to genius, to coral reefs and to the

Christian religion.

(2) The affirmation that this unfolding has been unbroken

and continuous, without a single gap and without creative

epochs.

(3) The affirmation that the result has been reached by the

operation of inherent forces, neither requiring nor permitting

the superintendence and the guidance of the personal God. The

universe is self-evolved, and self-evolved from the primitive

atom. This is what evolution is made to mean by its great ad-

vocates, %vhether they so define it or not. It makes the polyp the

real ancestor of man, and eliminates the supernatural from

science, literature, and history. The common element in all

definitions v/hich are radical is the denial of creative epochs, tlie

affirmation that the complexity of the universe, man included,

has been the result, in unbroken progression, under natural law,

by inherent forces, of rudimentary cells and atoms. The uni-

verse has grown out of the atom, as the oak grows out of the

acorn. There is difference in the result, but there is identity of

method. Xow, if anything is clear, it is perfectly clear that tliis

amazing theory has not been made out. There are several gaji?

which have never been bridged. The universe is supposed to

have had its origin in a sea of raging fire, whirling with incon-

ceivable rapidity, gradually cooling and condensing, throwing oit

rings now and then, and so forming suns and stars. If that fire

mist ever contained any living germs, they must have been utter-

ly destroyed long before the planets cooled. Whence, then, came

life? It is here; how did it emerge from that furnace of fire."

We are told that the cell evoluted from the atoms. We are a>k<'d

to believe in spontaneous generation. Huxley believed that, but

he also very frankly admitted that all the scientific evidence uf
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two hundred years was squarely against him and that there was

1)0 known exception to the okl dictum: "Omue vivum ex vivo"

—

all life from life. The atoms refuse to give birth to a cell.; and

at that point evolution breaks down. It breaks down again when

you j>ass from plants to animals. The cells look exactly alike

under the micro.-icope. and you could not tell which belonged to

ii maple and which to an elephant, but the vegetable cell refuses

to give birth to the animal cell. Break number two. Evolution

breaks down again when you try to pass from the animal to man.

Self-inspection and self-judgment, the activity of • the . higher

reason and of conscience, the seeds of these are not in the brute.

Break numl>er three. These tremendous gaps condemn the the-

ory. Intermediate forms are wanting between the inorganic and

the organic, between plants, and animals, between animals and

man. At these points the transition is sharp and sudden, so that

even Mr. Huxley protested against the maxim, "Natura non faeit

saltum," and insisted that nature did make leaps. But an evolu-

tion which must be helped out by leaps admits just what the

creation theory affirms, and admits all which it aflirms. Such an

evolution is in exact agreement vrith the first chapters of Genesis,

which affirm that even man was made from the dust of the

ground, but not through the ojieration of forces inherent in plant

and animal forms of life. 1 have mentioned only three gaps.

Tiie great German scientist, Du Bois-Eeymond, pointed out seven

"impassable chasms." And Yirchow designates the radical evo-

lutionists as "bubble companies." The facts prove that while

there is truth in evolution the development has its fixed limita-

tions, and identity of descent for all living forms is emphatically

negatived. At all events, it is a pure assumption. In evolution,

as an orderly development and advance, every intelligent man
believes; and in that sense the doctrine is as old in literature as

the first chapter of Genesis. But evolution, as a process of unin-

terrupted differentiation of being, under natural laws, and from

inherent forces, is an unproved theory, with the evidence squarely

ngainst it.

I claim more. I claim that while, in the realm of science,

evolution is an unproved theory, in the realms of literature and

history it is demonstrably false. It is not true that the earliest'

literature of a nation is the crudest and its latest the best. It \i

Dot true that the line is one of steady improvement. This is not
52
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true of Greece, or Eorae, or Gerniany, or France, or England, or

the United States. Homer never had a competitor- Shakespeare

and Milton have not yet been eclipsed. Socrates, Plato, and Aris-

totle are still unrivaled. Madison and Jefferson were not pyg-
mies compared to our present st<itesmen, Washington is still

without a peer. We are not more skillful builders than the men
wlio reared the pyramids, nor are we greater architects than the

men who designed and superintended the cathedrals. We have

not eclipsed the old masters in painting, sculpture, and music.

C'ivilizations do not necessarily grow better as they grow older.

Turkey, India, and China prove the very reverse. They have

l>een rapidly going down. A book on Degeneracy a few years ago

attracted wide attention. The picture was overdrawn. But the

fact is that it requires the strenuous and continuous exertions

of all good men to prevent things from becoming hopelessly bad.

The machines are everywhere and always against righteousnws

and improvement. Progress is not due to them, but to the men
who break away from them. There is one force in literature ami

in history of which evolution t-akcs no account and which it can-

not explain. It is personality—strong, self-poised, deterniintjd

personality. Again and again a man appears who challenges

the world to combat, and he wins. It may bo Paul; it may be

Athanasius; it may be Ltither; it may be Jesus Christ. Suili

men are prophets of God and they inaugurate new epochs. They

shatter prisons and set men free. They arrest the growing d.--

generacy and usher in the better days. They are not the prodih'i

of V)]iud and inherent evolutionary forces. One, at least, h.n

defied every attempt at classification. He stands alone, una}>-

proached and unapproachable—the Son of I^Iary, the Carpentrr

of Nazareth, the Prophet of Galilee. Nothing in Greece, or

Eome, or Judea explains him. He was and remains the absolut-'

antithesis of his time and of all times. Evolution goes to piece-

when it touches him, God is manifest when he appears. An<l

what is true of Christ is true of every great leader who has ap-

peared in history. Personality dominates in literature, in art, in

history, in war, and in peace. Carlyle may have gone too far in

his hero worship, in his unstinted praise of great and energfii

'

nien. There is moral force, for good or evil, in the people, l'""^:

and we neglect that at our peril. Still it remains true that jxt-

i^onality is the decisive force in history. And personality is tlie
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ilt.-olutc autithesis of evolution. Unproved in science, demon-

r-triibly falie in literature, art, and history, the theory of evolu-

iion cannot be accepted as a canon of criticism. Certainly, not at

iis demand shall I cease to believe and preach that God created

man in his own likeness and image, tliat man fell by voluntary

transgression, and that Jesus Christ was born of a virgin, died

lu Nivc man, and rose again from the sepulcher.

A third assumption ujjon which the new critics proceed is that

bv literary anaWsis and dissection they can fix the date of a writ-

ing and determine its authorship, without reference to tradition

.iiul in direct opposition to it. But the first of these can be done

only by comparison with contemporaneous literature. We know,

for example, the style and the spelling of Chaucer's time. If

now an anonymous manuscript, without date, should be dis-

(overcd, written in that ancient style and found in every respect

to correspond to it, we could locate the time of its composition.

.\nd if such a writing should claim to have been written in that

•Mrly time and should, uj)on comparison, be found to employ the

>tyle current five hundred years later, we should pronounce it a

forgery. The method is legitimate, but there must be contom-

l>(trancous literature. The new critics argue from the style of

the Old Testament books to the date of their first appearance.

J^ut they argue in a circle, because there is no contemporaneous

literature. The Old Testament is the only Hebrew literature

which has come down to us from the centuries before Christ. It

i> impossible to determine by literary analysis what is oldest and

wliat is newest. And, in fact, the critics are using this argument

from style with less and less frequency and confidence. Yernes

in-ists that the argument from style is absolutely worthless. The

discovery of authorship by literary dissection is still more dilli-

<^'>dt. Let me give an illustration. A hundred and twenty-five

V'-ars ago the letters of Junius ci-eated intense excitement in Eng-

land. They were a sharp and severe arraignment of public men.

'I'lie author did not hesitate to attack the crown. Everybody

'ri<'d to find out who he Avas, and from his retirement he defied

ib'.'in all. He was evidently a man of great ability and ac-

•iuainted with state secrets. Men winced under his saber strokes,

'fad he been discovered it would have fared badly with him.

Hvcry art of literary criticism has bc^n used in the attempt to

extract the secret. But the secret died with the author and one
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or two of his :^nen(ls, au^' it never Will be known who Junius was.

This shows the impotence of literary analysis. If a book i.

arionymoiis/ho literary dissection, in the absence of historical

evidence or ancient tradition, can solve the problem. It must be

credited to some unknown man, and that leaves us no wiser than

before
'

Tf the critics cannot tell'us who wrote' the Pentateuch,

they do not help us mueh. If they cannot' locate the documents,

they do not help us much. Their guesses do not make us wiser.

If they cannot tell us who wrote the last twenty-seven chapter>

of Isaiah, 'thev do not help us much. Ewald says there were

<;even of them, but he cannot name one of them. He does not

help us mucli.
• Meanwhile the Pentateuch is one unbroken nar-

rdtive, in the course of which some things are positively declared

to have been committed to writing by Moses, while all of it i.

^aid to have been commanded or authorized by him; so that it

looks as If he'had more to do with it thanall the Elohists an^l

J-ehovists and l)cuteronomistsand Eedactors combined. Mean-

while the last twenty-seven chapters of Isaiah have always been

bound up intliesamc book with the preceding chapters and are

found to have been attributed to him as early as t^vo hundrcl

years before Oirist;so that the authorship of Isaiah remains a<

firnVas ever in spite of all the critics have said. The literary

analysis of assumed anonymous documents is,' and must alwa.y

be a'bsolutelv fruitless; and it has'added nothing to oUr knowl-

edge.- If has' supplied lis witli'any numberof ingemous gues^e.,

bu( it lias not 'enlightened our darkness with one flasliof light,

'•

The. afbitrariness of the critical procedure and the barrcnno_"

of its results niavl^e illustrated from Iwo examples—the way in

which- the books of Puth and Canticles are handled.
'

Euth i> •;

many critics located at the period of the exile. Wellhausen phu-

it considerablv later, aftdr Chronicles; because he claims t...

the genealogical paragraph with which Euth ends must lia-

been borrowed from Chroiiicles. Canoii Driver says this p.ir.
,

graph mav have been added by a later hand, and claims thaM-

puritv of "the stvle points to an early date. In the case ot
. -

however, noweicrhl is given to this argument. In Euth it i>
<-^

^

cisive, in Job it is worthless. -'Davidson credits Euth to tne .

-

of llezel^iah.Eobertson Smith says the language is po.t-c
^

sica]; Driver' saVs it is classical. Either knows anything a --

it: 'The'Song'bf S<^c5mon supplies an even more' impressnc i >
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trillion ox the barrenness of critical handling. The inscription

i< part of the text,, and in the most .unqualified way affirms, the

•Solomonic authorship.. It is declared to he his "Song of songs"

that is, the choicest of his songs. It has never been credited to

anyone else. The tradition .is ancient and uniform.. In 'the

^econd century before Christ the book of Ecclesiasticus credits

it to Solomon, Of course, the critics deny that- Solomon had

tinything to do with it. But not on? of them can tell us who

was the author, nor when and where he lived. They tell us that

ihe.sc things are involved, in obscurity. Some have argued, for a

l;ite date, from the style. Others have shown most conclusively

that there is no such degeneracy, and that the peculiarities' in

ihe diction are.nothing more than poetical abbreviations, or va-

riations belonging to the Hebrew dialect of northern Palestine,

where we know that Solomon had a magnificent summer palace;

<o that the majority of those who deny that Solomon eom}X)sed

Canticles' place the poem withm a decade, or two of Solomon's

death, and make it anonymous. This is the judgment of David-

son, Smith, and Driver. And there is notliing harsh in- saying

that such a conclusion is simply a confession that the critics do

not know u-hat to do with the book. Their concessions are so

material, that the Solomonic authorship is the simplest solution,

but this they deny l)y simply saying that, he could- not possibly

have written it. And this is a iair sample of a good deal of

higher criticism. Let me add another example, . showing the

arbitrariness and the barrenness of the critical proceduro. It is

almost incredible in what bewildering mazes the literary critics

lo.-e themselves in .attempting to trace the lines of composite

structure. Genesis is the easiest book by which to pass judgment

upon the soundness of their methods., ..With it Astruc began,

and its literary analysis has bcMi-n conducted with painstaking

fare. In their views of Genesis, too, the critics are more gene^-al-

b' agreed than they are at any other point. Genesis is supposed

to represent the work of not lesi> than. seven men,. reduced to it.s.

present. form by the Redactor. Of, couj-se, these men are, un-

known, and they are designated P, J, J 1, E, J E, E, and -one .who

i*' not named,, whom .we may call X. A- cursory examination of-

Genesis shows that the Redactor is supposed to have embodied
C5 paragra})hs from P, 137 paragraphs from J, 90 paragraphs,

fioiu E, 5 paragraphs from J 1,G paragraphs from J Ej one .entire
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cliapter, from X, and that 105 paragraphs have been inserted bv

himself, to say nothing of 20 glosses. This makes 409 pieces in

a book covering 37 pages in an Oxford Bible; and these pieces

var}' all the way from a single word and a half a line to para-

graphs and entire chapters. The result may be judged by ana-

lyzing the gtory of Joseph, as given in the thirt3'-seventh chapter.

Jt contains 127 lines. The critics assign it to five different han(l>.

and they distribute the parts as follows, beginning with the flr>i

line

:

Three Jines from P, 3 lines from J E, 2V2 lines gloss, IV^ lines

from E, 7 lines from .T, \\'2 lines from E, 1 line fiom K, 'J lines from K.

2 lines from R, AlU lines from E, 1 line from K, Gl-; line.s from E, 23 linf^

from J E, G lines from E,_l word from 11. 2 lines from J, 5 lines from 1^

2y-2 lines from J E, 1 line from J, oVo lines from J E. 1 line from J, M'j

lines from J E, 11 lines from J, 2 lines from E, 2 lines from J. S^j lini-.-

from E, GM; lines from J, 3 lines from E, 5 lines from J, 2\-2 lines from K.

Was there ever such a literary patch quilt? Thirty pieces

dovetailed together in a chapter of thirt3'-six verses, and in a

story which constitutes a plain continuous narrative ! The mira-

cle of Jonah and the fish sinks into insigniiicance before such a

literary performance.

The critics contend tliat the sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth

chapters of Genesis contain two originally separate and inde-

pendent versions of the flood, and in the analysis they claim tt>

have reached substantial unanimity. But even if you con-

fine attention to the first and second chapters of Genesis.

from which Astruc drew the hypothesis of two documents.

the improbability of the theory seems to me apparent. Here

the first chapter is assigned, v.itliout a break, to P, who i>

now located at the time of the exile, though until twenty-five

years ago this chapter was assigned to the Elohist, who was re-

garded as the oldest of the ^vriters. The hand of P is traced

into the second chapter, as far as the middle of the fourth verrc.

when the narrative of J is supposed to begin, and to coniin«>'

through the remaining part of the chapter. Not uninterruptedly,

however. There is a break at the tenth verse, when the Pedartor

in.serts five veri^es or thirteen and a half lines. Xor is that all.

The Pedactor has amended J in thirteen places, by in-erting tii-'

word God after the word I^rd, for the phrase is "the Lord G.>d."

wliioh, according to the present theory, the Jahvist could not h;tV'->

written. He wrote only Lord or Jehovah, and Elohim or C^^A
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\uis added by the Ecdactor, to whom the latter word was more

f II miliar, as Jehovah in his day was no longer in ordinary use.

[\v might quite as easily have erased Lord and substituted God

while he was taking liberties with his text, but had he done so

{lie critics would have been compelled to assign the second chap-

liT to the same writer as the first; and it may be that in this

lu" was unconsciously guided by divine inspiration, in order that

I he literary critics of the nineteenth century might have t};e op-

portunity to exercise and exhibit their penetration. AVe are asked

to believe in a theistic evolution in which God permits the race,

through nearly three thousand years, to regard as a true and

auihcntic record what ho finally enables men to see is a mass of

f;il)les, forgeries, and deliberate inventions. For myself, I could

not trust in a God who made use of such a method of revelation.

Oil the face of it, it is simply incredible that Genesis was put

tn;,'othcr as the critics claim. I believe in free discussion. But
I also protest against what Professor Sayce has well called the

]tapacy of the radical critical school. We arc browl^eaten by

Ix'ing told that the consensus of scholarship has settled this

matter. I deny that there is such consensus, and if there were it

would not be the first time that truth has been in the minority.

I call for the facts. I do not care for names. What is needed is

a good deal more of quiet, independent investigation, and a good
ili.'al less of toadying to reckless leaders. I can only say for my-
self that the oftener I have reviewed the facts and the logic, and
the more carefully I have sifted the evidence, the more convinced

1 hcfome that the old fable of the mountain and the mouse is re-

{Kating itself in the herculean labors of modern criticism.

1 refer to only one more critical assumption, which must be

< hallcnged. It is that the nonobservance of a law is evidence of

it-s ignorance by the people and of its nonexistence. The his-

torical books, we are told, show that there was no central and
f.xclusive sanctuary, but that sacrifices were freely and frequently

"flcrcd in many places. Deuteronomy and the Levitical code
plainly forbid this. Q'herefore, it is argued, Exodus, Leviticus,

X umbers, and Deuteronomy could not have been written until

niany centuries after Moses. Of course, the testimony of Chron-
icles is thrown out of court, on the ground that it is a late com-
pilation. The major premise of the argument is that general
violation of a law proves its nonexistence. I asked one of our
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lawyers: what he thoiiglit of that logic. "Why," he answered,
'*that. is unmitigated nonsense." For, -as he intimated, there

might bo such a conspiracy against law,, on the part of public
officials and judges, as to make it a dead letter, and in a genera-
tion the statute might not be so much as referred to or quoted.

Some time after this conversation I c^ame across a quotation from
Sir J. Stephen's lectures on the history of France, to which Pro-
fessor Zcnos, of Chicago, had called the attention of Professor
Green, of Princeton, singularly confirming this judgment by the

actual oblivion of- an entire code of laws. The quotation is as

follows; ''When- the barbarism of the domestic government
(under theCarlovingiau dynasty) had thus succeeded the bar-

barism of lliQ government of the state, one of the most remark-
able rcniits of that political change was the disappearance of the

laAvs and institutions by which Charlemagne had endeavored to

elevate and civilize his subjects. Before the close of the century
in which he died the whole body of his laws had fallen into utter

disuse -throughout the whole extent of his Gallic dominions.

They, who have studied the charters, laws, and chronicles of tlie

later Carlovingian princes most diligently are unanimous in de-

claring that they indicate either an absolute ignorance or an

entire forgetfulness of the legislation of Charlemagne.'' If this

actually happened after the death, of Charlemagne, wliy was it im-

possible after the death of Moses? Now, the record shows that

this was just what did take place in the centuries after Moses.

The history constantly afftrms that Israel was unfaithful and

that sacrifice on the high places was an unauthorized innovation.

But rulers. and priests encouraged it and the old law fell into

disuse and oblivion, until in the reformation under Josiah the

authority of the neglected and forgotten law was reinstated.

That is a perfectly simple and straightforward account. Ilil-

kiah's discovery of the roll of- the law was an event like Luther's

dragging the New Testament to light. JJven priests had ceasod

to read it, and the people knew nothing of its contents. • If wc are

to X'oncludo-that the nonobser\'ance of a law is evidence of its

nonexistence, then we -must conclude that the -Ten Connnand-
nients and the Sermon on the Mount are not in existence now.

The truth is- that tlie ))istorical and prophetic books constantly

assume that the Israelites were flagrantly disobedient and were

ipoi-ely punished for their disobedience. Thev had the law, but
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(liey kept it not, and the priestswere at the feet of the wicked

kings. Israel had its dark ages, as the Christian Church has had.

In Joyiah's time came the great reformation and return for which

Iho great prophets had prepared the way ; and/ after the Bahy-

Innian captivity, with its humiliating and painful experiences,

Kzra and his associates gave to the reformation and return their

liniil and permanent form. The next step was the advent of

.losus Christ. In him the old passed forever away and th3 new

appeared upon the scene. Witli him we hcgin: And in his hands

we find the same Old Testament, in which he assures ^s that the

way of eternal life is ck-arly revealed, and of which he exhorts us

to make diligent use. From its ceremonial penances and sacrifices

he has delivered us by the sacrifice of himself upon the cross. He
has abolished the law of ordinances. From the yoke of a human

priesthood he has freed us, because he is the eternal high priest of

our glorious redemption.' But there remain the record of God's

dealings with the men of ancient times, and the psalms of the

ancient Church, and the Stirling prophecies of bygone centuries,

wliich, as Isaac Taylor has said, have been the drumbeat to

which modern progress marches. They are old, but they tire not

antiquated. They are granaries of bread and wells of salvation.

Let us eat and drink and give tlianks to God for hi>' royal bounty.

Not words, but deeds, constitute the most impressive revelation

of God. He speaks to men through history. He came by Jesus

Christ. And the incamatioii was only the crown of an unbroken

historic revelation/ Xot in legal codes and in ritual ordinances

tire we to search for the secret and vital principle of God's self-

rcvelatidn, but in the historical events in' which they are im-

K^dded and which. make them radiant with eternal meaning.

The codes do not touch our life. We may ignore them. The his-

tory which underlies and overlaps' the Codes has not spent its

iorce. We cannot ignore it. We cannot afford to lose it. The

whole patriarchal history and the discipline of Israel are lumi-

nous with warning and encouragement. We are enriched by the

narratives of Abraham, and Joseph, and "Closes, and Joshua, and

the Jndgcs, and the Kings, loyal and rebellious. There arc no

better stories for our children. There are no more impressive

narratives for the oldest. They constitute an invaluable primer

of morality and religion. They were written and preserved for

our admonition. And simply in the interests of fair treatment
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we protest against their wholesale slaughter upon such wild

assumptions as have been passed under rapid review.

It has been the fashion, in critical quarters, to sneer at Pro-

fessor Green, of Princeton. It did him no harm. He cer-

tainly had no disposition to padlock free thought and free spcedi.

It is only a fool who sits down on the safety valve. The professor

is on record as saying that "every attempt to interfere with free-

dom of inquiry on this subject should be frowned down, froiu

Avhatever quarter it may proceed or by whatever motive it may be

actuated—and vigorous threshing will free the pure grain from

the worthless chaff.'^ If that be uncharitable narrowiiess, then 1

want my name added to the list of its victims. If men Mill

persist in emptying their wagonloads of criticism upon the public

threshing floor, 1 shall not denounce them, nor will I run away

in holy horror, but I M'ill seize my flail and beat away until straw

and grain fly apart in clouds of whirling dust. Tht.t is true

charity. And the fearless attitude of Professor Green, to which J

have alluded, recalls a similar manly challenge from the lips of

the late Dr. Van Dyke, of our own city, most conservative of

theologians, when, shortly before his death, his voice rang out.

in this magnificent fashion: "If we must choose between ortho-

doxy and liberty, we will hold fast to liberty and let orthodoxy

go !" That was said when the critical debate was convulsing the

Presbyterian Church. It startled not a few. I thought that 1

understood him, and I did. I interpreted him as meaning that

orthodoxy had nothing to fear from the freest and the m<^st

searching discussion, that liberty was the mother of orthodoxy

and its perpetual safety. And when I wrote him, asking wheth'T

I had caught his meaning, back came the reply by the very next

mail, "That is exactly what I had in mind, and what I believe."

Nobody will be privately or jniblicly admonished to keep still.

Congregationalism, at least, has no use for such ecclesiastical ma-

chinery. Xobody will be denounced for saying what he believe.^.

But every man will be held responsible for his uttenlnces, ami

if these utterances defy both fact and logic, the exposure will be

made without recourse to apology. Arbitrary assumption and

imaginary facts and vicious methods and wholesale charge:? oi

fraudulent handling, which, as we have seen, are common with

the advocates of radical and revolutionary criticism, cannot be

permitted to go unchallenged.
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THE ARENA.

UNJUST CRITICISMS.

Tjie criticisms on missionaries in China which have filtered through

tt.f secular i)ros3 within the pa^-.t two years have scarcely needed reply Iruni

i!,e nii--'-ionaries because nonmissiouaries have come forward to refute

fhcni and of these have been many eminent men admirably qualitied to

».|Mak with authority concerning the points made by the critics. Among

tli.-s.; testimonies to tlie worth of the missionaries and the moral quality

<,f Chinese Cliristiaus is that given by Cousul-General Gooduuw. Speak-

ing only as a government ofiicial, he was surprised to learn on his return

t;) America that the whole disturbance in China was of missionary

f.rigin. This he declared to be "absolute nonsense." In February,

lOOO, one of the members of the court of the empress dowager, who is

\)\ all reports strongly autiforeign, gave to Mr. Gooduow himself seven

:..:r(-s of land, worth thirty-tlve thousand dollars (gold), for a missionary

hospital in appreciation of the good done by it. Though going to

riiitia prejudiced against missionary activity as seen in the conversion

nf ii;ir,ive Cinistians, during these troublous timrs Mr. Goodnow has

s<<'n tens of thousands of Chinese converts who had the opportunity to

ripant anil thereby save their lives refuse to do so, choosing rather to go

li the block; while whole villages have been wiped off the face of the

'•iril, because they would not deny their faith. He has therefore .«aid,

" I shall never talk of 'rice-Christians' any more, nor do I believe will

;iuy honest man who knows the facts about what happened in North

China last summer." J. T. Gracey.

Rochester, N. Y.

A FAIR TRI.M. FOR CHRISTIANITY.

TiiR world always has given Christianity a fair trial. Opposition

I>roduces sturdy saints. Persecution proves a hotbed for truth. If

thorn is lack of fair trial it rests with the Christian. The world will

uhvays love her own and fight the conquering Christ. Opposition

n;»ans progress; favor means stagnation. The persecuted Church

v.as most pure. Opposition is our great opportunity. Whenever thp

Church has had large place in civil affairs she has persecuted.

Christianity is not an organization; it is a life, and that life is mani-

ffstofl through individuals. When men began to show forth this

life of othf-rs they felt the need of organization; thus the Churches.

'MiG Church is but the outward manifestation of a deeper individual

"fp. Increase this life, and the outward form will develop natu-

''•dly. Christ carae to redeem individuals.- Reformation always

follows redemption. Strike where your blows will count. The

uioral Jife of her individual members is the proper field for the
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Church. In this she stands supreme. Efforts to enlarge this have
always produced injury. Mold great individuals; then leave them
free to act as great men. . The^Gospel is, a leaven. Its sphere is

moral, not political. Its mission is to make men, not direct them

—

character, not political control. These times demand not better

organizations and methods, but Christlike giants.

, Ionia, Mich. ... .., . .. •...,-,. WiLLARDALDRicfi.

,,..:.- ,' ;.;... -,,' -..> A. CURIOUS CUSTOM. ••' < ^.':-, v\- -^

TnERK is a rude custom preserved in Mexico, and, I am told, in the

South American countries, which I saw for the first time on March
29, 1902. On the Saturday of Semana Santa (Holy Week), at an
appointed hour, Judas the betrayer is burned with great demonstra-

tion. .Isaw.hLm suffer, representatively, in front of several pulchi*

shops this morning. Expectation will have, gathered a considerable

crowd at- each chosen place. From the roof or upper window of the

shop, a rope is made fast to the building opposite. In proper time

the man who is to manage the affair shows himself, and slackens the

rope so. that it may be reached from the ground. Then Judas is

borne out, and is greeted by shouts, and by the noise of "devil-

chasers" (little contrivances of wood, made to twirl with a whirring

sound), and by the waving of many paper banners which bear an

advertisement of the shopkeeper's wares. Judas at once makes
plain by his looks that some humor is admitted to the occasion. He
Is sure to have grotesque features, usually with a large and well-

colored nose, like those of our comic valentines at home. Not in-

frequently he has a high hat; and always a coat which, as one would
say in German, "is to laugh at." He may have been given an old

basket, or a great empty gourd, or some one's cast-off shoes to sling

across his arm, as an attribute thought to mal:e him the more
ludicrous. So far as I observed he always keeps a cheerful counte-

nance through the whole drama, until its fatal end; when, alas! he
can no longer preserve any countenance at all. Hastily taken to the

middle of the street, the queer figure is hung upon the waiting rope,

a fuse in the region of his coat tail is lighted, and the rope drawn
tight again. Judas begins to revolve merrily, much to the enjoyment
of the crowd. Then some explosive in his inward parts takes action,

and all that is external, being of paper, is either blown to, tatters or

quickly burned. Once again the rope is lowered, and scores of loud-

hooting bpys charge at the flimsy skeleton, which still remains
dangling. Perhap.s, for mischief, it is jerked out of reach again once
or twice. But it is soon caught, and every boy of the howling com-
pany makes wild efforts to get at least some splinter as a trophy.
In an instant all is over; and the crowd begins to disperse, with a

f^tisfied air>- This ceremony was doubtless accompanied, genera-
tions ago, with great religious fanaticism. Now there is nothing of

"t Pulchi Is an Intoslcfttlnpr drink made in Mexico from the fermented Juice of
the maguey pUnt, R. 8;>eQie8 oX cftctus.
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the sort, though" it Is continued only My tile' poorer and more igno-

rant classes. There seems to be no more thought of symbolism than

In some of our Easter customs, and no more sentiment than in most

of our Fourth of July noise. It is only that the half-clothtd and

half-civilized native peons and' their families have as much bar-

barous' love of demonstration as' we. To a stranger, however, it is

full of curious interest and peculiar suggestion. •

'

Pachuca, Mexico. ' '
'

' . '•
;'

' E. H. Elichfeldt.'
"'

,.;.. ;;•;, ,J)R..W. R, GOODWIN ON THE RESUKRECTIOX.. , -,;; .-.:

Rev. Dk. Goodwix, of Los Angeles, in the May-June number of the

Rcvieii\ enters the arena to contest the views of Dr. Lance on the

resurrection of the human body. I shall not presume to defend Dr.

Lance, who is evidently capable of defending himself on occasion.

But I do feel a curious interest in the position which Dr. Goodwin

nssumos in his controversy in the arena. When a man publishes

his views to the public, as public property they are open to public

criticism. In the first sentence Dr. Goodwin arraigns Dr. Lance's

doctrine of the resurrection as "neither philosophical nor scrip-

tural." This suggests and legitimates the question whether the re-

viewer's own views may not be based upon his "philosophy" rather

than upon revelation when he charges that "Dr. Lance fails to

notice the fact that the resurrection of the dead, but not the resur-

rection of the dead body, is constantly affirmed in the Scriptures."

Is'this a distinction without a difference? The doctor does not

Ptay to define the difference which he assumes. To the writer the

claim is neither original nor clear. What, then, is' It that is "dead"

—the body or the spirit, or both? If the term is to be applied to

the spirit of man after he dies, in What sense is it proper to call it

a "dead" spirit, and in what sense is its revival to be properly called

a resurrection. •

'• -• ' ' '•
' ' '

The departure of a human spirit into' the spirit' "world at death

certainly does not convey the idea of the spirit's death, neither does

its return convey the idea of its resurrection. Such a thought has

no warrant outside of the imagination of those who call it "philos^

ophy." For in no intelligible sense can the term "the dead" be

ftppHed to the spirit, which continues to Zive after death." Then the

only alternative left is its application to the body, which does not

live after death, and which is the only part of the man that can

properly be called "dead." It is a familiar figure of speech employed
'n the Scripture which puts a part for the whole^—the body to desig-

'lato the man, just as the hand and the arm are used to symbolize
CJod's power (Deut. iv, 34; ?cxvi, 8); and "his eyes to' represent his

ubiquity, when it is said: "His eyes behold the nations;" "The
Lord's throne is in the heavens; his eyes behold the children of

men" (Psa. Ixvi, 7; xi, 4). Now,- we cognize and recognize living

friends by their bodily characteristics^;' and "^hen they die we say,
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"We have buried our 'dead' In this cemetery," though referring ex-

clusively to their dead bodies as leing 'buried. And we find th.-

very same implications running through the Scriptures. So ro-

spccting the resurrection. Daniel says: "Many of them that sloo].

in the dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life, ami

some to shame and everlasting contempt" (xii, 2). Hosea say.^:

"I will ransom them from the power of the grave; I will redeoai

them from death: death, I will be thy plague; O grave, 1 will

be thy destruction" (xiii, 14). So also our Lord Jesus employs th--

same familiar usns, saying: "Marvel not at this: ... all that ar<'

In their graves shall hear his voice, and shall come forth; they

that have done good, unto the resurrection of life; aud they thai

have done evil, unto the resurrection of damnation" (John v. 2^,

29). Both the English Version of 1S81 and the "American Standai'l

VersioJi" of 1901 render the clause, "All that are in their tombs;'

the Greek term ro /<v7?//f<oi' expressly designating "the tomb, thr

scpulcher." The direct .implication here is that the body is that

which is "dead" and buried in the "grave;" and the plain dorlarrt-

tion is that "all that are in their graves" shall have a "resurrcflion."

When, then, Dr. Goodwin himself avows that he "does not bcliovo

in the resurrection of this mortal body" is his belief based upon th"

Scriptures, or is it his theory which contravenes the Scriptures.'

Paul teaches in Rom. viii, 11, "But if the Spirit of him that raisc'l

up Jesus from the dead dwelleth in you, he that raised up Jesii-^

Christ from the dead shall give life also to your mortal bodies."

etc. (R. V. 1901) : Zuonot/joEi /cat to. dvrjTo. auuarc vyfjv. Llddcll and Scott

render (woxouu "to make alive" (your mortal bodies) (Gr.-lln'j.

Lex.) ; and Dr. Thayer, referring to this passage as proof-text, gives,

"to cause to live . . , [spoken] of the dead, to reanimate, to re-

store to life [your mortal bodies]" {Gr.-Eng. Lex. of X. T.)\ ami

in Dr. Cremer's celebrated work he remarks on the etymolo?;y

of this word, "For the most part in the New Testament the raising

of the dead," and in proof refers to John v, 21: "As the Fathor

ralocth up the dead and quirkeneth them;" and to 1 Pet. iii, IS:

"Being put to death in the flesh, but quickened in the Spirit" (Bi^--

Theol. Lex. of .Y. T., p. 275, 3d ed.). In Phil, iii, 20, 21, we road,

"We look for the Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ, who shall chanjT''

our vile body, that it may be fashioned like unto his glorious boly"

(A. v.). Both the recent versions render the Greek Meraax'!,""'"^'^'
'"

cL)/ia Tjjr TfiTreirumtjr ^ur'jv, "who shall fashion anew the body of our

humiliation." T. Sheldon Green translates niroaxnt'nTiZu "to re-

model [your mortal bodies];" and Thayer cites Bishop Lightfoot a.'^

explaining the word to mean "the spiritual body being developed

from the natural body as the butterfly from the caterpillar." Thus

the Scriptures alluding to "the dead" do constantly refer to tin*

"change" to be effected upon our "mortal bodies" when they shnU

come forth from the graves in their resurrection. It would be difficult

to prove that the prophets and apostles, and even our Lord himself.
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in revealing the great doctrine of the resurrection, meant some-

tliint' different from what their words express. It was the identical

mortal body that had died which Jesus resurrected "when he

railed Lazarus out of the grave, and raised him from the dead"

I.John xii, 17). It was the Identical dead body of Jesus which was

crucified whose marks he exhibited after his resurrection. It was

5!tc dead bodies at Jerusalem that "came out of their graves after

Ms resurrection, and went into the holy city, and appeared unto

many" (Matt, xxvii, 52, 53). And of those living the last day Paul

ray.s: "Behold, I show you a mystery; We shall not all sleep, but

^^o shall all be c7ia?/r7ed, in a moment, . . . and the dead shall be raised

Incorruptible, and u-e shall 6e changed^'' (1 Cor. xv, 51, 52). So
ijiuch as to the bodily "dead" having bodily "resurrection" accord-

ing to the Scripture. S. L. Bowman.
ycicark, N. J.

A CHEMICAL CORRECTION.

I.v the excellent, helpful article on "Philosophy of the Resurrec-

tion" In the March-April number of the Review the author mak'?s

die or two slight errors to which it might be well to call your at-

ifutlou. On page 225 he says, "For example, alcohol is composed of

four atoms carbon, six atoms hydrogen, and two atoms oxygen to

p. molecule equaliug twelve atoms." Evidently common alcohol is

inf-.int. Its chemical formula is CiHeO, or two atoms carbon, .six

.'itoms hydrogen, and a single atom of oxygen, making nine atoms
10 the molecule. Again he says, "Vinegar has four atoms carbon,
four atoms hydrogen, and four atoms oxygen in a molecule of twelve
atoms." The acid in vinegar is acetic acid. The formula
i- C.HiOj. It has therefore two atoms carbon, foiu- of hydro-
K"n, and two of oxygen, or eight atoms to the molecule. He
fuiihcr says, "The only difference between turpentine and camphor
iri that camphor has two atoms of oxygen to every molecule, whereas
turpentine has none." It Is a fact that camphor has only one atom
to the molecule. These small inaccuracies, of course, do not mar tlie

force of the argument, which is well and strongly presented.
Mou7it Yernon, la. Nicholas Knight.

THE NEW SUNDAY SCHOOL.

K'oR that practical knowledge of human nature which fits for busi-
ii'ss or philanthropy a laboratory dissection of a man's body or a
'-•^hnlcal study of human psychology will be of slight value if indeed
't be not entirely misleading. The living man is not to be fiilly

|-iiown by investigating him cut to pieces and under the microscope.
"if.He latter studies are always to be highly esteemed, of course,
f»f'il will be pursued by the few for valuable scientific and patholog-

' ''1 purposes. But every man must study the living man to get on
''lih him In any human enterprise.
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•Herein Hes a parable for present-day Bible students. The Bible

on the' dissecting table is a fascinating study. Its dismembermoat

Is witnessed as it proceeds under the skillful analysis of the philol-

ogist, or historical critic, or ingenious' constructor cf plausibilities

by a multitude, few of whom are competent to pass upon the dis-

coveries held up by the operators. This study has its value; but

the Bible is a unit of power in the world's life. There is a great

school of the' Bible which is coming to a renaissance world-wide and

deep. The Sunday school of the past is distinguished by really

raonmnental achievements. Though It has yet built only the portico

of its grand possibilities in a temple of Bible study, every pillnr

in this portico may be made a monument of splendid results.

We can only glance at this row of pillars. The Sunday school has

trained lay v/orkers for their ever-enlarging church service. It

has originated more than half the new churches built since it be-

gan, and this in the century which started as many new churches

as all the eighteen 'centuries preceding had founded. It has con-

tributed five sixths of the accessions to these churches. It v;as the

first and is now the widest and most practical form of interde-

nominational fellov.'ship. As early as 1825 it brought together Chris-

tians in hundreds of county Sunday school organizations, and in a

national association in 1S32. It has done again for childhood what

Christ did v,'hen he set a little child in the midst and attracted all

eyes upon it, enhancing immeasurably the popular estimate of its

value. Christian citizenship has been promoted through its agency.

It has attracted the notice of great statesmen; it has pioneered the

free school system in many States of the Union.

Yet these are only by-products of Sunday school work. In Its

real sphere of instructing in the English Bible as the revelation of

God's love and will the Sunday school has only begun to be de-

veloped. Its remarkable possibilities are now being demonstrated

by individual schools with results that are Inspiring in value and

of great promise for all Sunday schools.

Let us examine a few of these results. The central problem of

the Sunday school is how to secure efSciont teachers. Renderin?

voluntary and gratuitous service, dealing with a book of compli-

cated structure and profoundest truths, and with pupils instruct.-

i

in public schools by skilled teachers with whom these Bible teachll^

will be inevitably contrasted, how can the Sunday school become a

high-grade institution in its force of instructors? A number of

pioneers are answering this question. In one school of fifty-tv.t>

teachers every one has had a three years' course of richly suj-r-

gestive training, and so many more are graduates of the course that

a second teacher is attached to every class, with like qualification?^.

In another school for twelve years a Normal Department has fur-

nished teachers of unusual efficiency for every vacancy.

The matter of home cooperation is likewise being accompilsbe-i.

The Home Department of the Sunday school was suggested almor^t
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^;lmlUanc•ously by Drs. "W. A. Duncan, of New York, and S. W. Dike,

t.r Massachusetts, in 1881. The plan was rather slowly adopted, but

;s lunv recognized in every denomination. Our own Church leads

111 number of home readers, with about sixty-five thousand. What

is the Home Department? It is a simple movement to secure home
rr.iding of the regular International Sunday school lesson under the

jupervlsion of the school for at least half an hour a week by all

^K»r8ons unable to attend the session of the school. Other features

of annual Home Department day in tlie churches, social home
gatherings and intervisitatious, and an admirable development of

jiarlfih work have followed. For the babies there is now a genuine

•infant class." The "Cradle Roll" registers every child as soon as

It has a name and shepherds it for Christ's sake from very birth.

We therefore cease to call a department of boys and girls from five to

nine years of age "infants." They constitute the Primary De-

l^TiPtnient. The man who speaks of the "infant class" in his Sun-

day school is not in touch with modern methods.

The educational development of the Sunday school itself is not

l"hlnd its teacher training and home work. Graded courses of

bupplemental lessons add fundamental Bible drills to the Inter-

national Les.son system. Periodical examinations and promotions

t'-'st the work accomplished. Special days fix all the important

l-olnts in the school year and culminate in notable commence-
n.-nt days of the Sunday school. In addition to these movements
Uiere is a thoroughly developed system of city and county house-

10 house visitation which is covering the Church's territorial re-

s-ponslbility. Large portions of great States, towns, and cities as

f.ell as sparsely peopled country districts have sent out their com-
IKtnies of drilled and instructed searchers after lost souls until the
last house was entered and the last soul at all accessible reached.

And what shall we say more? For the time would fail us to

'*-n of Decision Day movements in the Sunday school which with
revival sweep have simultaneously stirred hundreds of schools in

"'»ree cities, producing marvelous spiritual and evangelistic results.

'Jr. Moody said to a group of workers a few years before his death,
'You have the greatest thing in evangelistic work there is! O,
'f I had ten good j'ears of my life now how I would like to throw
myself into Decision Day work in the Sunday school!"
Then there are Bible Unions for men and women which are most

i-^lpful socially and industrially, as well as in fruitful Bible in-

•truction. New Ideas in Sunday school buildings are radical de-

'••lopments of the new pedagogy applied to Bible teaching. Other
'••itures are the Institutes, Primary Unions, Summer Schools, Super-
'i^tf'ndenfs Union, and People's Colleges.

Ihfxse considerations lead us to observe that the Sunday school
• njj two distinct functions. It has both a spiritual and an educa-
tional value, and these must be diiferentiated and specially pro-
*!dfd for. Hence by the preseut-day law of specializing for power

53
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we must have two lessons in every session of the Sunday school:

First, lessons for strictly spiritual impression; and this can be best

accomplished by the exegetical study of brief selections of Scrip-

ture for -wise practical application. Secondly, lessons which ar-;

variously called "supplemental," "fundamental," or "additional."

These are along the lines of school drills and systematic presenta-

tion of Bible books, their contents, history, geography, manners
and customs, archaeology, etc. Five, or at most ten, minutes a

session are given to these lessons right after the opening exercistv,

and by attractive drills and outlines they are accomplishing grati-

fying results. The specializing of these two lessons soon beconips

more distinct and the lines of differentiation sharper. The spiritual

lesson, the regular International selection for the day, becomes tlu-

direct message of God to the soul of the scholar. There is less neeil

of connecting the history, or bringing out the places and dates;

these are taught in the other lesson. The second lesson will teach

the Bible in course and arrange its facts. Three series of these

second lessons are now used. The first consists of Bible studies,

analytic and synthetic; the Bible by books as units, and each book

in detail and in relation to the whole; synthetic courses of history

prophecy, discourses; topics like the literary study of the Bible:

harmony of the gospels; the Acts, and the epistles, etc. The seconii

series comprises auxiliary studies of Bible geography, archfeologn,-,

manners and customs, biblical literature and helps, and illustraiivL'

material. The third series is on the Bible and the church; chunb
history, polity, and doctrines; the movements of the church to-day,

etc. The grading of the school and the inauguration of better work
has the usual initial difTiculties of such efforts, and their inevi-

table inertia and misunderstanding; but, if wisely prosecuted, it

cannot fail of success. Then there are quarterly examinations; atl-

ditional honor work in Bible memorizing, eagerly taken by every

scholar; promotions, which are great occasions; and Sunday school

commencement, the red-letter day of the Church year.

Even the most difficult problem, that of training teachers, is not

so formidable as would appear. It is not necessary to provide a

complete education, nor to train in fundamental knowledge. Tli-^

average teacher of the Cunday school represents the more intelli-

gent membership of the church, and probably has had a high school

and frequently a college training. Hence the outcome of broader

Bible work, child study, the principles of teaching, and cogna'.<^

subjects, will be surprisingly efficient.

There is a philosophic basis for grading in the Sunday school, ari'i

a practical completing of its organization, but these are subj^c'-

for larger discussion. They are fundamental to worthy BiMo in-

struction, and must be mastered by the pastor and the superint-'H'!-

ent if the New Sunday School is to come to them and abide in

spirit and power. Charle.s R(i.mjs.

2\eio York.
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

THE HOMILETIC VALUE OF THE LATE REVISION OF THE
SCRIPTURES.—Horn, iv, 22-25.

AvTHORiZED Version: "And therefore it was imputed to him for

righteousness. Now it was not written for his sake alone, that it

was imputed to him; but for us also, to whom it shall be imputed,

if we believe on him that raised up Jesus our Lord from the dead;

who was delivered for our offenses, and was raised again for our

justification."

Revised Version: "Wherefore also it was reckoned unto him for

righteousness. Now It was not written for his sake alone, that it

was reckoned unto him; but for our sake also, unto whom it shall

be reckoned, who believe on him that raised Jesus our Lord from

the dead, who was delivered up for our trespasses, and was raised

for our justification."

Sanday's Paraphrase: "And for this reason that faith of his was
credited to him as righteousness. Now, when all this was recorded

in Scripture, it v,-as not Abraham alone who was in view but we
too—the future generation of Christians, who will find a like ac-

ceptance, as we have a like faith. Abraham believed on Him who
caused the birth of Isaac from elements that seemed as good as

(lead: and we too believe on the same God who raised up from the

dead Jesus our Lord, who was delivered into the hands of His

murderers to atone for our sins, and rose again to effect our justi-

fication (i. e. to put the crown and seal to the Atonement wrought
by His Death, and at the same time to evoke the faith which makes
the Atonement effectual)."

This epistle fairly glows with the varied aspects and applica-

tions of the great doctrine of salvation by faith. Whichever way
one turns, this Pauline thought confronts him. The variants in this

tf-xt between the Revised and Authorized Versions are worthy of

note. In the twenty-second verse the revisers substitute "wherefore
al-so" for "and therefore," and "reckoned unto" for "imputed to."

The latter change is also in the twenty-third verse. Also in the

twenty-fourth verse the revisers read "for our sake also" Instead of

"for us also." Further, "unto whom it shall be reckoned" is substi-

tuted for "to whom it shall be imputed," and "who believe" for "if

^e believe." In the twenty-fifth verse we have "delivered up for our
trpspasses" instead of "delivered for our offenses." The emphatic
I'olnts of difference are: "reckoned" for "imputed." and "trespasses"
for "offenses," and "who believe" for "if we believe."

An analysis of this text reveals some of the central aspects of
•^iir Christianity which well merit pulpit treatment. We find, first,

'f'C special proposition as set forth in the twenty-second verse.
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namely, that Abraham's faith was reckoned unto him for righteous-

ness. The apostle seems to assert that in Abraham's life, especially

in the case of his son Isaac, there was an exhibition of faith which
in God's mind was reckoned for righteousness. At this point the

words used are manifestly different. In our ordinary version it is

said, "it was imputed to him for righteousness;" in the Kevised
Version, "it was reckoned unto him for righteousness." These
phrases need careful consideration. "To impute"' anything to an-

other seems to place to his credit or demerit something v.'hich doe?^

not belong to him at all, something which is placed in its relation

by mere authority and not necessarily growing out of the real posi-

tion of things; whereas "to reckon" is simply to put the act of faith

in a new aspect, namely, the aspect of righteousness, in which it

becomes acceptable to God. It is exceedingly difficult to define this

terminology in a way clear to our apprehension. The apostle, how-
ever, is evidently saying in this passage that God regarded Abra-

ham's faith as equivalent for justification to the personal act of

righteousness. This docs not mean that any unrighteous act of

Abraham was made right in view of his faith, but rather that

his faith was such an expression of Abraham's tone and temper of

mind and of the purpose and character of his life that God saw in

his faith something in harmony with himself and something which

he could approve. "Faith, therefore, is not an arbitrary condition

imposed upon us from without, but a law of our true nature; it ex-

alts man to his rightful dignity by allowing the free consent of his

will, and the active exercise of his faculties, and yet humbles him
before God in acknowledgment of mercy undeserved. Thus faith

is at once the soul's highest exercise of freedom, its 'lo\^est con-

fession of sin,' and the only homage it can render to God." (Gifford's

Commentary.')

The next assertion of the apostle is that Abraham's faith had

definite relations to mankind in the time of the apostle, and conse-

quently in our time. Abraham is thus reckoned as a type of be-

lievers of the Christian centuries. It was not the belief in the samt^

thing as Abraham believed, but the quality of belief in God that was

in the mind of the apostle. The same characteristic which led Gud

to regard Abraham as righteous will be manifest in every believer.

and God looks upon faith as that which characterizes all those wl;o

are righteous. It is useless for us to speculate on all the varied ins-

pects of Christian faith. The apostle seems to be impresslm:

that general principle of faith which is reckoned on the part I'f

God as righteousness.

But, in the third place, the apostle further indicates the special

characteristic of the faith of the Christian of Paul's time and ai->T

of ours, namely, faith in God, who raised Jesus our Lord from th«'

dead. This faith in God as the essential element of rIghteou?n«^^:'*

clearly is manifest in the eleventh chapter of the Epistle to tl:--'

Hebrews. But faith in God as the one who raised Jesus from tlw
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(lead Is evidently intended here to represent the aspect in vrhich

the Christian views God—that is, God in his relation to Jesus Christ,

'i'lie resurrection was the final act in the earthly life of our Lord

prt'vious to his ascension, and was to the world a manifestation of

divine power. Belief in God, who raised Jesus from the dead, was

a confidence in God of the highest kind. Hence the apostle empha-

xAlos the fact that the Christian believed in the same God in whom
Abraham believed, but believed on him under the new aspect which

came with the New Testament revelation of God in Christ.

Fourthly, the text sets forth in striking form the efficacy of the

death and also of the resurrection of Christ, "who was delivered up"

—that is, delivered up to death—"for our trespasses." This evident-

ly moans that Christ was crucified on Calvary to atone for human
eln. The apostle does not stop to express the v/ay in which this

atonement is made efficacious, nor does he set forth any theory of

the atonement, but he does set forth the fact that, in some way
more fully explained by the ai)ostle elsewhere, Christ was delivered

up to death for man's trespasses. The word "trespasses" is a more
accurate rendering of the Greek word than "offenses" is. These

trespasses are against God, whose domain sinful man has invaded

and whose laws he has violated. In some way man must find rec-

onciliation if he would occupy his rightful position in the sight

of his Maker. Trespasses require forgiveness. The alienation re-

quires removal; the character requires harmonization with the char-

attcr of God. This was accomplished on God's part by the surrender-

ing of Jesus Christ to the death of the cross, on man's part by faith

iri Jesus Christ, who is God manifest in the flesh. The surrender-
ing of self to God's plan of salvation is the highest act possible to

sinful man, and while not a meritorious cause of salvation is an
intrusting of the soul to its God and Redeemer, which in God's view
ro.storcs the lost harmony, and through the Holy Spirit renews the
!iature which sin had corrupted, and restores man to his position
Ijffore God which sin had forfeited. The text then explains, and
expresses the death of Christ as a like result of man's trespasses
and the method of man's reconciliation.

In the twenty-fifth verse it is further said that he was raised
'"•Rain for our justification. This assertion seems out of harmony
\vith our ordinary conception, which connects faith in the atonement
•'f Christ with the justification of the believer, and has led to in-

^I'liry as to the sense in which the resurrection of Jesus Christ may
I'O considered a justification of the believer. The explanation which
s^'^'^ms nearest correct is that the resurrection of the Lord Jesus set
tlio seal upon his life and upon all that he did; that by the resur-
rection of Christ he was attested to be the Son of God. In the first

'hapter of this epistle, verse 4, it is said of Christ that he "was de-
'!arod to be the Son of God with power, according to the spirit of
-"Jlincss. by the resurrection of the dead." Had Christ not risen,
^'le great central proof that he was the Son of God and that his
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death was efficacious for human redemption would have fallen short
of that verification which this transcendent act gives us. The
resurrection of Christ has been iu all the Christian centuries not
only a powerful but an absolute proof of the truth of Cliristianiiy.
Paul demonstrated this fact with a cogency of reasoning and with
a wealth of illustration that showed how important he regarded it.

The resurrection of Christ, following his incarnation and his death!
constitutes the great keystone of the Christian system. It shows
that Christ was the Son of God and gives efficacy to all that he said
and did, and emphasizes the value of the great tragedy of Calvary.
There is another sense iu which the resurrection of Christ is

powerful for man's justification. Our risen and ascended Lord has
entered into the heavcnlies, where he ever liveth to make inter-
cession for us. His life-giving power is ever working in redeemo 1

human nature, ever renewing and vivifying our faith and our deed.^.
"Christ in you, the hope of glory," the indwelling Christ, is the
strength of the believer. As his death on the cross was the atone-
ment for sin, his resurrection from the dead is the impartation of
the divine life in the soul and of the resurrection life of the be-
liever in the world to come.
The homiletic value of this profound passage is further indicated

iu the relation which it asserts to exist between Abraham's justifi-

cation and ours. The justification of Abraham is a part of tho
world's history, and yet Paul asserts that his mode of justification
is also ours, and he cites Abraham's proof as a demonstration of
the correctness of his own theological position on the subject. Tho
apostle assumes that there is a strict parallel between Abraham's
case and ours. The Old Testament history, then, must be more
than history of individual men in their relation to God, and must
'contain prophetic anticipations of the divine administration in subse-
quent ages. This affords a striking presumption of the divine in-

spiration of these Scriptures. The Old Testament history was a

prefiguration and preannouncement of something that was to com"
after, and this preannouncement must have been in the divine mind
and must have been set forth by divine inspiration. The text, then.
and indeed the whole passage in its references to the Old Testament,
shows the harmony between the Old Testament and the New, and
the necessity of comparing one with the other, in order that we may
learn accurately the way of salvation.

AFTER THE M1NL=^TER'S VACATIOX-WIIAT?
The ministers are returning from their vacation, and the Itiner-

ants' Club greets them with hearty congratulations on their murh-
needed rest. Many, perhaps, have not been able to leave their work.
and it is to be hoped that the opportunity of change and rest mny
be still afforded them. The vacation has brought a change of .^^ceiic;

those from the mountains have gone to the seashore, and thn.-^o.

perhaps, who have wrought along the coast regions have secured the
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refreshment which comes from the breezes of the higher altitudes.

It has also brought physical and intellectual recuperation. The

minister has been relieved of the griud and wear which has come

every week. He feels difiereutly, moves about vigorously, and looks

upon things iu general from a new standpoint.

Now that the minister is home again among his people it is im-

portant to consider how he shall undertake his work. He should

begin his labors gradually. The impulse will be, with his new vigor,

to rush impetuously into his work and thereby impair the vigor

which his vacation has brought to him. He will need gradually

to gather together his resources and to take up the threads of the

work where he left it. He needs readjustment to his position, not

only to the actual work but to its spirit. The minister's work

is so real and vital that the separation, for a few weeks even, re-

moves him from his environment, and he needs to get into it once

more. He will gradually go about among his people.

It will also be proper at this time to lay plans for his labors dur-

ing the year. The movements of the modern church are very com-

plex, and the position of the minister Is to be that of a helper over

God's people. "While the minister would be unwise to enter too

much into detail in the formation of his plans, since excessive de-

tail is often an obstacle to spontaneous action, yet general plans are

essential for the carrying on of his work. He would do well to

have a general view of the linos of instruction which he will give

his people during the year, to think of the special subjects which

will probably interest them under their peculiar conditions; per-

haps during meditative hours texts will come to him which he will

study and discuss more fully later in the season. He may devise

plans for helping the young people of the church, and thus render

his own work less wearing and more effective.

He will take this time to gather the forces of the church for

effective work. Many of his parishioners have taken a vacation,

and those who have stayed home have felt less responsibility for

the church than they ought to have felt. One of the difficulties con-

nected with the vacation season is the danger of forgetting and
losing an interest in the spiritual life of the church. The minister

will do well, therefore, quietly to reawaken the interest of his people

by gently reminding them of the work before them, summoning
them to the meetings, and inquiring of them how they may mutually

Bcrve the cause of Christ. They will readily respond to the interest

thus shown in them, and it will soon be found that the church

movement is again in full progress. This may bo the introduction

to a fresh spiritual consecration. It is only a spiritual church that

can be a victorious church. With this will come also a new inter-

f?t in humanity and in the saving of the people. In some such

^^ays as have been suggested the vacations will bring alike spir-

Hnal and physical vigor which will make ministers and people

iQore useful in the great work committed to them by the Master.
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AROHJEOLOGY AND BIBLIOAL RESEARCK.

BAALBEK.

Baalbkk, at least under this name, is a comparatively modern
city. Its origin and early history are shrouded in darkness. Though
not mentioned in the Hebrew Scriptures or in ancient classic his-

tory, it is reasonably certain that Baalbek was an Important center
centuries before our era. It is therefore not strange that many
scholars have tried, though unsuccessfully, to identify it with vari-

ous places mentioned in profane and sacred history. Baal-gad, in

the valley of Lebanon (Josh, xi, 17), has had its advocates; so have
Baalath (1 Kings ix, 18) and Baal-haraon (Cant, viii, 11) been
urged as identical with Baalbek. These are mere conjectures and
must be dismissed as' such, for in spite of all claims to the contrary
we have no reliable historical reference to the place earlier than
the third century of our era. Coins of the period, preserved in our
museums, prove that it was a Roman colony in the days of Julius
Cc-Esar. It is further stated that it was occupied by a Roman garri-

son under Augustus. Tradition also says that Antoninus Pius
erected a stately temple at Heliopolis in Syria. Scholars are pretty
well agreed that the Heliopolis of the Greco-Roman historians wa?;

no other than Baalbek. If it be true that Baalbek signifies "tho

city of Baal" we can readily understand why the Greek-speaking peo-

ple should have called the place Heliopolis—that is, "city of the sun."
The fact that it was so named argues conclusively that the sun was
the principal object of worship at this old sanctuary. Though Baal
is not generally used as synonymous with "sun," yet we know that

Baal, like the Babylonian Bel, was a solar deity, and that the sun was
a special, if not the only, object of worship at many of the Baal
sanctuaries. Baal-hamon, for Instance, Is represented on some
Carthaginian monuments with a crown of solar rays. The Baal
worshiped at Beth-shemesh (house or dwelling of the sun) was,
beyond doubt, a sun god.

Baalbek is situated in the valley of the Litany (Leontes), on thr>

lower slopes of Antilibanus, nearly equidistant from Beirut, Trip'"-!!-

and Damascus. It has at present about two thousand inhabitant .

most of them being Christians. Whatever may have been its former
glory and splendor, it is now chiefly celebrated for its extensive

and magnificent ruins, which, in spite of endless wars, earthquak*^'.
and the ravages of time, still bear most eloquent testimony to it?

ancient greatness. These ruins have been visited by many distin-

guished Europeans during the past three hundred years, and ono

writer after another has described them in most glowing terms.

And yet it was not until two years ago that a thorough excavation

of the place, on a large scale and in a scientific manner, was com-
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lueuced. This is still in progress under the Immediate patronage
of his majesty, the emperor of Germany, who. besides being a great
niler. Is also an enthusiastic biblical scholar and a student of
mlental archeology. The work is in charge of two well-icnown
ariists from Berlin, Herren Schueltz and Kreucker. and other men
uf note. An official report of the excavations has not, so far. been
made public, and probably will not be until after the completion of
tlie work, which may not be for several years to come. The Ger-
mans are. as a rule, thorough, but seldom in a hurry. We are thus
ilrpc-ndent upon unofficial reports and accounts written by tourists
iiiul others who have recently visited Baalbek and have been per-
n>lttcd to see the excavators at work and to notice the progress
already made. Dr. F. J. Bliss was on the spot and has already pub-
li.,hed a short article on the subject, giving the results of -such
ohservatlons as the ordinary traveler would be permitted to make."

Those of our readers who have read articles on Baalbek have
often noticed the plans which accompanied them, and have thus
r.ained an idea of the extent and character of the ruins. The most
recent and complete thing of this kind is that published in a recent
number of The Builder. This gives a "Sketch-Plan and Section of
liaalbek." If we compare an old plan with this most recent one we
fan see at a glance the discoveries made by the Germans during
the past twenty months. As in many ancient sites, so here, the
number of objects discovered have not been very numerous; never-
theless the removal of small mountains of earth and debris, the
.'U'curaulation of ages, has made it possible to speak with much
Kroater accuracy concerning the form and dimensions not only of
the substructures, but of the colonnades, portals, exedrcr, etc., as
well. The excavators, in order to make their work as perfect and
thorough as possible, have undertaken the great task of removing
f^very particle of loose earth and small stones within a certain area.
To facilitate matters they have constructed a small tramway that
tliey by means of trucks may carry the rubbish into the plain below.
An eyewitness writes as follows: "The excavations are on the scale
of those at Olympia, and the enormous mounds of earth which are
slowly accumulating on the north side of the ruins impress the be-
holder with the magnitude and thoroughne.ss of the work, and of
the vast sums which are being expended upon it."
As throughout Eastern lands, so here, the space to be excavated

shows very distinct marks of several well-defined civilizations,
"ere we have the Arab's hut. the Turkish fort, the battlements of
^iodia?val times, the Saracenic fortifications, the modest structure

J-J

a Christian church, and the magnificent columns of a Roman
••mple. All these and more have to be examined before the virgin
^11 or solid rock is reached. Indeed, these recent discoveries have
wught into clearer view the well-defined foundations of a Chris-
an basilica, and have unearthed for the first time a very ancient
tar which had been concealed for nearly two thousand vears.
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The great court in front of the great temple has been described

time and again, at least as far as its dimensions and general outline

were concerned. The excavations of the Germans have brought to

light not only the bases of columns and niches or chambers which

were ornamented with statues, etc., but they have cleared away the

debris in such a way as to unearth a rock-hewn altar in a splendid

state of preservation. This altar, about twenty-eight feet square

and seven and a half feet high, cut out of the solid rock, is in the

center of the great court. The approach to the altar is by a flight

of cut steps on the east side. The basilica mentioned above was
built over this old Semitic sanctuary. For as the Romans had built

their imposing temple on the very spot where once had towered up,

above the surrounding plain, an altar of Baal, so also the early

Christians erected their temple to Jesus Christ a few feet higher

up on the very same foundation, ever mindful of "Jesus, the name
high over all."

The altar is of undoubted Semitic origin, and closely resembles

other rock-hewn altars found in several places in Syria and coun-

tries farther south. It was only last year that we described the

high place or sanctuary at Petra. The Builder, in speaking of the

basilica and altar, has the following to say: "In the center of the

great atrium stand the remains of one of the earliest of the Chris-

tian basilicas of the fourth or fifth century, north Syrian style.

This basilica, perhaps following a local characteristic, is also built

on a raised platform of earth, but the earth has been raised in this

position for the purpose of covering up the constructions of the

classic period. The early Christians evidently thought to convert

the old site to their use, but did not dare to destroy it altogether,

so they allowed the rock-hewn altar to remain where it has been

just discovered, buried in the center of the new basilica."

The place on which the altar stood was, like many a spot in

oriental lands, holy. No wonder, therefore, that one religion vied

with the other in occupying it. When the Romans conceived the

idea of erecting their great temple upon the venerable spot they

found it necessary to build a series of v.-alls all around this altar.

and fill up the intervening space with loose earth, so as to make an

extensive platform. They had two objects in view: they wanted

more space, and they wanted to conceal all traces of other worship.

The platform thus raised was fifty feet high. Three sides of the

area thus made had massive walls, built of immense blocks of lime-

stone. Three of these monster stones—hence the term trilithon In

descriptions of the ruins at Baalbek—known for centuries, and

located on the west side of the platform, are sixty-four, sixty-thrfe

and a half, and sixty-two feet long and have a width and breadth

of about thirteen feet. The unearthing of the wall on the south side

has disclosed several more of these cyclopean stones, and no doubt

that many more of them will be found under the rubbish as tho

work proceeds. It is estimated that these huge pieces of rocka
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weigh not less than fifteen thousand tons each, and yet they are set

on substructures nearly twenty feet high. It is useless to speculate

as to how they were placed in position or how they were quarried

from the solid rock. That they were cut out is evident, for in a

quarry a little to the southeast of the temple area one of these huge

blocks remains partially cut out of the rock. The object of these

cyclopean substructures was to buttress up and steady the founda-

tions of the huge piles of stone and marble erected upon them. The
German excavators are convinced that these massive foundations

were placed there by the Romans and not by the Phoenicians. They
arrive at this conclusion from the style of the stone dressing.

The object of this article is to point out the recent discoveries con-

nected with these ruins. The first object of interest is the portico

on the east side. This stands about twenty feet above the adjoining

land, and was at one time reached by an elegant, massive flight of

steps. It is two hundred, and fifty feet long and nearly forty feet

deep. The bases of eighteen columns, two of them with inscrip-

tions, are yet to be seen. From this portico there are three en-

trances into the so-called Hexagon, a six-sided inclosure, serving

as a forecourt to what we have already designated as the "great

court" immediately in front of the temple. The entrance from the

smaller to the larger court is by means of three elegant portals.

Another discovery in the "great court" is that of two very large

basins, or lavahos. They are rectangular in shape, but of unequal

dimensions, the larger one measuring sixty-three feet long, twenty-

one feet broad, and three and a half feet deep. They are located on
either side of the altar, and are of Roman rather than of Semitic

origin; this is evidenced by the rich carving on the outside paneled

walls, M'hereon we find represented human heads, various animals
and flowers, cupids and other mythological subjects. The late

origin of these lavahos may be inferred also from the fact that

some of the carving has been left incomplete.

Travelers had noticed a certain state of incompleteness about

several portions of the walls and temples at Baalbek. The German
fxcavators have by their new discoveries emphasized this point. As
pillar after pillar, base after base, the niches and the ornamental
portions of the work have been subjected to the closest scrutiny it

becomes clear not only that operations on the temple were suddenly

discontinued, but that portions of the same were actually destroyed.

When Christianity became the religion of the Roman emperors
Diany a heathen temple was converted into a proper place for wor-

Rhlplng the one true God and his son Jesus Christ. So it must
have happened at Baalbek; for while the work, which had been in

progress for a century or more, was going on Theodosius the Great

Interfered and decreed that the large army of workmen engaged in

ff'inplpting the temple of Jupiter in the valley of the Litany should

'lult work, or rather assist in converting that imposing structure
liUo a Christian basilica.
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FOREIGN OUTLOOK.

SOME LEADERS OF THOUGHT.

Hermann Schwarz. But a few months were permitted to elapse

between the pubHcation of his Psycholoyie des VviUens (Psychology

of the Will) and his Das Sittliclie Lchen. Eine Eihik auf psijchu-

logischer Griindlape (The Ethical Life. A System of Ethics on a

Psychological Basis), Berlin, 1901, Reuther & Reichard. The two
works really belong together, as their titles indicate. Schwarz's

system might properly be called indeterministic; but the strikin;^

feature of his thought is not in this fact. According to him there

are two laws of ethical conduct, which may be stated as follows:

1. That personality precedes conditions; and, 2. That what he calls

Fremdwerthe, that is, organizations, such as the state and the like,

precede both personality and personal conditions in importance.

This system of necessity denies the value of altruism in the ordinary

sense of the word, as between person and person, and gives the chief

room for its exercise in the relations of the individual to organiza-

tions. One's duties to his church or his nation would be greatrr

than his duties to any individual. It follows from this exaltation

of institutions that benevolence can best be administered, not in

one's private capacity, but rather through society as a whole. So fat-

it would seem that Schwarz's ethics would lead directly to a social-

istic scheme of life. But a society does not exist for its own sake.

but for the sake of its constituent members, and while this fart

would not justify one who felt that he could better his own condition

thereby in declaring himself independent of society, still it forbiiis

that the welfare of the individual should ever cease to be the priiK i-

pal justification for organizations. These are never an end in

themselves, as it seems to us Schwarz's system, consistently carried

out, would make them. Another feature of Schwarz's ethics Is the

loose relation which it allows between ethics and religion. He even

goes so far as to assert, erroneously, however, that Luther separated

religion from morality. Schwarz indeed allov.'s that the striitly

moral man, by virtue of his ethical view of the world, must reacli

the fact of God. But this he admits only as a parallel of other way=i

of reaching God, for example, that by v/ay of our sense of depend-

ence, which he regards as the distinctively religious, and that by

way of the doctrine of causality, which he calls the scientific metho.l.

To his mind the religious discovery of God by means of our sense of

dependence does not involve any ethical element. This may be a

valid conclusion from the standpoint of psychology', but it does not

square with the history of religion in general, nor with Christianity

In particular. Whatever may be said of other religions, Christianity

demands that religion and morality be not separated either in theory
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f.r in practice. The result of Schwarz's study along this line simply

-uUis another to the already numerous evidences that true religion

laniiot be deduced by thought, but is a revelation from heaven.

Hermann Gunkel. While he is not altogether the first of modern

nrholars who has considered the religious significance of Genesis,

fcliil he is the first of them who has seriously undertaken to write

ii rommeutary whose principal stress should be laid upon the mean-

ing and religion of the first book of the Old Testament. See his

Cencsis, ilhersetzt und crkUirt (Genesis Translated and Interpreted),

Gi>ttlngen, 19U1, Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht. Gunkel says that if any-

one will be a theologian he must study religion, and everything else

must be subsidiary. Any treatment of the Old Testament which is

clnedy philological, archa?ological, or critical fails to meet the needs

of the time. As a consequence of this basal view he is not content

with pointing out that Genesis is a collection of myths, but shows

th.at myth is not falsehood, but rather a kind of poetry whose pur-

pose is to arouse, elevate, and influence the reader, and that anyone

'.vho deals with the stories of Genesis without that thought in view

must fail to do them justice. He thinks that modern investigators,

while they have rightly regarded Genesis as a written collection of

!)0[iular oral traditions, have gone wrong in two particulars: 1. They
Ikivp treated the book too much as a book, instead of trying to gain

a clear conception of the oral traditions that lie behind it; 2. They
bave treated the sources of Genesis as constituting a unity, whereas
it is the very nature of a popular myth that it is individual. He
denies what he regards as the assumption of the modern literary

< ritlcal school, namely, that stories are just as old as our evidence

of their existence would indicate. He says that we can in no wise

be sure that the late date for the origin of a document is a proof

of the late date of its contents, thoughts, or style. He divides the

inytbs into primitive, patristic, and Israelitish, the order of mention

indicating the order of their origin, and thinks that they were, on
the whole, so early that they were practically in the form in which
we have them by the year 900 B. C. He thinks also that the primi-

tive myths were largely Babylonian in origin, the patristic Canaan-
Uish, while the Israelitish were, of course, indigenous. Neverthe-
I' --^s he holds that the foreign material was so thoroughly adapted
to the genius and religion of the Israelites that if we could follow

i::-'' inner history of these myths there would be thereby unfolded
to us the whole history of the religious, ethical, and aesthetic devel-

•^pment of ancient Israel. Originally Gen. i, ii. iii. xviii, i-16, and xix

v-ere polytheistic. The story of the tower of Babel arose among
I'lirbarians who were not acquainted with the Babylonians, while
tiie story of Joseph contains evidence that it was originally Egyp-
tian. It will thus be seen that while he lays the principal stress

"l>on the religious aspect of Genesis he has his own critical theory
toacerning it.
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RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

Le Quatriciue Evangile, son originc et sa valeur hJstorique
(The P^ourth Gospel: Its Origin and Historical Worth). I5y jo.i,,

Rcville. Paris, 1901. E. Leroux. That there is really nothing now
in this book is excusable on the ground that its purpose is ratlur
to state the present position of the majority of the critical school
than to make the gospel of John the subject of an independent In-

vestigation. The question of the origin of the gospel is made d.--

pendent upon that of the residence of John the apostle for a con.^j,!-

erable period in Asia Minor. He supposes, with many others, iliai

the fathers of the latter part of the second century confused John
the apostle -Rith John the presbyter, who was actually the author
of the fourth gospel. But our chief source of information concern-
ing this presbyter .John is Papias, who speaks of him as a disciple
of our Lord, presumably intending thereby to place him among tin;

immediate followers of Jesus. If this is the case we are shut of!

from making the presbyter the author unless we are willing to

assign the gospel to the first century, in which case we might as well
allow the apostle to be the author. It is also worthy of notice that
although Eusebius criticises Irenagus's confusion of the two John.;
he nevertheless does not question the tradition which gives tlic

apostle a lengthy residence in Asia Minor. And while it is true th; t

the postapostolic literature gives us no notices of the apostlc'.s

residence in Asia Minor, it is equally true that that same literatun'
is practically silent on the presbyter. So that we have little bott-^r

proof of the activities of the presbyter than \ve have of the apostl-.
Yet men are willing to accept the presbyter when they will rcjc t

the tradition of the apostle. If there is no reason to think that tho
apostle wrote the fourth gospel, surely there is nothing to prove
that it was written by the presbyter. In general Roville denies itir

literary activity of the apostle on the ground of the difference cf

style and concept between the Apocalypse and the fourth gosprl.

But this argument is almost valueless, since between the date of

the Apocalypse and that of the fourth gospel there is a space of

perhaps thirty years. Besides, the critical school is pretty w-ll

agreed that the Apocalypse is a composite of Jewish and Chri;;tian
ideas, the latter being incorporated with the former by some Chris-
tian; so that the argument from the difference between the two wrii-

ings is rendered valueless by the very conclusions of the critk;:!

school.

It is a tolerably strong defense of the traditional view of the

origin of the fourrh gospel that the progress of biblical cri:i(!-i:i

and of research in general cuts away the grounds upon whirli the

rejection of the traditional view is ba.<=ed. One thing at least th'-r^

is to comfort us v,-ho have steadfastly held to the Johannine author-
ship of the fourth gos^pel. and that is that tho younger scholars an-
not so sure we are wrong as the critics of twenty-five years a';o w-.t'-.
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Gcschichte dcr katholischcn Kirchc im ncunzehnten Jalir-

huiHlert. IV Baiul, I AUheihinr]. Das vaticanische Concil und der

i.i.nnnnntc CuUurkampf in Preussen bis zur AnknUpfung von Ver-

h'lndlungen viit Rom (History of the Catholic Church in the Nine-

tt-piith Century. Vol. iv. Division 1. The Vatican Council and the

So-called Culturkampf in Prussia to the Beginning of Diplomatic

Communications with Rome). By Bishop Heinrich Briick. Mainz,

1?01, F. Kirchheim.

It is clear that the standpoint from which Bishop Briick

presents the history of the Culturkampf is, as might be expected,

Ftriclly Romanist. But while a Roman Catholic bishop may not

.surprise us when he takes the side of his own Church in the account

of that notable struggle, he ought to have felt himself bound, as a

writer of history, to avoid giving his feelings so large a place in

what he has written.
" He fails utterly to appreciate the motives

which actuated the Prussian government. And when occasionally

lie mentions the professed grounds of action on the part of the great

Iron Chancellor he proceeds at once to inform us that the grounds

alleged were not the real grounds, but that these were in reality

llie hatred of liberalists and Freemasons against all aggressive

Christianity—that Is, against the Roman Catholic Church. Bismarck

( oraes in for a large share of this abuse, and Briick charges him with

Ignorance of Roman Catholic doctrine and government, and with

caprice, falsehood, and the like, and even goes so far as to suggest

that he purposely picked a quarrel with France for political and

religious ends. There can be little doubt that the Prussian govern-

ment made some serious mistakes in conducting the Culturkampf—

mistakes which have had to be rectified at the expense of no small

humiliation to Germany and final advantage to Rome. But the

honesty of Bismarck cannot be impeached, and none but a Romanist

partisan would have written as Briick has written. Everything

Prussian is either belittled or vilified, while everything ultramon-

tane is lauded and idealized. Vie cannot help asking ourselves

whether the time will ever come when Roman Catholic writers will

play fair with the topics they treat. For Briick not only shows his

prejudice in dealing with Bismarck, but everywhere else, when a

point can be gained for Romanism by a one-sided presentation of

facts. For example, he strives to make it appear that there was

practically no difference of opinion among the bishops before and

during the Vatican council concerning the doctrine of papal infal-

libility. Again, in dealing with the banishment of the Jesuits from

C.frmany he goes so far as to declare that the similar fate of the

Jesuits in the eighteenth century was the work of the Revolutionists,

the EncyclopcTdists, and the Atheists, wholly disregarding the fact

that Pope Clemens XIV was on the side of this despised list of

enemies, and that to-day some of the most bitter and relentless op-

ponents of Jesuitism are found among the loyal Roman Catholics of

all countries.
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RELIGIOUS AND EDUCATIONAL.

Can the Pope Designate His Successor? Repeated reports to

the effect that Leo XIII wishes the cardinal secretary, Rampolhi,

to be his successor, and that after the death of the present pope

a bull of his will be promulgated which will designate RampoUa.
ruake it desirable that the uninitiated should know the actual possi-

bilities in the case. Professor Holhveck, a high Roman Catholic

authoritj-, asserts that the pope cannot make the method of designa-

tion legal, nor even follow it, under ordinary circumstances; but that

if the pope should at any time regard designation by himself a.s

necessary, or specially advantageous, to the welfare of the Church
under definite conditions, he may himself determine his own suc-

cessor if at the same time he annuls the right of the cardinals to

elect in the given instance. Professor Hollweck deduces this right

from the words, "Whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth shall bo

bound in heaven," addressed to Peter, Matt, xvi, 19. Whether Leo

XIII will use this alleged power will doubtless depend on whether

he deems it necessary in order to make sure that his successor will

carry out his policy in relation to the secular authorities of Italy.

A Proposed Cathedral at Spires. An attempt has been made
in Spires to erect a magnificent church edifice to commemorate the

"protest" which the evangelical minority of the diet of Spires

handed in on April 19, 1529, against the prohibition of the further

spread of the Reformation. Already thirteen hundred thousand

marks have been spent, but the project seems about to fail because

the four hundred thousand marks necessary to the completion of

the edifice are not forthcoming. There is a good deal of opposition

in Germany to the whole project on the ground that the event which

the Church would commemorate is not itself of sufficient importance,

but especially on the ground that the professed reason which led to

the undertaking v/as really the desire to rival the Roman Catholic

cathedral of Spires in splendor. Thoughtful men all over Germany

declare that it is no part of Protestantism to rival the extrava-

gances of Romanism, and that the expenditure of so large a sum for

a church which is not needf^d is wrong when so many parishes are

suffering for lack of suitable church and school accommodation?.

It cannot be denied that there is much force in this contention. Cer-

tainly, the higher interests of the Church community should nev>-'r

bo sacrificed for mere shov.-. But against these arguments other men

equally able and conscientious declare that no recent movement ha-

been so popular as that at Spires, and that all the condemning alle-

gations against the movement are false.
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SUMMARY OF THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

Ix' The American Journal of Theology for July (Chicago) the

articles are bj' Professor A. C. McGiftert, on "The Origin of High-

Cburch Episcopacy;" by Professor A. O. Lovejoj-, on "Religion and

the Time-Process;" and by Dr. T. Allan Hoben, on "The Virgin

Birth." In the "Critical Notes" Dr. C. M. Mead, of New Haven,

Conn., criticises an article on "The Transfiguration Story," which ap-

peared in the April number of the same Journal, as a specimen of

what he calls "intuitional criticism"—the sort of criticism that has

the faculty of clairvoyance or second sight and can look straight

through the air across nineteen centuries and see just what must

have been the facts in apostolic times. Intuitional criticism is

shown working by the method of first rejecting the recorded nar-

rative of events and then substituting statements which have not

one particle of historical or exegetical basis, and which we are asked

to accept solely on the authority of the far-leaping intuition of the

intrepid critic. When the recorded words of Paul do not suit the

critic's theory or wish, the critic thinks that Paul was unfortunate

in his use of language and did not say what he ought to have said

nor what he meant; "for," says the critic, "it is psychologically in-

conceivable" that things should have happened as Paul, according

to the record, said they took place. Dr. Mead says: "This argument

from psychological inconceivability is a very convenient one to

some critics. I remember once hearing a German theological stu-

dent emphatically affirm that it was psychologically inconceivable

that the mother of Jesus could have had any other children to bring

up. How much more expeditious and easy to settle that vexed question

in this way than bother with the various Jtlarys and Jameses! And so,

at last, clairvoyant, intuitional criticism brings us to this: It finds

all the various accessible witnesses to the facts of the early Christian

Church to be untrustworthy. They disagree with one another too

much or they agree too much; and in either case they come into

collision with the psychological make-up, or peculiar nervous tem-

perament, of the critic. And accordingly the only satisfactory way

left us of getting at the facts, it would seem, is to trust entirely to

the unerring aim and adequate range of the phenomenal intuitions of

our gifted modern seers."

Principal S.vlmo'd, of Aberdeen, in The Critical Review for July

(London), notices together Hastings's Dictionary of the Bible and

Cheyne and Black's Encyclopa-dia Biblica, comparing the one with

the other. The more he examines these two imposing works the

more deeply is he impressed that the Hastings Dictionary is "the

better and more reliable guide, and much nearer what a Bible Dic-

tionary ought to be." Congratulating the publishers, editors, and
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contributing scholars on the successful completion of a work of sucjmagnuude. he says that the program originally announced to hpubhc has been carried out with distinguished ability, unfail n!:skm. sound judgment, and admirable fidelity. Dr. Salm;nd se t
for speca commendation in the Hastings Biciionary the artic J,

^^LoT' r''^'"^'' '-^ ^^-^^^^^^^ ^V- '^- Davison, of Hand^sorth College England, and says: 'It would be difficult to pointout any treatise on that subject that will match this for conciseeomprehensu-e statement and Judicious use of the critical facuUy:The Aberdeen prineipaFs opinion is that Hastings's great work 'is

OP? ""; ' ^"^^ "^ °"^ "^^^^ ^'^^^^^'^ ^-^^'- DictionaTy ato the Lncyclop^M^a BiMica, he says that its unhappy pecuUariti^^and ineptitudes largely diminish its value. Wherfie wait so hfacts and materials for forming our own Judgment it cHsappo nus. and puts us ofl with a multitude of private opinions and h nspeculations which have no basis in fact, but are in most cmmsy and sometimes flippant. Though this is not true of the who

Z: 'T''^^''
'' t° ^"^h -" extent as to damage very scriousvthe trustworthiness and scientific character of the work 5n suarticles as are subscribed by Cheyne, Schmiedel, Usener. and Va

r aim 'oflncTtfr T T'"
''''''''"^ ^"^ '^^^ «^^^^ -^^ ^^realm of fancj. the land of marvels, where the conjurer performs-and When he waves his wand Epistles and Gospels go whirling abot

wl -m's Tom '"?r ^''" ^^^^"^^^ ^''''^' ^^- ^^--^ Of t^^'cri :

VlT . r "''" '" '^' Bncyclopaaia are poor and inadequate

le "nine l"i "'""^^ '" '""^^^^'^' ^^^^"^^ -°- ^^-^ d^ y

and 'tL V T- f™.'"^
^'"' ^'"' ^'"^ ^°™^' l^k^ those on "Mary •

and The ^atIVIty,•• are painful and shocking to read "On-- goodriends Jerahmeel and the Jerahmeelites are' alw^ s cropp ^gTJ
the heln oT T T" '" '''" '" ^'^ "°^^ ^"^^"^^"^ ^-'tefs by

text Tol?r ^°"^^^t"^^ ^°^1 fi-e cutting and carving of the

pressed L Off
'"'' '" '''"''' '''' ""' '^^'^^"^^- ^o have thempressed so of en on our notice is fair neither to them nor to us. Let

feubbtantial. So feels Dr. Salmond.

•Rabbi ZT ' ''' '' '^"'•'^^ ^^ ^^^ ^'^^^^ °^ the author of

Baker n? f""""'-
^^''^^^^^^'" ^^^ "Paracelsus" inspires Martha

issue o?t?r IV'T '° '^''^^"'' ""' ^'^"^ ^^^^i°^ '^ the August

wSich o
f

'
""'"'"'^ ^^°^'"^^ °^ "Ti^e Browning Tonic."

t;.^n?ieth
'?' ^' ^''' P'"'^'" stimulant most needed by this

cans t ^,r.?r''''
"^^P^^'^">' "^y "that dominant sex which habitually

mnd' n • .'
'''''''^''' the sex of assured intellect and logical

iTat w..i
'' °^^"'°° ^^^^ ^^' ^^^^ °^ to-day is suffering from

con -ictif""'S!
''''' '"^'^^^ inevitably accompanies a dearth of

scho
''!"'• ^.^^ '"^^^^tly thinks that if she, "only a woman, neither

ImarT
"^^."'tic, a shallow adventuress going at the quest in hap-

^^azard fashion," has been able to discover the true elixir, a real
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tonic for the soul. why. almost any masculine gentleman may. if he

m She entered the Browning country by the great gate of

:^P ospic
•• B re long she wandered into the thickets of "Paracel-

sl.:? and at least got some of the message of that aspirmg and

struggling nature,

Ever upward tending, although weak,

As plants in mines, which never saw the sun,

Yet dream of him, and guess where he may be,

And do their best to climb and get to him.

She found in it all the battle cries of all the ages, and the confidence

t rn al the victories that have been. She says the Brownmg

on ot Victory, however, does not necessarily imp y getting wh

one wants. It often means just keeping eternally at it, and reali

zing that surrender is the only defeat:

But what if I fail of my purpose here ?

It is but to keep the nerves at strain,

To dn- one's eyes and laugh at a fall.

And baflled, get up and begin again—

So the chase takes up one's life, that's all.

Among the men whom this tingling and sometimes stinging essay

fega"' as in need of '<The Browning Tonic" are the ^arge and van^d

classes who spend their days in offering continual ^--ifi^/^^Vhe o
bodies. Here is this vivacious preacher's exordunn: ^^^en the h ro

of the popular short story is not eating or dnnkmg he is ^mok.ng.

In joy or sorrow, in the most romantic no less than the mos^^ c n.

monplace moments the hero 'lights
^-^'^'\'Tl -.ZTZ

unaccompanied by nicotine is something of which
"^^

^^'^^^^''l ^^
no conception. It is the same, too, with the "P-^-^f^j;^"^^.^

=^^

in real life. He knows, if he has been properly trained, that ^^hlle a

toothpick Should be indulged in only in that spot to which Scr>p ure

enjoins us to retire when we are about to pray, a ^\'^^^'''^^]^'^'

is a perfectly well-bred article for public wear, and one jshch en-

ables him to fulfill agreeably that law of his being which suggests

that he should always be putting something in his mouth. At a

college ball game not long since where, as is usual on such o---«^^^

clouds Of incense were rising to the heavens from the male porUon

of the spectators. I amused myself by observing a young man
^
ho

sat in a carriage near me. and who while the game was ^nPi ogress

smoked a pipe three times and filled in all the
^^'^l^^'\''''''^X

and cigarettes. I knew something about him. and had
^^^^-J^^^

heard him referred to as 'a first-rate fellow.' but if ^-^«^> f
^

asked him if he believed himself capable of a single
^^'^^^^f'^J^

the soul entirely unmixed with bodily sensations he ^^ould ha^e

stared in amazement. Rabbi Ben Ezra's test.

Thy body at its best,

How far can that project thy soul on its lone way ?

would have struck this young man as a decidedly 'fresh' inquiry. A
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certain pictorial advertisement which for a long time held a con-
spicuous place in the daily newspapers would, however, have ap-
pealed to him at once. It depicted a youth with a pipe in his mouth
holding his sweetheart on his knee, and rapturously exclaiming, as
he diligently puiTed the smoke into her face, 'With you and a pipe-
ful of Every Day Smoke I am perfectly happy!' Old Omar gives
us a more poetic version of the same thing:

A Jug of Wiue, a Loaf of Bread—and Thou
Beside me singing in the Wilderness—
O, Wilderness were Paradise enow !

I am not desirous in this essay of discussing the morality of any
habit, as such; I simply wish to emphasize the fact that constant
self-indulgence of any kind is incompatible with strengih. The
Browning tonic which I would like to substitute for the proprietary
medicines of the age does not inspire any man to be an angel before
his time--it only stimulates him to be a man and master of himself;

A man for aye removed
From the developed brute ; a God though in the germ.

The tonic in question is not an expensive remedy except in the
amount of effort requiied on the part of the patient to render it

efficacious, but it is perhaps a little too bracing to be taken in large
doses until the spirit of it has begun to steal into one's veins. If,

for instance, the young man of the ball game should begin before
breakfast in the morning with

What have I ou earth to do
With the slothful, with the mawkish, the unmanly ?

follow it up at about the time of his after-breakfast pipe with

I count Ufe just a stuff,

To try the soul's strength on,

manfully swallow an afternoon dose of

When the fight begins within himself
A man's worth something,

and substitute for his usual nightcap.

Why comes temptation but for man to meet
And master, and make erouch beneath his foot,

And so be pedestaled in triumph ?

lie might at first find such a sudden influx of red blood into his veins
a little more than his system could bear, but, in due time, if the pre-
scription were persevered in, he might learn to welcome the joy and
the strength of the new elixir of life. 'Don't you get a little weary of
hearing life compared to a battlefield?' the athletic young man in-

quired when the rhetoric of these prescriptions was discussed in tlie

family circle. 'Call it a football field, then,' I retorted. 'If you are
going to play at all, cue has a perfect right to expect you to get into
the game.'

"
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BOOK NOTICES.

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

Tie Varieties of Religious J^xperienee. A Study iu Human Nature. Being the Gif-

'

ford Lectures on Natural Religion Delivered at Edinburgh in 1901, l90-_'. By

William James. LL.D., Professor of Pliilo;,oi.hy at Harvard University. 8vo,

Jill. 5M. New York: Longmans, Green & Co. Price, cloth, §3.-'0.

If some man rising from the reading of this book should remark

that it offers more of vital and practical interest to the Christian

Kludent and especially to the minister of religion than any other

rei-les of lectures ever delivered on the Gifford Foundation, we

would not at this moment, just after our first rapid reading, be in

a mood to contradict that opinion. If the critic should add that

those twenty lectures stand in marked contrast with Gifford Lec-

tures in general, and must have been listened to with considerable

surprise by Professor James's Edinburgh University audience, he

would only be agreeing with the lecturer himself, who here and

there says, "I fear I am beginning to jar upon the nerves of this

academic audience;" "You may think such things should hardly

take so large a place in dignified Gifford lectures." Any adequate

or analytic discussion of such a book as this is impossible within

the limits of an ordinary book notice. It is -certainly a noteworthy

contribution to the scientific experimental study of man's religious

constitution and appetites—an entirely modern study containing

and interpreting such researches as have been prosecuted by George

A. Coe and E. D. Starbuck, to whom it acknowledges obligation.

The lecturer is not a theologian, nor a scholar learned in the his-

tory of religions, nor an anthropologist, but a psychologist, who

finds the religious propensities as interesting as any other facts per-

taining to man's mental constitution, and who attempts a descrip-

tive survey of the religious feelings and impulses, aided chiefly by

the records of subjective experiences furnished in works of piety

and autobiography by articulate and fully self-conscious men—men
most accomplished in the' religious life and best able to give an in-

lolligible account of their ideas and motives. His attempt has

brought together such a variety of testimony concerning phases of

religious experience as can hardly be found in any other one vol-

ume. "We could make palpitating and entrancing pages here, and

exhibit to some extent the nature of the book, by simply quoting ex-

tracts haphazard from those collected testimonies. The chapter titles

outline meagerly the course of the lectures: "Religion and Neurol-

ogy." "Circumscription of the Topic," "The Reality of the Unseen,"

"The Religion of Healthy-raindedness," "The Sick Soul," "The Di-

vided Self and the Process of its Unification," "Conversion," "Saint-

llness." "The Value of Saintliness," "Mysticism," "Philosophy,"

"Other Characteristics," "Conclusions." For the purpose of his lee-
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tures Professor James defines Religion thus comprehensively: "Th-i
feelinos, acts, and experiences of individual men in their solitude,
so far as they apprehend themselves to stand in relation to ivhat-
ever they may consider the diviner In the same broad, generic
way the religious life includes the belief that the visible world is

part of the more spiritual universe from which it draws its chief
significance; that union or harmonious relation with that higher
unseen universe is our true end; and that prayer or inner com-
munion with the Spirit of that universe is a process wherein work
Is really done, and spiritual energy flows in and produces effects,
psychological or material, or both, within the phenomenal world.'
Religion includes also the following psychological characteristics:
1. A nev/ zest which adds itself like a gift to life, and takes the form
either of lyrical enchantment or of an appeal to earnestness and
heroism; 2. An assurance of safety and a temper of peace, and, in
relation to others, a preponderance of loving affections. Under the
varying formulas of all religions there is a common nucleus in
which they all agree. In all religions there are Included two parts
—an uneasiness, and its solution. The uneasiness, reduced to the
simplest possible terms, is a sense that there is something ii>rong
about us as we naturally stand; the solution is a sense that we
are saved from the icrongness by making proper connection with
the Higher Power. In his "Conclusions" the lecturer says, "By
being religious we establish ourselves in possession of ultimate
reality at the only points at which reality is given us to guard."
In these lectures ho seems bent on rehabilitating the element of
feeling iu religion and subordinating its intellectual part. He be-
lieves that Methodism follows, on the whole, the profouuder spirit-
ual instinct. He says that though the individual's religion may be
egotistic, the axis of reality for man runs through the individual
consciousness; and religion, keeping in touch v/ith its private real-
Hies, is far less abstract and hollow than a science which prides it-

self on taking no account of anything private and individual. He
justiGes his method of treating his subject by affirming that "in-
dividuality is founded in feeling; and the recesses of feeling are
the only places in which we catch real fact in the making, and
directly perceive how events happen, and how work is actually done.
Compared with the world of living individualized feelings, the world
of generalized objects which the intellect contemplates is without
solidity or life. . , . Religion, occupying herself with personal
destinies and keeping thus in contact with the only absolute real-
ities which we know, must necessarily play an eternal part in human
history." Another sentence from "Conclusions" is: "Life, more life.
a larger, richer, more satisfying life, is, in the last analysis, the
end of religion. The love of life, at any and every level of develop-
ment, is the religious impulse." One thing will strike the reader of
these lectures, namely, that the mass of documentary testimony is
BO great and so heterogeneous that neither he nor the lecturer can
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succeed in wholly digesting it. Quotations from superexquisite souls

l,-mpt us. This is from Emerson: "He who does a good deed is

ln«tantly ennobled. He who does a mean deed is by the action it-

^elf contracted. He who puts off impurity thereby puts on purity.

If a man dissemble, deceive, he deceives himself, and goes out of

ucquaintance with his own being. Character is always known.

Thefts never enrich; alms never impoverish; murder will speak

out of stone walls. The least admixture of a lie—for example, the

taint of vanity—will instantly vitiate the effect. But speak the

tnith. and all things alive or brute are vouchers, and the very roots

of the grass underground there do seem to stir and move to bear you

witness. In so far. as a man roves from love, justice, temperance,

he bereaves himself of power, of auxiliaries. His being shrinks, . .
.

he becomes less and less, until absolute badness becomes absolute

death. The perception of this law awakens in the mind a senti-

ment which we call the religious sentiment, and which makes our

highest happiness. ... It is the beatitude of man. When he says,

'I ought;' when love warns him; when he chooses, warned from on

high, the good and great deed; then, deep melodies wander through

his soul from the Supreme Wisdom. Then he can worship and be

enlarged by his worship. All the expressions of this religious

Kiitiment are sacred and permanent in proportion to their purity.

The sentences of the olden time which ejaculate this piety are still

fresh and fragrant. And ihe unique impression of Jesus upon man-

kind—Jesus, whose name is not so much written as plowed into the

history of this world— is proof of the subtle virtue of this infusion."

Here is a passage of great beauty from Amiel's Journal: "Shall I

ever again have any of those prodigious reveries which sometimes

came to me in former days? One day, in youth, at sunrise, sitting

in the ruins of the castle of Faucigny; and again in the mountains,

under the noonday sun, above Lavey, lying at the foot of a tree and

visited by three butterflies; once more at night upon the shingly

-shore of the Northern Ocean, lying with my back upon the sand and

my vision ranging through the Milky Way—such grand and

spacious, immortal, cosmogonic reveries, ^vhen one reaches to the

stars, when one owns the infinite! Moments divine, ecstatic hours,

in which our thought flies from world to world, pierces the

great enigma, breathes with a respiration broad, tranquil, and deep

as the respiration of the ocean, serene and limitless as the blue

firmament—instants of irresistible intuition in which one feels one's

self great as the universe. What hours! what memories! The

vestiges they leave behind are enough to fill us with belief and en-

thusiasm, as if they were visits of the Holy Ghost." Here is a

similar record from that Interesting German idealist, Malwida von

Meysenbug: "I was alone upon the seashore as all these thoughts

flowed over me, liberating and reconciling; and I was impelled

to kneel down before the illimitable ocean, symbol of the Infinite.

I felt that I prayed as I had never prayed before, and knew now
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what prayer really is: to return from the solitude of individuation

Into the consciousness of unity -s^'ith the Highest—to kneel down as

one that passes away, and to rise up as one imperishable. Earth,

sea, and heaven resounded as in one vast world-encircling harmony.

It was as if the chorus of all the great who had ever lived were
about me. I felt myself one with them, and it appeared as if I

heard their greeting: 'Thou too belougest to the company of tho.se

who overcome.'" Martineau shall furnish the closing extract: "Ii"

we cannot find God in your house or in mine, upon the roadside or

the margin of the sea, in the bursting seed or open flower, in thf

day duty or the night musing, in the general laugh and the secret

grief, in the procession of life ever entering afresh and solemnly
dropping off; then I do not think we should discern Him any more
on the grass of Eden or beneath the moonlight of Gethsemane.
"Wherever God's hand is, ihere is miracle; it is simply indevoutness
which imagines that only where miracle is can there be the real

hand of God. The customs of Heaven ought surely to be more sacred
in our eyes than its anomalies; the dear old ways, of which the l\Iost

High is never tired, than the strange things which He does not iove
well enough ever to repeat. And he who will but discern beneath
the sun, as he rises any morning, the supporting finger of the Al-

mighty, may recover the sweet and reverent surprise with which
.'Vdam gazed on the first dawn in Paradise. It is no outward change.
no shifting of time or place; but only the loving meditation of the
pure in heart that can render the Eternal a reality and reassert for
Him His ancient name of The Living God."

Reel(Mastes and Omar Kliayyavi. By Johx Fk.\KKLIX Gexuxg, Author of What
a Carpenter Did u-ith His Bible. 12mo, pp. 32. New York : Thomas Y. Ciowell
& Co. Price, cloth, ornamental, 25 cents.

The Amherst professor's subtitle calls this "A note for the
spiritual temper of our times." He explains to us the revived popu-
larity of Omar Khayyam's poetry from its long years of neglect, and
thinks this revival a sign of sanity and health, freighted with good
sense and good cheer. We find ourselves unable to go all the way
with him. Some skepticisms may have rendered some service in

putting faith on firmer foundations, but to temper Christianity with
paganism is to tamper with the glorious Gospel of the blessed God.
We cannot quite see the helpful mission of old Omar to the Christian
mind of the twentieth Christian century. A Hindu named Ranji
came to New York, and put out his sign on Fifth Avenue, "Restaurant
Omar Khayyam." The walls of the restaurant were hung with In-
dian draperies, hanging lanterns radiated a dim light, queer music
v^'is banged and sawed out of queer instruments, gurgling nargilehs
diffused odorous smoke, and swarthy waiters in big turbans and
voluminous white robes served many kinds of currj' and other
oriental dishes. But heathen cookery did not fascinate Christian
palatcg. Ranji's failure to attract patronage was commented on
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hv a local journal thus: "New Yorkers have had Omar Khayyam

!!rved up in many forms, but evidently they do not want to eat

,,ini" The verdict of the coroner's jury over the remains of the

Ltaurant was, "Too much Omar Khayyam;" and that is the verdict

lc> would pronounce over not a little of current literature-over

r,H-h fiction and poetry, for example, as Thomas Hardy's. A dese-

crating desolating, and darkening literature it is. As Professor

CcTumg says. "Omar is epicurean and agnostic to the last degree;

I'c recognizes no future beyond the failing breath, no God more

.racious than fate, no occupation nobler than to drink wine and read

verses
" We are skeptical about the possibility of getting any valu-

able gospel out of such an author. That Omar resembles, or is even

identical with, some skeptical and despondent moods expressed by

U>c writer of Ecclosiastes may be perfectly true; and it is not for us

to deny that Ecclesiastes has some sobering message to the high noon

of Christian civilization. But we seldom read Ecclesiastes at fami y

prayers; the men of the twentieth century are not living in that old

book; the modern world has moved on Into the New Testament.

It is a long journey from Ecclesiastes to Jesus of Nazareth and from

Omar Khayyam to Paul the apostle, and the races ^'liich are the

flower of mankind have made that journey. After all that can be

said for Omar we still feel, as we scan his features, that he is an

anaehronism, as much out of place in the spiritual life of to-day

as the mummy of a Pharaoh would be at the sacrament of the Lord s

Supper. What we have written is. we are aware, a crude and hasty

sort of comment, and is not intended to deny value to the book be-

fore us; for, altogether apart from Omar, it emphasizes effectively

some of the lessons which Ecclesiastes still has even for the heirs

of all the ages in the foremost files of time." And we ought to say

that our attitude of criticism is prompted not so much by anything

Professor Genung has written as by the Omar Khayyam cult in

general. Much of wise and timely is in this little volume. One

vxercing point is thrust into the quick of whatever intelligence and

conscience we may have, when the author insists that it is of less

importance what beliefs we hold concerning God and Christ and

immortality than what we are doing with our lives under those

beliefs and what kind of soul life we are maintaining. Many hold

orthodox beliefs enough, but live self-indulgently, frivolously, sor-

didly, covetously, stingily. The last half of this book comes home

with force. The text which it explicates and enforces is the conclu-

sion in Ecclesiastes iii, 22: "Wherefore I perceive that there is

nothing better than that a man should rejoice in his own works.

Part of what our author writes upon this is as follows: "The writer

of Ecclesiastes had tried every line of life to see what profit, what

commercial reward, what exchangeable net proceeds, he could get;

and from all alike came one result-vanity and vapidncss. ^\hen

it came to the question of pay, none of them really paid. But after-

ward, as he thought it over, it occurred to him that there had been
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something he had overlooked. His soul had derived joy from his
labor; the labor had beeu its own reward while it was in progrepj'
[Who was it wrote, "Things won are done—joy's soul lies in the
doing"?] His present heaven was in what that royally endowed
soul of his could be and do, not in what he could sell it for
Alongside this conclusion of PJcclesiastes set the testimony of a
busy, happy, robust, nineteenth-century William Morris who once
said: 'It seems to me that the real way to enjoy life Is to accept ail
Its necessary ordinary details and turn them into pleasures by
taking interest in them.' ... The true incentive to useful and happy
labor is. and must be, pleasure in the work itself. Is not this true'>
To rejoice in tending a machine or wielding a pickax may not bo
easy or even possible; but one can rejoice in being, even with such
implements, one of the world's producers, and in making his soul
govern his work, whatever it may be. . . . The Preacher-sage of
Ecclesiastes, back in the twilight period before the consciousness
of immortality diffused by Christ had thrown new light on life's
outcome and goal, built his conclusions to last. The nobler ideals
of this Christian era simply mean nobler works to rejoice iu
greater light to follow. Two millenniums of Messianic light have
been led by Him who revealed a life worth having and a real im-
mortality. Christ fed no idle curiosity about unseen places and states
but gave us a life to live whose fiber is eternal, a life in w^hich we can
rejoice always, whatever world we are in. His ministry has madp it
impossible for us to imagine that we can find joy in the works of
the flesh. His spirit stirs within us, and causes shame and unrest.
until we have committed ourselves whole-souled to work which will
bear the Christian light in which we walk. . . . Omar's lazy rose-
garden life can never minister joy to a soul in whom the Christ-
spirit has stirred. Our age is in better business than making Per-
sian idlers.

. . . Nor is it the initial Christ-power alone that we have
for impulse. We think also of the noble line of saints and heroes,
of godly ancestors, of sturdy, strenuous history movements, of
soundly laid public sentiment, all accumulating their centuries of
incitement and power to make our work great. IIow much it means
just to live to-day—to respond to the tremendous energy of spiritual
light and motive that rolls in upon our souls, and to adjust our com-
mon activities to it! What better can we want for time or eternity?
He who would be a great soul in the next world must be a great
soul now. Rejoice that the revelation given us is not of future
mysteries, but of the true greatness of manhood. In the hereafter
the soul charactered and disciplined here will burst into full glory
and bring forth fruit after its kind." Professor Genung regards
the following as Omar's truest stanza:

I sent my Sonl tlirou[,'h the Invisible,

Some letter of that After-life to spoil

:

And by and by my Soul returned to me.
And answered, " I myself am Hcaveu and Hell."
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Thr StM- and Living Way. By Milton S. Tkkry, D.D., LL.D., Professor of

Clirii^tiaii Doctrine in Garrett Biblical Institute. 12mo, pp. 154. New York:

Kciton & Mains. Cincinnati; Jennings & Fye. I'rice, cloth, 50 cents.

Few things are more worthy to be treated with attentive respect,

welcomed, and prized than the fruits of a devout scholar's life-long

j.rayerful study of the Word of God and the verities of the Christian

life, offered to his fellow-saiuts and fellow-sinners in the ripe years of

his maturity when his sifted learning is most likely to have become

pure wisdom and when experiential tests have put him in possession

of spiritual knowledge. Such is the reflection prompted by Dr.

Terry's "orderly arrangement and exposition of the doctrines of

Christian experience according to the Scriptures," which is a brief

but comprehensive statement of the main facts, formulated in logical

order, and expounded after the method of a strictly biblical theology,

t ach doctrine being treated with due regard to its proportionate claims

to the attention of the Christian believer. In contrast with writers

who pay little attention to the exegesis and bearing of tlie scriptural

teaching, and in contrast with those who devote much argument

to the issues of old Calvinistic and Arminian controversies, now obso-

lete; in contrast also with others whose chief dispute is whether

Wesley taught this or that particular form of this or that doctrine,

Dr. Terry sets himself to the single task of ascertaining solely what
the Scriptures teach. He avoids the use of words and phrases which
.savor of spent controversies. With the instinct and the direct

method of the trained exegete, he goes to the original texts of the

Bible, and brings forth from them precisely what they have to tell

us of the experiences and possibilities of the New axd Living Way
which Jesus, the great Priest over the house of God, has opened
for us into the Holy of Holies. He aims "to depict this Way in its

whole outline, not giving to justification, or to sanctification, or to

the sacraments, or to any other one feature a disproportionate space,

but assigning to every hallowed work of grace its true scriptural

place and portion." The author has written this little book with
the hope that it may serve as a probationer's guide to a scriptural

understanding of the most vital truths of our holy religion; may
furnish topics as well as a course of reading and study for various

meetings of the Epv.-orth League; and may be helpful as a class

leader's manual to enhance the necessity of cultivating all the phases
and possible experiences of a well-rounded Christian life. For these
and other uses, it is a valuable compendium of Scripture truths,

ascertained and tested by thoroughly scientific and critical methods
f>f exegesis. It will be acceptable equally to the learned and to the
unlearned, since, although it is a scholarly piece of biblical dog-

matics, it avoids unnecessary technical words and dogmatic forms
of speech. Much of its language is analogous to that of the Scrip-
tures themselves, which even youthful adults of ordinary intelli-

Rf^ucc can easily understand. This survey of the "new and living
^vay" which leads into "the secret place of the Most High" dis-
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cusses consecutively in order sin and death; conviction of sin, re-

pentance, and conversion; the doctrine of faith; forgiveness of sin?,

justification, and reconciliation; new birth and new life; sonshii),

adoption, assurance, and spiritual freedom; progress in spiritual

life; means and methods of promoting spiritual life; and eternal

life. The substance of these chapters v/rought into a series of ser-

mons or a succession of prayer meeting talks Vv-ould impart saving

knowledge and nutriment, and prevent the church from being a

place where "the hungry sheep look up and are not fed." On one

much-mooted point Dr. Terry says: "The age of serious controvcr.'^y

over the questions of time, place, subject, and mode of baptism

seems to be past. The allusions to immersion, affusion, and sprin-

kling are numerous in the Scriptures, and all these modes of cere-

monial purincation have sulhcient warrant to justify the personal

choice of the individual believer. In the Teaching of the Twelve

Apostles (chapter vii) it is commanded to baptize in running water;

but if that is not at hand, other water may be used, either cold or

warm. It is also permitted to perform the rite by pouring water ou

the head. The practice of infant baptism is without any specifio

commandment, and aiso without the record of any clear example, in

the New Testament. It has, however, been inferred from the men-

tion of household baptisms, and from the analogy of circum-

cision, and may find a sufficient reason for itself in the obvious

propriety of a public and formal consecration of children to God.

'We hold, accordingly, that, with or without scriptural warrant, .it

Is to be retained in the Church." At the opening of chapter second

is the following reference to childhood piety: "It is often seen that,

during the period of childhood, pious example and careful religiou.s

training turn the tender heart toward God. The habit and senti-

ment of prayer may be inculcated as soon as the child learns to

speak and is able to distinguish between good and evil. Such early

piety may blossom into beautiful young manhood and womanhood,

attain in time an admirable maturity, and exhibit a human life re-

markably separate from sinners. But such examples are exceedingly

rare." So writes Dr. Terry. As for ourselves, we have no means of

knowing exactly how comparatively rare or frequent such cases may
be. In more than twenty years of pastoral service we rejoiced in

finding not a few children of godly homes who grew up in the nur-

ture and admonition of the Lord, and who, considering their limited

knowledge and immaturity, walked as consistently and showed a.;

many of the Christian graces as their parents and other older mem-

bers of the Church. One of the saints of our Church, Bishop Wiley,

recorded with his own hand where all may read it that, looking

back on his childhood and youth, he could not remember a time when

he did not lovo God and all Plis people. Many years of studious

observation have left upon our mind the impression that where th>'

Christian home is what it ought to be such examples as Dr. Terry

describes are not "exceedingly rare." We cannot help believing that
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i.:iny a parsonage, and many a home of the devout laity, could tell

ifsuch cases maturing in its sweet, serious, sunny atmosphere, and

ihit if a roll call of missionaries now in the field were made, not a

Lw 'could tell a story similar to that of Isaac W. Wiley, whose

t.irlicst and latest labors were in the foreign mission field, and whose

i-rave at Foochow helps to consecrate great China to Christ. One

Bnnday afternoon, more than sixty years ago, a minister talked with

)!« four little boys, explaining to them as simply as possible what

U Is to give one's heart to God and be a Christian. He asked if they

vuiderstood, and they answered "Yes." Then he said. "If any one

of you wants to give his heart to the Lord now, let him come and

Vi^a me." The boys sat silent, thinking, for a while. Then one by

Jne with intervals between—the youngest, five years old, first; and

the' oldest twelve, last-they came and kissed their father's face,

uet with tears; kissing also, in that sacred act, the Son of God in

token of reconciliation and love to the Heavenly Father. One of

.1.0-0 bovs, retired now from long, faithful, soul-saving service m the

Gospel ministry, says: "If I ever gave my heart to the Lord that was

;he time when I did it." The writer of this notice wishes a like

tiling had happened to him before he was thirteen years old. It

ought to happen in many a home consecrated by the family altar and

faithful to Christ and His Church, where the law and spirit of the

household is to fear God and keep his commandments.

me Teaching of Jesus. By Gkokge Barkkk Stevexs. Th.D.. D D.,
^^^^^^

fcssor of Systematic Thooloyy iu Yale University. 12.iiO, pp. xu, 100. New \ o. k

.

Tlie Maciuillaa Compauy. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

Professor Stevens essays in this book three things: to set forth

the principles of Christ's teachings "In a clear, succinct, and syste-

matic form;" to "translate the thought of Jesus into modern terms;"

and to bring his sayings into "comparison with the Jewish religious

ideas of his age. in order to exhibit the historical background on

which his teaching was presented, and thus to bring out into clearer

relief its striking independence and originality." These three

essentials to a true appreciation of our Lord's mission have not

been better done by either our British or German brethren. The

Mstorical background of New Testament times is set forth, of

necessity, with great brevity, in the opening chapter, yet the entire

work is written in conscious relation and true perspective to it.

The beginnings of Gospel literature, another profoundly important

:tnd abstruse subject, are treated in comprehensive outline and an

appreciation of the values involved. The methods of Jesus's teach-

ing, especially in the parables of the synoptics and the allegories

of John and his attitude toward the Old Testament, reveal to Dr.

Stevens, as it must to every thoughtful reader, the vistas of Jesus's

thought-world and the depth of his literary culture. But the bulk

«'f the book is given to his direct teaching on the great Ideas of

universal theology and religion: "The Kingdom of God," "The
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Father in Heaven," "The Son of Man and Son of God," "The Vahic
and Destiny of Man," "The Natural and Spiritual Vorlds," "The
Religion of a Good Life," "The Means of Salvation," "The Believiny

Community, or the Church and its Commission," "The Second Com-
ing," and "The Resurrection and Judgment." These are but tiie

chief chapter headings, and yet they present to the serious Bible
student a most inviting and thought-provoldng catalogue. They are
all, and always will be, exceedingly timely topics and worthy the
consideration of both ministers and laymen; the last two chapter:?

especially are worthy of the widest reading. We heartily commend
this choice little treatise as the peer of any of its predecessors in

this valuable series of "Handbooks on the New Testament."

rniLOSOPHY, SCIENCE, AXD GENERAL LITERATURE.
Essays of an Ex-Librarian. Ey Richard GAKyKTT. Crown 8vo, pp. y59. Lon-

don : William Heinemau. Price, cloth, si.oO.

These twelve essays, written within the last fourteen years, bo-

long, with one exception, to the domains of literary history and
criticism. They do not strive or cry, but are still and calm lilie

the air of a library. Their opinions are the results of independent
study, matured in long, intimate, tranquil intercourse with the

literature they appraise. Their judgments are temperate, cool, and
mellow; In their pages knowledge stands orderly and full, fact

again.st fact, like books on alcove shelves. The author handles liis

subjects as fondly as a bibliophile handles his choicest books. The
chapters are: "On Translating Homer," "The Date and Occasion of

the Tempest," "The Poetry of Coleridge," "Shelley and Lord
Beaconsfield," "The Story of Gycia," "The Love-Story of Luigi Tan-
sillo," "Beckford's Vathek," "Thomas Moore," "Thomas Love Pea-

cock," "Matthew Arnold," "Ralph Waldo Emerson," and "Shelley's

Views on Art." The first essay begins: "Ever and anon the world

receives from some bright spirit a tiny golden book—some Longinus
on The Sublime, or Mill on Liberty—to which little can be added,

and from which little can be taken away, in which the main outlines

are perceived to have been traced for all time by the hand of a

master. Such is Matthew Arnold's trio of lectures, 'On Trans-

lating Homer,' which lay down the conditions of success in Homeric
translation." Of the host of translators of Homer, none have super-

seded Pope, largely for the reason that he uses the heroic couplet.

Lord Derby's translation is into blank verse, which is prose cut into

lengths; it does not, indeed, hide Homer, but it disarrays him of hi:''

singing robes. German translators have succeeded well because of

the vast advantage of their polysyllabic language, which gives some-

thing of the grand roll and booming music of the Homeric hexam-
eter. Chapman's translation has many fine lines, but their force

Is often less like the free sweep of the rolling sea than like the

energy of the strong swimmer who buffets it. Professor Blackie's
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rendering attains a smoothness which is sometimes perilously near

to bing-song. Mr. Way's noble version of Homer often renders the

clash and ring of the original, as in the lines which assert that one

of the gods of Olympus has appeared and commanded the galleys

to fight, the inspiring effect of his words as well as the brightness

of his appearance giving proof of his divinity to one who saw, heard,

and thus aflirms it:

I followed the gleam of his ankles, the flash of his feet as they trod.

When he turned him away—the signs of a god which no man may mistake.

Yea, and within this breast of mine was my spirit so awakened
That it yearneth for fight, and battleward straiueth more than ever before ;

In my feet is the fury of onset ; my hands are afire for the war.

Mr. Way augments the sonority and compass of his translation by
largely profiting from the example of Mr. Swinburne, our modern,

master of impetuous and sonorous versification. "The Poetry of

Coleridge" is a most satisfactory essay. Coleridge was a myriad-

minded man of gigantic powers, the supreme critic of his age, and
might have been its supreme poet; as a painter and musician in

speech he is surpassed by none of his contemporaries. Yet his intel-

lect and imagination were not in the highest sense creative; rather

receptive and susceptible; his mind belonged to the class which
require to be impregnated by contact with other minds. The quick-

ener of Coleridge was Wordsworth, whose mind had more inven-

tiveness and was nearer to the essential truth of things. Words-
worth opened to him a new world of beauty and life, the vision of

which regenerated him so that his genius rose in joyous exaltation

to enter and live in that ampler ether and diviner air. Then
Coleridge's great powers unfolded and flourished in splendor, and
he wrote as one who had fed on honey-dew and drunk the milk of

Paradise. He is the connecting link between two centuries. His
earliest work is in the style and spirit of the eighteenth century, his

best belongs to the nineteenth-century school which moves in a
higher and purer region, and does not owe its power chiefly to

metrical expression and artificial diction. Kingsley was wrong in

deploring with the pseudo-classic school that "Pope and plain sense

had gone out, and Shelley and the seventh heaven had come in."

Our essayist admits that Pope and Drydcn were very considerable

poets, but insists that poetry was not the prime consideration with
them. Their most brilliant passages owe their splendor to exactly

the same qualities as give distinction to Macaulay's prose—judicious

choice of words, skillful disposition of them for rhetorical effect,

sonorous utterance, cogent sense; all admirable qualities, but present
in even greater degree in such prose as the Philippics of Demos-
thenes, They are not models of great poetry. Their useful function
Js the subordinate one of schoolmasters, not perceptors of the eternal

principles of art, but powerful curbs on the extravagances of enthu-
siasm, and monitors of the importance of good style and good sense.
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Coleridge is an instance of want of concentration, disabled by hh
constant indecision whether to be a poet or a philosopher, and sj

producing fragments instead of any great whole. He had a vision-

ary scheme for effecting a marvelous reconciliation of all contra-

dictory philosophical systems which would leave nobody any excu;.e

for differing with anybody else. Without disparagement of iho

poetic brilliance of "The Ancient Mariner," "Christabel." "Kubla

Khan," "Genevieve," "The Nightingale," "Frost at Midnight," and

"The Wanderings of Cain," we find most profit in those spermatic

prose writings by which Coleridge has deposited seeds of thought

in innumerable minds. The writer of this notice testifies that few,

if any, books have made for him such an intellectual epoch as did

Coleridge's Aids to Reflection. Shelley said: "Poets are the uu-

acknowledged legislators of the world," and another says that poets

embalm the spirit of their own age, and hand its volatile essence

down to posterity in a compact and clarified form. One of these essays

is devoted to showing the influence of Shelley on Disraeli, whose

"Revolutionary Epic" bears blazoned on its very front its indebted-

ness to Shelley's "Revolt of Islam." Flippancy and meretricious-

ness, bombast and bathos, mar the writings of Disraeli; he was no

poet; but the character of Theodora in his Lothair is one of the

noblest in modern fiction, and he was a brilliant, original, and power-

ful person whom no adverse circumstances could have suppressed or

frustrated. William Beckford observed in the eighteenth century

what we our.selves have noticed later, that the general infirmity of

commentators is that "they study to display themselves rather thau

to explain the author;" another peculiarity is that they disappoint

us at the only places where we really need them—namely, on the

difficult passages; and they provoke the remark that the Scriptures

throw a good deal of light on the commentaries. The centra!

thought and lesson of Beckford's "Vathek," as of Southey's "Curse

of Kehama," is that the full fruition of the sinner's desire Is the

sinner's worst punishment—to be filled with the legitimate fruit of

his own devices is the bitterest curse of his career. A significant

remark about Byron is that he never made a real friend after his

native pride had been fostered into egotism by immoderate success

and by being flattered and idolized. Thomas Moore was Byron's

satellite and acolji:e, but had small comfort in that relationship; he

could not love Byron, and he v>-as horribly afraid of him. "The

satellites of Jupiter may revolve in peace, but it is an awful thinss

to be the satellite of a comet which may at any moment rush off

into space." The origin of Moore's "Lalla Rookh" is given as fol-

lows: Moore, being in urgent need of money, contracted with Long-

mans to give them the best metrical romance ever written on condi-

tion of receiving the highest price ever paid. So high was th<'

publishers' estimate of Moore's talent and conscientiousness th:it

they agreed in advance to pay fifteen thousand dollars for any p^.^n

he might produce. Moore's conscientiousness was highly deyelope^i.
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and especially in pecuniary matters be was nervously sensitive and

ijclicatoly honorable. His most conspicuous foible was manifest in

hig recording the handsome things others said of him. His most

captivating virtue was a manly independence almost attaining the

heroic Mr. Garnett thinks that except Tennyson's "Edward Gray"

no modem poem is so difficult to read without tears as Matthew

Arnold's "Sohrab and Rustum;" thinks also that tenderness, even

more than depth of thought, is Arnold's strong point as a poet;

think'^ too, that his nearest parallel among English poets is Gray,

both being academic poets in whom refinement of taste degenerated

into fastidiousness, but that Arnold produced nothing equal to

GniVs immortal "Elegy in a Country Churchyard." And Arnold

has not Tennyson's poetic brilliancy, nor the amazing force manifest

i,rBrowning's intense etchings. O. W. Holmes called Emerson's

oraMon on "The American Scholar" our intellectual declaration of

indppendence, and Lowell said of it: "We were socially and intel-

Icctuallv moored to English thought till Emerson cut the cables and

gave us a chance at the dangers and glories of blue water."

Preachers will appreciate the pungent truth of the statement that

"the ideologist judges the man of action more shrewdly and justly

than the man of action judges the ideologist," and will understand

whv Napoleon felt such animosity toward "ideologists." Bonaparte

felt instinctively that the man of ideas could see into him and

through him, and could recognize and declare his place in the scheme

of the universe as an astronomer might a planet's. It vexed him to

feci that he was something whose course could be mapped and his

constitution defined by a mere "Ideologist" like Coleridge or De

Stael who could show him, as Emerson showed the banker, that he

was "a phantom walking and working amid phantoms, and that he

need only ask a question or two beyond his daily questions to find

his solid universe proving dim and impalpable before his sense."

The essay on Emerson compares him with Benjamin Franklin:

"Franklin was a great sage, but his wisdom was worldly wisdom—

a sort of prudential morality. Emerson gives us morality on fire

with emotion and enthusiasm—the only morality which in the long

run will reallv influence the heart of man. Man is. after all, too

noble a being to be permanently actuated by enlightened selfishness.

From Franklin to Emerson is a great stride forward."

The rhrolom, of Modern Fiction. By Thomas G. Ski.by. 8vo, pp.m London:

Charles K. Kelly, rriee, cloth, $1.25.

This is the twenty-sixth Fernley Lecture. It is divided into five

chapter^? which discuss the theology found in the works of George

Eliot. Nathaniel Hawthorne, Thomas Hardy, George MacDonald and

the Scottish school, and Mark Rutherford. The lectur:^r is well

known on this side the sea by several volumes of sermons. In his

introduction he says that the large amount of theology in solution

vhich is diffused through all the higher literature of fiction has
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evidential force of no mean order, inasmuch as it shows that religion
is an ineradicable element of human nature and life, and that even
in writers who have repudiated dogma there is an irreducible quan-
tity of theology out of which cardinal articles of the Christian faUh
may be built up. The books which mirror human society veraciou-!v
must always be more or less religious and furnish some of the
rudiments of the faith, and so must witness to innate and inde-
structible convictions of the human heart. Mr. Selby thinks naiu'o
meant George Eliot for a great theologian, as well as a superb inter-
pretcr of human life and character; but the Coventry Socinians. tho
task of translating Strauss, and the sinister influence of GeonJo
Henry Lewes turned her into a nominal agnostic. Yet she never
entirely lost the Christian sympathies of her early life, and even the
most depressing of her books have more than a lingering aroma of
religion and illustrate principles which are fundamental to the faith'.
In her own soul there was a residuum of theology which nothing
could destroy or volatilize, and she was forever seeing the elements
of this theology verified in the manifold phases of life. For one
thing, a stern, intelligent, sleepless principle of moral retribution
works through all her plots. She had no scruple against preachi.T.;
the terrors of the law. She invokes the forces of inanimate Nature
for the punishment of the evildoer. Again and again she makes thp
fall of the Tower of Siloam sagaciously retributive, though she
takes care to put the right kind of victims under the tower boio.'-e
it begins to topple. Her treatment of character and its issues is

invested with all the solemnity of a religion, and the elements of
a very orthodox theology pervade her interpretation of life. She has
nothing of the ethical anarchy which underlies much of recent
fiction. Conscience is authoritative in the breast, and a clear-eyed.
deep-searching, inexorable providence of judgment watches ov-t
human life. Chapter first considers her teachings as to the trust-
worthiness of the moral instincts, responsibility and the dny of
grace, retribution, the ripening of character, guilt, and the demand
for mediation. Discussing George Eliot's clerical portraits, most of
which present clergymen of the Established Church, our lecturer
thinks that the finest of the.se characters is "the fusty little old Inde-
pendent preacher, Rufus Lyon, hot against State Churches, bristlin:;
with innocent little pedantries, broadening his Calvinistic theolo.:::>-

to make room for the salvation of the frail little Frenchwoman
whom he befriends and marries. Lyon commands far more venem-
tion than the fox-hunting rector, .Tohn Lingon, wiio can swear .".

round oath on occasion, and is gifted with a broad humor and a
love of wine." (.\merica has to-day one popular rector who keep?
his communion in a tremor of apprehension because it cannot b-
foreknown whether, on a public occasion, he will swear or pr-v

nounce the apostolic benediction.) "One is made to feel that Rnf!:?
Lyon, the obscure preacher, is the better man and the more rap:iM-'

spiritual guide. In delicacy of moral sense, in his pure ar..I
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spiritual unworldliness, in his inflexible fidelity and adherence to

right, he far outshines any of the surpliced Laodiceans who walk

rhrough George Eliot's narratives." But, after all, the finest

t.'acher of essential Christianity George Eliot has painted is the

(Tirl gospeler of the village green at Hayslope. "In Dinah Morris

iiu- holy, believing, compassionate spirit of early ^Methodism has

tt-en more perfectjy presented to the v/orld than in the pages of

our best ecclesiastical historians. Dinah Morris could come down
trom the Mount of Transfiguration to boil a kettle or tidy up a

kiichen. If the modern preacher can achieve such spiritual results

as £he did, he need not hanker after more valid orders; he may
be content to be in the line of Dinah Morris, in whom the apostolic

continuity is more obvious than in any of the rectors whom George

Kliot portrays. Simple, unpretending, soul that she is, Dinah
Morris, with no 'Reverend' to her name, holds direct spiritual

lineage from the company with the Master in the upper room. Her
eye is single, her whole body is full of light; and neither on the

wheelwright's cart under the village maple nor in the cell of

Siouington jail as she prays and exhorts through the long night-

watches does a single word miss its gracious mark. There is a

sublime unerringness, a starlike constancy, about this unaffected

preacher of a gospel which saves; and the secret of her power is

told in the apostle's words, 'Love never faileth.' " George Eliot

teaching that duty may be clear, whatever doctrine seems in doubt,

makes Dolly Winthrop say, "There's some things as I never feel in

ihe dark about, and they are mostly what comes in the day's work;"
and the noble wisdom of devotion to duty speaks in the burly words
of Felix Holt, the Radical: "The only failure a man ought to fear

I.^ failure in cleaving to the purpose which he sees to be best. As
to the amount of result he may see from his work—that's a tre-

mendous uncertainty; the universe has not been arranged for the

gratification of his feelings. As long as a man sees and believes

in some great good, let him work tov.-ar.d that in the way he's best
fit for, come what may. I'd rather have the minimum effect, if it's

of the sort I care for, than the maximum of effect I don't care for."

Chapter second deals at length with the theology of Hawthorne's
writings, his stern Puritan morality, his power in painting the
T'Orld of conscience, his teaching of the inward punishment of sin,

•''nd the necessity and efficacy of confession. Mr. Selby truly says,

"The v.-ise, solemn, sagacious ethic of Hawthorne is a much-needed
corrective to the ribaldry of those fools of ephemeral fiction who
';iake a mock at sin and have no sense of its criminality before
nod." Chapter third considers the misdirected genius of Thomas
'''*rdy. who swims in heathenism and swinishness, and who teaches
'10 illusiveness of the moral instincts, the vanity of ethics, the
inoral imperviousness of Nature, the rule of an evil Pate over
li'-iman lives, the cruelty of the order which punishes gentle sinners,

<^e fitfulness and futility of spiritual motives, and that catastrophe
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and chaos are the final end of all things. Hardy's evangel seems to

be that the devil has been manifested to destroy the works of virtue
justice, and righteousness. As is most suitable for sach a foul^

black creed, the note of hopelessness is in the undertone beneath
his immoral faithlessness. He treats religion as a mirage, and his
estimate of professional Christianity may be gathered from his
description of Christminster, put into the lips of an illiterato

carter:
"
'Tis all learning there—nothing but learning, exceiit

religion. And that's learning, too, for I never could understand it.

Yes, 'tis a serious-minded place. You know, I suppose, that tln-y

raise parsons there like radishes in a bed. And though it do take
five years to turn a lirruping hobbledehoy chap into a solemn
preaching man with no corrupt passions, they'll do it if it can bo
done, and they'll polish 'un off like the workman they be, and turn
'un out wi' a long face and a long black coat and waistcoat, an' a
religious collar and hat, same as they used to wear in the Scrip-

tures." Chapter fourth brings us out of Hardy's Wesscx and it,

immoral stench and squalor into Caledonia, where heathenism and
its swinishness do not flourish, if we may judge from the writiiiL's

of George MacDonald, Crockett, Barrie, and Ian Maclaren. The
bleak, austere Calvinism of Scotland, now repudiated by most of its

children, produced high spiritual results, some of which are i)or-

trayed by the Scotch novelists of to-day, whose influence is a purify-

ing force, bringing health, hope, and happiness. The school of

which MacDonald is the patriarch is entirely sweet in its ethic:;

i

temper, and not ashamed to confess and cherish the faith and hope
of the Gospel. Without accepting everything taught in his theol-

ogy, it is fair to say that to know the chief characters of George
MacDonald's earlier works is a blessed means of grace. His testi-

mony to the breadth, diffusiveness, and perennial energy of God's
redeeming love is a natural, even when excessive, reaction again.st

the narrow spiritual clannishness to which High Calvinism tends.

The universal Fatherhood of God is the dominant doctrine in the

theology of the Scottish school of fiction, and some inferences ar.»

drawn from it which honest New Testament exegesis cannot sup-

port. Our lecturer says: "The theology of MacDonald is affabl--.

gracious, winning, but can we trust it? Is it Scriptural? Is i'^

what Christ taught and all that He taught? A theology that 1-

more firm and ethically exacting may be more true to the constitu-

tion and condition of human nature than a smooth, soft theoloery.

w'hich analysis shows to be the product of mawkish tendern<>?s,

poetry, amiability, and ethical laxness. We would like to see M^<'-

Donald's amiable teachings produce a nineteenth-century revival

matching that of the eighteenth." The last chapter, on Mark Ruth-r-

ford, considers the ebb and flow of faith, a rehabilitated Calvini^m.

pantheistic extravagance, the genesis of atheistic socialism, f'-^r-

love, and fatalism. A few closing words on the fiction and thcoloo'

of the future end this interesting volume.
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HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AN'D TOPOGRAPHY.

Th( French lievohdion and licUgious Reform. By AVin^iAM MilligaxSloa^E,
L.H.I).. LL.D., Setb Low I'rofessor of History in Columbia University. 8vo, pp.

X(J. >'ew York : Charles Scribner's Sous. Price, cloth, $2.

Eight lectures on "The Morse Foundation" before Union Theo-

]oi;ical Seminary of New York, in 1900, are here expanded into

i-fteon chapters, which aim to show that ecclesiastical fanaticism,

1 otli positive and negative, was chief among the causes of the French

F.i'volution. As Mcdi<Bvalism cannot be explained without prominent

rocoguition of the unifying political influence of the Church, so

t<cular histories of the revolutionary epoch, taking small account

of Church influence, are utterly inadequate. The Roman hierarchy

In France was in the eighteenth century the most influential estate

of the realm, its iniquities having been long concealed by the splen-

dor of its traditional prestige; and the obstructive political influence

of the Church, opposing the current of reform, dammed up the tide

of progress until it burst all barriers and swept all institutions and

traditions away into temporary chaos, with a roar and a crash im-

i>aralleled. Ecclesiastical despotism exerted in social and political

afl'airs was the great provocation. What Voltaire called L'Infame

v,-as not Christ nor Christianity, nor even Romanism, but the real

and absolute tyranny secured by a corrupt union of ecclesiastical

;ind secular pov/er. Chapter second here presents Voltaire's indict-

r.ient of that greedy and monstrous tyranny, and narrates how he

made himself the resolute champion and public avenger of various

victims of the murderous persecutions carried on by that vicious

Slid malignant tyranny. Among these victims was the family of

Paul Sirven, a Protestant notary of Castros. His eldest daughter
v.as seized in her home by order of the Romish bishop, and sent to

a nunnery, where, under the efforts to convert her to Catholicism,

?ho became insane, in which condition she was returned to her
family. Their care in shielding the unfortunate girl was maliciously

interpreted into persecution of a new convert to Romanism. In

'^I'ite of the family vigilance, she eluded their care and drowned her-

i-'ilf. Her father and mother were held responsible for her death and
'it once accused of infanticide. The entire family, menaced with
"Orse than death, fled through winter's snows across the mountains
to Switzerland. They put themselves under the protection of Vol-

*<'iire, who so ably pleaded their cause that a reversal of sentence

^^as compelled from the court. "Fancy," exclaimed the old man of

P'Tiiey, "fancy four sheep accused by a butcher of having devoured
•'i lamb." Under this gigantic system of oppression—the confusion
^'' temporal with spiritual power, the enormous stolen wealth and
^'•'andalous impositions of the prelacy, and the persecuting cruelty
•"•f the Church-State alliance—no true life, religious, moral, or intel-

!-'lual. was possible. No wonder that strong and thoughtful men
f'f all views and names—Protestants, Jansenists, Galileans, deists,

"thtists, anarchists—formed one grim, determined resolution to
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demand and obtain liberty, differing vastly though, they did in their

ideals of freedom and their chosen methods of seeking it. And this

determination was a chief and comprehensive cause of that terrific

tempest of wrath, frenzy, and ferocity known as the French Revolu-

tion, as is shown in Professor Sloane's masterly chapters. His
analysis of the process which led Voltaire to desire the divorce uT

Church and State, and caused Mirabeau to cry aloud for the decaiho-

lization of France, and moved the vile Hebert to demand the tic-

christianizing of the land, is as follows: "The first step was taken

when, under awful fiscal pressure, the ecclesiastical estates wer*.-

declared forfeit; the second was when a recalcitrant liierarchy wa^
dissolved to find its substitute in a primitive and presbyterial organ-

ization; the third was the attack on Christian worship, the attempt-

ed substitution in its stead of an atheistic, a deistic, and an eclec-

tic heathen cult, each in its tui-n; the fourth was the reintegration

of the social atoms under the Concordat of ISOl." "The Carnival or

Irreligion" is depicted in a vivid and terrible chapter. All church

bells were ordered to be cast into cannon; all priests were stigma-

tized as harlequins and puppets, and all religious services as super-

stitious and hypocritical. Fouche inscribed over the gates of ceme-

teries, "Death is eternal sleep." Sunday was abolished and made a

day of enforced labor. Catholics and Protestants alike renounced

their religion. One country village discarded all Christian saints

and set up Brutus as its patron divinity. The Religion of Reason
was proclaimed. The great cathedral of Notre Dame, in Paris, wa.s

consecrated to be a Temple of Reason, as were twenty-five hundred

other churches. On November 10, 1793, in Notre Dame de Paris, a

notorious opera-dancer appeared in costume, personating the Goddess

of Reason, and was so saluted with a kiss by the president of thf

legislature. Reason was made the enthroned divinity of France, as

the crazy climax of the wildest revel of delirious unreason ever

enacted in this mad world. The organizers and high priests of thl<

cult of Reason vied with one another in devising new kinds of orgies.

and the shocking saturnalia went on continually until June S, IT'*!.

When, after seven long beastly and fiendish months, the savag-^

voluptuaries who found their opportunity in social chaos were sated,

when revolutionary France could no longer endure the groans of

prisoners from every convent building far and wide throughout the

desolate land, nor bear the reek of blood which flowed from guiHo-

tines in every market place—v,-hen, in short, hell had no unspent

fury left to turn loose on suffering humanity, then at last the leap,

and bilious Robespierre came forward with the proposition to

restore the Supreme Being to His place; and for that purpose he

instituted another festival, the "Festival of the Eternal." Robes-

pierre, uttering to the Convention his confession of faith, and po-

ing as the inexorable; consistent, upright man, was characterized by

one of his contemporaries as follows: "He has all the marks, not ef

a religious but of a sectarian leader; he has cultivated a reputation
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fur austt'j-ity, such as suggests sanctity; he calls himself a frieud

yf the poor and the weak; he climbs upon a chair to prate of God

a:i'i Providence; he collects a following of women and feeble-minded

j-.rsons, and solemnly accepts their homage; when danger threatens

}it' disappears; Robespierre is in nature a priest and will never be

iinything else." A poor old woman, named Catharine Theot, who

ulubrated strange rites in a dreary garret, styled Robespierre the

•Koilcemer of mankind, the Messiah of the prophecies." Such blas-

liheinous absurdities made him ridiculous, and mocking contempt

Louaded him to his death. The final act in the religious history of

Krance during the revolutionary epoch was, as Professor Sloane says,

t!ie Concordat of ISOl, arranged between Bonaparte, the young

(.-ti'-cral who at thirty had become master of France, and Pope Pius

VII, a treaty which still seems to many a wonder of statesmanship,

for it held good under the Empire, was overthrown, then reestah-

lishod, and, after various vicissitudes, was incorporated In the

fundamental law of France, remaining operative to this day under

tiio present Republic substantially as it was adopted under a mon-

aiihy. A jNIachiavellian diplomat was Bonaparte. In Italy he posed

as an orthodox Roman Catholic, in Egypt as a Moslem, in France

.1? a radical. Once he said to Consalvi, "When terms cannot be had

from God you must come to an understanding with the devil." Our

niuhor says that, to-day, the extraordinary power and wealth of the

i.cv," Romish religious orders, not included under the Concordat

because not in existence in ISOl, are a menace to govei"nmental

authority in France. Those new orders, which to-day conduct the

> iucation of the upper classes almost entirely, care for the sick very

f-xtensively, and print the most widely circulated journals of France,

<!'-fy all authority except that of Rome. The placing of these orders

under some measure of State control is becoming a necessity, and
th*? situation may force Franco on to disestablishment, which seems,

of course, from our standpoint, the ultimate goal of true religious

iiberly.

'r>,t Mrssarje.s of the Prophetic and Priesth/ Hlittoriaiisi. I'y Joirx EPGAn McFap-
VK-y, ^r.A. (G1.1S.X BA. (Oxon.), Professor of Old Testament Literature and
Lxfgesis in Knox College, Toronto. Square ICmo, pp. xx, ZCI. New York

:

Charles Scribner's Sons. Price, cloth, .?1.25 net.

This is the fourth volume in the "Messages of the Bible" series

which is being published under the general editorship of Professors

-•^ndcrs and Kent, of Yale University. It contains a paraphrase,

'•vhif.h often becomes rather an epitome, of the historical contents

-'^' the books of the Old Testament from Genesis to Esther, inclusive.

l-:'-rh division of the work is preceded by an introduction popularly

M'sonting the facts relating to the composition of the several books
fiP documents and the leading ideas of the several historians. This

Sr.trofhictory matter is \<e\\ written and vrill prove serviceable to

those who use the volume. • As to the paraphrase of Scripture, it

!r mochaiiical work at best, and the author, hampered by his limi-
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tations, is not himself as he is in the introductions. He has, how
ever, done the vork well, and if paraphrase be deemed of f^re.ii

service anywhere his labor ought to have a good chance for useful-

ness. It may be questioned whether the histories of'the Proph'ti;

and Priestly historians, respectively, in the Hexateuch ought not to

have been arranged on opposite pages, instead of being placed a..

wholes in different parts of the volume. We can best undersuiiii!

the special features of each of these histories by a comparison v.-hich

strikingly appeals to the eye. The treatment of Chronicles, Ezr.i.

Nehemiah, Ruth, and Esther represents brilliant work and is givf-r;

in a form which will make it useful to both special scholars and

general Bible students. The results of the author's fine comparativ-

work on Chronicles, in their relation to Samuel and Kings, are so

clearly set forth that they may be understood at a glance, 'ih-

analysis of the text in Ezra-Nehemiah rests upon too subjective .t

basis, in our opinion. This work is marked by thorough, careful

scholarship throughout, and may be trusted in its conclusions .1-:

fully as any of the more elaborate special works which cover the

same ground. There is a wisely chosen list of reference books at th..-

end of the book.

MISCELL,i^"EOUS,

Pruicijyle^ of Western Civilization. By Benjamin Kidd. ICnio, pp. S.??. Ni-
York: The Macmillan Company. Price, S'J.

A book upon a great theme, and, upon the whole, worthily pre-

sented. Its purpose is to show the ruling principles of moder:i

civilization as distinguished from ancient and media?val; and of

"Western civilization—that of Europe and Anglo-Saxon America—a-

contrasted with Oriental. It is not exactly a history of civilizatioii.

nor a view of modern lands; but rather an effort to dig below \h':

surface of politics and statesmanship, to find the foundations ujum

which modern empires are reared. Our national pride—perhaps o'-ir

national vanity—is somewhat gratified, as we find that this authi r

considers the United States as showing to the world modern and

Western civilization at its best. The wide popularity of an earlier

work by the same writer, who is known to be one of the most care-

ful students of world-politics in our time, will doubtless secure f«.i'"

this volume many readers. But not all who begin its page?, ^viil

finish them, and some v.-ho from a sense of duty read the bo"-:

through will wonder what it is all about; for its style is ir.volv- --i

and cumbrous; it makes no pretense of being prepared for t*:e

general reader; it uses everywhere technical terms, and reqnir-s

the most recent edition of the dictionary to be close at hand: and

it cites—also quotes from—many authors known best among .'=i)eo!ii.-

ists. Yet those v.-ho grapple with it and persevere will grind o-..t

from it some chaff, to be sure, but also much good wheat iu t--''

form of fruitful ideas.
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Art. I.—the religious USE OF ADVANCE IX
SCIENCE.

Ix discussing the relation between religious Avorship nnd

the study of nature confusion in the use of terms is almost

unavoidable. Religion and science have been treated as if

they Avere occupied witb entirely different realms of menial

activity, -^diereas the former indicates the spirit and the

latter the method of investigation. Learning must subserve

tlie ends of faith, and reverence is an essential qualification

fur research. Xature has also been set apart from spirit,

though the latter is as real as flesh or foliage. An idea or

an emotion is as much of a fact as a brick or a melon. Grant-

ing that thought is a product of phosphorus and life a mode

of electricity, it must be admitti^d that the spiritual is not

scientifically transcendent and faith is a reasonable exercise.

Religion and science, nature and spirit, with similar oppo-

sites, are not mutually exclusive, but complementary. A bold

i-tudent is not necessarily a blasphemer, neither need a re-

ligious devotee be a hypocrite or a fool. ''Religion," says

.Tohn Eiske,* ''is the largest and most ubiquitous fact con-

nected with the existence of mankind."

It is to be regi-etted that the organized Church has often

Vioen placed in an attitude of apparent hostility to the prog-

ress of knowledge, especially in the realm of material na-

ture. Witli religion as paramount, ecclesiasticism, until

''-cently representing all that is dearest to the human heart,

has comprehended or directed every form of activity, so that

* Throwjh Xaturc to God, p. I'^O.

56
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all discovery or progress would touch the prerogatives of the

Church. Hence conflict would naturally arise between ardent

thinkers and indolent functionaries. Idle superstition al-

ways attracts a multitude of admiring votaries, some of whom

have been ensconced in ^wsitions of eminence and pov.-cr.

Still, religious teachers, however bigoted, have usually fu.s-

tered learning. Herbert Spencer admits that ''The religioi»

current in each age has been as near an approximation to tli.

truth as it was then and there possible to receive."^ The

Chiirch is not nearly so bitter toward the heralds of fresli.

genuine, and invigorating doctrine as many would have us

think. Some students who show a fondness for posing :i-

martyrs are often shocking persecutors. Now and then dn.i:-

matism is apparent in the professed scientist, and skepticism

in the ecclesiastic. Spencer, acknowledging this anoraal.m-.

condition, says, ''Eeligion has struggled to unite more or K\--

.science with its nescience; science has kept hold of more i r

less nescience as though it were a part of science.^f ''TIut.-

is a kind of science which mistakes itself for omniscience.'",'-

It requires more genuine courage now in refined circl(\s t"

honestly question than to precipitately acquiesce in the lute-*

dictum of the laboratory.

Those who officially administer the ordinances of worshu'

and guide in religious exercise must keep in mind that ili:

is an age in which unusual attention has been given to th'

investigation of material nature, and that the results m 'h-

covery, invention, and achievement have been astoundin,;:.

The development doctrine, at this time so widely accepK^-!-

leads irresistibly to the conclusion that each generation \vii'

improve on its predecessor, though this does not imply j-'--'

the ^vorld has not been active and wise until now. I-\'' ^.^

century has been progressive. Phenomenal strides were 1 '.k*
••

in the reformation era of Columbus, Gutenberg, and L'l*-'"
•'

Txenan allows that the work of the twentieth century tv.n:<

"consist in taking out of the waste basket a multiti'.'i'' '^

* First I'rhirlpirs, p. 116. t Ihid., p. IOC.

+ Vandyke, The Gospel for an A>je of Doubt, pp. I'^-l-l-
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, s.HlK'iit ideas which the nineteenth century had heedlessly

'.i.n.wu into it." Another Shakespeare may be impossible.

Ki.jd* asserts that such as Cicero, Horace, Tacitr.s, Socrates,

Phidias, and some in the Keformation era have surpassed

;.,' intellectual development the average human product of

\Vr.tern civilization in modern times. In this view he is

.upported by Gladstone, and by Galton, who claims that the

,v.-ra-e ability of the Athenian race is about as much above

!,ur= Ts ours is above that of the xifrican negro. Mind, how-

.vcr, more recently has been engaged with almost incredible

.urccss in exploring the reahns of chemistry, astronomy,

,.,>ology, biolog}^ and physics, so that the scene of intellectual

a<-tion has been shifted and the conditions for the cultivation

.,f the spiritual nature have been correspondingly affected.

Several leading scholars were asked, not long since, to name

un thinkers who had most influenced the intellectual life of

tl.n last century. All accorded the first place to Charles Dar-

v,-in, who was followed at some distance in the category by

Hegel. Evidently, Christian teachers who assume a position

a<L^erse to the study of nature's X)hcnomena will find them-

K'lvca arrayed against a mighty force. It may be bad policy

to oppose; it is worse to despise.

Specialists in any department are entitled to respectful

<H)nsideration. True, a professional worker's range of vision

may be extremely narrow, as in the case of Darwin, who be-

came incapable of reading or appreciating Shakespeare.

Poetic sentiment may be utterly chilled by laboratory analy-

sis. On the other hand, how unwise it is for a clerical ama-

t. ur to assume the role of an authority or arbitrarily to re-

.i'-<^t what adepts have demonstrated. Equally ridiculous^ is

Mie position of some secular scholars who antagonize the faith

<'f vhlch they possess no sympathetic comprehension. There

\^ need for a better understanding, and the antagonism by

an<l by will cease. Though onef has tnithfully asserted that

-Scirnco has no place for the word 'faith' in its lexicon," yet

SiH-nccr repeatedly declares that "Keligion has dimly dis-

' !^ocif,l Evolution, pp. 122, 252-25C. t ^lorris. Man and His Ancestor, p. 3.
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cerncd tlic ultimate verity."* It is "a tnitli 15evond cavil,"!

while '"the beliefs which science has forced upon religion ha. •

been intrinsically more religious than those which they s;i','-

planted. ":[; It is not necessary that evangelical toarln r-

should suspect the enunciation of unfamiliar truth. IjcI;;^

confident in our faith, we may be sure there is nothini;- ;..

shake the iiltimate foundations. Religion is not imperiliMJ

by fresh statement. Scientific discovery, therefore, ought t-

be welcomed and utilized. Scholars are authentically coin-

missioned to collate facts and make observations which viil

tend to a broader view of the glory of the Omnipoteiit. \'.\-

communication of truth-seekers is a most unfortmiate as \\\\\

as an unseemly proceeding. If Church officials use the cin;-

veniences accruing from the progress of invention in the ni'-

chanical arts, they should not peremptorily throw aside a-;

harmful or dangerous the more recent accumulations •''."

knowledge that are not yet adjusted to mediaeval creeds. \v

spite of all opposition o]- condemnation the real truth will !•

finally accepted. Those who incline to receive it graciou-1-

will obtain the largest benefit.

Shall tlie latest discoveries in science bo flaunted fi'om t!i'

pulpit ? ]\Iost people are mentally unprepared for the C' n:-

sideration of facts which have not taken their fixed place in

encyclopedia. Religion, essentially conservative, is ex]"'i''' i

to abide in trustworthy conditions. It will exert a sah.itnvv

influence on the mental processes by refraining from il'

utterance of disturbing or alarming statements before th's'

relations to general trutli have been accurately deterniiv:-- ••

The pulpit is not an arena. It is to jiresent and apply in'i;-

putable truth. Every preacher ought to be a student. S"ir.^'

may 1x3 original discoverers, like ]\rcCook, whose won: •
spiders is accepted by advanced scholars, but usually th:'' ^'

'

pel herald will find all his energies engaged to pcrsua<1'" .>
•-

hearers to appropriate those religious ])rinciples, naturn! y-

supeniatnral, which are fully established. If it i- 'i'"''
'"

business to teach science in the sense usually accepted, ru'if.-- ^

» First Princi2yles, pp. 17, 23, 99. + n>id., p. 100. t I'>i''; V l'>^-
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ij ii his duty to preach against it. In either case he is likely

to expose his ignorance and alienate scholarship from the

Church. The afBrniations of science, while often in conflict

with certain conceptions of interpretations of the Scriptures,

arc not necessarily contrary to the germinal truths of the

jjiblc. It must ever be kept in mind that the processes and

i-i-jteria of Aryan and Semitic thinking are somewhat differ-

ent. The former is philosophical, analytic, practical ; the

uthcr, intuitive, sentimental, susceptible. A modern student

cumprehcnds with difSculty the Hebrew's conception of

natural phenomena. An Israelite, keenly sensitive to exter-

nal influences, would jot down impressions just as they oc-

curred at the instant. The response of his soul, as of a clear-

toned bell, was so sweet and apt that it would he at once

accepted as an exact, complete, and permanent expression of

truth. Ilis descriptions and interpretations of personal im-

prrssions were so distinct, vivid, and ingenious that they

came finally to be regarded as historical verities. While lis-

tening to the voices of nature he vras little inclined to perplex

himself with unpoetical refleciioits. Quick to respond to

divine impulse, the Semitic mind, which produced the whole

fif both the Old and the ISTew Testaments, has become the

channel by which faith and religious feeling are conveyed

throughout the world.

As spiritual sensation transcends material nature, its im-

pressions must be recorded in figurative terms. An unknown
Coil, or rather a God who will never he fully known, must be

described, as far as Deity is so conceivable, by expressions

that can he grasped and understood. If a revelation of the

sui>crnatural is limited to precise and exliaustive mathemat-

ical statejuents confusion and contradiction are inevitable.

The existence of the absolute will be flatly rejected. Thus
the astronomer Lalande definitely asserted "that he had swept

the entire heavens with his telescope and found no God
there." Many gTcat thinkers are incapable of using meta-

I'hor. Hence Moses is criticised by those who are unable to

t'"iu]irehend the form of his work. Hebrew speech is a gal-
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lery of tropes and pictures without which faith cannot be (lo-

picted. Too often even admiring believers look only at tlu'

picture, as if it were all the author meant to present. Ko-

niaues'^ remarks that preconceived ideas on the matter of iri-

spiration have prevented a true interpretation of the first

chapters in Genesis, which were poetically written. Surely

this view of the form and purport of the Bible literature need

not be regarded as shocking and impious when the most

strictly orthodox have abandoned the opinion, once univer-

sally held, that the universe was created from nothing in six

actual days of twenty-four hours each. \Yliile the traditional

conceptions of revelation were accepted by the Israelite, to

him there was always something beyond the historical prp.-

entation. Every incident contained its moral truth which in-

spired him witli courage and patience in the conflict of exist-

ence. Moses and the prophets were far more to him than

bare chroniclers. Ideal conditions assumed historical f<;i'ii'.

to be subsequently realized. Modern mind is not so likely t"

misconstrue the book of Revelation as the hook of Genesis, but

the first and last cha])ters of the Bible are identical in pnr-

pose. Witli this understanding preachers of the inspircii

word will not worry or stultify themselves in the attempt i"

harmonize apparent discrepancies or account for inexplicable

or omitted details. Better ]-)lunge into the depths for the

pearls than to flounder in the seaweed near the surface.

While the Bible contains essential truth, and as may be firmly

l>elieved is in harmony with all truth as it is discovered, it

certainly docs not record all the conditions on which tnitli

will be apprehended or applied. If the sacred book is handlt !

in the same temper in which it was composed it will appe:'.v

so apt and comprehensive tliat it may be confidenth'' recoivr^

as infallible in princi]:'le, if not exact and specific in detail.

It is invariably reconciled to the truth lo which it is givon

to bear witness.

Reverent scholarsliip of every age subserves the same pur-

pose for which the Holy Bible was inspired. Science, hi-

* Thoughts on nelirjion. p. 140.
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I ho word, is hostile to fetich ism, idolatry, or any theology

that conceives of contending deities in a limited realm, as

viilley or hill, sickness or the chase, war or love. Modern

1 (Search stringently demands uniformity of law in the uni-

verse, which is only another way of asserting the Bible truth

iliat there is one God who created the heavens and the earth,

'".Magnetism, heat, light, etc., which were a wdiile since

s{>oken of as so many distinct imponderables, physicists are

!i()w beginning to regard as different manifestations of some

one universal force."^ ''The creation is genetically one."f

iveccnt discoveries in the material world, achieved under tlie

inductive system of thought, may serve to bring out and not

to blur the impression which an inspired book has authori-

tatively implanted. Happy are they who are willing that

modern knowledge, acquired by intense personal application,

unprejudiced investif.ation, and even mental pain, should

throw fresh light on the spiritual verities. ''The only real

question is, what may nature further teach science, and

\^ hat more may faith learn from the science which nature is

teaching new" truth.":}; When believers came to understand

more fully what research in astronomy and geology had dem-

onstrated it was seen that the declarations of the inspired

record conveyed a larger meaning. Thus the methods and

extent of the creative process have been more specifically

described in terms of modern philosophy.

The study of biology, the latest development of organized

science, has caused much perturbation in certain circles of

dicological teaching. It need occasion no alarm, though some

sincere people may be somewhat jostled in being adjusted to

die new position. There are many earnest Christian be-

lievers in the ranks of the evolutionists. rCenry Drummond
declares that the development dictum is the most satisfactory

statement yet made on the processes of existence. Evidently

'f is more prudent to await further light than to dispute in-

''"•ntrovertible facts. Theologians have so long accustomed

Sponcor, Fin^f Principles, pp. 42, 43.

t Newman Smyth, Thro'tgh Scirnce to Faith, p. 12.

t Newman Smyth, The Place of Death i7i Evoh(tion, p. (jo.
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themselves to a machine theory of creation that it is quite

dilYerent for them to recognize in Genesis anv other than a

literalistic, precise, exhanstive accomit of the beginning, and

that the end of it. The most important purpose of the record,

all must admit, is not to chronicle the origin of man, but to

describe his nature and show his relative position in the uni-

verse. If evolution leads to the conclusion that man reached

his present state through progressive steps rather than by a

momentary act of divine power, supernatural interposition

is not denied and man is not necessarily degraded, or robued

of his si^irituality. ''Instead of abolishing a creative hand,

evolution demands it."''^ No doubt some one will be tempted

to facetiously reply that Darwin and his disciples may bo

willing to grant that they have descended from an ape, but

high-minded Christians can never be content with such igni>

ble ancestry. Is man really degraded because in the long

history of his race career it appears that he was of lowly

origin ? The modern Englishman delightfully tells ihc story

of his ancestor, the hideous, uncouth Briton of less than tlf-

teen hujidrod years ago. Darwin expresses his astonislnnenL

on seeing a party of Fuegians for the first time, and con-

fesses that he would as soon be descended from an heroic

little monkey as from an indecent, cruel savage.f "Wlicn tlic

Bible declares that the human body was made out of the du.~t

of the ground it is only another way of saying that his phy.-^-

ieal frame is composed of elements, directly or indirectly,

derived from air, water, and vegetable or mineral mattir,

much of which has been converted for his purpose by orli< r

animals. Does it matter whence we come if we are surely

going on to God ? \Mien the divine agency is interposed to

animate and sanctify these lumps of clay as is asserted in tlio

words, the Lord God ''breathed into his nostrils the breath <•!

life,"^ the dignity of human existence is distinctly deserib' <

and positively allowed. No disciple of modern evolution will

pick a cpiarrcl on that score. Courtney is thus quoted by Pr"-

•Drunimoiid. Ascent of Man. p. 3*29.

t Descent of Man, p. G43, T. Y. Crowoll & Co. edition. X r.tn. ii.
"•
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f,...or King:* ''I was an anthropoid once, a mollusk, an

,'culian, a bit of protoplasm ; but ^vhetller by chance or provi-

,Vnce I am not now. \Mien I was an ape I thought as an ape,

1 acted as an ape, I lived as an ape ; but when I became a man

1 put away apish things. Man's moral nature is what it is,

not what it was."

Nature in the light of evolutionary philosophy at hrst

l.lush may seem to be immoral. :\Iust all except the fittest to

.urvivc perish without pity \ Is the divine nature so harsh ?

Science cannot enunciate a moral theory of the universe.

The microscope has not been adjusted to display mental emo-

tions. In view of what the Roentgen rays reveal, it cannot

Ive foretold what light science may yet throw on social and

individual relationships. Drummond has suggested a "miss-

in- factor in current theories," termed by him "the struggle

for the life of others." If the problem is still dark and pain-

fully mysterious we must not hide our eyes from the fact.

The deists of a former century charged the preachers of^bibli-

.al theism with describing God as a cruel savage. Bishop

Ihitler, who also said, "I desigTi the search after truth as the

business of mv life," showed in his masterly Analogy, which

has not yet been superseded, that the same objection could be

raised against the oix'rations of the nature in which his

opponents professed belief-f This inexplicable condition is

frankly recognized in 2 Thcss. ii, 7, S, and following:^"The

mystery of lawlessness doth already work :
only there is one

that restraineth now, until he be taken out of the way. And

then shall be revealed the lawless one, whom the Lord Jesus

.>-lu,ll slay with the breath of his mouth." In the Christian's

protest against wrong he may well utilize the labors of those

vho, though i-)erhaps not in avowed sympathy with him, aid

in determining the immutable laws which govern the world,

and cannot be ignored without penalty. "A man that hath

-t at naught ^IMoses' law dieth without compassion."^

1 " P.utler mi.ht have written a nu.ch better treatise had he knowr, ^^^^^^
e^olu-

'ioii as the general law of nature."-Komanes, Thowjhts on lidujwn, p. 1-, note.

: lleb. x,28.
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Moses was siipernaturally wise in outlining moral truth
which subsequent investigations by science and faith are coi,
stantlj developing in detail and applying to the practice u.
the hour.

According to the philosophy of Hegel, heretofore nu-.-
tioned as allowed second place in the rank of current thinkr,--
nature manifests itself in a contention of opposing forcH^
Thus possible degeneration is a necessary feature in th,
evolutionary process. Something must be' cast oif to nid,.
room for that which has the better right to be. This co/idi-
tion IS spiritually j.ortrayed in the story of the fall. Lia-
bility to degeneration does not necessitate degeneracv
lemptation is an essential condition of moral development.
''There is a sense in which we may regard the loss of paradi<,.
as m Itself the beginning of the rise of man."* Vs'^^^ic an.i
decay may be important and salutary provisions fJr gaii-
and improvement. Paul repeatedly 'exhorts the saint^ t.
"put off the old man with his doings.^f Science recogni/r.
and depicts depravity. It may deal only with the material
phases of the fact, but it gives timely warning of what nIa^
be expected.

If Darwinism does not so far contemplate a spiritual con-
formation, it does not deny that it is possible. The smr-o.-
tiou that man may become an angel is made more plausible.
True, it has been tliought that transference to the celestial
state consists in an instantaneous act, while the developmcni
principle implies a gradual process that mav be describ-l
and to some extent understood. Is the work of God belitt'- i

by an effort to investigate and explain it? Professor A.-a
Gray thus quotPs some writer: ^'It is a singular fact tlwu
^vhen we can find how anything is done our first conclusioii
seems to be that God did not do it." Eomanest ^nore -rac.-
fully expresses the same thought: "Whether tacitlv or ex-

pressed, it has always been assumed by both sides in\he c<.t!-

troversy between science and religion that as soon as thi-.

*

Thn^.ni?"°'T,^''''"''
^° '''"^- P- '•

+ El>h. iV, 2-.'; Col .ii. 0.
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tlnit, and the other phenomenon has been explained by means

of a natural causation it has thereupon ceased to be ascribable

('directly'

—

Editor Gore) to God."

•'The new creation'" is demanded by the argument of

science. Men must be transformed, naturally or superuatur-

allv it matters not, but only through the gTacious interven-

tion of divine power. Dr. Vandyke aftirms that evolution

•• looks forward to the discovery of an Incarnation which shall

U- at once the crown and the completion of the process.'
'"'"

Involution, instead of destroying the hope of immortality,

when rightly understood, presupposes an argument for the

indefinite continuance and improvement of life. Drummonci,

in liis Ascent of Man, says: ''Evolution has done for time

'>viiat astronomy did for space." Mother earth is much older

tiian some have believed. Cycles of ages are necessary to ac-

count for the changes and differences that appear. A scien-

tific viev.' of eternity, if such is ]K)Ssible, only aids the human
mind in its reverence for Him who "of old laid the founda-

tions of the earth."f After looking backward and now for-

WMrd w^e have the right to anticipate further transformations

iif'proaching the perfection of the divine image as contem-

plated in John's First Epistle.iJ: ''Life tends toward perfec-

tion. The personal will to live is an argument for immor-

tality. The body seems to have reached its development.

Mind and soul continue to evolve."§

The longings of faith are always outside and in advance of

tlie objects of Imowledge. Eeligious aspiration constantly

reaches forth into an unseen beyond which by the advance of

^eionce moves farther and farther away. Learning, instead

^'f dispelling mysteiy, only multiplies the unsolved problems

\vnich pious minds, however much perplexed, may re2:ard

\\'itli humble confidence. Without painful study life would
'f'>e much of its zest. It is ordained by sweat of mind man
^hall eat the spiritual bi'cad which conditions eternal life.

»> e cannot surmise what human search will next disclose, but

* The Gospel for an Age of T)okU, i>. 115. t Psa. cii, 25.

I Chap, iii, 2. § Tltc Gospel for a)i Age of Doubt, \>. 115.
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we are assiired that it will be what sanctified hope has long

anticipated and true faith has already seized. Thus propheey

moved by the Holy Ghost is "as a lamp shining in a dark

place."" It is not to l^e expected that all the difficulties which

confront evangelical belief, in consequence of recent discov-

eries in science, will be at once removed. The story of evolu-

tion is itself a development, and is related with all the impor-

fections of human mind. Each investigator must repeatedly

revise his own work. Knowledge grows in sjiite of differences

and disagreements among biologists. There has been much
advance since Darwin, Wallace, and Ilaeckel. That the last

word will never be spoken is an oft-reiterated principle of

modem science.

Xo doubt many questions can be raised that the sugges-

tions of this article do not answer. It is submitted on the

theory that it is better to be friendly than to a]3pear hostile

to scientific progress. It is unwise to adopt a form of argu-

ment which, if the contrary is proved, leaves no standing

ground. There is nothing to dread from scholarship. Truth

is always kind. Let theologians keep step with the proces-

sion rather than expose themselves to the danger of being run

over. What science jDlainly reveals may be promptly ein-

braced and utilized.

*2Pet. i, 19-21.
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Akt. IL—objective and subjective : A STUDY
IN PAULINISM.

OuK present preaching and thinking do not emphasize the

])ardon of sin as did our fathers, as did St. Paul, as did Jesus

Christ. At least in many quarters there appears a tendency

to ignore if not to deny the fundamental truth of justification

hy faith alone. For instance, Dr. McGiffert represents I^aul's

ductrine of salvation to be this, Ihat '^"'Christ saves a man by

(.•nlcring and taking up his abode \vithin hiiji." ''Another

man . . . might have believed that ... in viii:ue of a

merely substitutionary sacrifice of Christ [God] could pro-

nounce a sinful man righteous and grant him life, but Paul

could not." ''Christ had redeemed him by making him com-

pletely one ^vith himself." ''Thus the righteousness of God,

or the righteousness of fjiith, of which Paul has so much to

sny, is not primarily, as he uses it, a forensic or legal term,

but stands for a real thing, the actual divine righteousness or

righteous nature which man receives from God when he

receives God's spirit.""

Here is a confusion of things that differ, the objective and

subjective aspects of salvation, pardon, and renewal.

I now proceed, in a positive rather than a polemical spirit,

to investigate the relation of these two sides of salvation in

the teaching of Paul. The gist of the question is this: Is

there a subjective element in justification, or is that entirely

ol)jcctive, essentially the pardon of sin and the restoration

of the sinner to a right relation with God, revealed in con-

sciousness by the witness of the Spirit ? Moreover, how does

Paul connect the new life with justification ? Is it the

ground of justification, or the direct fruit, or the concomitant

of it ?

In this discussion I use the term "new life" as wider and

'nore accurate than our usual theological term "sanctifica-

tion." In theology, the tenn sanctification has been broad-

• A History of Cfirit-thuiity in the A/iostolic A(/c, pp. 120, 130, 131, 143.
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ened out to signify the Avhole process of renewal, beginning
in regeneration, running through the development of Chris-
tian character, and culminating in the glory of conformity to

the image of God's Son. But in the jS'ew Testament sanctili-

cation is more specific, signifying consecration. I therefore
use the term new life rather than sanctification, to cover the
whole process of renewal and development.

Paul's Docteixe of Justificatiox.

That Paul sliould have more to say than any other Xcw
Testament wi-iter touching righteousness or justification is

the natural result of his Pharisaic education and life. Phari-
saic theology centered in the great conception of righteous-

ness, that is, a right relation to God, conditioned upon the

fulfillment of the law. The Pharisees thought of the law not
as a system of sacrifices manifesting divine grace (as in the

Epistle to the Hebrews), but as a system of moral and ritual

precepts, strict oijedience to which merited divine favor and
constituted righteousness. TJiis conception of righteousness
pervades all Paul's thinking. But his religious experience
taught him that the Pharisaic conception of the means of at-

taining righteousness was perverted. After the most strenu-
ous efforts to attain righteousness in the legal way of doing
and deserving Paul found himself bitterly conscious of tlie

intolerable bondage of sin. In reading the immortal seventh
of Pomans we readily perceive that Paul stood far in advance
of the average Pharisee, with the latter's externalism and
hypocrisy. Paul was intensely real. To him righteousness
was essentially a matter of the inner principles, elioices, mo-
tives. To such a man the law was a pedagogtie, leading him
to Christ. Out of a keen sense of need he gladly laid hold of

the grace of that Saviour who appeared to him on the way to

Damascus, found peace in the assurance of forgiveness, and
secured power for the higher life in the new creation by the

Holy Spirit. Long had been the painful preparation, but
sudden was the glorious conversion at the last. The signifi-

cance to Paul of that blessed experience cannot be overrsti-
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iiKilcd. The main principles of his theology were henceforth

prcstnit to his mind. He had looked npon the exact fuliill-

iiient of legal requirements, in their innermost stringency,

as the only way to a right relation to God, righteousness, and

had failed to attain wliat he sought. Xow, however, hy sim-

ple, self-abandoning trust upon Jesus Christ as Messiah and

Saviour, he had found peace through his grace, apart from

works of the law. Hence to Paul Christianity must mean not

simply a new ideal and a new power of life, but specifically a

system of pure grace—a way of salvation by simple faith, as

contrasted with the Pharisaic conception of salvation by

human doing and deserving. Pharisaism gave Paul the clear-

cut conception of right-eousness, that is, a right relation to

God, a relation of acceptance with God, and his own religious

experience gave him the conception of righteousness by grace,

through faith.

The doctrine of justificarion, or righteousness, by faith and

by faith alone, is rightly recognized as Paul's most character-

istic doctrine. To him the summum honurti is evangelical

righteousness {SiKaioavvri), a right relation to God attained

through faith. It is true tliat Paul does not always use the

word righteousness {6iKatoovvi]) in the sense of this gracious

relation of pardon. Xot infrequently in his epistles, as in

tlie rest of the Xew Testament, the tesrm righteousness signi-

fies right conduct and character. But the burning question

is this: A\Tnit do the terms rlglitcousness (diKaioavvT)), jusiifi-

cal'ion {Scualoiaig)
, to justify {Sifcatoo)) mean in the passages

\vhich describe the way of salvation ? Do they express the

idea of making righteous, subjectively ; or of declaring and

treating as righteous, objectively

—

jnstum facere, or justuni

linlcre?

The Roman Catholic theology, and some Protestant theolo-

"'ans, consider these terras as involving a subjective state. As
I'reiit ])uts it, "Justification is not only the pardon of sins,

t'lit is also the sanctification and renewal of the inner man by
i"o voluntary reception of grace." This view has been

adopted in the supposed interest of lioliness, as against antino-
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mianism. The Protestant view makes justification an im-

puted righteousness, which logically precedes the imparted,

and considers the act of justification as essentially the act uf

pardon, in which God graciously treats man as if he had never

sinned and had always done his duty, accepting him into right

relation to himself. That this conception was not originatcil

at the Reformation is evident from sporadic expressions of

earlier interpreters of Paul, as witness those memorable worus

of Bernard of Clairvaux: ''Xot to sin is God's righteousness

;

the merciful remission of God is the righteousness of man."

This is an essentially objective conception—the conception

not of a subjective change in man's attitude of thought and

feeling toward God, but of an actual change in the relation of

God to man and of man to God. Xow which is Paul's view i

The history of the usus loquendi starts us right in this in-

vestigation, for Paul did not invent new terms but emplcyc'J

such as had long been in use with quite definite meaning.-.

Tlie verb to jusi'ijij {diKatuco) m classical Greek always moans

something other than to make just or righteous, stibjectivel}'.

Willi the accusative of a thing, it means to think a thing right

;

with the accusative of a person, to treat justly, and often in

the specific sense to condemn or punish. The LXX usaL'o

is of greater significance for Xew Testament usage. Th'To

we find the verb ^iicaioo) used to translate P'^^.^r', the Iliphi!,

and j^"^, the Piel of P"?, to be just, in the forensic sense of

declaring or recognizing as righteous. This justification i.-

either the recognition of the actual innocence and righte<ni^-

ness of an accused person (justificatio justi, 6ih'aiovv rdv 6i-

Kaiov, Dent, xxv, 1) or it is the pardon of the guilty (jus{lf:caf;'>

injusti, 6cKaiovv rdv u^lkov^ Exod. xxiii, Y. The latter i-

forbidden to ordinary judges. Put in all government sueli

prerogative of pardon may be reserved for the sovereign. ai:d

may be exercised on adeqttate gi-otmds. This latter is really

the Xew Testament usage. There is only one passage in the

whole Old Testament in which P""^" is used in other than

the forensic sense, namely, Dan. xii, 3, and there the son^e i-'

uneertaln, and the LXX does not translate bv SiKaioi,), b'lt
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paraphrases. Moreover, although the LXX uses StKaioui

to translate other Hebrew words, it uses it only in a judicial

or somijudicial sense.

This forensic sense of ^LKaioi^j goes over into the Is'ew

Tostamentj and in its twofold aspect. In the sense of the

justification of the just, it is used of the final judgment of

iiieu according to conduct and character (Matt, xii, 36, 37:

lioni. ii, 12, 13). In the sense of a gracious pardon of the

^M!ilty, we find it in our Lord's words in Luke xviii, 14. The

publican, deeply conscious of guilt, had humbly sued for

• livine mercy. And Christ declares, "This man went down to

his house justified {^edLnaitoiiEvo^) rather than the other." This

passage proves that although the concep>tion of justification

iTceived its fullest treatment from Paul it did not originate

with him.

The characteristic Pauline use of dLKaiou, is forensic,

in the sense of tlie pardon of the guilty. That the use

is forensic is evident from the passages in which Paul

si)eaks of righteousness "before God'' or "in the presence of

<'lod," suggesting the idea of a court of justice and pleading

iK'fore a judge (Rom. ii, 13: iii, 19, 20). In Eom. viii, 33

("who shall lay anything to tlic charge of God's elect? It is

God that justifieth; who is he that shall condemn?"), the

forensic sense of ^iKaii^v is evident from the antithesis with

^yKaXsGei, which is a teclmical term for an accusation in

a court of justice. In Pom. iv, 5-S, Paul makes the justi-

fying of the ungodly and the imputation of righteousness

synonymous with the nonimputation and remission of sin.

In Acts xiii, 38, 39, Paul identifies justification with the

pardon of sin. There is no passage in the Xew Testament

in which ^iKaioo) departs from the objective forensic sense.

The evangelical use of the term is based on the forensic.

Lhe strictly forensic sense of the term is certainly to be

•iualifiod, else there were no pardon. The forensic use of

hsolf knows nothing of pardon, knows only giiilt or innocence.

Hence arise both the Poman and the Calvinistic extremes of

•he doctrine, both demandina- that the iustification involve
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the rcoognition of real righteousness, either through the infu-

sion of divine grace or through the imputation of the active

righteousness of Clirist. But neither position is tenable

exegetically, for justification is synonymous Avith the pardon

of sins, as we have just seen ; and all such views ignore the

fatherhood of God. The evangelical use of ^inaioG) is, then,

although based on the forensic, peculiar in that it adds the

supreme conception of the grace of God. The Judge is at

tlie same time the Father. ^Mercy tempers justice. The great

atonement, provided by the love of God, lays the foundation

for the gracious pardon. We are "justified freely {diiypeav)

by liis grace through the redemj)tion that is in Christ Jesus''

(Rom. iii, 24). Here is the Gospel of grace. Here is salva-

tion by free gift. Here is the justification of the unjust. Here

is the pardon of sin. Throughout the Xew Testament the

conception of ^tKaioco is and abides objective and essentially

forensic. Justification is not, as Schleiermachcr, for in-

stance, held, merely God's removal of our consciousness of

guilt through our subjective union with Christ and the conse-

quent victory over sin. In Eom. iii, 23, it is not our own

approval but the divine approval ((^ofz/f) that we lack through

sin. The demand which justification meets is not jn-imarily

that of our conscience, but of the law and nature of God.

That demand is mot by redemption through propitiation.

And the gracious I'csult is the free remission of sin and the

acceptance of the believer as righteous (Rom. iii, 21-26).

So much in brief for StKaiou. Xow, as for SiKaioavvri (justi-

fication or righteousness), in the ])assages which describe the

way of salvation, the way to peace Vv'ith God, the word indi-

cates ihe resuli of the gracious act o/" (^iKafwa/c, justification,

in the objective sense of pardon. It is the right relation to

God into which the divine act of justification {dcKaioioi^) in-

troduces the sinner, on condition of faith in Jesus Christ, on

the basis of the expiatory work of Christ. In Rom. iv, 4, ;'»,

Paul declares "To him that workcth not, but believeth on

him that justifieth the ungodly, his faith is reckoned for

righteousness."
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It is somewhat startling to put over against so clear and

emphatic a statement of objective justification Dr. McGif-

fc-rt's dictum that Paul could not have believed that God ''in

virtue of a merely substitutionary sacrifice of Christ could

pronounce a sinful man righteous and grant him life" (p.

loO). Compare Eom. x, 3, 4 ; 2 Cor. v, 21. In the latter

passage we have an unmistakably objective conception.

•'Him who knew no sin he made to be sin on our behalf; that

we might become the righteousness of God in him." Christ

was not made subjectively a sinner ; and the righteousness of

the sinner is, in this parallel, not subjective. Christ suffered

as though he were a sinner, in order that we might be accepted

of God as though we were ]>ersonally righteous. The idea

is evidently not that of subjective renewal but that of ob-

jective pardon. To misunderstand this conception is to mis-

understand Paulinism at its center and to cut the nerve of

Pauline theology. For with Paul there is tremendous em-

phasis on the thought of the free gift in pardon. That is to

say, the verdict of pardon is not what the sinner deserved,

but is the result of divine grace (Pom. iii, 24 ; iv, 4, 5). God
''justifies the ungodly."

The ground of justification, in Paul's teaching, cannot then

be sanctificaiion , the new life. Justification is not a process

of salvation wherein grace is infused into us, making us in-

herently righteous and &o acceptable to God. We are not

justified in proportion to our sauctification. In Rom. iv, 4, 5,

Paul negatives any such view, for he declares that the act

of justification takes place u}X)n the man who is so far from

having inherent righteousness, goodness, or merit that he

l)oldly calls him even "ungodly," supposing the extremist

case. "Was it on the basis of his own righteousness, even

graciously infused, his subjective union with Christ, that

Paul found peace w^ith God ? N^ay, verily. But wdien Paul

despaired of the attainment of personal righteousness and
simply trusted God's free grace in Christ, then sin was par-

doned, the witness of the Spirit came, and he had peace with
God, "being justified by faith." Any confusion of justifica-
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tion with holiness is inconsistent with many passages in

Paul's ^\Titings, and with that clear and joyous assurance

of acceptance with God which is so prominent an article in

Paul's creed. How can I be sure of iny present acceptance

with God if that acceptance is conditioned upon my holiness,

knowing, as I do, how imperfect that holiness is? 2Sieiilu>r

is it Pauline to find the ground of justification in faith as ihe

root of the new life in Christ Jesus. Schleiermacher, Tlitsclil.

and many of our own time represent God as justifying the

sinner in view of the holiness foreseen as the fruit of \\\<

faith. It is essentially the same view to speak of Christ

apprehended by faith and dwelling in the heart as the grouii-1

of justification. Christ in i/s is certainly the source am!

principle of our subjective Christian life (Rom. vi). But,

Christ fof us is the ground of our justification. In Eom. iii.

23, 24, we see clearly that redemption through propitiation,

involving the shedding of the blood of the Eedeemer, is th

objective and gracious ground of justification. Such views :'.-

the above arc not Pauline. They lessen the Pauline empliasi-^

on the principle of free grace in justification; they confii.M'

justification and the new life; they lead us back into a modili-

cation of that very legalism from whicli it was Paul's missi"i!

to free the Church, and they are not based in a thoroughly

scientific exegesis. In Eomans Paul does not treat of faitii

and union with Christ as the root principle of the subjective'

Christian life (chap, vi) until he has completed his treatment

of justification. And throughout he represents the groun'l

of our acceptance with God, that is, our justification, as sonu-

thing outside of ourselves, namely, Jesus Christ and lils aton-

ing death (Acts xiii, 39 ; Rom. iii, 2-i; v, 9 ; 2 Cor. v, 21).

The relation of faitli to justification is not that of irrouu'l.

but condition—faith as receptive of divine grace in C!^•l^'.

In Rom. i, 17, Paul teaches us that rigliteousness is coinii-

tioned on (ek) faith, and that the revelation of this gracion-^

fact is made in order to produce faith (dg) in those who he-ir

this divine evangel. Compare Rom. iv, 11; v, 1. Tn Phii

iii, 0, the expressions are very clear: "Not having a righti-ou--
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uoss of mine o-^m, even that which is of the la^v (conditioned

on the fulfillment of the law, tic), but that which is through

fiiitli in Christ, the righteousness which is of God by faith

(upon condition of faith, e^r/)." Paul, indeed, goes so far as to

say that faith is reckoned by God for righteousness (Rom.

iv, 5), meaning evidently that on condition of faith a sinner

i,-< accepted of God as if personally righteous, not because

faith is meritorious, but because it is receptive of .Jesus

Christ and the merit of his great sacrifice. The expression is

one which deliberately magnifies the grace of God, for faith

is the very antithesis of work or merit (Eom. iii, 27 ; Eph.

ii. 8, 9). These are but sample passages out of a multitude

which teach that faith is not one work in contrast to the many

Avorks of the law, but the antithesis of all human effort by

works of ritual or moral law to merit God's favor and so work

out righteousness for one's self. Faith gives up the hopeless

task and trusts the grace of God in Christ (Eom. iv, 4, 5,

"worketh not"). In Paul faith is self-renunciation and self-

commitment to Jesus Christ for salvation. The essence of

faith {TTiarig) is irvsf; specifically, a trust which goes out to

(^f?), rests upon (s^rO, and lives and moves and has its being in

i^v) Jesus Christ, in view of the salvation provided in him.

From this point of view we may humbly venture to answer,

tentatively at least, the question ivhy faith is the appointed

condition of salvation. The appointment is not arbitrary.

While faith does not merit salvation, yet faith is the one right

thing in the case. Faith is essentially receptivity, trust, re-

liance, and this is the only proper attitude of the sinner

toward God and his grace revealed in Jesus Christ—a sense

<'f need, penitence for sin, readiness to receive the free gift

of pardon, trust in the mercy of God.

We may conclude from even the few lines of thought which

^ve have followed, and the few sample passages which we have

f^'onsidercd, that the fundamental thought in Paul's whole

floctrine of justification is that of the divine love, in the

;i^^pect of unmerited favor to the guilty, pardoning the sinner

•'iiid brimrine; hiui into ricrht relation to God solelv in view of
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the propitiation in Jesus Christ. And this truth Paul con-

stantly places in the shari)cst antithesis to the legal coiiceptiun

that man is accepted in virtue of anything %vhich he is or dve^.

lie noNvhere represents justification as in any sense a subjec-

tive state, the gracious reception of qualities or charactx-r

which God then recognizes as righteous. For, as Paul argues

in Rorn. xi, G, ^*'If it is by gTacc, it is no more of works : other-

wise grace is no more grace."

Justification is objective, forensic, a judicial sentence par-

doning the sinner and accepting him as righteous. But this

form of representation sounds too cold to exhaust the glorious

warmth of divine grace. Paul represents God not only as th(^

Judge, but as the I'ather. Hence his doctrine of ado])tion.

Adoption (vioOeata) is, as righteousness or justification, a judi-

cial term, signifying the legal adoption of a child into a

family. It denotes a change in objective relation, not in sub-

jective character. Adoption, then, is not really another bless-

ing coordinate with jn^:tification, but is a more tender way of

stating the essential priucij^le of justification—the free grace

of God in receiving guilty man into a true relation to himself.

Childhood, in the theology of John, is not synonymoiis witli

sonshi]) in the theology of Paul. The former is subjective,

through regeneration; the latter objective, through adoption.

But now, if justification and adoption are objective, an

actual remission of penalty on God's part and reception of

the sinner into a blessed relation of acceptance with God, how

am I to know that I am thus pardoned and accepted ? Here

enters Paul's doctrine of assurance. Paul by no means iden-

tifies or confuses assurance with justification or adoption, but

rather teaches a divinely imparted subjective assurance of the

objective fact of justification and adoption. As adoption i>

but another representation of the same transaction as justifica-

tion, the witness of the Spirit to adoption is practically a wit-

ness to justification. The result is a glad and peaceful assur-

ance of being right with God, and a hopeful confidence in tin.'

final inheritance which sonship implies (Gal. iv, 6, Y ; lloin.

viii, 15, IC; Eph. i, 1.3, U).
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Tlic i)ractical value of this great, though too often obscured,

(ruth of the objectivity of the conception of justification and

adoption must be reiterated. Any theory of salvation which

in any de.gree mixes a subjective element with the objective

conception of free grace pardoning sin and accepting the sin-

ner for Christ's sake alone, tends to dim the glory of the

present assurance of pardon and adoption. A direct witness

of the Spirit to that which is subjective to me is unnecessary

and will not be looked for. If justification is in any sense

subjective I must look only for the indirect witness in ray outi

feelings, dispositions, character, conduct; and, as these are at

the best defective, I must forever doubt and hesitate. But in

Paul's theology my ground of acceptance is in the ]X3rfect

atoning work of my Saviour, justification is an actual forgive-

ness of sins on the part of God, the witness of the Spirit is a

blessed experience, and I have a settled ])cace with God (Rom.
iii, 28; v, 1).

Paul's IJoctrixe of the ^STew Life.

So far for Paul's teaching as to the objective aspect of

salvation. But there is another side. Ethical interests would
go by the board and Christ would be the minister of sin, if

salvation meant only forgiveness and did not imply a new life.

The ultimate test of every religion is ethical. Does it pro-

mote the highest life of the individual and of the community ?

Christianity has this power. Paul has this teaching. In

Paulinism there is no divorce of religion and morality, but a

most definite conception of a real, subjective change, a real

I'cnewal in thought, feeling, will, a real personal life and
character, in which a real, though imperfect, personal right-

eousness is developed. Paul abhors antinomianism and repu-

diates it as an illegitimate conclusion from his doctrine of

free grace (Rom. vi, 1). But how docs he meet this danger-

"Hs perversion of the truth of justification by faith I By the

doctrine of a new life with its own new tendencies, instincts,

and ends, turned away from sin to God. ^'We who died to

sill, how shall we any longer live therein?" (Rom. vi, 2.)
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And throughout this passage Paul proceeds to depict this new-

life as a life of such vital fellowship with Christ that he

copies in his subjective experience the death of Christ to sin

and the resurrection of Christ into a life apart froiu.sin. This

same thought is expressed in Gal. ii, 20 ; C^ol. ii, 20-iii, 4.

The ver)' characteristic of this new life is sanctific<\tioii

(ayiocr/iof), in the proper sense of separation from sin and

consecration to God (2 Tliess. n, 13; 1 Cor. i, 2).

Xow, how in this neiu life originated, according to Paul's

teaching ?

An attractive view here is that which sees tlie new life

originating in faith, or in justification by faith, developed

psychologically, through the sense of gratitude for the love of

God manifested in forgiveness. There is, doubtless, a place

for this conception in our theology. In the development of

the subjective Christian life in righteousness and love the

Holy Spirit certainly makes large use of such motives. But

Paul does not regard the production of the new life as so

accomplished, but rather as accomplished by a definite act of

grace, conditioned, indeed, as is justification, on faith. It

is trne that Ritschl uses Rom, i, IT ("the just shall live by

faith," £« trioreoig ^ijoercu ) in proof of this view. But there

is nothing whatever in the context to indicate that the stat^:-

ment refers to faith as the root principle of the sul)jectivc

Christian life. The connection leads us rather to understand

it of acquittal in the final judgment and the consequent lilo

of glory. If Paul thought of the new life as the fruit of faith

or of justification by faith Pom. vi would be in closer connec-

tion with Pom. V, But, as it is, in Pom. vi Paul seems quite

conscious that he is entering upon a new subject; and in that

chapter he connects the new subjective life not with faith or

justification, directly, but with fellowship with Christ. And

in Gal. V, 22, the virtues of the Christian life are the fruit

uf>t of faith but of the Spirit. Faith is, indeed, the appr'

-

I'riate condition of this fellowship with Christ, and so of thi-

new life, for it is the outgoing of the whole heart to Jt'su-

Christ in trustful self-abandonment to him. Paul, however.
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nrefers to emphasize the direct diviue operation in the pro-

ihictioii of the new life. The idea of regeneration is not in

Paul, as in John, the characteristic representation of the

n-rcat renewal. This form of representation occurs in Titus

iii, 5-7. But the characteristic representation in Paul is that

(if the new man or the new creation {Kaivog dvdpo)~o(^, Kacv?) kt'l-

ok;). In Eph. iv, 22-24, the reference to God as Creator seems

to imply that the great renewal is but the restoration of the

divine image marred through sin, the restoration of the

original subjective harmony between man and God. The

following passages contain similar representations : Eph. ii,

10; Gal. vi, 15; 2 Cor. v, 17. And that Paul regards the

Holy Spirit as the agent in this renewal is evident in sucli

])assages as Titus iii, 5; Rom. vii, 6; Gal. v, 25. The Holy

Spirit is, in Paul's teaching, the moving force in the Chris-

tian life. To say nothing of preveuient grace, it is he vrlio

enters the heart, opened by faith, and touches the inner

springs of action, sweetens the hidden fountains, turns the

. flowing currents of the soul to God. It is he who thus renews,

regenerates, re-creates. It is he who develops the Christian

character in the blessed union of the believer with Christ.

Richly suggestive is the passage Rom. viii, 9, 10. Here to

"have the Spirit of Christ" and to have ''Christ in you" are

synonymous. ^Vliy? Because the indwelling Spirit medi-

ates the indwelling of Christ, taking of the things of Christ

and showing them unto us. The indwelling of the Spirit and

the indwelling of Christ are indistinguishable to conscious-

ness, for, as Bruce finely puts it, "the Spirit is the alter ego

of the Lord."

The REL.vnoN of Justification*?" axd the Xew Life.

We are now prepared to understand the true relation in

thought of justification and the new life, the objective and the

subjective sides of salvation.

^fan is not justified in proportion as he is subjectively re-

newed. To so teach is to keep the poor sinner, conscious of

guilt, ever hesitating, dependent either on his own moods or
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on the sacrament-s of the Church, lacking the peace and assur-

ance of tj^pical lsQ^K Testament experience, i^or is the new-

life, however intimately it is conditioned upon faith, merelv

the psychological development of faith. It is a diviner thinu

than that. Rather is justification an actual forgiveness of

sins, an objective act of God's free grace, on the ground of

the merits of Christ, on condition of a self-abandoning trust

which goes out toward and rests down upon the j^ersoiial

Saviour for pardon. Of the new saved relation to God wit-

ness is borne to our consciousness directly by the Spirit of

God, indirectly by our own spirit. And the new subjective

life of consecration of love to God and man, of holy service,

is produced by the direct action of the Holy Spirit, creatine;

the man anew in Christ Jesus, and is then developed by the

same divine agent, teaching, guiding, quickening him con-

tinually in the fellowship of Jesus—all on condition of faith,

which opens the heart to the Holy Spirit. Faith in Je^us

Christ, a personal trust in the personal Saviour, is thus the

link that unites the objective and the subjective, for it is at

once the condition of the new attitude of God to the man in

justification and of the new attitude of the man to God in

the subjective life of fellowship with God in Christ. Uixm
the same faith that secures justification, the new life is pro-

duced by the Holy Spirit, in the blessed mystic union of the

believer VN-ith the living Christ. It is impossible that the

Spirit should fill the soul with the life of God while the sinner

stands trembling before God. But when the penitent realizes

forgiveness and adoption through the witness of the Spirit,

then the Spirit fills him with the divine life and love by

uniting him to the personal Saviour Jesus Christ in all th'^

receptivities of his being. In point of time justification antl

reuev^al are contemporaneous. Paul knows no Christians

who are not saints—not even the sadly imperfect church at

Corinth. However undeveloped the new subjective life, i'

at least begins at justification. The close relation of the

objective and the subjective is to be seen in Rom. viii. 1, -•

Here the freedom of the believer from condemnation is m"-i
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..!-nili<-:intly connected with the new freedom from the

d..minion of sin and death. The faith on which pardon is

.•.lulilioned is at the same time the condition of the new life

..f freedom (at least in principle) from sin. From the real-

i -'.Jit ion of this new life, with its happy deliverance from the

i<!(i bondage, Panl reasons back to the right relation to Christ,

if, faith, in which there is no condemnation. The freedom

is proof of the pardon. Hence he who has that freedom k'ses

tiK.' sense of condemnation. The argument recalls Wesley's

(I'.-rtrine of the indirect witness of adoption. This much is

evident from the passage, that no man dare continue cherish-

i)ij^ \\o\^ of salvation through a divine act of grace, objective

to liini, who knows nothing of a divine work of grace, subjec-

tive to him. This Pauline conception of the relation of jusvi-

lication and the new life makes Jesus Christ, the personal,

(iivine Saviour, central to our whole religious experience, for

it is trust in him that brings to us both objective and subjec-

tive salvation (1 Cor. i, .TO).

Alhthis is familiar to the Christian heart as light to the

eyes, as air to the lungs. Amid all minor changes in our

theology, wrought by more scientific modern methods of criti-

cism and exegesis, the great truths which are fundament^al to

the Christian system vindicate themselves afresh under the

most candid and careful investigation. Xo one ever described

more clearly than Mr. Wesley the nature of justification, and

the distinction between it and sanctification, using that term

as embracing the beginning and the development of the new
life. "The one implies," to quote his well-kno\vn words,

\vhat God does for us through his Son ; the other, what he

\'-'orks iu us by his Spirit. . . . The plain scriptural notion

<'f justification is pardon, the forgiveness of sin."

I, for one, know no reason to abandon those statements.

1 iiey are true to Paulinism and to Christian experience. I

!.!htdly admit that personal or subjective righteousness, of

\''hich the essence is love, is the highest thing in religion, "the

r'H'atest thing in the v('orld." But it certainly is not Pauline,

HI order to exalt or glorify this subjective aspect of salvation,
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to ignore the objective aspect. Love is the goal; but faill,
starts men on the ^vay to love. Justification bv faith is the
glad message which brings jx'ace to the guilty sinner To
confuse objective and subjective, justification and the new
life, IS to perplex the anxious inquirer after the way to the
celestial city. He needs pardon first of all, and he gets tliat
at the cross. Then comes the blessed witness of the Spirit
the new creation by the Spirit and the new life in the Spirit'
a life of holy union with Jesus, developed here and now bv
the Holy Sjurit through the truth of God and the discipli;.
of providence, perfected at last in the consummation, where
all believers become fully conformed to the imaoe of God's
Son, and objective and subjective are blended into one for
evermore.

X^y^^^r^c^^Ci^(^
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Art. III.—pastoral VISITING AND PULPIT
STRENGTH.

The Methodist ministry must magnify the pastoral office.

Indeed, it is a question if the decadence of power so nmch

remarked upon in recent years may not be attributed, in some

part, to the lack of attention to the exercise of consecrated

talents in the field of pastoral endeavor. Tliere is danger of

widespread delusion in the loud talk of the advocate of tlie

so-called strong pulpit. It is assumed gratuitously that a

strong pastor necessarily means a weak preacher. Other

things are assumed, too, which ought never to have a place in

tlie thought of a pure man. No embarrassment need be felt

and no danger can threaten the wise minister in social rela-

tions because of the duties which house-to-house visitation

entails. Of course, if he is bent only on social enjoyment for

himself, and agreeable passing of heavy hours for his parish-

ioners, he will soon discover that his reputation needs a guard.

But if he is consecrated to the construction of a strong re-

ligious life in the commimity he will find the door of opiX)r-

tunity widest open at the threshold of the family circle.

If efficiency in the pastorate means insipid preaching in

the pulpit it is yet to be supported by competent evidence.

It will not do to say that the minister who calls often and on

every family will become efi'eminate by reason of his failure

to associate constantly with the manhood of his people, and

that, furthermore, yomig men will be out of the range of the

influence of the minister whom they see painfully struggling

from doorstep to doorstep. Ridiculous as such inane soph-

istry is, there are many who present it for consideration as

argument. At the ^Methodist Congress in St. Louis, a few

years since, a sonorous doctor of divinity made an address

^vhich more than hinted such ideas. Whether it is uttered

from y)latform or not it lias taken hold of the young ministry

*^o an alarming extent, and in deference to it many are con-

fining themselves to the development of what they are pleased
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to call ''the art of virile preaching." The interesting question

suggested by this condition centers in two points: First, what

is pastoral visiting? Second, what is virile pulpic work ^

Pastoral visiting is not what a great many strive to palm

off in its stead. It is not making so many calls at stated inter-

vals. It is not faithful remembrance of every family, repre-

senting rich and poor. It is not observing the form of Bible

reading and prayer in every home. It is not affably winning

the hearts of the family to him as a representative of the

religious idea. Important and helpful as doing all this may

l>c, and essential as it is, whether it is pastoral visiting or not

depends on the purpose which actuates liim who does it. That

purjx)se must originate in the conviction that the all-impor-

tant factor in character building is the religious idea. ^Mier-

ever it is possible to place that idea in control of lives there

is an opportunity which the wise pastor will be sure to im-

prove. The history of the world is proof of the fact that the

home is the real center of religious inflnence. If Christianity

shall perpetuate itself its teachers must observe this evident

fact. The mature and the innocent are alike open to our

inilucnce in the home. It is the one place where the sordid

self-life of earth loses its grip and where the finer sentiments

stir the holiest passions of the human soul. It is the place

where the true minister of Christ may discover the real life

of those Avhom God has appointed him to serve. The purpose

imj)clling him to occupy this field is given power in the Hie

of the prayerful preacher. From the secret place he may go

to many a duty, strong and conquering, but to any work he

may have to do he can go without prayer more safely than to

this holy labor of impressing religion u}X)n the family. 11<^

need not go with the stift'ness of a false digiiity, nor need he

make his errand futile in a tactless oft'ensiveness. But he

nuist needs possess within his o^\^l soul the consciousness <'f

divine favor, and feel the impulse of the Christ passion. T ""•

such a pastor the homes of humble poor and fortunnte ruh

afford a most promising field, for he looks back of all environ-

ment and sees the immortal soul to which ho is sent if there
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is any meaning in the Gospel which he essays to preach. To

liini the ministry means more than an opportunity to mingle

with refined people, lie is commissioned to mold soul life,

and pastoral visitation is only a means to that glorious end.

Ill some quarters what is rejwrted as pastoral visitation is

certainly a source of effeminacy. There are places where it

means a simpering greeting at the front entrance, a season of

small talk in the parlor, a series of "O my !" "Is it possible ?"

"What can such people be thiiJving of?" "Were you at the

opera last night V "Wasn't Mrs. B. charmingly dressed at

^Irs. R.*s reception ?" "Church functions are so dull, don't

you know ?" "Good-bye ; so glad you came." This, of course,

is in the homes of the society people. In the occasional visit

to the abode of poverty a patronizing sentence of sympathy

and an assurance that the Lord will make up in heaven what

lie has seemingly denied the poor here are often the utmost

of pastoral endeavor. John Wesley would have found an easy

but sure way to relieve the Church of such a worker.

Pastoral visitation is the opportnnity for the minister to

learn the needs of his people and likewise to leave the

ineffaceable influence of a holy life and soul passion. "O,

you cannot do that in the homes of the rich," cries some one.

And why not ? The fact is, we have two neglected classes : the

very rich and the very poor; and the rich are the more

neglected. It is assumed that their wealth can buy all they

need, but their soul need is the same as that which all hu-

manity feels, and which no money can purchase. Wise tact

^^•i^ adjust the pastor's approach to his people, whatever their

station ; but the ultimate end of his mingling with his people

will be the development of their spiritual life. So far from

^veakening his influence, this will strengthen it. It will stamp

itself upon the home, and the youth will reiuember it in all

years to come. It is the "society pastor" whose visitations are

tiresome events to the young life of the parish, for the nonnal

^'irl and boy know there is no reality in the hollow forms of

tbc social pastorate. Indeed, there is no more excuse for tliat

^^'pc of pastorate than there is a demand for that sort of
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grocer, butcher, dry goods or millinery merchant. It is a

business, not a social, door which opens to them. The honicj

are open to us solely to offer opportunity to wield an influence

for righteousness, and to devote the hours put in at such work

to mere social fellowship is to prostitute its opportunities to

self-pleasure, and to open the door to a thousand dangers.

If I have succeeded in hinting at the meaning of pastoral

visitation it will be profitable to inquire as to what is involved

in "virile preaching," and to note the relation which real

pastoral work sustains to it. In a word, it appears to me we

may say "virile preaching" is that which attracts a large hear-

ing and helps those whose attention it commands. To some

this is sensational preaching. Far too many are ready to cry

out in respect to the successful preacher, "Sensational I Sen-

sational I" True, crowds may indicate sensationalism, bui

helpfulness is not a characteristic of that type of preaching.

Attractive and helpful preaching cannot fail to grip the

strongest thought of the community. It is the essential t'*

permanence in the power of the Protestant Church, ^^^lerc•

ritualistic forms prevail, and, as a consequence, a supersti-

tious reverence for, and reliance upon, the Church as an

organization takes the place of intelligent devotion, there is

no demand for strong sermons. It will not do, however, t"

say, "Give the peo])le the Gospel. If they do not come t'^

hear it the responsibility is with them." The. Gospel is tlu

most popular theme in the field of human thought. It as-

sumes to satisfy a universal human need ; and if the conditi"!!

to which it addresses itself really exists, and it is the full

answer it professes to be, it need not beg for a hearing. TIcnoc

a mere knowledge of the general scope of the Gospel may lead

to sennon efforts which present in stereotyped phrase tin'

truths we have not preached until we have declared them '-u

forms which demonstrate their fitness to every condition "t

life. In this view how broad is the scope of pul]ut wiu'k !

1*

is no longer the forum of debate on abstract question? con-

cerning God, man, sin, redem])tion, chnrnctor. virtu<^. :hi'1

moralitv. It becomes rather the rostrum from wbich i- P'''"
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seiitcd the meaning of all these abstractions in relation to

cvt-rv variation of human experience. If the preacher fills

this mission the virilitv of his service none will question. His

message will mean something to the laborer without throwing

dust clouds of anarchy and scattering seeds of silly sophistry

as to sociology. It will mean something to the ca2:)italist with-

out encouraging the selfish assurance that complacently as-

sumes a superiority over laljor and indulges cruel indifference

to the life of the toiler. It will mean something to the sorrow-

ing, the tempted, the dismayed, the lonely, the defeated, the

wretclied, the hopeless, without being either maudlin or un-

feeling,

ISTow, this sort of strong preaching depends upon faithful

and intelligent pastoral labor. The reason so much preaching

is insipid to the people is this: it is along lines of thought

utterly strange and without interest to the people. It does

not apply the revelation contained in God's word to the life

of men. "\Miat is said means nothing to them. The labored

attempts to explain passages of Scripture on which the best

scholarship differs are sedatives their nerves cannot resist,

and they prefer to sleep at home. Certain gifted, men may
got crowds by reason of native and acquired eloquence, thrill-

ing and impassioned appeal, and varied theme of discourse

or story of travel ; but the current of religious life receives no

impulse of added strength. Soon the most eloquent sermons

and the most wonderful word pictures become vapid, and the

hungry soul starves because it discerns nothing in the Gospel

as it is preached suited to the everyday need.

I\cal pastoral visitation is the only means to acquaint a

pastor with the needs of his people. In the homes of the

people his watchful eye will see openings to the secrets of his

IKHiple's life. He will see what is troubling, or what is likely

to trouble, the life of the schoolgirl ; he will see the difticulties

which threaten the schoolboy ; he will note the worries of a

^vatchful mother ; he will discern the perplexities of the hus-

band
; he will divine the lonely anxiety of the widow seeking

to j)rovide a living and a life for her children; he will observe
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the dangers of temptation's assault; he will see a hundred

conditions, and in prayer and meditation the old Gospel will

appear to him as he becomes "all things to all men," by put-

ting himself in other people's places, "the power of God unto

salvation.'^ He may not preach much about the stars ; he may
not dilate on the old philosophies ; he may not refer to original

Greek and Hebrew roots ; he may not refer to strikes and lock-

outs ; he may not quote poetry • he may not indulge a wealtli

of rhetoric; he may not be profound; he may not appeal to

science; but in any and every case he will have said somcthlDg

which, intuitively, he has intended for some troubled soul,

and which that soul will receive as the thirsty accepts the cool-

ing draught. The fact is, "virile preaching" is God's trutli

declared in forms which will attract. The true pastor sees

the common, everyday life of all the people in his visitatif/n

in home, shop, store, bank, ofBce, schoolroom, field, and street.

This knowledge will inevitably color his sermons, and a do-

lighted people will say, "'0 how^ that sermon helped us !" or,

"Our preacher makes clear the very things I have been study-

ing," or "]\Iy pastor seems to preach to my heart experience.''

A strong pastor will be the strongest preacher he is capable

of being. Pastoral work will not cure the stammering tongue,

it will not make brilliant the indifferent mind. But it will

make the gifted and the commonplace man alike the most

efficient each can be. It will make the eloquent more mean-

ingful, and the commonplace less dull. It will write a plus

mark after every preacher's character, and add to him tlic

supreme object of true ambition—efficiency. The strong pas-

tor wdll be tlie strongest preacher it is possible for him to bo,

and the strong preacher may easily excel in the pastoral worl:,

upon which he may levy for the most meaningful of all bi^

messages to men.
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Akt. IV.—JAIIES RUSSELL LOWELL AS VIEWED
FROM OUR GENERATION.

There must always be some perplexity in trying to esti-

mate James Russell Lowell. A judgment of his full impor-

tance is not easy
;
yet it would be obviously unjust to consider

Lowell as one might consider Browning the poet, or Burke

the orator, or Bentley the scholar. That were unfair to

Lowell, the man of abounding and multiplied talents who

might have vied with any of them had not patriotism and the

exigencies of his time called him, as far as one richly gii'ted

personality can be, to be "all things to all men." Xot only

does any one view fail to give a full measure of the man, it

lacks sufficiency to itself. We cannot understand Ilosea Big-

low until acquainted with the writer of vigorous and very

earnest articles in the North American Beview or the 'Ailan-

iic. We do not know the real spirit of Lowell the satirist or

critic unless we have seen Lowell the scholar as Leslie Stephen

did in his study at Elmwood, have heard of his ideals for the

culture of a nation, and have discovered, wdthal, how "racy

of the soil" he is. Lowell the cosmopolitan and Lowell the

patriot are complements of each other, and we do not under-

stand either until we have read the Address on Democracy.

All these parts, so widely different outwardly, are parts of a

perfect whole : the broad yet intense American, whose founda-

tion purpose was the development of what he thought best in

national life and whose kej^word was Ereedom.

In point of time Lowell was, for our purpose, first of all a

poet. Eor inherent quality his early productions might be

dismissed as shortly as those of some greater poets. He did

not start with as much dullness as Wordsworth indeed, but

neither had he more power of song than many another "class

poet." Edward Everett Hale declares that "the year Lowell

graduated we were as sure as we are now that in him was

nrst-rate poetical genius." Perhaps; though may it not be

that Dr. Hale is projecting certainty backward ? I say per-
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haps his declaration is true ; for ^^•hat class has not confidence

in its laureate ? But, \vliatever may have been argued from

personal acquaintance, most of us could no more prophesy

the '"Fable for Critics" or the "Commemoration Ode'' from

''Threnodia" than we could prophesy ''Tintern Abbey" or

the '*'Ode to Duty" from the "Lines on a Euined Cottaf^^e.''

Coleridge saw genius in these latter, but Coleridge was him-

self a genius. If, however, we make little of the earlier pocuis

as self-commending pieces of literature they may not be unin-

teresting for a backward look. With our knowledge of

Lowell's later work, what can we identify in these pieces that

was characteristic of his more important accomplishment '.

ISTot at first the reform spirit, nor in any %\'ise the intense per-

sonal earnestness, it will be agreed. The subjects are proper

for academic exercises, the tone somewhat moralizing; themes

are treated with the excessiveness of a young writer wlio

wislies to make the most of them. Yet the work shows taste

and liere and there poetic quality. "Threnodia," wl.urli

escapes the sin of moralizing, has unquestioned beauty in

places; and the stanzas ''To Perdita Singing" have some

genuinely lyric lines. In these youthful writings there is one

quality that distinguishes Lowell in all his work; as he after-

ward said of the ''Invita ]\Iinerva," they 'liave a meaning.

'

There is a disposition to stand upon the ground and face tlic

things of a real world. Lowell may sometimes wander int'>

fantastic realms, as becomes academic poetry, but the pnnt

of departure is upon solid earth, and to solid earth he alwav-

I'eturns, bringing whatever great or little treasure he has 1k'!i

able to make his o^\ti. There will always be some to \vb<'::i

tliis also will seem proper in a liealtliy poet ; some to whom a

I3roA\iiing will always bo more satisfying, though not nvre

fascinating, than a Shelley. Lowell will always satisfy t:.?

more than his contemporary Edgar Allan Poe. The drea:::-'

we dream must have vital relation to the life we live.

If one were asked to name the particular piece whieli m.'-.'

be thought to mark Lowell's confinnation in the poetic calh'!''.

one would probably name the "Legend of ]jritUiny;'
'-'^
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Ix-causo it is more in his peculiar spirit than some others, like

'The Heritage/' but because it shows more mastery of form

and l>ccause it contains higher p>oetry tlian he has touched

Kfore. Lowell's tendencv to moralize remains, but in one

case at least he has turned it to great accoimt. Pausing at

the end of 'Tart First" in his poem to lament for one moment

the many fair souls who had better "achieved their iimnor-

tality in youth," he makes a transition that would do credit

to Ariosto. So, through the whole, there are touches of rare

h'-nuty. Parts have the real spirit of a mediawal chanson.

Wliile the poem ends witliout strong fLnality, yet the central

idea must Ije recognized as a noble conception and, upon the

whole, worthily expressed, !Margaret is a fair vision of inno-

cence, and the power of youthful innocence as embodied in

licr reminds us of things in high circles of our literary

Paradiso:

None looked upon her but he straightway tliought

Of all the greenest depths of country cheer,

And into each one's heart -svas freshly brought

What was to him the sweetest time of year.

It was innocence alone that made her approachable by the

wrongdoer. The absence of all foreboding was her danger

:

Her summer nature felt a need to bless,

And a like longint: to be blest again
;

So from her skylike nature gentleness

Dropped ever like a sunlit fall of rain.

In this poem the qualities and limitations of the author

fire defining themselves. The faultiness in metrical and mu-

sical effects discerned here Lowell never outgi'ew. Inability

to rest content with artistic methods is another weakness com-

mon to the "Legend" and later poems. It was never enough

to "hold the mirror up to nature." Lowell never learaed to

trust us so far, or perhaps to trust himself so far. He must

preach what he means at us. He must stretch forth an eager

correcting hand. His "attitude" and his philosophy are be-

coming settled. He is to be no mere poet of hammock-swing-
ing rhapsodies in summer. Tie is the champion of what seems

go<*d to him, and Vv'ill have a challenge ready for any who
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shall do it harm. He is the vigorous defender of all who huvo

been hardly treated. Of Art he says

:

Her fittest triumph is to show that good
Lurks in tho heart of evil evermore.

God docs not work as man works, but makes all

Tho crooked paths of ill to goodness tend.

Thus he puts himself beside another writer who declared tluu

^^all evil is good in the making"—"the scheme hy which,

through ignorance, good labors to exist." It was his failli in

the triumph of good, and in the presence of good with all nici;,

that was to make the 3iianly passionate appealiugness of the

last stanza in the "Elm-tree Ode," which no worthy American

of Xorth or South can read without being stirred from llic

depths. It was this broad faith that made the acceptablcuc-T

of the Address on Democracy, delivered as it was in tlio

world's gTcatest monarchy by the official representative of ;i

republic. "lie knew that honor, truth, and justice are noi

provincialisms." His was always the healthy optimistic

philosophy, though he could be a fierce partisan against err.'r

and his sight was dazzled by no glamour of false optimism.

It was long before anything else of Lowell's showed so go. "1

quality, in equal quantity, as the "Legend." The "Shepherd

of Xing Admetus" is worth mentioning. To read these linc->,

They knew not how he learned at all,

It seemed the loveliness of things

Did teach him all their use,

is to be reminded of another poet by whom the a]>pcn<i»'d

moral is more tunefully expressed

:

Book ! 'tis a dull and endless strife;

Como hear the woodland linnet.

Several of the early poems thus recall ^Yordswort]l, ind(.v-J.

The "Indian Summer Eeverie" bursts into unforgolt;jh-"

beauty in at least one spot—the springlike rapture ah-''

"that devil-may-care the bobolink." A writer wlio can f -V''

us gems like this has proved his right to double ^i!>!hi''"

wlierevcr he pleases. We must snatch at a charming b't ;»'--

from that good jX)cm "Tho Dandelion :"
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Thou art my tropics and mine Italy

;

To look at thee unlocks a warmer clime.

While uo read we forget that it is the dandelion of vrhicli

L<.'.vc]] is speaking; and when we remember again—woe is

U'j for our depravity !—lie has lost half his appeal. The first

ciuiidclion to pop open in early spring gives us a homely

j.lfasure, but we cannot easily learn to think so fine things

<>f it. Wordsworth himself could scarce equal Lowell in

upprociating such thoughts as lie in '"the meanest flower that

blows."

Since the ''Legend of Brittany'' we have been making

b.! tiled haste toward the "Vision of Sir Launfal." It is a new
G rail-legend, really not a legend at all but an invention of

ilie author. It need not be quoted at length, for reader and
\vriter will each assume that the other has kuo\\Ti it from
childhood. What American has written nature-poetry equal

to the first prelude ? It may be, as Mr. Stedman says, that

Lowell himself has surpassed it in the "June" of "Under the

Willows." Probably no one, au}"where, has better put the

thought and sentiment of the passage that ends,

'Tis heaven alone that is given away,

'Tis only God can be had for the asking.

'I hat idea, and that sentiment, Lowell has put his stamp upon
SiS ultimate and made it peculiarly his ; a conviction, by the

^''ay, one would declare of but little from the pen of James
I'u.s^ell Lowell. Here its eagerness did not lead to haste. In
j-cttiug, in motive and sentiments, in supernaturalism, in

JTcscutation of the moral, and in its very movement, this

I«'eni is like a new tale of Saint Alexis or some of the other

isiodiun-al "Vies des Saints." The "legend"—that is to say,

i.:c plot—is of course descended from another origin, the

Arthurian cycle. In its freedom from modemness the piece
J

-5 superior to Tennyson's. As a poem it obviously does not
aJurd good ground for comparison, precisely because it has
'-f^pt so much of the naivete that is proper to it, while Tenny-
^''>n treated his material as he chose and took greater liberty,

i-'iually of course, a comparison as to verse-form and verbal
inc-lody would be in Tennyson's favor. Some even of the
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most familiar lines in the ''Vision" are memorable rather for

tlicir sentiment than for exquisiteness of taste. 0])viously

"Tlie gift without the giver" is said to be hare, not becauso

''bare" is the best word, but because it rhymes. By tliis time,

however, we are somewhat insensible to faults in detail which

we despair of Lowell's outgrowing.

This is probably the best point at which to form many
judgments. The climax of Lowell's poetry in one sort has

been reached, namely, the somewhat conventional p^^ems of

culture, "In Twilight" and "The Cathedral" would have

been enough, indeed, to make a jwet's reputation, and thoy

are later, but they stand apart and they discover no new

quality. The works yet to be discussed, political and satir-

ical as they chiefly are, can in the one case plead exemption

from laws of literary propriety and in the other case becomo

a law to themselves. Let us proceed, then, with our judg-

ments,

Lowell was not chiefl}' a poet of love, though he did give ih

fine thoughts in tliat vein and was yet to write one delightful

love idyl, "The Courtin'." He was not preeminently the ]>oct

of nature, though when he chooses he can write the poetry of

out of doors in a way to bring us the sniff of breezes and the

sweet jargon of many voices and the buoyancy of turf under

foot. Least of all is Lowell the poet of sorrow. "The Fir~t

Snow-fall" is not a poem of heart anguish but of appropriate

reflection. Of what then, distinctively, is Lowell the poet ?

He is the poet of reproof and of aspiration ; the standard

bearer of all who seek to advance "freedom and the cause of

man." Had lie died at the period we are speaking of this

might have been less clear; but now wo can see that fmin

tlie first he was cast for that role. Love, fancy, and his tine

appreciation for nature, all served as noble enhancemcnt>:

but his chief impulse was always a moral impulse. Thi> i-^

equivalent to saying that Lowell was no artist. Any x:nr

critic would say just that. Some one has already said that li-'

had "more of the vision than of the faculty divine," wlii'-'h h

Kaying a part of the same thing. He had none of the arti.~':o
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coiibcientiousness wliicli will not let a thing out of hand until

sure that lie can make no better personal expression; which

i.:u-5es everv phrase, word, and syllable under the most zealous

scrutiny. Lowell protested against such criticism and his

friends have protested. "I don't believe the man ever lived

who put more conscience into his work than I do/' he wrote

in 1S54. But in verses, as in prose, his care was given to the

"meaning;" his "conscience" was not artistic, but moral.

Tliis he later acknowledged. In a preface he laments his own

''ovcrhaste." It was constitutional with hini, however; there

were always masterpieces in his head, so that any brooding

over things once out of it would be folly. If the truth is to

bo said straiglit out, Lowell seems to have sufTered also from.

a common misfortune of authors in our journalistic age : his

writings were '"'merchantable" and must be turned oft" as the

market demanded. Xor is he reproachless in taste even as

regards the matter of his work. Grotesque and whimsical

conceits are admitted out of season, and incongruity seems to

have had no pains for him. Yet Lowell remains our greatest

American poet. He stands upon other than artistic merits.

At the beginning it was said that under different conditions

lie might have vied with Browning; Lowell could never have

rivaled Tennyson. The difference implied between Tennyson

and Browning is not a difference in greatness, but in kind.

Tennyson was the consummate artist, by nature and by cul-

tivation. Of our three most familiar American poets Long-

fellow is our Tennyson, Poe is our Coleridge, and Lowell is

our Browning. Patriotism does not compel us to say that

any one of these was equal to his English mate in the compari-

son; loyalty and justice prompt us to deny that any of them
^^'as a mere diminished repetition of an English poet. But
'he comparison has seemed suggestive.

The ^'Biglow Papers" and the "Eable for Critics" appeared

^•lH-)ut the same time. These gave expression to what was
really strongest in Lowell : the controversialist ; the critic of

literature, of institutions, and of life. It has been said that

"his everyday genius was a genius of wit and humor," Ilis
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everrdaj mp.nner, perhaps, but wit and humor were collat<?ral

with him—instruments for helping to a seriously desired

effect. In the ^'Biglow Papers" the controversial and satir-

ical side of criticism shows, in the ''Table" chiefly the good-

humored though searching quality. One may question the

common view of the "Biglow Papers." That they were ef-

fective pamphlets is beyond dispute. As literature they arc

problematic. That they are ''more literary than they at first

seem" is readily admitted of the i)rose, but the prose is not

here under discussion. The verses, too, have much to say for

theinselves of a sort. They have a stinging mockery in

Hosea's observations on the pompousness of vrhat he might

have called ''them paradin' fellers." There are strong things

about war, as a plain man sees it in the light of religion and

good reason. In the "Eirdofredom" letters the gilt is well

rubbed from the common man's images of war glory. The

paper from a presidential candidate is a vigorous spewing

out of the mouth of those who are "neither cold nor hot."

The sarcasm of "^Vhat Mr. Robinson Thinks" is of the (ir^uii.

rcgia variety, and in some of the laments there is a ring like

the voice of one who knows. On all these grounds the papers

need no concession from an imable critic at this day; they

hitj and that is what they were Avritten for. One wishes

formally to make the concession, however, lest one's criticism

appear to be made in ignorance. x\s studies in Yankee dialect

the papers will remain interesting, and they derive special

interest from having been the first. But that is not a literary

virtue. The form, as Avell as the substance, counts in tlio

making of literature. Only one man, perhaps, ever con-

sciously wrote in a patois of any language "already subdued

to uses of literature" and won a notable place in poetry.

Robert Bums is that man, and he has what Lowell lacks, the

melody which makes poetry "sing itself." Perhaps even

Burns is not an exception ; for he wrote in his native speech

and was clogged by no consciousness of a prouder dialect

viewing him askance. Lowell maintains that he vn-oto in

Yankee as in a native speech, and the conteutiou was proper
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to be made but must be taken with allowance. Professor

Francis Bowen, perhaps unintentionally, has made the right

criticism in speaking of the papers as "imitations of the

Yankee dialect." It is all masquerading, and the character

is not well kept. WTien we read of Massachusetts as

She thet ough' to stand so fearless

Wile the wracks are round her hurled,

Holdln' up a beacon peerless

To the oppressed of all the world,

we are reminded of tliat stoiy in which a refugee from French

nobility hired out as a servant. One day he forgot his role

for a moment, and the mistress of the house exclaimed, "il/o;i

Bleu, un suhjondifr The suhjonctif slips out often with

Lowell.

If any kind of writing needs dramatic quality it is the

dialect character-sketch, and precisely in this Lowell fails.

It is almost true, as Henrietta von Knebel said of Schiller,

'"Only [Lowell] speaks, and not the men themselves." This

is not quite true, because Lowell has embodied many expres-

sions that are deliciously characteristic, but these are only

embodied in a production which is not Hosea Bigiow, or

''Birdofredom," but Lowell imperfectly -translated into their

language. It is Lowell that speaks; and the disguise would

have been still more transparent had not Lowell himself been

so much the Yankee. So far as the two characters coincide

there is no difficulty. But obviously the coincidence camiot

be perfect, and points of departure are marked in more essen-

tial ways than that of diction. Lacking in dramatic and other

artistic qualities, it is doubtful whether these writings will

remain popular after the circumstances that begot them have

receded somewhat into forgetfulnoss. "The Courtin' " has

more of what is perpetual in it than any of the others. The

harmony of characters, incident, and setting, the individual

flavor, and the delightful mixture of daintiness, quaint

humor, and sentiment are too good to bo forgotten. It is in

the "Fable," despite its looseness and haste, that Lowell seems

^t Ills best. Here is flippant emancipation from all clogs of
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rhetoric. Here is free rein given for wit and humor to ^^\^\

Av])at sportive pranks they will, and for impatience to gallop,

if all but a gallop be too slow. Here no despised word need

fear to be froAvned on as an intruder among his betters. The
most atrocious puns are a merit. Diction is abolished. Yet

there is no professed democracy to be violated, as in tho

"Biglow Papers.'' Nothing forbids that the writer shall give

us the best, of any sort, that is upon his pen. Lowell's was

just the spirit to run happy riot with such liberty, and he

does so. It is as much his Paradise as it was of tlie cquallv

impatient Byron, with whom, however, he has so little el^c

in common.

It was only outv.'ardly that the poem ran so wild. In it.^

matter it is thoughtful. It is more; it shows tho almost-

prophetic instinct of a critic so broad that he can judge his

contemporaries without partiality. The picture of "Mirnnda"'

is as humiliating a satire on literary conceit as can well Ik-;

imagined. Lowell's own portrait as done by himself is rari'

in humor, and, marvelous to say, the characterization is tnn',

as far as it goes. The Longfellow is both well done aud gener-

ous, the T\liittier is just, tlie Irving only slightly extravagant.

One hardly knows whether to admire more the brilliancy or

the soundness of the Emerson or the Hawthorne. "When

Lowell leaves either all has been said; and with most vigorous

or delicate appropriateness, as fits the case. jSTone of this

criticism is merely particular. Every verdict is part of i'.n

eager and sensitive but very deliberate sounding of all that

was most vital in American letters. It is not upon Irving, <^'r

Emerson, or Hawthorne that the thought finally rests, Vj'U

upon the fondly imagined nobility of a literary temple ol

fame that is to be built in the iN'ew World. This is tho fart

whose magic gives to the enumeration of names more dignity

and meaning than that of a category. Love of country put-;

temper into every expression; and every opinion of what h;'.-'

been done is full of passionate hope for what shall ho d'Tif'

here toward Art's "fittest triumph." As Dante could cmb'"l^

the lore of centuries in his work and yet put upon it all an-
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other stamp than that of knowledge, so our o%vn lesser poet

has made criticism to become something other than itself.

One would not think it worth while to debate whether the

'•pable'' is j-KDetrv. That depends on one's definition of

jvjctry. But somehow, though bj a strange medium, genius

has spoken itself out with brilliancy and authority and

]><)wer; and the sound is not uncertain. Unique as it is,

whether by virtue or in spite of its uniqueness, writing

like this will live long where thrilling contact with a mind

like Lowell's is of worth to other minds. Xor will its strong

earnestness be less felt always because that earnestness has

been pointed by the keenest hiunor with which an American

writer ever served himself. In that temple of American liter-

ature Avhich is to be the ^'Fable for Critics'' will have its own

place.

Of such poetry as cannot be ignored there remain the odes.

Xone of them deserves to be passed, but some must be. Of

the ''Elm-tree Ode'' I have already spoken. The "Commem-

oration Ode" is as inseparable from its occasion, derives as

mucli certainty of remembrance from its occasion, and has

as little need to rest upon such help as Webster's Bunker Hill

orations. It was the greatest expression of our national grief

;

the most beautiful tribute to the sacred memories not only

of Harvard's sons but of all our honored dead, and the noblest

utterance of the hope upon which our national life was to

l)e resumed. The dignified movement and sonorous cadences,

the seemingly unthought suiting of form to feeling in a

considerable variety, the high solemnity and the deep emotion

which stirs in this poem, lead one to apply an epithet belong-

ing to no other piece of American poetry—that of grandeur.

To quote from it is to do it injustice; it stands together as

a unit. That Americans can ever forget to read this ode is

to be expected only when we have forgotten to cherish the most

sacred of our memories as a }x^ople. That Anglo-Saxons any-

wliere can refuse it a place among the sublimest utterances

of a nation's proud grief over a nation's dead is beyond ex-

pectation. It is this poem that we like best to have in contem-
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plation as we take leave, iu his capacity of poet, of the greatest

poet our country has to he proud of.

Comparatively little space is left for the discussion of

Lowell's prose. It will require le5s, not because it is insig-

nificant but because it is only another expression of the genius

we have been studying. In prose, as in verse, Lowell was tlie

critic preeminently. As a scholar he was eager for the fame

and advancement of every man in the nation, whosoever, thar.

could see visions and dream dreams, or that had in aiiy wise

the gift of song. Personal antipathies were of no conse-

quence. As a believer in the abstract doctrine of freedom

he belonged, heart and soul, to whatever would advance the

freedom of every American. His consciousness of a di.-:-

tinctively American national life was intense, and he gi-catly

desired the best things for that life in every department. But

his own personal and peculiar contribution toward this attain-

ment was the contribution of a critic—a critic of institutions,

of literature, and of life. His was a criticism of correction

and also of inspiration. The ^'American idea" never divorced

him fropj. tlie world's aristocracy of best minds and spirits.

It never led him to think that either American culture or

American institutions could spring out of the soil. He knew

that the ideal of liberty, as held here, had begun in an oLlrr

nation its "broadening Hovm from precedent to precedent.''

and that the conception of a government "of the peojilc, f 'i"

the people, and by the people" did not originate by any iiy.v-.-

ical process in the Xew World. It follows that in literature

he would not have thought to reverse or ignore worliln'! i

principles, or t-o be less the child of Homer and Dante au'l

Shakespeare than were his contemporaries in other hui'I-.

JSTevertlieless, he did profoundly believe that the comni"!i

heritage of raodera times must hero be given peculiar f"r::i

by our peculiar conditions. With nations, as with wi-Itcr-,

it is not the first finding of a thing, "but the making sonic-

thing of it after it is found, that is of consequence." Xati'':''^

"who have no past are pretty sure of ha\^ng no future." A^"-

cordingly, for himself and for all in the circle of his inilucnco,
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Lowell tried to procure from all available sources whatever

was most of worth. We are told that no other man of his age

was so widely and undcrstandingly familiar with the best in

all literatures, and a glance at the range of his subjects, carry-

ing him, as they do, into five different literatures, will con-

vince one of great breadth. His allusions show intimacy with

still other fields. And wherever one has personal familiarity

one never finds Lowell less than master of his subject. When

we read the "Shakespeare Once More" we feel that, though

the last word cannot have been said on such a subject, yet

fo far as we are concerned Shakespeare criticism rests for

the present where Lowell has left it. The essay on Dryden

is temperate, yet far from ''damning with faint praise." It

is appreciative, sjinpathetic, but discriminating; and treats

Dryden as a self-respecting man of letters might wish to be

treated. Doubtless Mr. Stedman is right in saying that no

other essay on Dryden is equal to it. Lessing's work is pro-

foundly analyzed, and his imjportance reckoned. He has been

treated, as Dryden was, with fairness. He is an original

genius, and ^'^the first German who had any conception of

style." "In the history of literature it would be hard to find

a man so stalwart, so kindly, so sincere, so capable of great

ideas, whether in their influence on the intellect or the life,

so unswervingly true to the truth, so free from the common

weakness of his class." He has the faculty of constraction

"in a higher degree than any other German." Yet %c was no

poet." In humor "the mace, and not the scimiter, was his

weapon." His characters "seem something like machines."

While we might have wished for an exception in Minna, we
agree as to the edifying wise Jew (whom yet we like, perhaps

overmuch) and as to the others. In the Wordsworth essay,

if Wordsworth is sinned against the sin is one of omission.

^All that is said unfavorable to him seems just, but the great-

ness of Wordsworth under inspiration, while appreciated, is

not made to put all faultiness out of view as generously as we
might expect of Lowell. Perhaps the faults of WordswortK
fire just the faults whicH Lowell could least overlook.
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There is scarcely any subject iu which we might sooner

expect to find the measure of a critic thau in his treatment uf

Daute. It is with admirable modesty that Lowell approachc-j

this genius. He hopes only to ''supplement" the book of Miss

Iiossetti, which he has made his text. It is not long, however,

before we discover that we have a guide and a prophet, Lowell

has power to do what Miss Kossetti proposes for herself in

beginning the ''Shadow of Dante"—to be "spiritualized by

his spirit and upborne on his wings;" and we are the gainers.

It would be ungrateful to say any reproaches because Lowell

took Daute too literally in the matter of Brunetto Latini's

"tutorship" (as if one should say that some venerable friend

had been a father to him) ; or because, if he did not mean to

deny Dante's sense of humor, he at least left his view so

ambiguous that certain secondhand critics in our generation

declare, "Dante had no humor." They forget, what Lowell

could not more than momentarily have forgotten, that the

test for such a matter is not in asking whether a writer is in

any degree the humorist, but in asking whether he shows a

sense of congruity. Lowell mu^t not be read as sonic expositors

read sacred Scripture, by separate phrases; he drops many

a chance word that on reflection he would doubtless recall.

As is usual where there is rapid characterization, while man}'

of his off-hand sketches challenge comparison, some must not

be taken as absolute. Whoever takes the trouble to read

through the context, however, will rarely be led astray; for

Lowell's understanding is rarely at fault or his real meaning

far to seek. If in "iMy Garden Acquaintance" he observes

that the robins sing "'as a poet should, with no afterthought,"

one need not go to the "Y'lia Isuova" or the "Ars Poelica"

for refutation. Plainly, Lowell is not giving advice, but

wishing that poets could pour forth divine things \vith bird-

like almndon, Xo one appreciated better than Lowell, theo-

retically at least, the need of afterthought, when he lamentc'l,

"Lidera scripfa manri."

The "by products" of study are mosl abundant in the stiulv

of Lowell. He gives us instantly what must be tlie fruit of
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many years' ripening opinion upon some aiitlior not under dis-

cussion that lie may have a clear comparison for the author

who is. He drops immediately justified conclusions which

other writers would take volumes to develop. In e\'ery page

we are told, by way of illustration, things that we did not

know and are glad to know
;
yet they are told so off-hand that

we presently forget how recent is our knowledge. ^'Lowell

makes a liberal education steal on you unawares." Lowell's

style is such as we should expect of him—vigorous, indi-

vidual, and of great variety. It is not a classic English style

;

quaint or foreign idioms are common. In diction it is thor-

oughly democratic, at least so far as concerns any recognition

of caste among words. Lowell wants the best from all orders

of expression. But the style has ease, clearness, and restful

variety, and is remarkably adapted to the matter. How could

he have spoken more fitly when he said of a passage in Dante

that ''the verses tremble with feeling and shine with tears".?

Yet there is equal appropriateness when in speaking of good

old Ben Jonson he says, with droll familiarity, ''Ben, with

his principles oft", could soar and sing with the best of them."

Continually the style is full of imagination and enlivened by

the play of humor, and there is always a meaning even in the

pleasantry. Lowell's power of epigram is rare. He can give

us facts or reflections in a more compact and rememberable

way than any other writer of his time ; and this power is well

kept subservient to its use of impressing thoughts about the

main subject. In summing up the discussion of Lowell's

style I will quote what Coleridge said of Hazlitt: ''He says

things of his own in a way of his own." At its best the style

is both brilliant and beautiful ; at its worst it is never less

than clear ; and it gives us a wholesome feeling that there is

''a man behind the words," one of the best secrets in any

^vriting.

Lowell is our greatest poet, and our greatest critic, and our

greatest satirist. He stands not far from the front in things

not within our present limits. "Wlio better than he, for in-

stance, v.'ould have been our diplomat for winning the cession
59
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of Englisli respect ? He said of a man whose name would not
be fitly mentioned \dtli liis own, "Tliat lie was a man of genius
appeared unmistakably in his impressibility by the deeper
meaning of the epoch in which he lived." That is the mark
also of Lowell's genius—the genius which compelled him
throughout. It was that whieJi made him an eager participant
in the ''Xew England Eeuaissance." It made him catch what
was best in the impulse of transcendentalism, escapino- its

error. It was that which gave him the voice of strong rebuke
when ^vi'ong held itself up, and made him a prophet of recon-

ciliation when strife was ended.

Lowell's criticism cannot soon be dispensed with, thougli

criticism is not the best means to lasting fame; for it is eu'io-

tions, not opinions or interpretations, that are eternal among
men. He has given us some poetry that is sure to live;

though, when one asks of how much there is certainty, the

quantity is but small. ''In literature, it should be remem-
bered, a thing always becomes his at last who says it best, and
thus makes it his own." Lowell has left opportunity for some
other to put a new stamp on much of his work, and rob hini

of its lasting possession. But some bears his indelible mark.
As at the beginning so at the end, we have to say that

Lowell clearly was greater than anything he did. Had he

lived in more settled and serener times he might have been

uninterrupted in one lofty achievement. Living when he did,

he could perhaps have done more for personal eminence In-

refusing to be drawn into affairs, but he would not have dor.o

more for America, or even, it may be, for American letters.

It will not be said of him, as he said of Klopstock, that '"liis

immortality is one of preteritness."

(f-P^C^ii^.^^£,>t>f-
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Aet. V.~MIRACLES.

It is remarkable that the very facts wliich were put for-

ward in the apostolic age as the most convincing proof of the

truth of Christianity should iu our day be the chief object of

attack, or should be the greatest stumbling-block to many

honest seekers who are anxious to accept the Christian doc-

trines but are deterred by the intellectual difhculties which

the "signs" present. The cause, however, is not far to seek.

With the development of physical science has came an in-

creased knowledge of what we are accustomed to call the laws

of nature and a deep conviction that nothing happens abnor-

mally. There is a growing belief in the uniformity of nature.

The substance of this belief is that every effect has its cause;

that like causes imder like circumstances invariably produce

like effects. Xature, however, is here used in the restricted

sense of the simi total of physical forces, and, following the

argument of Kant's Critique of Pure Reason, the basis of all

knowledge is perceptions of a permanent force or substance

wliose quantum neither increases nor diminishes, and which

give us sensations of extensive and intensive magnitudes.

That can only be actual, therefore, which is bound up with

those material conditions of experience which can result in

sensations, and that only is possible which conforms to the dis-

covered or the discoverable laws of pure perception and con-

ception. A miracle does not do this, and it is accordingly

something the reality and validity of which no scientifically

educated person can admit. The denial of the possibility of

niiracles is, it will be seen, only a phase of the wider assertion

that the supernatural is impossible, that belief in it is

childish, and that the rationalistic interpretation of so-called

K'ligious phenomena is the only sane one. It becomes us,

therefore, to examine

I. Tlic Possihilifi/ of Miracles.

1. John Stuart ^lill offers as a test for a miracle the follow-

^Jig
: ''Were there present in the case such external conditions.
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such second causes we may call them, that whenever these

conditions or causes reappear the event will be reproduced ]

If there were, it is not a miracle; if there were not, it is."

From this definition it is apparent that to one who holds that

nature is only a name for the sum total of the mechanical and

chemical forces of the universe tliere is no other mode of exist-

ence than that which can be perceived by the bodily senses,

or to one who holds that thought is a function of the braiu,

that the brain secretes thought as the liver secretes bile,

miracles must bo a violation of the law of causation and hence

impossible. But this is thoroughgoing materialism, and we

deny the validity of materialism on the following grounds

:

(a) It has up to date never shown that mental energy is

simply a transformation of physical energy. It fails to ex-

plain the marked unlikeness of the physical and the mental

series, to explain the imitary consciousness of the unitary

subject which lies at the basis of all our mental life, to explain

the spontaneity and the self-activity which Kant showed once

for all to be a characteristic of mind. Granted that in nearly

all its phases the mental life is profoundly dependent upjn

the orgauism and more especially upon the brain and the

nervous system, we still maintain the validity of the statement

made by Professor Ladd in summing up the results of his

investigations in physiological psychology, that "the develoi>

ment of mind can only be explained as the progressive mani-

festation in consciousness of the life of a real being, which,

although taking its start and direction from the action of iho

physical elements of the body, proceeds to unfold powers that

are distinctively its own, according to laws which are sp*>

cifically its own." Materialism is not the last word in plii-

losophy. It fails satisfactorily to account for human con-

sciousness. It denies human personality and human frecdon:,

both of which are abundantly testified on various grounds.

Only listen to the supreme singers who have set to music

the profoundest thoughts of the race and you will recogni''''

that the history of tlie race shows no more unmistakalile f.'i>"t

than that the human soul, whether impelled by blind supcrsti-
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tion, by rational instincts, or by reasoned inductions, has ever

re]X)sed on the conviction of a supernatural order. Literature

is but the expression of the deepest, fullest convictions of the

human heart, and careful examination will show that the veiy

warp and woof of literature is woven out of the belief that the

things which are seen are temporal, while the things which are

unseen are eternal. Dr. Diman has pointed out that no revo-

lution which has ever taken place in the world's history could

equal that which would be caused in modern society by a

general renunciation of faith in unseen and supernatural

tilings. It would be a revolution affecting man in all the

conditions of his development, in all his relations to his

fellows, in all his habits of thouglit, in all his motives of

action, and in all his ideals of conduct.

(6) Materialism, furthermore, mates men mere automata

for whom a fixed code of morals is impossible ; it demands

an entirely new and enlarged definition of matter, the right

and wisdom it has not proved, and it leaves the definition and

conception of life more confused and unsatisfactory than it

has ever been before. We counted ten different definitions

of the much-vaunted "Force" with which it endeavors to

explain ultimate reality. Each one involved a different con-

ception, strenuously advocated as against some other concep-

tion of said force, and each was a mere speculation, supported

by no adequate proof. To say the least, materialism as a

substitute for supernaturalism has not yet proved its case.

2. A more formidable argument for the impossibility of

miracles is put forward by those who hold pantheistic concep-

tions of God. They make all things to begin and end with

God, in whom as the great All-pervading Spirit they find the

explanation of existence. They do not resolve God into

nature, but they exalt nature to God and treat all the opera-

tions of.nature as the manifestations of the supreme spiritual

substance. Nothing happens or can happen in nature which

is in contradiction to its imiversal laws, because these laws

are the order of God's going, the very expression of his

essence ; and any interference such as is presupposed in mir-
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acles would break up the order, would overthrow God's laws,

would make him contradict himself, and hence would be an

absolute impossibility. It is surprising what a hold this pan-

theism in its more refined forms has on present-day thinking.

Wo have even detected it in the expositions of teachers and

preachers who would have been startled had they been charged

with unchristian or dangerous teaching. Let us examine the

theory. It holds that we look at tilings under the mask of

time and sense when we should look at them "imder the form

of eternity." Imagination enslaves common thought and

makes it believe that because it can picture to itself a world

of separate individual existences they must really exist, while

the fact is that reality, substantiality, self-determined, inde-

pendent existence, is to be found only in God. In aU the

universe there is no reality save God. Thought, extension,

mind, matter are distinctions which exist only for our fijoite

intelligences. Else above imagination and illusion and wo

shall find an infinite substance into which all things are

absorbed and of whose will and working all things seen are

but the visible and sensible expression, and this substance we

call God. Xaturc, therefore, embraces the sum of all exist-

ence and of all foi-ce, material and spiritual, and includes not

only all physical movements but also the energy of man and

of God. The power and eftlciency of the Divine Being are

thus transferred to the forces and the laws of nature and arc

restricted to its established uniformities. To such a system,

of course, miracles are an impossibility.

Xow, we object to this conception of God and nature in tolo,

because

(a) It offers no adequate explanation of the existence

of the finite world or of individual beings, and it belies the

facts which go to prove that there is a unity in which all a

man's attributes and functions meet; a power of self-deter-

mination, a spontaneous source from which thought and con-

duct radiate ; a power of distinguishing one's self as thinking

from one's self as thought about; an order of existence wl)ich

goes beyond the order of sensible experience, 'but which never-
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thclcss includes the material order and elevates it to a higher

use, just as the chemical includes and transfigures the me-

chanical or the vital includes and transfigures the chemical

order. You may put root, stem, leaves, stamens, pistils, etc.,

together, hut it takes a vital principle ^vhich you cannot put

in them to make a rose, and that vital principle so imites

these things that, however similar they may be, no rose is

exactly like any other rose ; and so it is of human individu-

ality. This pantheistic conception ignores all these facts.

''It is the passing away, as if by a suicidal act, of all con-

sciousness, all activity, all individuality, into the moveless

abyss of the Infinite.""

{})) Such a system knows nothing of moral distinctions.

If in the universe there be no beings, no life but one, a finite

moral agent becomes a contradiction in terms. We are simply

the sport of imagination when we regard our spiritual life as

anything other than a fragment of the Infinite, and our con-

sciousness of independence, which Ave have regarded as the

basis of morality, must be regarded as an evil, a thing which

separates us from God. Like the Buddhist, we must regard

its extinction as the highest good.

(c) This system implies either that God is the author o£

evil or that for God evil has no positive reality. Further-

more, "God is no nearer to and stands in no different relation

to the pure heart than to that which is the haunt of selfish and

sensual lusts. The lowest appetites and the loftiest moral

aspirations, the grossest impurities and the most heroic vir-

tues, are alike consecrated by the presence of God. Whatever

is, is right. All natural passions carry with them their o\yi\

sanction, for immersion in the natural is absorption in the

divine."f

The fact is, there is no impossibility about a miracle which

docs not involve the impossibility of an intelligent, free, per-

sonal God. Professor Iluxley admits the possibility of mira-

cles, and ]\ratthew Arnold does not dispute it. Iluxley says

:

"Strictly speaking, I am unaware of anything that has a right

* Caird, Fundamental Idea of Christianity. f Ibid.
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to the title of an 'impossibility,' except a contradiction in

terras. There are impossibilities logical but none natural.

'A 'roimd square,' a 'present past,' 't^vo parallel lines that

intersect' are impossibilities, because ideas denoted by the

predicates round, present, intersect are contradictory to the

ideas denoted bj the subjects square, past, parallel; but walk-

ing on water, or turning water into wine, or procreation with-

out male intervention, or raising the dead, are plainly not

'impossibilities' in this sense." "It might be otherwise,'"'

Huxley says, '"'if our present knowledge of nature exhausted

ihe, possibilities of nature, but it is sufficiently obvious, not

only that we are at the beginning of our knowledge of nature,

instead of having arrived at the end of it, but that the limita-

tions of our faculties are such that we never can be in a posi-

tion to set bounds to the possibilities of nature. We have

knowledge of what is happening and of what has happened ; of

what will happen we have and can have no more tlian expecta-

tion grounded on our more or less correct reading of prist

experience and prompted by the faith begotten by that ex-

perience, that the order of nature in the future will resemble

its order in the past."*

There is no miracle recorded in the Eible which is in any

wise like a violation of the laws of thought. If there were we

should be prevented from believing them by the very con-

stitution of our minds ; but the kind of difficulty which they

present is easily explained. These miracles are not violations

or suspensions, but subordinations, of the laws of nature. Tlie

law of gravitation causes an apple to fall to the ground, but

the will and power of man is competent to subordinate that

law, to catch the apple and hold it in mid-air. The same V^y^'

holds do^vn the water of the lake, but the superior powcj- oi

sunlight bids the watery vapor up and away. It obey?, it

forms into clouds, becomes condensed and falls to refrc^li a

thirsty land. Certain chemical laws bring about decny m
animal matter. The salt which preseiwes the meat does U' t

destroy the chemical laws, it only hems them in and sul^-r-

* Quoted by Marcus Dods in a lecture on Miracles.
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dinatcs them. BushncU well says, "To create anything that

was not, to set on foot any plan that was not on foot, was itself

a miracle, involving all the difficulties of a miracle subse-

quent." It is no more difficult to raise a man from the dead

than to create a man or io ordain the evolutionary processes

which fijjally result in the existence of a man. It is no more

marvelous a thing to multiply the loaves in the hand of the

Master than to ordain and superintend the processes which

multiply the wheat in the furrow. We must not allow the

continuities of nature to become fetiches before Avhich we

bow do^ni and worship. The law of continuity is not a

constitutive principle of nature. Kant showed tliat time

and space are forms of the human intuition, glasses through

which we are able to look into and interpret the external

world. They are our glory, but they are our limitation.

IN'ow suppose for a moment beings whose understanding was

confined to two dimensions of space. Length and breadth

they know, but of height they have no conception whatever.

They live on a plane. To move northward or southward,

eastward or westward, would be within their power, but up-

ward or do^vnward would have no meaning for them. To such

beings the advent of a visitor from the third dimension of

space would be a miracle : it would Ix; a break with all the laws

by which their universe had been ordered in the past. "Wo

cannot assert the impossibility of such a thing unless wo are

prepared to assume that the laws of space which fetter and

confine ns on every side are the final and only laws for the

whole universe, and it does not require an exhaustive knowl-

edge of the Kantian philosophy to show at least that such a

proposition has not yet been proven.*

3. There is another phase of this argument entitled to a

moment's consideration. Miracles, it is argued, are contrary

to the conception of God as the All-wise. The miracle is an

intervention which can only be demanded by an imperfection

in the existing order. This is inconsistent with the infinite

"wisdom and power of a God who made and pronounced all

* This illustration is given in article "Miracles " In the Hastings Bible Dictionary.
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things good from the beginning and forbids a belief in that

perfect system which we have a right to expect of him. This

is really a relic of the old deism which thought of God as an

absentee proprietor who made an absolutely perfect world

from which he was ever afterward rigidly excluded, because

like a perfect watch it was made to run by the forces he had

wi-apped up in it. On the one side this theory is ojjcn to

several of the objections urged against pantheism, notably the

one from the obliteration of moral distinctions as shouni

above. On the other side, Dr. Diman and other writers have

shown that when a universe is governed by constant and in-

variable laws contrivance or the power of ingeniously devising

plans to offset or subordinate certain laws is a logical neces-

sity of beings characterized by freedom. The whole tendency

of present-day thought is in the direction of freedom. Pagid

necessitarianism may fairly be said to be a doctrine of tlio

past. An intelligence which adapts means to ends, which u>es

offsets and contrivances for the accomplishment of its fore-

seen purposes, is inseparably bound up with the Chriftiau

conception of the universe. A miracle, then, may be deliiicd

as an event occurring in the physical world, unaccounted for

by any of its kno^vn laws or forces, but manifesting a i)urp:>~o

and displaying an intelligence which warrants us in ascribiu'.;

it to a spiritual cause or a divine volition, and such an cvciit

is not an im^wssibilily until it is clearly proved tliat ibe

existence of a free personal God is an impossibility and a

delusion.

II. Kealizing the force of these and similar argument.-;,

modern imbolief directs its objections to the supposed ini]'-'-^-

sibility of the iiroof rather than to the abstract impo>sil'iIi*v

of miracle itself. Hume says that "no testimony is suiliri' hi

to establish a miracle, unless the testimony be of such a ki;. i

that its falsehood would be more miraculous than tb.e l.'.'-^-

which it eudeiivors to establish." He continues: '"1 ho''' *'

not to be found in all history any miracle attested by a .-'!•'••

cient number of men, of such unquestioned good sense, en:''-!-

tion, and learning, as to secure us against all deln-i' n i^'
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themselves; of such undoubted integrity as to place tliem

beyond all suspicion of any design to deceive others ; of such

credit and reputation in the eyes of mankind as to have a

great deal to lose, in case of their being detected in any false-

hood ; and at the same time attesting facts performed in such

a public manner and in so celebrated a part of the world as to

render the detection unavoidable ; all of which circumstances

are requisite to give us a full assurance in the testimony of

men."''' He then goes on to argue that so-called miracles are

to be accounted for by the passion for the wonderful in man,

that they have been prevalent in savage and early periods of

human history and have diminished as civilization has ad-

vanced, that the value of human testimony for such events

is diminished by the well-kno^\Tl temptation to pose as prophet

or apostle, and he concludes by examining a nmnber of won-

derful and miraculous accounts narrated by travelers and

historians, attempting to show that no testimony for a miracle

has ever amounted to a probability, much less to a proof.

Kow, this is a formidable arraignment and needs careful

consideration. Let us take that miracle regarded by all the

apostles, and particularly by Paul, as pivotal and decisive.

Was their belief in the resurrection a delusion ? Were they

competent witnesses ? That Jesus actually died was never

questioned in ancient times. The soldiers, the disciples, the

multitudes, the chief priests, and the Sanliedrin all seem to

have been satisfied of the fact. The theft theory has long

been abandoned as ridiculous. The rationalistic attempts

to account for the belief in his resurrection by attributing to

the women and the disciples an excited state of mind in

which their longing to see their beloved one made them the

victims of hallucination and delusion is sufficiently answered

by the admission of the advocates of the theory themselves that

time was needed to develop such a state of mind, while the

fact is that the appearances began within three days of the

crucifixion, were all completed within a space of fifty days,

and then permanently ceased. Furthermore, at the time the

ilume's Enquiries, 90-101.
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resurrection is reported to have occurred tlie disciples were

BO depressed and disappointed that thej gave up tLe vrhole

thing, and subjective visions were about the last thing likely

to befall them. Again, the record is that when told of the

rising of the Lord ''some doubted," to others the words of the

women seemed as "idle tales," while we all know the story

of doubting Thomas. Out of this critically skeptical mood

they became thoroughly convinced of the fact, so that we may
safely consider this vision theory as untenable. Othe]- ration-

alists have agreed that Jesus was not really dead but in a

swoon, from which, after lying for some hours in the cool

cavern, with healing ointments and strongly scented spices

about him, he readily recovered, to impress his followers with

the conviction that he had risen from the dead. Against this

theory is the clear testimony of the evangelists that Jesus

was actually dead ; but the fatal objection to it is that a Jesus

who had stolen half dead out of the sepulcher, who crept

about weak and ill, needing bandaging, strengthening, and

medical treatment, and who within a little more than a month

passed away could never have rallied the doubting, dispirited

disciples and inspired them with the belief that he was a

conqueror over death and the grave, that he was the Prince of

life and peace, the confidence in whose resurrection was to

lie at the basis of all their future ministry. The swoon

hypothesis must go the way of the vision theory. These are

the more formidable rationalistic attempts to account for this

great miracle. "Wliat is sometimes called tlie telegram theory,

and the attempt to explain the apostolic language as a series

of mere rhetorical figures giving rise to a misunderstanding

of the real meaning of the witnesses which resulted in a belief

in the resurrection on the part of the early Church, may be

dismissed as puerile. We may conclude that Jesus really

died and that the apostles believed that he rose again.

There is an account of at least eight or ten distinct appenr-

anccs. Prebendary Eow his given a careful analysis of the

evidence which shows that within twenty-seven years of tlie

crucifi:5ion miraculous powers were believed to reside in cer-
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taiu officers of the church, that even earlier the miracle-work-

ing power was considered one of the signs of an apostle, and

that both Jesus and his disciples believed themselves to be

possessed of superhuman powers. ISTow these disciples were

neither idiots, insane persons, nor fanatics. They had oppor-

tunity to know the facts, they were men of sound common

sense, capable of judging of the facts they witnessed. This

is abundantly attested by the deeds recorded of them, by the

writings which they have left, by what they accomplished in

their subsequent lives, and by tlie effect of their acts and

words in the centuries since. They were men of integrity.

.We know the character of Peter, James, and John as well

or better than we know that of Cicero, Plato, Socrates, or

CiTsar. Despite some imperfections, they were, on tlie whole,

holy men; so morally conscientious as to be incapable of

very serious double-dealing, reprimanding each other even

for their smaller shortcomings ; so outspoken against equivo-

cation or dishonesty of any sort that deception on their part

must have discredited them and rendered impossible the work

which history abundantly shows tliat they performed. Above

all, however, we can conceive of no adequate motive for mis-

representation. They were in a veiy large degree disinter-

ested witnesses. We need not recount the tremendous sacri-

fices which Paul made when he abandoned relatives and

friends, all the associations of a Pharisee—domestic, social,

literary, civil, and religious—toiled with his 0"wn hands to

get bread while he preached a doctrine which to his dying day

made him an outcast, hounded from city to city by sleepless

enemies and detractors ; nor need we call attention to the fact

that these men all. died for their testimony. We should also

note that this was not an uncritical age. Cicero had been in

the forum and senate house just a little before; Virgil and

Horace were writing their immortal poems in that age;

Greek culture was widespread ; Socratic questioning was not

nnlcno\vn
;
yet these men built a church a comer stone of

which was belief in the miracle of the resurrection. They

present a case which meets every one of Hume's objections.
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Ecalizing the force of these facts, Huxlej, who follows

largely in the wake of Hume, depends npon the strangeness

of the events rather than on the insufficiency of the testinioiiv.

He asks if any testimony wonld render it credible that a cen-

taur had been seen trotting down Eegeut Street. There is

no analogy between such an event and the miracles of the

jSTew Testament, for the centaur is itself a monstrosity, while

the miracles of Jesus are the removal of obstructions which

hinder nature from being accepted as the expression of God's

good will to man. Moreover, the centaur is an isolated phe-

nomenon, proceeding from nothing, going nowhere, signify-

ing nothing, accomplishing nothing, meaningless, stamped

on the face of the idea as a pure fancy, while the miracles of

Jesus reveal the character and benevolence of God, enal^le

man to think of God as merciful, loving, and good,"' and

they appear as the natural outcome of a manifestation v\liicli

had been prepared for through a long series of years. Tlioy

arc in perfect congruity with the person who -wrought tliem

and with the revelation which they were to authenticate.

We may confidently assert that Jesus was neither a mere

man, produced by the ordinar^^ forces which energize in the

moral and spiritual realm, nor the climax resulting from tlie

survival of the fittest in an ordinary evolution ; for if he was

why is it that these forces have succeeded in producing only

one such man in the whole course of authentic history, or tlmt

in more than fifty generations since his death we have neither

seen his superior nor have these evolutionary forces produf-d

another at all approaching him in many of his characteris-

tics? Egypt, Assyi'ia, Greece, Rome, and Israel herself a!!

had great men; modern nations have had their patriots nivt

their heroes, but Jesus is the only man who stands out as sin-

less in the verdict of friend and foe alike, the only divinely

attractive personality, the center of a unique moral an-l

spiritual power, ever increasing as the centuries pass. He J"

the only catholic man, the only man entirely free fr"rn tlo

impress of the environment in which he was bom and rcarC'l,

• Dr. Dods in his lecture ou Miracles finely elaborates this idea.
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free from the peculiarities of race and nation, speaking Avitli

equal case to civilized man and savage, to philosopher and

peasant, capable of acting on all ages, all temperaments, all

nations, and all conditions, and he is the only man who has

ever been free from sncli trammels. '\Miere is one of the

ancestors or the successors of Jesus who made an approach to

his greatness or his catholicity ? He is the one only man vrho

really illustrates the solidarity of mankind. jSTow, does it add

nothing to the credibility of the Gospel miracles that they

were the outworking of the life and character of a person thus

unique in his power and personality and already miraculous

in his sinlcssness ? To such a character these signs w^ere rele-

vant, significant, and congruous. Jesus certainly professed

to have performed miracles. If they were unreal we are com-

pelled to face one of two alternatives: Either, (a) lie v.ho

was the greatest of the sons of men labored under some kind

of mental hallucination; or, (&) He who was the sternest

denouncer of hypocrisy must himself have consciously per-

petrated a fraud or have so adapted himself to the super-

stitions of the people as to have purposely deceived them. Xo
sober thinker would, in our day, undertake to defend either

of these alternatives. You must, therefore, account for his

claims and his assumptions ; and the explanation is found in

the fact that he perfectly revealed God, that when the world

saw him it saw God and saw him to be more and better than

it had supposed. Generation after generation has confirmed

the judgment that such an assumption involves no incon-

sistency, no extravagance, no grotesque pretension, for ho

perfectly played the part and displayed the character of God.

As Eousseau has said, "If the life and death of Socrates were

those of a sage, the life and death of Jesus Christ were those

of a God." His miracles were in perfect harmony with God's

presence and power, and accomplished results which exhibited

the nature and character of his kingdom. They were per-

fectly consonant with the person who perfonned tlicm, and

they had a rational purpose.

Of course, such an argument hints that jSTew Testament
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miracles are better authenticated than Old Testament oncd,

and that the miracles of Jesus himself are more credible tliaii

those of the apostles. We are perfectly willing to accept thai,

conclusion. If, however, the argument establishes the cor-

taintj of these deeds on the part of Jesus, and if he is the

expression of God to the world so that God is back of Elijah,

Peter, Paul, and John, it will not be very difficult to establish

a very strong probability of the authenticity and genuineness

of the miraculous deeds of the disciples. This leads us to

consider

III. The Purpose of ike Miracles of Jesus.

Matthew and Luko both record Jesus' stinging reproof of

an evil and adulterous generation which was always seeking

a sign. Again, in John iv, 48, the Master is represented as

breaking out in a passionate protest, '"Except ye see signs and

wonders, ye will in no wise believe." Here as elsewhere he

refuses to attempt to settle men's doubts about his Messiah-

ship by astounding feats of miraculous power. He accu.-?cs

them of asking for miracles because the light that was in

thcin was darkness. The Xinevites repented under a less

influence, a heathen queen did better than these Jews, and the

ends of the earth displayed greater wisdom than his own
highly favored people. Their spiritual vision was paralyzed

so that they misunderstood him and totally misunderstood

the nature and the purpose of miracles. Again, in the par-

able of the rich man and Lazarus, Jesus re2)resents Abraham
as saying, "If they hear not Moses and the prophets, neither

will they be persuaded, if one rise from the dead." It U
clear that Jesus did not regard the authentication of hi-

divine mission as the first purpose of his miracles. They did

have evidential value, for as iSTicodemus acutely discerns],

^'Xo man can do these miracles that thou docst, except God

he with him." But this evidential value was secondary and

inferential. Their primary purpose was a benevolent one.

They were acts of unparalleled divine love. The const^iut

desire of Jesus was to do good to the uttermost extent of Iiis

power; hence he healed the sick, cleansed the lepers, cast out
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demons, and fed tlic hungry miiltitude. lie cared for men's

bodies as ^vell as for tlieir souls, for his kingdom \vas to cover

the Avhole realm of human \yell-being. He proclaimed a

salvation and announced a system the intent of which was

that man should be perfect physically, morally, intellectually,

and spiritually; that he should have a soundness worthy of

his high destiny as the Son of God. The miracles of healing

shoved the divinity of his love, the measurelessness of his

compassion, and the benevolence of his purpose toward hu-

manity; while the nature miracles asserted the supremacy

of his kingdom and demonstrated the possibility of the

minute providence announced in the Sermon on the Mount

and in other discourses. " They showed that God was able to

vindicate the interests of his kingdom at all hazards and to

make that providence a reality, for wind and wave, sea and

sky, electric force and occult power alike yielded to his con-

trol. These wonders, therefore, were a prominent part of

the revelation of God by Christ, but like his whole character

and person they were misunderstood and continually misin-

terpreted by the Jews. They had eyes but they saw not, ears

but they heard not ; even parables concealed as Avell as re-

vealed truth. These miracles werenot the work of a magi-

cian calculated to excite wonder and admiration ; they w^ere

what Jesus himself was, the revelation of God's presence and

love; they constantly accomplished results which proclaimed

the kingdom and the character of God and displayed God's

good will to man. They were exalted revelations of the na-

ture and character of the heavenly Father, not tricks to

convince men of the Son's Messiahship. They were misap

prehended for tlie same reason that their author was mis-

apprehended. The remedy was not more powers and wonders

such as the obtuse Pharisee was continually demanding, but

more light, more spiritual insight; a more devout and faith-

ful following of eternal principles revealed in Moses and the

prophets, implanted in the very constitution of man, and

revealed supremely in Jesus himself.

* Thl3 latter theory is strongly set forth by Dr. A. B. Bruce.

CO
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Out of this gro-^rs the secondary and evidential value of
miracles. Jesus performed them because he was able so to

do, and he was able because he was the Son of God, the re-

vealer of the infinite personal power behind the universe. In
him God speaks to us most plainly, manifests himself most
certainly. Hence when John the Baptist sent his disciples

Hatt. xi, 3-G) to ask Jesus, "Art thou he that cometh, or
look we for another?" he replied, "Go your way and tell

John the things which ye do hear and see : the blind receive

their sight, and the lame wallv, the lepers are cleansed, and
the deaf hear, and the dead are raised up, and the poor have
good tidings preached to them. And blessed is he, whosoever
shall find none occasion of stumbling in me." These midity
acts of mercy and help disclosed and certified their author
as the true Son and revealer of the God alike of nature and of

grace. In this view the oft-repeated contention that the
miracles were useless, even if proved, becomes a ground]es3
assumption. They had an important mission and rendered
a real service.

Has the age of miracles passed away ? Doubtless it has,

for we have abundant evidence without them. There is a

sense in which the great evangelistic and missionary move-
ments of the twentieth century are miracles as great as those
which Jesus WTought. They reveal the divine power and
the divine love still active among men, still working for tlic

perfection of the race. Ue who believes not these would not

believe though disciples should perform signs and wonder?.
,We have many lines of evidence which were not open to men
of the first century. We have an ever-opening book of divine

revelation in Christianity itself. The continued opcratl'.ii.-

of the Pentecostal Spirit in the ceaseless producing of liviiig

Christian experience and transforming of the souls of men
is no inconsiderable clue to the Christianity of the past.

C>%^i^*0;^ CVT^xJ^^'^tr^^^.sTTc/^
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Art. VI.—lucian ON TIIE PHILOSOPHERS OF THE
SECOND CENTURY.

The most full and satisfactory testimony to life and man-

ners in the second century of our era is given by Lucian.

Tliat period is full of interest to tliose wLo, following tlie

vicissitudes of our Christian faith, care to see the Church, in

its youth and its unity, struggling against odds such as are

now scarcely conceivable. Rise as high as we may in afiec-

tionate construction of this history, we are likely, because

dealing witli a living and regenerating faith, to achieve

results of more enduring vplue than in considering mere,

dreams of an idealized past.

The life and manners of the people indicate what forms of

opposition were to be overcome by this Christian faith and

also afford tokens of progress, and as a witness to these facts

Lucian is incomparable. The canon of Scripture had been

closed. Such light as is thrown by the New Testament upon

the customs and constitution of society had been only inciden-

tal to the main purpose of the book, but that light shines no

longer. Lucian is a writer whose main interest lay in the

delineation of ordinary types of character. His works, as

they have been preserved to us, far exceed in bulk those of

any nearly contemporaneous author. He is a man very happy

in his literary habit, extremely readable, being, as few men
are, both witty and humorous. He was a wide traveler. TTc

find him in Asia Minor, Greece, Rome, Gaul, Africa ; in all

these regions obser\'ing men and pursuing the literary occu-

pations which suited the intellectual development of his life :

first as a pleader in the courts, then as a professional rhetori-

cian, finally as a student of pliilosophy. References in liis

v^Titings place him between 120 and 200 A. D. Uinally, in

the words of Jacob r'^ 'Tn the greater part of his writings he

ly no means depicts Greek manners, but the manners of his

contemporaries in the Roman world under the 'Antonines."

* Characteristics of Lucian, Hamburg, 1832, p. 17.
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Those cannot approach Lucian with any serious purpose

who permit themselves to be influenced bj a prejudice which

lias unfortunately grown up against him. He has been

charged with skepticism and impurity. Skeptical he cer-

tainly was of much that reasonably provoked him to such an

attitude, but not of certain very fundamental things which

cannot be detailed here, and as to the other matter his writ-

ings call for no more expurgation than those of Shakespeare

;

his True History, a prototype of Gulliver s Travels, is fully

as high in moral tone as the work of Dean Swift.

Of the various types of character delineated, the philoso-

phers seem to interest Lucian more than any other class of

people. In fact, he has so much to say about them that one

would think the philosopher a very prominent figure, numer-

ous and assertive as well, in the second century. Readers of

the Xew Testament are prepared for an unfavorable judg-

ment upon this class of men. The apostle Paul had in-

Etruclive experiences with them.'" Of the "certain of the

Epicurean and Stoic philosophers" who fell in with him at

Athens, some asked, "What would this babbler say ?" Some

said, "He seems to be a proclaimer of strange gods." Gallio

proved to be only an aristocratic dilettante.f Tyrannus did

nothing more, apparently, than lend the privileges of his

^''schooL":J: Quintilian, who was contemporary with St. Paul,

may help us to understand this attitude of indifference. He

says:§ "I will freely concede that many under the old teach-

ers of wisdom have learned nobility and have so lived as they

have learned; but now the gi'catest vices, on the part of nio.-(,

hide themselves under that name. Thus men take no more

pains through virtue and endeavor to be called philosopher-,

but they hide the vilest customs under earnest looks." An--

some practical results working out in life no doubt led to tli:U

earnest warning of the apostle r]] "Take heed lest there shall

be anyone that maketh spoil of you through his phiL.>="]'!'y

find vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the ruui-

* Acts xvii. 1?. t H'id.. xvili, 1'2-lT. i Tbid.. xix, 9.

§ Inst. Or., 1, Frooem., § 15. ll Col. ii, 3.
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incuts of the world, and not after Christ." Lncian writes

of the philosophers as a class. He pictures them as quarrel-

some, ignorant, vain, avaricious, lazj, hypocritical, and im-

moral. No doubt there were many to whom his satires did

not apply. We would say this of Lucian himself, for he

became, as he reveals in his llermotimus, a student of philos-

oi->hy at the age of forty. Citations from his Dialogues of

ilie Dead, the Sale of Lives, and the Angler will serve as

specimens of his motive and method.

Dr. Jebb says the Dialogues of the Dead are "brilliant

satires upon the liviiig.""'^ They are such through a satirical

handling of popular conceptions of the life of the world of

departed spirits. In the tenth of this series we may see how

our author makes liis drive at the philosophers. A party of

those lately departed from life is represented as coming down

to cross the river Styx. They are so many tliat Charon fears

his boat will not hold them. It is old, leaky, and does

not ride on an even keel. So ho and Hermes, the conductor

of all such parties, decide that each voyageur must strip down,

to the naked soul : "They must embark," says Charon, "leav-

ing all these superfluities on the shore." Hermes stands at

the head of the ladder and will suffer no one to descend until

he has complied with the conditions. One of the passengers-

to-be is a philosopher. Another is Menippus, who lived as

a Cynic in the first half of the first century B. C. He is

worthy of mention because he is evidently Lucian's hero in

philosophy and appears in many of his pieces as a satirical

jester. The approach of the philosopher to Charon's ferry-

boat is after this manner:

Hermes. Who is tliis, grave in appearance, high-headed, this man
who lifts his eyebrows, this thoughtful character, he who has let

his beard grow long?

Mexippus. It is a cert^'iiu philosopher, Hermes. I might rather

say a juggler, and full of quackery. So strip him too, for you will

see many laughable things covered by his cloak.

HF,K^^. Put off your pretense first (philosopher strips off his outer

garment), then all these things also. Zeus! What an amount of

Imposture he has accumulated! And how much ignorance, and

* Greek Literature, p. 153.
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strife, and vainglory, and profitless disputations, and flowery words,

and twisted sentences! And no end of labor spent in vain, and not

a little gossip, and nonsense and petty talk, and, by Zeus! this money

and luxuiy and immodesty and temper and good living and efliemi-

uacy! For these things do not escape me, though you have very

cunningly hidden them. And put off your falsehood, and conceit,

and your thinking yourself better than others. If you were to go on

board with all these things what ship of fifty oars could receive you?

Mexip. He has the heaviest thing of all hidden yet under his

armpit.

HEi:ir, What is it, Menippus?

Menip, Flattery, Hermes; a thing useful in many ways while he

was alive.

Tlieu Avlieu tliey are all embarked and under way the gbosts

begin to groan, for that feature of the voyage is according to

popular notion, and Hermes says:

What do you groan for, foolish ones? and especially you, philoso-

pher?

Phil. Because, Hermes, I was thinking the soul to be immortal.

Memp. He lies. It's likely he had another cause for his sorrow.

Herm. What sort of things does he grieve for?

MExrp. Because he will never again feast at long-drawn-out ban-

.quets, nor, going out by night concealed from all men by wrapping

his head in his mantle, will he make the round of the stews, and

then deceiving the young in tbe morning receive their money for

his wisdom, forsooth! These things grieve him.

Christian or not, Lucian Ixilieves in immortality, in the

fixedness of attained cliaracter, and in the effects of sin

wrought in the inner nature as the punishment of sin, and in

this and other passages he powerfully illustrates these truths.

The Sale of Lives and the Angler are companion pieces.

The first of these is of interest because it is in the nature of

a prelude to tlie Angler. The sale is an auction for the benefit

of Zeus ; the auctioneer is ITennes, who will be seen to fulfill

varied functions in the Olpnpian economy. The commodi-

ties are philosophers, whom Zeus has in stock. The buyer

is supposed to take his purchase as the giiide of his life, hence

the title of the piece. The salesman gives a succinct charac-

terization of each philosoplier, and after he has himself in

colloquy with the buyer given the merits of his own system,

all from the Lucianic point of view, they go for varioui'
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jiriccs. Socrates brings twenty-five liundred dollars, Pythag-

oras cue hundred and eighty because he has a golden thigh

;

Diogenes brings the least, six cents, because he -will make
nothing better than a sailor or a gardener. We need say

nothing more about the Bale than tliat the various philoso-

jihics have only the value of a mere dilettanteism. The con-

sinnmation of all this comes to pass in the Angler. Li tliis

piece the responsible author of the Sale is represented as

being cornered in the Athenian graveyard by the worthy

l>hilosoi:)hers themselves, who have secured the privilege of

spending one day on earth for the purpose of catching and

chastising their traducer. The outcome of the Angler is that

Lucian justifies his low estimate of the services rendered

humanity by the lAilosophers. With rapid dialogue, T\^th'

repartee seasoned with Attic salt, with parodies upon the

poets, Lucian saves himself from immediate destruction at

the hands of the outraged philosophers, who are led on by
Socrates, and gains the privilege of defending himself before

Philosophy herself. They go in search of Philosophy and,

finding her, repair to the Acropolis. That is, true philosophy
is not extinct thougli pliilosophers are a despicable lot.

Biogenes volunteers to make the speech for the prosecution,

because, as he says

:

I have been insulted most of all, having been auctioned off for sis
cents.

The s-[X'ecli of Diogenes is characteristic, for he had said in

the Bale of Lives
i"^'

You must be bold and impudent, and must revile all men impar-
tially, both kings and common men. Let your dialect be barbarous
and j-our utterance discordant and without culture, like a dog.

Nevertheless he is applauded by his own party. Lucian, in
bis rejoinder, claims he had intended no wrong to the men
before him, iha acknowledged masters in philosophy. He
txclaims why he has made light of the names of Socrates and
Plato and Chrysippus and others. Having been a profes-
sional rhetorician and pleader, he had resorted to philosophy

* §10.
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after he bad learned to what wretched tricks he was expected

to resort, *'dcceit and falsehood and impudence and clamor

and factious strivings, and ten thousand other things." lie

goes on :*

When I but inclined toward your truths I began to wonder at thee

[that is. Philosophy], as was right, and at all these with you, as the

lawgivers of the best life, ready also to give a hand to those striving

after this life, commending also the most seemly and profitable

things, that no one may err and pass them by, but, looking earnestly

to the rules which you have proposed, may harmonize and guide his

own life by them—a thing which, by Zeus! few of us do. But when
I saw many possessed not by love of philosophy, but only of the

credit that comes from the affair, being very much like good men iu

things convenient and evident, and of just that dinensiou that

makes them easy for everyone to imitate—I speak of the beard, and
the walk, and the attire—yet contradicting life and conduct by their

habit, caring for things contradictory to you, philosophers, and
destroying the repute of their doctrine, I was angry; and the matter

appeared to me just as when some actor of tragedy, being himself

Eoft and effeminate, represents Theseus, or Achilles, or even Her-

cules, neither stepping nor speaking in an heroic manner, but hiding

his womanishness under a great mask. . . .

{§ 32.) For if men should see one of these pretenders practicing

anything evil or unseemly or impure, there is none but would lay the

blame to philosophy itself, and then to Chrysippus or Plato or Pythag-

oras, or of whomsoever the sinner had made himself namesake.
And from him who lived the bad life men would continually draw
evil conclusions of you who died long ago; so that you would be

condemned by default with him, and be dragged down into a like

ruin.

"When I saw these things I did not suffer them, but confuted these

Impostors, and distinguished them from you.

This is the substance of the defense by which, no doubt,

Lucian sought to reach and influence his contemporaries. Ail

this was not written for the sake merely of the literary per-

formance. Lucian is acquitted in these words

:

What, indeed, shall we say but that he be released from the accu-

sation, and be placed upon record as a friend of ours.

Then it is proposed to carry the war into Africa and there

is a call sent out.as follows

:

Hear; be silent. The philosophers are to come to the Acropoli?,

and make their defense before Virtue and Philosophy and Justice.

* Angler, § 30.
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A fe-^v respond, true i^liilosopliers who have no fear of the

trial; but thcj are soon lost in the noise and pushing of a rab-

ble that comes in answer to a different call. Lucian calls

:

Hear; be silent. Such as pass for philosopliers, and such as think

that for them there is something in the najie, are to come to the

Acropolis for the distribution. Two minag shall be given to each one

and a fiat cake of sesame. "Whoever can show a long beard shall als6

receive a cake of Cgs. . . . Bless me! how the path up became full

of struggling men just as soon as they heard of the two mina;.

lu a trice the Acropolis is filled with a crowd clamoring for

the nionej and food, xls a final test Luciau proposes to bait

a hook with a fig and a bit of money, and fish for philoso-

phers. This is at once the climax of absurdity and the artistic

consummation of the piece. We cannot forego the description

of the way in which comes up the victim who has the outward

appearance of a philosopher of the order of Diogenes. The

dialogue goes on

:

LuciA^r. Do thou, sportsman Poseidon and friend Amphitrite,

send many fishes up our way! Ah! I see a sea wolf. I know him
by his golden brows.

Confutation. No, it is a shark. He approacheth the hook, gap-

ing. He smells the gold, he comes nearer. He touches it. He's

taken it. Let us haul him up.

Luc. Now do you take hold with me of the line. Up he comes.

Hold! I know who thou art, most excellent fish. This is a Cynic.

Hercules! the teeth! What do you say, Diogenes? Do you know
"Who this is, whether he is any relation to you?

DioG. Not the least.

Luc. What then? How much ought he to be considered worth?

For I sold him for six cents this morning.

This is the outcome in every case. The genuine philosophers

fail to recognize those who have assumed their names.

T\Ticn we remember that in the ancient world the philoso-

phers were the teachers of morality, that they sought in their

speculations for the real truth in those great questions of

duty and faith which so mightily influence men, that they

"Were to their own times what the exponents of truth in Chris-

tian pulpits are to the times in which we live, and that the

young in their learning of the ways of life came to them for

the sanctions of the true life, we can weigh Lucian's testi-
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mony to the prevalent character of those who undertook this

teaching. His testimony is that they are venal and impure

hypocrites. We could understand the situation if to-day we

"svcrc to behold in the great majority of the ministers of the

Christian religion an untrue, self-seeking company, ignorant

of the true purposes of their own calling, instead of being

obliged to confess, with an always gcnuiiie sorrow, that here

and there there is an undeniable lapse from the true ideal of

Christian service.

But why is it that the pursuit of philosoi->hy, an occupation

in itself noble^ could come to such degradation as this ? The

explanation is in the fact that this essentially noble pursuit

had become separated from the active conduct of life. It has

. been said by Maurice:* "The only true way of considering

l^hilosophy is in comiection with life of the world, and not as

a set of merely intellectual speculations and systems." And

K. G. Jacob says, in a work already quoted :f "The philoso-

phy of the time of Lucian was no longer the philosophy of

that earlier time when youths and men in the gardens of the

'Academy, upon the margin of the Ilissus, or in the halls of the

Gynmasium hung u^wn the lips of the wise and with them

sought to solve the mystery of being and of the world. The

degeneracy of the government in the free Greek states, the

anarchy consequent upon the Macedonian ascendency, and

endless subjection under the domination of Rome, had made

an end of such philosophical conversations. Greek life and

Greek science spread themselves, indeed, after that time in

the provinces of tlie Roinan empire ; but in the last times of

the republic, and in the beginning of the empire, that

noble philoso])hy of the Greeks was vainly sought which

not only hid itself in the shadows of the schools but would

also make itself active for life." A gross materialism

such as finds many manifestations in our own times, show-

ing itself in the corrupt self-seeking incident io the deca-

dent Greek democracies, had first stifled the nobler encrgio-

of men. Then, manifesting itself in the desix)tism of the

• Life, vol. i, p. 202. t Characteristics of Lucian, p. W.
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tin]>iro, it had crushed all aspirations after personal excel-

lence and had reduced j^hilosophy, in the time and before tlie

time of Lucian, to a set of empty phrases. Besides this dis-

couragement of goodness under the tyranny of political cir-

cumstances there is no doubt that the class of teachers with

Avbom this paper is concerned were contaminated by the gen-

eral degradation of that age. Until the divine regeneration

of Christianity brought its heaven-descended change into the

world, few escaped the vortex into which society was plung-

ing. Undoubtedly, also, the mad despair to which men had

come in their universal skepticism, their renunciation of the

very principle of faith, created a demand for some form of

solf-justification, and this could be most readily supplied by

these who in happier times could have led men by the teach-

ings of philosophy to self-knowledge and virtue. By yielding

to the influences about them the philosophers no doubt has-

tened the do^\'nward motion.

This was but the just fate of a purely human system of

instruction and guidance. Christianity renewed society by

bringing to bear upon its corruptions the influence of the

personality, both divine and human, of its Founder. By ex-

alting the rights and idealizing the possibilities of the indi-

vidual the teachings of Christ have elevated all life and all

the pursuits of men, and philosophy has been restored to its

rightful honors and made handmaiden to religion and prog-

ress. The second century has for us this interest: that we
fee in it the turning of this conflict. And Lucian has this

value for us : that he testifies to life and manners in which the

progress of this conflict is inost evident.
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Aet. yii.—the place and work of the laity
in the church.

The saving of tlic \vorld waits upon the conviction of tlio.

common, or average, man that he is called of God to the Avorl:

of evangelization. God has not chosen to speak to the ^\-orM

save through men vrho are conscious that they have met him

face to face and have the right to speak to and for him with-

out the consent or help of any intermediary. In this is in-

volved all -the prohlems of our owti and of all ages. In its

great sweep it touches all life and is concerned with all tlio

philosophies of life. The growing belief in. democracy must

go for its justification, as it does for its inspiration, back lo

the fundamental truth that God is no respecter of persons;

that all our offices, orders, and dignities are nothing to liiin,

that he counts all men as his children, whatever their color or

country or place on the earth, and that his favor is not to Lo

guaranteed by any human organization, much less by any

man, but only by personal righteousness. A true philosophy

of history must regard the conflicts of the race, and the vari-

ous changes in the beliefs and social conditions of men as well

as in their aspirations and ideals, as but the expression of

man's consciousness of his personality : his absolute right as a

son of a divine Father, and because of that fact, to live hii

own life, subject only to those requirements which grow out

of the rights of the other individuals associated in the school

of him who is Teacher and Ruler as well as Father.

Judaism, at its best, witnesses to this faith. Its spiritnr.I

expression was a Theocracy: every Israelite free because In*

was under the immediate rule of Jehovah, everyone privileged

to come before God as his own priest. Abraham, without tlio

help of the official religion of his time and country, is repv"-

sented as going out alone under the stars and talking to G"<.,

and making a covenant with God which he so strenuously b-""

lieves that, in the light of it, he abandons home and native

land to seek a country of which he personally knows nothing.
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.lacob, as the heir of promise, leaves his father's house for a

foreign laud, aud vrhile on his jouraej sees the heavens

ojioned and a ladder extending from earth to heaven on whicli

his faith carries him, with the shining hosts, up to the very

throne of God. ]\Ioses, the founder of the Israelitish nation,

sees God alone in a buriung bush, then returns to his people

and leads them, out of Egypt and out of bondage, to the

borders of their promised land. It \vas this same great leader

Avho, when it was reported to him that certain ones were pro-

phesying without commission frc>m him, uttered those mem-

orable words which not oiilj reveal his own nobility of char-

acter but are worthy of being the motto of this new century

:

''Would that all the Lord's people v^'ere prophets." Take any

of the great leaders of Israel. "What one can be named, king

or prophet, who did not believe that he held his commission

directly from Jehovah ? which was authority enough.

It is our habit, when referring to Israel, to think of it as a

state controlled by a priesthood, and of the religion as a high-

ly organized ritualism capable of being understood and c-ar-

ried out only by an official class before whom the laity were

as the dust in tlie balance. In answer to this popular belief

it may be said, in general terms, that whatever is priestly or

highly ritualistic in the religion of Israel pertains not to the

essence of that religion but to what is accidental, what is due

to the corruption of the early faith or what is permitted on

account of the hardness of men's hearts. According to Well-

liansen the early faith can be summed up in the formula:

'^Jehovah is the God of Israel, and Israel is the people of

Jehovah." In the beginnijig there was no priesthood, as we

now understand the term. According to Robertson Smith:

''Among the nomadic Sejuites, to whom the Hebrews be-

longed before they settled in Canaan, there has never been

any developed priesthood. . . . The ritual observances of the

ancient Arabs were visits to the tribal sanctuary to salute the

god with a gift of milk, first fruits, or the like, the sacrifice

of firstlings or vows, and an occasional pilgrimage to dis-

eharge a vow at the annual feast and fair. . . . These acts
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required no priestly aid; eacli man slew his own rietim and
divided the sacrifice in his o™ circle." The same writer
goes on to saj that "thi whole strnetnre of Hebrew society uthe time of tie Conqnest was almost precisely that of a fedon-
tion of Arab tribes. The old individualism of the Semiticnomad still held its ground. Thus the firstlings, first frni,.
and vows are still the free gifts of the individual, which nohuman authority exact, and which every householder presentsand consumes with his circle in a sacrificial feast without
priestly aid " Gradually ritual usurps the place of teaching
in Israel. Tn the tune of Josiah altar service and not the
function of 'teaching' had become the essential thing in priest-
hood The holiness of Israel centers in the sanctuary, ai^d
roimd the sanctuary stand the priests. The bases of priestly
power under the system are the unity of the altar, its inacces-
sibility to lajTuen and to the inferior ministers of the sanc-
tuary and the speeifie atoning function of the blood of
pneslly saerifiees. All these were unknot to old Israel : the

knovtTtlK : ""T "" ^"''"•^'' ""* --ificial." w:

ibo 1 .f ^'^ '
^'•''"'' ""^ ^"'"^ performed priestly actsbough they had never been consecrated as priestsfperfinec

of nif f
' "'f

"'"" "^^^^' ^---^-S *° the bookof Ilebrews and not after the Aaronie priesthood, which is
«>nsidered "a deflection" from the order of Melchi^edeh, wa

r?c rtl ,'
f«*l^--">-l-, .Tethro, was, so far a^ the

pne t of llidian." The whole Jewish nation was designed,
a ordiug ,0 the record in E..odus, to bo "a tingdom of

behnlf T'7""' '° *" "PP''" ^"^"'^ -Tehovah in his own

2 S ••• -,? f *'"' *''™ °^ ^""-^ ™ ^^"'l i' recorded in
2 Sam. via, 18, (l,„t <<David's sons were priests." De Wcfto

pHes?hX'
"""' *''^ " ""' ""™' "' ^"^^ «" --•>''''

to^b»'f "'-i

""" *^ Prfostirood sometliing essentiallv foreim
the fundamental thought in the religion of Israel, and to
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God'y purpose to raise up a holy nation in which each member

fhoulJ be a priest unto God, but the priesthood as an institu-

tion was not nearly so influential as we are accustomed to

think. In early Israel the prophets and in later Israel the

Fcribes, and particularly the synagogue, were not only the

true leaders of Israel but they often exercised what must be

regarded as priestly functions. The great men of Israel,

Samuel, David, Solomon, Elijah, Elisha, Amos, Ilosea,

Isaiah, Jeremiah, were laymen who did not hesitate, when

they thought proper, to assert their right to speak to God and

for him without any so-called consecration. "Samuel, who

was not a priest, nor even a Levite, performed every function

of a priest all his life long." At the dedication of Solomon's

temple "the king is the one predominant figure, and the high

priest is not once mentioned." It was Solomon, and not a

priest, who blessed the people and offered the dedicatory

prayer. ^'Three times a year, wo are told, he offered—and

for all tliat appears, offered with his own hand without the

intervention of any priesthood—burnt offerings and peace

offerings upon the altar."" The burden of every tnie prophet,

and the prayer of every Israelite who imderstood tlio genius

of his nation's providential history, was for One who should

restore to Israel its pristine freedom arid to each individual

his place in the national life and worship as a king and priest

unto God. The book of Hebrews reflects Jewish aspiration

as well as represents Christian thought. Its masterly argu-

ment in behalf of the mediatorial work of Christ must have

appealed, in a peculiarly powerful manner, to every Jew who

had read carefully his country's history. In his concluding

words on tlie subject of the priesthood Eol^ertson Smith says

of the author of the Hebrews: "He easily demonstrates tlie

inadequacy of the mediation and atoning rites of the Old

Testament and builds upon this demonstration tlio doctrine

of the efiicient high-priesthood of Christ, who, in his sacrifice,

truly ^led his people to God ;' not leaving them outside as ho

entered the heavenly sanctuary, but taking them with hira

F. W. Farrar, The Exjyositor's Bible.
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into spiritual nearness to the throne of grace. This argument
leaves no room for a special priesthood in the Christian
Church." It puts all on the same basis. All may pass into

the holiest through the atoning blood ; all, without distinction

are ministers of the grace of God.

How changed the attitude of saccrdotalists since the
learned studies of Hatch and Lightfoot and others on the
Christian ministry have been published is seen in the recent
works of Bishop Gore and Canon Moberly. The last named,
in his large volume entitled Ministerial Priesthood, a book
whose Christian spirit is above criticism, defines his position
thus

:
"Xow I have insisted that what Christ is the Church,

which is Christ's mystical body, must also be. If Christ is

Prophet, the Church is prophetic. If Christ is Kin^^-, the
Church is royal. If Christ is Priest, the Church is prieVtly."
IN"© one insists with greater positiveness than Dr. :Mobcrly
that it is the Church, and not the minister, that possesses tbis
priestly character. In the clnipter on ^''Pelation Petwecn
Ministry and Laity" he says: "What, then, exactly is tliis

spiritual Body; and of whom does it consist? iost cm-
phatical]y we reply, that it consists of, and means, not in any
way the clergy as such, but the whole corporation or Church
of Christ.

. . . The spiritual privilege, tlie divine access, the
life of, and with, and by, and unto God, are essentially tlie pr.s-

scssion of all, not of some ; of the whole Body, primarily, as a
^vhole (for the corporate life precedes and transcends the in-

dividual)
;
of individuals as they are true members of the

Body, not as they are members to whom this function, or that,
in the organism of the Body, is assigned."- This then is the
conclusion: If there is a priesthood in the Church it belong..
to the Church and not to the individuals, except as thev are
living members of the Church. In this respect one mcmb.r
has the same place as another. But if it be asked, ^^Hiat is

the relation of ministers specifically ordained to this t-tnl
life and power of the total Body?" the answer is: "Thev are
organs of the Body through which the life, inherent in tlic

* Ministerial Priesthood, pp. 66, CT.
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Ftotal Body, expresses itself in particular functions of detail."

iTlio crux of the whole argument then lies in the question,

^'•What are the organs T' Dr. Moberly has his answer. He

^i,avs, in effect, that the organs of the Body are what they aro

laud where they are by di\ ine appointment, though the Church

\ U given permission to ratify such appointment. He finally

: arrives at the conclusion that the ministers appointed in ac-

cordance with the High Anglican view of Church government

are the true organs of the Body of Christ. Sui«pose we accept

the statement that the Church, as a Church, represents Christ

iu his priestly work, does it not inevitably follow that every

member of tlic Church, who is such in reality, has the priestly

cliaracter on account of such relationship ? Certainly that is

Paul's contention in his first letter \o the Corinthians: ''All

the members of the body, being many, are one body. . . . For

the body is not one member but many. . . . And the eye can-

not say to the hand, I have no need of thee : or again the head

to the' feet, I have no need of you. :N^ay, much rather, those

members of the body which seem to be more feeble are neces-

sary : and those parts of the body, which we think to be less

honorable, upon these we bestow more abundant honor
;
and

our uncomely parts have more abundant comeliness." The

point is that*^ every member of the body has his o^vn special

work and function. "To each one is given the manifestation

of the Spirit to profit withal." Hence no one can say to the

others, "I have no need of you." Every member has his place.

Even the humblest is needed, for he, if he belongs to Christ,

has his work of ministering to the others. If it be said that

the hands arc the divinely appointed organs to act for and in

behalf of the body, it can bo said with equal force that the

eyes, the cars, the feet arc divinely appointed organs of the

body. And we must not forget the internal organs which,

though unseen, act for the body. In fact every part of the

lx>dy has its particular function in caring for and acting in

In^half of the whole. This means, if it means anything, that

every real member of the Church is, equally with every other

uicniber, a king and priest imto God. To argue that only

CI
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tliose "vrho are oliosen in accordance with tbe rules of tlic .Vn-

glican or any other church are -worthy of representing tlio

Church or acting for it is not only an intolerable presuin|r

tion, it is a practical denial of just what the apostle affirms.

Observe how the truth of the essential priesthood of all be-

lievers is brought out in the beginnings of Christianity. Look

first at John the Baptist. The forerunner, without the

authority of any organization and without any so-called

organization, preaches the Gospel of repentance to the people,

and with such manifest acceptance that thousands flock to

him ; and when a commission hastens from Jerusalem to the

Jordan, where John is baptizing, no question regarding his

authority is asked, only who he is. Christ came without

formal announcement or indorsement. ''In the life he lives,"'

says Fairbairn, ''he never does a priestly act or gives himself

a priestly name, never assumes toward man the attitude, or

manifests the temper, or falls into the tone of the conven-

tional priest. Alore, he founds his society and does not name

any man he calls to office within it priest, appoints no man to

do any priestly act, institutes no official priesthood, sim})ly

and purely makes them apostles, or disciples, or prophet.-,

men who learned and men who taught, or who learned that

they might teach."* The Twelve were chosen from the com-

monest employments, and were in no way connected witli the

official class among their countrymen. So far as their ovra

Church was concerned they held no official position. A promi-

nent representative of the Protestant Episcopal Churcli,

Dean Hodges, of the Episcopal Theological School at Can>

bridge, says: "One of the most remarkable things about tlio-e

men is that tlicy were all laymen. There was not a priest

among them. It is true that they had received tho highest

and holiest of all ordinations; they had been commissioned

to their office by Christ himself. iN'evertheless it is pl^in

enough that they had no valid orders, as theologians in tlio.-''^

'days measured yalidity."f This is true. ISTelther tho thc<.>l'>

* Hcliffion in History and in Modern Life, p. 147.

t The Ucresy of Cain, p. 161.
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giaiis of their times nor the ecclesiastical sticklers for the

projorieties in our day Avoiild say tJiat these men received any-

thing like vrliat we call ordination. They were chosen one at

a time by the [Master himself, taught by him, and then sent

out to preach his Gospel with no credentials save their love

for him and manifest presence of the Holy Spirit. "What is

true of the apostles is emphatically true of the rest of the

disciples. There is no evidence that the Seventy received

auy other ordination save the commission of Jesus to preach

and teach and heaL Having freely received they were as

freely to give. In no respect were they separated from the

body of the disciples, each of whom possessed the same rela-

tionship to the Lord as the rest and upon each of whom ^\'a3

laid the same responsibility for the proclamation of the truth.

The selection of Matthias by the eleven to take the place of

Judas was in no way a formal affair. There was no ordina-

tion, no conferring of oflScial honors. 'As j!iIcGiffert says : "It

was not as an ofBce bearer that Matthias was appointed, but

as a witness to the resurrection." So far as we can see, the

apostles "held no position in the church at Jerusalem, and

were not intrusted with its government or empowered to exer-

cise authority within it."* The very name "apostles" seems

to be used in the Acts as synonymous with traveling mission-

aries, many of whom appear not to have held any "official

position in any church or churches."

St. Paul, like his fellow-apostles, was a layman when lie

was called to the work of evangelization^ and by no vote or

laying on of hands was he "ordained" to the ministry. Ho
thanks God that he was not chosen by men, but by the Lord

himself. He writes to the Corinthians asking them if he is

not an apostle and free. And for proof he points not to any

ordination of men, but to his work. "If to others," he wi-ites,

"I am not an apostle, yet, at least, I am to you : for the seal of

mine apostleship are ye in the Lord." It is true that both'

Paul and Barnabas went to their work among the Gentiles

with" the approval of the church at Antioch". But the laying

* The Apostolic Age, p. 45.
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on of hands of which much is made in certain quarters can
hardly be regarded as having anv official or sacerdotal si<>--

nificance. It was in hannony with a Jewish custom, and,

according to Hatch, was used "chiefly in the appointment of

members of the local courts, in admitting a scholar to studv
and in giving him authority to teach—in the ceremony, iu

other words, which corresponds to our graduation. It vras

in use in the Christian Church not only in the admission to

office, hut also in the admission of an ordinary member and
in the rcaduiission of a penitent."*

In harmony with this view of the apostolic Church are the.

evidences, coming more and more to light, concerning tlie

administration of the sacraments and the origin of orders
in the ministry. There is now little doubt among scholars

that in the beginning any Christian might baptise or admin-
ister the sacrament of the Lord's Supper. Says Hatch : "The
Christian was, in a sense which has often since been rather
a satire than a metaphor, a 'member of Christ,' a king and
priest unto God. The whole body of Christians was upon a

level
:
'all ye are brethren.' The distinctions which St. Paul

makes between Christians are based not upon office, but upon
varieties of spiritual power." Even as late as the beginning
of the third century, when the Church was beginning to turn
away from the apostolic order and life, Tertullian, whom
Milman calls the "father of Latin Christianity," allows that

where there is an emergency a layman may celebrate the
Eucharist as well as a bishop. He is reported as saying that

"where three Cliristians are, though they be laymen^ there is

a church,"f
The terms "'deacon," "elder," "bishop," by which different

orders of the ministry are designated, were originally names
of certain officers in the local churches, and were all laymen.
The word "deacon" means servant, and was applied origiually

to one of the seven men who were selected to relieve tlie

apostles of the care of the Christian widows iu the Church.

• Organization of the Early Christian Churches, p. 135.

t Quoted from Hatch.
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They were at first only a committee to administer charitj.

The bishop's origin is as humble as that of the deacon. "Wliile

we may not say just what were his duties in the earliest times

it seems quite clear, from tlie important studies of Hatch and

others, that he was hardly a minister as we use the tenn in

our day. He seems to have been the treasurer of the funds

for the needy, and as these were veiy numerous, and as the

bishop in early, as in later, times usually mag-nified liis office,

he gradually attained a position which was not originally

contemplated. The elder, or presbyter, appears to be a sur-

vival of a Jewish official whose duties in the synagogue were

''partly administrative and partly disciplinary." With v7or-

ship and teaching he seems to have had "no direct concern.'*'

"\Mien a synagogue became Christian these officials simply

went on with their work, gradually changing with the changed

views and needs of the times. But at first all of these—dea-

cons, bishops, and presbyters (or elders)—were officers of the

local churches, laymen, not ministers, as the term is now used.

Of course everyone was a minister in the sense in which Jesus

used the word; for to be a Christian meant, as a matter of

course, to be a minister of the grace of God to those in need.

But there were many ways of ministering and many kinds

of ministers. Paul expressed the common consciousness of

tlie Church of his day when he said: "Xow there are diversi-

ties of gifts, but the same Spirit. . . . For to one is given

through the Spirit the word of wisdom; and to another the

word of knowledge, according to the same Spirit. , . . xhid

God hath set some in the church, first apostles, secondly

prophets, thirdly teachers, then miracles, then gifts of heal-

ings, helps, governments, divers kinds of tongues."

Gradually, through the influence of the social conditions in

which the Church was placed and the weakness of human na-

ture, the unconventionality and freedom, as well as the fervor,

of tlie early days passed away. Instead of a brotherhood of

believers boimd together by their love of a common Lord there

grew up an ecclesiasticisra modeled after the empire and

influenced by Jewish and heathen beliefs and modes of wor-
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ship. A' division was made between the lajnian and the

minister, and the ministry itself was divided into grades.

Only certain ones were allowed to preach, and these through
indolence or ignorance, or both, allowed the preaching of the

Gospel practically to become a lost art. It is said that "there

was a time when the bishops of Eome were not known to

preach for five hundred years together." The whole blessed

life of religion was smothered under a gloomy mcnasticism

and a pitiless ecclesiasticism. The darkest hour was about

the beginning of the twelfth century. But it is just then,

when the cause of truth is under eclipse and threatened with

extinction, that the blessed sun begins to shine again. In the

eity of Lyons, in France, there lived a rich and respected

citizen named Peter VTaldo. One day in the year 1173, while

conversing with some friends, one of them suddenly fell

dead at Waldo's feet. That was the means of starting

into life a movement which, beginning with "W^^ildo himself,

a layman, has continued to the present day through that noble

sect the Waldenses," the first genuine Protestants in history,

whose earliest confession and j-iledge was: "We must obey

God rather than man ; we must follow Christ in his poverty

and reclaim a crooked generation by the free preaching of

the Gospel."

It was barely a half century later when a movement similar

to AValdo's was begun in Italy. Says Dr. Hodges: "The

whole world lay frozen in the depths of polar winter. Tliere

seemed to he no life in religion. It was next to impossible

to find any company of the priests who were obedient unto

the faith. And then the sun began to shine in the heart c>f

St. Francis of Assisi, and out of his heart into the hearts

of hundreds of earnest men, la;>Tnen like himself; and Th^y

went everywhere, carrying sunshine, preaching the Gns]>ol

of the resurrection. And spring came." At first there were

but seven who rallied around this humble lapnan to wli"-e

inmost heart the Spirit had spoken, saying, "Go, preacli.''

* I do not enter Into the vexed question whether Waldo was, strictly spoakinj',

the founder of the Waldenses.
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But in perfect confidence he sent these seven lay brothers

forth with this commission: ''Go and preach, two and two.

Preach peace and patience; tend the wounded; relieve the

distressed; reclaim the erring; bless them which persecute

you, and pray for them which despitefully use you." As if

to anticipate discouragement he said to the few who at first

gathered around him, "^'I hear in my ears the sounds of the

languages of all the people who will come to us—French,

Spaniards, Germans, English. The Lord will make us a

great people, even to the end of earth." How literally his

prophecy was fulfilled the great Franciscan Order be^irs wit-

ness. Indeed we are told that the success of the Dominicans

was due to their adoption of the spirit and methods of Fran-

cis. "When St. Francis died it is said that the marks of the

wounds of Christ were found on his body; a story which, if

not literally true, testifies to the universal belief of the men

of his day in his uncompromising loyalty to, and complete

spiritual identification WTith, Christ.

These were but prophecies of the great Reformation which

finally swept over Clirlstendom. We think of that mighty

movement in connection with the monk of Wittenberg, Mar-

tin Luthei", who dared to face alone the opposition of pope

and Church. But we should not forget those others, men

without any consecration save the call of Christ, like Waldo

and Francis, who made Luther possible. We in America

naturally turn with fondest recollection to that movement

which sent the pilgrims to our shores to found a republic in

which every man should have the right to life, liberty, and

the pursuit of happiness. We know^ that that movement was

religious to the core. Puritanism was the natural and in-

evitable result of a nation brought into living contact with

the Holy Scriptures. It was, at bottom, the expression of

the rights of the individual, which meant the rights of the

layman, against intolerance on the throne or at the altar.

The two greatest leaders of Puritan England were John

Milton arid Oliver Cromwell, both laymen. "Milton," wi-ites

Green, "is not only the highest, but the completest ty^x^ of
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Puritanism." Of Cromwell it is eiiougli to say that lie saved

England to Protestant Christianity.

In tlie eighteenth century, when England had lapsed into

a semipaganism and was threatened with the terrors of ilio

Erench Kevolution, God raised up John Wesley to turn' tlio

hearts of tlie people back to himself. It is no detraction froui

the reputation of the Wesleys and of ^Yhitefield, however,

to say that Methodism originally was, and in some part-,

remains to this day, essentially a lay movement. Great as

was the work of the ordained ministry, it was the laity, sit

on fire with holy zeal, that carried the Gospel to the mass-.s

of Englishmen. And it is significant that John "Wesley w;<s

led to see God's hand in the work of lay preaching througli

the influence of his mother, herself a true preacher of tliC.

Gospel, who wrote concerning Thomas ALaxfield, whom Wes-

ley was about to silence: "Take care what you do. Thomas

Maxfield is as truly called of God to preach the Gospel as

ever you were." Susannah Wesley's advice was heeded, and

lay preaching became a recognized branch of Church work.

It undoubtedly made Z\Iethodism the great power it is to-d:'.y

in England. Of American ]\Iethodism it is perhaps enough

to say that it was founded by three lay preachers: Philip

Embury, Eobert Strawbridge, and Captain Webb. If in

these latter days something of the old power is lacking the

cause may be looked for, not so much in the so-called worluli-

ness of the Church, which is rather an effect than a cau-i'-,

as in the decline of tlie class meeting—^that splendid lav

training school of the Church—and in lay preaching. Ilr.

Abel Stevens in his supplementary volume, closing his in-

comparable History of 'American Methodism, uses tlie-^^

striking Avords: "The future of Methodism will dei'cnd

greatly on its fidelity to the primitive idea of the ^pricstho-u

of the people,' an idea which has been pervasive in its stni<-

turc, from basis to summit, and all-powerful in its hist':'rv.

The limits of this paper will not permit any exton'.<'i

reference to the influence of the laity in the modem Clnirvh,

but it is worthy of note, and very significant, that tlie twu
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greatest preachers of our day, Charles II. Spurgeon and

Dwight L. iEoody, never consented to be ordained by human
hands. And these two men, Spurgeon and Moody, represent

not only an increasing multitude but a world-wide movement

toward the democracy of Christ. The Sunday school, the

Young ]\ren's and Young Women's Christian Associations,

the Christian brotherhoods and sisterhoods, the missionary,

philanthropic, and reform societies, and the organizations

of young peoj^le, are all evidences of the rising tide of lay

interest and activity which in the not distant future must

sweep away all artificial distinctions between clergy and

laity. The stars in their courses fought against Sisera, i'.nd

destiny, which is only another name for God in history, is

fighting against privilege in the Church. Long ago the State

renounced the doctrine of the divine right of kings; is it

not time for the Chuxch to renounce the divine right of the

clcrg}- ? God's men like God's truth should be accepted on

their merits without labels of any kind.

In emphasizing the "priesthood of the people" there is no

leveling down, but a leveling up. In showing the sandy

foundation on which the mediai-val Chtirch so laboriously

built up its elaborate system of a sacrificing priesthood far

removed from the laity, which modern Romanism and its

imitators imder a Protestant name so passionately strive to

maintain, there is no purpose to depreciate God's true minis-

ters. They caimot be depreciated, for their claim to respect

and acceptance proceeds from no laying on of human hands,

nor is it based on any presumed right to open the doors of the

kingdom of heaven to men, btit from a divine call as revealed

in their tone of authority joined to their humility, love, and

zeal. That such men should be recog-nized as possessed of a

gift for ministering, and set apart by the Church as worthy

of confidence, is admitted at once; but the call of God and

the fruits of service are the real tests after all. To such a

ministry the whole body of God's people is called. Xever

was such a ministry needed more than now. Xever were the

opportunities for Christlikc service so numerous. In Chris-
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tian lancis there are millions growing up right around our
church doors—many of them the sons and daughters of

church members—who never cross the threshold of a church

from one end of the year to another. The rich, many of

them, are growing up as purely pagan as were the Romans
under the Ca}sars. The working classes, as a rule, will have
nothing to do with the Church. Our cities, admitted to bo
the plague spots of the earth, are working out their destinies

without any particular concern for the Church or for Chris-

tianity. AMiat is the remedy ? There is but one. It is the

same means which organized the Church and sent it forward
on its glorious career ; the same which made the Waldenses,

the Franciscans, the Puritans, the early Methodists, such

miglity forces in the world of their day. The laity must
arise. Without waiting for star preachers or hesitating lead-

ers among the stated ministry the laity should magnify its

call and privilege. "The Lord never meant that there should

be only one minister in a parish. Ho meant that there should

be as many ministers as there are Christian men and women.
. . . Peter is not enough, nor even John and Peter. The
Church needs Peter and James, and John and Andrew,
Philip and Thomas, Bartholomew and Matthew, James the

son of Alpheus, and Simon the zealot, and Judas the brotlicr

of James." "But now in Christ Jesus ye that once were far

off are made nigh by the blood of Christ. Por he is our peace,

who made both one, and brake down the middle wall of parti-

tion. ... So then ye are no more strangers and sojourners,

but ye are fellow-citizens with the saints, and of the house-

hold of God, being built upon the foundation of the apostles

and prophets, Christ Jesus himself being the chief corner

stone."

UxMo^
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Art. VIIL—ISAIAH'S PREDICTION OF THE MOTHER
OF MESSIAH.

"The Lord himself -will give you a sign: Behold, a virgin shall conceive and bear

a son, and shall call his name linmanu-el. . . . For before the child shall know to

refuse the evil, and choose the good, the land whose two kings thou abhovrest shall

be forsaken."— Isa. vii, 14, 16.*

Theee are Christian scholars who disbelieve and absolutely

deny that this utterance of Isaiah had any intended reference

to Mary the mother of Jesus. In the front rank of these is

Dr. A. F. Kirkpatrick, regius professor of Hebrew and fellow

of Trinity College, Cambridge, England. He says:

It is clear that the words, "Behold, a virgin shall conceive and
bear a son, and shall call his name Immanuel," were not, in their

original intention, a prediction of the miraculous birth, of Jesus.

Isaiah is giving to Ahaz the sign for which, with a spurious assump-

tion of piety, he had refused to ask. Now, an event which was not

to happen for more than seven centuries could not form a sign to

Ahaz. . . . But the child Immanuel is not connected with the house

of David, nor is he spoken of as a deliverer. . . . The Hebrew word
rendered virgin in the Authorized Version would be more accurately

rendered damsel. It means a young woman of marriageable age,

and it is not the word v/hich vrould naturally be used for virgin, if

that was the point which it was desired to emphasize. The definite

article {ihe damsel) may refer to a particular young woman, or it

may be generic, and refer to any young woman who was about to

become a mother.

The professor continues

:

The true explanation appears to be that the sign consists not in

any miraculous circtimstance connected with the birth of the child,

but in that which is to happen before the child comes to years of

discretion. Some mother known to Ahaz and the prophet, but of

whom we know nothing, who was soon to give birth to a child, or

possibly any woman who was about to become a mother, is told that

she may call her son Immanuel. ... If this view is correct the sign

given Ahaz is not a direct prophecy of the Messiah and the miracu-

lous manner of his birth any more than the second psalm is a direct

prophecy of the resurrection. . . . The words describing his

[Messiah's] birth receive a profound depth of meaning, which they

admit, though they do not necessarily convey it. The name itself

becomes the expression of the mysterious fact of the incarnation.

* All quotations of Scripture In this article are taken from the new American
Standard Version of 1001.
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Jesus is the true Immanuel, and in him the prophet's utterauop !<-.

fulfilled,*

The foregoing paragraphs contain some propositions wliieh
are at least unique, if not indeed contradictory. The conclu-
sion which the professor seems to have reached is that tlie text
\vhich stands at the head of this article ^vas not intended at
all by Isaiah to convey the idea of the virginity of the luotlu r

of Messiah, neither was it "a prediction of the miraculous
birth of Jesus," although "in him the prophet's utterauee is

fulfilled"
! There is then no relation whatever between the

prediction and the realization; it is merely a happy coiiu-i-

dence! The Incarnation, which is without a parallel amoi;-
the marvelous events of human history, was suffered bv
Jehovah to come and go without such prophetic amiouDcr:-
ment; while at the same time he employed his prophet to fore-

tell that '"'some mother [of insignificant standing] . . . i>i

whom we know nothing, who was soon to give birth to a chil.i,

... is told that she may call her son Immanuel" ! Xevcr-
theless, "the name [Immanuel] itself becomes the expres?inu
of the mysterious fact of the Incarnation," although tliMi.

thought had never entered the prophet's mind ! "Jesus is tlie

true Immanuel, and in him the prophet's utterance is ful-

filled," albeit another and unknown Immanuel was propliclic-

ally meant
! It is not said whether :^[ary the mother of Jc~us

was truly a virgin, but that Isaiah did not refer to her in V\<

prediction. The coincidence of the unknown one coujecturrd

and Mary "hlesscd among women" was purely accidental a!,d

without significance. Such was "'the sign" which the writ-r

assumes was given to King Ahaz! It is nowhere remark.-l

t]iat Maz ever saw tlie sign claimed. Referring to tlie Iju-ar-

iiation, he adds: "Xow, an event which was not to happen f •:

more than seven centuries could not form a sign to Alui;:."'

"The fatal objection to this theory is that the event wliirh Ji-!

not happen could not possibly form a sign to Ahaz" {\^\\
1"-.

189). Certainly not. Btit why assume that the sign gi\>-i

was the one intended exclusively for the king, when he ha-l

* Loctrineofthe I'rupftcts, lect. vl, pp. 188 191.
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already, '^'with a spurious assumption of piety," absolutely

refused to ask, receive, and so far recognize any sign of his

own choosing—a special privilege proffered by Jehovah '\ In

the absence of all evidence in support of it, why assume that

tlie Lord and his prophet, in the face of such refusal, per-

sisted in forcing upon King Ahaz exclusively a sign of Je-

liovah's own choosing, when the circumstances of the case

impliedly^ and the context itself expressly, declare that the

sig-n -was addressed distinctly to another party? To make

this obvious and exclusive, we have but to appeal to tlie his-

torical setting of this particular prediction. At this point

of time when Isaiah was prophesying Ahaz was king of the

kingdom of Judah, Pekah was king of the kingdom of Israel,

and Eezin king of Syria, whose capital was Damascus. A
confederation of hostility was organized between the kings of

Israel and Syria to invade the realm of Judah, depose King

Ahaz, and enthrone one Tabeal, who was unknown to fame.

^Vhaz, having received information of this conspiracy and its

purpose, was filled with consternation. Whereupon Jehovah

directs Isaiah to go and find Ahaz, and encourage him with

comforting words, assuring him that the design of the con-

federated kings against him should "not stand, neither should

it come to pass ;" but that "within threescore and five 3'ears

shall Ephraim [that is, the kingdom of Israel] be broken to

pieces, so that it shall not be a people." Xevertheless, this

promise was conditioned on the king's faith, "If ye will not

believe, surely ye shall not be established." Xow, "'Ask a

sign of Jehovah thy God ; ask it either in the depth, or in the

height above. But Ahaz said: I will not ask, neither will I

tempt Jehovah" ! Thereupon the prophet speaks no longer

personally to Ahaz, but turning away addresses the king's

subjects in the plural number : "Hear ye now, O house of

David ! The Lord himself will give you a sign : Behold, a

virgin shall conceive and bear a son, and shall call his name

Immanu-el. . . . But l>efore the child shall know to refuse

the evil, and choose the good,"^ the land whose two kings thou

* See Matt. Iv, 8-10, and xxvi, 53, &i.
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abhorrest shall be forsaken" (Isa. vii, 1-16). The divine pn>

tectioii against invasion failed through the sin of disbeli, f.

"If yc will not believe, surely ye shall not be establi.-hcd."

iAJiaz ^Yas not established on his throne; but, seeking alliaiico

with Tiglath-pileser, king of Assyria, became a va?>al vt

that power and surrendered to him the treasures of the lei!!}'!-.

and of his palace. His kingdom was invaded, and his >\\\>-

jects suffered terribly about B. C. 735. Pekah slew one hnn-

dred and twenty thousand in one day, carrying away t\v.»

hundred thousand women and children as captives, t.:ia.i!!. r

with great spoils of war. Eezin captured Elath, a forrre.—r.l

city of Judah, a port on the Eed Sea, and carried av\-ay jrs

inliabitants to Damascus. And in the end the two conl\d.;r-

ated kings, Pekah and Eezin, were slain (2 Kings xv, :'.()

;

xvi, 9). Put the house of David, the remnant of the king-

dom of Judah, was preserved and perpetuated according to

the covenant of God (2 Kings vii, 12-16, 24-26; 2 Chron.

xxi, Y; Psa. Ixxxix, 31-37; cxxxii, 11-11; 2 Kings viii, 1'.').

Evidently, tlien, the sign did not fail, but was seen by the

lineage of David, if his house was perpetuated do\m tiie ..•< n-

turies until the Incarnation should become an accompli-rhfl

fact. And historically this is exactly what took place.

According to this author, "the end" of the nortlicrn kl::2-

dom of Israel occurred P. C. 722-705, consequent upon tl^^

siege and conquest of Sargon, the famous Assyrian king: aiul

the fall of the southern kingdom of Judah took place alr^it

B. C. 601 ?-581, including the three deportations of its i^"]^:-

lation, effected first by Xebuchadnezzar, and aftcnvard by

Pharaoh-hophra, when Jerusalem was captured and sa--k"i.

The fall of Damascus is dated P. C. 732. Thus the wirk. I-

ness of Judah was visited with due punislimcnt, but "t..o

house of David" was providentially presen'ed. 'Ihcn v.-.h

verified the prophetic declaration, "Pefore the child -.iJ-.i*

know to refuse the evil, and choose the good, the land v--\\<--'^

two kings thou abhorrest shall be forsaken" (T-'- '••••

16)". If by "the child" :Messiah is meant there int.-rv- !:• !

a period of more than seven centuries. And Profo^^'T K ;?••''
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patrick concedes that "such a perspective combination of

events lying far apart is not, indeed, contrary to the general

conditions of prophecy." Thus the historical requirements

of this prediction were met long before the birth of Christ.

Now, it cannot witli any probability or propriety be enter-

tained that the prophetic writer, moved by the Spirit in the

exigency of those times, occupied himself in making conspicu-

ous to the house of David some inconspicuous woman known

only conjecturally ''to Ahaz and the prophet, but of whom

we blow nothing," especially one whom this author from the

Hebrew term designates "a damsel," or "any woman who was

about to become a mother," while yet the prophet has abso-

lutely neglected even to mention the birth of the Messiah, the

God-Man whose advent among men was the burden of all the

older Scriptures ! The hypothesis is out of harmony, and in

strange contrast with the divine procedure, illustrated in the

conduct of "Gabriel sent from God unto a city of Galilee

named Xazareth, to a virgin betrothed to a man whose name

was Joseph, of the house of David ; and the virgin's name was

Mary"—that Mary respecting whom the angel said, "Blessed

among women" ! "Thou hast found favor with God" (Luke

i, 2G, 27, 30, 42). Moreover, the predictive text which stands

at the head of this article is not an isolated passage. In the

Hebrew scroll of the prophet there were no chapters and

verses to indicate separation of continuous thoughts, as we

have in the English Bible. Accordingly, we find the prophet

a little later on resumes the tliread of discourse, and gives

powerful confirmation to a different interpretation from that

just indicated, as he engages in the expansion of his Messianic

thouglit. His reference to the notable name Immanuel is

explained by the content of the passage introducing a reason

by the use of the word "for :" "For unto us a child is born,

unto us a son is given; and the government shall be upon his

shoulder; his name shall be called TVonderful, Counselor,

Mighty God, Everlasting Eathcr, Prince of Peace. Of the

increase of his government and of peace there shall be no end

;

upon the throne of David and upon his kingdom to establish
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it, and to uphold it with justice and righteousuess, from

henceforth even forever. The zeal of Jehovah of hosts v.ill

perform this" (Isa. ix, G, 7).

It is now a pertinent question, what other being of th.j

human race than the Christ of God was ever entitled to, vr

was recog-nized as, Immanue], "God with us," and who cho

was ever found worthy of the several appellations just ciicd i

iA-ll these titles denoting dignity of character, place in \\ic

universe, and sovereignty in its government are cognized in

the teachings of the Xew Testament, and have commanded

the consensus of the most advanced civilizations for twenty

centuries. They are the ascriptions of divine power and

authority appropriated to the only One entitled to be called

Immanu-el, of whom it was again said : "lie shall be called

great, and shall be called the Son of the Most High; and tlic

Lord God shall give unto him the throne of his father David
;

and he shall reign over the house of Jacob forever ; and of hi.-

kingdom there shall be no end" (Luke i, 32, 33). "But when

the fullness of time came, God sent forth liis Son, born of a

woman, born under the law, tliat he might redeem them tiiut

were under the law" (Gal. iv, 4, 5). "He was the word, . . .

and the word was God;" and "tlie word became flesli, and

dwelt among us; and we beheld his glory" (John i, 1, 11)

;

that is, "Christ as concerning the flesh, who is over all, God

blessed forever" (Eom. ix, 5).

Obviously, no interpretation of this prediction can be ac-

cepted which docs not satisfy the following conditions

:

1. Tlie interpretation must yield a sense worthy of the

character of Jehovah himself, who proposed the event as a

special "sign."

2. The Cliild to be born, vdiose birth was to constitute \h'^

sign, must be historically a royal descendant from the family

of David.

3. The '^louse of David," expressly addressed, nui-< h'^

found perpetuated down thi'ough the centuries until tlie s!-n

could be observed.

4. The occasion for the sign must be an cxtraordiiKir;.
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event calling for, and becomingly introduced and emphasized

by, the word ''Behold."

5. The event predicted must be cognizable as an occurrence

outside the common order of nature, to have anj significance

as a sign.

6. The Personage to be born must prove himself to be vrith-

out a peer, as entitling him alone to be called Immanu-el

—

''God with us."

7. The historical conditions must be verified : "Before the

cliild shall know to refuse the evil, and choose the good" the

land of the confederated kings would be "forsaken."

That David's house was to be perpetuated until Messiah

came was a matter of covenant with God, which was kept

constantly in sight: "'Jeliovnh hath sworn unto David in

truth ; he will not turn from it : out of the fruit of his body

will I set upon thy throne. If thy children will keep my
covenant and my testimonies tliat I shall teach them, their

children also shall sit upon thy throne for evermore" (Psa.

exxxii, 11, 12). "In that day tliere shall be a fountain opened

to the house of David, and to tlie inhabitants of Jerusalem,

for sin and for uncleanness" (Zech. xiii, 1).

To make tliis evidential through the centuries until the

Messianic anticipations were realized, a catena of proofs was

organized by means of both public and private documents

thoroughly historical, which involved the economy of the

whole Je\dsh nation. It consisted of a vast system of regis-

trations thus described by Rabbi Frey:

Our nation was uot only divided into several tribes, but each tribe

into several families; and as every tribe had a distinct inheritance

which obliged them to keep genealogies of their several families, so

as to make them more exact and punctual in this, no alienation of

Inheritance was allowed for longer than the year of jubilee, v/hich

returned every fifty years. Then every one that could clear his

pedigree, and make out his right of the inheritance from his ances-

tors, was to be reinstated in the possession of it; this made it to

every one's interest to preserve his genealogy. But that which more
contributed to this, and made them still more careful in this matter,

was the law of lineal retreats; that is, upon failure in the family the

next in kin was to be heir at law, which obliged every tribe not only

02
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to take care of their own genealogy, but those also of the several

families of their kindred; so that by knowing the several degrees

of proximity of blood they might be able at any time, upon the

failure of an heir, to make out their title to the inheritance of their

fathers. . . . This was the method to be taken throughout their

generations; so that when the fullness of time should come for the

promised Messiah to appear he might by this means easily and cer-

tainly prove his lineal descent from the seed of Abraham, from the

tribe of Judah, and from the family of David.*

Matthew, liimself a Hebrew by birth, wrote his gospel first

in the Hebrew language for the special persuasion and edifica-

tion of Hebrew converts to Christianity, and so constructed

a p:)werfiil argument by his genealogical presentation of

Jesus, exhibiting his royal descent from Abraham, through

the house of David. Upon the other hand, Luke, being a

Gentile and writing his gospel in tlie Greek, in the interests

and common language of the Gentile nations at that time,

neglects the special argimient of the Jews for Christ's kingly

descent, tracing instead his natural ancestry back from our

Lord himself through David and Abraham unto xVdam, to

indicate that Jesus w^as the Saviour not of the Jews only, but

of the whole human race. Xow, it was the custom of the Jews

not to register the names of their women w^ithout special rea-

sons, but instead represeutatively the names of males wlio

w-ere the nearest of kin. Hence Mary's ova\ name docs not

occur in the genealogy of either gospel, but the name of

Joseph, who was her cousin. However, elsewhere Luke, care-

fully referring to the annunciation, relates the mission of

Gabriel to "a city named Xazareth, to a virgin betrothed to

a man whose name was Joseph, of the house of David ;
and

the virgin's name was :Mary" (i, 26, SY). Africanus is the

authority for the statement that Herod the Great's ostensible

object in proposing to rebuild the temple at Jerusalem wns

to please the Jews, his subjects—beginning the work ab':>ut

I3_ C. 20—but that his real motive was to secure and destroy

the documentary evidence of his owm ignoble origin as an

Idumn?an. But others maintain that his purpose was to d*-

* Mcssin}ish\n of Jrsvs. I'p. 124, 125. Josephus claims from public repistrK-s t!l.•

per)ealol:v of the Jewisti prip^lhood, towhichho belonged, for two tltousand v •'• •

See hi*^ Life, § 1 ; Apion, book 1, § 7 ; aud Smith's Bible Dictionary, vol. i, !'•
•^-
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stroy the ofEcial genealogies respecting the Messianic Son of

David and heir apparent to the Jewish throne. If so, Ilerod

overlooked the thousands of genealogies preserved in private

families which were not under his control. This view seems

to be supported by the consternation of King Ilerod, and "'all

Jerusalem v/ith him/' when the wise men of the East made

of him the startling inquiry, "^Mlere is he that is born King

of the Jews ? for we . . . are come to worship him." This

would account for the attempt of this royal wretch to assas-

sinate his supposed rival in the person of Jesus at Bethlehem

(Matt. ii). However, it is quite probable that the Jewish

official genealogies were preserved until the destruction of the

temple on the Jewish Sabbath in August, A. D. 70, by the

Romans under Titus^ when the Hebrew nationality was de-

stroyed. Then all authentic proofs of the existence of "the

house of David," as such, ceased to be. Xo living Jew to-day

can trace back his lineage to any known family or tribe what-

ever. So much as to the perpetuity of David's family until

the "sign" given centuries before by Jehovah was realized in

the Christly Incarnatiun. That our Lord was identified and

recognized as the descendant of David is fully verified not

only by the writers of the gospels themselves, but by many

other contem}X)rarics of Jesus, as in the prophecy of Zcchariah

(Luke i, 67-GO), in the call of blind Bartima.nis (Mark x, -17),

in the shouts of welcome when Jesus w^as on the royal march

to Jerusalem (Matt, xxi, 9-11), as proclaimed by Peter at

the Pentecost (Acts ii, 29-36), in the Epistle to the Hebrews

(i, 6, 13), and, above all, as distinctly claimed by himself

(^latt. xxii, -11-45; Mark xii, 35-37; Luke xx, 41-44).

On more than one occasion the Jews rejected Christ's Mes-

sianic claims on the presumption that they did know that

Joseph was his father. They said : "Is not this Joseph's son ?"

(Luke iv, 22 ; ]\Iatt. xiii, 55, 50.) "The Jews therefore mur-

niured cnuccrning him, . . . [and] said: Is not this Jesus,

the son of Joseph, wliose latlicr and mother we know ? How
then doth he now say, I came down out of heaven ?" (.John

vi, 42.) "Some therefore of them of Jerusalem said: Is not
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this [man] whom ye seek to kill I And lo, he speaketh openly

and they say nothing to him. Can it be that the rulers know-

that this is the Christ ? Ilowbcit, we know this man whence

lie is; but when Christ cometli, no man kuoweth whence he is"

(John vii, 25-37).

Dr. Kirkpatrick seems to deny the legitimacy of the conclu-

sion that vi]'ginity inheres in the Hebrew teim ^f:^'",

lia-almah, employed by Isaiah in the special passage under

consideration. lie says: "The Hebrew word rendered virgin

in the Authorized Version would be more accurately rendered

damsel ... It is not the word which would naturally be used

for virgin, if that was the point which it was desired to em-

phasize." Yet he applies the term which he renders damsel

^•'to any young woman about to become a mother" ! This cer-

tainly looks like fitting the definition to a preconceived theory.

]Srevertheless, we find this Hebrew word uniformly rendered

"virgin/' or its equivalent, not only in the so-called "Author-

ized Version" of three hundred years ago, but it is so rendered

in the English Version of ISSl, and now again in the Stand-

ard American Version of 1901. It must be admitted that the

consensus of these several distinct bodies of selected scholars

raises at least a powerful presumption against the professor's

claim of inaccuracy in the translation in this text. But be

has failed to give us the alternative Hebrew term which wouW

better express virginity. It is not here denied that the sev-

eral words "damsel," "maid," or "maiden" would convey l!i"

true sense, especially where the idea of virgin is considert'I

latent and implied ; for where else than by damsel, maid, or

maiden is that quality of womanhood to be locked for as bcin::

possessed? Certainly not in the case of "any young woin;i:i

about to becoDie a mother" !

Fiirst defines r;':br, aJmali, as "a marriageable, ripe ma!'i-

en" in which vir£!;initv is assumed; and ^r*"-?, hciliidan, a-^

"a newly married woman" (Jlehrcw and Clialdee Lexicon).

On the other hand, Gesenius defines hetliulah as cxpressinir

"unspotted virginity," and denies the same meaning to ah)i<ilt-

In proof of Iclhuhh meaning "unspotted virginity" he reicr.-
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to Joel i, S: '^Lament like a virgin girded with sackcloth for

the hushaiid of her youth" ! But in what possible s.ense or

with what propriety of language can ''unspotted virginity"

be represented by a married woman mourning "for the hus-

band of her youth" '? But, both Fiirst and Gesenius being

pronounced rationalists, they cannot consent to any etymol-

ogA' looking to the supernatural, such as is implied in the con-

ception of the Virgin Mary and the miraculous birth of Jesus.

Dr. Tregelies in his edition of Gesenius's Hebrew and Chaldee

Lexicon makes this signiificant note

:

The object in view in seeking to undermine the opinion •which

would assign the significance of virgin to this word [{nrVy, olvinWi

is clearly to raise a discrepancy between Isa. vii, 14, and Matt, i, 23.

Almah in the Punic language signified virgin, as Gesenius rightly

states in Thesaurus, on the authority of Jerome. The absolute

authority of the New Testament is, however, quite sufficient to settle

the question to the Christian.

Dr. Adam Clarke makes this critical remark:

"Virgin" is a very improper version h^re. The original is fib-.r"

heihiilah, which signifies a young woman or bride; not a virgin, the

proper Hebrew word for which is J^"b", almah.

Dr. B. Davidson, the Hebrew lexicographer of distinction,

defines ahnah as meaning "a maiden, virgin, marriageable but

not married." And Dr. Strong in his Hehreiu Lexicon gives

to ahnali the meaning of "damsel, maid, virgin."

The word r.rb^', or rT:Vr, in its singular or plural form,

occurs seven times in the Hebrew Bible, with the following

rendering: 1. H shall come to pass that when tlie virgin [ha-

almali] cometh to draw water (Gen. xxiv, 43). 2. And the

maid [lia-almali] went and called the child's mother (Exod.

ii, 8). 3. Among them were damsels [m:':V? ] . . . playing

with timbrels (Psa. Ixviii, 3G). 4. Therefore do the virgins

[ha-almoni] love thee (Cant, i, 3). 5. There are three-

score queens, . . . and virgins [almoth] without number

(Cant, vi, 8). G. And the Avay of a man with a maid [almah]

(Prov. XXX, 19). 7. Behold, a [the] virgin [r:^Vjr., ha-aJmah]

shall conceive, and bear a son, and shall call his name Im-

manuel (Isa. vii, 14).
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The Septiiagint Version of the Old Testament, biowi as

"the LXX/" because of the seventy or more rabbis chosen to

translate the sacred books of the Hebrews into the Greek lan-

guage for the xVlexandrian Library, about B. C. 2S3, reaJs

thus : t^iiarovro dojosi Kvgiog dvrdg vfiiv OTjfielov Idov, i] rrapOh'or

kv yaoTQl ?J]\ptrai, Kal re^erai vlov, nai f:a?Joeig ro ovofia avroi

'Efinavov7]X (Isa. vii, 14). Translation: ''Therefore will the

Lord himself give you a sign: Behold, the virgin shall con-

ceive in [her] womb, and give birth to a son; and thou shalt

call his name Emmanuel."

The LXX rabbis were certainly competent Hebraists, and

could have had no prejudice against Christ nearly ihrce cen-

turies before he was born ; and both our Lord and his apostles

quoted quite commonly from the Septuagint. It is to be spe-

cially noticed that those translators have rendered the Hebrew
word 'n'lT'j, ahnah, by the Greek word Tragdevog, both meaniiig

"a virgin.'' Evidently their meaning was identical. Referring

to the virginity of Mary and the miraculous birth of Jcsu.-,

Matthew furnishes a powerful confinnation of the Septuagint

in its usus of the term r^aQOevog iu recording this citation from

Isaiah's prediction as now fully realized: "Xow all this is

come to pass, that it might be fulfilled which was spokeai by

the Lord through the prophet,* saying. Behold, the virgin

(7/ rrapOh'og) shall be with child, and shall bring forth a son,

and they shall call his name Immanucl" (Greek, Emmamiel)
(Matt, i, 22, 23). It must be admitted that Matthew's lan-

guage is unequivocal and absolute in applying the pro]ihot'.-

prediction to r^Iary as "the wedded maid and virgin motlicr"*

of Jesus ; reconfirmed by Luke in his account of the annuncia-

tion to her by the angel Gabriel, in which the identical term

{-rraQdh'og) is again employed twice in one verse
—

"'a virgin

betrothed, . . . and the virgin's name was Mary" (i, 27). In

her reply to Gabriel the fact of her virginity is both assunic<i

and asserted : "Mary said unto the angel : How shall this h\

seeing I know not a man" (i, 34).

If now we appeal to the authority of Greek lexicogrnphy.

* Several manuscripts and versions as well as fathers name Isaiah as the i>roplK't.
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as to the meaning of -rragdevog, as expressing virginity, the

evidence will be found to be unequivocal and absolute : Grove

defines the term as meaning "a person unacquainted with the

other sex, a virgin, maid;" and " T^ap^^^stw, to lead a virgin

life, keep maidenhood." Greenleaf defines it ''a person in

a virgin state, . . . one who is chaste and pure." Bagster,

''virgin, maid," with chastity as the inherent idea. Robinson,

''a virgin, a maiden." Liddell and Scott render -nagOivoq

'"'a maid, maiden, virgin ;" and -^agdevela as "maidenhood, vir-

ginity." Thayer defines irapdivog as "a virgin," and as proof-

texts refers to Matt, i, 23, and Isa. vii, 14. Yonge, in his

English- Grcclc Lexicon, furnishes an extensive family of

words of cognate origin and meaning with rragOevog illustra-

tive of its correct definition, and cites classic writers in vindi-

cation.* It is no objection to be urged against the virginal

conception of Mary and the miraculous birth of Jesus that

they were unnatural and cannot be explained. Of course not

;

for if explanation were possible they would not be miraculous.

But the conception was neither natural nor unnatiu*al, but

supernatural. Can the rationalist give a satisfactory explana-

tion of the origin and organization of the powers of the human
mind-life which occur in every natural birth, the genesis and

unification of the several faculties in the mental stnicture of

a human being—how the intellect which thinks, the conscience

which feels, and the will which determines are brought into

unity and continuity in life and its activities ? The man who

rejects the miraculous because he cannot understand it must

first prove his right, a iniori, for such reasoning. That very

inability to ex])lain the mysteries involved in the natural birth

clearly bars him from traversing the mysteries of the super-

natural birth. And to reject a given fact without the sufii-

For example, t) rrapdhn^, a virgin ; -rraodn'ia, 'sirglnity fPindar, JEschylus, Plato)

;

napdevoyn'^^-dc, virgin-bom (Eecl.); ^apOevEvouat, to be a virgin (.Eschylus, Eurii*-

Ides, Herodotus); irapdevrvu, to bring up as a virgin (Euripides); TrapOh-ioc-ov,

belonging to a virgin (Homer, Hosiod, Euripides); -npBhta, ra, signs of virginity

(LXX), Tznpftn'cyzoq-w, looking lilve a virgin (Euripides); rpi-dpOevoq, consisting of

three virgins (Sophocles, Euripides); a~apOevoc, not a virgin; ^'svSo-zapdevoc, a pre-

tended virgin, k. t. }..
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cient reason is the merest dogmatism, and irrational. As the

M'riter sees it, Dr. Kirkpatrick's fundamental error in inter-

preting Isaiah's prediction is in the assumption that Jehovah

was addressing the sign to King Ahaz after he had rejected it,

instead of the house of David. Since the text itself is explicit

on this point, his conclusion is unsatisfactory and unscientific.

If Isa. vii, 14, be read along with ix, G, 7, as the continuation

and mere expansion of the prediction, the idea and name Ini-

manuel are explained in complete harmony with John's doc-

trine of the Incarnation of Jesus Christ. ]\Ioreover, the

perpetuity of the house of David until after the birth of tho

Saviour; the progressive character of the Messianic revela-

tions; the etymological authorities of the Hebrew word for

"virgin ;" the incontestable etymology of the Greek represent-

ative of the term in the Septuagint and in the jSTew Testa-

ment; the direct quotation from Isaiah made by Matthew,

who distinctly afBrms the complete fulfillment of the predic-

tion in Mary's conception and the birth of Jesus ; the repeated

designation of her virginity in the narratioii of Luke; and her

ovra clear assumption and assertion of her chaste character in

making answer to Gabriel—these facts taken together satisfy

all the etymological and historical requirements of Isaiah's

prophecy and its complete realization in Christ.
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS.

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS.

Thoreau's philosopliy of life was to make the most of the

time and the place in which he was; he did not spoil them by

discontented longings for elsewheres and hereafters. Concord

and the moment were sufficient and adapted habitat for him.

These words are in his Journal under date of November 1, 1858

:

There is no more tempting novelty than this new November. No going

to Europe or to another world is to be named with it. Give me the old

familiar walk, post office and all, with this ever-new self, with this

infinite expectation and faith which does not know when it is beaten.

We'll go nutting once more. We'll pluck the nut of the world and crack

it in the winter evenings. Theaters and all other sight-seeing are puppet
shows in comparison. I will take another walk to the cliiT, another row
on the river, another skate on the meadow, be out in the first snow, and
associate with the winter birds. Hero I am at home. In the bare and
bleached crust of the earth I recognize my friend. . . . This morrow that

is ever knocking with irresistible force at our door, there is no such guest

as that. I will stay at home and receive company. I want nothing new.
If I can have but a tithe of the old secured to me I will spurn all wealth

besides. Think of the consummate folly of attempting to go away from
here. . . . How many things can you go away from? They see the

comet from the northwest coast just as plainly as we do, and the same
stars through its tail. Take the shortest way round and stay at home.
A man dwells in his native valley like a corolla in its calyx, like an acorn
in its cup. Here, of course, is all that you love, all that you expect, all

that you are. Here is your bride-elect, as close to you as she can be got.

Here is all the best and the worst you can iuiagine. What more do you
want? Foolish people think that what they imagine and desire is some-
where else. But that stuff is not made in any factory but their own.

The twenty-first Protestant Episcopal Church Congress

met in Albany, X. Y., last month. It is a voluntiiry body not

for legislation but for consideration, not for authoritative de-

cision or utterance but for free discussion by bishops and min-

isters upon subjects of living interest to the Protestant Episcopal

Communion, and it may be to the larger Church of Christ.

Bishop Doane, of Albany, one of the strongest men in that

Communion, in his address welcoming the Congress to the

city of his residence, included the following statement, sug-

gestive of much which is worth being pondered thoughtfully:
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In speakiug for the Congress, I vrant to saj- to Albany that we are gathered

to-daj- iu the open field of religious opinions about all serious and iiuportaut

questions concerning the life of men and of society. Behind these, lu their

veuerable, invariable, and inrulnorable unchangeableness, stand the fundamen.

tal verities of the Catholic faith. Anchored to these, and protected by thcui, wo
are free to wander at our will through that great mass of questions which lie, iu

a way, outside of and apart from the articles of the faith, which neverthek'.->d

color and control the thoughts of our minds and the utterances of our lips.

They are a common ground which proves upon how many essential things men
of divergent views and feelings can absolutely agree.

The subjects we are to discuss here show the other side ; namely, how widely

men can diller about many things, agreeing all the while in their beli >f . The

catholicity of the Church, as wo understand it, consists in its unity of f.uth and

its variety of opinions. Its comprehensiveness must hold fast to all that is

primitive and true, but it must also lay hold upon what the progi-ess of thou^'ht

and study finds to be more modern and true. It has room for, and it invites to,

all honest, earnest, serious, thorough research and investigation. It welcomes

every new light that may bring out the many-sidedness of truth ; and here in

these discussions and debates, no votes being taken and no decisions reached,

the only one resolution, which we pass unanimously at the start, is to hear

everybody else's side, and to state, each one, his own side, in the " charity which

rejoiceth In the truth."

PEOfESSOK GusTAV Baup/s vicws regarding the assured his-

toricity of the story of the Exodus Tvere thus referred to by

Georg Ebers, the noted Eg}-]:)tologi.st

:

Ho, who was one of the most famous, clear-sigbted, and learned fitu-

dents of the Bible and its exegesis of our day, was familiar with all the

critical labors which have been published in the field of Old Testament

criticism. He took up a determined attitude against the views of a

younger school who endeavor to expunge the Exodus of the Israelites from

the page of history, and regard it as a later outcome of the myth-forming

spirit of the people ; a theory which he, like myself, regarded as untenable.

One of his sentences on this question dwells in my memory, to this effect:

"If the events recorded in the Second Book of Moses really never occurred

—n hypothesis I entirely reject—then no historical event entailing equally

important results need be regarded as having happened anywhere or at

any time. The story of the Exodus has. for thousands of year.s, survived

in the minds of numberless human beings as a real event, and has in-

fluenced them as such. It is no less certainly a part of history than the

French Revolution and its results."

Concerning the identification of certain localities mentioned

in the Scripture narratives, Ebers -wrote:

Monsieur Naville's excavations have left no doubts as to the position o*.

Pithom, or Succoth. They brought to light the fortified Storehouse of

Pithom mentioned in the Bible; and as the narrative tells us that the

Israelites rested there, and then set forth again, it must be assumed tliar

they conquered the garrison of tlio building and took possession of th-^

contents of the vast granaries which may be seen at this day.

In my wyrk Eguptcn und die Duchcr Mosc'-'i, published so long at""* ""'
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1808, I pointed out that the Etham of the Bible was identical with the

Egyptian Khetam, that is to sa.v, the Hue of fortresses which protected the

Isthmus of Suez from the attacks of the peoples of the East ; and my
opinion has long since been generally accepted. It fully explains the

return of the wanderers from Etham.

The Mount of the Lawgiving is, to me, the majestic peak of Serbal, not

the Sinai of the monks ; my reasons are fully explained in my work
Durch Goscn nach Sinai. I have also endeavored, in the same book, to

show that the resting place called in the Bible Dophkah is identical with
the abandoned mines now called Wadi Maghara.

THE ONE AND THE MANY IN THE CHURCH.

In recent studies of early tribal life by Professor F. B. G-um-

inere suggestive light is thro^^^l upon some religious customs

among the tribes of ancient Israel, especially as to the relative

prominence of the communal element. It is observed that in

worship and song, in celebration and lamentation, in supplica-

tion and, some surmise, even in the genesis and formulation of

prophecies, there is an interplay between the voice of the one and

the voice of the many, like solo and chorus; between the leader's

emotion and the throbbing of the great common heart, one in

tone and intensity but alternating in expression; antiphonal call

and answer soimding between the individual spirit and the com-

munal mind. Though the voice of a leader is heard in tribal

rites, he usually seems only the expressive mouthpiece of the

whole people; he utters their sentiment, and his utterance is

approved by choiring responses from the tribe or the band.

In the triumph-songs of the Old Testament the parts taken by

the leader on one hand and the prompting and participating

multitude on the other are sometimes obvious. In that Jubilant

shouting song after the hosts of Pharaoh were whelmed in the

sea Moses appears as leader of the men of Israel; Miriam with

her timbrel leads the \,omen who follow her with timbrels and

with dances; and ^liriam and the choiring women seem to answer

each other back and forth with the words, "Sing ye to the Lord,

for He hath tritimphed glorioitsly; the horse and his rider hath

lie thrown into the sea." When David returned from the

slaughter of the Philistines and the women came out of all the

cities of Israel singing and dancing to meet the victors with joy

and with instruments of music, there seems to have been a pair

of choruses, one chorus singing, "Saul hath slain his thousands,"

while the other chorus adds responsivcly, "'And David his tens of
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thousands." In the triumph-song of Deborah and Barak notonly, It would seem, is a double summons sounded «\w'i1-p
awake, Deborah

:
awake, awake, utter a song V and "Arise, BaiaVand lead thy captivity captive !" but also, in response to the songs'of Deborah and Barak, the whole people appear to come in .-S^a refrain, "For the divisions of Beuben there were great thought.

of heart," "For the divisions of Eeuben there were^reatta-b
iBgs of heart." In the account given of David's dancing e 'ethe ark .ta he as leader, with all the House of Israel, broughup the ark of the Lord with shouting and with the sound of the
trumpet. It seems probable that his personal song detached itself
at times from the shouting of the marching multitude and wasagam Bwallowed up in the refluence of the general shout. Insome of the Hebrew Psalms the participation of the hosts of the
people IS made evident by the recurrence of a refrain which is
manifestly the voice of the great congregation

In the funeral customs of the tribes a leader vocalizes thecommon grief, and a communal chorus alternates v.'iih the lead-
ing voice. In Jer. ix, 17-20, "the mourning women" are the
piofessional leaders of lamentation over the dead, seen among
the Hebrews of the Old Testament as also later among man^
her peoples, like the Prcefica among the Eomans and the keener

at an Irish funeral. The voice of the chief mourner leads, and
the multitude of mourners break in with a repeat or with ca-
denced mterjections-such interjections as Jeremiah refers tom his denunciation of Jehoiakim: "They shall not lament for
him, saymg, JAh, my brother.' They shall not lament for him,
saying, Ah Lord,' or Uh, his glory.> " In David's lament over
Saul and Jonathan there is sign of a communal refrain in the
exclamation, "How arc the mighty fallen!" as of responsive
listeners s.-mpathetically joining in ih^ lamentation,-gricf
epidemic m the crowd echoing the cry of the chief mourneit
bome scholars have surmised that the form of Hebrew

prophecy was at first choral, then was divided into strophe and
antistrophe, and yielded in time to the impassioned solo of the
rapt prophet himself. It is suggested that behind noble in-
dividuals like Amos who hold the conspicuous place and plav Iho
chief part on the prophetic stage can be dimly seen in the back-
ground the throng, the tribe, the band, uttering communal con-
victions concerning tlie future with choral shoutings, warnin.--,
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and exhortations. It is conjectured that the process by which

written prophecies gradually took form may have been this:

First, the shouting rhythmic utterance of purely communal im-

pressions, persuasions, and inspired beliefs, the real chorus roll-

ing out the burden of a people's heart ; then, one man taking the

leadership, voicing the conviction divinely borne in upon the soul

of the tribe, and giving more definite and firm expression to the

people's faith ; and last, the chanted warning, blessing, declara-

tion, or imprecation of the inspired seer and leader of an inspired

people written doN\Ti to be preserved as recorded prophecy which

seasons and ages are to remember, observe, and fulfill

The work-songs, which have been the customary accompani-

ment of associated labor among many peoples of ancient and

modern times, show the same alternation of the voice of all -v^ith

the voice of one. After such fashion Basuto women, grinding at

the mill, move in unison, ^'singing an air which blends with the

eadenced clinking of the rings upon their arms." On land and

water concerted labor is often cheered by concert of more or less

musical sounds. From immemorial ages, among the Maoris of

New Zealand as among the Alaskan Indians, voices have kept

tune with oars that kept time. Sailors of all ages and nations,

in hoisting or reefing sails, in weighing anchor, in loading or

unloading cargo, have accompanied concert of labor with concert

of voices. jSTegro roustabouts on Southern rivers use rude chants,

with solo and refrain, a leader improvising or reciting and the

rest joining in vrith choral repetition or response. Allusions

scattered through the Bible indicate that the Hebrews of the Old

Testament sang thus at their work in house and tent and field.

So in labor and worship, in song and lamentation, as well as in

various movements of peace and war, whether ancient or mod-

ern, whether in Canaan or in Scotland, the individual and the

communal elements blend and dialogue, the multitude prompts

and supports the chieftain whom it is ready to obey, the many
saying to the one, "Call, and the tribe responds !" "Lead, and

the clan will follow!" Yet, along with loyalty to leadership,

the tribe, the clan, the band seem to rule.

In the media?val Church individual thought, emotion, volition

were subordinated to the will, emotion, thoitght of the whole

body, even more than was the case in the tribes of Israel, and

more than in the communal system of mcdiiKval life by which
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the Church of that period was shaped. In monastic life the in-

terests of the individual were as nothing to the interests of the

whole body; each unit must surrender his independence to the

welfare and will of the religious community to which he be-

longed. But within the Church forces were at work for the

liberation of the human unit. The studious monk in his cell

was cultivating his own spiritual life, and •^Titing hymns which

were the lyric cry of the single soul, the flight of the one to the

One, voicing the profound thought and piercing emotion of the

solitary worshiper. Even the confessional dealing with the in-

dividual was helping to magnify the importance of the personal

life and to emphasize the prerogatives, responsibility, and value

of the single soul and the significance of its experiences. And
through many subsequent periods the liberty-loving spirit of true

Christianity filed protest after protest against the undue domi-

nance of communal conditions, against the tyranny of the or-

ganization over the individual in Church or State; gave a cer-

tificate of value to the lowliest and loneliest life; lifted the

chattel serf into a soul; prosecuted the long fight against tra-

ditions of race and tyranny of guild. The Crusades set in-

dividualism forward, and the Eenaissauce, working through the

Italian commonwealths, helped the human unit into a new

career.

In various respects the modern democratic spirit has so mag-

nified individualism and so encouraged the assertion of personal

opinion and rights that the danger in our day is that the forces

of cohesion may be nullified by centrifugal tendencies, the power

of unity be lost and dissolution ensue. There may be excessive

protestantism in the Church.

In worship and the religious life, especially, the value and

necessity of the communal need to be emphasized. The notion

that the individual Christian is at liberty to shirk his due share

of responsibility for the welfare and efficiency of the Church, not

only of the local organization but of the Church universal, must

be combated, as must also the notion that individual church

members are free to forsake the assembling of themselves to-

gether. In the cultivation of the religious life nothing can be

substituted for the assemblies of the saints. Probably the hymns

dearest to most people are those which have the personal note of

"Jesus, Lover of my soul ;" but there is need not to disuse ibe
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congregational h}Tnns with their communal meaning to foster

the sense of fellowship and make real "the communion ol saints/'

as do those hymns of the Scottish Kirk which have the graves

of the martyrs behind them and rejoice solemnly in that great,

inspiring, common inheritance. Along with such h}-mus, the

occasional use of a ritual service, with a general confession and

common supplications, helps to promote consenting congrega-

tional worship and to deepen the feeling of unity with the

Church which is the Body of Christ, thus melting all souls by

sympathy into blessed unison. The investigator whose re-

searches have inspired this writing says that religious emotion

is still the strongest communal element in modern life, par-

ticularly when it takes on the form and the power of a great

revival. There is no such irresistible influence for melting

barriers, reconciling antagonisms, fusing the Church into unity,

marshaling it for all kinds of work, and filling the community

with harmony and peace, ^nth sweetness and light.

Bright Thy presence when it breaketh,

Lord, ou some rapt soul apart

;

Sweet Thy Spirit when it speaketh

Peace unto some lonely heart

;

Blest the raptures

From unaided lips that start.

But more bright Thy presence dwelletb

In a waiting, burning throng ;

Tet more sweet the rapture swelleth

Of a many-voiced song ;

More divinely

Glows each soul glad souls among.

CHRIST'S RECIPE FOR HAPPINESS.

Do all men seek happiness ? It is often. so asserted. But the

answer must be, No, if the word is taken in its higher significa-

tion. All men appreciate the pleasurable emotions which result

from the gratification of desire or appetite ; everybody likes to be

comfortable, free from that which pains or annoys; enjopnent

of one sort or another is universally coveted ; but happiness in its

true meaning, rational satisfaction, moral and intellectual well-

being, the possession of abiding good, is quite another matter.

Most people, so far from seeking it, fail to understand in what it
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consists, and are wholly astray as to its ingredients. The only

happiness worthy of the name the majority of mankind do not

care for, as is shown by their persistent refusal to use the means

through which alone it is attained.

This, to our thinking, more than anything else, reveals the

reason for the absence of the masses from church. The query is

a common one. Why are the multitudes estranged from the min-

istry of the Gospel ? Some try to find the cause in the alleged

fact that the church has departed from Christ, no longer ex-

presses his mind and spirit. They declare very positively that if

the church would return to Christ the people would flock to it.

They affirm that Christ was popular, was heard gladly by the

masses, and if we were like him we would have similar ex-

perience, would have crowds in attendance on our services. Such

a statement can hardly emanate from anything but gross igno-

rance of the Gospel history. Christ was popular, in a sense, for

a short period, and for that only ; but his popularity, so far as it

arose from his teaching, was mainly due to a mistake on the

part of the hearers. But it was not the teaching chiefly, it was

the miracles that drew them to him in such crowds during the

second year of his ministry. Curiosity and selfishness brought

them around him. They thronged him to get their sick healeil.

Who would not ? They came to him also in part because he fed

them, '^""e seek me," said he, ''because ye ate of the loaves and

were filled. Labor not for the meat which perisheth, but for the

meat which abideth unto eternal life." But after he had talked

to them plainly in that line a while they forsook him. They

had a restless desire to be freed from the Eoman government

;

they longed for a Messiah who Avould enable them to throw olT

that galling yoke. And in Christ's earlier ministry they cher-

ished the hope that he would prove to be that sort of a leader.

They followed him largely because of that mistake, because of

these false hopes. When they found out that he would do noth-

ing of the kind, that he would not interfere in their temporal

affairs, that he did not propose to give them free lunches every

day,that he would not head an insurrection or cater at all to their

national pride, they would liave nothing more to do with him. A
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very few waited for the kingdom of God and hung on his lips be-

cause of his spiritual teachings. They were few then, and they

are few now, comparatively so. The more faithfully Christ's

message is proclaimed, and the more clearly it is understood,

Christ's message of righteousness, self-denial, purity, and perse-

cution—for tliat is an essential part of it, though not the whole

—

the more clearly it becomes evident that such truth cannot be

popular. We are convinced that the Church of to-day—the evan-

gelical Protestant Church in general, and the jMethodist Church

in particular—whatever its shortcomings in practice, in its the-

ory, its puldic doctrinal teachings, fairly represents the Master.

It proclaims the tTuth as it is in Jesus. Those who turn from

it do so, as a rale, because they want to hear something differ-

ent, and it is easier for them to find fault with somebody else

than it is to do right themselves.

What is Christ's recipe for happiness which the world in

general passes by as something in v/hich it has little interest?

He set it plainly in the forefront of his ministry, so that all who

cared to know need not be in doubt. It stands at the very be-

ginning of tbnt inaugural address, that platform of the new dis-

pensation, that authoritative constitution of the commonwealth

of heaven, which we call tlie Sermon on the ]\Iount. It is a con-

densed epitome of the Master's main message, strikes the keynote

of all the teaching that should follow, sets forth in brief form

the most characteristic special ideas which the Saviour came to

promulgate. The true way of happiness was never elsewhere so

clearly, compactly exhibited. Eight points are presented, eight

Beatitudes, which may conveniently be divided into three classes,

furnishing a triple recipe for genuine bliss.

The first class includes the first two Beatitudes, those which

specify the qualities necessary for entrance on the Christian life,

which is the truly happy life. Jesus said, ^'Happy are the poor

in spirit, happy are the sorrowful, or the mourning ones." These

are substantially the same. The idea is that to enter the king-

dom we must come to God as beggars, putting away all thought

of any spiritual wealth in ourselves, sorrowing for our sins. We
must take the mendicaiit's place before him, feeling that in God's
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sight "we are ntterly bankrupt. True penitence and humbleness

of heart, according to Christ, are at the foundation of all things

in the religious life. In us dwelleth no good thing; we must

plead for mercy. This, of course, was a blow in the face of every

proud, seK-satisfied worldling. To such people Christ said, and

still says, 'TTou have no part or lot with me
; you do not belong

to my kingdom ; into it there is but one door, the sorrowful con-

fession of spiritual poverty." The first thing, then, in the

process of becoming truly happy and blessed is to begin just

where Jesus marks out the path, by throwing away all de-

pendence on our own good works, starting in with all the

humbleness of a little child, self-distrustful, self-abandoning.

The second thing is pointed out conjointly in the third, fifth,

and seventh of the Beatitudes; for these include certain qualities

which may be summed up under the general head of Love.

Christ said, "Ha])py arc the meek or gentle, happy are the merci-

ful, happy are the peaceable or peacemakers." Gentleness, peace-

fulness, mercy, all pertain to one and the same side of character,

the feminine or receptive side. IMildness, meekness, quietness,

lowliness, humbleness of heart, docility, placidity, plasticity of

spirit, long-suffering in regard to injuries, giving up one's own

rights, stepping aside and letting others have our place, taking

affronts quietly, laying away our dignity and authority, being

kindly and compassionate, forgiving and forbearing, cultivating

smiles and soft speeches, being pleasant and agreeable, amiable,

mild-tempered, benignant, silent and submissive, benevolent,

tender, sympathetic, considerate, contented, trustful, patient,

affectionate—all this, fairly included for substance of doc-

trine in the three Beatitudes mentioned, is certainly a very

important part of a beautiful and happy life. We have

come to see it so in some measure at present. But it was an

entirely new thing when Jesus first proclaimed it, utterly foreign

to the conception of the Jewish and heathen world. The haughty

Soman, the proud Greek, the disdainful, revengeful Jew were

not at all prepared to welcome a Gospel that set in its forefront

praises for such womanish and childish virtues as these. They

might do well enough for slaves, was their thought, for tlio-e
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who could not help themselves, but for men of spirit, valor, and

importance—no, no. It was like a dash of cold water on the

fiery impure enthusiasms which were eager for a kingdom of

gross delights and vulgar conquests. But Jesus abated no whit

of his program because of the popular objections to it. What he

told them at the start he kept reiterating: My followers must

give soft answers to rough questions, must bear other people's

burdens for them, must not be quarrelsome or censorious or vin-

dictive or given to disturbance. All this, it is plain, signifies the

dominance of love ; for he who is full of love will be gentle and

merciful and peaceful Over against the selfishness of the world,

as a prerequisite for happiness, the Saviour preached unselfish-

ness or love. A^liere the world says, Look out for number one,

Christianity says. Look out for the weaker brother. The world

says, Crowns for the victor, no matter if he succeeded by tram-

pling ruthlessly under foot all his competitors, taking the hardest

possible advant-age of their necessities, grinding them to pieces.

We say, if we represent Christ, Crowns for the defeated, for those

who have failed of earthly recognition, if in failing they have

kept their integrity, done their best, and labored for the highest

welfare of the multitude. "By love serve one another" is the

rule of the Gospel, the way to happiness and heaven. It takes a

very long time to convince men that this is so, that giving up is

better than holding fast, that letting go is superior to grasping

tight, that making others happy is the sure way to personal

blessedness. But Christ saw it and said it in one way or another,

over and over again. It was his great commandment, one main

element, at least, in the prescription which he administered for

turning the world's sorrow into joy.

But there is a third thing. Love is not all. If we were to

cultivate that alone v:e should have a very one-sided, defective

life, not complete or symmetrical or in the highest degree useful

and happy. Jesus well knew this, and provided for it by giving

us a third class of the Beatitudes, the remaining three, namely,

the fourth, sixth, and eighth. "Happy are those who are hungry

for the Right, happy are the pure in heart, happy are the perse-

cuted in the cause of Eight." Here we have a quite different
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element introduced. We arc no longer dealing with the feminine

or passive side of character; we are brought face to face with a

much more active, positive, masculine set of qualities. They are

summed up, not in the word Love, but in the word Righteous-

ness. The happy man, the Christian, is to devote himself not

simply to being on good terms with those around him, but also to

being right and straight and pure from evil. And clearly the

final commendation given to the persecuted belongs in this same

class, for it is precisely because people are sticklers for that

which is right and pure that they are persecuted. They would

never be persecuted simply for being amiable and gentle and

peaceable; never in the world would they get into trouble if they

stuck to these things. It is the positive people, they who are

aggressive and uncompromising, and determined above all things

to be Tight at any cost, or to have things right no matter what

the people around them say or think—it is these always who run

against other folks' preferences and are made to smart for it.

He who is pure in heart will be persecuted, for he will be

obliged to bear his testimony against all impurity ; his very life

will thus testify, and his lips will do the same. He who is

hungry and thirsty for the right will be persecuted because the

many who prefer the wrong will of necessity be rebuked by his

attitude and they will resent that rel)uke. Jesus was under no

sort of misconception as to the readiness of the world to receive

his precepts and welcome his followers. He was sending them

out as lambs in the midst of wolves. He was well aware of what

awaited them, and he wished them to be aware. Teople would

abuse them, illtreat them, say everything bad about them, call

them vile names. Of course. He told them that was the way

^\ath all prophets, that is, all who stood for God and righteous-

ness, all who declared the holy will of the heavenly Father,, all

who were ahead of their times and refused to bow before the

popular idols, all who had a mission and a message that they did

not shrink from delivering. All Christians, Christ plainly im-

plies, are expected to be prophets in this sense, and all prophets

will suffer persecution, that is their heritage, the stamp and seal

of their office, without which they cannot be considered genuine.
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Who, then, are the happy ones, the triie members of Christ's

kingdom, those who shall inherit all things, who shall see God,

and have a right to be called his sons ? Who ? Jesus says, those

who, having entered by the door of true penitence and poverty

of spirit, have devoted themselves not siinply to love, in the

ordinary acceptation of that term, that is, not simply to being

gentle and meek and merciful, and getting along smoothly with

their neighbors, but besides doing this have also developed an

intense appreciation for heart purity and an intense resolve tliat,

whatever others may do or be, they at least will be right with

God, right as near as they can, according to his absolute standard,

not according to the ever-shifting and very imperfect standfTds

of men; and this they determine to do and be in spite of the

suffering which they clearly see will come to them in that course,

being sure that the happiness which will thus attend them will

far outweigh any ill that may be done them.

These are the blessed. And these are the conditions on which

blessedness befalls the sons of men. Jesus bids them give up

only that which harms them, their miserable pride, to start

with, the pride which is ever a curse and makes peace impossible,

filling us with unrest and vTetchedness. Put it away, says Jesus

;

consent to be Kttle, to be a child who has no property whatever

except what is given him ; rate yourself and your possessions in

the spiritual realm at zero, then I can do something for you,

then I will make you rich. I will fill your heart with love, he

says, the true riches, then you on your part will work that out

and practice on it and develop it in daily life by being gentle and

full of kindness to all about you. He says also, keep feeling your

need for a greater and greater approach to the rigM, keep that

high standard before you and do your best every day to get nearer

to it, do not discount it, do not compromise with the world even

if you get killed. Let people say ever}-thing bad of you, untruly

and on my account ; it will really hurt you not a bit, but only

make you more happy and increase your reward.

They who believe what Jesus says about the matter, and really

prize the style of happiness of which he speaks, will follow the

directions given and grasp the bliss portrayed.
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THE AR3DNA.

THE RESURRECTION—A REJOINDER.

Since the very able answer to my critic. Dr. Goodwin, on the

resurrection of the dead, by Dr. S. L. Bowman in the September-

October number of the Review, it is almost a matter of supereroga-

tion to answer Dr. Goodwin any farther; and yet an additional word

will not be out of place. Leaving, therefore, the answer to the

resurrection of the body to the one so ably given by Dr. Bowman,
we wish to call attention to the fact that if Dr. Goodwin is correct

when he says, "Very few who repeat the Apostles' Creed" (he says

Lord's Prayer, but we understand he meant Apostles' Creed) "believe

in the resurrection of the natural body," then many of the ministry

and laity who are students of Bible doctrine are in error, and mis-

understand the Creed. Many of these ministers and laymen have

either written or spoken to me, saying my article was both rational

and scriptural. The definite article used in the Creed naturally

leads us to believe in the resurrection of a body now having cxisl-

ence and form. Nothing else can be understood from the terra "the

body." I am sorry to notice, also, that the doctor classifies "the

great majority of ministers and laymen" with Universalists, and

virtually affirms the Universalist doctrine of the resurrection to be

the true one. Erasmus Manford, who is the author of a Statement

of Universalist Faith, and himself a prominent Universalist, says:

"That which is raised to immortality and eternal life never goes

into the grave, never goes into the dust. The body does, but that

icill not be raised. It is the immortal spirit, made in the image of

God, that is raised when the body dies. And its leaving this dead

body, and entering on its immortal career, is what is called the

resurrection to incorruption and glory." Either this statement or

the Apostles' Creed is wrong.

Our critic is also troubled about the maimed and deformed. Paul

takes care of this difilculty. He says, "We shall not all sleep."

Evidently, then, when the great event comes to pass some will bo

living in the natural body. And very likely there will be maimed

and deformed persons among them; but while the apostle says, "Wo

shall not all sleep," he also says, "We shall all be changed." Then,

if they who are alive at that time shall not take precedence over

them that are in their graves, the natural conclusion is that when

this great change is effected it will be upon the substantial bodies

of both the living and the resurrected dead. And, whatever this

change may signify or effect, it will doubtless be that culminatlnc:

act of "redeeming grace" whereby every body will be put In order

for Its glorified existence. WiLHAii W. L.vNci:.

Fostoria, O.
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THE IDEA OF REDEMPTION IN HISTORY.

In the article by Dr. Plantz under this caption in the Methodist

Revieio for May there are some statements after which we v/ould

put an interrogation point. He says that religion has been developed

largely through two impulses, namely, the sense of fear and the

desire for perfection. No doubt these impulses have had much to

do with the evolution of religion, but neither of them constitutes

the true germ of religion, nor do both of them together, and the

nature of the germ it is which is always the most potent factor in

the development of any living thing. The newly hatched chick has

the sense of fear when it scuds from the hawk to the mother's M'ing,

but the chick has not the germ of religion. So a being might have

a passion for perfection and never develop the idea of Deity.

Again, he says that at first redemption is sought from external

evils, but later from evils of the heart. We know that this is a

common assertion in a certain school of students of religions, but

the confidence is in inverse ratio to the evidence. Certainly in the

earliest religious documents of the most ancient peoples, as the

Egyptians, Chaldeans, Aryans, we find the desire expressed for

redemption from evils of the heart. What Dr. Plantz says may be

true of savages, but that the lowest phases are the first we dispute.

That primitive man was a savage is an assertion often made but

never proved. Of course we can make of the first man what we like,

if we reject the scriptural account, since he is not here to defend

himself and has not left us his photograph. However, it is doubt-

ful whether even in savage bosoms the sense of guilt is ever really

absent or the desire for redemption from inward evils utterly un-

felt. Man at his lowest has still a moral nature as he has a rational

one, and these cannot fail to react upon even the superstitions that

darken the mind. A man need not necessarily have attained the

clear thought of personality before he has the sense of guilt. The

case of the child proves this. So with the "child-man."

As to the Hebrews, the author says that in the earliest stages

of their religion the old Semitic ideas of sacrifices probably pre-

vailed, and it is doubtful if at first an element of expiation was at

all present. The truth of that statement depends on the view we

take of the historical character of Abraham and his relation to the

religion of Israel. If he was a real personage and the founder of

Israel and its faith, if he did live in Ur of the Chaldees, then there

he probably had come into contact with the idea of expiation, for

it certainly existed there before his time. We know that radical

critics dismiss Abraham as a mj-thical figure, but will he stay

dismissed?

But our most serious objections are to the remarks upon the

Christian doctrine of redemption. Dr. Plantz says very justly that

the sense of condemnation and inner antagonism is to be eradicated

and peace secured "not by the suppression of the will, which empties

life of its content, but by a change of the will, a change such as will
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lift it above its selfish tendencies and unify it with the higher law,

the will of God. Christianity provides for this doctrine of redemp-

tion." True. Its salvation is ethical. But when the author goes

on to add, "not by a forensic redemption wrought without, but a

vital redemption within; not a transaction to satisfy the demands

of an external law, but a process by which man is enabled to keep

the law," we believe that in his desire for antithesis he has obscured

a part of the truth. "Why not try to see both sides of the shield?

May not the redemption process be hotli without and within, both

vital and vicarious, vital because vicarious? Might not the atone-

ment be at once a means both of satisfying the holiness of God and

the demands It would make upon the guilty sinner, and also of

renewing the human will and changing the center of its attachment?

Will Dr. Plantz kindly give his authority for the assertion, "Christ

conceived his life not so much an offering to God as an offering to

men"? Then how did he conceive his death? Wo are told in the

epistle that through the Eternal Spirit he offered himself without

spot to God. When Dr. Plantz says that Christ's "vocation demanded

sacrifice and by sacrifice men were to receive remission of sins," that

"the redemptive power was in the ideal which Christ in his own
person embodied," does he mean that this was all? If so, in what

does Christ's passion and death differ from that of any other martyr

to truth and righteousness? Christ's vocation just as truly de-

manded resistance to temptation, endurance of hunger, thirst,

weariness, poverty, but does Jesus ever say that he was tempted,

endowed hunger, etc., for the remission of sins? Did the death of

Christ have an absolutely unique relation to the redemption of our

race or not? If so, what? Or did he die just as other martyrs die

and nothing more? The author thinks that the trutn needs to be

earnestly proclaimed to the people that "Redemption is not a

miraculous process external to us, which was accomplished long ago

once for all by the sacrificial death of a God in our favor, but it

Is a moral event happening within the soul which always repeats

itself; the self-sacr'fice of the will of God is obedience, love, and

patience." But why not both an event without and an event within?

Why not the former as a condition of the latter? Without doubt

there have been in the history of the Church grotesque, artificial,

erroneous theories of the atonement, but let us be careful how we

try to escape them by adopting a superficial moral influence theory

which does justice neither to Scripture nor to the profound demands

of the ethical nature of God and man. We shall not reach the

deepest truth in this matter by slurring over with the words "Phari-

Baical training" Paul's great utterances "relating to propitiatory

penalty, vicarious expiation, racial solidai'ity," but by tn'ing to

get at the deepest truth in them. When we are through with Paul

we have also Peter and John to reckon with, who had no "Pharisaical

training" but were taught in the school of the Master.

White Water. Wis. George H. Trkver.
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THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD.

"We hear much about the application of the "scientific method"

to things religious and sacred. "While we welcome the better inter-

pretation which it gives when rightly used, we must guard lest it

obscure our view of the divine factor. A scientific knowledge of the

Red Sea has removed the crude notion, once prevalent, that the

children of Israel walked between perpendicular walls of water;

but the learned expositor must so guard his explanation that it may
not cause the simplest reader to lose sight, in the least degree, of

the fact that this was a miraculous occurrence.

In the May-June number of the Review President Plantz gives us

many interesting points on the development of the idea of sacrifice

in the history of worship, in an article on "The Idea of Redemption
in History." But when he says that the earliest stages of Jewish
sacrifice were characterized by the "gift" idea as distinguished from
the later developments he might cause his reader to forget the fact

that the Jewish sacrifice was a direct gift and revelation from God,

and not a development in the same sense as that of other nations.

The sacrifices before Moses were either unique instances, as the

offering of Isaac, or were in accordance with an Idea of sacrifice

brought from the heathen religion out of which Abraham had been

called, and the Jewish rite proper was in no wise developed from
them. The Jewish sacrifice is revealed by general command in

Exod. XX, 24, and its method described and meaning explained later

in the institution of the tabernacle worship. We must be cautious in

regard to anything that draws our attention in the slightest from the

divine. In the same number of the Revieio, in an article entitled

"The Interpretation of the Spiritual Life," Dr. McFarland assigns

the "scientific temper" as the cause of the "decline of interest in

religious testimony." That is, the scientific method has weakened
the force of personal testimony as a religious factor. But does the

scientific method weaken the force of testimony in a civil court?

Indeed, the value of all testimony depends on the strictest applica-

tion of a scientific treatment. Is it not possible that there has been

a misuse of the scientific method in regard to religious testimony?

If the "spread of the scientific temper and habit" has become so

general as to produce the result claimed in this article, may we not

hope that its conscientious use by those who are "scientific" will

result in giving to the testimony of a class meeting, by distinction

between fact and opinion, through the more general spread of the

scientific habit, the same validity as is secured in court by legal

requirement? Let us expect an early return of the class meeting

with old-time fervor and up-to-date exactness and efiiciency,

Ada, O. R. H. Schoonovee.
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

THE HOMILETIC VALUE OF THE LATE REVISION OF THE
SCRIPTURES.—Rom. v, 2-lL

The new renderings of special words are a source of confusion to

the Interpreter, when these renderings are apparently quite differ-

ent from those to which the ear and eye have been accustomed. The

passage under consideration involves certain variations in the

renderings of words which call for notice and have a certain homi-

letical value. The passage is the enlargement of the great con-

clusion of the apostle in the first verse. The Revised Version reads:

"Being therefore justified by faith, let us have peace with God

through our Lord Jesus Christ." The apostle then proceeds to set

forth some of the results or consequences of that peace, and enlarges

on the blessedness which comes to the Christian.

A comparison of the Revised Version with the version of 1611

shows some points needing special notice.

First. We have in the Revised Version "our access" instead of

simply "access." In the third verse we have "our tribulations" in-

stead of "tribulations." In the fourth verse there is quite a re-

markable change, "probation" instead of "experience," so that the

verse reads, "and patience, probation; and probation, hope," instead

of "patience, experience; and experience, hope." In the sixth verse

we find "For while we were yet weak" for "when we were yet with-

out strength;" and in the eleventh verse "reconciliation" instead of

"atonement," so that it reads, "through whom we have now received

the reconciliation," instead of "by whom we have now received

the atonement." The force of these changes will appear in the more

careful analysis of the passage. It is a question of exegetical

analysis whether the point involved in these verses is the Christian's

hope, or whether it is the Christian's exultation or rejoicing. It is

said, "and let us rejoice in hope of the glory of God." It seems,

therefore, that a suitable value of the passage for homiletical pur-

poses will be found by regarding the apostle as discussing the ques-

tion of the Christian's exultation or rejoicing which grows out of

the peace which comes to us through faith in Jesus Christ.

The first point of rejoicing which the apostle mentions is rejoicing

in "hope of the glory of God." The new version makes it an ex-

hortation: "let us rejoice in hope of the glory of God." It is

difficult to put in concrete form the meaning of the word "glory" in

the New Testament. It appears at different times, and each time

with some shade of meaning growing out of the peculiar setting in

which the word is found. The glory of God includes for the Chris-

tian the favor of God; hence some have translated it by "approval."

It means, however, all those excellences and favors which God com-
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municates to his own people, whether in the form of forgiveness of

sin. or of rich Christian experiences, or of the final salvation which

he has provided for them. It seems to be the manifested splendor

of God, which he communicates to his people, so far as they are able

to receive it. All that God has for man, whether in Christian ex-

perience, or in external blessing, or in future reward, becomes a

part of the Christian's hope, and in this hope of the divine glory he

exults.

Second. The apostle proceeds, however, to set forth another

matter which constitutes a ground of the Christian's rejoicing. It

is found in the third verse: "let us also rejoice in our tribulations."

This to the reader would be an unexpected turn of thought. To ex-

pect to rejoice in the future of the blessings that are to come would

seem to be perfectly natural, and an expectation in which all Chris-

tians could readily join; but the apostle speaks here of glorying in

tribulations. Tribulations are the sufferings, both internal and ex-

ternal, through which men are called to pass. This was especially

pertinent to the time when Paul wrote, and above all to the Roman
Christians. They had been terribly persecuted by their enemies,

and to speak of their tribulations as being the basis of their glorying

seemed on the surface to be absurd, if not incompatible with the

hopes and aspirations which had been announced to the Christians.

And, as if recognizing that this needed explanation, the apostle pro-

ceeds to tell the effect which tribulation wisely improved would
naturally work out. He seems to regard tribulations as having

sequences in the Christian life, which follow it just as effect follovrs

cause, and as though that which they were seeking, the great hope

of the hereafter, was to be wrought out through tribulation; hence

he says, "tribulation worketh patience," that is, patient endurance.

The word in the original means simply remaining under. But it is

far from being a mere passive word. Endurance has both an active

and a passive sense. In the passive sense it means the suffering

which comes upon us, in the performance of our duty or at the

hands of our enemies. In an active sense it means a continuance in

the faith, and a devotion to Christ which accomplishes its purpose in

the midst of all obstacles with which they have to contend. It is

not, therefore, an ignominious endurance of suffering, a mere un-

complaining submission to the ills of life, that the apostle speaks of,

but a submission that shows itself in action in working for the

Master, as well as in suffering for him. Hence the exhortation says,

"tribulation worketh," that is, worketh out for people, "patience."

At the next point, however, the change in the translation appears.

The earlier version reads, "patience, experience," but the revised

says, "patience, probation." The word "probation" is derived from a

word which simply means proving or testing; but it also has a
secondary meaning, approving that which has been tested. Our re-

visers confine it to the former sense, that is, patience works testing.

It tests the soul of the believer; the endurance of affliction is the
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proving of his chiaracter to him and to others. If he yields to the

sufferings of life, if he is readily overcome by temptations and- trials

and difficulties, it is a proof that the sufferings have not wrought

their perfect work. These sufferings work out, therefore, not only

patience, but through patience they work a proving of the character

of the Christian, whether his faith is vigorous and strong or

whether it is weak. Patience, then, is a testing of our relation to

God and to man, and is to men a proof that they are real Christians.

It follows, therefore, that proving, or approving, produces hope;

that is, the Christian who has been born into the new life, and who
has tested this new life by endurance under great trials and- provo-

cations, is filled with hope, because of divine strength which was

imparted to him and which enables him to endure temptations and

assures him that his Christian life will go on to the end; and so he

Bays probation produces hope.

The third element of Christian exaltation is found in the eleventh

verse: "and not only so, but Ave also rejoice in God through our

Lord Jesus Christ, through whom we have now received the recon-

ciliation." He glories also in the reconciliation with God. This

carries back at once to the first verse: "Being therefore justified by

faith, let us have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ."

The word "reconciliation" brings out the seuse of the passage to the

modern reader better than the word "atonement" in our ordinary

version. The apostle does not stop to tell us whether this reconcilia-

tion is viewed on the manward or on the Godward side, that is,

whether it is viewed with reference to the reconciliation of God

with man or the reconciliation of man with God. There is room

here for an extended theological discussion which it is not the pur-

pose of this paper to consider. It is not uncommon for persons to

say that we cannot regard God as angry with the creatures that he

has made. His nature is absolute love, and inasmuch as his nature

is love he cannot be angry in the sense in which it is understood by

man. We readily yield the fact that there is no vengeance in the

thought of God; but that holiness must stand opposed to sin, and

that some mode was necessary in the divine economy by which men
who had alienated themselves from God by sin might be restored to

him, is evident from the whole tenor of Scripture. The act of Christ

in dying for the sins of the whole world was not to turn aside the

vengeance of God from man merely, but it was to vindicate God's

love for man in the expression of his antagonism to sin by the gift

of his only Son to die for sinners; hence, the passage says, "we also

rejoice in God through our Lord Jesus Christ, through whom we

have now received the reconciliation." The Lord Jesus Christ is the

one through whom this reconciliation takes place, and the apostle

does not stop at this point to discuss the nature of the atonement

or the effect of the death of Christ either upon God or man, but

rather speaks of the result which is secured by Jesus Christ, his

life and death and resurrection, namely, the reconciliation of God
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and man. This thought i& well expressed by Canon Liddon, in his

remarks on the eleventh verse. His language is: "The reconcilia-

tion is accomplished not only in the hearts of men, but in the heart

of God. Men are reconciled with God in Christ in such a sense that

God, seeing them in union with his beloved and perfect Son, aban-

dons his just wrath which their sins have kindled and admits them
to his favor and blessing. This, the constant faith of the Church,

was scientifically worked out by St. Anselm of Canterbury in his

Cur Deus homo, Christ died 'to reconcile his Father to us' (Art. ii).

Abelard taught 'a submissive and merely psychological reconcilia-

tion,' which Socinianism and some modern scholars have insisted on

to the exclusion of the truth of an objective atonement. They plead

that the eternal and unchanging love of God needs no reconciliation

or atonement; that only man is needed to be reconciled, because man
does not believe in the love of God; that Christ's death is a token of

God's enduring love, addressed to the hearts of men in order to

awaken confidence in the divine love and lead men back to the

Father. Now, although it is true that the essential nature of God
Is unchangeable love, yet the living action of God's love in the human
world has been hindered and impeded by sin. In reality God's love

Is identical with his righteousness."

The homiletical discussiou of this passage would lead, of course,

naturally to the treatment of the theological import of the death of

Christ as found in other parts of this epistle and in other writings

of the great apostle. It is sufficient for our purpose to say that this

passage opens in its broad outline a beautiful view of the Christian's

exultation. In other parts of the Scripture the same word which is

translated "rejoice" is rendered "boast." It is not the boastfulness

of one who rejoices in his own prowess and achievements, but it is

the exultation of one who has been bought v.'ith a price, having been

purchased by the precious blood of Christ, who has exercised faith in

Jesus Christ, and through faith has become united to him, and in

this blessed union has attained peace with God, and out of this

blessed peace grows the exultation which is indicated in this chapter.

A'^ stated in the beginning, it seems that the purpose of the apostle

is to show the blessed results of peace in the Christian hope which
is held out, and this Christian hope is secured in the method laid

down in this passage. Thus we have opened up to us these three

elements of Christian rejoicing; rejoicing in hope of the glory of

God, in the blessed experiences of present blessing and the promise

of future joys. The exultation is further expressed in the tribula-

tions through which he is called to pass. And finally the Christian

exults in God who has brought to him. of his ovra free will and by

the voluntary gift of his Son, the reconciliation, a reconciliation

which he himself provides for lost men who have become estranged

from him. Intermediate portions of this passage well deserve con-

sideration, but may be reserved for further discussion in this

department.
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THE DECAY OF THE PASTORAL HABIT.

There is a distinction to be observed between pastoral duty and

the pastoral habit. There is no reason to believe that ministers are

derelict in pastoral fidelity, but there is reason to think that the

pastoral is not regarded as so organic a part of ministerial life as it

once was. The early preachers, especially in settled parishes, had

the habit of visiting their people at regular intervals. This has

disappeared, and pastoral labor is confined to meeting the necessities

of the people as they arise. Thus the pastoral habit appears to be in

decadence. This may readily be accounted for. Churches are more
anxious to secure brilliant preachers than faithful pastors. Com-
mittees visit the churches for the purpose of determining the

preacher's pulpit ability, and make few inquiries as to his pastoral

Qualifications. It is conceded that it is impossible to make pastoral

efficiency a substitute for pulpit power. Is it not equally true that

success in the pulpit cannot take the place of pastoral fidelity?

The decay of the pastoral habit is further due to the change in

the popular view of the pastoral function. The early preachers had

more authority as pastors than the modern ones. It was recognized

as their duty to catechise the people from house to house. Often

their visits were occasions of special interest. The family was
called together; the spiritual condition of all its members was in-

quired into, and this was followed by exhortation and prayer. This

condition of things has largely changed.

This decay is further due to the gradual disappearance of per-

sonal religious conversation as an element in family visitation.

But this does not involve the disappearance of pastoral duty.

Pastoral work has taken additional forms, and is rather connected

with the emergencies that arise in the church than with their

regular formal dutj'. When emergencies arise, people turn

instinctively to the pastor for sympathy and comfort. There is

something in the counsel and sympathy of a loving pastor that can-

not be imparted by anyone else.

The pastoral habit should be diligently cultivated, because it Is

helpful to a preservation of the humanness of the preacher. He
must see how people live; he must hear v^^hat they say and feel what
they feel, if he would be a true shepherd of the flock of Christ. It is

the sense of kinship which keeps the minister from losing his In-

terest in the struggles of mankind. The people whom he visits are

members of Christ's fold. The sheep know not the voice of a

stranger, but the shepherd they gladly follow. The true shepherd

must understand how his people feel in order to minister to them

"With satisfaction and success.

The object of this writing is to stimulate, on the part of our

young preachers, the pastoral habit, which, persisted In, will enable

them to secure such an acquaintance with their people as will make

them more effective preachers, as well as more influential in their

general influence over the members of their congregations.
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AROHfflOLOGY AND BIBLICAL RESEARCH.

ENCYCLOPEDIA BIBLICA AND THE NEW TESTAMENT.

No work in the English language represents the advanced wing

of historical biblical criticism more fairly than the Encyclopadia,

Biblica, edited by the Rev. T. K. Cheyne, D.D., Canon of Rochester

and Professor of the Interpretation of the Holy Scriptures at Ox-

ford, and by J. Sutherland Black, LL.D. The editors in chief and

most of their colaborers are pronounced in their antagonism to the

older orthodoxy. Indeed, they love to parade themselves as honest

seekers after truth, broad-minded, "scientific," liberal critics. The

standpoint of the editor in chief of these three volumes has been

well stated in an editorial in the British Weekly, as follows: "The

principle of Dr. Cheyne's criticism, so far as we can deduce it, is

that all statements in the Old Testament and in the New Testament,

as we have them, are, to say the least, probably false." The super-

natural element in the Bible, if we understand the position of this

Encyclopadia, is to be completely rejected as unworthy of the serious

critic's consideration. What we call miracle Dr. Cheyne labels as

legendary or mythical, or, by way of change, "a later interpolation"

inserted by some fanciful person of a poetical turn of mind in the

interest of some policy or tendency. Should the reader desire to

consult the article on "Miracles," in order to see what Dr. Cheyne

has to say on this baisal subject, he will be disappointed, for there

Is no article on "Miracles," but, instead, a mere cross reference to

"Wonders," "Gospels," and "John." The silence observed here need

not keep us from forming a correct idea of the editor's opinion con-

cerning miracles, as we shall show farther on.

We have pointed out in these pages on more than one occasion

the natural connection between Old Testament and New Testament

criticism, and that a "scientific" biblical critic should necessarily

have to follow the same method in discussing the authorship,

authenticity, and genuineness of books, and kindred topics, whether

In the Hebrew or in the Christian Scriptures. We have pointed out

the probability that the man who can dissect the Pentateuch into

numberless sections, loosely put together, long after the times of

Moses—who, according to Dr. Cheyne, never existed, but was a mere

clan name—will find no difficulty in doing the same with any book

of the New Testament. Yes, the man who can do away with all

Messianic prophecies in the Old Testament, as understood by the

average evangelical preacher of the Gospel, will not find it a hard

task to deny the divinity or deity of Jesus Christ. We say "or

deity," because our critics when speaking of Jesus Christ willingly

grant his divinity while strenuously denying his deity. Let the un-

critical reader notice that the two terms are no longer synonymous.

He who rejects the miracles of the Old Testament will, if strictly
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logical and critical, find it a very easy matter to eliminate the super-

natural, and especially the miraculous, element from the New Testa-

ment. The man who can brand the angelic appearances, as recorded

in the Old Testament, as legendary can logically deny similar rec-

ords in the New; for instance, there is no more reason for believing

that Peter was delivered from prison by the intervention of an
angel as recorded in Acts xii, 7ff., than to suppose that angels led

Lot out of Sodom (Gen. six, 15).

What we predicted less than six years ago in these pages—and we
claimed no prophetic insight either—has been fulfilled. These ad-

vanced critics have not rested in their efforts with the books of the

Old Testament, but they, as any reader of this Encycloprrdia may
see for himself, moved on and are now attacking the very citadel of

the Christian faith. We knew years ago that according to these

wise men Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses, Joshua, Saul, David, etc.,

etc., were not real persons, but lunar or solar heroes, clan names
or tribal gods. The criticism that denied the existence of the

patriarchs commenced by denying the authority of the records which
mentioned them. Now that the gospels. Acts of the Apostles, and
the epistles are treated in the same way we should not wonder if

Peter, James, John, Paul, and even Jesus Christ were even more
symbolic than real. Dr. Nicoll has well said: "This kind of criticism

has no end, save a complete destruction of the Bible and its religion

—in other words, it moves onward and still onv.-ard to nihilism. It

will be found very soon that it is quite compatible with any tlieory

of the real existence of Christ or Paul, not to speak of others."

Should the reader consult the articles "Bethlehem," "Nazareth,"

"Nativity," and "Mary the Mother of Jesus," he v/ill discover that

the writers of these often contradict one another, and thus that this

"scientific criticism" is mutually destructive. Canon Cheyne in his

article on "Nazareth" tells, what we knew before, "that the birth of

Jesus in Bethlehem was regarded as an indispensable sign of the

Messiahship;" then volunteers a little piece of information, not so

well known, namely, "that in the earliest form of the evangelical

tradition Jesus was said to have been born in Bethlehem-Nazareth
(=Bethlehem of Galilee)." He then explains that the Bethlehem of

Zebulun, some seven miles from Nazareth, is meant. But lest we
may misrepresent the learned canon, and that we may present his

method of criticism, we shall insert the following: "The title

Bethlehem-Nazareth was misunderstood by some of the transmitters

Of the tradition, so that while some said, 'Jesus was b'orn at Bethle-

hem,' others said, 'Jesus was born at Nazareth.' 'Bethlehem,' with-

out any explanatory addition, was naturally supposed to be the

southern Bethlehem, and the well-known narratives, so poetic, so

full of spiritual suggestion, in Matt, ii and Luke ii, 1-10 (which are

unsupported by the other gospels), have arisen in consequence."

Then he quietly adds: "To this theory it is no valid objection that it

involves going hchind the present evangelical narratives: that is, in
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^act, indispensable to historical criticism—ive have to do so con-

tinually in Old Testament criticism, and no good reason has 'been

offered for invariably acquiescing in the oldest extant forms of the

evangelic traditions." The italics are our own. This passage de-

serves the attention of every critic, since it contains a declaration of

the purpose of Dr. Cheyne and followers to treat the New Testament

precisely as they have treated the Old. Henceforth whatever con-

flicts with their theories will be marked "legendary," "mythical,"

"later insertion," "interpolation," etc.

Dr. Schmiedel in his article "Mary the Mother of Jesus" rightly

says that our chief interest in the case of Mary concentrates in tlie

doctrine of the "virgin birth;" then, with the air of a downright

scientific critic, places witness after witness on the stand to testify

against such a doctrine. Jesus himself, at least in the first three

gospels, maintains a silence which, if we are to believe Schmiedel,

arises from a "delicate reserve" on the question of his birth. Yet

we are told that there are passages which directly exclude the doc-

trine of virgin birth. Had Mary believed in it she could never have

been induced to say with others that Jesus was beside himself. By
the way, did Mary say that? The fact that we are told that "Jesus

first received the Holy Spirit at his baptism," likewise excludes the

idea of virgin birth. Who says that this was the first time? "Whole

sections in the first two chapters of Luke bear witness against this

doctrine, consequently the two verses in tbe first chapter (34, 35)

supporting this view must be regarded as a late insertion. The
phrase "Son of God" applied to Jesus must be interpreted as in the

Old Testament, in the sense of a man entirely consecrated to God.

The two genealogies make Jesus not only the son of Mary but also

the son of Joseph. Paul likewise is made to testify against the

doctrine of virgin birth. He says (Gal. iv, 4) that he "was born of a

woman," not born "of a virgin," that is, born like any other human
being. But what is the use of citing Paul? for, as we shall see, Paul

never wrote an epistle or anything whatever as far as we know.

Professor Schmiedel is so impartial and full in his efforts that he

summons as last witnesses against this doctrine the Talmud and

Celsus. These great authorities say that Jesus was the child of the

adulterous intercourse of Mary with a soldier, Stada or Pandera. As
stated above, any verse favoring the doctrine of virgin birth is un-

ceremoniously designated "later insertion." The object of the whole

article is to prove that Jesus Christ was a mere man.

Let us now turn our attention to the Acts and the epistles. To.

begin with the Acts: Professor van Manen, of Leyden, standing on

the shoulders of Bruno Bauer (whose theories are thoroughly ex-

ploded), who flourished in the first part of the second half of the

last century, tells us that the book of Acts "professes to be a sequel

to the third gospel. . . . But we cannot regard the contents of the

Acts as a true and creditable first-hand narrative of what had

actually occurred, nor yet as the ripe fruit of earnest historical rc-

64
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search. . . . The hook hears in part a legendary-historical, in part an

edifying and apologetic, character." The book of Acts, we are

assured, was written to encourage some converts elsewhere, and
especially to show how favorable the Roman authorities were to the

new religion. The hook is composite in its nature, made up of the

Acts of Peter and the Acts of Paul. The author, who wrote about

130-150 A. D., drew also from other authorities and made liberal

use of the writings of Josephus.

What of the epistles? Let Dr. van Manen reply to this weighty

question. He says: "With respect to the canonical Pauline epistles,

the later criticism here under consideration has learned to recognize

that they are none of them ly Paul—neither 14 or 13, nor 9 or 10,

nor 7 or 8, nor yet even the 4 so long so universally regarded as

unassailable. Tliey are all, without distinction, pseudepigrapha (this,

of course, not implying the least depreciation of their contents). . . .

They contain seemingly historical data from the liie and labors of

the apostle, ... at least for the most part borrowed from 'Acts of

Paul,' which also underlie our canonical book of Acts." Now, this

being so—and has not Dr. van Manen said so?—no cfitic need hence-

forth trouble himself to distinguish between "the principal epistles

and the minor or deutero-Pauline ones." "Deutero-Pauline" may
sound new to the unscientific critic, but what of that? Have we not

had "deutero-Isaiah" these many years? We are further told that

the so-called Pauline epistles are of the same character as those of

John, James, Ignatius, Clement, and the martyrdom of Polycarp.

The reader will notice that the last three are placed on equal footing

with the first two. Though there be no unity of authorship there

are nevertheless obvious marks of certain unity, and it is probable

that they all originated in the same circle of writers. The Dutch pro-

fessor, having, to his own satisfaction, proved that Paul did not

write anything whatever as far as we know, then proceeds to

enlighten us, and says that these so-called Pauline epistles were

first sent not to private parties or to any definite persons; they were

pretendedly written during the lifetime of Paul, Timothy, Silvanus,

etc. They are not letters, but religious treatises. They bear no

resemblance to real letters. Take First Corinthians, for instance;

this "was not written at one gush," or even at intervals, but it is

rather "an aggregation of fragments, which had not originally the

same destination." Romans is of composite origin, made up of older

writings, epistles, and possibly various oral traditions. Galatians

is "an adaptation of a letter previously read in the circle of the

Marionites, although we are no longer in position to restore the

older form."

We close in the words of Canon Cheyne, found in a recent number

of the 'Nineteenth Century. Discussing "Old Testament Criticism."

he says: "It is at any rate quite certain that much which passes as

the result of criticism, both textual and analytic, is in a high degree

defective."
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FOREIGN OUTLOOK.

SOME LEADERS OF THOUGHT.
Emil Kautzsch. There are not a few who imagine that because

modern scholars do not regard the Old Testament in the same light
as did their predecessors they have either destroyed its value or
have so minified its significance as to make it practically useless.
Such an opinion of the critics is, as has been often said, erroneous,
though their almost constant reference to the negative aspect of the
doctrine of the Old Testament explains the prevalence of the opinion
referred to, Kautzsch is not one of the extremest of the German
critics, but he is a fair representative of the conservative progress-
ive school, to which about all Old Testament professors in this coun-
try belong. He rejects the old doctrine of inspiration according to
which the Old Testament is inerrant and equally valuable in all its
parts; asserts that in many respects the preparatory and therefore
imperfect character of the Old Testament religion must be admitted;
and condemns the custom of spiritualizing the Old Testament in the
interest of Christian teaching. Nevertheless he sees great use for
the Old Testament, as his recent little book. Die Meibe^ide Bedentinig
des Alien Testaments (The Abiding Significance of the Old Testa-
ment), published in Tiibingeu by J. C. B. Mohr, shows. In that work
he affirms the permanent value of the Old Testament as literature
both in its prose and poetical portions, and also for purposes of his-
tory. He holds further that for the instruction both of children and
adults the Old Testament is a means of the greatest importance.
Even after the most careful exclusion of all that is not adapted to
the needs of the instructor there remains still an enormous quantity
of material which may serve either as example or as incentive. He
refers in this connection to the decalogue, to the history of the
patriarchs, but especially to the moral earnestness which breathes
through the whole of the Old Testament. But that which gives the
Old Testament its deepest and most abiding significance is its re-
ligious elements. Of these he mentions first and chiefly the depth
and purity of the doctrine of God as there taught. And perhaps
the most wonderful feature of this doctrine of God is that it never
became so abstract as to be useless, as it did in later Judaism and
as it has become in some quarters and ages of Christendom. Even
in the doctrines of the eternity, the omnipresence, and the omnis-
cience of God, which offer the greatest difficulties to human thought,
the Old Testament preserves God as a living God. And along with
this goes the fact that prayer is the necessary expression of the
religious life. Still more important, according to Kautzsch, is it
that the Old Testament assures us of the fact and nature of a divine
plan and way of salvation which in the New Testament age, in the
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person and work of Christ, finds its completion and perfection. To

study the Old Testament prophets means to study the divine revela-

tion in its best available source, the revelation in Christ excepted.

No matter what enthusiasm the study of other religions may arouse

in one the sincere student of Hebrew prophecy will have to admit

its enormous superiority to all other pre- or extra-Christian re-

ligiosity. The distinguishing mark of this prophecy is that it is

serviceable to a divine plan of salvation, from which it cannot be

disconnected. In the Old Testament are the foundation pillars upon

which the New Testament structure has been erected. It would

seem that here the higher critic goes as far in appreciation of the

Old Testament as one can go who still wishes to leave room for the

assertion that Christianity has anything better to offer than Juda-

ism, and who wishes to remain true to Jesus Christ, who found

considerable fault with the Old Testament morals and religion.

Samuel OettH. In a recent book entitled Amos und Hosea.

Zwei Zeugen gegcn die Amvendung der Evolutionstheorie avf die

Religion Israels (Amos and Hosea. Two Witnesses against the

Application of the Theory of Evolution to the Religion of Israel),

Giitersloh, C. Bertelsmann, he has once more proved his leadership

as a theologian. He declares that neither Amos nor Hcsea makes

any pretense of demanding anything of the Israelitish people which

they did not of themselves know and which with their existing light

they could not do. The people had merely come to neglect their

Jahweh. Hence, according to Oettli, these prophets saw in the re-

ligious history of Israel no gradual progress from rude beginnings:

they saw in the syncretism of the moment no point of development

through which tbe Israelitish religion must pass, but a retrogression

from an earlier and purer origin. So also these prophets make no

profession of bringing to the people anything new; on the contrary,

they refer everything to their divinely sent predecessors. As a fact,

the faith in the one God existed before these prophets, for example,

in the stories of the creation and the flood, and the recognition of the

ethical character of God was found in Nathan and Elijah, and was

reflected in the popular conception of the "day of the Lord." These

prophets only deduced for the conditions of their time the con-

clusions which lay implicit in a doctrine known to Israel long be-

fore. Indeed, they could never have regarded the great national

distress as a judgment on account of the people's sins, nor could

they have seen in the enemies of Israel the instrument of Jahweh'^

wrath, if the idea of the ethical nature of Jahweh had been new, or

especially if it had been originated by them. In everything the two

prophets refer back to the period of the founding of the nation as

the time of the first and fundamental revelation of Jahweh, and they

are therefore important witnesses against the application of the evo-

lutionary theory to the religion of Israel. Oettli is undoubtedly right
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In asserting that God's religious education of man does not proceed

in the line of a regular development. It is not for a moment to be

believed that Jahweh as he was known to Moses was a God of mere
power, who, as the people developed in ethical insight, had to be

fitted out with ethical attributes by the prophets. While admitting

the clearer and sharper definition of the thought of God in later

times, it is still true that in his great features he was known to

Moses when he entered upon the work to which God had called him.

But there is danger that in estimating the revelation as given to

Moses we shall seek its salient points in the knowledge God gave cf

his own nature and character. This he undoubtedly gave in a con-

siderable degree. But that which more clearly distinguishes the

Mosaic system is the peculiar religious relation in which Moses
placed his people to God. He founded this relation upon great

salvatory facts, not upon natural events, thus bringing God directly

into relation to the people. He emphasized the importance of

obedience on the part of the people toward God, rather than of forms

of worship. He gave judgment in the name of Jahweh, and thus

placed him on the side of justice as distinguished from power. And
all this became a part of the permanent religious possessions of

Israel. Still, it is going too far to say that Amos and Hosea offered

nothing new, for unquestionably from them or from their time

sprang the idea of God as related to the whole world and not to

Israel alone, to say nothing of other matters in which they added
to the revelation of God to man.

RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

Die nentestamentlichc Lelire von der Seligkeit nnd ihre

Bedeutung fiir die Gegen-crart, dargestellt. Der geschichtliche

Darstellung dritte Abtheilung: Die Johauneische Anschauung
unter dem Gesichtspunkt der Seligkeit dargestellt. Vierte Abtheil-

ung: Die vulgare Anschauung von der Seligkeit in Urchristenthum,

ihre Entwickelung bis zum Uebergang in katholische Formen (The

New Testament Doctrine of Salvation and its Significance for the

Present Day. Third Division: The Johannine View. Fourth Di-

vision: The Popular Notion of Salvation in Primitive Christian

Times, to the Period of Early Catholicism). Two volumes. By
Arthur Titius. Tiibingen, 1900. J. C. B. Mohr. The reader should

not be frightened away from these volumes by the great length of

the titles, for the two together contain only xix and 373 pages.

Together with the preceding volumes they constitute a work of great

value, not without faults, relative to the conception of what the ac-

ceptance of Christianity by any person does or ought to do for him.

In other words, the work is a treatise on personal religion from the

standpoint of apostolic and post-apostolic Christianity. The ques-

tion. What is it to be r. Christian? is viewed in the light of the
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teachings of the various New Testament writers. It is a work which

Is of even greater value to the preacher and pastor than to the

professional theologian. In the third division, which deals more

especially with the Johannine view, the attempt is made to trace the

influence of Jesus upon those who come after him. According to

John, as according to Paul, eternal life is conditioned upon faith,

but faith is not a mere intellectual assent to certain Christian propo-

sitions, but the conviction that Jesus is what he professes to be, the

giver of life. In the thought of the filial relationship to God John

gives us two views, the deterministic, or that of the new birth from

God, and the ethical, or that of a mutual relationship of love be-

tween the Father and the son. Even under the deterministic con-

ception the ethical character of faith is maintained. The Johannine

theology affords us much that is peculiar. We have the idea that

there is a natural connection between communion with God and the

practical exhibition of brotherly love, and on the other hand we have

the thought that only by doing the commandments of Christ can we

abide in the love of God and of Christ. It may be true that we have

here no designation of the means by which salvation is secured, but

we certainly do have a suggestion as to the means by which it is to

be maintained. This is but a hint as- to the ground covered by the

volume on John. The fourth division was, at the time of its publica-

tion, something new, though in the short time since other writers

have covered the same ground. Anyone who will understand the

Christian conception of the relation of religion to life must go at

least a short distance beyond the apostolic age. For the period up

to 150 A. D. may be regarded as at least in some measure refiecting

the New Testament conception. And it shows us what those who

became Christians from the midst of paganism thought to be their

duty and privilege. It is therefore a kind of popular commentary

on the New Testament doctrine of the Christian life. But the

greatest care must be taken to distinguish what, in this popular

view, is drawn from Christ and the apostles, and what the people of

that later time contributed for themselves. For it is evident that in

course of time the whole conception changed radically, and unless

we are willing to accept the outcome in the Middle Ages we must

abide by the New Testament.

Das Gebet in der iiltesten Cliristenlieit. Eine geschichtliche

"Dntersucliung (Prayer in the Earliest Christian Ages. An His-

torical Study). By Eduard Freiherr von der Goltz. Leipzig, 1901.

J. C. Heinrichs'sche Buchhandlung. The author is at once a the-

ological instructor and a pastor, and the latter relationship accounts

for the form as well as the somewhat practical character of his

•work. He fully understands the difficulties which attend the de-

velopment of his subject, and says that the sources from which the

words of prayers or utterances concerning prayer are to be taken
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afford only indirect testimony, since the prayers themselves belong

only to the time and the circumstances under which they were first

ut ered His chief purpose is to call attention to the inner life

hidden 'behind the words of the prayers, which had its origin m

Tesus Christ. His purpose marks his book off from a mere history

liturgical forms of prayer, and brings it into line with the more

modern theological sense which emphasizes the inner religious life,

rather than the mere outward form and expression. His first chap-

ter is devoted to the prayers of Jesus, and in it he treats such themes

as how Jesus himself prayed, how Jesus led his disciples to pray, and

what Jesus taught concerning true prayer. Man is ever compel ed

To speak in figures, and so Jesus is called the Son of God n the

nravers of Jesus the relationship thereby suggested came to imme-

diate and complete expression. This innermost sanctuary of Jesus s

life is indeed, accessible only in part to his disciples, and especially

so to us. Our whole life will pass without our learning to pray as

Jesus prayed. And we are hindered from learning the exact secrets

of the prayers of Jesus also by the slight differences between the

reports of the synoptic gospels. But in his prayers his true human

Bensibilities betrayed themselves most clearly. Von der Goltz does

not think that the Lord's Prayer is designed as a prescribed form

which must of necessity be used whenever we pray. A second chap-

ter is given up to the prayers of St. Paul, and a third to prayer in

the apostolic and postapostolic periods. He seems to have taken up

Paul separatelv because in the collection of writings attributed to

him we possess a tolerably secure source of information relativ-e^ to

the earliest days of Christianity, and because the filial spirit which

was the spirit most manifest in the prayers of Jesus was most fully

preserved in the writings of Paul. These two considerations excuse

the break in the logical order of development which Paul's separate

treatment occasions. This treatment of the relationship between

Paul and the pravers of subsequent Christendom is not altogether

satisfactory. It seems most likely that the earlier apostles exerted

a greater influence than Von der Goltz is willing to allow, and that

prayer as practiced in Judaism affected Jewish Christian prayer;

and also that prayer as practiced by pagans became influential m

the prayers of pagans who became Christians is almost certain.

These points are not neglected, but their treatment is inadequate. In

his fourth chapter he gives us characteristics of the early Christian

prayers in the period of the origin of the Old Catholic Church. And

in an appendix he reproduces the most important prayers of that

early period. He also touches upon the prayers found in the inscrip-

tions of the early catacombs. Thus he leads us up to the point

where prayer lost its spontaneous character and took on a relatively

fixed form. But Von der Goltz is fully impressed with the educa-

tional value of the use of stereotyped forms of prayer, perhaps all

the more because he has traced their origin and knows their inner

spirit.
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RELIGIOUS AND EDUCATIONAL.
Pastoral Support in France. The reference Is more especially

to the evangelical clergy, who are better paid in Paris than else-

where. Those outside of Paris are divided into three classes. The
following table is illustrative:

Pastors in Paris receive each, per year 3,000 francs.
" of the first class 2,200 "
" " '' second class 2,000 "
" " " third class 1,800 "

This shows that the highest salary is about $600, and the lowest $300.
When a clergyman has reached the age of sixty he is entitled to a
pension. Each pastor pays, from his thirtieth to his sixtieth year,
two and three fifths per cent of his salary into the pension treasury,
that is, from 48 to 78 francs, annually. After the age of sixty he
may draw out from 313 to 381 francs. The whole pension amounts
to a respectable sum, as compared with the support given to worn-
out preachers in the Methodist Episcopal Church, as the following
table shows:

Pensions in Paris 2,004 francs, about $400
for first class 1,661 " " $332

" for second class. 1,56^4 " " $313
" for third class... 1,438 '* " $287

But while these pensions are relatively high the salaries arc pain-
fully small, and in some pastors' families meat is a luxury to be
enjoyed not more than once a year, while it is not uncommon for
them to accept gladly as gifts old books and magazines and even old
clothing, so inadequate is their support.

The Roman Church as a Financial Institution. Cardinal
Antonelli was the first to conceive the idea of giving the Roman
Church a solid financial basis. He began as early as 1859, and by
1870 the income of the Church from other- sources was about twice
as large as that from Peter's Pence, and amounted in all to about
18,000,000 lire. Leo XIII modified some of Antonelli's measures in

the interest both of economy and readiness of access to the funds.

The financial management of the Church is in the hands of several

commissions, but Leo XIII personally supervises all the more im-

portant transactions. The principal sources of the Church's wealth
are the businesses of banking, industries, and real estate. The Banco
di Roma is almost entirely in the possession of the Vatican. The
Church engages—not, of course, in its own name—in large real

estate transactions in Paris. The accumulated wealth is said by
those who are in a position to know to be so enormous that should
It wish to do so the Church could enter the money market as a

power of the first order. And it is already asserted by the friends

of the Church that should she see fit to enter the financial world

she would do so in the interest of greater honesty and would thereby
in no wise depart from her divine mission.
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SUMMARY OP THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

A WISE, careful, and steadying article by Samuel McComb
answers, in the Contemporary Revieiv for August, the question, "Do

We Need Dogma?" A German school, which says much about the

Gospel, puts dogma under ban, and Martineau tried to preach an

undogmatic Christianity. But, in the sense of definitely stated

truths to be believed, all thinking men, wiiether they call themselves

dogmatists or autidogmatists, must have dogmas; though Christian

dogma can lay no claim to infallibility, being, not the absolute Truth

of God, but rather the truth refracted and colored by the human
media of reason, reflection, and elaboration, through which it has

passed. , , . Theologians have sometimes spoken as if Dogma had a

right to override conscience and reason, the Roman Catholic appeal-

ing to the Church, the High Anglican to the Bible as interpreted by

a consent of the Fathers of which history knows nothing, and the

Evangelical to the ipsissima verba of the Sacred Writings taken

literally; but all these theories are at bottom skeptical—skeptical

on the one hand of the inherent sovereignty and convincing energy

of Divine Truth, and on the other of the moral reason of man. Yet

theology must appeal to reason, meaning by reason not merely the

understanding but the totality of man's spiritual powers. . . , The
question is. Where shall we find a genuine doctrinal standard? The
problem can admit of one solution only. It is in the Christian con-

sciousness of the individual and of the age that the Court of Appeal

is to be found. In other words, the ultimate standard is the religious

consciousness in which all men have a share, enlightened, molded,

penetrated, and shaped by the teaching of Christ in the Gospels, in

the history of the Church, and in the illuminating influence of His

Spirit. Each age has its own vision of Christ. In the ultimate an-

alysis it is by this vision that all things must be tried. It represents

the best conclusions of the age as to the contents of the Bible, the

meaning of the world and of life, and while its decisions are not

final in the sense that posterity may not advance beyond them, they

are for us the measure of our apprehension of the truth. Christ

grows in the individual soul; He also grows in the soul of an age.

Centuries, as they pass, unfold in ever-increasing richness the ideal

significance of His Person. Our ideal, as Emerson says, is "a flying

one," the goal ever recedes as we advance. Before His bar all dog-

mas must be arraigned. Whatever stands His criticism justifies its

right to be; whatever shrinks from before His eye, though it has

grown gray in the service of human thought, is doomed to death.

McComb's excellent article notes several encouraging facts: (1) The
metaphysician has sho\\Ti that Agnosticism cannot even be stated

without involving a contradiction in thought; and even Agnosticism

no longer confounds man with nouhuman nature, or makes him,
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like plant or animal, a product of the cosmic process. Even Pro-

fessor Huxley protested against the de-ethicizing of man and the

attempt to explain all that is distinctive in him by physical causes,

in such a- tone and manner as led one reviewer to remark that

Huxley made an approximation to the Pauline dogma of nature and
grace. Man's moral nature makes him of eternal worth in a world

otherwise transitory. He seems the sport and plaything of cosmic

forces; but as a being who alone can hear the categorical imperative

of conscience, who can lend, as Goethe says, permanence to the

moment, and can hearken to the whisper of immortal hopes, he is,

where theology has always placed him

—

<it the center of the uni-

verse. (2) Materialism is now everywhere discredited. Idealism has

won all along the line, and the story of our earthly days is not held

to be a detected failure, but a rudimentary eternity. Materialism

has received its deathblow and spirit has come off victorious, being

disclosed as the ultimate and only reality. (3) The theory of evolu-

tion, as yet only a theory, which was at first supposed by both be-

liever and unbeliever to be the foe of religion, is now plainly shown

to involve no overthrow or weakening of Christianity, even were it

proved true. Natural Selection and the Survival of the Fittest can-

not account for all that is involved in any evolutionary process.

Principal Fairbairn pronounces evolution the greatest theistic dis-

covery of modern times. However that may be, religion has nothing

to fear from evolution theories. True or false, they can do no harm.

Dr. McComb affirms (4) that Historical Criticism has contributed

materially to the substance and strength of theology. This is what

he says: "It is a reassuring reflection that now, after the critical

labors of such men as Wendt, Weiss, Weizsiicker, and Haruack

among the Germans, and of Hort, Westcott, Sanday, and Bruce

among British divines, the Agnostic despair of history is no longer

possible. Professor Harnack being witness, the fire of the most

stringent criticism has failed to dissolve such facts as these:

(1) That Jesus claimed to be the Messiah, the prophetically an-

nounced Deliverer of God's people; (2) that the Logos doctrine of

St. John cannot be traced back to Philo; (3) that the marvelous

(and, indeed, the strictly miraculous) cannot be eliminated from

the records without utterly destroying them. These positions es-

tablished, consequences flow from them in the light of which we see

theology to be not, as some think, a more or less dexterous manipu-

lation of abstract notions, but a sympathetic interpretation of the

realities of history. They give us a fulcrum in the real light of

humanity for all our constructive endeavors. Christ is the inspira-

tion of the Christian religion, and therefore the main source of a

Christian theology. Theology is thus humanized by the vision of

God in the humanity of Christ. Men are asking to-day not, Is there

a God; but. What kind of a God is He who is involved in all thought

and life; what is the character of the Will behind the universe?

Theology answers: Look at Jesus as He lives and breathes in the
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Gospel history, and you will find God; His reason and heart lie at

the center of all things; in Him you will discover the clew to the

winding mazes of history, the baffling perplexities of thought, the

dire mysteries of Nature. We see a light shining in the darkness;

and as we have been compelled to interpret Nature in terms of man,
so our thinking seems now forced to interpret man in terms of

Christ. The noble and ennobling thought that humanity is organic-

ally related to Christ, that He is the Archetype to which in the

creative purpose of God all men are called to be conformed, has
sunk deep into the heart of our age and is already bearing fruit in

the humaner spirit, the more gracious and winsome service, and the

wider social sympathies of all religious men. Touched with this

spirit, enriched with the knowledge of a new time, the students and
teachers of religion are equipped for the task to which the new cen-

tury calls them, that of restoring to theology her ancient throne, no
longer to tyrannize over human thought and life, but to illustrate

the Master's gracious Word: 'He that would be greatest of all, let

him be the servant of all.'
"

The belching of flatulent bosh, varied by occasional blasphemy,
goes on. Once in these pages we wrote of "The Whitman Craze,"

and later, in other pages, on "The Deification of 'One of the

Roughs.' " By assertion or implication his devotees continue to

present him, even to people outside lunatic asylums, as the Christ of

the nineteenth century. In The Critic (New York) for October, "VNTiit-

man's literary executors tell us, with awed faces and reverent tones,

that their idol felt—and who should know if he did not?—that his

message to mankind "was, so far, the most pregnant revelation

from the god in man." From their description of their redeemer's

funeral at Camden, N. J., we quote: "From the Delaware ferries to

Harleigh Cemetery, a distance of perhaps three miles, the roads

•were busy with the people coming and going, and with fakirs who
Bold fruits and a strange miscellany of wares. It possessed the

kaleidoscopic features of the country fair. The faces of the people

•were even glad faces. For while the people were not glad that Jesus

•was dead, they were glad that He had lived." If it was Jesus who
•was dead, why did they carve the name of W'alt Whitman on that

tomb in Harleigh Cemetery? For utter gone-daft-ness, for maudlin
drivel, the Whitman craze exceeds. In the same issue of The Critic,

J. P. Mowbray writes with exquisite wit and a sort of tender raillery

about "The New Pagan Lilt." He tells of a new religion, a modern-
ized and naturalized paganism which is uttering itself in trillets

through a brood of poets now pouring their devout roulades from
every magazine spray. Of one poet, whom he considers rather more
mature and masculine than Ella W^heeler Wilcox, Mr. Mowbray says:

"No child of song at present on the magazine lawn has an equal

"bobolink disregard for everything but the lawn. His spontaneity
of chirp, his self-confident utterance of bobolink finalities, must de-
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light all observing souls that are past thinking, or not yet arrived
at the forlorn condition of hopeless rational cerebration." This new
religion is described as resembling Mother Eddy's in that, instead of
wrestling with the unthinkable, it proceeds calmly to build upon it.

Mr. Mowbray marvels at the ease with which this ethereal pagan
lilt comprehends the All-That-Isn't and dodges both the uncomforta-
ble and the inevitable; he notes that the Tremendous Old Book, from
which rolls, deep and awful like a great bell striking notes of doom,
the cadence of the Shalts and Shalt Nots, is ignored, and a voluptu-
ous self-indulgence fostered which promotes lassitude of conviction
and softens down the imperatives that are still echoing in our arche-
typal souls; and says that to deny that such views exceed in soft
comfortableness anything Schaff or Lange has given us is to shut
our eyes to the lambent beauty of a pagan naturalism. This new
paganism comes to the aspiring and -wrestling type of piety, inquires
whether we are not a little tired of this overstrenuousne^s of con-
viction which throws out its shirt front, clenches its fist, stamps its
foot, and stands for the right, and whether we would not be more
serene and comfortable by just lying dowm dreamily in the dusk
with "the star-eyed children of the grass." Mr. Mowbray imagines
one of these new pagaus saying: "There is that moss-grown notion
of the ages that Nature is under necessity but that man is not; a
fine old credal platitude it is, and much akin to the other notion that
man is only a little lower than the angels, when we all know now
that he is only a little higher than a soft-shell clam. Let me intro-
duce you to my guest, Herr Haeckel. He is in the conservatory with
the hyacinths." And Mr. Mowbray's irony goes on as follows:
"That there is some kind of ineffable joy in the confraternity of
man and mollusks, and a definite soul relief in not straining to be a
little lower than the angels, is a truth that will not seize upon the
rational mind with the blinding force of a flash. It must dawn
gently and gray upon the sensibilities like the moral of a problem
play. But only let it dawn and we are safe to come, in the sunrise
of culture, to the glad assurance that we are no longer to struggle
with our destinies. It is enough to lie down with our origins. No
other religious concept has such a broad basis of humility, for once
on that sunny path man's egotism will, in becoming as a little child,
surely reach the pristine stage of lollypops and mud pies, always
providing that it does not linger by the way too long with the star-

eyed children of the grass, but pushes on faithfully to the primeval
slime." Remarking further upon the facility with which this pagan
poetic culture shuts off the exigent, the urgent, and the imperative,
and is content to lie at ease, enchanted and enraptured with beauty,
our critic's earnest irony still plays: "It is true, the everlasting fray
goes on. Ormuzd and Ahriman are still at it with their embattled
hosts. Our mental horizons are dark with the conflict and the tides
of the battle ebb and flow. There are voices calling to us from the
ranks for help as The Good wavers and retires for a while ami-l
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the smoke of error. But what is all this clamor but the old plati-

tudes of good and evil that have been thundering so long, and why
should we turn from the truce of God made with the crocus aud
hyacinth, to this old grime and discomfort? That were, indeed, to be

again theologic, to fall into the old error of believing that poetry is

'a crushed perfume eshaling from the sky,' instead of being a fleet-

ing odor rising from the sod. Of those old minstrels who learned

in suffering what they lisped in song the worst that can be said is

that 'themselves from God they could not free' and they found God
through humanity. That Bohemian soul in the streets of Paris no
less than that theologic peasant in the heather of Scotland seemed
to hear God's voice through his pangs and not through his pleasures.

Tumbled upon the world

An ugly wretched wight,

Here buffeted, there hurled,

Mankind against a mite.

When oft my misery

A plaintive moan -would wring,

The good God said to me,

Sing on, sad heart, sing."

It is added that in manner this new paganism "combines the stately

incorrigibility of Dr. Briggs with the swirling audacity of Bob Inger-

soil;" but it is not believed that it will be able to dislodge Moses,

Isaiah, and David with its feolian breath, or even to whistle Plato

down the viewless winds. The October number of TUe Critic also

contains a critique of Young's "Night Thoughts" by Sir Leslie

Stephen.

Befoke us lies the first number of The Hibbert Journal, a quarterly

Review of religion, theology, and philosophy, published at London
and Oxford, edited by L. P. Jacks and G. Dawes Hicks, assisted by

an Editorial Board consisting of scholars of the most various schools

of thought, including the Deans of Ely and Durham, Dr. John Watt,

Professor Cheyne, Dr. Drummond, Mr. Montefiore, and Professors

Gardner and Muirhead, Vv'ith Professors Fenn of Harvard and Howi-

6on of the University of California. The policy of this new Journal

is that of "the open door." It offers to differing and antagonistic

views an open field, believing that the free exposition of conflicting

opinions face to face will tend to remove misunderstanding which
is the root of all bitterness. The editors say: "As between those

who shun inquiry on the ground that the form of religious thought

is already fixed in human language, and those, again, who see in

theology a process akin to evolution in nature, the sympathies of

this Journal are frankly with the latter. For 'advanced' thought we
have no special affinity; but thought which advances it is our

mission to represent. Movement, in accordance with intellectual

law, betokens health and vitality in religion. At the same time we
refrain from defining the direction such movement ought to take

—
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whether as a return to old positions or as a departure for new. Our
aim IS to reflect the movement of religious thought in its continual
approach to firmer ground. We stand for three positive truths-
that the goal of thought is One; that thought, striving to reach the
Goal, must forever move; that, in the conflict of opinion the move-
ment IS furthered by which the many approach the One." The
articles in this number are "The Basis of Christian Doctrine " "The
Concept of the Infinite," "The Controversy Between Science and
Faith, "Matthew Arnold." " 'Righteousness of God' in Paul's Theol-
ogy." "Early Doctrinal Modifications of the Gospels." "Catastrophes
and the Moral Order." A large amount of solid matter is packed into
the 208 pages of this number. No discussion of its merits is possible
here, only a few quotations from its pages: "A very able aud liberal
theologian writes. 'Those who speak most of the reformulation of
the Faith do not appear to me to be the men who know the past '

"

The more enthusiastic forces of Christianity, such as the Metho-
dists"—in which expression lies a tribute we should earnestly avoid
ceasing to deserve. "Any man who wishes to proceed reasonably
should know better than to set aside ancient beliefs merely on sub-
jective or rationalistic grounds." "Two recent books are valuable-
E. D. Starbuck's Psychology of Religion and Mr. Granger's Soul of
a Chnsttan, the latter the more profound and valuable. Now how-
ever. Professor James's Varieties of Religious Experience takes its
place as the ablest work on the religion of experience." "The pious
worker in the field of natural science becomes a severe, almost a
Puritan. Monotheist. Professor Seeley wrote. 'If we will look at
things and not merely at words we shall soon see that the scientific
man has a theology and a God, a most impressive theology, a most
awful and glorious God. That man believes in God who feels him-
self in presence of a Power which is not himself, and is immeasur-
ably above himself, a Power in the contemplation of which he is
absorbed, in the knowledge of which he finds safety and happiness.
But the final witness to God will always be found in the words
of Augustine, 'Thou madest us for Thyself, and our heart is rest-
less till it find rest in Thee.'" Professor Royce's article, in ex-
pounding the newer conceptions of the Infinite, follows the 'lead of
certain mathematicians, in particular of Richard Dedekind and
George Cantor. Some of Dedekind's definitions are in a volume
entitled Essays on Number, published by the Open Court Company
of Chicago. The article by Sir Oliver Lodge says: "The outstand-
ing controversy between science and faith rests upon two distinct
conceptions of the universe: the one, that of a. self-contained and
self-sufficient universe, with no outlook into or links with anything
beyond, uninfluenced by any life or mind except such as is con-
nected with a visible and tangible material body; and the other
conception, that of a universe lying open to all manner of spiritual
influences, permeated through and through with a Divine spirit
guided and watched by living minds, acting through the medium of
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law indeed, but with intelligence and love behind the law: a

universe by no means self-sufficient or self-contained, but with

feelers at every pore groping into another supersensuous order of

existence, where reign laws hitherto unimagined by science, but

laws as real and as mighty as those by which the material universe

is governed. According to the one conception, faith is childish and

prayer absurd; the only individual immortality lies in the memory
of descendants; kind actions and cheerful acquiescence in fate are

the highest religious attributes possible; and the future of the

human race is determined by the law of gravitation and the cir-

cumstances of space. According to the other conception, prayer

may be mighty to the removal of mountains, and by faith we may
feel ourselves citizens of an eternal and glorious cosmogony of

mutual help and cooperation, advancing from lowly stages to even

higher states of happy activity, world without end, and may catch

in anticipation some glimpses of that 'one far-off divine event to

which the v/hole creation moves.' The whole controversy hinges,

in one sense, on a practical pivot—the efficacy of prayer. Is prayer

to hypothetical supersensuous beings as senseless and useless as it

is unscientific? or does prayer pierce through the husk and ap-

parent covering of the sensuous universe, and reach something living,

loving, and helpful beyond? And in another sense the controversy

turns upon a question of fact. Do we live in a universe permeated

with life and mind—life and mind independent of matter and un-

limited in individual duration? Or is life limited, in space to the

surface of masses of matter, and in time to the duration of the

material envelope essential to its manifestation?" The article on

Matthew Arnold shows us that unhappy soul struggling with tho

problem of life, tossed on surging seas and laboring heavily, crying

out for redemption from man's inward and outward trouble—not

from their pressure, which he knew must be, but from their power

to enfeeble and enslave the soul; crying out for freedom and salva-

tion to the Power who is with us in the night, and after long-con-

tinued inward pain, after trying many diverse ways to escape from

the overwhelming problem of life, fleeing at last to God, saying in

substance to the Father and Lord of Men, "I do not know Thee

clearly, but there is that in my heart which bids me take my chance

with Thee."
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BOOK NOTICES.

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

Brooksby the Traveller's Way. By J. H. Jowett, M.A. 12mo, pp. 21C. New York:
A. C. Armstrong & Sou. Trice, cloth, §1.25.

These twenty-six homiletic studies, which originally appeared In

the Examiner newspaper, have. In book form, reached a sale of five

thousand copies. Not all of them maintain the level of the sermons

in ApostoUc Optimism, already noticed in our pages; yet many of

them have a different value of their own for different uses. Aver-

aging less than nine pages, their fragmentariness does not deprive

them of a certain individual completeness. Many Scripture passages

receive exposition, rather by Illumination and application than by

analysis or strict exegesis—such practical exposition as might be

helpful in devotional services conducted by Dr. R. W. Dale's succes-

sor in Birmingham. It is not a book of stories, but of spiritual

points. Sprinkled here and there are references like these: "John

Ruskin's father would never allow him to gaze upon any inferior

picture lest his artistic sense should be impaired." "Wellington

used to say that one of the great secrets of successful generalship

was the power to imagine what was going on behind a stone wall."

"Ruskin said that an unimaginative person can never be either rev-

erent or kind." "In a remarkable article written by Mr. Hutton at

the time of Sir Isaac Holden's death the conviction was declared

that the extraordinary fertility and inventiveness of Sir Isaac's

mind had been fed and nourished by the deep underlying spirituality

and nobleness of his life." This last is in a paper showing how
every part of man's composite personality receives invigoration

and enrichment when the life of God flows into his nature, bringing

physical, mental, moral, and spiritual quickening. "John Stuart

Mill once wrote, 'The fatal tendency of mankind to leave off think-

ing about a thing when it is no longer doubtful is the cause of half

their errors.' When a man has attained a decided opinion he is

too apt to tie a bit of tape around it, put it away in a pigeonhole.

and lapse into slumber." "There is a nervous disease known to

physicians as chorea; a distemper in which the patient sometimes

turns round and round continuously on one spot. Egotism is just

such an incessant spinning on one spot. Sometimes the point about

which Egotism keeps revolving is one's own abilities or achieve-

ments or possessions; sometimes it is one's own losses, sufferings.

injuries. Some sufferers like to take the bandages off, show their

wounds, and fix attention on them." A good specimen of these brief

homilies is that on the Centurion mentioned in Luke vii, 2. This

centurion is an educated Roman; therefore we anticipate that ho

will be unsentimental, severely secular, crushing out all iuclinatlon
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to the mystical. He is a Roman soldier; therefore we anticipate that
he may be proud, domiueorinj,'. peremptory, hard. He is a Roman
slave owner; therefore wo expect him to be supercilious, unscrupu-
lous, inconsiderate, brutal. Instead of which, the educated Roman
is reverent and worshipful; the soldier is delicatelv sensitive; the
slaveholder is gentle and sympathetic. Out of this man's heart
flow rivers of rich and generous sympathy, rivers which overflow-
many strong and high barriers and refuse to be limited. 1. Barriers
of caste and class are overpassed. There was a "slave who was dear
unto him." Centurion and servant are one in the bonds of affliction.
The servant's ailment is the master's grief. They were so close-
knit with sensitive nerves that the pains and joys of one throbbed
and thrilled in the mind and heart of the other. The intercourse of
master and servant was a fellowship. 2. Barriers of race are over-
passed. "Heloveth our nation." What! The Roman loving the
Jew? A citizen of imperial Rome, center of splendor and world-
wide dominion, loving the petty, provincial, unattractive, and de-
spised Jew? A rare and noble patriot is he who can love his own
nation without hating other nations. The high example of this
Roman centurion calLs down to some Christians w^ho hate the Jews,
"Come up higher!" The Jew was probably no less repellent then
than now, yet this Roman soldier loved that oppressed and down-
trodden people. Loyalty to one's own people should be accompanied
by justice and kindness to all other peoples. 3. Ecclesiastical bar-
riers are overpassed. He "built us a synagogue." This Roman sees
beauty and worth in the Jewish worship. He feels interest and
respect for the religions aspirations and manifestations of those
who worship under different forms and a different creed from his
own. Rather than interfere with their worship by burning their
synagogue, he will promote It by building one. You could not make
a harsh sectarian or narrow bigot out of him. A devout spirit
or act commands his rev(!rence and friendship, no matter where
It appears. And now this man of wide-overflowing sympathies
and large love is, 1. A. man of profound humility. That
is not a mere coincidence, but an inevitable moral consequence.
Sympathy creates humility. Large sympathy—deep humility! No
sympathy—colossal self-coneeit! Large sympathy means vision,
comprehension, spacious outlook. Absence of sympathy means ab-
sence of vision, want of comprehension, life confined to one's own
small courtyard. A man of no sympathy is pretty sure to be an
egotist. He lives in a world ho small that he pretty much fills it.

His world gives him no correct standards of measurement. He
cannot comprehend the greatness of others, and so he swells up
with self-conceit. He lacks vision, understanding, a table of weights
and measures, scales and balances. So ho has no sense of propor-
tion. He thinks of himself more highly than he ought to think. His
cosmos is principally ego. Wlien a man has the vision which sym-
pathy gives he sees around him wide populous spaces which extend

65
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afar, he becomes sensible of his large associations, he comprehenJs
the natures and lives of other men. By interested and sympathetic
consideration he comes to know his fellow-men. Comparison with

them gives him self-knowledge. And self-conceit subsides into a

healthy and humble and just self-respect. Yes, sympathy finds tiie

key to life's proportions, and therefore brings humility. So it is

not strange that this centurion, whose sympathies went out to tho

slave, to foreigners, and to people of an alien religion, should appoar

void of self-conceit, profoundly humble, and should say, "I am not

worthy that Thou shouldest come under my roof;"—"I am not

worthy." This man of large sympathy is, 2. A man of fine discern-

vxent. A nature without sympathy and humility presents a hard,

insensitive surface. A sympathetic and humble nature is sensitive,

and, like the photographer's most exquisite plate, will receive and

record the finest impressions of light and shade. Its surface-nerves

are alive, alert, reactive to stimuli, and can sense the quality of

surrounding personalities and things. It is written, "The humhlo

shall hear." Yes, "shall hear" and shall know. How the sensitive-

ness which love gives can detect and identify a footfall! (And love

is always humble toward its object—never proud.) "That is my
husband coming." "How do you know?" "O, I know his step, I

know the way he opens the door." And "the humble shall hear."

They shall discern the approach of the highest. They shall know
the Lord's footfall when He is moving about in their lives. They
shall hear and recognize His knock when He taps on the door of

their hearts. No wonder this humble, sympathetic centurion was a

dlscerner of spirits. No wonder he felt in his inmost soul the un-

commonness of the Christ—the singular majesty of Jesus. No won-

der his spirit trembled with reverence before that Presence and its

divine effluence, as the leaves of the silver birch quiver in the wind

of dawn. "I am not worthy that Thou shouldest come!" "Tnou!"

He discerned the Lord. He recognized the King in His beauty. He
knew Greatness when he met it. Sympathy, humility, discernment

go together. A still sweeter meditation is on the words, "He (.-alleth

... by name" (John x, 3). The unit is not lost in the mass. The

personalities are discriminated. We are not manufactured articles,

cast in a common mold and all alike. Every human being is unique

and original, a distinguishable individuality, and entitled to a dis-

tinct name of his own. Under each name lies a microcosm, a little

world, a special problem, a peculiar case, needing its special treat-

ment. Said the mother of six children, "No two of them are alike:

I have to use a different rule with every one of them." One of tho

pains of personal life is the consciousness of personal peculiarities.

A Saviour and Lord knowing us individually, perceiving our

peculiar needs, and adapting to them His ministry of mercy and

grace, is our comfort. "He calleth his own ... by name." That

was true of Him in the days of His natural life in the flesh. Hc

knew individuals in their inmost quality, and His words to each one
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fitted very close. But we mark that it was no less tnie of Him
after His death and resurrection. The risen Lord, triumphant over

the grave, still "calleth His own hy name." "Mary," "Thomas,"

"Simon," He says. He knows each one of them, and all the char-

acter and history lying under each name. "Jesus saith unto her,

'Mary;' " and there He is comforting a mourner; assuaging the pain

of bereavement. "Mary stood without at the sepulcher weeping, and
as she wept . . . 'Mary!'" the dear Voice said; and all the tender

past was in its tone; and all the imperishable love was in it, un-

changed by death and burial; and in it was the assurance that the

old love was to be an eternal part of His glorified life. And the

weeping woman knew, "1 am still Mary to Him, and He is my
friend, my Lord and Master." Again, "Tuo.mas^ reach hither thy

finger, and behold my hands; and reach hither thy hand and
thrust it into my side." I don't think Thomas ever did it.

The record reads to me as though he broke in quickly with the

interruption, "My Lord and my God." The voice of Jesus calling

him by name and the eye of his Master looking him through were

evidence enough for him. That incomparable Presence standing in

the midst of that recreant band, and saying to the disciples who
"all foorsook Him and fled," "Peace be unto you!" was proof posi-

tive for Thomas. Not the nail-prints but the gracious presence of

the risen Lord, His voice, His look, the breathing of His spirit on

that little company in the upper room, were what convinced Thomas,

and made him know his Lord as he was known by Him. He could

say "My Lord" so soon as Jesus said "Thomas." Doubt and misgiv-

ing fled when he heard himself called by name. And, once again,

"Jesus saith to Simon Peter, 'Simox!'" Just behind the man thus

spoken to there was a dark, disgraceful yesterday of denial. Peter

was a coward, a liar, a traitor. It is an awful thing for such a

wretch to hear himself called by name. What can it portend but

arrest, condemnation, and punishment? But the Voice talks of love.

"Simon, lovest thou Me?" Jesus saw the bitter penitence and shame

in Peter's soul and the welling love that was gushing from the cleft

of his broken heart, and He knew that an open confession and

avowal of that love was all that wa,s necessary to complete the

restoration of the old relationship between Peter and his Saviour.

He called him by name, "Simon!" And Peter's heart leaped to

answer, "Yea, Lord." And all was well. The alienation was over.

There was no hour after that when Peter was not ready to die at

any moment for his Lord.

A Crifical and Exrgetical Comtnnitary on the Enisde to the Rovians. By the

Rev. "\Vn.i.i.VM Sakday, D.D., LL.D., Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity and

Canon of Christ Cbiircb, Oxford, and the Rev. Akthttr C. Headlam, B.D.,

Fellow of All Souls College, Oxford. Sixth Edition. Crown 8vo, pp. cxii. 436.

New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1901. Price, cloth, $3.

The modern commentary is both a necessity and a luxury to the

serious biblical student. Such splendid work as Professor J. B.
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Mayor has done on the Epistle of James and Professor H. B. Swote

has done on the Gospel of Mark, have set very high standards in

all that goes to the making of a complete commentary. The pre-

vious volumes of the "International Critical Commentary" have

uniformly attained easy rank with these, and the Romans keeps pace

with the rest. For years Professor Sanday has been lecturing in

the university schools and at Christ Church. Oxford, on this sublime

epistle and Mr. Headlam is only one of hundreds of eager hearers

who have profited by and proclaimed the teaching of this master m

Irsael That six editions of this work have been called for within

six years is suggestive of the undying interest the reading world

feels in the writings of Paul and in any new things that may possi-

bly be written about them. Speaking of the Epistle to the

Romans, the editors well say that "There are few books which it is

more difficult to exhaust, and few in regard to which there is more

to be gained from renewed interpretation by different minds work-

ing under different conditions. If it is an historical fact that the

spiritual revivals of Christendom have been usually associated with

a closer study of the Bible, this would be true in an eminent de-

gree of the Epistle to the Romans." The introduction to the epistle.

which comprises one fifth of the volume, is the most luminous and

complete discussion of such questions as Rome in A. D. 58, the

Jews in Rome, the Roman Church, time, place, occasion, purpose,

argument, language, style and literary history of the Epistle, that

could well be packed into one hundred and twelve closely printed

pages. As to the origin of the Church in Rome, our commentators

reject both the view that it was founded by Jewish, pilgrims from

the first Pentecost and that its true founder was St. Peter, and hold

that it sprang from the gathering together of numerous groups of

Christians at Rome, "some from Palestine, some from Corinth, and

some from Ephesus and other parts of proconsular Asia, possibly some

from Tarsus and more from the Syrian Antioch" as is easily scon

from the data in chapter sixteen which they confidently accept as

an integral part of the epistle. It is with satisfaction that one notes

ever and anon the critical massing of facts "enough to dispose of

the doctrinaire objections which have been brought against thi3

epistle." Against the very general opinion that the epistle is "rather

a theological treatise than a letter," or is "a compendium of the

whole of Christian doctrine," they claim that three factors have

gone to its shaping: first, the apostle's real knowledge of the stnto

of the church to which he was writing; second, his appeal to a com-

mon basis of Christian teaching which he is able to take for granted

as already known to his readers. Hence it is that just the most

fundamental doctrines—the divine Lordship of Christ, the value or

his death, the nature of the sacraments—are assumed rather than

stated or proved. But, thirdly, "the most powerful of all the in-

fluences which have shaped the contents of the epistle is the ex-

perience of the writer." "The apostle has reached another turn-
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Ing point in his career. He is going up to Jernsalem, not knowing

•what v/ill befall hina there, but prepared for the worst. He is aware

that the step which he is taking is highly critical, and he has no

confidence that he will escape with his life. This gives an added

solemnity to his utterance, and it is natural that he should cast

back his glance over years which had passed since he became a

Christian and sum up the result as he felt it for himself. It is not

exactly a conscious summing up, but it is the momentum of this

past experience which guides his pen. Deep in the background of

all his thought lies that one great event which brought him with-

in the fold of Christ. For him it had been nothing less than a revo-

lution, and it fixed permanently his conception of the new forces

which came with Christianity into the world." Thus "it is no mere-

ly abstract disquisition, but a letter full of direct human interest in

the persons to whom it is written," . . . while "the main theme of

the letter is the gathering in of the harvest, at once of the Church's

history since the departure of its Master and of the individual his-

tory of a single soul, that one soul which, under God, had had the

most active share in making the course of external events what it

was." "The really fundamental passages in the epistle are pointed

out to be: Chapter i, 16, 17, which states the problem—the great

thesis—How is righteousness to be attained? Not by man's work,

but by God's gift through faith or loyal attachment to Christ. Chap-

ter iii, 21-2G, which presents the solution (1) in its relation to law,

independent of it yet attested by it, (2) in its universality, as the

free gift of God, (3) in the method of its realization, through the

propitiatory death of Christ, which occupies under the new dis-

pensation the same place which sacrifice, especially the ceremonies

of the day of atonement occupied under the old, and (4) in its final

cause—the twofold manifestation of God's righteousness, at once as-

serting itself against sin and conveying pardon to the sinner. The
next fundamental passage is chapter vi, 1-14, where Progressive

Righteousness in the Christian or Sanctification is discussed and
the immediate matter is Paul's reply to the casuistical objection: if

more sin means more grace why not go on sinning? The immer-

sion of baptism carried with it a death to sin and union with

the risen Christ. The Christian therefore cannot, must not, sin.

Lastly, chapter viii, 1-30, gives a perspective of the Christian's new
career. "For this, as for the masterly exposition of the entire

epistle, the reader must be referred to the Commentary itself."

Behold the Man. By Franz Demtzsch. Translated by Elizabeth C. Yi>-cent,

16mo, pp. 25. New York : Thomas Whittaker. Price, cloth, 25 cents.

This is not a recent publication. Canon Farrar in his Life of

Christ acknowledged its sacred charm, and its perfume abides like

that of a nonvolatile oil. In it an eminent German theologian pic-

tures from his knowledge and his imagination what manner of man
Jesus was. "O what abundant grace," thinks this great biblicist, "O
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what abundant grace came like the showers of May upon every heart
which received His word and comfort, when Christ went through
the fields and by the wayside!" And then Delitzsch, imagining him-
self in Galilee in the days of the Son of Man, says: "Here between
Kana of Galilee and Kefar Kenna we will wait; here on this knoll

of rising ground let us lie down and look at the cornfields; here He
must pass, for this is the way which leads through plains and val-

leys and blooming fields down to the sea of Tiberias, which He so

dearly loves to visit." Then, seeing the Man of Nazareth approach-

ing, surrounded and followed by wondering multitudes, he thus

describes His appearance: "He is a man of middle stature, in whom
youth is not yet lost in age. Its purity and sweetness is like that

of a rose, and is mingled with the maturity and decision of manhood.
His complexion is lighter than those of the men around Him, who
have the browner coloring of their race. He is pale, whiter even
than His 'keffiyeh,' and without the freshness of health. The cut

of His features is not peculiarly Jewish, but seems a mixture of

the Jewish and Greek types. His countenance, so majestic, yet

gracious, commands reverence, while it awakens love; and His
eyes, seeming to look through tears, shine with a mild light. His
attitude is slightly bowed, as if absorbed in thought, and His move-
ments are not awkward or careless, but unmistakably noble and
graceful, as those of an unacknowledged king in the garments of

a beggar. This is Jesus!" After twenty pages of devout medita-

tions Delitzsch ends his beautiful tract with this account of the vica-

rious sufferings of Him who, though he was rich, yet for our sakcs

became poor, that we through His poverty might be made rich:

"In a cave which served for a stable He greeted this life. A manger
was His cradle. His mother brought to the Temple the dove-offering

of the poor. Gifts of the Magi made the flight into Egypt possible.

Brought back from there, He grew up in Nazareth, a little mountain
village, removed from any highway to the city or sea. He v/ent

about the country as a traveling teacher with only poor men for

His attendants. With the words, 'Blessed are the poor in spirit,' He
began His work as a preacher, and that the poor should have tlie

Gospel preached to them was predicted long before as one of the

first signs of His approaching Kingdom. In the third year of His

ministry He was betrayed by one of His own disciples, for thirty

pieces of silver, the price of a slave. Roman soldiers offered Hira,

as a half idiot, supposing Himself to be a Jewish king, a mocking

homage, and then struck Him in the face, with the sneer, 'Behold

the man!' Pilate led forth before the people the Scourged One,

His eyes bandaged in derision. Maddened by His evident superior-

ity, they yelled in reply, 'Crucify Him! Crucify Him!' And thus

He suffered the death with which in the Roman plays the meanest

slaves are threatened, and to which only the most degraded crim-

inals are condemned. Banished beyond the camp of Israel, d'iiv-

ered up to heathen men, accursed of God, He v/as nailed to the
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shameful cross. His clothes were stripped from His body and four
Roman soldiers divided them as spoils before His dying eyes; and
then they cast lots for His purple robe. He hung between heaven
and earth, a despicable spectacle to His enemies, but a heavenly and
heart-rending one to His friends. The wine and myrrh which the
compassionate women of Jerusalem supplied for malefactors at
their execution in order to stupefy them. He refused, and took
vinegar instead. When His parched tongue was thus moistened He
cried out, 'It is finished,' and bowed His head and died. Although
He once gave His life for us, still this self-oblation has no end. His
body, pierced by a spear, poured forth blood and water, which is the
hfe-spring of His holy Church. And so has He borne all things—
so has He given all things for us! Obedient unto death He has
fully secured to us eternal life. His Blood has atoned for our sins
and by His wounds we are healed. His cross welds together heaven
and earth, and His Body is the seed whence shall grow a sinless
and blessed humanity. brethren and friends! Let us look straight
and fixedly into His dying eyes, until our selfishness dies too. Let
us embrace His death-cold feet, until all love of the world shall
expire in us. Let us learn love from this human, crucified Love
which bled to death for us when we deserved nothing of such a
Love!"

PHILOSOPHY, SCIEXCE, AXD GENERAL LITERATURE.
Katxire and Cliaractot' at Granite Bay. By Daxiel A. GOODSELI.. Crown 8vo

pp.219. New York: Eaton & Mains. Cincinnati ; Jennings & Pye. Price cloth'
ornamental, S1.50.

^-.v-iuiu,

Not a volume of Gifford Lectures, yet, like Professor Rovce's,
dealing with the World and the Individual, though in the concrete.
not in the abstract, giving not metaphysics but life. From the
days of John Dickins until now. so far as we know, no such book
as this has appeared on the list of Book Concern publications. A
charm and fascination all its own account for its popularity, al-
ready extensive and likely to spread and persist, because its
interest is perennial and its fragrance involatile. By one bright
woman it was read through twice in quick succession. And readers
will return to it repeatedly with something of the zest which the
bishop^s family feel from year to year in revisiting the one spot
on earth where this itinerant superintendent can continuously
claim domiciliary rights though no abiding habitation, since he
and his belong to the migrants who arrive from southward with
the summer and with it depart. We know of no more choice and
racy gift book for holidays, birthdays, or friendly interchange,
suitable for people of all ages, tastes, and conditions. Its style, as
a just critic says, is "singularly beautiful," translucent, sparkling.
delicious; a native gift for felicitous phrasing appears in many
an exquisite turn, and a genial humor softly shakes the shapely
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sentences novr and then. Its Nature studies associate it with

Thoreau, John Burroughs, and Henry van Dyke, and are no less

engaging. Its Character studies are the work of an observant,

intuitive, and brooding mind exercising its power of sympathetic

and intimate comprehension upon human nature, and sketching,

with the facile skill of a practiced free-hand drawer, profiles and

portraits accurate in outline and lifelike in expression. Beguiling

as the book is, two serious aims, which it successfully accomplishes,

are thus stated by the author: 1. "To show that a half-acre near

a large city may become of absorbing interest and intellectual

profit to anyone who has ordinary powers of observation, small

scientific knowledge, and limited time." 2. "To demonstrate to

my younger brethren in the Christian ministry that it is well to

study and affiliate with the plainest people among whom we live;

these, and not the favored, possessing chiefly the characteristics

which reward study, namely, originality, unique experience, true

and self-sacrifiing sympathy, and the joys of growth and conquest."

The careful chronicler of these pages recites no doubtful tales, nor

puts a strain on our credulity, yet vividly shows us more of enliven-

ing wonder in one small community than most men would find in

the events and annals of a province. Granite Bay, with its loves,

aspirations, struggles, failures, mysteries, and tragedies, is a palpi-

tating microcosm, exhibiting all the elemental traits of human
character diversified by piquant idiosyncrasies, and illustrating as

well as larger and more artificial spheres the trutii of Tennyson's

Grandmother's words, "Shadow and shine is life. Little Annie,

flower and thorn." The title of the first six chapters, "The Drawing

of Granite Bay," gives no hint of their rich and varied contents.

"The Mental Contents of an Egg," "The Mind of a Dog," and "Sub-

human Neighbors" are titles more definitely suggestive. The last

eight chapters are a portrait gallery where Bishop Goodsell exhibits

his pictures of "The Fisherman," "The Giant," "Sugar," "Our

Genius," "The Hermit," "The Mystery," "The Silent Man," and

"The Doorkeeper." Twentj'-two photographic illustrations present

to the eye the scenes and persons which the book describes to the

imagination. One of these shows us Daniel A. Goodsell "fishing

by proxy," and the whole book reflects to us the unofficial man as

he lives and loves and ministers in the small community at

Granite Bay, fraternizing genially and usefully with his human

and subhuman neighbors, and qualifying himself to Boswellizo

appreciatingly in this volume the little Johnsons of that secluded

society. The lenience of many midsummers has given us this

vitascopic picture of a recuperating bishop's fertile life in a com-

paratively quiet retreat from the loopholes of which he may faintly

hear the noise of the great babel without being jarred or jostled by

its stir; a retreat where he is the lord of a half-acre of granite

bluff which rises out of Long Island Sound and offers its brink ns

a doorstep to his cottage; where nobody leaps into the air with the
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appealing or peremptory cry of "Mr. Chairman!" or raises points

of order, or demands a law-ruling, or arrests the free flow of

thought and language ajid checks spontaneity of action by Dr.

Lanahan's Previous Question; where committees cease from
troubling and the Bishop is at rest, except when some unseasonable
emergency sends a needy petitioner to disturb his brief quiet.

Upon this half-acre of shore with its surrounding acres of land

and leagues of salt water, the reader watches the ways of the

multitudinous creatures inhabiting earth and air and waters, and
hears much of weather-lore, sea-lore, and flshermen's habits, notions,

and experiences. We know no more graphic pictures of original

characters among shore folk than this book gives us. There is

"The Mystery," who when he failed to come to work claimed to be

disabled by "hemorrhages;" but, as these were usually preceded by
visits to Oldport, Bishop Goodsell fears the v/ord was a euphemism
for that form of prostration which follows experimenting with
spiritus frumenti. "It was after these 'hemorrhages,' " says the

Bishop, "that he would think himself dying and send for me to

pray with him. I never failed to go. Not that I could feel that his

moral fiber was strong enough to make either penitence or prayer

long helpful. But certainly he mourned his infirmity with tears,

and, though claiming to be sick when sending for me to pray with

him, did not conceal the real cause after I reached him." There is

"The Silent Man," who went mad and gave the Bishop the most
agonizing watch of his life, a watch prolonged through a day and

a night. A most exciting story it is. It was in the maniac's owai

house. The climax of the Bishop's share in the long struggle is

described as follows: [They had forced the lunatic into an up-

stairs room, and locked the door. He soon broke the lock and ap-

peared at the head of the stairs.] "I could neither run away nor

wrestle with him on the stairs. It "was a quick thought to snatch

the horsewhip and be ready for him at the foot of the stairs. He
saw I was there and hurled down a tempest of boots, firewood,

chairs, and bureau drav.-ers, and began to come down himself. I

thrashed the stairs with the whip and shouted. Til whip you

within an inch of your life if you come down.' He halted. This

was my time. Thra.shing the air, I went up, and he went whimper-

ing back to his room." Later in the night the lunatic leaped naked

out of an upstairs windov>' and went racing off across the snow.

Among the characters in this photograph gallery is "Sugar."

Heaven bless and keep the brave giil! We wonder, has she ever

seen her story and her picture in this book, and does she know
that she numbers among her admirers a bishop and a host of his

readers? The best of us may possibly learn something from the

simple folk of Granite Bay. That amazingly versatile, facile, and

agile Scandinavian Yankee, "Our Genius," sets us a high example

In making the most of himself by stirring up to the utmost his

multiplicity of gifts. And it is not inconceivable that even some
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entirely sanctified persons might learn some new lesson in saintli-

ness from "The Doorkeeper," who closes the door of this picture

book. She was such a character as made the fisherman who owned

the room she occupied say: "I don't care whether she pays rent

or not. It is pay enough to see her there on the porch." Here is

one of her sayings: "My Lord suffered more in a moment than I

in a lifetime. . . . My soul is not crippled, only my body. I am
penned iu my chair, but my soul goes everywhere. When I am
released I shall be free for the first time; so I must fit my spirit

for the coming life. If I can be patient and loving here I shall

have something to take with me there." In this diversified, genial,

and vivid book, so full of life and color, there is nothing about

presiding elders or Annual Conferences, but we seem to overhear

some domestic cabinet sessions, and there is at one point a dim

suspicion of a man who declined to accept his appointment. We
surmise that every householder who has ever declined, as mildly

as he might, yet as peremptorily as he must, to go downstairs in

the small hours of the night to see if burglars were in the house,

will seize the opportunity here afforded to shelter himself and his

reputation for valor behind the welcome precedent set by our dis-

tinguished author in his naive confession of masterly inactivity in

presence of the housewife's prodding. Thus, in this, as in many
another particular in this unique volume, is Bishop Goodsell a

benefactor of his fellow-men. Wisdom, sunshine, and pathos

suffuse Nature and Character at Granite Bay, while here and there

a page is illumined at its margin with an undergleam of gentle

wit, like heat-lightning winking up from under the horizon of a

summer night.

RoheH Bron-ning as a Heligions Teacher. By Arthur Cecil Pigou, B.A..

Scholar of Kiug's College. 8vo, pp. 132. London : C. J. Clay & Sons. New York:

The Macmlllan Company. Trice, cloth, $1.25.

The essay, here divided into nine chapters, won the Burney

Prize for the year 1900 at Cambridge University. It covers much

the same ground with, and is somewhat indebted to. Professor

Jones's book on Robert Brovming as a Religious and Philosophical

Teacher, but the principal sources to which it goes for informa-

tion are Browning's poems and his Essay on Shelley. From the chap-

ter on "The Conception of Deity" we quote the following: "Brown-

ing speaks of his knowledge of God's existence as the result of

direct intuition. The fact of his own existence is to him incon-

trovertibly certain, but it is as inconceivable apart from the ex-

istence of a Cause as is the idea of a circumference apart from a

center, or of an angle without inclosing sides. With his immediate

knowledge of himself, the knowledge of a Cause is involved, ap-

pearing as a presupposition of all his reasoning, rather than as a

result of it. For him, as for J. H. Newman, there are two and only

two supreme and luminously self-evident beings in the universe

himself and his Creator. His belief that 'Before me was my Cause
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that's styled God' does not depend upon any deductive process, but,

like the knowledge of his own existence, is immediate and direct.

Though everything else were doubtful, and knowledge were to fail

in every other respect, at this one point he stands upon the firm

rock of reality. And it is not God's existence merely, but His im-

mediate presence that is intuitively perceived; so that it is as un-

necessary for Browning to argue about God's being as it would be

for him to prove the existence of a friend with whom he was in

daily converse. His attitude is that of one who stands face to face

with God in the sanctuary where spirit meets v/ith Spirit . . .

Furthermore, Browning presupposes, as a necessary relation be-

tween Cause and effect, that the latter cannot be greater than the

former. This being granted, it becomes possible to draw up a kind

of minimum presentation of God, to which He, at all events, is not

inferior. Whatever noble or exalted qualities exist in man must
exist, in at least equal fullness, in his Maker; and to whatever
heights God's works or creatures may rise. He Himself must equal

or surpass them. In this way the poet argues from his highest

ideal to the God who made it. Since that ideal is God's work, it

cannot be greater than He is. Man's knowledge of God is acknowl-

edged to be imperfect. "Absolute vision is not for this world, but

we are permitted a continual approximation to it." We may "creep

ever on from fancies to the fact." Day after day man gets in-

crease of knowledge, and "learns because he lives, which is to be a

man." The attributes of Browning's God are stated in Ferishtah's

words: "God is all-good, all-wise, all-powerful." The power and

"Wisdom are manifest in His works; the goodness, or love, is not so

plain at first. It is only at the end of life that Rabbi Ben Ezra can

say, "I who saw Power, see now Love perfect too;" and Brown-

ing speaking in his own person in one of his latest poems says:

From the first, Power was—I knew ;

Life has made clear to me
That, strive but for closer view,

Love were as plain to see.

He cries out, "God, thou art love! I build my faith on that;" and

he was as firmly persuaded as St. Paul that "neither death, nor

life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers, nor things present,

nor things to come, nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature,

shall be able to separate us from the love of God." He argues that,

if God were not loving. He would be inferior to the ideal which He
has inspired in man, and inferior to man himself. Nay, he even

writes:

A loving worm within its clod

Were diviuer than a loveless God
Among His worlds, I will dare to say.

By similar reasonings Browning moves on to the conclusion that

the All-loving must be capable of self-sacrifice, and that, since it is
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only in suffering that the height of self-Eacrifice is reached, nothing
Is more reasonable than that God should somehow, in very fact,

suffer for men. And here the poet is in sight of Calvary. Further,
he holds that the divine self-sacrifice must be unlimited, otherwise
it would fall short of our ideal of moral grandeur. Consequently,
Christ's transcendent act cannot be confined to "the space of half
an hour,'* or even within "the sinless years that breathed beneath
the Syrian blue;" but the Agony in the Garden expands through-
out the ages, and becomes a "divine instance of self-sacrifice which
never ends." The face of the Crucified stirs from the fixed point
assigned to it in time, and neither falters before the gaze of philos-
ophy, nor dissolves at the bidding of historical criticism, nor
dwindles across the darkness of twenty centuries, but rather "grows,
and decomposes but to recomposc, becomes my universe that feels
and knows." The Author of our salvation is still, in every moment

'as it passes, made perfect by suffering.

Ls not God now i' the world His power first made ?

Is not Ilis love at issue still with sin,

Visibly when a wrong is done ou earth ?

The doctrine of the never-ending self-sacrifice of a loving God ap-
pears to Browning as one of those deeper truths which set aside
"speech, act, time, place indeed, but bring nakedly forward now the
principle of things," and are deducible as much from the ideals of
his own heart as from historical evidence. As to what Brown-
ing considered most fundamental in the purely historical doctrines
of Christianity, our author says: "In the light of 'Saul,' 'Christ-

mas Eve,' and the conclusion of 'An Epistle from Karshish,' Brown-
ing's conviction may be expressed in the words of St. Paul, that
'Christ Jesus, being in the form of God, thought it not robbery to be
equal with God, but made Himself of no reputation and took upon
Him the form of a servant, and was made in the likeness of men;
and being found in fashion as a man, He humbled Himself and
became obedient unto death, even the death of the Cross.' " Brown-
ing is evidently in personal sympathy with those men and women,
among the characters in his works, who are believers in the Gospel
history, such as the Pope, St. John, Pamphylax, David, Pompilia,
Caponsacchi, the hero of "Christmas Eve," and one who is prepared
to answer Renan. Among our poet's utterances of Christian be-
lief, none seems to us more positive than this, from "A Death in
the Desert:"

I eay, tbc acknowledgrment of God in Christ
Accepted by thy reason, solves for thee

All questions in the earth or out of it,

And hath so far advanced thee to be wise.

In addition to the evidence afforded by his poems, there are two
favorite sayings quoted by Mrs. Orr, and referred to by the Burney
Prize-winner, which give further proof. "Browning was fond of
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declaring in Charles Lamb's words, 'If Shakespeare were to come
into the room, we should all rise to meet him; but if that Person

(meaning Christ) were to come into the room, we should all fall

down and try to kiss the hem of His garment;' and again in

Napoleon's words, 'I am an understander of men, and He was no
man.' . . . The general attitude of Browning's mind seems to have
been one of acquaintance in the theology and in the fundamental
historical doctrines of Christianity." Browning's answer to the

Schopenhauer pchool of pessimists was the retort, which Professor

Ward also makes, that they themselves do not really follow out the

logic of their own creed: "I live my own life, yours you dare not

live," he says. Though they profess to believe that "the will to

live is the core of reality, that life itself is evil, and that man is its

most conspicuous phenomenon," they nevertheless continue to enjoy

the existence they so unreasonably condemn, and refrain from tak-

ing the obvious and easy means of leaving it. Reverting for a

moment to Browning's doctrine of love, Professor Jones tells us

that this doctrine is the richest vein of pure ore in his poetry, the

imperial chord that underlies the whole of his work. It sounds in

the words of Norbert in "In a Balcony:"

There is no good of life but love—but love !

What else looks good is some shade flung from love.

Love gilds it, gives it worth.

This poet of the nineteenth century rests his soul in the teachings

of the first and bows his head before that royal truth which was
crowned so long ago: "Beloved, let us love one another; for love is

of God; and everyone that loveth is begotten of God, and knoweth
God. He that loveth not, knoweth not God, for God is love."

Browning's ethical system is based on a direct relation to and inter-

communication with God. He finds a revelation of the will of God
in the pleadings of conscience, so that, if asked why he ought to

do what he thinks he ought to do, he would reply, "Because my
ideal of duty is given me by God, with whom it is self-evident to me
that I ought to try to cooperate." In one of Ferishtah's lyrics he

says, "I looked beyond the world for truth and beauty; sought,

found, and did my duty." In following the moral ideal within him,

he is fulfilling the plain duty of cooperating with God, and not

thwarting His purpose in creation. Looking up into heaven. Brown-

ing's imagination sees through the cloud-rift the great multitude of

the faithful souls, who have entered into victory, and he fancies

them saying in virile Idiom:

Was it for mere fool's play, make-believe and mumming,
That we battled it like men, not boylike sulked and whined ?

No, each of us heard clang God's " Come !
" and each was coming

;

Soldiers all, to foward face, not sneaks to lag behind t

The above is a brief digest of part of Mr, Pigou's essay on the re-

ligious teachings of a poet who believed in soul, was very sure of

God.
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Relations of the Advanced and the Backward liaces of Mankind. By James
Bkyce, D.C.L. 8vo, pp. 46, London and New York: Henry Trowde. Prico,

paper pamphlet, 70 cents.

This is the Romanes Lecture for 1902, and was delivered in the

Sheldonian Theater, Oxford, last June. The eminent fitness of the

distinguished lecturer to present this particular subject cannot bo

questioned, and it insures a wise and comprehensive discussion,

marked by fullness of knowledge, experienced judgment, and a

practical, as opposed to a theorizing, temper. It begins by saying

that man's exploration of the planet he inhabits is now nearly

finished. Civilized man knows his home, its character and resources,

actual and potential, the height of its mountains, the depth of its

seas, the habits of its currents in ocean and in air. But, also, he

knows the inhabitants of the earth, the races with their history,

aptitudes, peculiarities, and habits. The conditions likely to affect

the relative development of the various branches of mankind are so

far known that they may be dealt v/ith in a positive, practical, and

scientific way. With this fuller knowledge of the families of Man
has come closer contact of those families with one another, and in

particular of the more advanced and civilized races with the more
backward, a contact so much closer than the past has seen as to

mark a crisis in the history of the world which must affect pro-

foundly the destiny of all mankind. All the backward races of the

world have now been placed in more or less complete dependence

upon the more advanced. India, Northern Asia, the whole of

Africa, Madagascar, the Indian and Polynesian archipelagoes,

and the Philippine Islands now own civilized masters of Eu-

ropean stock, as do all the aboriginal races of America. Turkey,

Persia, Afghanistan, Siam, and in a sense even China, are now over-

shadowed and to some extent controlled by European powers. The
passing of the uncivilized and semicivilized races under the influ-

ence of civilized Powers gives the world a new kind of unity, and

opens a new stage in World-history—a stage the significance of

which is not yet realized cither by the thinker or by the man of

action, because the historical thinker overlooks the present in his

study of the past and the man of action is so much occupied by the

present as to forget what the past has to teach him. Mr. Bryce goes

straight to the facts and problems which the contact of diverse races

brings into being. He says that when two races differing in strength

come into political or social contact one of four possible results

follows: either the v/eaker race dies out before the stronger, or it is

absorbed into the stronger, the latter remaining practically unaf-

fected, or the two become commingled into something different from

"What either was before, or, finally, the two continue to dwell to-

gether unmixed, each preserving a character of its own. Instances of

the destruction of a race are the vanishing of the Red Indians from

North America, the dying out of the aborigines of Tasmania thirty

years ago, the extinction of the Bushmen in South Africa and the
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Veddas of Ceylon. Instances of absorption are the Celts of Britain ab-

sorbed by their Iberian predecessors, the absorption of the tribes of

the Caucasus by the Russians, the absorption of certain Slavs and of

the Albanian Toskhs by the Greeks in the eighth century and later.

By these processes of extinction and absorption more than half of the

tribes and peoples that existed when authentic history begins seem
to have vanished. The vanishing process goes on. Of the ten peoples

now inhabiting the mountain fastnesses of the Caucasus not one

may be left a century hence. Every decade sees some tribe or race

engulfed in the rising tide of the great peoples. The number of

languages and of nationalities is constantly diminishing. All the

great peoples of the world are the result of a mixing of races.

France has been formed by a blending of Gauls, Iberians, and
Teutons; Germany, by Teutons, Slavs, and Celts; Russia, by Slavs,

Finns, and tribes of Turkic or Mongolic stock. The largest of all

civilized nations, that which inhabits the temperate parts of North
America, was a product originally of diverse sources, and has in the

last seventy years received such enormous accretions from almost all

countries and races that it is now the most mixed race known to

history. This blending of strengths contributes to vigor. Where
two races are physiologically near to each other the result of a

blending of bloods is good, as was seen in the blending of a German
with a Norse or Danish stock in the lands between the Trent and the

Moray Firth; in the blending of Celts and Teutons in Western
Britain, Northeastern Ireland, Northeastern France, and Western
Switzerland; and in the mixture of Slavs and Teutons in Northern

and Eastern Germany, But a mixture like that of whites and
negroes seldom shows good results; although, says Mr. Bryce, "a

man of brilliant gifts sometimes comes from that mixture. Alexan-

der Dumas, a writer of unsurpassed fertility of imagination, was a

mulatto or a quadroon. And at this moment there is living in the

United States the son of a white father and negro mother, himself

born In slavery, who is one of the most remarkable personali-

ties and perhaps the most moving and persuasive orator in

that nation of eighty millions. And Mexico has been ruled

for a quarter of a century, with equal vigor and wisdom, by a man
of mixed Indian and Spanish blood, who ranks among the five or

six leading figures of our time. . . . The wisest men among the

colored people of the Southern States do not desire the intermarriage

of their race with the whites. They prefer to develop as a separate

people on their own lines, though, of course, by the help of the

whites. The negro race in America is not wanting in intelligence.

It is fond of learning, and has already made a remarkable advance.

It will cultivate self-respect and the respect of mankind better by
standing on its own feet than by seeking blood alliances with whites,

who would usually be of the meaner sort, . . . Brazil may see Portu-

guese whites blent into one with the blacks; and a similar complete

blending of the Spaniards of Central and South America with the
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Indian population; but the Teutonic races, as well as the French.

seem likely to keep their blood quite distinct from all the colored

races, whether in Asia, Africa, or the Americas." Mr. Bryce dis-

cusses our race problem in the Southern States at some length, and
with such entire fairness as might be expected from a great and
wise Englishman. He asks, "When ordinary virtue fails, why docs

not religion come in to bridge the gulf between two races, both of

whom, as in the Southern States, worship the same God? Chris-

tianity has proclaimed in the most solemn and exalted terms the

absolute equality and brotherhood of all men. The precepts Chris-

tianity delivers might have been expected to soften the feelings and

tame the pride of the stronger race. But Christianity, though it

brought from without devoted missionaries and such a band of noble

and self-sacrificing women as went after the v:ar to the Southern

States to teach the freedmen, has yet failed to impress the lesson of

human equality and brotherhood upon the whites established in thai

country. Their scornful sense of superiority resists the precepts of

Christianity. . . . The tremendous problem presented by the Southern

States of America, and the likelihood that similar problems will

have to be solved elsewhere, as, for instance, in South Africa and
the Philippine Islands, bid us ask, What should be the duty and
policy of a dominant race where it cannot fuse with a backward
race? Duty and policy are one, for it is equally the interest of both

races that their relations should be friendly, as is the case betweeu

the whites and the Maoris in New Zealand, The answer seems to be

that, as regards political rights, race and blood should not be made
the ground of discrimination. Where the bulk of the colored race

are obviously unfit for political power a qualification based on

property and education might permit the upper section of that race

to enjoy the suffrage. Such a qualification would exclude the poorest

and most ignorant whites, and might on that ground be resisted.

But it is better to face this difficulty than to wound and alienate the

whole of the colored race by placing them without the pale of civic

ftinctions and duties. . . . When the educated portion of the domi-

nant race realize how essential it is to the future of their country

that the backward race be helped forward and rendered friendly.

their influence will by degrees filter down through the less intelli-

gent masses of the people and efface the scorn now felt for the

weaker race." Three statements made by Mr. Bryce are particularly

interesting. He says that in dealing with backward races Roman
Catholics have been more disposed toward a recognition of equality

than have Protestants. He declines to condemn the policy of the

Americans and Australians in putting up barriers against the incom-

ing of the Chinese. In the light of history and from a study of

Mohammedan tendencies, he thinks it possible, and not improbabl'^,

that within tv.-o centuries Islam may entirely disappear from the

earth. The Romanes Lecture for 1902 from an impartial standpoint

gives reasoned and cogent counsel, to which passion and prcju-
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dice and arrogance may do well to listen respectfully with whatever

modicum of intelligence they may chance to possess.

HISTOllY, BIOGRAPHY, AXD TOPOGRAPHY.

The Private Memoirs of Madame Roland. Edited by Edwaiid Giutn Johnson.
121110, pp. 381. Chicago: A. C. McClurg & Co. Price, cloth, oruamental, $1.50.

These autobiographical memoirs of the extraordinary woman who
was the soul of the Gironde and the heroine of the French Revolu-

tion were written by her in prison w^hen the shadow of the guillo-

tine already covered her, while her husband and her friends were
outlaws, tracked from one hiding place to another by foes in whose
eyes clemency was a political crime. The first translation was
published in London in 1795, two years after her execution. Though
often quoted in literature as an authoritative work, this favorite

French classic has not for many years been procurable in English.

In issuing this fine reprint, with a score of illustrations, the pub-

lishers have rendered an acceptable service to the reading public.

This brilliant and fascinating woman was the central figure of a

group of political dreamers known as the Girondins, who were fired

with enthusiasm for reproducing in their own beloved France the

republics of classic antiquity. She was the genius and iuspirer

of the men whose eloquence overthrew the throne and founded the

republic. In her we see the earlier and finer characteristics of the

Revolution—its quasi-religious enthusiasm, its broad philanthropy,

its passion for liberty and social justice, its faith in human nature

and the ultimate high destiny of man. Comte Beugnot, who visited

Madame Roland during her five months' imprisonment, thus de-

scribes her: "Something more than is generally found in the look

of vroman beamed from her eyes. She often spoke to me through

the grating of her cell with the energy and freedom of a great man.

She expressed herself with a force, an elegance, a harmony, and a

modulation that made of her language a kind of music. I listened

•with admiring wonder." These extremely candid memoirs reveal

Madame Roland's romantic nature and reflect the strange and ter-

rible crisis in which she and her Girondins went to their death.

Looking back to youthful years spent as pupil in a convent school,

the woman of thirty-nine writes: "It cannot be denied that the

Roman Catholic religion, though little suited to a sound mind and

an enlightened judgment, accustomed to subject the objects of faith

to the rules of reason, is yet well calculated to captivate the im-

agination, which it strikes by means of the grandiose and awful,

while at the same time it captivates the senses by mystic cere-

monies." The development of her intelligence in later years de-

livered her from the illusions and impostures of a chimerical

religion, but did not take away her reverence. She writes: "I can

Btill attend church with pleasure if the service be performed with

solemnity. When I receive the sacred wafer I recall the words of

06
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Cicero that, to complete the follies of men with respect t ) the Deity,

It only remained for them to transform Him into food and then to

devour Him. But I presently forget the quackery of the prleaLs,

their ridiculous fables and absurd mysteries, and see only wi-ak

mortals uniting together to implore succor from the Supreme Bt^-lng.

The miseries of mankind and the consolatory hope of an omnipo-

tent "Repairer of the world's injustice occupy my thoughts. Every

extraneous idea is excluded, the passions subside into tranquilliiy,

and my sensitiveness to Duty is quickened. I come away with

a chastened and purified heart from a place to which the ignorant

and unreflecting crowd resort to adore as God a morsel of bread."

Later, in the wild whirl of a frenzied time, she knew not what

to believe and thought herself successively Port-Royalist, Carte-

sian, Stoic, and Deist. Of the atheist she wrote: "He is net in

my eyes a bad man, but he is deficient in a certain sense, and

his soul does not keep pace with mine. He is unmoved at spec-

tacles most ravishing and he hunts for a syllogism where I aiu

filled with awe and admiration." "The glorious idea of a Divine

Creator, whose benign providence watches over the world, and the

immortality of the soul, cannot be amiable and splendid chimeras.

My soul soars to the vivifying Power that animates all things, to

tlie all-wise Mind that arranges them, to the goodness that invests

the world with beauty. And now when thick walls separate mo
from my loved ones, when society heaps upon us evil after evil as

a punishment for having sought its welfare, I look beyond the

bounds of life for the reward of our sacrifices and the felicity of

reunion." At a time when Madame Roland was especially inter-

ested in reading and hearing the sermons of great preachers, recog-

nizing the fact that the eloquence of the pulpit is of a sort to enable

the gift of oratory to exhibit itself in greatest splendor, she went

to hear a certain Abb6 de Beauregard who v/as in vogue. She thus

describes him: "He was a little man, with a powerful voice, and

declaimed with wonderful impudence and violence. He retailed

commonplaces with the air of inspiration, and supported thef=e by

such terrible gesticulations that he persuaded a multitude of people

they were very fine. I did not then know that men assembled

together in great numbers possess ears rather than judgment; that

to astonish is to lead them, and that whosoever assumes th-

authority to command disposes them to obey. I could not find utter-

ance for my astonishment at the success of this personage. I shall

never forget a vulgar man planted directly opposite the pulpit in

which Beauregard was displaying his antics, with his eyes fixed on

the orator, his mouth wide open, and involuntarily permitting to

escape the expression of his stupid admiration in these three wonis,

'How he sweats!' Behold then the means of imposing upon fool?!"

In the midst of the dire perils into which France was plunged by

the Revolution, the inspirer of the Girondists wrote: "It is not

ability that is wanting; that may be found in the streets: it is ror-
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rectness of judgment and strength of character. Without these two
qualities a man is worthless in extremities. I do not know a better
test of these qualities than a revolution." She says: "When I hear
the French nation singing and laughing at its own miseries I feel
that the English are right in regarding us as children. The miseries
of my country torment me. France is become a vast Golgotha of
carnage, an arena of horrors, where her children tear and destroy
each other." Alas! Madame Roland's stately Plutarchian republic
of wisdom and virtue was a vanished dream, and all was mire and
blood. At last she cried, in all the pathos and despair of a "Lost
Cause:" "Adieu, sublime illusions, generous sacrifices, hopes, hap-
piness, and country. Splendid chimeras, enchanting reveries, by
which I was beguiled. Adieu!" How she bore herself on her
journey along that "Yia dolorosa of the Revolution" which led from
the prison to the Place de la Guillotine, all the world knows. She
stood calm, erect, and smiling in the tumbrel, and tried to cheer
her only companion in the death cart, an aged man overcome by
the fear of death. As a woman it was her privilege by the custom
of the guillotine to die first—it was a French guillotine and ex-
tremely polite; but fearing the sight of her blood might intensify
the old man's agony of terror she bade the executioner take him
first, and when Sanson delayed to obey she urged him: "Come, citi-

zen, you surely cannot deny a lady her last request." So, with her
last act one of unselfish consideration for another, the brave Soul
of the Gironde went up at the touch of the falling ax. The best
history of the French Revolution, and one of the greatest of books,
is Carlyle's. As accurate on the whole as any in its facts, it is

lurid and tremendous, like its subject.

The Ancient Catholic Church—from the Accession of Trajan to the Fourth General
Council [A. D. SS^5l]. By Eobekt Rai^s'y, D.D., Principal of New College,
Edinburgh. New York: Charles Scribner Sons, 1902. Pp,xii,530. Trice, i52..50.

'

This is the third book of this venerable author (now seventy-six)
In historical theology. His first was a reply to Dean Stanley's
biilliant but one-sided lecture on the history of the Church of Scot-
land, Three Lechires on the Church of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1872,
Fifth Edition, 1884); his second was an able and learned but heavy
and dry treatise. The Delivery and Development of Christian Doc^
trine, being the Cunningham Lectures for 1874, called out in part
by one of the most remarkable books in modern times, Essar/ on the
Development of Christian Doctrine, by John Henry Newman, 1845,
written on the eve of his conversion to Rome. And now Rainy ap-

pears in the second of the regular Church History volumes in Briggs
and Salmond's International Theological Library, the first being Mc-
Giffert's bold—sometimes more bold than reliable—reinterpretations
and reconstructions of the earliest Church history in his History of
Christianity in the Apostolic Age (1S97). What McGiffert lacked in
cautious judgment and sympathy with the supernatural in Chris-
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tianity Rainy supplies In a marked degree. One might almost say

he is too cautious, so measured and careful in his steps, so impartial,

so lacking in enthusiasm and eloquence. But this calmness and
objectivity of treatment is reassuring, on the other hand, because wo
know we are in the hands of a ripe and able scholar, who ha.s Rono
over this ground again and again, who has weighed what the b4'st

English and foreign scholars have done, and who gives the resulta

of a long life of study dispassionately but not uninterestingly. Tho
word Catholic is used in the sense of a Church that was coming into

the consciousness of universality, and organizing itself around it,"?

presbyters and very soon its bishops, and declaring its faith in sim-

ple statements which later became crystallized in the Apostles' Creed.

It is evident that the author feels himself more at home iu the doc-

trinal history, as his chapters in this department are the fullest,

ablest, and best in the book. It -would be hard to find in the same
compass a more illuminating and satisfactory treatment of Gnosti-

cism, of Neoplatonism and its relation to Christianity, of the the-

ology' of Origen, of the Nicene theology, and of the significance of

Pelagius and Augustine. The chapter on Montanism this reviewer

has read with great interest, and he believes that on the whole it is

justly treated (the author looks upon it with most recent scholars

as an honest effort to revive primitive Christianity), though there

is apparent in one paragraph a veiled effort to justify the good

Presbyterian theory of Church membership. The fact is that poor

Montanus, with all his prophets and prophetesses and his emphasis

on the new dispensation of the Spirit, was unable to stem the tide

of worldliness and externalism that was bearing the Church onward

to Catholicism. The early frankness and closeness of relation to

God, the early abounding gifts of the Spirit, could not—at least, did

not—endure, and Montanus's abortive revival was an evidence that

the Church must seek new channels of impression. At this time

when it is fashionable to decry the Nicene Christology as Greek

metaphysics, as an effort to be wise above what is written, it is

refreshing to find a scholar who is not ashamed to say that the

Nicene result was a true and necessary one. As to individual opin-

ions on minor points there is not much from which to dissent. In-

fant baptism is not recognized as apostolic, and finds no certain

place even in A. D. 98-180, though in the second century it was be-

ginning to be practiced. The Lord's Supper and the love feast M-ero

connected for a long time, but the author does not sufficiently bring

out the fact that the Lord's Supper itself was a love feast, a social

religious meal. When the author says that the practice of baptizing

In the name of Christ simply, which comes into view from time to

time, "was always rather questionable," he departs from his usual

accuracy. It is evide^it that it was not questioned in the apostolic

times (Acts ii, 38; viii, 16; x, 48), nor by some Christians in

Cyprian's time (iJp. 63), nor bv Ambrose or the author of the 7)5

Spiritu Saiicto, i, 111. Theologically it could also be defended, as it
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carries vrith it a reference to the whole Deity, with which Christ is

organically related. There is a valuable note on Hatch's and Har-

nack's theory of early Church organization, which Rainy refuses to

accept for reasons which we think sufficient, though he fails to do

justice to what Hatch indubitably showed—the sociological forces

which were aiding and even making inevitable the episcopal de-

velopment. There are other points in Hatch's contribution which

also remain. The footnotes and references to the sources and

literature are very meager, and the bibliographical appendix is

fragmentary and incomplete, but the narrative is on the whole rich,

sound, and satisfactory, the ripened fruit of a profound theologian

who we devoutly hope may live to carry the work on into the an-

nounced volume on Tlie Later Catholic Church.
.^

The Theology and Ethics of the Hebrews. By ARCnrBALD Duff, M.A., LL.D.,

B.D., Professor of Old Testament Theology in the Yorkshire United Independ-
ent College, Bradford, England. 8vo, pp. xvii, 301. New York: Charles Scril>-

nor's Sons. Price, cloth, $1.25.

This is the fourth volume in the Semitic Series, of which Pro-

fessor Craig, of the University of Michigan, is the general editor.

Scholars will probably welcome this number of the series as they

have those which have preceded, but it will not prove as useful to

the general reader as they have proved. Dr. Duff is an able scholar,

but one with strongly marked individuality of opinion, and his

present work exhibits both his ability and his individuality to a
pronounced degi'ee. The book has, therefore, value to those who
can use it with discrimination, and, at the same time, a grave de-

fect in not being representative of the soundest thinking among
biblical students generally. The author's idea is to present the

ethical and theological thinking of the Hebrew people in the words

of their own writers beginning with the earliest and ending with the

writers of the exile. But, instead of these ipsissima verba, we have

a distinctly Duffian interpretation of their meaning. It is an elo-

quently expressed interpretation, but not that which a majority of

competent scholars accept. In a popular book this is a pity, and in

this case all the more a pity because the author has written in a

charming literary style. He has enthusiasm, Imagination, and a

certain Hebraic love of the concrete which make it a delight to

read his book. It is not with the author's sketch of the general

course of Hebrew thought that we find most fault. Our strongest

protest is against the too frequent extravagance of particular in-

terpretations throughout the volume. The youth Moses is regarded

as probably an Eg>'ptian, and the Levites to whom he belongs are

camp followers of Egyptian nationality who left Egj'pt with the

hosts of Israel. Hosea the prince may have been the same as

Hosca the prophet Judah is a poor little country, too poor in the

opinion of the Assyrians to be worth having. Yahweh is a rain god;

his name means "he who causes to fall;" hence, among the Hebrews,

"Ho who causes rain to fall." These are instances of many similar
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positions taken by the author without adequate support. Dr.

Duff has made a mistake in not carrying his sketch beyond the

writers of the exile. He does not do so because he believes that "in

those writers Hebrew religion and ethics attain their climax, com-

pletion, and close" (Preface, p. ix). But there was a later Judaism

which immediately continued the religion, and ethics of these

writers and whose views are set forth, as theirs are, in the litera-

ture of the Old Testament. To have completed the period repre-

sented by the entire Old Testament would have given a more sym-

metrical view of the subject. Dr. Duff has a splendid vision of the

thoughts which moved and made those old-time Hebrew men, and

a full appreciation of the human element in their literature. Some

features of this book attract, but its advanced positions on many

points will prevent its being safely or profitably used by those who

^re not trained in the methods of modern biblical research.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Top or Bottom-lrhMi? By Archek Bkowx, A.M. 12nio, pamphlet, pp. 51.

New York: Post & Davis.

This is an inquiry into the causes of success and failure in life

from the standpoint of a successful business man. Its ten short

papers are addressed to the big boys in American homes who are

confronting manhood, and the young men who hope to succeed.

Its force and impressiveness are added to by five brief introduc-

tions from Bishop Fowler, President Angell (of the University of

Michigan), Hamilton W. Mabie, Irving Bacheller, and Andrew Car-

negie, the last of whom has this to say to young men: "Aim for

the highest; never enter a barroom; do not touch liquor; never

speculate; never indorse beyond your surplus cash fund; make the

firm's interest yours; break orders always to save owners; concen-

trate; put all your eggs in one basket, and watch that basket;

expenditure always within revenue; lastly, do not be impatient,

for, as Emerson says, 'No one can cheat you out of ultimate success

but yourselves.'" Among Mr. Brown's own wise counsels is this:

"Some things should be crystallized into habit: Careful thinking on

every subject; assimilating the knowledge that comes from observa-

tion and reading; correctness in conversation and manners; phys-

Scal exercise and regular hours; religious work; Bible study;

prayer; the old-fashioned virtues (the solvent of all the financial,

social, and economic questions now agitated)—industry and econ-

omy; 'method in work of every kind." And this: "There seem to be

two ways only of dealing with hard things: First, is to succumb.

Yield to that tired feeling. Give up mathematics because it's tough.

Drop history because it's dull. Give up the fight for the top in

business because it takes so much effort. Abandon the desire of

religious life because it is hard to resist sin. Follow this linf' of

surrender two or three yeiirs; then examine your backbone, and
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see how your whole capacity for achievement—mind, moral
strength, and conscience—has been weakened until you are an
incapable, perhaps forever, like most of the lunkheads around you.

But try first the other thing: Grapple the first diflaculty that comes
up. Wrestle till you down it, if it takes till break of day. Get on
top of it with both feet. First the bear, then the lion, then Goliath.

(David worked up by degrees to the giant.) Master the problem in

mathematics, and know the joy of victory; the hard things in other

studies, and see what tonic to the mind; the hardest thing in your
day's work at office or shop, and see how strong you will be for the

next day; the temptation that assails you, and feel the joy of deliv-

erance. Master your lower nature, and know what it is to have
God's approval." In Mr. Brown's paper on "The Amusement Ques-

tion" is this: "It is a pretty fair assumption that if a large element

in society, representing probably the best in culture, refinement,

and morals, has for generations agreed upon certain diversions as

dangerous and harmful, there is something more than religious

cant and prejudice back of the sentiment." The pamphlet closes

with the maxims which the elder Rothschild posted on the walls of

his bank: "Shun liquors. Dare to go forward. Never be discour-

aged. Never tell business lies. Be polite to everybody. Employ
your time well. Be prompt in everything. Pay your debts promptly.

Bear all trouble patientlj% Do not reckon upon chance. Make no
useless acquaintances. Be brave in the struggle of life. Maintain

your integrity as a sacred thing. Never appear something more
than you are. Take time to consider, and then decide positively.

Carefully examine into everj' detail of your business." This bracing

booklet is sure to do good to every boy or young man who reads it,

and is not without stimulating value for older men, because that

is true which Irving Bacheller quotes from Jed Feary:

There's a many big departments in this ancient school o' God,

An' ye keep right on a-larnin' till ye lay beneath the sod.

Standcth God TTithin the Shadow. By David Stakr Jordan. 12mo, pp. 23.

New York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. Price, white leatherette, 33 cents.

This reverent essay contains truth—part of the truth, not all

—

concerning the things of which it discourses. It aims to promote

what the author regards as a larger faith, a faith in a Providence

as broad as the universe and resident in all of its operations. It

thinks evil is simply uncompleted good—a lack of adaptation,

failure in structure, or failure in intent. Those best adapted to

conditions survive, and have abundance of life, which is the basis

of all enjoyment. "Of all elements of adaptation the kindly rela-

tion of individual to individual, indicated by the word love, is the

most effective, the one most promoting the abundance of life. There-

fore we may declare on the evidence of science that 'God is love.'

"

Concerning Positivism the author says: "There is a church In Lon-

don devoted to the worship of Humanity. Though its minister is

the gifted essoryist, Frederic Harrison, the congregation is but
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Eeventy from all the millions of the world's largest city. Man can-

not worship himself. He must have Some One higher to revere

and adore." The universe is built on, and insured by, the eternal

righteousness of God. An Arab proverb says, "If God should wink
at a single act of injustice the whole universe would shrivel up
like a cast-off snake-skin." God is not subject to the unwise,

selfish, and unrighteous will of man. A certain ambitious pulpit

orator renounced his religion, it is said, because he would no longer

serve a God who "would do nothing for him." Because his prayers

had not made him rich, or powerful, or famous, or successful, he

would cease to pray. So he left the ministry, became a lauTer,

and entered the service of Tammany Hall, which could and doubt-

less did "do something for him." "Thy will be done, and may Thy
will be mine," is the proper close of all petitions from men to God.

Unity of man's will with God's will makes that man to be like one

of the forces of nature. He becomes a child of destiny. Those who
oppose him will mar%-el at the strength his apparent weakness seems

to cover. Such leaders, from David to Gustavus Adolphus, from

Moses to Chinese Gordon or John Brown, have seemed to their ene-

mies to be more than men. No man could trouble Paul, because he

bore on his body "the marks of the Lord Jesus," whose he was and

whom he served. The sense of this high alliance sometimes casts out

fear and gives an almost supernatural coolness. The Governor of

Virginia said of John Brown at ?Iarper's Ferry, "The gamest man I

ever saw." The grizzled old Puritan was not thinking of his enemies

when the governor thought he looked brave. "Nobody sent me
here," he answered to his inquisitors; "I obey only my own prompt-

ings and those of my Maker; I acknowledge no master in human
form." And when his moldering body lay quietly under the morn-

ing shadow of the big Adirondack bowlder his spirit animated a

host of other men. His soul went marching on until even those who
hanged him on the gallows lived to rejoice that with his death the

gigantic evil he assailed received its mortal wound. The closing

thought of Dr. Jordan's brief essay is in verse which intimates the

splendor, the patience, and the calm that abide with the soul which,

having renounced all but Duty, is strengthened by his vision of the

face of the Most High who standeth veiled from other men in

shadow:

There was a ^lan who saw God face to face.

His countenance and vestments evermore

Glowing with light that never shone before.

And men, anear Him for a little space,

\\GXG sorely vexed at the mysterious liffht.

They bore Ilis body to a mountain height,

And nailed it to a tree ; then went their way.

And He resisted not nor said them nay,

Because Ue always saw God face to face.
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PaUiicr; God in His Own AYorJd. G03.
I'npyri (Arch, and Bib. Kes.), G39.
Testoral Habit, The I)ecay of the (Itin.

Ci.ib>, 974.
I'astoral Support In France (For. Out.),

9S4.
Pabtoral Visiting and Bulpit Strength:

Daij, 877.
Paiton: The Origin of the Semitic

Alphabet, 400.
Paulinism—A Studv In. Objective and

Subjective : Wallace, 8<31.

Philanthropy, A Study of—Lord Ash-
ley, Seventh Earl of Shaftesbury :

Hiidr. 203.
PhllosL.phy of Religion and Theory of

Life. Browning's : Helm, 47.
Philosophy of the Kesurrection : Lance,

223.
Place and 'Work of the Laity in the

Church, The: McLennan, 924.
Plant-: The Idea of Bedomption In His-

tory. 3SS.
Poets of the Nineteenth Century

:

Illakcmax, 87.
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Pouchcr: The Ueligious Use of the Ad-

vance in Science. 849.
Poverty, The Cause and Cure of
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Preacher. Debt of the Republic to the

:

Quayle. 70S.
Preacher, The, Essential Characteris-

tics of: Bcattus, 274.
Preexistence of Christ, The (Arena),

405.
Prien."'. Discoveries at (Arch, and Bib.
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Prophecy : Bashford, 345.
Protesta"nt Episcopal Church Congress
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Day, 877.

Quayle: A 'V\'alk Along a Railroad In
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:
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:
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Regeneration a Miracle (Notes and
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Religion, Browning's Philosophy of,
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Religion, Childhood, Wesley and Other
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Catholic Episcopate (For. Out.),
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Roman Church as a Financial Institu-
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Revolution, French, Rationale of the:
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Ruskin, The Debt of the Christian
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Scientific Method, The (Arena) 969
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Smith: Liician on the Philosophers of
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Social Jtcmocracy in 'Germany, The
Growth of (For. Out.), 148.

Spiritual Life. The Interpretation of
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St. I'aul as a Rhetorician : Sher-wood,
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Stevens: The Theology of Horace Bush-
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Stevenson, Robert Loui.'? : Mims, 'ill.
Stevenson: Types and Hopes of Ameri-
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Studien zur EntstehiinRsgeschichte der
jiidischeu Gemeinde nach dem
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Subjective, Objective and—A Study in
Paulinlsra : Wallace, SGI.

Suggestions from the Biography of an
Eminently Successful i'astor (Itin.
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Sultan's Gift to German Scholars, The
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Sunday School. The Xew (Arena), 807.
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Res.), 140.
Sicift: The Third Ecumenical Confer-
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Temperance Movement. Nest Step In
the: Thompson. SO.j.

Temperance. The Outlook for (Notes
aud Di.s.1, G21.

Templars. The Good, Abroad (For.
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Tennyson, Was He Guilty of Sibila-
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"The Cathedral." A Study of LowelFs—The Religion of a Scholar-Poet
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EammcU, 010.
The One and the Manv In the Church

(Notes and Dis.). 955.
The Outlook for Temperance (Notes

and Dis.), 621.

Theology of Horace Bushnell, The •

Stevens, 692.
Thompson: The Next Step in the Tem-

perance Movement, 505.
Thoreau's Philosophy of Life (Notea
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Tigcrt: Critical Description of All

Editions of the Discipline from
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Training Institute, Missionary, The
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Types and Hopes of American Democ-
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Unjust Criticisms (Arena), 803.
' ^i^.,^'at-ei-, The Religious: Stalker,
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Value. Homiletic. of the Late Revision
of the Scriptures (Itiu. Club), 474,

Victor liugo as a Writer : Wilkcr, 412.

Walk Along a Railroad In June, A

:

Qitayle, G3.
^yaUavc: Objective and Subjective—

A

Study in Paulinism, 801.
Warren: A Reply to Dr. Konig, 680.
Marrcn: Beginnings of Hebrew Mono-

theism—The Ineffable Name, 24.
Warren: Expression, 9.
Was Tennyson Guilty of Sibilation?

(Arena.) 295.
Was the Religion in Abraham's Native

Country Monotheistic? KonUi. 081.
Water, The Religious Use of: Stalker,

Waiters: Elements of Hebrew Litera-
ture in Browning's "Saul," 219.

Wendt, H. H. (For. Out.), 308.
\V esley and Methodism. Herrick on

(Notes and Dis.). 450.
Wesley and Other Methodist Fathers

on Childhood Religion : liishcll,

Wesley's, John, Invalid Years : Yoinig,

"What Is ChrLstianity?" Ilarnack'a
(For. Out.), 487.

What, Then, is Christianity? Shaw,
570.

Wilkcr: Victor Hugo as a Writer, 412.
Withrow: The Legend of the Holy

Grail, 253.
Wordsworth, An Introduction : Mudnc,

370.
World, God in His Own : Palmer, G03.
Writer, Victor Hugo as a: Wilkcr, 412.
Writing, Antiquity of (Arch, and Bib.

Res.), 304.

Year^ John Wesley's Invalid : Young,

Young: John Wesley's Invalid Year,

Zapletal, Vincent (For. Out.), 484.
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Abraham, The 'World Before : Mitchell,

341.
Acts of the Apostles, The: Lvmhii. 328.
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Accession of Trajan to the Fonrth
Genera! Council : Rninu, 1011.

Apollos, A Modern : Mclntijrc, 17G.
Apostles. The Acts of the : 'Lumby, 328.
Apostolic Optimism : Joicctt, CG4.
Autobiography and Sermons, John Alex-

ander Koche, 51U.

Babylonian History, Early, Down to
the Fourth Dynasty of Ur : Radau,
330.

Banks: The Great Saints of the Bible,
175.

Barton: A Sketch of Semitic Origins,
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Beginnings of Poetry, The : Gummere,
G76.

Behold the Man: DcUtzf!ch. 997.
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6S0.
Biblical Interpretation. A— Unto
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'Bradford: Spiritual Lessons from the

Brownings, 154.
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332.
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ctt, 092.
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Browning, Robert, as a Religious
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Bryce: Relations of the Advanced and
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scriptions, Illustrating Bible Ilis-
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End of the Fourth Dynasty of Ur
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Essays of an Ex-Librarian : Garnett,
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Evangelization of the V.'orld in This
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Exegetical, Critical and. Commentary
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Fiction, Modern, The Theology of:
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Glcdstonc, 672.
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French Revolution and Religious Re-

form, The : Sloane, 845.
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Gip.sy Smith : His Life and Work : Mor-
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Great Saints of the Bible, The : Banks,
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Growin;: Preachers, Quiet Hints to:
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Hardi/: Poems of the Past and tbo
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341.
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Religious Experience, The Varieties of
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The World Lighted
A NEW INTERPRETATION
OF THE APOCALYPSE.

By CHARLES EDWARD SMITH, D.D.

" Clearest view I have ever seen."
lloward Crosby, D.D.

" An epochal book In the study of the ApocaI\'ps>e."
Dr. Una, K. Harper.

"Very clear, self-consistent, and instructive."
I'res. Alvah llo>ey, D.D., Newton Theo. Sem.

" It will virtually add one lx>ok to my Bible."
A. E. AVoffle, D.D.

" The most reasona>>le solution I ha\e met."
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" \ sublime conception of the advancement of truth
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any other." C. D. Crane, D.D.

J 2mo, cloth, 2 J 8 pp. Price, 75 cents ; post free.

PUBLISHED BY THE AUTHOR,
Fredonia, N. Y.

Steps io ^aivaiioi^^
By Rev. A. A. JOHMSON.

"This is a brief compendium of essen-

tial doctrines. It treats in a helpful way
of these essential doctrines: that God is

our Father; that all men are our brothers;

that the sinfulness of the race is real and

deep; that the Bible is inspired as no

other book is inspired ; that Christ caine

as man's Redeemer ; that he has a definite

mission to our race ; that there are certain

distinct steps in the new life; that the

Holy Spirit cleanses from sin and is ihe

Holy Fire of God to purify the life and
make it acceptable to God; and that in

experience the soul has a satisfying vision
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strong. The presence of confederated evil

in the world must be acknowledged. There
can be no power in evil apart from per-

sonal influence. It is the only adequate

explanation of the Gospel record and the

only satisfactory explanation of human ex-

perience. This is one of the strongest

books of the series. We specially like it^

It is not an ingenious treatment of a diffi-.

cult subject, but biblical, wholesome, and

conservative, and will be well received,"'
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16mo. Cloth, 25 cents, net;

postage, 4 cents additional.
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Ism^t It ii^m 'W

f mmmimm[F^̂- ~ ®
That you always found teaching to be a pleasure and

not a task when you held the attention of your scholars?

And isn't it also true that you always secured this

attention when you felt yourself to be properly qualified

to teach an instructive and interesting lesson? This

has been the uniform experience of everj'- teacher who

used as a help in the study of the lessons a copy of

THE ILLUSTRATIVE LESSON NOTES

by Drs. Neely and Doherty. Any teacher who feels

discouraged will be greatly cheered by using this book

for 1903. Its hints on teaching and its stories illus-

trating the lessons will alone be worth more than its

cost. It also contains numerous picture illustrations,

excellent maps, and the best notes on each lesson that

can be found in print. Its regular price is ^1.25. It is

sent to teachers, postpaid, for $1.00. EATON & MAINS,

Publishers, 150 Fifth Avenue, New York.

\





have been received from representative leaders

of thought and press reviewers in our own
and other Churches unqualifiedly indorsing

By GEORGE G. PECK

Mr. Edwin B. Rice, a high authority in the hterary circles of the Prot-

estant Episcopal Church, writes :
" I have read the Rev. Mr. Peck's vol-

ume of sermons entitled Ringing Qicesiions with increasing interest from

beginning to end. I find these sermons logical in construction, beautiful

in diction, abundant in illustration, striking in metaphor, fearless in utter-

ance, inspiring in thought, elevating in spirit, and scinlillant with flash-

lights of eternal truth."

I2mo. Cloth. $1.

containing selections that are charming in them-

selves and in their arrangement, and presented

in an appropriate and attractive binding^^^

Gollccfed by (SEGELIA FJS. TIBBITS

Dr. Wm. V. Kelley writes: "This choice little book is above the aver-

age of such collections. Good sense, an instinct for beauty and force,

and a fine sensibility have guided Miss Tibbits in her wise and felicitous

selections. We have not found one worthless bit in it. The extracts

are satisfying, because in all the many and varied notes they strike they

really teach us. and ring true to our sense of reality. Such books as this

fit to a need. Miss Tibbits's book is full of fine things, and they are not

simply fine, but strengthening and uplifting."

I2mo. Cloth. 75 cents.

EATON & r^lAIMS, Publishers, 150 Fifih Avenue, New York.

JENNINGS & PYE, Cindnnaii, 0.





}OPULJ}Il STORIES BY EDIVJ^HD Ji. RJif^n

The Yfhistle in tKe Alley
fST ISSUED. ILLUSTRATED. i2mo. $i.(x.

THE DRUMMER-BOY OF THE RAPPAHAKIIOCK;

Or, Taking Sides. Illustrated. i2mo. $i.:.-

A boy's story of army experience.

THE KHIGHT THAT SMOTE THE DRAGON,

The Young People's Life of John B.

Gough. With Portrait, etc. i2mo. .^v

A picturesque account of the career of the

celebrated temperance orator.

SAILOR-BOY BOB. i2mo.

The story of a boy who went to sea.

WHENTHE WAR BROKE OUT;

Or, Sailor-Boy Bob's Sister. i2mo. i.ic

A girl's story of the early days of the civil war.

DKDER THE LANTERN AT BLACK ROCKS.

i2nio. i--^'

A boy's story. The scenes are laid in a seaport.

DP-THE-LADDER CLUB SERIES.

i2mo. Each, ^i.oo. 5 vols, in a box, S-c:

KNIGHTS OF THE WHITE SHIELD.

YARDSTICK AND SCISSORS.

SCHOOL IN THE LIGHTHOUSE.
CAMP AT SURF BLUFF.

^ - ^^ra OUT OF THE BREAKERS.

A series of v.-holesome and entertaining books for boy^"-

•ATON <& MAINS, Publishers, 150 Fifth Ave., New York.

JENNINGS 6c PVE, Cincinnati, O.





MM ih© mB^i^iB vwiM s^mm

A new book by the masterly leader of con=

gregational singing and composer of songs

that ha\'e thrilled niultitudes

11/m
imJ£.

iJames 7A£ Black
A fine collection of new and Inspiring* songs

and an excellent selection of the songs tliat

will never die. Meets ait the music require=

ments of all the social services.

Only 20 cents per single copy, po.slpaid.

Per Iiundred, $15, not prepaid.

EPJQH c% MAINS, 150 Fifth Avenue, New York,

JEHNINGS S: PYF, C/ncinnaff, 0.





Te^BQhars mtjsi tBv^e c^saif T^Bis
io da timer v<iarh wsIS, and iha scfts7-}fE must have hatpfut as.s^rf.

ufis in f lie. if .sftsij>. TiiGsa P^fa io bs had har sfjy grito^'* In iris

Sunday SchooS', frotn f>-;?; suii?:rir.iendcnt to it.G h'ftfa ant i~fn f.'se

Filiyjarjp- Oepas'finani, by sc:cct/j-sa from thist Uai of pofIodics'v,
vfhioh sfG Jndopsxr'd i/y ncuriy ioup niiUion auhscpibors.

B\u\::\X', Scbool Joi'vnal ?:\>> :f:3jb[c i?Tu^cur5 -^agaiinc
J-.-i';d inonihlv. . elder scholars in th-e stuily of th<: kf-sv.nx,

A !,:a;;;er«li
.'-

-i v.-i'l be thoroughly iiu^IIHta lo iiv,ii;;,:i

t!'.» c'iii.'.icn, a-
'

to a wider kno\viefIc;e of th<? Pori;;-:- .

Price, s,_ > -. ;. \L , . =;x or over, to oue addrcis, 50 CU5. cj,:li.

Zhc \Bz\\\oi D'Scvcaii XCijacii Quartciivj
s(.(.nsive r.-:."'iin3~ v i'-h rich spiritaal ihcrjhts from the befit v.-.'!:crs,

rns, and other heipuii and intereslii'.g poirit; cm the losf^or.'^.

Price. 20 cts. a jear.

wS.'C ;t'cican UntcvmcJiats Xct;soii Quaiterli^
I h'rty-tv'.-o rinses, li'^^-cr •fnli qaartnrlie^, !.-r;:.; price. Two pages to eacbleMon, bcsiuc^ six

i
.-^ci of general tiiatur. i\e-.v ideas and iie>v ?.rra:;..;enients.

iF>rice, l-^cts. e quarter; 5)^ cts. a year.

liuiirovec; ir: c-: ^^troi'oris Ere ir.ir'yduc.d, and th.e mr.iter is so irrarr-.-.; .>:

to meet exactly : , . .;:er=. Price, 4 cts. a j e«r,

'Cbc 'JSiUe StuD'^ "bcmc Bepartmcnt Cluarterls
''•.:- periociic-il also in c3:-.:'-cctio:i with the l;.lemli.;.iia! .-.eries of lessors enables those who rrn-

:; .n re"r.'j:,v' attend she Sa':;>n:h school to unlcc with those who do atierid in the stii-iv of ih-t

Scriptures'. . Price, 20 cts. a veer.

Z'oc IfilustrateD JGcrcan Quartccli:
;!!-,;stratrd hy fir-t-cia^-s ;-vti< .-. The !;.»•. ::\ its class. Xo-.es, qr,e'.tinTn, heljtfnl iho v:-*:.;.

Attr.-icsive type and pr,-s.,vr:- Price, 1 2 ctS. a > ear,

Cbc Xc5t-0ii Xeat
Issif-d 4;;?,-:-j:;y, -.vith the leaves cut for v.-eck-ly c.'stributioi;. . . Price, 4 ctS. a ycZT.

Zbc iprimavs anD r^ciniiefs ^eaclDct
lssi;'.'d i;iiar;e.-Iy. Vor re. .hers of .schol.vrs who have not yet learned to rend, .^s well a« th^ o!,h-r

. c:!;!:.:!er. ;:; the 'l'rir.'..i:y JJeprrtmer-t. CotiJain-ii? m,serial and M^gt^fistioiis to h.tly the icac;:cr

\
icii liic -iOi-y and let.eh the i;s:c>Ui iu an in:i)rc ,s;ve and interesting lunri'er.

Piicc, 25 cts. a jrar ; 10 cts. a qnsrtt r.

t'ictuvc 7iei55on ipapcr
\C ]i.\:^e=.. Issued t-.icnthly, hut airanjed for weekly distribution. It is very popular -.^ith th<;

httie cn-5 of the prin-s^ry liop.\rt:iient.

Price, single copy, 25 Cts. a vear ; in clubs of six or over, to one addre-s, 20 cts. t'-iich.

:tscvz:
















